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An "Amperextra" greatly responsible for the high

efficiency of Amperex tubes are our specially designed filaments. These filaments are correctly proportioned to take advantage of the full projected filament

area. As a precaution against strain in processing,
each filament is pre -formed and cleaned in vacuum
before being mounted. This "Amperextra" is only one
of many Amperex developments which, in total, make
for longer operating life and greater economy.
NOTE! There are more than 100 different types
of Amperex tubes for broadcasting, industrial
and electro-inedical applications. Many of our
standard types are now available through leading radio equipment distributors.
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/-
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FILTER
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IZATION AND FREQUENCY SETTING. THE INSERTION
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Still young at 99..
It is really worthwhile to use a permanent tracing paper, for
you never can tell when an old drawing may have to be consulted or reproduced. In many drafting room files thefe are
drawings on ALBANENE that are years old, but are still in
perfect condition, and should stay that way for 99 years or
more. Protect your designs, your inventions, your business
itself-use ALBANENE!

ALBANENE Tracing Paper is treated with Albanite, a
crystal-clear, unaltering synthetic developed by the K & E
Laboratories. So far as the most severe tests show, it should

Drafting, Reproduction, Surveying
Equipment and Materials
Slide Rules, Measuring Tapes

last almost forever. The paper itself is 100% white rag stock.
The Albanite not only makes it ageless but extra transparent.
And because ALBANENE stays white, it gives strong, contrasting prints.. It's fine to work on too, with pencil or inkkeeps clean and takes erasures well. Comes in rolls, sheets,
and pads. Write on your letterhead for sample sheet.

affocutalw
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

KEUFFEL

ROT. ]887

CO.

NEW YORK HOBOKEN, N. J.
CHICAGO a DETROIT ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES MONTREAL
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Plastics in postwar electronics
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MONSANTO PLASTICS FOR RADIO
Resistance

Heat
Resistance

Dimensional
Stability

Insulation

Forms.
Supplied

Molding"

Range

good

good

to 230°F.

excellent

excellent

extensive

MC

I, C, E

.

good to
excellent

excellent

to 120 160°F.

fair to good

good

unlimited

MC, S, R, T

I, C, E

.

good

good

to 180°F.

excellent

excellent

unlimited

MC

I, C, E

S, R, T

Special

CEREX

FIBESTOS (cellulose acetates)

LUSTRON (polystyrene).

.

.

.

NITRON (cellulose nitrates)

.

.

RESIMENE

(melamine-formaldehydes)
RESINOX
(p

Impact

Tensile
Strength

very good
very good
to excellent

des)very

good to
good

STYRAMIC HT

good

(modified polystyrene)

to 140°F.

good

to 210 -

good to

to 230 -

380°F.

good

fair

Color

unlimited

excellent

excellent

all but lightest colors

Methods

methods

MC, IR

C, T

excellent

450°F.

excellent

good to
excellent

darker colors
only

MC, IR

C, T

good

to 236°F.

excellent

the best

unlimited

MC

I, C, E

Completely reactive thermosetting resin for impres ion molding. Bond glass cloth, fabric or paper into la ge panels or integrated forms in
short curing cy les, with low temperatures and no p essures. Material is rigid, insoluble, fusible, highly resistant to abrasion, heat and water.

THALID

*MC-molding compounds

excellent

Electrical

S-shee s

R-rods

T-tubes

Are you keeping up-to-date on the new
war -developed plastics that will mean so

much in postwar radio and television
manufacture? For instance, did you know

that Monsanto's Thalid for impression
molding makes possible full console -size

radio cabinets, of high strength, beauty
and economy?
It will pay you, perhaps, to check over
in these charts the prewar and wartime
qualities of Monsanto's plastics.

Of course, you'll not find the final
answer to all your problems from this
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

IR-industrial resins

**I-injection

C-compression

E-extrusion

T-transfer, form of compression

chart alone, but notice this fact: the

chart includes virtually every basic type
of plastic of interest to the radio designer
and engineer . . . yet it covers only Monsanto's plastics.
That gives you one of the best reasons
why it will pay you to contact Monsanto,
manufacturers of the most versatile group
of plastics in the industry, and the best
source of experienced and disinterested

advice on your postwar requirements.
Write, wire or phone: MONSANTO

MONSANTO

PLASTICS
SERVING INDUSTRY...,WHICH SERVES MANKIND

CHEMICAL COMPANY, Plastics Division,

Springfield, Massachusetts.
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SPECIFICATIONS OF JUST ONE TYPE OF THE MANY TORE OIL -IMPREGNATED
AND OIL -FILLED PAPER CAPACITORS ...
MIDGET SPG-CAPACITORS
SPG-CAPACITORS
SPGM*
SPG*
TYPE

TYPE
RATINGS

05 to 2.0 mfd. 600 V.D.C.
.05 mfd. to 1.0 mfd. 1,000 V.D.C.

STANDARD CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE
TEST VOLTAGE
GROUND TEST
.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE . .
SHUNT RESISTANCE

.

.

.

. 20%**

Twice D. C. rating
2,500 Volts D. C.
-55° F to 185° F

.05 to 0.1 mfd. 20,000 megohms
.25 to 0.5 mfd. 12,000 megohms
1.0 mfd. 10,000 megohms
2.0 mfd. 5,000 megohms

POWER FACTOR
CONTAINER SIZE

.

.

1,000 cycles-.002 to .005

Width 5/8, length 1-5/16', height 21/4"

MOUNTING HOLE CENTERS

11/2"

RATINGS

05, .1 and

2 x .05 600 V.D.C.
-.05 and .1 1,000 V.D.C.
. . 20%**
STANDARD CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE. .
.

GROUND TEST
OPERATING TEMPERATURES.

SHUNT RESISTANCE
POWER FACTOR

.

.

.

2,500 V.D.C.
-55° F to 185° F

MIDGET SPG CAPACITOR

20 000 megohms

At 1,000 cycles-.0075

CONTAINER SIZE

Width 5/8", length 1-5/16", height 1-11/64"
MOUNTING HOLE CENTERS

11/2"

G CAPACITOR

*Data sheets showing complete code number for units having a specific capacitance value and voltage rating available on request. "Other tolerances available.
Illustrations show capacitors with terminals on bottoms.
Capacitors also available with terminals on top.

A SMALL PART IN VICTORY TODAY -A BIG PART IN INDUSTRY TOMORROW
6
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REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES
for use with CONSTANT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS

AMPLIFIERS PULSE GENERATORS MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

The HARVEY Regulated
Power Supply 206 PA
This new HARVEY OF CAMBRIDGE development is designed for use with equipment requiring a constant D. C.

oltage source in the 500-1000 volt range. It operates
in two ranges -500 to 700 at VI of an
ampere; 700 to 1000 volts at .2 of an
ampere. The voltage change caused
by current change is less than one per
cent in both ranges. Write for complete specifications.

J
The HARVEY Regulated
Power Supply 106 PA

0

0

#0

rf

performs smoothly and dependably in the
lower voltages. It has a D. C. output variable
from between 200 to 300 volts that is regulated to within one per cent. It operates on 115
volts, 50-60 cycles A. C., introduced by a convenient two -prong male plug. For complete
information, write for bulletin.

OF CAMBRIDGE

HARVEY RADIO -LABORATORIES, INC.
439 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS
ELECTRONICS - Febr.ory 1945
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Many thousands of Hammarlund
"Super -Pro" radio receivers
assist the Army Airways Communications System

in providing flight information
for Allied planes

in the skies everywhere ...
Below we see a battery of
"Super -Pros" in action
Somewhere In the Pacific.

MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

S
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"Westinghouse." It's the result of Westinghouse
engineering, complete quality control over all the

Good news for designers of welding and motor controls, timing circuits, and voltage regulating devices:

raw materials, and precision control over the many
steps in the making of tubes.

This stream -lined Westinghouse Thyratron WL-672
has everything you need in a grid -controlled mercury
vapor rectifier. Look at its sturdy industrial size base,
slotted to give greater creepage distance . . . oversize
anode -support and dome -type construction hold every
part rigidly in its exact position, for unwavering performance . . . extra large high -current -capacity pins
and cap that won't get hot and burn off . . . totally
enclosed arc stream for better control.

No electronic equipment is better than its tubes and
no tubes are better than Westinghouse tubes.

Designers and users of electronic equipment know
that all these features add up to Perfect Performance
of every WL-672 during a long trouble -free life. Such

performance is typical of every tube marked

ELECTRONICS - February 1945

For complete information on any Westinghouse Thy-

ratron, as well as Iguitrons, Phanotrons, Pliotrons,
Kenotrons, and Phototubes, write to your nearest
Westinghouse District Office or to Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Co., Lamp Division,
Bloomfield, N. J.

Westinghouse
PLANTS IN 2$ CITIES

OFFICES EVERYWHERE

aooldia7aZi
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There can be no question that both AM and FM are
slated for important jobs in the world of tomorrowin broadcasting. aN iation, mobile and marine radio.
And Western Electric will offer you the finest equipment of each type-backed by 76 years of leadership
in making communications apparatus for almost every
purpose.

BROADCASTING

Fobruary 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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As a result of intensified wartime research at Bell
Telephone Laboratories, of unproved manufacturing
techniques and increased production facilities at
Western Electric, many new things are now being produced which will have peacetime applications.
in the years of progress that lie ahead for radio, count
on Western Electric to lead the way !

knowledge in all of these fields
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

Buy all the War Bonds you can
. . . and keep all. ou buy!

IN TURNTABLE
EQUIPMENT
Elections come and go, but the broadcasters'
favorite is always...RCA Turntable Equipment.
Here is sturdy, dependable construction; equipment particularly designed for broadcast station

available for delivery on rated orders early in
1945. Inquire now!

For broadcasters interested in postwar reser-

In the RCA 70-C1 Turntable with its combination head, the broadcaster will find equipment

vations of turntables, new AM, FM or Television
equipment, speech input equipment, etc.-write
the Broadcast Equipment Section for informa
tion on the RCA Broadcast Equipment Priority

of great flexibility. These turntables will be

Plan.

needs.

FEATURES OF THE

RCA 70-C1 TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
Combination pickup for vertical and lateral transcriptions.
-position switch for
Counter balanced tone arm, free of noise and vibration. Six
control of compensation.
Excellent speed regulation. High torque for quick starting.

(Silent type power
Turntable operation within proximity of microphone possible.
switch; low motor noise.)

mounted and arranged for
Isolation of motor noise from cabinet. Filters securely
minimum hum pickup.

Modem cabinet design, attractive trim. Umber gray

cabinet finish.

The RCA 70-C1
(combination head)
Turntable

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION

CAMDEN, N. J.

Ir Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal

A Seer, From the Meho.Goldwyn Moyer Porture-EDISON, THE MAN

The Birth of the 'little Sun" Every Home Welcomed
HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

LOW MOISTURE ABSORPTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

TENSILE STRENGTH

FLEXURAL STRENGTH

IMPACT STRENGTH

OF ALL man's inventions, one of
tie greatest, universally, was Edison's :ncandescent filament . . . a fine

If excellent electrical properties, re-

known substances until he found one

ful to you.
You are invited to send for the com-

thread from which a new pattern of many other combined characteristics
life was woven.
are desirable, our type of technical
Edison simply experimented with plastics-Synthane-can he very help-

that net his singular requirements.
You nay have material problems, too.
However, knowing your requirements,
you may find your special answer in
techn;:al plastics.

plete Synthane catalog and compare
your needs with Synthane's advantages.
Synthane Corporation, Oaks, Pa.

SYNTHANE TECHNICAL PLASTIC

STABLE OVER A
WIDE TEMPERATURE RANGE

SHLI?SFON I DBES FABRICATED PARTS
Mom, More Propertioy-Combined

sistance to corrosion, mechanical
strength, easy machineability and

SYNITIANC

MOLDED-LAMINATEDMOLDED-MACERATED

Pitin witi- present and fu/are pradneis with Sant/sane Teehnical l'Itesties
14
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A comparison of SYNTHANE TECHNICAL PLASTICS with

certain metals, debunking a popular notion that plastics
being "magic" can be used indiscriminately
III

IS CHARACTERISTICALLY HUMAN to back

a winner... to ascribe

IT IS IMPORTANT, HOWEVER, TO REMEMBER that on a weight basis,

precipitately to vitamins or sulfa drugs or plastics more powers and
claims than sober research can keep up with. Plastics have their
possibilities ... and their limitations. Good design is the reward of
knowing both.

may be necessary.

Plastics are doing many jobs that metals used to do, especially since

of Synthane with metals can be made. Brinell hardness, tested with
500 Kg. load, 10 mm ball, shows approximately these values:

certain critical metal shortages have cropped up. But, basically,
plastics are not substitute materials. Correctly applied, they should
and do stand solely on their own merits.

Synthane may be stronger though redesign of a part for plastics

HARDNESS IS A PROPERTY in which another interesting comparison

Alloyed aluminum 45-110, Brass 95-150, magnesium (drawn annealed)

29, annealed cast iron 77, Synthane 24-40.
BEHAVIOR UNDER TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS

INTERESTING COMPARISONS TO PROVE the point can be made between

our type of plastics-Synthane-and certain metals. Synthane is
made by applying heat and pressure to paper or fabric impregnated
with thermosetting resins. It is non-metallic, a fact which should at once

suggest uses fundamentally different from those of metals. Actually,
Synthane is an excellent electrical insulator, and so you find it in
hundreds of radio and electrical products and applications, not in
place of metal, but to insulate metal. That does not imply Synthane
cannot replace metal. As a matter of fact, Synthane has taken over
for metals in pulleys, bearings, panels, structural members, scales,
dials. The reasons can usually be traced to one or a combination of
the many properties of Synthane technical plastics.
ONE OF THE PRINCIPAL REASONS at present is light weight. Synthane

has a specific gravity ranging from 1.20 to 1.70, about half that of
aluminum, less than magnesium. So in many unstressed parts for aircraft Synthane is a logical consideration.
SYNTHANE LAMINATED PLASTICS GENERALLY have lower mechanical

strength than metals for a given cross section. For example, an approximate comparison might read like this:
Tensile Strength
(p.s.i.) ultimate

Alloyed Aluminum 16,000-60,000
Brass

Cast Iron
Synthane

40;000-80,000
16,000-45,000
8,000-12,000

Compressive Strength
(p.s.i.)

9,000- 47,000 (y)
28,000-126,000 (u)
80,000-200,000 (u)
30,000- 50,000 (u)

(y-yield strength
u-ultimate strength)

is characteristic of Synthane's non-metallic composition. For instance, whereas the thermal
conductivity of aluminum alloys may range from .20 to .54 calories
per second per square centimeter per centimeter of thickness per
degree C., Synthane's thermal conductivity is about .0005 to .0008.
The coefficient of thermal expansion of Synthane is about .0000140
inches per inch per degree F., approximately the same as alloyed
aluminum, slightly more than pure aluminum, copper, brass.
CORROSION RESISTANCE IS A SUBJECT of such complications as to tem-

perature, degree of concentration, and type of agent that any comparison with metals would necessarily be lengthy. Synthane does
resist corrosion from water, many acids, oils, and salts, and to a
greater or lesser extent than metals depending on the metal with
which it is compared and the corrosion conditions, Synthane is extensively used as a corrosion resistant material.
APART FROM ITS PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, electrical and chemical prop-

erties, Synthane may be easily and quickly machined by ordinary
shop methods, a point which may occasionally influence selection when
other factors are the same. And, just as metals are cast for economy in
large quantities, so Synthane is available in two molded forms, molded laminated and molded -macerated, for economy of duplication.
OBVIOUSLY, IN CERTAIN CASES there can be no question of whether
to use Synthane plastics or a metal such as when the material must be
an electrical conductor or an electrical insulator, in other cases, weight
or strength may decide, or corrosion resistance, resilience, hardness,
machinability. Or as often happens, the decision may rest upon the
extent to which the material required meets many combined specifications. Synthane technical plastics are usually more desired for their
combination of properties than for any one specific property for which

another specific material or metal may be the only logical answer.

SYNTHANE CORPORATION, OAKS, PENNA.
REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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WHEN ELECTRONIC DEVICES NEED

SELECTIVE TIMING

I

0.2

0.4

0.6

SECONDS

0.8

Selective timing of two or more circuits
to hundredths of a second is dependably
accomplished with the W&T Constant
Speed Motor Mechanism.
With a current input of only 0.003 milliamperes, the motor delivers 1800 gram
inches per minute (a feature of especial
importance in battery powered systems).
It operates at a constant speed, regardless
of voltage changes as great as ±20%.
Compact and self-contained, the mechanism is easily built into electronic control

THE

&
CONSTANT SPEED

MOTOR MECHANISM

devices.
Write for illustrated technical bulletin

A-3 7

WALLACE & TIERNAN
PRODUCTS, INC.
BELLEVILLE 9
16
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the Belden Aw

FOR ALL YOUR NEWLY DESIGNED

what is the Belden

APPLIANCES - Belden Connect -A -corD

CONNECT -A -CORD?

CONNECTOR

CONDUCTOR

PLUG

Provides a cord for every appliance or tool detachable at the appliance end as well as the
plug end.
2 Available in various lengths and colors to fit

1

any installation.
3 Easy to replace

this new advantage -

It's a new
still, as a result of a re Lent survey, 24'; of the lamp users were
already found to be in favor of the advantages of the Belden Connect-A-corD.

This new Belden product is no "postwar
dream." It is already engineered-and only
offered after a thorough check which has
shown conclusively that your customers want

the Belden ConnersA-corn on their better
electrical equipment.

eliminates dealer cord repair

service.

4
Users wont

PAO

Simplifies line assembly operatian. Simplifies
packing and display.

5 Provides a NEW SALES FEATURE.
There is something new in cords! Belden -developed
connectors and appliance outlets make possible the new
Belden "Connect- A-corD." Styled to your particular requirements, the Connect-A-corD simplifies cord assembly
problems - eliminates dealer complaints due to costly cord
service - gives customers new satisfaction in your products.

A worth- while sales feature- promoted by consistent
national advertising. Get information on the new Corditisfree Connect-A-corD today.
Belden Manufacturing Company
4625 W. Van Buren Street, Chicago 44., Ill.

Belden
ald4aelzeeCORDS
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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These two "act on words" are being used by us to headline this ad for
a very definite rea ion.

We are NOW ready with a NEW
announcement which, we are sure,
will be welcomed by hundreds of
dealers, radio "hams", jobbers, and
industrial organizations of all types
who use transformers in the course of
their operations.

We have stated before, and we must
reiterate, that our irst concern is to do
our part in helping to win the war.

Nevertheless, the time has arrived
when we can state that we are now
actually engaged in preparing new
models of transformers, for civilian
use as soon as wc r conditions permit.

N
The new Thordarson transformers will

be

streamlined, modern ... in many instances more
compact . . designed with all the skill and ingenuity that can be brought to bear in order to
produce more serviceable products. When you
.

see these new designs, you will again be reminded of how Thordarson leadership means
more service, more convenience and more allaround satisfaction for you.

1

1

1

These new Thordarson transformers

embody ideas based upon our 50
years of leadership in this industry,
our war experiences, and our determi-

nation to again set the pace in the
field when civilian needs can once

74.4%-.9fra-sfpw's ,5",tiescAticreis-els git:ece /g95

more be taken care of.

.. ORIGINATORS OF TRU-FIDELITY AMPLIFIE1S

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 500 W. HURON ST. CHICAGO 10, ILL.

'

- ELECTRONICS

The New Line of ROLLER -SMITH 11/2" Panel Instruments
Llesign and development of this line of 1
instruments were based on rigid U. S. Army Air
Force specifications. They are built to withstand

extreme conditions of temperature, humidity,
vibration and shock, and immersion tests have
demonstrated their ability to withstand a hydro-

When desired, solder lugs can be furnished instead of the cot fleeting studs shown.

static pressure of 14.7 psi.

r11-111"

Roller -Smith 1" instruments are now available in d -c voltmeters, 1000 ohms per volt, in
all practical ranges above 50 millivolts; d -c ammeters in all practical ranges above 500 microamperes. For certain applications instruments
can be supplied with ranges below those specified. Corre.pondence i.,,- invited.

ITEILLER-SMITH

BETHLEHEM, PENNA.

Canadian Pont: ROLLER -SMITH MARSLAND LTD., Kitchener, Ontario
Safer Repressirtativer
AND

?RECISION

m
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OR

LIfCIRICAL

INSTRUMENTS

claw moms

AIRCRAFT

INSTRUMENTS

SWITCHES

swiicocue

rofcisIng
RELICS

In the General Cable Research Laboratory at Bayonne
one soon becomes conscious that this unit is not just
a laboratory hut an institution on which the technical
advance of an industry largely depends. At what speed

rate can continuous annealing of copper be accomplished? How control materials for more perfect surface

A Grain structure of
annealed hard drawn
wire-Xi goo

B Grain refinement of

Hot Rolled Rod X200

C Elongation of grains

finish? What refinement of raw material and process
specifications for specific use -applications? General
Cable scientists delve deeply that the end product may
be still more serviceable, of still greater uniformity,
and of no greater cost.

GENERAL CABLE
CORPORATION

in longitudinal section
of wire-Xx 500

Manufacturers of Bare and Insulated Wires and Cables
for Every Electrical Purpose

HOW EXCELLENCE ZS
DEXTEROUS FINGERS Several million pieces of mica are punched out daily

by a battery of sixty-five mica punch
presses at the Sangamo plant. To meet this

large production schedule, and at the
same time conserve strategic mica, operators are trained to obtain the maximum
number of punched films from each mica
lamination.

effscient

odern,
accurate,
ON of
monufactce

pro

ond
Mica
of Sangarno

and MICA

of
S?1.1T1ING
O the
IfIEJULIO"
MICA
process
c-eldoods
with
auction
begins
the intpoiRant

CoFocitars

4eoct

cognes

OP:JOtt:G.
P01140",10-ciescribed

on those

p:.ges.

SANGAMO ELECTRIC
ESTABLISHED 1898
22

MICA CAPACITORS
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BUILT INTO . . .
MICA
CAPACITORS
Neea Pagekat,
The great number of case sizes in which
Sangamo Mica Capacitors are manufactured necessitates a large variety of sizes
and shapes of mica films. Mica, as pro-

duced in nature, has no semblance of
uniformity, consequently it must be
fabricated to the desired size and shape.
Mica is a hard brittle material requiring

r

the use of specially designed dies to
insure a finished film with sharp, clean
edges and free from fractures.
Thus, only by maintaining constant
vigilance in each of the manufacturing

possible to produce a
capacitor capable of giving long and
dependable service under the severe
operating conditions encountered by
processes, is it

modern electronic equipments.

WATT HOUR METERS
ELECTRON ICS

- Febtuory 1945

TIME SWITCHES
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WAY TO Lim( roirit''
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Robinson Vi brashock* suspensions

are radically different from conSPECIAL CUSHION BLOCKS of controlled density
EIGHT SPECIAL

rubber are arranged for rauhiple absorption of vibration
impulses in all directions. Note the curvature at top and
bottom of rubber blocks. This curvature disoppoars under
load (se* below). This design assures central loading and
an *von distribution of stress for host absorption results.
The cushion is free to absorb shock and vibration from
any dirostion.

ventional type shock mounts
Robinson builds a complete, fully
engineered suspension guaranteed to

absorb over 90% of all vibration
throughout the entire operating range
of the aircraft in which it is installed.
Over 75,000 Robinson Vibrashock
suspensions have been built to support

airborne radio and photographic

t ttt

VERTICAL DEFLECTION - The uniform distribution of

leading over the entire surface of the rubber block
eliminates concentrated rolsilo or shearing stresses. Long
service If. is thereby assured.

equipment for the Armed Services.
Other Robinson Vibrashock suspen-

sions are being designed and constructed to support flight instruments
and instrument panel;.
As a result of competitive tests for
use in supporting airborne equipment,
the Robinson Vibrashock suspensions
have proven superior to all other present methods of shock mounting.
Trod Mark

ROBINSON
HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION - Because the blocks are

fro* to &fleet laterally, vibration and inspect loads are
sadly absorbed. The conventional method of bonding a

AVIATION,
INC.
731 TITTI ATZIIIIE, NEW TORN IT.
N.

T.

FIRST NATIONAL BUILDING NOCATTIOOD 21, CALIF.

robber disc to a metal ring does not provide this
horizontal hoodoo.

24
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"Unless you can express it as a

you have no information"
THAT'S AN UNWRITTEN LAW in many laboratories today. Because

"National" graphite's purity-99.979%-could be expressed as a number,
the manufacturer's engineers knew what its performance characteristics

would be when used as the anode and anode shield material in this
Ignitron Rectifier.
Across the nation, banks of these rectifiers are serving war plants,
traction companies, shipyards and mills efficiently and dependably.

Engineers have long known that graphite does not fuse, soften or
warp, and has nearly perfect heat radiation properties. Thus, in many
types of both vacuum and gas -filled industrial and radio tubes where great
heat must be dissipated, or where warpage of multiple tube components
must be prevented, graphite is the ideal material.

As pioneers in the carbon and graphite manufacturing business in
America, National Carbon Company has brought to highest perfection
the art of making high -purity graphite. That is why "National" High Purity Graphite is most frequently specified for vital industrial and radio
tube components. Graphite of even higher purity is supplied for some
applications. We welcome the opportunity to discuss the advantages of
this "National" electronic graphite.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
The registered trade -mark "National" distinguishes products of National Carbon Company. Inc.

Keep your eye on the infantry ...the Doughboy does it!

ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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Announcing Two Highly Developed
Collins Autotune* Transmitters

Teun....)-3;1

e3i3eiic;
Collins 16F-9-Nominal power
output: 300 watts phone: 500 watts
CW. Frequency range: 2 to 18 mc.
Ten quick -shift frequencies.

Collins 231D-13-Nominal power
output: 3000 watts phone:
5000 watts CW. Frequency range:
2 to 18 inc. Ten quick -shift
frequencies.

and construction, these transmitters reflect intense engineering endeavor and hard won
IN DESIGN

experience in meeting the requirements of war. The
most advanced laboratory refinements are combined
with military ruggedness on a production -line basis!
The lessens learned since Pearl Harbor have in:::ready high reset accuracy and dependcreased T.
Collins Autotune. Any one of ten freability of
quencies is reliably, precisely available at the flip of
a dial, fr....7n a remote point. The standard models
are cryst: controlled, and special models are available with tunable master oscillator control.
The physical size of these transmitters has been
increased, and components specially Collins re -designed, to increase safety factors throughout.
The renowned Collins pi network matches into a
wide variety of single wire or vertical antennas. The
231D-13 also matches into a 600 ohm balanced transmission line from 4 to 18 mc.

Frequency- shift keying is available, makingit
possible to use these transmitters in priptving telegraph circuits.
We will welcome inquiries andan*opportunity to
make recommendations for yo'ur particular application. C,-1"ns Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

The Collins Autotune is a repositioning
mechanism which quick -shifts all tuning
controls simultaneously and with extreme
precision to any one of a number of
pre -selected frequencies. Patents

issued and pending in the U. S. A.
and other countries.

IN RADIO COMMUNICATIONRS, IT'S ..

2,
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Endorsed from coast to coast
FOR AM COMMUNICATION
AND POLICE RADIO WORK

Types GL -159 and GL -169. Price $60 each.

Medium power high -vacuum triodes for
Class B and C service.

These G -E tubes are strong links in your chain
of equipment for dependable transmission

d -c signal plate input 750 w, dissipation 250 w.

Tantalum anodes used in the GL -159

amplification factor, which is 20 for

needs of communication, police radio,

ment voltage and current are 10 v

equipment. A price of $60, made possible by large-scale production in the

and GL-169-three-electrode tubes
with medium frequency and power
ratings-are more durable than of her
types at high temperatures, and per-

mit greater dissipation per unit of

area. This feature is one of many ad-

vancements in the design and con-

struction of these popular amplifiers,

enabling them to render the kind of
efficient service on which you can
bank under all conditions.
Types GL -159 and GL -169 are
exceptionally easy to mount. Another advantage is their medium size
and ratings, the two tubes being similar in characteristics except for the

the GL -159, 85 for the GL -169. Fila-

or other work which employs AM

and 9.60 amp. The GL -159 is principally employed in Class C service,

world's most modern tube factory,

with maximum plate ratings of 2,000 v

and 0.4 amp-plate input 800 w,

dissipation 250 w. Highest frequency
at maximum plate input is 15 mega-

cycles; at 50 percent plate input, 35
megacycles.
The GL -169 is designed primarily
for Class B audio -frequency service,

with an output for two tubes up to
900 w. For such service the maximum

ratings per tube are: d -c plate voltage 2,000 v, signal current 0.4 amp;

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

Thus these tubes meet ideally the

spells high dollar -value. Check with
your nearest G -E office or distributor

for detailed information on these or
other transmitting tubes in the G -E
complete line. Or write Electronics

Department, General Electric,
Schenectady 5, New York.

Hear the G -E radio programs: "The World
Today" news, Monday through Friday, 6:45
p. m., EWT, CBS. "The G -E All -Girl Orchestra," Sunday 10 p. m., EWT, NBC. "The
G -E Houseparty," Monday through Friday,
4 p. m., EWT, CBS.

ELECTpAc
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TYPE
P5N

TYPE

P4N

FEATURES
1. Bakelite Resinoid Ends. Lead wire cannot
pull out. even under hot conditions.
2. Non -Inductive.

3. Excellent Temperature Coefficient.

4. Very high leakage Resistance.
5. Fine Power -Factor.
6. Range from 20 MMFD to .25 MFD.

From 150 volts to 600 volts.
7. Types P4N, P5N for 100°. humidity operation.

8. Types P4, P5 for 95°0 humidity operation.
Samples and price list on Request
BUY EXTRA WAR BONDS
Pat.

.

.

.

.

'TIL THE WAR IS OVER

DUMONT
MFR'S OF

CAPACITORS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

34 HUBERT STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.
28
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OPENING AND LOCKING
FOR YOUR NEW PRODUCT

WITH 5 ;j

15

IP

aJJr

_lof-c FASTENERS

Wit.

Oposts
If tesite
Abort
VA*

Shakeproof Quick Fastener

in unlocked position. Stud

and cross pin in upper
sheet-spring unit attached
to lower sheet.
Shakeproof Quick Fastener in locked
position. Cross pin is locked securely

in detent- vibration cannot
loosen it.

Incorporate this quick -opening, quick -locking sales feature into your
product. Shakeproof Quick Fasteners greatly improve product utility by
providing fast opening and closing of covers, doors, and panels. It's all
done with a minimum of effort, and firmly locked parts are the assured result.
Let Shakeproof Engineers help you design Quick Fasteners into your
product. This special engineering service will assure you of the
best methods for installation and assembly. Write today .. . a field engineer will
contact you for an immediate consultation!
*Known in the Aviation Industry as "Cowl" Fasteners.
Contains samples of Shakeproof

Quick Fasteners in various
sizes-also mounted test unit.
Ask for Kit No. 98 today!

Shakeproof
Lock Washers with Exclusire Tapered -Twisted Teeth;
Shakeproof Type! Thread -Cutting Screws for metals;

Shakeproof Type 25 Thread -Cutting Screws for
plastics; Sems Fastener Units, Pre -Assembled
Shakeproof Lock Washer and Screw.
ELECTRONICS -February 1945
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Distributor of Shakeproof Products Manufactured by ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS

2501 North Keeler Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois
Plants at Chicago and Elgin, Illinois

In Canada: Canada Illinois Tools, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
Detroit Office
Los Angeles Office

5670 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Cal.

2895 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 2, Mich,
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NO. 2 IN A SERIES EXPLAINING HOW ELECTRONIC TUBES
CAN BE _USED TO IMPROVE EQUIPMENT DESIGN

GL -868 / PJ-23 is gas -filled and
the others vacuum types. Spectral
response of GL -868 /PJ-23 (R. M.

A. standard) is Sl, sensitivity to

light 90 microamperes per lumen,

anode voltage 100-price $2.60.

For PJ-22 the same ratings in
order are Sl, 20 mu a, 500 vprice $2.60. For GL -441 ratings

are S4, 45 mu a, 250 v-price

$4.50. For FJ-405 (a special ultraviolet -responsive tube) ratings are
S6, 12 mu a, 200 v -price $42.

Here are PHOTOTUBE

in a popular industrial
application-scanning
metal strip for pinholes

These G -E tubes that "see" will do scores of automatic jobs

faster

more accurately

more reliably

at lower cost

phototubes may be used to initiate
the operation of control apparatus.

ing product for size, counting or

Jobs such as aligning paper on

nearest G -E office or distributor
will supply information on photo tubes or other industrial electronic

sorting manufactured articles coming off the line, positioning material
being fed into machines, or doing

presses for accurate register, signaling content -levels in bins or tanks,
sounding alarms when moving equipment exceeds safe limits of travelthese call for phototubes as the
fastest -operating, most practical and
reliable method of doing the work.

tubes. Also ask for "How Electronic
Tubes Work," a non -technical book-

Consult General Electric on photo -

Today" news, Monday through Friday,

When your designing staff is faced

with a problem that involves grad-

rapidly and infallibly other work
which calls for properties of visual

selection, then it is time to check
into phototubes as the best and most
practical method of handling the job.

Wherever the interruption of a

tube applications and circuits for

beam of visible or invisible light can
be made to have functional meaning,

operation of your equipment. Your

greater efficiency and economy in the

let on industrial tubes and their
applications. Electronics Department,
General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.
Hear the G -E radio programs: "The World
6:45 p. m., EWT, CBS. "The G -E All -Girl
Orchestra," Sunday 10 p. m., EWT, NBC.
"7'he G -E House Party," Monday through
Friday, 4 p. in., EWT, CBS.

G -E HAS MADE MORE BASIC ELECTRONIC -TUBE DEVELOPMENTS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER

GENERAL
30
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162.04.8550
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Illustrated about 3 times larger than actual size

Santay's Precision Craftsmanship Scores Again!

..

The maximum wall

thickness of this little coil form is only .008 inch! Just imagine! Only twice as thick as
the paper this ad is printed on!
Santay's Precision Craftsmanship has scored again in producing this delicate coil form
for the Zenith Radio Corporation. It is used in making their Hearing Aid. The ability
fo build molds is one of the most important factors in producing such intricate thermoplastic parts successfully. Santay engineers design and build all their own molds.
Santay could possibly do something equally fine for you-not right now of course, because all of Santay's facilities are being devoted to the war effort. However, we would
like to honor your post-war problem or inquiry now.

INIECTION MOLDING METAL STAMPING ELECTRO MECHP ICAL ASSEMBLIES

SAN'I'AY CORPORATION 351-359 N. CRAWFORD AVE., CHICAGO 24, ILLNOIS
FORMERLY SI4K0 TOOL

8.

MANUFACTURING =0.

REPRESENTATIVES: POTTER & DUGAN, INC., 29 WILKE5ON STREET, BUFFALO 2, NEW YORK
PA JL SEILE42, 777;
CORTLAND AVENUE, DETROIT 4, MICHIGAN
OUEISSEF BROS., 108 E. NINTH STFIET, INDIANAPOLIf 2 Ir'DIANA
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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PLATE FORM

TUBE FORM
1. End Extensions - Provide clearance between center

metal member and rubber Snubbing Shoulders for free
movement in shear.

End Extensions - Provide clearance between the metal
members for tree movement in shear.
2. End Shape- Throws flexing action away from the metal
parts into the rubber body, preventing stress concentration at the edge of the bond.
3. Rubber -to -Metal Bond-Lord Methods produce a high
ratio of bond strength to working stress, resulting in a
large factor of safety.
4. Rubber Compounds - Developed particularly for shear
type mountings and may be changed in properties to suit
a wide range of conditions
1.

2. Snubbing Shoulders-Arrest shock movement and supply a cushioned stop on contact with metal washers.

3. End Shape-Throws flexing action away from metal parts

into the rubber body, preventing stress concentration at
the bond

4. Rubber -to -Metal Bond-Lord Methods produce a high
ratio of bond strength to working stress, resulting in an
ample factor of safety.

S. Rubber Compounds-Developed particularly for shear

type mountings may, be changed in thickness of body and
in properties to suit a wide range of conditions.

5. Center Sleeve-Dimensions may be changed to meet

any unique installation conditions.
6. Sound- Use of Lord mountings eliminates noise normally transmitted through solid metallic paths.
7. Safety- Metal washers. installed as shown, limit move-

8. sound-Use of Lord mountings eliminates noise normally transmitted through solid metallic paths.
7. Safety- Metal washers, installed as shown, make up an
inter -locking system of metal parts, which limit and cush-

ment under ordinary overload or shock. If excessive over.
loads cause the rubber to fail, the suspended member will
not be released without breaking one of the metal parts.

-EOR

more than twenty years Lord's business has been the

I: isolation and control of vibration. Lord has lifted the

methods of attack on the destructive forces of vibration to
a highly developed science. When Lord engineers make a
study of your plant or your product, there's no guesswork
about their recommendations.
Lord's Bonded Rubber Shear Type Mountings embody
many exclusive patented features available only in Lord
Mountings. Typical methods of installation and design features are shown above. Lord's special bonding process insures a bond between rubber and metal that is as strong or
stronger than the rubber itself. The contour of the rubber
element is designed to throw flexing action away from the
metal parts into the rubber body, preventing concentration

ion excessive movement under conditions of overload
or shock.

of stress at the edge of the bond. Countless formulae developed through years of experience and scientific control
of compounding methods enable Lord to produce a rubber
body with the exact degree of stiffness and other qualities
needed for the job the mounting is required to perform
Lord's bonding process leaves the rubber body in a natural
state of rest, with no "built-in" stresses of tension, compression or torque, to detract from its full potential in combatting the forces of vibration over a long service life.
If you have a vibration problem, or a mechanical design
problem involving the use of functional rubber, it may best
be solved by means of rubber -bonded -to -metal. Call in a

Lord Vibration Engineer, or write for literature on the
subject. There is no obligation.

IT TAKES BONDED RUBBER To SSE TO ABSORB VIBRATION

BUY EXTRA
WAR BONDS

LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK - - 280 MADISON AVE.
520 N. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO
7310 WOODWARD AVE.
DETROIT -

. CAL.

245. u OLIVE AVE.

1111.FAT A POWER EsSIHrn,NR CORP. LTD.

ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA

S*4*.fiermaso''''

Originators of Shear Type Bonded Rubber Mountings
32
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TYPE

5OXBX1O3
Exclusive Struthers -Dunn

D.P. D.T. main contacts,

"Memory" latch inter-

rated 6 amps. at 24
volts DC. 374" long;

lock permits wide variety
of applications.

17/8" high; 15/e wide.

ew Struthers-Dm
"ME4VIORY" RELAY SERIES
Simplified Interlock-Symmetrical Design
Sturdily constructed to aviation
specifications, and of immensely
simplified design, Series 50XBX

2 -coil Relays are an important addition to the
well-known line of Struthers -Dunn "Memory"
types. A new style positive interlock between the
two symmetrical operating elements represents
latch -in relay construction in its simplest, most

dependable form. This latch requires no extraneous parts other than integral extensions of
the sturdy coil "armatures" themselves. It operates positively from a momentary impulse and a
minimum of power. Application of power to one

coil latches the contacts into one position.
Power then applied to the other coil throws

the contacts into a latched -in second position.

A third "unlatched" position, valuable for certain
applications, can be obtained by energizing both
coils simultaneously.
The 50XBX design makes it easy to obtain
make -before -break, or break -before -make con
tact combinations. Contacts do not interrupt the

coil circuit until the "throw" is entirely com-

pleted and contacts are locked in the new position.
Struthers -Dunn Memory Relays of this general

type are produced in ratings from 6 to 200
amperes or more, and with practically any

desired contact arrangement. Standard types provide for two auxiliary contacts, one in each coil

circuit. The use of auxiliary contacts makes it
possible to obtain operation over an extremely
wide range of voltages, a -c or d -c.

STRUTHERS-DUNN, INC., 1321 Arch Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

5,288 RELAY TYPES
DISTRICT ENGINEERING OFFICES: ATLANTA BALTIMORE BOSTON BUFFALO CHICAGO CINCINNATI CLEVELAND DALLAS DENVER DETROIT HARTFORD
INDIANAPOUS LOS ANGELES MINNEAPOUS MONTREAL NEW YORK PITTSBURGH ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE SYRACUSE TORONTO WASHINGTON
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Reprinted from "DUR.EZ MOLDER'

Tapping
Phenolics

materials
As phenolic plastic molding is good
it
abrasive nature,

are of an

nitrated and
practice to use high speed
having
three flutes
chrome plated taps
used. A
rather than the four commonly on the
negative rate of about 5 degrees
in some cases
front face of land will
the hole
taps in
prevent binding of

BUT FIRST TRY THE

when it is backed out.

to use maIt is also recommended oversize as
.002"
to
.005"
chine taps
parts per
these taps will produce more
6/32" screw ditap. For example, a standard tap diameter is .138". The .1395" to maxiameters are minimum
.1415". So if a tap should be
mum

dimension, it will wear
to the minimum
approximately 400
down to .138" in
tight. If
holes, making the hole too
it is
used,
is
tap
an oversized .005"
1200 holes
possible to produce at least

iktf7-447X4

Wad

WHICH ELIMINATES TAPPING

ch

VI

as
a

75% of thread
per tap. From 65 to
should be used.

phenoPeripheral speeds for tapping 50 to
materials are from
lic molding
minute.
80 feet per
important to countersink the

13

It is
of the
holes larger than the diameter
chipping around the
to pre vent
tap

threaded hole.

the tap
Air blasts concentrated on tapping
stroke
of
the
operated by the
and
head will help to clear the chips
minimizing fricact as a cooling agent, which prolongs
tion and overheating,
and results in greater
the life of the tap
production per tap.

Savings of 30r/r. to 507r in time and labor costs are common when P -K Self -tapping Screws are adopted, because they eliminate tapping and tap expense.

One operation makes the fastening with a P -K Self tapping Screw. Driven into a plain, untapped hole, it
forms or cuts its own strong threads in plastics or
metals - prevents stripped threads.
Eliminates Inserts, Too! Molding is faster, costs less
- and there's no sacrifice of strength and security with
the "short cut" method.
Is your assembly one of the 7 out of 10 jobs in which
P -K Self -tapping Screws can be used to advantage?

Check up now, before you set up metal or plastic
assembly practice on new models. And "question every

fastening" on your present production line.
A P -K Assembly Engineer will help you, and you can
be sure he'll recommend only the best type of Self -

tapping Screw for the job, because Parker-Kalon
makes all types. He'll call at your request ... or. mail
details for recommendations. Parker-Kalon Corp.,
208 Varick Street, New York 11, N. Y.

TYPE "Z" THREAD -FORMING SCREWS

For fastening to cellulose acetate and nitrate compounds, methyl methacrylate resins, polystyrenes,
molded and laminated phenolics, and metal. Forms
a thread in the material.
TYPE "F" THREAD CUTTING SCREWS

Expressly developed for use in phenolic and urea
Lase compounds, cold mold compositions, and hard

rubber. Also for metals. Cuts a thread in material
like a tap.

PARKER-0LO

N

QuatittrContuylleti

TYPE "U" FOR PERMANENT FASTENINGS

For use in all kinds of plastics and metals. Ham-

mered or otherwise forced into the material, it

forms its own thread. Cannot be removed.
Other types of P -K Screws arc available. A handy

SELF -TAPPING SCREWS

new "USERS' GUIDE" describes them all, tells how

and when to use them. Write for a copy. It's free.
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gee,eone 144e. ..
This is a special-purpose electronic part. It is a plugreceptacle assembly for use with rack -panel type of

mounting. Twenty-four silver-plated phospherbronze contacts are provided, each male and female
contact full floating between steatite plates. Heavy
guide pins and matching holes in the frame assure
perfect alignment.
We don't know that your product has any need for
such a part as this. We do know, however, that this
part is most exactly suited to its special requirement
just as are hundreds upon hundreds of other parts
which have been created through Lapp engineering
and Lapp production facilities directed to the solution of specific problems.
With a broad basic knowledge of ceramics-their

capabilities and their limitations-Lapp has been

able to simplify and to improve many types of elec-

ENGINEERED TO A SPECIFIC NEED

ironic equipment through engineering and production of sub -assemblies that make most efficient use of

porcelain or steatite and associated metal parts.
There may be a way you can improve performance,

cut costs and cut production time through use of
Lapp -designed and Lapp -built sub -assemblies. We'd

like to discuss your specific requirements with you.
Lapp Insulator Co., loc.. LeRoy, N. Y.
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RAYTHEON

6AK5
for Broad -Band Amplifiers
in the high and ultrahigh frequency regions
For several years Raytheon has been producing

for the government a miniature pentode tube
so compact and so outstanding in performance
that it should be carefully considered by engi-

neers designing future FM, television and
amateur equipment.

Interelectrode spacings and element size have
been so greatly reduced that the 6AK5 combines

the desirable features of low input and output

capacitance with high transconductance, reduced

lead inductances and lower transit time losses.

It is obvious that "split -hair precision" is required to manufacture the 6AK5, for the distance

between the control grid and the cathode is

.0035 in.-and the grid is wound with tungsten
wire whose diameter is a fraction of that of a
human hair.

The 6AK5 is just one example of Raytheon's
outstanding ability to build fine tubes for important military use-ability that will be equally
evident in the postwar products of the radio
and electronics industry.

Specifications of 6AK5
Maximum Diameter
Maximum Seated Height
Filament Voltage
Filament Current
Plate Voltage
Screen Voltage
Control Grid Bias
Plate Current
Screen Current
Transconductance

3/ inches
13/4 inches

6.3
0.175
180
120

-2
7.7
2.4
5100

Control Grid to Plate Capacitance
Input Capacitance
Output Capacitance
*Using RMA Miniature Shield

6.3 volts
0.175 amperes
120 volts
120 volts

-2 volts
7.5 ma
2.5 ma

5000 umhos

0.01 yid
4.0 pyf
2.8 ,iryf

All Four Divisions.
Have Been Awarded

ArmyNavy "E"

tides Co
"MEET YOUR NAVY'

Every Satsrday Night
ENTIRE BLUE NETWORK

Coast -to -Zoos

1BI Skit ens
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TEST

10010111

with these versatile
WESTON

Test Instruments

The Direct Reading,
Self -Contained
INSULATION
TESTER
)

( MODEL 796)
This compact direct
-reading resistance
eliminates
tester
hand cranking
and thus makes leakage testing a simple
one-man job
unaccessable
especially in
places. Tests up to 200
at test potential
megohms
of 350 to 500 volts

the current at terminals
d -c; although,
is only a few microamperes. Operates
from long life, light
batteries. There
-weight
are
no vibrators
Ranges: 0-20-300
to replace.
megohms full scale; 0-.5-5
megohms center scale.
Size 8" x 91/4" x 8".

Wtil;

production currently running

slightly ahead of war requirements, a
limited number of the popular WESTON
test instruments shown herewith are available and are offered subject to prior sale.

Orders can be placed direct, or with the
WESTON representative in your vicinity.
Literature available from ...WESTON Elec-

trical Instrument Corporation, 578 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

ASTON
INSTRUMENTS
38
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OOK to G.E. for help in meeting those

L urgent production schedules. Right
now our expanded facilities for fabrica-

ting G -E mycalex parts are ready to
take on the job of assisting you. We
can supply G -E mycalex parts more
quickly, supply them in large or small
quantities and, most important, make
them exactly to your specifications.

More and more manufacturers are
turning to this G -E service to help solve

their production problems. They know

that it will save them time, and, on
today's production schedules, time is
money. They know also, that quality
will be tops, that skilled craftsmen, ex-

perienced in every operation, will do
precision work and, if necessary, they
can call on G -E engineers for advice.
Whatever your problem, be it milling, machining, tapping, drilling, punch-

ing or flycutting, you will find it economical to turn to G -E specialists for a
satisfactory solution. Remember too,
that G -E mycalex parts have the same
qualities of endurance that characterize all forms of G -E mycalex. They do
not shrink, wag) or carbonize and are
practically impervious to water, gas
and oil.
Act now to step up production speed.
Your inquiry on G -E mycalex parts
and fabrication facilities will receive
prompt attention. We will be glad to
quote prices and delivery dates on the
parts you need.
Tune in General Electric's "The World
Today" and hear the news from the men
who see it happen, every evening except
Sunday at 6:45 E. W. T. over CBS. On
Sunday evening listen to the G -E "All Girl Orchestra" at 10 E. W. T. over NBC.

Over 21 Years of MYCALEX Experience-Your Assurance of Quality!

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS -February 190

FREE
G -E MYCALEX
BULLETIN

ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Please send me a free sample and my
copy of the booklet describing G -E
Compression -Molded Mycalex.
Name
Company
Address

ELECTRIC
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itifE YOU CO -AX PROBLEMS?
ATTENUATION
TRANSMISSION TIME
CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE
FAULTS

...

(2

Vou can get practical answers with the

TYPE 248

Du MONT OSCILLOGRAPH

$ The quickest method for deter-

tions from an open -circuited far

mining co -ax line characteristics is
that of applying a pulse to one end
and observing reflections that fol-

end; (2) The absence of reflections
following the initial negative pulse,
when line is correctly terminated;
and (3) Reflections of reversed po-

low. Type 248 Oscillograph, providing high-speed driven sweep
and self-contained pulse generator, has proved invaluable for such
work in our own laboratories and

larity from a shorted far end. (In
each case the pulses are viewed

cull. Reflections illustrated are approximately 1 microsecond apart.
Attenuation can be calculated from
difference in height of successive
peaks.

Proper terminating impedance

at sending end, which is terminated

can be found by varying resistance
across receiving end until no reflec-

in a resistance much greater than

tions are visible. This resistance

at the DuMont New York Television
1
Station WABD.

75 ohms.)

Oscillograms herewith are typical of those obtained when testing
a 200- or 300 -foot 75 -ohm cable,
indicating respectively: (1) Reflec-

be immediately determined from

when measured gives characteristic impedance of cable very accurately. Any discontinuities along,
line give reflections indicating lo-

Transmission time can of course

interval between reflections, using
1 or 10 microsecond markers available from oscillograph's timing dr-

. Write for literature...

011MONT /ecAd'
ALLEN B
110,

40

Du MONT LABORATORIES, INC

Allin-

-aim- Ia..

cations and natures of faults by
their spacing and polarities.
0 ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES. INC

ocameed-

40,14eyt

PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY CABLE ADDRESS WESPEXLIN, NEW YORK
JR- -AR, JIM\ Lad\ -Mal
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Solve these problems

Versatile dag dispersions of colloidal graphite
can help you cure headaches like these:

Aircraft Instrument Lubrication
Electrostatic Shielding

Are you aware that there are 15 other dag dispersions all equally versatile?

Have you heard that many dag suspensions
never before available were developed during

Electrodes for Light Sensitive Cells

the war?

Undesired Thermionic Emissions
Wire Drawing Lubricant (Tungsten, Molybdenum, etc.)

Like most informed electronics specialists, you prob-

ably know the familiar brand names Aquadag*,
Oildag* or Glydag*. But do you know the wide
range of application for these products?

If you don't feel thoroughly informed about dag
products, send for the free booklet "Dag Colloidal
Graphite-Its Importance to Modern Industry." By
so doing, you may discover uses for dag dispersions

even more valuable than
those you now employ.

colloidal graphite
ACHESON COLLOIDS CORPORATION,

Port Huron, Michigan

Rrgistrred trade marks of Aris,son Colloids Corporation

vs±44
These new bulletins on specific applications for
dag colloidal graphite are yours forthe asking
colloidal graphite for ASSEMBLING
421 dag
AND RUNNING - IN ENGINES AND MACHINERY

colloidal graphite as a
14221 dag
PARTING COMPOUND

MITSVTL%
marmaiminer
OOOOOOO OOOOOOO
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0 0

No. 421 El NAME
No. 422 El POSITION_

0

0
0

0

0

No. 423 111 FIRM

HIGH TEMPERATURE LUBRICANT

-just fill in and clip the convenient coupon opposite

0

letins checked below:

No. 431 El ADDRESS

dag colloidal graphite for

FIELD OF ELECTRONICS

0

on dag colloidal graphite, and also free copies of the specific bul-

14231 dag colloidal graphite as a
431 1 IMPREGNATION AND SURFACE COATINGS
432 dag colloidal graphite in the

O00

ACHESON COLLOIDS CORPORATION,
PORT HURON, MICHIGAN DEPT. 5-B
Please send me, without obligation, your general booklet
0

0
0

No. 432 CITY

7ONE No

STATE

OUR PRESENT OIL SUPPLIER IS

(Lubricants containing dag colloidal graphite are available from
major oil companies.)

41

dam
SWITCHES
THESE low -capacity space -saving switches are

used singly and in groups.
In shops and laboratories, by experimenters and
by manufacturers these Centralab switches are
becoming increasingly popular.
They are particularly adapted to broadcasting,
receiving, public address, test instruments and
individual uses.
These Centralab switches are available in ten
different combinations including positive and
spring return action types with either shorting or
non -shorting contacts.
Be sure to specify "CENTRALAB" when ordering
Lever Action Switches.

Division of GLOBE -UNION INC., Milwaukee
PRODUCERS of Variable Resistors;

Selector Switches; Ceramic Capacitors, Fixed and Variable; Steatite Insulators and Silver Mica Capacitors.

42
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350

WATT

'OLKE HEADQUARTERS
TRANSMITTER

CUSTOM f3JICT
LIFE TEST RAZE

rOwEE TUBE

e eA

00 WATT
MARINE RADII
TELEPHONE TRANSM TIER
AND RECEIVER

71, / im

30 to 60 DAYS

COAST GUARD
ANTENNA TUNING.
UNIT

TEMCO czm ass ire deliv-n-y of 253 Watt tc 10 KU Trans-

mitters. b: Brc a icast anc other services within :33 -o 60
days after hostilities cease and restrictions are lifter;..
Althouch our skills, at present, are devoted exclusively

STUDIO SPEECH
INPUT ASSEMBLY

to producing Radar and special Electrpnic Eqtipment
for the armed s.ervices involving mechanical and electrical complexities of the highest standards, HMCO
engineering versatility and production tlexibif-y are
geared far c quick changeover to fill post-war crders
rapidly.

Ours .s a long standing repiration for lesigning and
building high quality communication and elee.rcnir: devices. By placing your order now with TEMCO yo.:. vs ill
be assured of prompt delivery of perfected Transmitting
equipment. TEMCO advancements in design, materlals
and ccnstruction are ready to serve you r13 an a.d in the
success of your post-war plans.
Consult with us at your earliest convenience regarding
your requirements.

RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT MFG. CO., INC.
345 Hudson Street, hew Yorl 14, N. Y.

el

1

HETERODYNE
FREQUENCY
METER

Xie°duel- /teed
*Haftibluealdwr./ave
MAKE another look at that new product your designers are planning. It may be that Automatic Electric control devices can make

it function better-at lower cost. It's worth checking into.
To help designers perfect new developments-or improve old ones
-Automatic Electric offers this unique three-point service:
1. Technical advice by experienced field engineers, who know
the "how" and "why" of control technique.
2. A complete range of relays, stepping switches, and other con-

Here are jobs that can be done easier

and better with Automatic Electric
control devices:

Automatic Selection and Switching of

trol units-time-proved products readily adapted to your

Circuits

needs.

quence Control Counting and Total-

3. A design and manufacturing service for complete engineered
assemblies.
Ask our field engineer for a copy of our catalog of control devices.
He will be glad to show you how they can serve you.

Time, Temperature and Se-

izing Inspection and Sorting Operations

All Types of Electrical and Electronic
Control.

7-eetafis

AND OTHER CONTROL DEVICES

LAUTOMATIC
-7/

44
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AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION
1033 West Van Buren Street

Chicago 7, Illinois
In Canada: Automatic Electric
(Canada) Limited, Toronto
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CREATIVE GROMM
ere4rtfizA°

INSULATING

GROMMET

SEVEN SPECIAL

ADVANTAGES
1. All edges are chamfered.

2. All holes are concentric.

3. They can't "pop out" of
chassis.

4. They are matte finished.
5. Fine thread assures snug fit.

6. All threads are clean and

Send for this free sample card
containing 8 standard sizes of grommets

lubricated.

7. All collars are geared.

The new larger sizes range up to %1' inside diameter. Like the smaller sizes, they
are 100% phenolic plastic, and will not "pop out" when you pack wires through
them snugly. This sure, speedy assembly is why they cost less in the long run.
CREATIVE GROMMETS ARE IN STOCK AT:
Allied Radio Corporation Harrison Radio Corporation
833 W. Jackson Boulevard
Chicago 7, M.
Tel. HAYmarket 6800

12 West

Broadway

New York 7, N. Y.

Tel. WOrth 2.6276

Lew Bonn Company
1211 LaSalle
Minneapolis 4, Minn.
Tel. Main 5313

Radio Specialties Company
1956 So. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 7, Calif.
Tel. PRospect 7271

Seattle Radio Supply, Inc.
2117 Second Avenue
Seattle 1, Washington
Tel. Seneca 2345

For special size Grommets in quantity or Creative's custom

work without mold; contact factory or the following direct factory representatives :
MR. BRUCE CUMMING

MR. VERN Y. RUPP

201 N. Wells Street

1150 West Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles 15, Calif.
Tel. PRospect 9516

Chicago 6, RI.

Tel. ANDover 5837

'PLASTICS CORP.
978 KENT AVE , BROOKLYN 5, NEW YORK
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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J. F. MAcENULTY, President
Pressed Steel Car Company, Inc.

"As manufacturers of transportation equipment we are constantly alert for the new developments
that mean advancement and progress. We look for factors of efficiency, safety and comfort, and

any development that provides these factors is a definite step forward. It would seem that..."

"VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES MAKE A VITAL
CONTRIBUTION TO PROGRESS"
AMIE,

Mr. MacEnulty, Vibrator Power Supplies are truly contributing not
only to the transportation industry but to many other industries as
well. Wherever direct current must be changed in voltage, or to

E -L STANDARD POWER SUPPLY
MODEL S-1050
Model S-1050 is a typical military model Vibrator
Power Supply which may easily be adapted for
peacetime mobile radio transmitters. Input volt-

alternating current, for fluorescent lighting or other applications they
have proved their advantages. They offer efficiency, versatility and
economy in current conversion; and as they are now serving the armed
forces with dependability, so in the electronic and electrical era of
tomorrow, they will benefit many fields: Transit, railroad, aviation,
marine, radio, electronic and electrical, and will have many individual
applications within those fields for power outputs of up to i000 watts.
Electronic Laboratories are pioneers in the field of vibrator conversion of current, and have developed many exclusive advantages in the
heavy and light -duty power supply field. For radio telephone, aircraft
radio, fluorescent lighting and electrical appliance operation and other
specialized applications, Vibrator Power Supplies are the superior type
of current conversion unit.... Consult with E -L engineers concerning
your power supply proklem.

age: 12 or 24 volts DC. Output voltage: 475*
volts DC at 200 MA, 8 volts DC at 4.5 MA.
Dimensions: 9Y2x85%,, x 13 13/16 inches. Weight:
52 pounds.
Write for further information of this and other models.

'

LABORATORIES
VIBRATOR
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POWER

SUPPLIES

FOR

LIGHTING, COMMUNICATIONS, AND

ELECTRIC

MOTOR

OPERATION
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THE MISSING LINK IN HIGH TEMPERATURE
PROTECTION IS HERE

DOW CORNING 993

Designers and manufacturers of electric motors and othe
electrical equipment can now provide better protection against
overloads and higher temperatures by the use of the new X993 High

Temperature Insulating Varnish - another Dow Corning Silicone
product. Decreased size and weight of electrical equipment is possible if design limitations are based on insulating temperatures.
Dow Corning -993 Silicone Insulating Varnish is a natural
complement to Fiberglas, mica, and asbestos for high temperature
protection. It is inorganic in nature. It is the high temperature impregnating varnish that industry has been seeking.

OTHER IMC PRODUCTS

In addition to the Dow Corning '993 Silicone Insulating
Varnish we can supply Vartex Silicone Treated Fiberglas and

tos Woven Tapes and Sleevings-Cotton Tapes, Webbing, and Sleevings-and other insulatiog materials.

Vortex Varnished Cloth and Tapes-Varslot Comb. -

nation Slot Insulation-Varnished Silk and PaperFiberglas Electrical Insulation-Manning Insulating
Papers and Press Boards-Pedigree Varnishes Dieflex Varnished Tubing: and Saturated Sleevings of
Cotton and Fiberglas-National Hard Fibre and Fish-

paper-Phenolite Bakelite-Adhesive To 'es-Asbes-

Macallen Mica Products.
Please write for latest technical data on Silicones.

WHEN IN NEED CALL FOR THE IMC ENGINEER

INSULATION MANUFACTURERS CORPORATION
* CHICAGO 6 565 West Washington Blvd.
* CLEVELAND 14 1005 Leader Building

Representatives in

MILWAUKEE: 312 East Wisconsin Avenue
DETROIT: 11341 Woodward Avenue
MINNEAPOLIS: 316 Fourth Ave., South
PEORIA: 101 Heins Court

Each step in producing Western brass or
other copper base alloys requires the painstaking precision that is used in making timepieces of finest accuracy.
The temper you specify, the tolerances,
the finish, will be supplied as ordered --in

sheet, strip, long coils or stamped parts.
Western mills at East Alton, Ill., and New
Haven, Conn., produce that way.

We have the facilities, the experience, the
skill, and most important, the desire. Those
four factors comprise a valuable combination. That combination is faithfully serving
America at war, but the capacity of Western
mills is such that we may be able to serve
you, too, now or later. Specify Western on

your next order for copper -alloy metals.

BRASS MILLS
Division of WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY, East Alton, Ill.

BRASS
41

BRONZE

PHOSPHOR BRONZE

BRASS
PRODUCTS

Nair
NICKEL SILVER

COPPER
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(1.)

MORE HEAT- FASTER -PER DOLLAR

Thermatroun
rawseemeressiumsemovss

ELECTRONIC HIGH FREQUENCY HEATERS
THERMATRON internal heat generation, designed and perfected by
Radio Receptor engineers, opens up new vistas for the processing of many
diversified types of materials, including ...

Plastics
Drugs and Chemicals
Wood Products
Paper

Ceramics
Food Products
Textiles
Rubber

and enables them to be used for purposes hitherto undreamed of. THERMATRON
equipment heats, sterilizes, dehydrates, roasts, evaporates, melts and bonds -faster, better,
.

cheaper. PRODUCTION TIME OF HOURS REDUCED TO A FEW MOMENTS. Where formerly there were

imperfections in the run of a job, now every run is more nearly perfect because output
and quality can better be controlled. THERMATRON increases profits by reducing costs.
There is a THERMATRON electric high frequency heater for every need. Standard sizes from

500 watts to 30 kilowatts output. Units of special sizes and frequencies built to order.

WE ADVISE.

.

. INSTALL . .. SERVICE

Radio Rcitplor engineers supervise THERMATRON installation without charge.
Field engineers make periodic check-ups, and emergency service is available

on a nation-wide basis. Advice and consultation on present or projected
applications freely available.

Write for our new brochure to Dept. E-2

-1110.1rOeltron 'Division

RADIO
RECEPTOR COMPANY.
251 WEST 111tli STREET

114

.

NEW X01114. II. S.

,NC,
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141TRO9

...

and again

DEVELOPMENT
LA BO RATOY

THEY SAID

IT COULDN'T
BE DONE

.

. .

Hytron's telescoping of receiving tubes
to BANTAM GT size was at first considered impracticable. Development of the
BANTAM JR. was another impossibility to be
proved possible. This first sub -miniature

was a tiny tube whose diameter was about

finger - and it was
a pentode at that! As a production tube it
just didn't seem to make sense.
Encouraged by hearing -aid manufacturers eager to gain the additional sensitivity of the vacuum tube, Hytron sweated
it out for two long years. Operators were
trained to assemble the minute parts under

that of your little

magnifying glasses. A simple reversal of
the conventional stem made baseless tubes
possible. Problems of obtaining suitable
vacuum with such small bulbs, were licked.

Finally in 1938, Hytron introduced the
Tiny but
rugged despite a hair -like filament and a
diminutive mount structure, its low curfirst successful sub -miniature.

rent drain and compactness made the

BANTAM JR. a natural for all kinds of port-

able equipment, hearing aids, and military

electronic devices. After the war, watch
for even smaller and better Hytron sub miniatures.

RECEIVING
Of RADIO
OLDEST

EXCLUSIVE

watt

MANUFACIURER

PAO

(All%
iireijkc

ii.41.SIRMIROVAIL
WIOLS
TAIMIRVI)

SALE
50
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WBURYPORT,

MA5S

BUY ANOTHER WAR
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NowlEXTRA HUMIDITY
PROTECTION IS STANDARD

WOUND WITH

.

.

.

.

. .

designed for tropical conditions
unbeatable on ANY job

Standard Sprague Koolohm Wire
Wound Resistors now offer the same

high degree of humidity protection
formerly obtainable only on special

order to match exacting military specifications. This construction, newly
adopted as standard, includes a glazed
ceramic outer shell and a new type of

end seal. These features give maxi-

mum protection against even the most

severe tropical humidity conditions.
Type numbers remain the same ex-

CERAMIC
INSULATED

WIRE

cept for the fact that the letter "T'

has been added to designate the new
standard construction.
Thus, again, Sprague leads the way
in practical, truly modern wire wound
resistor construction. Your job of resistor selection is greatly simplified.
No need to study and choose between
types or coatings. One type of Koolohms, the standard type, does the job
-under any climatic condition, anywhere in the world !

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, North Adams, Mass.
(formerly Sprague Specialties Co.)

s SPRAGUE

TRADEMARK REGISTERED U.S. PAT. OFF.

The Greatest Wire -Wound Resistor Development in 20 Years
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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Let us help you by producing your wiring requir
ments. We have the experience and the facilities to
engineer and manufacture cable products for you, or
we can take your blueprints and turn out jobs to your
specifications . . Whitaker has been making cable
assemblies and other cable products since 1920. In
.

addition to our SPECIAL CABLE and CABLE
ASSEMBLY service, Whitaker also offers a quality
Catalog on reline of standard cable products
Your inquiries are solicited.
quest
.

.

.

.

.

Illustration above shows an example of
one of many complicated jobs recently
produced in volume by Whitaker.

WHITAKER CABLE CORPORATION
General Offices: 1307 Burlington Avenue, Kansas City 16, Missouri
Factories: Kansas City, Mo. St. Joseph, Mo. Philadelphia Oakland

NEEDS

include:

PRODUCTIONCABLE ASSE MBLIES
YOUR
IF
HARNESSES
CABLE or TERMINALS
*1NIRING

* BONDING

JUMPERS

you

*
*

find WHITAKER

is a dependable
12

source
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HOW QUICK

IS A

Indicating
Instrument

WINK

9.

Tap ..Switch

High -gain
DC Amplifier

41)

110 Volts

60 Cycles

Power
Supply

Light Source
(01

Phototube and
Preamplifier

Amplifier

Electronic Switch

Voltage Regulator

Another new job for capacitors
WHILE we have not yet measured the quickness of a wink

with the time -interval meter, we
know that it will do more practical

jobs like measuring the time re-

quired for a camera shutter to open,

or the time that it remains open.
This meter is also being used to
synchronize flash -bulb contacts on

camera shutters, test relay performance, and measure the velocity of moving bodies.

Here's how Pyranol* capacitors
are used in its circuit: An external

contact or a phototube, working
through the amplifier, causes the
electronic switch to close during
the time period to be measured.
While the electronic switch is

closed, one of the Pyranol capacitors is charged at a constant rate
through a precision resistor. Thus,
the voltage developed across the

Pyranol capacitor is a
direct measure of the
required time interval.
Four Pyranol capacitors and several charging resistors are used to

obtain eight full-scale

ranges (0.001,

used here to measure the time the man takes to react
and turn off the lamp after it has been turned on by the
girl. (Reaction time on this test: 175-500 milliseconds.)

0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1,
and 3 seconds). A tap
switch on the instrument panel is
used to select the correct Pyranol
capacitor and resistor
desired scale range.

for

the

An inverse feed -back arrangement holds the charging rate constant while the Pyranol capacitor is
charging, and also corrects for leakage in several elements. The feedback principle also enables the use
of a direct indicating instrument to
measure the capacitor charge, without discharging the capacitor.
The way Pyranol capacitors are

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS-February 1945

0.003,

This sensitive electronic instrument accurately measures
time intervals as short as 1/10,000 second. It is being

used in this circuit may suggest a
better way to do some job in one
of your circuits. Remember that

the high capacitance per cubic

inch of Pyranol capacitors, their

compact, space -saving shapes, and
long life make them ideal for a wide
variety of built-in applications.
Booklets on our various lines-h-f
paper dielectric, h -f parallel plate, Lectrofilm, as well as Pyranol units-are
yours for the asking. General Electric,
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

*Trade -mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

ELECTRIC
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SPARE PARTS BOXES
... in every needed size!
...for every needed use!

No. 1025-1,4

30" x 15" x 12"
;Partitions not included)

,
No. 1025-6
18" x

x9"

24 STOCK SIZES

shipboard use, Electrical
42 IL 9 (Int) for
As per specification
finish.
Immediate Delivery.
Navy grey
and Mechanical.
LIST FOR
PRICE
Width
- WRITE
Width

STEEL
349 Broadway,

Height

Number

Length

EQUIPMENT
New York 13,

COMPANY

New York factory

Brooklyn, New York

COLE STEEL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
will again be available after the war

54
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WHAT THE
WELL DRESSED

TUBES ARE

WEARING

In their design considerations leading Tube Manufacturers are
now specifying MYKROY because it provides the ideal combination
of essential insulation characteristics
. low -loss - dimensional
stability - high strength and heat resistance.
.

.

Through advanced engineering ideas utilizing improved materials and better techniques, modern radio tubes achieve a high
degree of efficiency. Complete vacuums within the tubes provide
the perfect low -loss inter -electrode insulation; externally, however,
insulation of lower dielectric properties is often used, considerably
reducing tube efficiency.

The external leaks that occur at plate, grid, filament, tube base
and socket terminals due to poor insulation, seriously reduce power
output. To reduce these external power losses

to a negligible minimum, you can now obtain
tube accessories and parts made of MYKROY
... the perfected mica ceramic insulation.
Write for full information today. Ask for your copy of
the MYKROY Bulletin #704 - containing the scientific
facts about this vastly improved Radio Tube Insulator.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES*
18000-21000psi

MODULUS OF RUPTURE
HARDNESS

Mohs Scale 3-4 BHN. BHN 500 K9 Lead. 63-74
IMPACT STRENGTH
ASTM Churpy .34-A1 ft. lbs.
42000 psi
COMPRESSION STRENGTH
2.75-3.8
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
THERMAL EXPANSION
000006 per Degree Fohr.
APPEARANCE.
Brownish Grey to Light Tars

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES*
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
6.5-7
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH I Vs "1
630 Volts per Mil
POWER FACTOR
001-.002 (Meets AWS L-41

*THESE VALUES COVER THE VARIOUS
GRADES OF MYKROY

hinfRO Yj
ELECTRONIC,
RADIO and RADAR

GRADE

8.

Best for low loss requirements.

Best for low loss combined with high me
chanical strength.
GRADE 51. Best for molding applications.
Special formulas compounded for special requirements.
GRADE 38.

..neginaml ftcs-saia..

024
020
014

010

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

006

70 CLIFTON BLVD., CLIFTON, N. J.
CHICAGO 47: 1917 N. Springfield Ave., Tel. Albany 4310
EXPORT OFFICE: 89 Broad Street, New York 4, New York

.002
.1

100.

0.

MEGACYCLES AT 70 F

.

Based on Power Factor Measurements made by
Boonton Radio Corp. on standard Mykroy stock.

MYKROY IS SUPPLIED IN SHEETS AND RODS - MACHINED OR MOLDED TO SPECIFICATIONS

ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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H LEXEL INSULATED WIRE

If you are worried about copper wire corrosion, there's
good news in recent tests made by a well-known laboratory. They placed cellulose acetate butyrate film in

contact with copper wires in electrical use, under
maximum water absorption conditions. No evidence of

corrosion was found on either the wire or the film.
(Copy of report on request.)
Lexel insulating tape is cellulose acetate butyrate.
These tests confirm our own laboratory findings and
the long experience of Lexel users. They prove not only

its noncorrosive qualities, but also its low moisture
absorption characteristics.

Lexel has other advantages, too. Small bulk and
weight save space in tight places. The conductor is
always center -sealed by heat in a continuous helical
tube. Lexel has high dielectric strength and insulation
resistance.

Test Lexel insulation tape for instruments, controls,
lead-in and hook-up wires and other low-tension applications. We'll send you samples and names of manufacturers that can supply Lexel insulated wire and cable.
CUSTOM-MADE INSULATION
As a regular service, Dobeckmun engineers also develop laminated insulation products, custom-made to special purpose
specifications, such as *slot cell and phase insulation for motors,
insulation for shipboard cables and other uses. If your require-

ments are unusual, call on us.

"I.F.XEl." is registered trade -mark of The Dobeekmun Company.

COMPANY

H

NAillo by the nookon
u DOBAI 1.6.18116a

st

il

OBECIM 11 N

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

CLIVILAND 13, OHIO

WISTRIN SANS IMIADQUARTIRS

SAN FRANCISCO a, CALIF.
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GENERAL OFFICES: 65-67 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEWARK, 4, N. J.
EXPORT DIVISION: 25 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK. 7, NEW YORK
CABLE ADDRESS: SIMONTRICE NEWYORK
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arikaVaktok
UNIFORM QUALITY

NO. GC -357.

Ever since it was founded in 1896, the Chicago
Telephone Supply Company has taken special

NO. 352

pride in the exceptional uniformity of their
products. Once specifications have been agreed
upon for an order, every C.T.S. resistor deliv-

NO. GC -45

ered on that order will be right - and they
will be right on time.
Such results-in a plant producing millions
of units each year-can be achieved only
by engineers and workmen who combine,

the highest degree of skill with true
craftsmen's pride in their work.

NO. AC :5

ardiefr
creceoltfeclugsiticar
ev-psett,w,-frteog.ts ,r55istee Aff6
SWITCHES, TELEPHONE GENERATORS, RINGERS

VARIABLE RESISTORS, PLUGS AND JACKS
REPRESENTATIVES

R. W. Farris
406 West Thirty-fourth Street
Kansas City 2, Missouri
Phone: Logan 795

NC GC -2,2

Frank A. Emmet CO:
2837 West Piro Boulevard
Los Angeles 6, California

NO. 252

Phone: Rochester 9111
BRANCH OFFICES

J. Hutchinson, Jr.
401 North Broad Street
Philode phio 8, Pennsylvania
Phase: Walnut 5369
S.

NO. GC -25

IN CANADA
C. C. Meredith 8, Co.
Streetsville, Ontario

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY

'anylanit
tLnii Ak
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Capacitors may look alike. When new, they may be comparable
in physical and electrical properties. The difference-that you don't

see-shows up later after long hard service.

The difference is due to the men who
make them . . . and their methods.

This specialist is giving
au: Type E9 a thorough
r_h vsical. Here he is check -

voltage and capacity.
Type 59 will also be checked

for current rating, temper-

Eture rise and insulation

Through 35 years of capacitor specialization, Cornell-Dubilier has
built a tradition of quality . . . has originated many basic innovations in capacitor design, engineering and manufacture.
In its six large plants, C -D has every facility to insure product

perfection. These facilities are at your service. Cornell-Dubilier

Electric Corporation, South Plainfield,
1:4 61121.L.C.,
L111,::.11.t..i4

New Jersey. Other Plants: New Bedford,
Brookline, Worcester, Massachusetts,
and Providence, Rhode Island.

fro

:y*V11

istance.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
CAPACITORS 9°

1945

MICA DYKANOL PAPER WET AND DRY EL&CTROLYTICS

TYPE

59 TRANSMITTING CAPACITOR.

Improved design, extremely
adaptable under severe operating conditions. In low -loss
white glazed ceramic cases.
Low -resistance, wide -path end

terminals. For grid, plate
blocking, coupling and bypass applications.

60
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PROOF BY TRIAL . . . that's
our motto. Before you invest in
electronic heating equipment you
should be shown how any process
requiring heat can be done better,
faster and more economically for
you with a Scientific Electric unit.
Our engineers will gladly-without obligationmake a study of the heating process under considera-

tion. They will then make recommendations sup-

ported by practical demonstrations on the S.E.
heater best suited for the job.
This procedure will enable you to figure accurately the economies that will result; also permit you
to estimate the time required to pay for the equipment out of resultant savings.
You can submit your heating problems to us with
the assurance that absolute secrecy will be observed,
if so desired. Investigate the advantages of applying
electronic heating in your manufacturing operations
NOW. Consult with us at your earliest opportunity.
Write for free copy of
The ABC of Electronic Heating

3 KW DIELECTRIC HEATER

Dielectric Heating $1500

Manufacturers of

Units priced from

Vacuum Tube and Spark Gap Converters Since 1921

(3 KW complete)

5 KW INDUCTION HEATER

lnducticn Heating $1285
Units

r riced from
(f3r 5 KW complete
with
work coil)
1

Scientific Electric Electronic Heaters

are made in the following range of power;

3-5-71/2-8-10-121/2-15-18-25-

DIVISION OF

119 MONROE ST.

CORRUGATED QUENCHED GAP COMPANY
CKIENTIg

ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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GARFIELD, N. J.

40-60-80-100-250 KW.- and range
of frequency up to 300 Megacycles depending on power required.

61

WILCO facilities
Expanded to Meet

Wartime Needs!
But Postwar Industry will be
the ultimate gainer from the
many new WILCO products
and developments
As the Hourglass indicates . . . at the
coming of peace, the skill and experience
gained in the development and application
of new WILCO products and techniques
will mean much to automotive, electrical
appliance and many other types of manufacturing customers.
Though now chiefly applied to the war
effort, these new WILCO developments are
destined to play as vital a role in the postwar industrial "comeback" as they are now
playing in scores of wartime applications.
Thermostatic Bimetals. Electrical Contacts, and Precious Metal Bimetallic Products are such important factors in the precision performance of ships, planes, tanks,
guns, and various instruments of the Army
and Navy that the H. A. Wilson Company
has found it necessary to enlarge its facilities and develop these important new products and techniques.

In the posh, ar period no company will
be better equipped to meet individual requirements for Thermostatic Bimetals and
Electrical Contacts on any desired scale
than the H. A. Wilson Company, pioneers
in this field.

WILCO PRODUCTS ARE: ContactsSilver, Platinum, Tungsten, Alloys, Sintered Powder Metal. Thermostatic Bimetal

-High and Low Temperature with new
high temperature deflection rates. Precious
Metal Collector Rings for rotating controls.
Silver Clad Steel-for bearings, shims, reflectors. Jacketed Wire - Silver on Steel,
Copper, Invar, or other combinations requested. Silver Clad Steel. Rolled Gold
Plate. Special Materials.

THE H. A. WILSON COMPANY
105 Chestnut Street. Newark 5. New Jersey

Thermometals-Electrical Contacts
Precious Metal Bimetallic Products
62
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Designed by Brooks Stevens, molded by Raymond Laboratories for The Spartan Co., Minneapolis

The Spartan vaporizer illustrated above

plastics possess such desirable prop-

good example of this is the above

is a brand new development in humid-

erties as excellent moldability, highest

illustrated Spartan vaporizer.The lower

Entirely automatic,

dimensional stability, diversity of fin-

container, inner elements, knobs and

this vaporizer holds a full half -gallon

ishes, dielectric strength, and resistance

handles were molded from a Durez

to heat, moisture, acids and alkalies.

phenolic compound. The cover is a

ifying equipment.

of water and gives off steam immediately even though the water is ice cold.

satin -finish aluminum stamping.

The unusual design and ingenious me-

Second is the rich background which

chanical principle of this unit typify the

Durez technicians have acquired

Undoubtedly you are working out the

progressiveness of American industry in

through specializing in the production

development plans for a product which

developing new products and improving

of phenolics during the past quarter

is scheduled for post -victory market-

old ones with plastics.

century. They have participated in the

ing. Naturally you are considering the

The ever-increasing usage of Durez

successful development of thousands

use of plastics in this connection. The

phenolic molding compounds by man-

of different products, supplying in each

benefits of our broad experience plus

ufacturers throughout industry is due

case a plastic that fitted the job. In

the wealth of data collected in our files

directly is two reasons.

many instances, the finished product

are at your disposal at all times. Durez

First is the unusual versatility of the

was not all -plastic but consisted of a

Plastics & Chemicals, Inc., 322 Walck

phenolics. These most versatile of all

combination of plastic and metal. A

Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

7111111111111111111

Nummi
PLASTICS THAT FIT THE JOB
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DESIGNERS
How G.E.'s

High -sensitivity Tests

hweed/41964464
IN UHF CABLE
Early in 1940, G -E engineers began completely new investigations into the production of urgently needed UHF cable,
with a view to producing better cable faster.
They knew, from experience, that slight changes
pattern made large variations in losses, and they were determined to find the one best pattern for each type of UHF
cable. Using high -sensitivity instruments and other laboratory

facilities that were unmatched at that time by any other
manufacturer, they studied the effects of width of strand,
the weaving angle, and the spacing between strands. After
hundreds of tests, concentric -braid patterns which gave the
lowest losses were devised.
But braid pattern was just one of the problems. There was

Company,
General Electric
5, N. Y.
Schenectady
please

also the influence of the dielectric material. Our engineers
found that the presence of the slightest impurity, or even
minor physical variations in the extrusion process, boosted
the losses. Here again, it was G -E experience-gained in the
extrusion of similar compounds-that lead to the solution

Sec. A642-5,

of the problem.
Similarly, the remaining problems involved in both design
and production were solved. Today, G.E. offers a complete
line of UHF cable to meet numerous exacting requirements.
Details are available from our nearest office.
Whether you are designing new electronic equipment for
television or for war weapons, you can't find a better starting
point than G -E ultra -high -frequency cable. General Electric,

send me
Formex wire)

...... GEA-3911 (on
....... GEA-36344 (on

voltage stabilizers)

Schenectady, N. Y.

NAME.....................

COMPANY..............

............. ......................
. ........

ADDRESS. ..................................

Buy all the BONDS you can

-and keep all you buy

......

.........................................

4
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TIMELY

DIGEST

HIGHLIGHTS ON
G -E COMPONENTS

FORMEX

MAGNET WIRE.

Round or Ribbon
Ultra Thin
Where your new product designs put a premium

on space, you'll find the ideal magnet wire for
your difficult coil -winding jobs in G -E Formex.*

In "ribbon thin" rectangular shape, or in round
cross sections "mikeing" less than a strand of
human hair, this tough, strongly insulated wire
enables you to wind more compact, more rigid
coils.

G -E Formex ribbon -rectangular magnet wire is

available from four mils up to nine and one-half
mils in thickness.
Round Formex is available in standard sizes from
8 Awg to 40 Awg, and in ultrafine sizes from 41
Awg down to one circular mil in copper area.
Write now for full information on sizes, shapes,

and recommendations for baking procedure and
bonding agents. Ask for Bulletin GE A-3911.

To Keep Voltage
AolfP",

ON THE

BEAM

Capacitors

Sensitive control and time -delay

relays Limit switches Motors, dynamotors,
sets

Alnico

magnets Small panel instrunterts

Formex

amplidynes

Motor -generator

This G -E automatic voltage stabilizer is used
with equipment that requires closely regulated
input voltage. Changes of input potential or the

magnet wire Radio tansformers Swi-chettes

effects of uneven load are corrected immediately.

Selsyns Chokes * alto tubes, crystals, plastics

There are no moving parts-no adjustments are
required. Ask for Bulletin GEA-3634A.

products, ie?suiaton morer;cns, and many others

Trade -mark Reg. U. S. Pat Oft
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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'TAKE 'ER DOWN"
and Sickles "Submersible" R. F. Components are unharmed
corrosive chemicals and gases, even fungi are harmless to
WATER,
Sickles "Submersible" R. F. Components.
They are hermetically -scaled with wide soldered joints in sturdy deep -

drawn zinc "hulls.'' They are equipped with fused metal -to -glass
bushings. All adjustments are under rugged "hatches" that arc scaled
with Neoprene gaskets.

Permanent efficiency is sealed IN harmful elements are sealed OUT
Flexibility is practically unlimited. Tell us your needs, give us plenty
of room and we can produce a "Submersible" R. F. Component that
once installed can be forgotten.
For best in circuit components, specify Sickles.
THE F. W. SICKLES COMPANY

/'a
66

and

cr/I. n ic

CHICOPEE, MASSACHUSETTS
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WORTH GuTING "STEAMED -UP" ABOUT
Designed by Brooks Stevens, molded by Raymond Laboratories for The Spartan Co., Minneapolis

The Spartan vaporizer illustrated above

plastics possess such desirable prop-

good example of this is the above

is a brand new development in humid-

erties as excellent moldability, highest

illustrated Spartan vaporizer.The lower

Entirely automatic,

dimensional stability, diversity of fin-

container, inner elements, knobs and

this vaporizer bolds a full half -gallon

ishes, dielectric strength, and resistance

handles were molded from a Durez

to heat, moisture, acids and alkalies.

phenolic compound. The cover is a

ifying equipment.

of water and gives off steam immediately even though the water is ice cold.

satin -finish aluminum stamping.

The unusual design and ingenious me-

Second is the rich background which

chanical principle of this unit typify the

Durez technicians have acquired

Undoubtedly you are working out the

progressiveness of American industry in

through specializing in the production

development plans for a product which

developing new products and improving

of phenolics during the past quarter

is scheduled for post -victory market-

century. They have participated in the

ing. Naturally you are considering the

The ever-increasing usage of Durez

successful development of thousands

use of plastics in this connection. The

phenolic molding compounds by man-

of different products, supplying in each

benefits of our broad experience plus

ufacturers throughout industry is due

case a plastic that fitted the job. In

the wealth of data collected in our files

directly to two reasons.

many instances, the finished product

are at your disposal at all times. Durez

First is the unusual versatility of the

was not all -plastic but consisted of a

Plastics & Chemicals, Inc., 322 Walck

phenolics. These most versatile of all

combination of plastic and metal. A

Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

old ones with plastics.

PLASTICS THAT FIT THE JOB
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DESIGNERS
How G.E.'s

High -sensitivity Tests

!WW1 14° 4°4°4
IN UHF CABLE
Early in 1940, G -E. engineers began completely new investigations into the production of urgently needed UHF cable,
with a view to producing better cable faster.
that slight changes in braid
pattern made large variations in losses, and they were determined to find the one best pattern for each type of UHF
cable. Using high -sensitivity instruments and other laboratory

facilities that were unmatched at that time by any other
manufacturer, they studied the effects of width of strand,
the weaving angle, and the spacing between strands. After
hundreds of tests, concentric -braid patterns which gave the
lowest losses were devised.

General Electric
Schenectady

But braid pattern was just one of the problems. There was
also the influence of the dielectric material. Our engineers
found that the presence of the slightest impurity, or even
minor physical variations in the extrusion process, boosted
the losses. Here again, it was G -E: experience gained in the
extrusion of similar compounds that lead to the solution

Sec. A642-5,

Company,

5, N Y.

", please send

me

Formes wire)

......... GEA3911 (on
.......... GEA-36344 (on
.......
NAME

voltage stabilizers)

.........

-

COMPANY

............... ...............
------ ........

of the problem.
Similarly, the remaining problems involved in both design
and production were solved. Today, G.E. offers a complete
line of UHF cable to meet numerous exacting requirements.
Details are available from our nearest office.
Whether you are designing new electronic equipment for
television or for war weapons, you can't find a better starting
point than G -E ultra -high -frequency cable. General Electric,
Schenectad), N. Y.
Buy all the BONDS you can

--- and keep all you buy

ADDRESS--._
.. ------

GENERAL.
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A POSTWAR

LOUD SPEAKER?
if you at e going to use it on a sub-

specialized speakers for front :ine c per-

marine. Bu.: don't expect all Jensen
postwar :oud speakers to look like this.
This one was c esigned especi.al:y to be

ations. Jensen -a:: twar speakers will

used on submarines and to withstan3
the terrific pressure of fathoms of deep

ever known. /Acre than ever be 'ore,

YES,

sea water and the explosive concussion
of depth charges.
Just the same, Jer.sen Engineers and
factory have le amed plenty the pro:-

ess of designing this and many other

reflect this expeiderce in the most extensive and improved .ine of loud speakers

every buyer anc user of a lc ud spe aker
will find positive assurance of the most

advanced art i z :ensen products. Intensive specialization for more than 15

years is one good reason for that ...
Jensen alone ca a cicim that distinion.

ensen

RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY

6601 S. 1.mTnnie Ave.. Chicago 38, U.S.A.

,yiletmetArleeteeti tend qelite4,1
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STIC PILLS

THE

... unless the tubes
are specially designed
Faster and more uniform heating of preforms is now being achieved with electronic heating. For this unusual

function the Scientific Electric Company of Garfield,
N. J. builds High Frequency Vacuum Tube Generators
distinguished for their rugged, compact construction and
advanced engineering design.

The heart of these units is a tough proving ground for
tube stamina. Every plastic preform requires a specific
power and frequency combination. The resulting variations of load and frequency encountered greatly shortens
the life of the average tubes built to ordinary standards.
Only specially designed tubes can stand the "gaff."

Scientific Electric Engineers approve the installation of
United Mercury Power Rectifiers and Heavy Duty Oscillators in all S.E. Dielectric Heaters. Underlying this preference for United Tubes is their sterling workmanshipunusual physical ruggedness and inherent stability under changing loads
and frequencies.

Be guided by Engineers who have
pioneered in Electronic Heating since

1921. Standardize on tubes by

UNITED. Get the facts about these
better rectifiers and oscillators today.
Write for technical data and tube interchange information.

11112111
ELECTRONICS COMPANY
NEWARK, 2

=Ire

New Jrsey

For sustained efficiency

and economical operation Scientific Electric High
Frequency Heaters depend on
Tubes by UNITED

Transmitting Tubes EXCLUSIVELY Since 1934
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ELECTRONIC FINGERS

THE WAY-

to Maintain Constant Vapor Velocity
With the aid of Photoswitch Pilot Relay, Podbielniak Cer.trifugal Company, manufacturer of laboratory equipment, puts electrons to work to maintain a constant vapor velocity in the distilling column of their high -temper-

ature fractional distillation apparatus. As only microamperes are passed
through the manometer fluid there is no danger of electrolysis, oxidation or
explosion from sparking contacts in the presence of inflammable vapors.
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Field -proven for accuracy and relia-

bility, Photoswitch Pilot Relay

is

an integral part of this precision
laboratory equipment.

HOTOSWITCHINCORPORATED

L3

PHOTOELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR EVERY INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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I lase are a few of the many high quality units manufactured by this Company. They are representative of

skillful engineering, rigid control in manufacture
plus careful selection of component parts and raw
materials properly finished.

We are proud of the product which hcars the name

Langevin. It will always represent fine apparatus.

0e.ton,1 !rain 4 6t.6't

A Type 300A )too.
PP PIt to

IS

,,

ondarr 2

18

.12

150 600 ohms.

W d. .,,_au.nry respan, WI 16 Ibt
Rated at 50
outdo, opp,,...on. Rated
Type 24A
br n6wer Inpu.
Wot, proper drive
,

P.S. Bell diameter

.myth 38

Ratod al

000.15000 ohn

J at 001

n,

o rolotau 4

The

INCORPORATE

LangeviilD

Company

SOUND REINFORCEMENT AND REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NEW YORK
37 W. 65 St., 23

71)

SAN FRANCISCO
1050 Howard St., 3

LOS ANGELES

1000 N. Seward St., 38

f.

6r,..,fry
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KAUFMAN
iiii ,

LTD'

...........................

A STATEMENT OF POLICY
TO THE EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER
CONCERNING faorsteteteut7age4.
WE at Heintz and Kaufman Ltd. believe

Army and Navy Specifications for Vacuum

that equipment manufacturers, many

Tubes ("JAN specs") will be accepted

of whom are making their long-range plans

voluntarily by tube manufacturers as post-

now, will be interested in the policies for

war commercial standards, since they

the standardization and stabilization of
tube types which have been established
for Gammatrons. These policies merit

offer many advantages to the equipment
manufacturer.

consideration when designing equipment
either for military or civilian use.

Practically all tubes now sold to the
Government must conform to specifications

covering electrical standards and physical
dimensions.

We are heartily in favor of the Signal
Corps and Bureau of Ships joint standardization of electronic component parts. The

All H &K Gammatrons when again manufactured for commercial use will conform
to the rigid physical and electrical specifications now required by "JAN specs.,,
Thus when you design equipment around

Gammatron tubes you can be sure that
neither electrical nor physical changes in
these tubes will make redesign of equipment necessary, or replacement difficult.
We plan to tell you more about our stand-

good work of the Radio Manufacturers

ardization and development policies in

Association likewise deserves the highest
commendation. We believe that the Joint

future advertisements. So please be on the
watch for them each month.

HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN LTD.

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO
BUY WAR
BONDS
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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ONE OF A SERIES OF ELECTRO-VOICE ADVERTISEMENTS EXPLAINING IN DETAIL
THE APPLICATIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS OF ELECTRO-VOICE MICROPHONES
,40011.01110,p,..-

g941.CL, MODEL 205-S
9°4
RAILROAD
MARINE
AIRCRAFT
POLICE
EMERGENCY
CALL SYSTEMS
INDUSTRIAL LOCATIONS

lit NOISY
o.1/121Aatee".4
ma get eyelet

1

.1

-

_

... a single button, hand-held, carbon DIFFERENTIAL
microphone, designed for maximum intelligibility
under extreme noise
Ambient noise is fed into dual apertures, shown in
photograph, in correct phase relationship to provide
almost complete cancellation of the entire noise
spectrum. Speech that originates close to one of
these apertures is faithfully reproduced. Articulation
percentage is at least 97% under quiet conditions,
and 88% under a 115 db noise field. The Model 205-S

is unusually versatile . . . can be used, indoors or
outdoors, for all speech transmission in any noisy,
windy, wet or extremely hot or cold location.

Because the 205-S is a noise -cancelling microphone.
it must be used in a manner different from any other
type. The microphone should be held so that the lip -

rest will touch lightly against the upper lip. This
brings the mouth and instrument into the correct
position for proper transmission. As with all ElectroVoice microphones, the Model 205-S is guaranteed
to be free from defect in material and workmanship
- for life.

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE MODEL 205-S
OUTPUT LEVEL: Power rating: 27 db below 6
milliwatts for 10 bar pressure Voltage
rating: 10 db above .001 volt/ bar, open

circuit. Voltage developed by normal
speech (100 bars); .32 volt.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: substantially flat
from 100-4000 c.p.s.
ARTICULATION: at least 97% articulation un-

der quiet conditions;
of ambient noise.

138°,:,

under 115 db

AVERAGE BACKGROUND NOISE REDUCTION:

20 db and higher, depending on distance
from noise source.
WEIGHT: less than eight ounces.
INPUT: standard single button input is required.
CURRENT: 10-50 milliampere button current.
HOUSING: molded, high impact phenolic housing; minimum wall thickness, 5/32", vinylite carbon retainer.

TEMPERATURE RANGE: from -40° to +185°F.
PRESS -TO -TALK SWITCH: available with or
without hold-down lock. Double pole

double throw contacts provide an op-

tional wide assortment of switch circuits.
STANDARD SWITCH CIRCUIT: provides clos-

ing of button circuit and relay simulta-

neously.
THERMAL NOISE: less than 1 millivolt with 50

milliamperes through button.
STURDY CONSTRUCTION: capable of with-

standing impact of more than 10,000 6"
drops to hard surface
POSITIONAL RESPONSE: plus or minus of 5
db of horizontal.
CONDUCTOR CABLE: 5 feet of two conductor
and shielded cable, overall synthetic
rubber jacketed.

Model 205-S,
List Price $25.00
Model 205 -SL,

with switch lock,
List Price $26.50

OWL,
!.pert 1:11.1sin: 13 1161 4011. $ts1, N.
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MICROPHONES

ELECTRO-VOICE CORPORATION 1239 SOUTH REND AVENUE SOUTH RIND 24, INDIANA

Yrli IA,

N. Y.,
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AMPHENOL

6,,de44

The Most Complete Line of
U. H. F. Cables and Connectors
R -G CABLES

uall Chaizaiel"414a

old

D3iste#1440#14

In the production of polyethylene dielectric cables Amp::ienol

75.
74.
52.

ranks first. This is the solid, flexible dielectric which was
developed by the Army, Navy and Air Corps for wartime
electronic use. Amphenol lists thirty-two sizes and types
approved by the Army and Navy and most satisfactory results
are obtained thru the use .of Amphenol low -loss connectors
designed specifically for these cables.

Complete assembly components may be obtained from
Amphenol. For manufacturers using U.H.F. cables and connectors in quantity there is a definite advantage in having
them assembled by Amphenol's highly expert Cable Assembly
Department. This assures accurate and skilled workmanship
and a definite saving of materials and labor.
Your request for Catalog D will bring you the- latest information on high frequency cables and connectors. Complete
information on Amphenol assembled units will be furnished
on request.
SILVER'

coPPER

250
pOLYETHYtENEI

MAX.

poLyvvivtEw
BLACK VINYL

BLACK 'PHIL
BLACK VINYL
COPPER

.242

BLACK VINYL

L46*

COPPER
COPPER

AKI'M
.61!
CoPPeTWim
Coated
1110511-5,1ver

Soli

THE HOME 0;14k CCETIRJ.N1
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Long before war started, Cetron tubes were firmly establishea as being well-uigh indispensable to many industrial operations. Countless industrial ergineers, who themselves
"know their stuff" consistently look to, and consult with Cetron engineers when any
important tube problem must be solved.
For the duration we, like other manufactL ,.ers, have devoted a la-ge share of our efforts
to sJpplyirg important needs of the Armed Forces. But during this period we still have
bees mole to take care of most urgent iivilan industrial riaecis. We have increased out
capacity as well as the scope of our technical knowledge .. -urning out more serviceable
tubes even -han formerly, for a more broader usage. In the field of
phototubes. especially, Cetron now occ-pies the premier ,orition
in prod -King these tubes for all sorts of purposes. Our Rectifiers and
anal
Electronic Tubes of many types are .npro,rirg efficiency and ;ncreasing proouc-ivity in a host of industries.
IUCTIONiC

In your own operations there
may be placer where Cetron
tubes could radically and favorably affe:1 operating costs. We
invite you ict offline your problem, whctsves it may be, for
considercrior by our engineers
without o i GO 'ion.

MV\Wsm%\w

MV0411Akk
CHI AGO OFFICE, 903 Mmhandise Wart

7(

74

NEW YORK OFFICE, 265 West 14th Street
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23 YEARS
of Variable Capacitor KNOW HOW
ONE after another throughout the
long history of Radio, Capacitors have been designed,
perfected and -mass-produced by R/C.

This is the normal result of over 23 years of
undivided attention to the proper design, construction
and application of this one highly critical, amazingly
adaptable component.
And it is further, the result of the natural devel;ap, ement of a group of experts-men who know more
'771Dout variable capacitor problems and how to solve
them than cane be found anywhere else in' the world.

RADIO CONDENSER CO.
CAMDEN, N. J.
RADIO CONDENSER COMPANY, LTD., TORONTO, CANADA
ELECTRONICS-February 1945
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TRADE -MARK

TOWER 01j

fif1116/1

housing for a Millen coil! But
it gives peak performance in high -frequency circuits
where low -loss insulation is a topmost requirement. It's
made of BAKELITE polystyrene, noted for its exceptional dielectric qualities, dimensional stability, low
water absorption. and remarkable resistance to most
JUST 4 INCHES

chemicals.

Designers and manufacturers of electrical and elec
tronic equipment will be interested in the num \ outstanding properties of BAKELITE polystyrene. It has a
high index of refraction. Its specific gravity is low- -xW
1.05. It is produced in various forms that are adaptable
to several methods of fabrication. Bakelite Corporation
supplies BAKELITE polystyrene plastics in the form of

molding materials and insulating films. Fabricators
supply BAKELITE polystyrene plastics in such forms as

rigid sheets, tubes, and rods: flexible film that can be
punched and stamped; filaments in continuous rolls;
and electrical insulating coatings.
Our Engineering Staff and Development Labor

tories will be glad to work with you in applying

BAKELITE polystyrene plastics to essential applications.

Write Department 7 for names of fabricators.
TRADE

a

BAKELITE CORPO R .V1.10N
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
M213

Polystyre

Plastics
76
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YES, WE TRAVEL FAR
That compelling force
-the demand for quality-has spurred Audio -

discs to et er greater
production. Filch month

we manufacture a
larger number of these

superior recording
blanks, but most of this

increase must be de-

voted to radio programs fur the armed
forces. les, ne travel

far to aid the war
effort-and +e have
traveled far in quality
that means better recordings hull' non and

in the }ears ill came.
Al11111111E1WES,INC.,444

Madison Ave., New York

ELECTRONICS-February 1945
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HI -MU alloy plus a special sealing process,
There, in a nutshell, is the reason why this cap-

This Audio Oscillator

sule -size transformer operates with great sta-

Transformer Meets 5 -Cycle
'

Temperature Test Requirements

bility under all climatic conditions .

.

.

This is

only one of our complete line of midget audio
transformers and filter reactors .

.

.

Our many

STURDY TERMINALS

years of pre-war experience has not only helped

ASSURE

us solve the problems of war demands, but

SECURE CONNECTIONS

also prepares us to serve in the postwar future.

SUPER ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CORP.

1057 Summit Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Manufacturers of Transformers for Pow ,
Audio Frequency, Luminous Tube, Testing
78
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As radio development moves cnward and
upward, Hallicrafters engineers are setting the

pace, pushing back the horizons in the exciting

fields of very high frequency, ultra high frequency, and super high frequency development

Jew eibection4

in um& will
4 cAa4ted
geidfietafie44

work. The range of the Model S-37 illustrated here

covers higher frequencies than any other continuous tuning commercial type receiver. It is becoming

a prime instrument of experiment and research in
marking out the new directions that all radio will take.

Win -afters
Buy a War Bond Today!
THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EOUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16,

ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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RAYTHEON VOLTAGE STABILIZERS
INSURE ACCURATE

OPERATION of
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Stabilize Varying Input
Voltage Within 2 Cycles
to

Constant Output Voltage
at 1/2 of 1%
VOLTAGE STABILIZER

Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers, incorporated into electrical equip-

ment, insure accurate, dependable operation by providing
stabilized A. C. voltage to ± of
1 %. They are available in three
designs ... uncased, cased and
endbell ... to meet every installation requirement whether it is
to be built into new equipment

nr
ENDBELL

MODEL

tetv,
1

.1

"'OSCIII.00RAM MO 0001341
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or products already in use. Entire-

ly automatic in operation,

ideal for equipment

in

un-

attended locations.

Write for Bulletin DL 48-537.
gives the complete story.

Tune in

TIME CONSTANT

it is

It

Transient

changes

in

output

voltage

and their behavior is usually unimpor-

result from variations in line voltage.
These transi ants disappear entirely in

tant. Transients resulting from connecting
or disconnecting the load require some-

6 cycles. The major effect of the transient
recovery is practically complete in 2
cycles. These changes are not evidenced
on a volt mele_r of normal characteristics

what longer time for recovery. Smaller
changes in load cause proportionately
smaller transient disturbances in output
voltoge.This characteristic is shown above.

the Raytheon radio program: "MEET YOUR NAVY", every Saturday night on the Blue Network. Consult your local newspaper

RAYTHEON

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
Electrical Equipment Division

for time

and

station.

The coveted Army-Nnvy "E". for
Excellence in the manufacture of
wor equipment and tubes, flies
over all four Raytheon Plants
where over 16,000 men and wom-

en are producing for VICTORY.

190 WILLOW STREET, WALTHAM, MASS,
o research and manufacture of complete electronic equipment : receiving, transmitting and hearing aid tubes; transformers; and voltage stabilizers.

SO
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IS STILL 81

THE Elf ilif
woodusbnokte
44.

G.

main line is still Radio

Components-but just now civilian
items are sidetracked. We must keep the
road clear for all-out war production, which

has right of way till that last stop-Victory-is
reached. But with that.destination reached we're

ready to switch right back to mass output of condensers, tuning units, actuators and_record changers

for home radio sets. Yes, and there's a new "branch"

added to our main line-Speakers, which we plan to
route through in a big way after victory. Meanwhile:
WE STILL HAVE CAPACITY rOR URGENT WAR ASSIGNMENTS!

BINH IS1111111
CORPORATION

829 NEWARK AVENUE ELIZABETH 3, N. J.
ELECTRONICS - Febrvary 1945

TYPE 09 - MB, MF, MS, MSB
D+ 1/2" -

0+ 1/2"

FOR INVERTED MOUNTING WITH MS
OR MSB MOUNTING.L LAMP BRACKET
OVER BOTTOM BEAD OF CONTAINER
INSULATOR

INSULATOR

B
± V32

E

TYPE 09 (BASIC)

(WITHOUT MOUNTINGS
6.E..,v32

D

Viz

-+1/4"'

A,
C+

9.

V

J

8+I/16

'''''..;

4.,

MOUNTING BRACKET

TYPE 09 -MB

`MOUNTING FEET SOLOERDO
TO BOTTOM OF CONTAINER

TYPE 09 -Mr

16

± 1/32-

MOUNTINGS ARE PROVIDED WITH TWO HOLES. AND MSB HAS
TWO SPADE LUG STUDS.
FOR ALL OTHER UNITS, WHERE NIF, PAS AND MSB TYPES OF

MOUNTINGS ARE AVAILABLE, A SINGLE CENTERED HOLE
OR SPADE LUG STUD IS PROVIDED.

No.6-32

- -SCREW

TYPE O9-MSB

NOTE WHERE 'a' DIMENSION IS GIVEN IN LISTINGS, Mr AND Nis

JIM ie2te
,....

TYPE' 09 -MS

& NUT

THY MOUNTING BRACKETS ILLUSTRATED ART STANDARD AEROVOX TYPES

VERSATILITY with economy of chassis space
and assembly operations a prime factor distinguishes Aerovox Type 09 oil -filled capacitors.

Although mass-produced, this type is available in
such an outstanding range of voltage and capacitance ratings, as well as mountings. that it is virtually custom-made for most high -voltage heavyduty applications.
Note particularly the choice of mounting means.
Mounting means brackets shown in drawing are
Aerovox standard; other types can be supplied_
Voltage ratings from 600 to 7500 D.C.W. Widest

OTHER TYPES (SF MOUNTING BRACKETS CAN BE SUPPLIED

selection of capacitance values. Impregnants and
fills available are HYVOL (Vegetable) or HYVOL
M (mineral oil). The exclusive Aerovox terminal
construction means units that pass the standard
immersion tests required by various Governmental services. Terminal assembly is non -removable.
an integral part of the capacitor.
These capacitors provide maximum capacitance
at minimum cost. Widely used for continuous service in transmitters. amplifiers, rectifier filters
and similar applications.
Literature on Request

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED
AEROVOX CORPORATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A.

Export: 13 E. 40 ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
82

Cabl

:

SALES OFFICE= IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

'ARLAr.-'1o_Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD.,,NAIIILTON, ONT,
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FOR ELECTRICAL
RESISTANCE
NICHROME'
NICHROME*V
ADVANCE"
HYTEmC0 ^

CHROMAX^

MAGNO"

AT YOUR SERVICE
FOR 45 YEARS

MIDOHM^
COMET*
LUCER0*

MANGANIN
II ALLOY

30 OHM ALLOY
LOHM'

Best proof of the superiority of D H Alloys lies in
the record. For 45 years, Driver -Harris has been
the foremost producer of an interhoh7,-ictily recognized group of alloys.

90 OHM ALLOY

A(11.-Pince

FOR HEAT OR

CORROSION RESISTANCE

Best known member of this famous alloy family
is NICHROME*-mcst widely used of all resistance
alloys. No less renowned and equally preferred in

N;CHROME*

NICHROME*V

NICKEL AtDtEtZt

their specialized fields are the more then 80 other

CIMET*

D H Alloys.

MONELt

Underlying this preference

is

K-MONELt

the quality pli.s

R-MONELt

factor in every D H Alloy assured by the high
degree of metallurgical control that enters into

DIN STAINLESS STEELS
1NCONELt

their manufacture from furnace to spool. Therefore,

to insure longer life and improved performance in
your product, send your metal specifications to us
and depend on it
Driver -Harris will supply the
.

NICHROME*

alloy possessing the best electrical and physical
properties for your requirements.

NICHROME* V
NICHROME* 111
GRIDNIC A -0 -C -D -E -F*

RADIOHM*

MANGANIN
ADVANCE*

52 ALLOY
FILAMENT ALLOYS
0/H STAINLESS STEELS

NICKEL AtDtEt
MONELt
42 ALLOY

NIVAR*

Driver -Harris
MU PAN Y
HARRISON, N. J.
Branches; Chicago

las Angeles

Detroit
San Francisco

MAGNO'
R-63 ALLOY

Z.:eveland
Seattle

SPECIAL NICKEL ALLOYS
In addition

to the above general

closs.Ecotions many other industries

are served by Oriver-Harris Alloys.
Space does net permit listing theta O.

-Dade Mark Reg. U.S- Pat 31i. by Of,yer-Harris

Itade Mark Fes. U.S. °E. Wt. tf 'Me ittermicrril

ERIE

ee,41,-Vfettt, CERAMICONS
PM u. S. PAT. OPP.

For By-passing R.F..Currents to Ground
Erie Feed-Thru Ceramicons are sturdy, compact
ceramic condensers of a rigid mounting type that
perform the function of bypassing high frequency
currents to ground through the shortest possible
path. As shown in the illustration, lead inductance
is practically eliminated, since the lead inductance
is in series with the transmission line rather than
in the path to ground
Small sizes are made in capacities from 5 MMF through
75 MMF, and can be furnish-

ed with either straight or
hooked wire leads, as shown
in the photograph above. The

larger size, Erie Part No. SP -110 represents a special

design for high voltage applications, and is available in capacities from 20 MMF through 250 MMF.

The Erie Resistor Engineering Department

is working on several other developments for high

voltage, high altitude, and pressurized feedthru applications.

ERIE PART

MIN. CAP.

MAX. CAP.

No.

MMF

MMF

SEA LEVEL

50,000 FT.

357-000 (Hooked wire)

5

75

1.000

375

SP -114 (Straight wire)

5

75

1,000

375

1.1/16"
1-1/4"

SP -110

20

250

2,000

750

2-3/8'

WORKING VOLTAGE 0. C.

OVERALL
LENGTH

&ea/mated Diciedioa

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
FOR H1G4 ACHIEVEMENT

IN MAR PRODUCTION

S4

LONDON, ENGLAND

TORONTO, CANADA
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7"

Designed for finger-tip control of electronic and communications
equipment where size is important, the FTR-810 Series Lever Key

occupies less than half the horizontal mounting space required
for older types.
And at the same time, its eighteen nickel -silver springs and
low -resistance palladium cross -bar contacts permit more than five
hundred possible switching combinations.
High -quality phenolfihre insulated throughout, the overall simSmall Size-'n" horizontal mounting centers.

Large Spring Capacity - 18

springs; over 500 possible combinations.

Palladium Contacts

.

.

.

Silver Springs.

Nickel

High -Quality Phenolfibre
1 ion.

t nhersal Cam - 1 or 2 way locking or non -locking.

Free -Moving Roller .

.

.

Snappy Action.

Positive

plification in design has resulted in a more rugged. dependable
lever key with a positive, snappy action that once set - stays set.
The universal cam has an unusually long hearing surface for
smooth action and long life . . . for either locking or non -locking
operation . . . one or two-way, simply by a change in position of
the stop pins.
Here is another compact component by Federal with a wide
variety of applications in control circuits, and another reason to
see Federal first for electronic and communications equipment.

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
Newark 1,
New Jersey

ELECTRONICS -February 1945
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WHEN AND HOW
,Vd/v
CAN TELEVISION
TURN A PROFIT?
Interest in television is assuming flood

good -will are natural windfalls of the

proportions. Within 18 months after Vic-

early bird in this new field.

tory there is every indication that tele-

A fortune is not required to build a tele-

be available to 30,000,-

vision station, nor years to "break even."

000 people ... and enjoyment limited only

DuMont designed and constructed 3 of

by plant capacity of set manufacturers.

the 9 television stations on the air today.

vision service

will

Prospective television station operators

The low operating cost and rugged de-

who reserve DuMont telecasting equip-

pendability of DuMont equipment has

ment now will be prepared to ride a wave

been demonstrated week -in and week -out

of unprecedented popular enthusiasm

for more than 4 years. When and how

.

.

to ride the swift and inevitable commercial

television can turn a profit are questions

expansion of the greatest scientific advance of our time. Valuable prestige and

to which DuMont holds factual answers.
Would you like to hear them?

TELEFLASH: More than 90 requests for permission to construct and operate commercial television stations are on file with
the Federal Communications Commission. As only a few channels are
available for television, the number of stations in a trading area
is limited. In consequence, options are already being sought for
desirable "time." More than 61 advertising agencies have installed
television departments. The value of riding with public interest
is attracting more and more advertisers to television every week.
They are learning to control the terrific sales impact of this
wonderful new medium. Their experiments are well worth watching!
Co

right 1945, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC., GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT, 2 MAIN AVENUE, PASSAIC, N. J.

TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD. 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
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Uniform, Synchronous Speed

at Every Station

motor
powered with a Holzer -Cabot

Electric motors driving the intricate mechanisms of
machines that transmit and record messages verbatim
must have identical operating characteristics at every
station. Since standard "off -the -shelf" motors cannot
meet the strict performance requirements, such as uniform, synchronous speed, quietness, load cycles, etc.,
the solution is a special motor designed to exactly meet
the particular operating conditions.
For over 50 years Holtzer-Cabot has designed and built

special motors to fit the application. Many machines
SPECIAL

Teletype Machine

such as teletype machines, and other sending and
receiving equipment are Holtzer-Cabot powered.

Although, today, all of our plant facilities are being
utilized for building special fractional H.P. motors for
military use, our motor development engineers will
gladly discuss your post-war motor requirements with
you. No obligation of course.

MOTORS DESIGNED TO FIT THE APPLICATION

HOLTZER-CABOT
Division of First Industrial Corporation

Designers and Builders of Special Fractional HP Motors and Electrical Apparatus
125 AMORY STREET, BOSTON 19, MASSACHUSETTS CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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THE

SOLAR

MODEL CE Capacitor Exam-

eter speedily locates common defects in
capacitors without disconnecting condens-

ers-often eliminating further tests. This
saving of time and labor is accomplished
by the unique Solar "QUICK -CHECK"

featre.

In this single instrLment are combined
the smplest, most convenient methods lot

ex aminir g the true condition oT ever)

ANOTHER HELPFUL SOLAR SERVICE
12"
SOLAR CAPACITOR SALES CORP.

285 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Please send me a copy of Catalog IN -1 on Solar

capacitor in ordinary use ... shorts, opens.

CAPACITOR ANALYZERS.

intemittents, high ft .F. impedance and

Name

high power factor.
Catalog IN -1 illustrates and describes featu -es

of all models. Send for your copy today.

Title

Company Name.
Street .Address

City

State

SEND THIS COUPON IN-TODAY ® 7756
8E
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REDEDICATION
An Obligation to Our Fighting Men
DVum the last few weeks we have been forcibly
reminded that so long as we still are fighting
either of our major foes, first claim upon the
productive resources of the United States-its manpower,
materials, utilities, and industrial facilities-must be the
production and delivery of munitions and war supplies.
All other claims are secondary. No responsible citizen
would have it otherwise. For in this war even more is

at stake than our existence as a Nation. We dare not
forget that we are engaged in a struggle that challenges
the fundamental values upon which our civilization has
been built.
It is not easy to list the values that we are fighting to
uphold. They have been clothed in a variety of shapes
over the centuries. They will assume new forms in the

years ahead. But they have an inner consistency that
free men the world over can feel and recognize: the
right of the commoner against the noble, the right of
the individual against the state, the right of trial by
jury, the right to vote, the right to an education, the
right to freedom of speech and worship, the right to
work in a sphere of one's own choosing, the dignity and

the equality of the individual under the law-these are
our cultural heritage, painfully won and often precariously held over the ages, always to be rewon, redefined
and buttressed by each succeeding generation of men.
The preseryation of this vital core...of value, and its
transmission to our sons and daughters depends upon
our victory in this struggle. So those things which are
essential to victory must come first. And since the production of war munitions in overwhelming volume and
quality can hasten that victory and save countless lives
of our fighting men, no effort that will contribute to
this end should be regarded by us as a sacrifice.

Then, all of us-military leaders, government officials,
workers, and business men-were riding a crest of optimism as to an early end of the war in Europe and as to
the character and dimension of the war against Japan. Already we had begun to turn anxiously toward the prob-

lems of reconversion which then seemed so near at
hand. Schedules for war production, based upon the
best available estimates of need, called for a 5 billion
dollar reduction from 1944 performance, even though we

might have to continue a two -theatre war, and for a
40 percent reduction in the event of an early victory in
Europe.

Today, those forward estimates have been revised
sharply upward. That is true both of the 1945 requirements to meet the needs of a two -theatre war, and of

requirements for the Pacific war once the European
phase is ended. For this upward revision four chief
reasons are responsible:
1. European battle experience has shown markedly
greater use of expendable munitions than was provided in the formulae upon which our original production schedules were calculated: the result has
been a depletion of inventories on a scale that would
become dangerous if allowed to continue.
2. Experience has also demonstrated the need for new
types of weapons or increased complements of some

existing types to match new enemy equipment or
tactics.

3. A less easy optimism as to the early ending of the
European war has given rise to a growing disinclination to gamble on the approximate date.
4. An increasing conviction prevails that the war against
Japan may require ground -army operations on the
Asiatic mainland on a scale greater than originally
premised.

But if these changes in the fortunes and outlook of
The present is no time for self-congratulation upon
our achievements either in the theatres of battle or of
production. The mounting casualty lists should suffice to
curdle the savor of any such indulgence. The most that
can be said in reasonable taste and good conscience is
that performance in both fields is such as to warrant our

firm confidence that we can carry to successful completion the tasks that remain to be done.
Nor is there profit in even observing, much less deploring, that the tasks ahead are more formidable than
those which were defined for us a few short months ago.

war have raised our estimates of military requirements,
may not subsequent favorable changes in the military
situation cause them again to be revised downward? It
is entirely possible. But our military men have learned
that they cannot safely discount what might desirably
happen as something that will happen. Those working
on the production front also must learn that lesson. Fortunately, the record shows that we have been able -to
maintain a, war production almost equal to that of the
rest of the world combined, even while we produced for
civilian use on a scale that has been large even by our

Such a program probably would give us a current munitions supply from three to four times that produced by

own pre-war standards. So we have ample margin to
whip whatever war job may be required of us. As now
defined, the task will not be easy. But it can and will be

.

done.

to compensate for the advantages derived by Japan from
the fact that she will be fighting a defensive war, from

*

*

*

What, then, is the production task with which we are
charged? Our 1945 production for the two -theatre war
now calls for the substantial maintenance of the overall levels reached in the latter months of 1944. But there
is a shift of emphasis. Almost half of the programs for
specific equipment items are declining. A few are scheduled to hold level. About 45 percent are scheduled to
rise sharply. That means that workers and facilities must
be shifted to man the expanding programs. At the same
time the armed services are calling for many more men
than can be supplied from those who become newly eligible to the 18 year old age group. That means further
drafts upon war workers. It means also replacements
for them when they are taken from the expanding programs. Finally, events demand that we produce as much
as possible of many items during the first half of 1945.
Our task, then, is one of intensified effort for the immediate future, with multiple readjustments at a stage
when adjustments are hard to make. Materials for which
demand was easing as pipe -lines were being drained in
anticipation of falling schedules again are tight as the
pipe -lines are being refilled to meet augmented requirements. Men, women, and facilities must be shifted from
less essential to more essential tasks. What must be done
will be done. But unless there is much voluntary accommodation, it will be necessary for us to suffer a formidable amount of governmental direction which none of us
likes, many of us deeply resent, and all of us, when personally affected, volubly protest. The more we police
ourselves, the less we shall be policed,
*

*

*

Even after Germany has been defeated, we shall still
face a far from light production requirement to continue
the war against Japan. As currently defined this phase
might require war expenditures at something like $70
billions a year, an over-all reduction of approximately
20 percent from the $89 billions spent in 1944. Reduction

in munitions output would be somewhat greater, probably from 25 percent to 30 percent below 1944 levels.
But it is important for us to acknowledge that the re-

duction is going to be substantially less than the 40
percent previously estimated.
Only a few months ago there were those who ques-

tioned sharply the possibility that we might need 60
percent of current munitions output to win the Japanese war. Now the judgment of the military is that 70

Japan, but it is believed that we shall need that much

the volume of her accumulated stores, from her prepared positions, her shorter lines of supply and trans-

port, and from her large troop reserves, the bulk of
which we have yet to meet in battle. Certainly our present 3 to 1 production edge over Germany does not appear to be excessive.
The more modest V -E Day cuts contemplated by the
present plan will mean a less acute reconversion prob-

lem when they are made, but will leave a greater one
to be met at the end of the war. They will mean probably a net increase of not more than 4 million workers
available for civilian work during the transition period.
Their orderly absorption should present no embarrassing problem. Indeed, we now are warned by Washington

that war production following V -E Day may require
the protection of considerably closer control than was

contemplated under the 40 percent cuts previously
expected.

In short, we face for the immediate future a more
difficult production job. It is made the more formidable

by the fact that we had dulled the keen edge of our
will to produce by our premature expectation of a reduction in requirements. Now we are told that the trend
of war production for the immediate future is up, that

it is unsafe to discount the date of victory in Europe,
and that the amount of leeway for reconversion after
the defeat of Germany is less than had been anticipated.
Accordingly, we must rededicate ourselves to the task
of driving war production up. We must do without some
of the things that we have enjoyed on the civilian front
rather than demand more of those things; we have still
to devote our abilities and energies first and foremost
to the demands of war.

Whatever will assure and hasten victory must have
first place in any statement of American policy.
Without victory, our aims, and the underlying values
upon which they are based, will be extinguished, blotted
out by the opposing aims and values proclaimed by our
enemies.

The needs of our fighting men must be put first. For,
unless we win the war, the National aims and policies of

the United States will cease to have meaning in the
world.

percent will be none too high.
Actually the latter level would represent an increase
of little more than 50 percent above what now is being
produced for the Pacific area. This, certainly, is a modest estimate when we reflect that we shall inevitably

more than triple the Army forces assigned to that

President, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.

theatre.
'HIS IS THE 32ND OF A SERIES

for high frequency equipment
for pre -heating of plastic preforms.
Preforms are placed on this drawer
which slides into unit shown below.

THERMEX MODEL 2 -P

anac 4444
This compact Thermex unit meas/-r.s 214 inches by 28

inches, stands 47 inches high, and weighs only 614
pounds. It is a practical and flexible piece of equipment
inch by
with built-in heating cabinet and removable
15 inch drawer -electrode.
Being completely automatic, there is nothing, to do
but plug this Thermex in and load and unload the preform drawer. No dials, no tuning, not even a button to
push. Closing the preform drawer all the way in, turns
on the high frequency power and timer. At the end of
the prescribed time, which may be anywhere from 5 to

10 seconds up to 2 minutes, the red indicating light
goes out, the operator removes the tray and unloads
the preforms into the mold cavities.
The Thermex Model No. 2-P, which is illustrated,
operates at a frequency of 25 to 30 megacycles using 230
volt 60 cycle single phase current. It has an output in excess of 3400 BTUs per hour, and it uses a pair of Eimac
450 -TH tubes. The use of electronic heating has increased production for many plastic manufacturers who

have teen leaders in utilizing the science of electronics.
The Thermex Division of the Girdler Corporation of
Louisville, Ky., is a leader in supplying equipment for

this and other industrial applications. It's natural that
Eimac tubes are used, since these tubes are first choice
of leading electronic engineers throughout the world.
Follow the leaders to
6

d0

985 San Mateo A

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, Inc.
, Son Bruno, California

Plants located at: San Bruno, California and Salt Lake City, Utah
Export Agents: Frazar & Hansen, 301 Cloy St., San Francisco 11, California, U.S.A.

Eimac has received 7 ARMY -NAVY "E" AWARDS for
production efficiency San Bruno 5, Salt Lake City 2

Checking an Ultra High Frequency aircraft receiver with a
special testing unit at the Civil Aeronautics Administration
Experimental Station. Dependable DC power is provided
by this mobile Mallory Rectopower Supply, which can also
be used to charge batteries.

For Manufacturing, Testing or Repairing Electronic Equipment
Use a

MALLORY Rectopowert Supply
AT THE CAA Experimental Station, Weir
Cook Airport, Indianapolis, many types of

UHF aircraft radio receivers-including blind
landing, marker, radio range and localizer equip-

ment-are tested. All these aircraft receivers
operate from 12 or 21 volts DC, supplied by a
Mallory Rectopower Supply.

Designed to replace batteries, battery carts or
motor generators wherever DC power is required,
Rectopower is the most convenient way to assure
a dependable source of DC. Rectopowers are de-

signed to operate from any 208 and 230 or 410
volt AC 3 phase 60 cycle outlet.
t liectoyoue st the register.. tratientarli et P. H. Mallory
Ca.. in,- for rectifier power suggiO ands.

P R. MALLORY &CO Inc

MALLORY
RECTIFIERS

90

Fur manufacturing, testing and repairing electrical and electronic equipment, as well as for
taper charging batteries-un assembly, lines, in
laboratories and maintenance shops-Mallory
Rectopower Supplies are favored by engineers.
Rectopower units operate silently and give exceptionally long life, because they are equipped
with Mallory magnesium -copper sulphide dry

disc rectifiers-which have no moving parts.
Vsk your nearest Mallory Distributor for

further information, or write us today.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.,
INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Itectostarter is Me registered trademark of P. 8.
Co.. Inc.
for rsset.ger mita for use in starting internal coonbastion engines.
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CROSS

TALK

10.ECHOES ... Something new has been added to the
repertoire of tricks used by electronic engineers. This
is the echo technique. Shoot a radio wave into the air

free lunch, and a very pleasant time was had by all.

and it will be reflected by any conducting surface,

The symbols problem is serious. For years there were
two sets of symbols for certain widely -used components
and great was the confusion compounded thereby. Now

sending back to the transmitter echoes of the original
signal. A partially ionized layer of gas, an airplane or
a ship at sea will do it. Since the directivity at the

-engineers, students, professors, authors, publishers-to stick together and to wipe out and forget the

transmitter may be very great, the location of the

old confusion.

reflector in elevation and azimuth can be determined.

Furthermore, since radio waves travel at a finite
velocity (186,000 miles per second or about 327 yards
per microsecond) the distance of the reflector can be
determined.

Sound waves travel through sea water at a finite
rate-about 5000 feet per second-and since a fairly
narrow beam of sound waves can be produced in the
supersonic region, nature and electronics have provided us with a pretty good submarine detector. It is
also good for sunken ships, reefs or a school of fish,
all of which will produce echoes. Sound waves travel
through the earth with known characteristics as the
seismologists and the geophysicists have discovered
and utilized.
Now comes Professor Firestone of the University of
Michigan. He holds a vibrating piezoelectric plate up
against a block of metal. Sound waves in the supersonic region travel through the plate and return to the
front surface as echoes produced by the rear surface,
or by flaws within the block. So, electronics has provided industrial engineers with a new, sensitive, nondestructive test, a method of measuring the thickness
of a metal plate whose rear surface may be inaccessible, or for exploring the interior for hidden flaws.
The wonder is that all of this wasn't done long ago !

SYMBOLS . . . Some time ago, October issue to be
explicit, ELECTRONICS offered a free lunch to the
author of the first paper to arrive here for publication
using the compromise symbols for electronic components adopted by the American Standards Association.
Dr. Harrison's paper on Klystron oscillators won the

that there has been agreement, it behooves everyon,e

As a matter of cold hard fact, too much of

our time and effort is spent fixing up the diagrams
of authors who are still acting as if no standardization had ever been accomplished. This indecent use
of time and energy must be better employed.
The correct symbols to use can be ascertained by
looking at ASA Bulletin Z32.5-1944.

FREQUENCIES . . . On January 16 the FCC announced new allocations for services operating above
25 Mc. Frequencies assigned various communications
and industrial services are listed in the "News of the
Industry" department pages of this issue. Next month
ELECTRONICS will present a detailed analysis and inter-

pretation of what the allocations mean to the future
of the industry.

13J... In spite of the fact that many knew that
B. J. Thompson, outstanding electronic engineer, had

been missing after a Mediterranean flight, the final
announcement of his death was a distinct shock. On a
special mission for the Secretary of War, Mr. Thomp-

son's plane disappeared on the night of July 4, last
year.

"BJ", as Mr. Thompson was affectionately known
by a very large number of radio and electronic engineers, was one of the most promising young men in
our field. His contributions already made were of the
first rank; the development of the acorn type tubes
being best known. In addition, the high esteem in
which he was held by his associates and the men who
worked under him and his fellow engineers throughout
the industry makes his loss very great.

Planning an
F -M Station
A practical discussion of the problems confronting a -m stations contemplating the new service.

FTER THE DECISION is made to

enter the f -m field, the broadcast station engineer is confronted
with the job of satisfying manage-

Notes on the selection of sites, estimation of

ment as to the cost of serving the
proposed market area. Can he use
any of his present a -m facilities?
What are the possible sites for the
transmitter and antenna? Are suit-

coverage, determination of required transmitter
power, choice of antennas, and building layouts

able wire lines available or does he
have to resort to a studio -to -trans-

By P. B. LAESER

FM -Television Engineering Supervisor

mitter (STL) link?
Basically,

WMFM-WTMJ

The Milwaukee Journal Radio Stations
Milwaukee, Wise.

the problem settles

down to taking inventory of the
present transmitter site, determining whether a signal can be propagated from there over the territory

vide a ground system with good
conductivity. This particular conprogram service from the studio to sideration is not an important factor in the f -m band. More importhe transmitter.
tant is the elevation of the terrain
Determination of Coverage Area
with reference to the area to be
In the majority of cases an en- served, and a site overlooking as
Specified, and deciding what will be

necessary to feed a high -quality

tirely new transmitter location will
be chosen for the f -m installation
because good locations for broadcast band antenna systems are not
often satisfactory for f -m.

much area as possible is needed.
Signal propagation over the
broadcast band shows a wide varia-

Many a -m stations are located

tem. This is in direct contrast to

in lowland or swamp areas to pro -

the f -m band, where substantially

tion between extreme frequencies
for a given power and antenna sys-

the same results are had on any
frequency within the band. Very high -frequency signal propagation
results in coverage more definitely
related to specific areas than standard broadcasting. Recognizing this,
the FCC is authorizing applicants
to apply for specific trading areas

and has set up the following four
classifications of coverage:
Class A.

An area comprising

a

Class B.

An area comprising

a

limited trade area and a city, usually
composed of one small city and adjacent area.
basic trade area and a principal city,
usually composed of a principal city,

one or more smaller cities and the

"IRIMVia2;"1` -

MEIIMMIIMMINIMPEINEIMEIIIIIIShadowsrE11.11W
IIMIlailENIMPAFAMINEIMIll

areas adjacent to these cities.
Class C. An area of at least 15,000
square miles, comprising primarily a
large rural area and that part of basic
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by stations assigned basic trade areas
due to economic and technical limita-
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Class D. An area having substantially different characteristics (social,
cultural and economic) from those
specified in classifications A, B and C,
where the establishment of a special
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program and

technical

in the public interest.

service

is

Five channels are at present set
up for non-commercial educational

stations. Since a request for other
FIG. 1-Prof le of the land elevation above sea -level along each of two radials
centered on Richfield, Wisc. Note that a number of points, even within the primary

service area, are in shadow
92

frequencies and additional channels

has been made by the RTPB, the
present allocations for the various
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

the transmitter is located in a city.
There will be installation difficul-

ties but these are not insurmountable. For example, it may be neces-

sary to hoist material outside a
building in a busy area or dismantle large units to fit the elevators.
Steel beams may have to be cut in

two, transported to the roof and
welded together again. Such work
is generally best carried out on a
Sunday, roping off the street below
to minimize danger to the populace.

In negotiating for building space,
the lease should clearly specify the

extent of the roof rights for the
antenna system.

To cover a large metropolitan
area and large rural areas or large
rural areas plus several metropolitan areas (class B or C) it is neces-

WMFM transmitter building and antenna at Richfield, Wisc. The tower is
200 ft high, and on top of it is a two -bay turnstile. The platform at the
175 -ft level supports a studio -to -station link receiving antenna. The elevated
trough carrying two coaxial transmission Eines between transmitter house
and tower may be seen

classifications may be modified in
the near future.'
Complete data on trade areas can
be obtained by referring to available maps.'

sary in most cases to locate the
transmitter at a point quite remote

from the studio. Fortunate is the
station that is located on high

levels low. Lower signal intensities

will therefore be tolerable. Adequate lines between the studio and
transmitter generally are available
for a 50 to 15,000 -cps circuit when

ground overlooking its principal
city and trade areas. In choosing

this site several factors must be
elevation being the
prime requisite.
Obstructions such as hills, cliffs,
considered,

Transmitter Sites and Shadow Effect

Many cities have unusually tall
buildings which are well suited for
f -m installations. However, the location of such buildings in relation
to the service area should be considered, especially if a circular pattern is contemplated. As an illustration, cities on the seaboards and

on the Great Lakes in some instances are adjacent to large water
areas.

If the initial outlay is for a class

A station and plans are not for a
large rural coverage, the transmit-

ter should be placed at a point
where the noise level is highest and
population most dense. At the out-

skirts of the area, probably, the
population will be sparse and noise
ELECTRON ICS - February 1945

Distance in Miles

FIG. 2-Shadows such as those shown in Fig. 1 produce marked variations in
signal strength, as shown on this graph obtained by continuous recording
while driving through a hilly area
93

mine what size transmitter, what
antenna ,height and what antenna

TABLE 1 -MULTI -ELEMENT ANTENNA GAIN, COMPARED
WITH DIPOLE

Layers
1

2

3

4
5

6
7
8
10

Power

Gain

Gain

0.707
1.12
1.41
1.66
1.87
2.06
2.26
2.40
2.69

0.50
1.25
2.00
2.75
3.50
4.24
5.05
5.76
7.24

for good reception as 1000 micro-

CIRCULAR

TURNSTILE
Field

gain is needed.
The FCC has set up the standard

Field

Power

D*

Gain

Gain

D*

0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.5

0.89
1.28

0.79
1.66

....

....

2.45

5.25

2:66

7.08

0.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0

....

....

...

....

1:86

3.47

....

volts for urban listeners in areas
having high noise levels and 50
microvolts for rural listeners in
area having low noise levels. It is
possible, by referring to FCC Chart
41722,' to predict at what distance
the 1000 -microvolt and the 50 -microvolt points occur on various

radials with assumed transmitter
powers and antenna heights. Since
these are only predictions, it will be

necessary after the station is in

Distance in wavelengths between top and bottom elements.

or buildings, when present in the
transmission path, introduce attenuation and these zones are known
as shadow zones. The area encompassed in a shadow will receive
only a fraction of the signal intensity available at other equidistant

operation to procure measuring

factor in
choosing between two sites is the
nature and elevation of the land in
their immediate vicinity. A sharp
Another qualifying

drop-off on all sides is to be desired,

equipment or engineering service
to prove that the contour lines are
as calculated. Adjustments compensating for either under or overestimates can then be made.
Surveys made on v -h -f stations
sometimes show great discrep-

points, the actual signal strength

especially in the direction of the
major market area.
A considerable amount of time

depending on the degree of shielding. Examination of the elevation
along sample radials shown in Fig.
1 will reveal cases where line -of sight transmission is not obtained.

and effort can sometimes be saved
by procuring quadrangle maps for
the various sections of the country
under scrutiny. Immediately it will
become apparent which of several

It is not unusual to find shadows

likely spots has greater elevation
above sea level and sites can be

large cities show great deviations
compared to the surveys made in
country more level and less densly
populated. Figure 3 is an illustration of the predicted contours of
WMFM,
W55M).

such as these in the primary area of

existing f -m stations. Figure 2

evaluated accordingly. If there is

shows a sample recording of signal
strength made while driving
through such a shadow.

any doubt, an altimeter should be
obtained and checks made to verify.

If the station is planned for the

tained in some locations not too far

northern states or mountainous
country, a location on a main high-

way or at least a good secondary
road maintained in the winter is
advantageous, making it possible
for the operating personnel to gain

access to the property on an all year -round basis. A hill reached by

a good highway has an advantage
over one of somewhat higher eleva-

tion but inaccessible, because the
cost of additional tower height
sometimes is less than laying out a
new road. Also, by staying close to
highways, advantage can often be
taken of power facilities which interconnect cities. Dual power service from separate feeders is desirable.

Too great a distance from

power lines may require the installation of an independent emergency
generating plant. Furthermore,
complete dependence on local power

facilities may not be advisable in
all cases.
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Telephone service may be

ob-

ancies in the pattern compared to
the predictions. This, no doubt, is
due to irregularities in the terrain
involved. Mountainous country and

Milwaukee

( formerly

After establishing the two contours, the area in square miles can

from inter -city trunk systems by.
branching off with underground
circuits. In one instance a line was

laid underground for four miles
after easements from property owners had been obtained. Lines in cables are preferred to open -wire circuits because of the latter's susceptibility to atmospheric noises.
Where telephone service is not practical a station -to -transmitter -link
must be installed.
The possibility of a water system
should not be overlooked, especially

Fond Du Lac

Sheboygan

if a high-powered transmitter is
planned which necessitates auxiliary cooling of the air plasts and a

constant supply of water for the
evaporator.
Signal -Strength Contours

After the most suitable site has
been chosen and all the factors related to the site are set down and
evaluated, the next step is to deter-

FIG. 3 -Map showing predicted 1000
contours around
50 -microvolt
Radials on which signal WMFM.

and

strength

measurements

were

later

taken are numbered
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FIG. 4-(Left) Radiation pattern of a 60 -deg phased turnstile called a "dumbell".

having equal currents in all elements, showing north -south directional gain
over a 90 -deg turnstile
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FIG. 5-Graph illustrating the percent efficiency of various sizes of coaxial
transmission line using Isolantite insulation. Solid lines show efficiency a
50 Mc. Dashed lines show efficiency at 300 Mc (General Electric)

be measured by the use of a planimeter. Population analysis of the
service area can then be carried out.
In the majority of cases it is
probable that the f -m transmitting
antenna will be independent of
other antennas and on its own supporting structure. However, a question arises and will come up again

and again in the future regarding
the possibility of mounting an f -m

antenna on the tower of an active
a -m station. Where this is contem-

plated each tower will present its
own structural problems and these

will have to be analyzed by the

manufacturer. The effect of loading
the a -m tower with a heavy f -m ar-

ray will, particularly, have to be
carefully calculated. There is also
the possibility that adding an f -m
radiating structure might change
the a -m antenna current distribution, and the phase angle in the case

of a directional array.
Antennas

Horizontal polarization of the

cessive layers of arms radiating

sure a 1000 -microvolt contour at 20

from the mast, or by square loops
stacked one above the other and
known as Alford loops. There are

miles. This can be accomplished

several

also

other

suggested

methods of securing horizontal directivity, such as corner reflectors

and spiral antennas. Such antennas effectively increase the power
by reducing the signal radiated
vertically and concentrating it in
the horizontal plane, i.e., along the
earth's surface.
The effective signal radiated

(ESR) is the all-important factor
in evaluating an f -m system and,
therefore, it should be determined
whether a high -gain antenna system and a low -powered transmitter
or a low -gain antenna and a highpowered transmitter are to be used.
For example, for one typical transmitter site a calculated 4000 watts
of effective signal is needed to as -

with 4000 watts of generated power
using an antenna with a power gain

of 1, or by using a more complex
antenna system giving a gain of 4
and reducing the generated power
to 1000 watts. The results in either
case are theoretically identical. By
referring to the following table of
more or less standardized transmitter sizes it will be noted that 4000

watts falls between 3 and 10,000
watts, making it necessary to install a 10 -kw transmitter.
250 watts
1,000 watts
3,000 watts
10,000 watts
25,000 watts
50,000 watts
100,009 watts

It is obvious that the most economical approach in this case would

f -m antenna is recommended be-

be to use a 1 -kw transmitter with

cause of the high power -gain attain-

an antenna having a gain of 4 since

able while maintaining a structure
rugged enough to combat the ele-

the cost of the antenna would not

ments. Vertically -polarized anten-

TABLE 2-TURNSTILES VS
DIPOLE

nas giving high power -gain are
comparatively difficult to construct,

90 -DEGREE

.whereas stacked horizontal units
giving appreciable gain are readily obtained.

There are several ways of ac-

Layers

complishing antenna power -gain,

2

namely, by stacked circular antennas commonly known as "donuts", by "turnstiles" using suc-

6
8
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4

Field
Gain

1.12
1.66
2.06
2.40

nance and upkeep would be very

60 -DEGREE

Field Gain
NorthEast South
West
1.36
2.02
2.51
2.93

approach the cost of a 10 -kw transmitter. In addition, the mainte-

0.79
1.19
1.44
1.68

much in favor of the smaller trans-

mitter and the more complex antenna system.

Table I gives a comparison between two popular high -gain antenna types and a dipole having a
gain of one. Comparative values of
antenna gain for equal mast height
are in favor of the turnstile, as the
95

220-v reg. -

it

-F,7fe. react

The erect ion of coaxial lines
sometimes is extremely difficult,

- Power Irons.

especially vertical runs up a tower.

Great care is essential to prevent
solder and dirt from entering the

//-

3 -kw. omp.

Mod and j -kw
amp.

Power Amp.

Control Room

Room

Cont. Desk

rans. VPower

Operator's

Trough

Spare

mod

while under construction.
Solderless inner and outer couplers
have helped this situation considerably but on smaller sizes of line the
inner couplers should probably be
of the solder type. Several sections
line

high - volt rect.

Room
(orSTL)

of line may be assembled on the
ground and then hoisted into place,
resulting in a minimum number of

lne LAmp.

connections to be made up on the
tower where it is harder to do good
work.

Experience has shown the follow-

Caretaker's

ing transmission line sizes to be

[Speech Amp)

Room

adequate for transmitter power outputs as listed below, assuming that

it

the line is correctly terminated to
eliminate standing waves:

Kitchenette

FIG. fi-First-floor plan of the WMFM transmitter building at Richfield. Wisc.

distance between layers of the turnstile antenna is wavelength and

of the cases where an irregular
trade area cannot be served ade-

of the circular antenna one wave-

quately with a circular pattern.

length. This corresponds to approximately 10 and 20 feet respectively,

Transmission Lines

depending on the exact frequency
used. In the event of CAA restrictions on height of the tower struc-

Considerable trouble has been experienced in the past with transmission lines. Open -wire and coaxial

ture this represents an important

lines are in use and both require
careful matching to obtain a rea-

factor.
Some modification of pattern can
113

obtained with a turnstile by

either phasing or varying the current relationship of the elements in

vadrature to obtain an elliptical
pattern if it is desired to cover an
elongated market area. Using a 60-

phased turnstile, with equal
currents, an increase of about 22
(1.3g

sonably low standing -wave ratio.
Ratios of 1 to 1.25 have proven satisfactory for coaxial lines. A somewhat higher value can be tolerated
on open lines.
Sleet and ice formation has been
the most troublesome condition, resulting in flashover and occasional

burn -out of the feeder system, a

percent in one direction can be obtained with a loss of approximately

situation not too easy to repair un-

30 percent in the other direction.

have been built into some antenna
installations and are especially valuable in zones subject to sleet formation. They are controlled from
the power panel inside the building

Figure 4 shows the pattern of a
turnstile that has been
dubbed the "dumbbell." Table II
shows the relative increase in field
69 -deg

gain over a 90 -deg turnstile for various numbers of layers. Note that
the desired north -south field gain of
a four -layer turnstile 60 -deg phased
is 2.02 compared to a standard 90 deg turnstile of six layers giving a
gain of 2.06. Thus the 60 -deg turnstile will provide a solution to some
96

der adverse conditions.

De-icers

or can be made to operate automatically within the temperature
range of sleet formation, and in no
way affect the operation of the antenna. Without such protection it
would be necessary to reduce the in-

put power for transmission line
protection.

250 watts or less 70 ohms
250 watts to I kw 70 ohms
I kw to 3 kw 70 ohms
3 kw to 10 kw 70 ohms
10 kw to 25 kw 70 ohms
25 kw to 50 kw 35 ohms

3!8 in. OD
7/8 in. OD
1-3/8 in. OD
1-3/8 in. OD
3-1/8 in. VD
2:3-1/8 in. 011

Lines somewhat larger than are
strictly necessary are suggested,
giving additional safety factor.
Larger lines also result in lower
losses and may be advisable if the
length of line is unusually long. For

the STL transmission line sizes
should be especially generous because at the higher frequencies involved losses increase appreciably
and power is more difficult to generate. Figure 5 shows relative line
loss at 50 Mc and 300 Mc for various sizes and lengths of typical coaxial line.
Transmitter Building

An f -m installation does not re-

quire as large a space as its a -m
counterpart. A typical 1 -kw f -m
transmitter is a completely selfcontained unit including blower and
power supplies, occupying a space

approximately 72 by 30 by 72 in.
over all. A floor space as small as
350 square feet would be sufficient
to accommodate the transmitter,

and a room adjacent to the transmitter suitable for audio console,
turntables, line amplifier, frequency
and modulation monitor, and moni-

toring receiver. A typical 50 -kw
transmitter occupies space comparable to the average 5 and 10February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

kw a -m stations now in service.
A typical 50 -kw installation is

the Milwaukee Journal f -m station WMFM, which houses its
transmitter in a two-story building

47 by 34 ft in size. On the first
floor shown in Fig. 6, is the transmitter, speech and test room, STL
receiving room, caretaker's quarters and toilet. The basement,
shown in Fig. 7, is devoted to the

cooling and pump room, heating
plant, work shop, tube storage and
building utility. Rectangular steel

Zar,

/1"

Aimmemp.

Main distribution
CO,.,

IM,MI

'V'5' Tel Co

goner

r

/ House distribution service

Cooling and
Motorien.Room
Pumps

_..

Commonwevith
Tel Co

Ramp

Utility Room

Sub -control panels

Expansion tank

ducts 4 by 6 in. are placed along
the ceiling of the basement to house

r --

the inter -connect wiring between

Workshop

the various transmitter units directly above. All motor -generators,
blowers, water pumps, etc. are
mounted on rubber rails to minimize

Bench

Tube

Storoge
Room

the noise transmitted through the

mounted in racks somewhat larger.
The plate transformer for the 100 kw rectifier, with its voltage regu-

lator and reactor, is mounted di-

rectly outside the building on a
raised concrete block platform for

protection against snow. The 50 -kw
power amplifier is installed in a
separate room which is completely
shielded by 0.006 -in. thick copper,

including the floor and door.
A balanced concentric line consisting of two 34 -in. lines is inductively coupled to the power amplifier. These lines are mounted on an
elevated trough spanning the distance between the tower and transmitter building. To minimize sudden differential changes between
the inner and outer conductors, the
trough is covered with a sectional-

input room

Boiler Room

building foundations.
The 50 -kw transmitter comprises
five units. The modulator is incor-

porated in the 250 -watt unit, and
followed by a 3 -kw amplifier in a
cabinet directly alongside, with its
associated rectifiers and blowers.
Following this is the high -voltage
rectifier and power -control units

Sleeve to speech -

Boiler

insofar as radial wires were not
buried as a part of the radiating
system and only sufficient copper
was laid for equipment grounds and

protection against lightning. The
ground system consists of sheets of
expanded copper screening each 6
by 10 ft in size, laid around the entire building and covered with eight
inches of soil. The tower ground is
made up of similar pieces forming

a mat 30 by 30 ft overall and tied
to the building ground by several
two-inch copper straps.

During the period of construction, the entire building metalwork,
such as conduit, water pipes, reinforcing steel, metal lathe, was
bonded together and spot-welded.
Every 10 feet, four -inch copper
straps were brought out of the mas-

onry slightly below ground level

relative voltage for daily comparison and reference purposes. For the

ment for the transmitter itself is

at 60 percent of the plate input of
the final stage.
The ground

system

deviates

greatly from a -m band practice
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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FIG. 7 -Basement floor plan of the WMFM transmitter building

and joined to the screening.

power output is used and calculated

L__

j

Well,

ized, removable shield. Mounted directly at the transmission -line end seals are two diodes which act as a
vacuum -tube voltmeter reading the

present, indirect measurement of

1

Bench

Power

as the electric stove, building heating, water pump, tower and building lighting.
The local utility supplies service
from either of two 26,400 -volt lines,
each line coming from a different
direction on separate feeders.

Three 50-kva transformers feed
240 -volt, 3 -phase power into the
building through an underground
duct.

Transmitters of various sizes will
use approximately the following a -c
power:
250
1.000 w t

3.5 kw

:1,000 watts

IS kw

10,000 watts
50,000 watts

21.0 kw
135.0 kw

The power used by associated
equipment such as speech input,
monitoring, and lighting, should be
added to the above estimated power
requirements.

The WMFM a -c power require-

about 102 kva with the transmitter
operating at its licensed power
input of 60.5 kw. When the amplifier is running at full 50 -kw r -f output, the a -c power demand rises to
135 kva. Power requirements given
here do not include equipment such

1.2 kw
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Commercial disk -seal and lighthouse tube;

DISK -SEAL TUBES
Altering conventional construction so that the tube elements become part of the electromagnetic circuit improves high -frequency operation. Disk -seal tube design places the
electron stream in the high -impedance region of a cavity resonator
THE DEMAND for higher fre-

quency and more power for
new services and industries has
grown as rapidly as research and
development could push back the
frontier. One of these outgrowths
of research is the disk -seal tube.
This new type tube, which includes
that group known as lighthouse
tubes, is a development that has

Philosophically, the disk tube is
an embodiment of the principle that

in the microwave field we can no
longer speak of tubes and circuits
as two distinct entities. It is necessary to think of a microwave oscillator, for example, not as an electron tube with an attached circuit
but rather as a single electrical system having one section walled off

greatly extended the usable fre-

new concept of the relation between
the electron tube and its associated
circuit.

Stud for anode

coo/er or mount
Anode disk

sea/

--Anode posi
--Glass
--Anode

The Basic Idea

Electronically, the disk -seal tube,

-Grid
,Grid mesh

or more simply the disk tube, is a
multi -electrode tube using the same
space -charge control principle as

Cathode
stuinco
Heortr.

conventional triodes, tetrodes and

Glass

pentodes.

Cathode post

Geometrically, it is a tube built

Cathode

from simple, smooth -surfaced disks
and cylinders into a structure which
usually, but not necessarily, has cir-

-disk

A group of commercial disk tubes

is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 is a
cross-sectional view showing the
basic mechanical features common

to disk tubes. Figure 3 shows the
constructional details of the 2C40
lighthouse tube.
Frequency Limitations of Conventional

In trying to reach the highest
possible oscillation frequency with
a given tube one usually starts at a
low frequency, using some stand-

ard oscillator circuit such as the
one in Fig. 4(a). The frequency
is raised by decreasing L and C
until the circuit looks like that in
Fig. 4 (b). A point is finally reached
where the circuit has been made as

small as possible and the tube is
being operated at the maximum allowable plate power dissipation and

voltage. The tube has reached its
apparent maximum frequency.
Let us study the circuit arrange-

cular symmetry. As we shall see,

Ifeater leads

the ultrahigh -frequency property
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tronic activity.

Tubes

quency spectrum and introduced a

of any such metal shape is a design
factor whose significance is just becoming evident.

and evacuated to house the elec-

FIG. 2

Basic construction of disk -seal tube

ment in Fig. 4(c), which is the
same as that in Fig. 4(b) but with
the interelectrode capacitances and
the lead inductances shown. If the

February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Anode connect/on

cathode is sufficiently isolated by

I

the chokes, the radio -frequency
potential of the cathode will be fixed

with respect to the anode and grid
by the two interelectrode capacitors
Co and Co. Thus, the excitation or
feedback voltage appears across
Co, and is not adjustable. When we

G/ass to,/

------Grid mesh

sea/

Sh.

NS%

--Grid connection

---,-Evaporation shield

is

include these two capacitors, it

--Oxide cathode

becomes clear that Fig. 4(b) is the
familiar Colpitts oscillator circuit
which we might expect to operate

---Fern/co foil

--Heater
410

\M1AiX ik

in the usual way if it were not for a
number of new factors which creep
in as we try to drive the frequency
higher.

cathode

Connection

,''''NMica by-pass
"

'capacitor

"'---Cathode eyelet

One reason why the frequency
cannot be made higher lies in the

----Stem shield

ifc

indicated lead inductances and dis-

tributed capacitance of the electrode structures. In many cases,
the main oscillating circuit is a

\\
:\".

\

transmission line connected to the grid and anode; a line
two -wire

Octal
base

which, in addition to its desirable
features, has several serious draw-

k

backs. One is that, although a quarter -wave line in itself is physically

large even at very short wave-

lengths, the line is shortened by the
interelectrode and stray capacitance
of the tube elements until at some

high frequency the part external
to the tube vanishes.

Another factor is the increased
energy losses due to the electromagnetic radiation from every part
of the circuit. This becomes more

severe as the tube electrodes and
circuit elements become more com-

parable in size to the wavelength.
Usually this tube radiation becomes
so large that little or no useful output can be obtained, or it may even

prevent oscillations from starting.

This radiation is always a major
limitation on the impedance which
can be developed with an unshielded
system.
Electron -Stream Transit Time

Still other difficulties arise from
the electron transit time. When the
electron transit time becomes comparable with the oscillation period,
some properties of the electron

FIG.

3-Mechanical details of the 2C40 lighthouse tube

perable barrier has been raised. It
does mean that the system must be
looked at in a far broader sense.

Because of transit time of the
electron stream, there will be a dissipative load introduced at the ex-

citation or input terminals of the
circuit. There will also be a phase
angle between the excitation voltage and the fundamental component of anode current such that the
tube input and output voltages will
almost never have the 180 -degree
phase relation common at low frequency. Phase angle as such need
not be harmful provided we recognize and meet the added circuit re-

quirements which it imposes. On
the other hand, characteristics such
as transconductance are adversely

The feedback circuit in the oscillator must be capable of providing
the necessary excitation voltage in
spite of the extra driving power, as
well as almost any phase angle between its input and output voltages.
But, with the arrangement shown

in Fig. 4(c) the feedback voltage
is almost entirely fixed both in
amplitude and phase by the self and
mutual reactances of the tube parts.
None of these circuit elements can

be adjusted and so above the frequency at which the phase relation
between input and output becomes
appreciably different than 180 degrees, the feedback conditions for
sustaining oscillation cannot be
met.
Use of Cavity Resonators

stream which were negligible at

affected in comparison with d -c

values so that there is an even

low frequency become important.
This does not mean that an insu-

The frequency -determining cir-

greater need for efficient circuits

cuit connected between grid and
anode of Fig. 4(b) can be reduced

ELECTRONICS - February 1945

than at low frequency.
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FIG. 5-At (a) the grid and plate are connected to a transmission line. The equivalent high -frequency circuit is shown directly
below. (b) Two such circuits can be
inductively coupled. Coupling an infinite
number of such circuits gives the electrical

arrangement shown at (c) and the mechanical arrangement shown at (d) which is in
effect a figure of revolution of the equiva-

lent circuit about the axis R

FIG. 6-Choosing a different axis of revolution from that of Fig. 5 for the equivalent
circuit at (a) gives the mechanical arrangement at (b) which readily lends itself to
use as the electromagnetic basis of the

FIG. 4-At low frequencies, the lumped constant oscillator circuit shown at (a) can
be used. At higher frequencies the line
oscillator shown at (b) replaces the lumped
constant oscillator. At still higher frequencies the important circuit elements lie within

disk -seal

tube;

the

electrodes for

the

the tube as illustrated at (c)

electronic system go at the center

to a simple capacitance -shortened
quarter -wave line by ignoring all
direct -current parts of the circuit.
Fig. 5(a) shows the simplified extract from Fig. 4 (b) together with
the equivalent circuit. We could

of the circuit must be considered as

a unit. The disk tube brings about
this union in a way illustrated by
Fig. 8. Fig. 8 (a) shows a vertical

cross section of a simple radial
resonator similar to that developed

in Fig. 6. The point of maximum

another tube and circuit
coupled to this circuit at the high current point as shown in Fig.
have

5(b). In fact, many such circuits
could be added as at Fig. 5(c), the
ultimate being equivalent to the ro-

tation of the circuit at Fig. 5(a)
about an axis R to give the structure shown in Fig. 5(d). The shortened quarter -wave line in Fig. 5(a)
has, by rotation, generated a closed
metal structure made of two parallel flat metal disks joined by a cylin-

drical hub at the center and terminated at the periphery by an annular ring capacitor.
Continuing the

same line

of

thought gives rise to other structures such as that in Fig. 6. Such
totally enclosed circuits or cavity
resonators are ideally suited
ultrahigh -frequency needs. The one
shown in Fig. 6, for example, would
be expected to have much the same
current and voltage distribution as
to

do the quarter -wave line sections
from which it was developed and
which make up its radii.
This is a sound physical picture
but inaccurate numerically. A more
exact analysis must be based on the
100

occurs internally between the two surfaces, S. It is here
that the grid and anode connections

impedance

electrical properties of the geometrical shape. A simple radial resona-

tor and a quarter -wave open line
are shown in Fig. 7, together with
the current and voltage distribution for each. In the uniform open

would be made if the cavity were
to be used in place of the open wire
line of Fig. 4(b).

line, the resonant line length is 0.25

The genesis of the disk tube is
obvious from here on, for, if the
surfaces S are proper for grid and

), whereas in the resonator the

anode connections, it would be even

radius is 0.38 X.

better if they became the actual

The most important distinction
between line and cavity is that the
hollow resonator of Fig. 7 is self
shielding. The electric and magnetic fields exist wholly within the
resonator. If the metal walls of the

grid and anode electrodes.

thicker than the skin thickness or
depth of field penetration, there

electronic circuit element has been
coupled directly to the electromagnetic circuit element with very little geometric disturbance to either
component. There is no anode- or

Fig.
8 (b) shows the development of such

electrocits and Fig. 8(c) shows a
section of a resonator containing
the electrodes walled off and evacu-

ated to form the upper part of the

resonator are made a few times disk tube illustrated in Fig. 2. The

will be no appreciable coupling between the space inside and that out-

side the resonator and, therefore,
there will be no energy lost by radiation.
Union of Tube and Tank

If cavities are to be used to their
fullest advantage, the electronic

part and the electromagnetic part

grid -lead inductance in the ordinary sense. Neither is there unwanted capacitance except that due
to the active part of the electrodes.
All of these metal surfaces help to
shape and contain the electromagnetic field. By maintaining sub February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

stantial continuity of the metal surfaces, the tube elements become an

integrated part of the circuit.
Controllable Feedback

The use of a cavity resonator
goes a long way toward solving the
problems posed by the output cir-

cuit of our sample oscillator but

should be a cavity resonator for the

same reasons which prescribe a
resonator for the output circuit.
Frequently Co, is not large enough
to provide adequate feedback and,
in that case, it is supplemented by
an added adjustable link.
Figure 10, which shows two

touched.

resonators having a common central
wall, illustrates the general mechanical combination of a disk tube and
a double resonator which has come

It was pointed out that one reason why the circuit of Fig. 4 (c)

grounded -grid or, more properly,

some other problems-feedback for
example - have not yet been

to be known as the grid -return,

fails is that it allows no adjustment
of either the amplitude or phase of
the feedback voltage. The essentials of this circuit are redrawn in

the grid -separation circuit.

Fig. 9 (a) using lumped circuits

which it permits. This is important
because physical separation means
electrical separation since, even
though the central cavity -dividing
wall and the grid disk are common
to both resonators, the small depth

and showing the interelectrode capacitances which fix the feedback
voltage.

A considerable amount of control can be gained by including Co,
in a tuned circuit as shown in. Fig.
9(b). This tuned input circuit

L -1-0 25X

-

An important attribute of the
disk tube is the physical separation

of the input and output circuits

FIG. 9-The circuits used with the disk seal tube take advantage of the interelectrode capacitances shown in drawing (a)
by placing them in the resonant circuits
as at (b)

of field penetration into this wall
effectively keeps the electromagnetic fields within their own cavities. In other words, Cn, is the only
coupling reactance left; the dozens
of small coupling capacitances and
mutual inductances between elec-

trode parts and leads in conventional tube designs are eliminated.

If it is desirable-and it

is in

some cases-Co, may be made inconsequential by adding a screen

FIG. 10-The disk -seal tube and resonator
equivalent of the lumped -constant circuit
shown at Fig. 9 (b)

grid.
FIG. 7-Resonant dimensions of a cylindrical cavity and a transmission line, and the
current and potential distribution of each

Through these features, the disk
tube permits the use of distinct in-

put and output circuits; the feedback circuit between the two is reduced to a known impedance and
the various circuit parameters
brought under individual control.
These circuits have been the subject
of much intensive study, both theorectical and physical, and several
basic forms have been evolved.
Electromagnetic Shielding Provides
Heat Radiation

surfaces. One might say that the
inner and outer surfaces are insulated. Heat, on the other hand,
does penetrate the resonator walls
and is conducted throughout the
metallic circuit.

These differing

laws of behavior are the source of
a

most

advantageous

function

which occurs automatically in the
disk tubes.
In the disk tube, high -frequency
energy flows from its point of
origin on the anode surface into the

quencies, the electric field within

resonator. On the other hand, heat
generated at the anode flows
through the solid anode rod to the
outside of the resonator. This automatic filtering permits anode

the resonator and between electrodes penetrates the metal surfaces a distance in the order of
only about one thousandth of an
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resonators and none on their outer

Figure 11 shows a cavity oscillator circuit. The mechanical lay-

out of this circuit illustrates another very important property of
the disk tubes. At very high fre-

FIG. 8-The evolution of the disk -seal tube
from a cavity resonator

to the electric field. Thus, there will
be high frequency electric currents
flowing on the inner surfaces of the

inch and therefore the current conduction is entirely confined to
those surfaces which are exposed

cooling to be carried out by any
appropriate method

outside the

cavity without interfering in any
way with the high -frequency part
of the system inside the cavity. The
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the grid -cathode spacing. The
end -on presentation of plane elec-

Anode cooler
D -c blocking

/'"&apacitor
EB

2

0--

X

Output
7 -Coupling

>>?'

I.

A

'Output cavity

/WI

"'Blocking capacitors

trial
bias
resistor

-Input cavity

trodes is an arrangement uniquely
suited to this need. The electrodes
require accurate positioning in only
one major dimension rather than
two as would be the case for cylindrical electrodes. Tube construction and assembly methods enable
a tube like the 2C40 to be built with
a cathode -grid spacing of 4.0 mils.
Developmental tubes have been
built with only 1.0 mil cathode -to grid clearance.

If space -charge control of the
usual type is to be retained, the
grid -wire size and pitch must be

reduced in proportion otherwise it
Annular sliding

piston to tune
input circuit
d.

*----Heater leads

will become so coarse relative to the
reduced interelectrode spacing that

the electric field will become nonuniform between the grid and cathode. Under this condition, the low frequency characteristics are poor
and the high -frequency characteristics suffer even more severely from
the resulting multiplicity of transit
angles.

FIG. 11-Mechanical layout of a disk -seal tube circuit shows unity of
the tube proper with the wave circuit

Even more important is the need
for keeping the electrodes parallel

within rather small limits. The
damage due to non -parallelism can

grid is cooled in the same manner
so that troubles arising from primary grid emission are greatly re-

an opportunity as well as pose a

duced.

wave tubes it is important to use

Since the same reasoning applies

in reverse, it is possible to locate
the cathode heater together with
all its power supply wiring wholly

outside the cavities and free of
ultrahigh -frequency field.

The same filtering occurs with
direct current or low -frequency

alternating current and therefore
power connections can be made to
the cavity system without the use
of elaborate isolating chokes.
Design Requirements

Mechanically the disk seals in
many of these tubes are made of a
metal suitable for sealing to glass.
High electrical conductivity is preserved by a thin coating of copper
or silver which, since it need be only
a few thousandths of an inch thick,
will not cause dangerous stresses in
the vacuum seals. Again we take ad-

vantage of the small field penetration to fabricate a composite structure having good electrical conductivity as well as suitable mechanical properties.
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The parallel -plane electrodes offer

problem. To make efficient micro-

be seen if one considers that, in
tubes in which the transit angle is
fairly large and the electrodes are
misaligned, the current from one

the electron stream efficiently. The
degree to which desirable electronic properties are achieved may
be judged by one or more of several

element of cathode area can have a

criteria depending on the type of
service considered. For instance,

current from these elements add
vectorially, the resultant alternat-

we are always interested in low interelectrode capacitance and yet for
a power amplifier we must not sacrifice current -carrying ability. For

ing current may be quite small and
bear no relation to the low -frequency or static characteristics of
the tube.

this application we might use the
ratio C/i as a figure of merit. For
low level amplifiers, where power
gain and electron noise are important, we want the highest transconductance possible for a given cur-

rent. Here we are interested in a
large ratio of G,/ip. For some jobs,
interest will center on power gain
and bandwidth. In almost every
case, it is desirable that the transit
angle be kept small.
Manufacturing Tolerances

When we examine the various
criteria, we find generally that they
are all improved by decreasing the
interelectrode spacing, particularly

quite different phase angle from
that of neighboring areas. Since
the high -frequency components of

Liberal credit is due the members of the Naval Research Laboratory and the Camp Evans Signal
Laboratory who not only expedited
the development work by their

active interest and early support
but helped apply the results with
satisfying effect.
Many men have contributed much

to many phases of this work but
more than ordinary credit is due
Mr. R. J. Bondley and Mr. J. E.
Beggs, who have been associated
with the work almost from its inception and who, through individual
effort and contribution, have solved
many of the basic design problems
in these tubes.
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Measuring the Elasticity of

SYNTHETIC YARNS
Young's modulus is determined with a min inium of error due to plastic deformation.
Fiber under test is excited at 10 kc per second, producing high -loading under short period conditions. Method also lends itself to testing of plastic films and other materials
By SHIRLEIGH SILYERMAN* and
I:.

AS THE SYNTHETIC textile indus-

try has grown from its early
days when rayon was considered
merely artificial silk, to the status
of a widespread, self-sufficient industry, it has become more and
more important to understand and
to measure inherent physical properties of new man-made yarns. This

is particularly

in-

tended for such things as tire -

cords, where physical properties are
involved which never before were
of much importance.

J.

W.

l:uffeelo. A .

Y.

end, for lack of ability of the usual
stress -strain curve to impart information which closely correlates

such as fibers and films, the usual
methods of measuring Young's

with observed practical perform-

highly influenced by the presence of
the plastic component since, in gen-

ance. However, since

it was felt

modulus are apt to give results

string under tension are funda-

eral, a low rate of loading is employed. When a load is applied

mental characteristics of the system, it was decided to develop a

slowly to such a medium, plastic deformation is observed. i.e., complete

that the elastic properties of a

technique for measuring
modulus in an unambiguous man-

ner. The modulus likely to be of

testing is usually resorted to in the

primary interest is Young's modulus, defined as
Eforce
- per unit ,.s.s sect it ffi

* A Piffled Physics Lab.. The .1,dins llopk ins University. Silver Npriay. M.I.
ru,lerwa t -,r Sound Lab.. Harvard
University, Cambridge, Mass.

In dealing with systems that exhibit both plasticity and elasticity,

At the present time, empirical

BALLOU**

I. die font de. Nemeeters um! Co.

elongation per kink length

recovery is not present after the
release of the stress.
Young's modulus may be determined from the slope of the ordi-

nary strain curve. But in a good
many cases the resultant stretching
produces a change of structure,
e.g., by increasing the orientation;
and it is for these reasons that the
usual mechanical methods are not

Photograph of the test setup used by the authors. The various component parts of
the system are Identified in the schematic of Fig. I. appearing on the next page
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V is velocity of sound, n is frequency

of vibration, and X is wavelength,
we get, by substituting in Eq. (1).

A- F

asc
(A)

Millirnete r
scale

Sample

(L)

In the equipment illustrated

1(5)

Det crystal

Alava ble -

support

(6)

(8)
;4

Nal I,

(F)

in

the photo and shown schematically
in Fig. 1 the source of the longitudinal vibrations is a halfwave bar of
steel
cut to resonate at 10 kc.
Two Brush rochelle-salt crystals
(B) cut to respond at the same fre-

wore

bar
Optical bench

(2

Equipment

(CI)

(E)

C

E = n2 X' d = t red ( X/2)2

Clamp

)

Roche/le-salt

crystals

00

quency are cemented to opposite

Amp.

sides of the bar. The whole system

(H)

is excited to resonance by a Televiso
VG -1 audio oscillator (A). The

particular bar and crystal combina-

FIG. 1-Schematic of the setup used to measure the elasticity of synthetic
yarns and plastic films by a method described in the text. A photograph of
the equipment appears on the preceding page

adapted to a study of the truly elastic characteristics of fibers and
films. Also, it is difficult to apply
some of the methods, such as those
based on compression, impact and
photo -elastic effects.

To study the elastic component
alone requires a high rate of loading so that the deformation is executed very rapidly, thereby minimizing the relaxation and plastic
processes. The problem of obtain-

tion

up of filaments of very small cross
section.

It is a fortunate thing that V is
independent of the fiber cross sectional area, thereby making it unnecessary to measure cross section
accurately. This is a distinct advantage not found in the usual methods for measuring Young's modulus. It was necessary to know the

10 kc, an application of sound waves
used previously by Meyer and Lot -

mar' but in a less versatile form
than that described in this paper.

gave a not -too -broad

end, was mounted on an optical
bench (F) and the sample was run

over the pulley and loaded by a

density of the fibers and films

weight to give the desired tension
or clamped at the desired elonga-

tested, but the literature provided

tion.

ing this high rate of loading for reliable values in most cases.
such measurements was solved by
the use of longitudinal vibrations
of relatively high frequency, around

used

resonance at 9.4 kc with sufficient
amplitude for measurements with
only a few volts oscillator output.
The sample of film or fiber (E)
was clamped at (D) and its elongation read from the millimeter scale
(L). The sound source, along with
the pulley and clamp at the other

Standing waves of a definite fre-

A rochelle-salt crystal (G) of the
type commonly used in high-fidelity

quency were set up in the sample

phonograph pickups was mounted

and the half -wavelengths measured.

in a support which could move along
the optical bench; the crystal wafer

Knowing the frequency, the velocity was then calculated.
Remembering the usual relation

for wave motion : V = n), where

had a small steel wire imbedded in
its waxed edge to serve as a bearing
surface for the yarn or film sample.

Method

The method is based on the expression for the velocity of sound
in media which are free to shrink
laterally when extended longitudinally and expand laterally when
compressed longitudinally, that is :
V=JE/d

6N7

00/

6N7

0.0/

6N7

00/

In.

Oc.

(1)

where E is Young's modulus of
elasticity, and d is density of the

0

medium. From this it can be seen
that E, the adiabatic modulus, can
be calculated if V and d are measured. This is what was done in the
present case with continuous fiber
samples and very narrow film strips.

It was assumed that this formula
applied to such materials without
corrections, which is probably defensible particularly in the case of
the fibers which were usually made
104

Il0 v,

60-

FIG. 2-Circuit of the audio amplifier employed. Only one channel was
used in the experiments described. The second channel was provided to
facilitate a proposed direct -reading scheme utilizing a phase -meter
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The pickup crystal acts both as a
reflecting fret and detector of the
amplitude of standing waves when
these are set up. The crystal
pickup feeds into one channel of an
amplifier (H) whose circuit is
shown in Fig. 2. The amplifier out-

,
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FIG. 3-Graphs showing characteristic behavior of a Nylon polymer yarn,
depicting the change in modulus introduced by a drawing operation which
orients the yarn and forms it into a tough resilient material

half -wavelength, the position of the
movable crystal support on the op-

tical bench is noted for two successive maxima, the difference then
being the required value. This

scheme is preferable because end
effects cancel out.

the elongation was calculated using

the length at this loading as the
original length. In general, cords
twisted from strands could not be

Operation

tested as the surface was too ir-

In operating the setup, the sample is put in under a definite load
or elongation. The detecting crys-

regular.

In working with films such as

tal is adjusted for height so that

cellophane, a strip a few mm wide
was cut in the desired direction and

good contact with the sample is insured. This adjustment is very im-

put in under a load of 100 g.

portant and some practice

the length at this load was taken

is re-

quired in finding the optimum condition.
The position of the detecting crystal, the amplifier gain and the oscil-

lator output are next adjusted so
that a signal of a volt or so appears

on the meter. The oscillator frequency is then adjusted for resonance as indicated by a peak in the
meter reading at this arbitrary
setting of the pickup.
Next the detecting crystal is
moved along the optical bench until

an absolute peak is found, meter
readings every 1 mm are taken and
the peak is accurately located. The
detecting crystal is then moved on
to

the next peak and a similar

bracketing measurement made.

The small millimeter scale was

As

before, if the sample was stretched,

as the original length.

To facilitate routine use of this
method, graphs were prepared for
each common density used, the modulus being plotted vs the half -wave-

length at the operating frequency.
The half -wavelength encountered

in the tests ranged from 5 to 30 cm.

It was found practical to train an
operator to use the setup for routine testing, and it is hoped in the
future to be able to adapt the arrangement to a direct -reading
scheme --perhaps by use of a suit-

able phase -meter. For this future
eventuality, the amplifier was built

with two matched channels,

al-

though only one channel was used
in work covered in this report.
Results

used for measuring sample elonga-

tion under various loads, using a

The apparatus was first proved -in

fiducial mark on the sample.
In working with fibers, any twist
above three turns per inch was removed before measurements were

with steel and copper wires. For

made.

It was found necessary to

load all samples initially by a small
amount to get good maxima readings. This was done in all cases and
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

materials, sound velocities
checked with International Critical
Table values to ±1 percent. No
trace of transverse vibrations was
found; this was gratifying but exsuch

pected, since the range of transverse vibrations for the tensions,

lengths and linear mass densities
encountered is more than an order
of magnitude below 10 Ice.

Of the materials investigated (a
more complete summary is to be
found in the reference) the following values were found :
Materials

d ynes/cm2

loll

Copper-annealed wire

12 x

Linen

20 x 1011
36 x 1010

human hair

21 x lOw
6-7 x 1010

Steel piano wire

Rayon tire cord
Silk

19 x 1010

Cellophane film

5-12 x 101°

The characteristic behavior of a
Nylon polymer yarn is shown in
Fig. 3. This depicts the change in
modulus introduced by the drawing

operation which orients the yarn
and forms it into the tough resilient material so well-known to the
textile trade. The dotted lines show

the behavior when the tension

is

relaxed.
Conclusion

This method for modulus measurements has much to recommend
it. It is simple, direct and rapid.
The sample is not damaged and its
behavior may be observed through
a predetermined cycle. Its applications to the study of elastomers in

the synthetic rubber industry, as
well as to wire and many other
phases of metallurgy are indicated,
in addition to its potential usefulness in the textile field itself.
REFERENCE
7.11cycr, K. If_ 10011 Lot mar. NV
Tho
Elast 'city of Celloloso, Ilrfrrf icer l'liiulirn
Arta. 19. 6s -S13. 1936.

CIRCULAR WAVE GUIDE
To facilitate the design of exciting elements and grids for filtering particular modes, field
patterns for five modes having the lowest cut-off frequencies are plotted. Diagrams show
direction and relative magnitude of fields in the transverse plane

TE0,l

--

Relative intensity of transverse electric and
magnetic fields

Direction of transverse electric field,
Relative intensify of longitudinal magnetic field
Direction of transverse magnetic field

(b)

(a)

FIG. 1-The wave guide field pattern of the simplest transverse electric wave

TE,,f

J Direction of transverse electric field,
1Relative intensify of longitudinal magnetic field

Relative intensify of transverse electric and
magnetic fields

----- Direction of transverse magnetic field
(a)

(b)

FIG. 2-For a given wave guide radius, this mode will transmit the lowest frequency
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FIG. 3-As an aid to plotting relative transverse field intensity,
this intermediate graph is used

THE diagrams presented in this
paper describe the electric and
magnetic fields inside circular wave
guides for certain modes of transmission.

For each mode considered there
are curves showing the direction
and relative intensity of the transverse fields and the relative intensity of the longitudinal field. The

direction of the longitudinal field
is, of course, always along the axis
of the guide.
The five modes of transmission

presented here are those which

have the lowest cut-off frequencies.

quency well above the cut-off frequency, the transverse electric
waves (TE,,,,) are defined by the
following equations:
(cot - Ox)
Ere = (377A) (f/fo)

(K,,,' r 1 a) sin (n0) sin
(cot - 07)1

where

E = the electric field intensity in

volts per meter along the axis
indicated by the subscript
H = the magnetic field intensity in
ampere -turns per meter along
the axis indicated by the subscript

A = a constant determining the
maximum amplitude of the
field

x = the distance along the axis of
the guide

0 = the angle in the transverse

J.' ( ) = the first derivative of J. (

plane

) = the Bessel function of the'first
kind of order n
)

with respect to its argument

= the mtkroot oqin' (K) = 0

fo = the cut-off frequency
f = the frequency of transmission
w=2 f
= the phase shift in the guide in
radians per meter

which determine the phase of the

for changing from one mode of

components are of no importance in

knowledge of wave guide transmis-

calculating the field direction and
relative intensity beyond indicating
that all transverse components are
in phase. For that reason these factors are omitted throughout the fol-

sion.

lowing discussion.

The curves are of considerable
theoretical interest and it is hoped
that they will add to the existing

TE Field Equations

In a circular, air -filled guide of
perfect wall -conductivity at a freELECTRONICS -February 1945

the direction of the transverse electric field at that point.
The same figures also show with

dotted lines the direction of the
transverse magnetic field. These
curves are not calculated but are
simply sketched in as the orthogonal trajectories of the first set. In
fact, calculated curves for the
TEL, and TE,1 modes would be dif-

In these equations the factors ficult to obtain as the family is rep-

benefit is the design of a transducer

transmission to another.

1(a), Fig. 2 (a), and Fig. 4(a)

respectively. The number near each

for that particular contour. The
tangent to the line at any point is

from the center of the guide

passing a desired mode or modes

choices of C, give the contours of
relative intensity for the longitudinal magnetic field, H,.
The results of evaluating Eq. (8)
for the TE0 TE, and TE,,, modes
are shown by the solid lines in Fig.

line is the relative intensity of H..

a = the diameter of the guide

r/a = the relative radial distance

J(

curves have been of considerable

which at every point determines the
direction of the transverse electric
field and also, with appropriate

He = A (n/ K,') (a/n)
(f/fo)2 -1
[J. (K.' rla) sin (nO) sin
(cot - fix)i

rections.
Likewise, the design of filters for

design of coupling units of all sorts.
One application in which these

the expression for H,. Therefore,
Eq. (8) defines a family of curves

Er = (377A) (n1 K,,,') (alr) (f/fo)

tions of regions of maximum field
strengths and their associated di-

materially aided by this information. A further use might be the

the left side of this equation is also

(K,' r/a) cos (no) sin

(cut - (3x)1

ultaneously in a single guide, is
aided by a knowledge of the loca-

(8)

where C is an arbitrary constant.
Except for a constant multiplier,

(wt - Rx)]
Nr = -A 4(f7fo)2 -1

initiating and receiving the various
modes, either independently or sim-

and attenuating undesired modes is

J. (Km' r/a) cos (n0) = C

(K,' rla) cos (n0) sin

These curves find practical application in designing many types
of wave guide equipment. For example, the design of devices for

(7)

tion carried out the resulting equation is

Ex = 0
Hz = AJ. (Km' r 1 a) cos (n0) cos

Applications of Field Patterns

r cle/dr = Eel Er

If the expressions for Eo and E,
from Eq. (3) and (5) are substituted in Eq. (7) and the integra-

The direction of the transverse
electric field is given at every point
inside the guide by the differential
equation

resented mathematically by a
slowly convergent infinite series.
Determination of Relative
Transverse Field Intensity

The next items of interest are the

contours of relative intensity for
the transverse electric and magnetic fields. In the case of the TE..,
mode where E, is zero, these curves

are easily obtained by setting the
expression for E. equal to an ap107

TE

2,1

'Direction of transverse electric tieio.
Relative intensity of longitudinal magnetic field
Direction of transverse magnetic field

Relative intensity of fransef.se electric
and magnetic fields
(b)

(a)

FIG. 4-To excite guides, probes can be aligned with the electric field at points of maximum intensity

to read the values of r/a and
square root of the sums of the needed to plot the contours of rela-

propriate set of constants. The results are shown in Fig. 1 (b).

find the resultant field by taking the

For the TEi,, and TE2,1 modes the

squares of these two components.
The resultant values, expressed as
relative intensity, are then plotted

problem is more difficult as there
are two components to consider and

the total transverse field is the resultant of these two. The first step

as a function of r/a with 9 as a

is to evaluate Ee and E,. for a num-

parameter. These intermediate
curves are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig.

ber of values of r/a and 9 and to

5. From these curves it is possible

tive intensity. These contours are
shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 4(b).
Although the contour intensity
curves were calculated from the
electric field equations, they apply
equally well to the transverse magnetic field because of the constant

T M 0,1

Direction of transverse electric field
J Direction of transverse magnetic field,
1 Relative intensity of longitudinal electric field
(a)

Relative intensity of transverse electric and
magnetic fields
(b)

FIG. 6-Of the TM modes, this one transmits the longest wavelength in a given guide
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are ninety degrees out of time
phase.

The transverse magnetic waves

(TM,,) may be represented by
the following equations:
=0
E. = A J. (K., r/a) cos (nO) cos

(9)

(cot - $x)

(10)

He s - (A/377) (f/f,,)

[J' (K., r/a) cos (no) sin
(12)

t3x)i

,
15°

IIII

03

Q4

05

06

07

0.8

Q9

10

FIG. 8-Replotting these curves on polar coordinates as in
Fig. 7(b) gives intensity contours

H, = - (A/377) (n/

(air) (f/io)
[J. (K, r/ a) sin (nO) sin
(wt - ax)]
(13)
E0 = A (n/ K,,,) (a/r) I/ (f/fo)2 - 1
[J. (K,,, r/ a) sin (n 0) sin
(cot -)3x)]

(14)

where

K,,, is the mth root of J (K) = 0
By a method similar to that used
J. (K, r/a) cos (nO) = C

(15)

defines a family of curves which

solid lines drawn in the same figures.
The contours of relative intensity

for the transverse electric field are

determined by the same general
method as was used for the TE
waves. Since no intermediate curves
are needed for the TM0,, mode, the

final result is plotted immediately
in Fig. 6 (b). For the TM,,, mode intermediate curves are necessary and
these are shown in Fig. 8. The con-

tours of relative intensity for this

gives the direction of the trans- mode are then plotted in Fig. 7(b).
verse magnetic field and, also, con- As in the case of the TE waves,
tours of relative intensity for the these curves apply equally well to
longitudinal electric field. These

the magnetic field.

modes are shown by the dotted lines

edges the encouragement and assist-

in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 7(a) respectively. The directions of the trans-

E, = -A 4 (f1f0)2 - 1
(04

02

curves for the TM, 1 and TMi,,

[j.' (K., r/ a) cos (no) sin
(cot - ax)]

11

Wail
WAII=IT\

°

01

previously it is possible to show that
the equation

TM Field Equations

45.

Relative Distance from Center

FIG. 5-This Intermediate graph gives relative intensity, but
not direction, of the transverse field

ratio between orthogonal field components. It is obviously impossible
to represent the intensity or direction of the total magnetic field with
.a single set of curves as the longitudinal and transverse components
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verse electric field are shown by the

The author gratefully acknowlance given by Professor R. P. Sis-

kind of the School of Electrical
Engineering, Purdue University.

TM1,1

Direction of transverse electric field
tDirection of transverse magnetic field,
Relative intensity of longifudlnol electric field
(a)

Relative intensity of transverse electric and
magnetic fields
(b)

FIG. 7-This Thfi., mode has the same cut-off frequency as the TE,,,1 mode shown in Fig. 1
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LOAD REMATCHING in
By EUGENE MITTELMANN
Ilirector of Electronic Research
Illinois Tool 1Vorks
Chicago, Ill.

In the high -temperature heat
treatment of ferrous metals by
high -frequency induction, the heat-

ing cycle is divided into two distinct regions. The dividing point is
around 1450 deg F, at which tern- .
perature the metal loses its magnetic properties and becomes paramagnetic. The amount of power

which is absorbed by the charge
and converted into heat is determined by the density of the high frequency magnetic field. This in

turn is a direct function of the
magnetic permeability of the material.
Continuous rematching equipment developed for heating a moving
charge having a non -uniform cross-section, such as rifling broaches

THE problems confronting the
radio engineer designing
high -frequency generators for industrial purposes are in many

wide limits
cycle.

during the heating
The above conditions will

hold true for both induction and
dielectric heating.

respects different from those encountered in the field of communications. This will perhaps be most
evident when one considers the dif-

to be dealt with

mation the power absorption drops
rapidly below the original value at
the beginning of the heating cycle,
due to the loss of permeability. Correspondingly, the temperature curve
C, which was rising steeply up to

in both

Usually the oscillator or the final
amplifier of the communications
a

load of constant impedance. Maximum power delivery is obtained by
proper matching of the load to the
generator impedance.
In the field of high -frequency

heating generators for industrial
purposes, conditions are more com-

plicated, due to the fact that the
generator must be able to deliver
power to a wide variety of load impedances, and the value of the load
impedance itself in any particular
application seldom remains constant; rather, it changes within
From a paper presented at the National

Electronics Conference, Chicago, 1944.
I

I0

Fig. 1, which shows the power absorption for constant current
through the heater coil as a func-

Curie point of magnetic transfor-

fields.

generator delivers power into

sponds to the first part of curve A in

tion of the heating time. At the

ferent natures of the load impedances

In the beginning of the heating
cycle the permeability, and with it
the power absorption, increases and
hence the temperature is raised at
an accelerated rate. This corre-

the critical or Curie temperature,
will now increase more slowly.
The peak of curve A corresponds
Curie temperature

to the maximum value of perme-

ability of the charge, and hence
maximum power absorption. Curve
B indicates the power level which
it is desirable to maintain should
the unit be utilized during the entire heating cycle at its full power
rating. The corresponding ideal
behavior of the temperature curve
is represented by curve D.
FIG. 1-Variation of power absorption and
From an electrical point of view
temperature of a ferromagnetic charge
the
behavior of the material within
with time during the heating cycle, assuming constant current through heater coil the heater coil corresponds to a
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC HEATING
Load rematching permits using peak power output for a greater portion of the heating
cycle, despite permeability changes at the Curie point in induction heating and power factor changes in dielectric heating. Circuits are given for one-step rematching with relays
and for continuous rematching with a thyratron-driven motor arrangement

condition where the generator feeding the heater coil first has to supply power to a low -impedance load.
then to a high -impedance load after

If conditions could be changed
in such a manner as to insure continuous matching between load and
A/1, 'o -.a

the Curie point of magnetic transformation is reached.
Somewhat similar conditions pre-

vail in the dielectric type of high frequency heating. For instance,
in all drying processes where mois-

ture is given up by the material

generator at all times during the
entire heating cycle, then the full

:

H,th

power rating of the generator could
be utilized continuously once peak
power is reached. The vertically

eE

A V.,,,,CfP VON"(

W/../70/./i malt', rk!

during the heating cycle, both the
power factor and the dielectric constant of the material decrease with

heating time. The originally lo\Nimpedance load is again changed
into a high -impedance load.
Contrary behavior is observed in

the heat treatment of plastic materials. For most plastics the power
factor increases with increasing
temperature,

giving

increased

power absorption toward the end
of the heating cycle.
Advantage of Continuous Matching

In both induction and dielectric
electronic heating, there is thus a
certain peak load which is considerably higher than the mean value of
the power averaged over the entire

.

Ti me

FIG. 3-In dielectric heating of thermosetting materials, power absorption increases
with time because power factor increases
with temperature. Continuous rematching

would permit using peak power output
throughout the heating cycle

heating cycle. This means that the
high -frequency generator cannot
be set at the beginning of the heat-

ing period for full power output
without running the risk of overloading the tubes at some time during the heating cycle. Furthermore,
the generator must be designed for
a higher peak rating than the total

amount of Btu required for a certain heating job might appear to

shaded area in Fig. 2 represents
the additional energy that would
then become available for heating.
Conditions encountered in dielectric heating of plastic materials are
shown in Fig. 3. Only the diagonal
shaded area of watt -seconds is
available in conventional set-ups

because the peak power absorption
at the end of the heating cycle governs the entire cycle. However, with

proper matching at the beginning
of the heating cycle and continuous
rematching until the end, full power

could be applied at the start without running the risk of overloading
the tubes toward the end.
The Problem of Rematching

In practically all applications of
high -frequency heating the load im-

pedance coupled to the generator
has both reactive and resistive corn -

warrant.
Both from an engineering and aA
economic point of view it would, of
course, be desirable to have generators available for high -frequency
heating purposes which will deliver
constant power to the load, irrespective of changes in impedance within
reasonable limits.

FIG. 2 --Without continuous rematching of
generator to load in induction heating, the

total Btu of heat delivered to the charge
during

the

heating

cycle

(diagonally

shaded area) is only a fraction of that obtainable with the load matched at all times
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

In spite of the high peak power
in induction heating, the average
value of power absorption is relatively low, as indicated in Fig. 2.
The total amount of heat energy
supplied to the load is proportional
to the product of time and power,
and hence to the diagonally shaded
area under the curve.

FIG. 4-Vector diagram for transformation

of a series load circuit into an equivalent
parallel circuit having Identical power dissipation. Peak power output is delivered

to the load Z as long as the loci of this
vector is the circle indicated here

ponents. The load can always be
represented as the series combina-

tion of a loss resistance and a reactive element, which in turn can
be either inductive or capacitive.

In the load circuit of Fig. 4(a),
represents the total variable

RS

reactance of the variable coupling
element) and R, represents the total series resistance of the load. In
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4(b),
R, represents the equivalent parallel loss resistance and X, the equivalent parallel reactance. The two
circuits are fully equivalent if the
impedance elements are related according to the impedance triangles
in Fig. 4(c). When angle ODE is a
right angle, triangles OCD and

DCE are similar and DC/OC =
CE/CD. Since CE = OE - OC =
R, - R,, it follows from the laws

Rs
XS

(2)

By transformation and substitution
X92, the above
of IZ 12 for R92
RP = IZ12/ RS
Xp = I Z 12/ Xp

(3)
(4)

The condition that constant
power shall be absorbed by the load
demands that the value of the equiv-

Rs

(1)

Triangles ABD and OCD are also

ing the cycles are usually of the
tions of dielectric heating longer
times are required, ranging from

impedance must be so changed that

The circuit shown in Fig. 5 is

the resulting impedance vector Z
is one leg of a right triangle, such
as ODE, of which the vector R, is
the hypotenuse and is constant in
length. The circle H in Fig. 4(c),

used for rematching the generator

obtain constant matching be -

Rear view of generator. Oscillator compartment, with two
air-cooled transmitting tubes, is at upper left, with blower
just below. Motor -driven Variac transformer for adjusting
filament voltage is in approximate center of unit. Peak output
of this unit is 20 kw
112

the heating cycle. In induction heat-

seconds up to minutes. Accordingly, two different systems of rematching will be discussed.

to

Xs

The selection of the proper rematching mechanism will necessarily be governed by the length of

minals shall remain constant. To
maintain RP constant as the equivalent series load resistance R, or
the equivalent series reactance X.,
varies, the total value of the series

similar, so that AB :0C = BD:CD.

Xs

Description of Equipment

ferred back to the generator ter-

and

Rp - Rs

tric heating.

order of a few seconds or even fractions of a second. In most applica-

alent parallel loss resistance R, re-

of which vector Rp is the diameter,
then becomes the locus of point D.
If R. is selected to match the generator impedance, constant and
maximum power will be delivered
to the external load at all times.
The above principle can be used

of geometry that

tween a generator and a variable
load both in induction and dielec-

equations become

Xs

series reactance (the equivalent
series reactance of the load plus the

XS

XP

to the changed load in high -frequency induction heating, especially in the high -temperature heat treating of ferrous metals. The
generator is of the self-excited

push-pull class C type. The heater
coil, with its charge, is connected
to a part of the tank circuit through
a

double -pole,

double -throw

re-

matching relay. The heater coil
forms part of an auto -transformer
circuit. The tank coil center tap

Electronic generator with continuous rematching equipment,
developed for dielectric heating of large plastic preforms involving a load weighing from 3 to 12 pounds and varying
in both power factor and dielectric constant during the
heating cycle
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Curie temperature is reached is
relatively small. The higher the re-

quired temperatures, the greater
are the differences in efficiency and
required heating time.

Surface hardening of i-inch diameter steel rings to various depths

has been achieved in 3.5 seconds
with a 2 -Mc generator of only 2.5
kw output, by using a rematching
unit. This is interesting because up
to now it was not considered possible to obtain case hardening with

power inputs less than about 10
kw per square inch. The heating
time for surface hardening to 912 inch depth was 3 seconds. The tem-

perature of magnetic transformation was reached within the first 2
seconds. During the change -over

Details of rematching mechanism for 20 -kw plastic preheating unit. A thyratron-

controlled motor moves the two capacitor plates towards or away from the
electrodes supporting the plastic preforms

and the B+ terminal of the power
supply are at ground potential.
A relay shunted by an adjustable
resistance is in series with the plate
power supply circuit and is so adjusted that it will respond to a predetermined peak value of the plate

current. At the instant this peak
value is reached, the plate circuit
relay closes and preconditions an
auxiliary relay, which will respond
after the plate current changes by a
few percent of its peak value toward

lower current ratings. This corresponds to the descending part of
the power absorption curve in Fig.
1.

At this point a plunger -type

time -delay relay applies full cut-off

bias to the grids of both oscillator
tubes and throws a rematching relay over to the high -impedance con-

can be used economically for
high -temperature jobs.
I''

Figure 6 gives a performance

.le

comparison of a conventional high -

AC

frequency generator (A) and one
having half the rated power output
but equipped with the rematching
mechanism (B). Generator A
reaches the critical temperature of
magnetic transformation somewhat
sooner, but after the Curie temperature is passed the smaller unit delivers heat to the charge at a higher
rate and thus arrives at higher temperatures in a shorter time.
The temperature rise before the
Curie point is closely approximated
by a square -law function, and for
this reason the time difference between

the two points at which

ea °

al
0,r1--

a'e

E

e,/ l
matched_

V Load ,,,11allerrY., , ure
i.

Curie 1,77..,,r.,!,. -e,

-

-8
1

i

Time

FIG. 6 -Time-temperature curves for two
high -frequency generators used for induction heating. The smaller unit with rematching (B) reaches temperatures above
the Curie point much faster than generator
A which has twice the output rating of B

nection required after the Curie
point. Additional contacts on the

rematching relay then open the
circuit of the time -delay relay, so
the cut-off bias is removed after a
time delay of a few milliseconds ;
this is just sufficient to allow the
rematching relay to be actuated
under no-load conditions. Holding
contacts keep the rematching relay
energized until a timer circuit ter-

minates the heating cycle and re-

220v

220v.

604, I
Charge

'7'0 be

hen fed

Heate'
coil

Rematching

relay-

iTzrner

Plunger -type
time -de/ay

relax

<12',

contacts

contacts
Inductive 0oup/tng

4-YAuxiliary

Tank

re/ay

Ci rcu if

sets all relay circuits for a new
FF

cycle.

The results obtained by this arrangement are remarkable for two

3,000v

Plate circuit
relay
Sensitivity
control

reasons:

(1) Smaller power rating generators can be used on jobs for
which far larger units were
deemed necessary.
(2) High -frequency generators
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

'-Cu toll bias resistor

FIG. 5-Simplified schematic diagram of induction heating unit providing one
step automatic rematching of tank circuit to load. The timer contacts open
momentarily at the end of the heating cycle to release the rematching relay in
preparation for a new cycle
113

64 -inch broach was heated to 2350

deg F in 92 seconds. Incidentally,
this equipment demonstrates that
relatively good frequency stability
could be obtained without much
additional effort. The frequency
variation between no-load and full -

load conditions at any instant was
not over 75 kc total band width.
Rematching in Plastic Heating

The problem of heating plastic
preforms demands equipment where
the continuous adjustment of
Details of working table of 5 -kw unit, with four preforms in position and top electrode
raised

matching can be obtained between
load and generator to secure maximum power absorption by the load

during the entire heating cycle.
time, a few milliseconds, a certain
equalization of the temperature
gradient existing from the surface

age speed. Every deviation from
these predetermined averages will
correspond to a change in load im-

The solution is perhaps best illustrated by describing a commer-

toward the interior of the metal

pedance and will be accordingly

takes place. As a result, when full
power is applied again to the sample a lower thermal flow will exist

reflected back into the plate circuit
of the oscillator.
A schematic diagram of the
equipment is also shown in Fig. 7.
Variation of oscillator plate current
from a predetermined optimum

high -frequency output, used in the
preheating of large plastic preforms. The load may vary between
three to twelve pounds weight, and
it was demanded that the generator
shall adjust itself automatically to
any new load conditions without any
necessity for the operator to make
adjustments.
The electronic generator used in

toward the interior of the metal.
Consequently, surface hardening is
obtained with relatively low high frequency power input.
Continuous Rematching

In a number of instances of induction heating, continuous match-

ing will be required to satisfy all
conditions. Such is the case when
dealing with a charge fed continuously through the heater coil but of
variable cross-section. An example
is shown in Fig. 7, involving high -

frequency heat treatment of a rifling broach.
The relative distribution of high -

temperature and low -temperature
metal mass, and hence the value of
the average load impedance of the
heater coil with its charge, will depend upon the rate of travel of the
charge through the heater coil. For
instance, a small cross-section piece

of high -temperature metal at the
end of the heater coil, followed by
cold metal of large cross-section en-

tering the front end of the heater
coil, will represent a relatively low impedance load, while a uniformly
small cross-section will correspond
to a load of higher impedance.

To provide uniform heating of
all outer surfaces to the same temperature, the heater coil is designed
to match the load to the generator
at an average mass of metal within
the heater coil traveling at an aver114

value is used to provide a system
of continuous rematching. A variable control rheostat in series with
the plate current circuit converts

cially built equipment of 20 -kw

this arrangement is of the

self-

the plate current variations into
voltage variations and drives the
input of a bridge -type amplifier
having one control and one compensating tube. The bias of the

excited push-pull type, with the cen-

compensating tube is so set that for
the desired plate current of the os-

placed between two capacitor plates,

cillator a certain output current is
obtained from the amplifier. This
output current is used to change,
through saturation, the impedance
of a choke coil in a Phase -shifting

tank circut by means of a variable
capacitance. The spacing between
the capacitor plates containing the
load and the coupling plate can be
changed by a reversible motor.
The feedback and initial coup-

network, which in turn controls the

ter of the tank circuit grounded
and connected to the positive terminal of the high -voltage power sup-

ply as shown in Fig. 8. The load is

which in turn are coupled to the

output current of a thyratron rec- ling are so adjusted that for the
tifier in feeding the armature of a rated maximum plate current of
shunt-wound d -c motor driving the
feeder cable of the moving charge.
The degree of regulation ob-

tained by this method shows up
nicely if a velocity -time diagram is
taken. A small tachometer dynamo

was coupled to the shaft of the
driver motor and the speed registered by a vacuum -tube voltmeter.
The velocity diagram is actually an
inverted image of the broach.
The generator used in the experiment, shown elsewhere in this article along with its associated
quenching device, pumps, etc., was a
2 -megacycle, 2.5 -kw unit. The entire

the oscillator tubes, matching is obtained and maximum power is de-

livered to the load. Any variation
of the load impedance will be reflected into the plate circuit. The
changing voltage drop across variable resistor R, due to plate current
variations, drives the balanced tube bridge amplifier. Two relays
are connected across the output of
the balanced bridge, each in series
with, a rectifier which allows current to pass through only one of the
relays for, either unbalanced condition. Thus, for increasing load impedance one of the relays will re February 1945-ELECTRONICS

spond, closing contacts

1

of the

reversible 220 -volt, 60 -cps motor;
this moves the coupling reactance

in a direction increasing the spacing, thus increasing the coupling
reactance between load and generator to correct the matching. For
a decrease in load, relay 2 will respond, closing contacts and revers-

ing the motor so as to move the

cling is obtained by a timer circuit.
The fact that the generator automatically adjusts itself to maximum power output at any present
level makes it possible that a number of molding presses calling for
various amounts of preform material can be supplied alternately
without making any changes on the
generator or its associated circuits.

coupling plates in the opposite

Such operations were performed

direction.

successfully by unskilled labor.
A 5 -kw generator using the same
principles of automatic rematching
was developed primarily for multi -

Operation During Heating Cycle

During the heating cycle of plas-

tic preforms, the power factor of

cavity molding. The preforms are

placed on the bottom electrode. The

top electrode, which can be lifted
by a lever mechanism, will adjust
itself to any spacing corresponding

to the thickness of the preform.
Correspondingly, the matching capacitors will seek automatically
their position of maximum power
output. Power is applied to the
high -voltage circuits of the d -c
plate supply only when the top electrode reaches its final position, and
power is disconnected when the top

electrode is lifted. A timer circuit
starts and ends the period during
which power is applied.

the material increases with increas-

ing temperature. The coupling at
the beginning, being adjusted for
maximum

power

absorption,

matches a relatively high -impedance load. In the course of the heating cycle the power factor will increase and the load impedance
decrease accordingly. The balanced
amplifier will try to correct for the
lower impedance and therefore the
control motor will adjust the coup-

Feeder

drum

Direction of movement

ling in the direction of a larger
coupling reactance by increasing
the spacing between the coupling
plate and the electrodes. This

that at the end of the completed
heating cycle both coupling plates
will be in a position of maximum
distance from the electrodes, and
hence provide minimum coupling be-

J

,r ----t,

Oscillator

Load

B+

0000C0oo
Neuter coil

7 -Schematic diagram of electronic heating unit provided with continuous
rematching equipment for heating to a constant surface temperature a moving

FIG.

charge of non -uniform cross-section as shown at the lower right

tween load and generator. The next

cycle will start at this minimum coupling position, excluding the pos-

sibility of an overloaded plate circuit. Once the next cycle is started
the rematching mechanism will
automatically seek its own position
of optimum coupling, corresponding
to matched conditions between load
and generator.
After the filament voltage is
brought up to its nominal value the

unit is made ready to operate by

ED OM

Variable-

,r,pea'ance Mac/

DEI
Bridge amplifier

Molor-a'aven coupley reactance;

220 V 60,,
Reversible

motor
Relay
1

Relay
2

rr

Generate, -

circuit

Rect

pushing a starter button on the
front panel. This turns on the high voltage power supply and simultaneously connects the armature of the
reversible rematching motor across

0

\-/

the 60 -cycle, 220 -volt line.

A high -frequency wattmeter indicates

the amount of high -fre-

quency power converted into heat

B- B.

within the load. The load electrodes
are accessible after opening the

screen gate in front of the unit,

which automatically shuts off the
high -voltage circuit. Proper recyELECTRONICS - February 1945

FIG. El-Simplified schematic diagram of dielectric heating generator provided
with automatic and continuous readjustment of matching between the load and
the generator tank circuit
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The CAA
Instrument Landing System

.

.

First complete technical details of blind landing system officially adopted for civil aviation

in U. S. Installation program is under way and will be accelerated after the war. Part I
covers theoretical aspects and runway localizer circuits
THE following is a description of

the radio instrument landing

that the system shall impose a minimum of new work on the pilot.
This combination of require-

The first of these radiates signals
which overlap and produce an equisignal zone (or course) aligned

system which has been adopted by
the Civil Aeronautics Administration for use throughout the United
States by civil aviation. The installation program is already under
way, although it will not attain its
full volume until after the war.
The function of any ideal instru-

ments is quite stringent and difficult to meet. The system to be described does not meet it fully, yet
it does so to a sufficient degree to
make it acceptable. Improvements

ment landing system is to permit
the pilot of an airplane to land his
craft safely without benefit of

times a rapid-but always a prac- quency band from 108 Mc to 111 Me.

have already been, and will continue
to be made. As in all fields, research
produces sometimes a slow, some-

with the axis of the runway. A
zero -center differential indicating

instrument in the cockpit will indicate zero as long as the airplane is
in this zone, and will have deflections to the right or left as the craft
departs from on -course. The runway localizer operates in the fre-

visual contact with the ground dur-

ing any part of the landing procedure. The advantages of being

Runway
locatizer

, Glide path localizer

able to do this are obvious and the
problem has long been recognized.

Direction of approach

'Boundary
marker

Many and varied solutions have
been proposed but all are based on
the use of radio in some form.

Outer

marker.,

11--- Middle

marker

Basic Requirements

Long experience with other radio

aids to air navigation has shown
that an instrument landing system
for general use should meet certain
basic requirements-the first being

FIG. 1-Arrangement of components of CAA instrument landing system on and
near a typical airport

that of dependability. By this is

meant that the information received from the facility by the pilot
must be trustworthy and accurate.
It is better to have no facility at all
than a questionable one. The second requirement is that the facility
shall be capable of being operated
and maintained by personnel without extensive radio engineering

training. Failure to meet this requirethent has, in fact, been largely
responsible for delay in adoption of
instrument landing by this agency.

Another requirement is that the
equipment shall comprise few, if
any, parts not easily available or
manufacturable. The fourth, and
by no means the least important, is
116

tically continuous stream of im-

The second element comprises

provements. The commercial prod-

uct must follow research discon-

two (sometimes three) low -powered
transmitters located at specified

tinuously, and adopt improvements
only after they have accumulated.

distances from the point of con-

Main Elements of New System

The system adopted comprises
three main elements, arranged on
and about an airport essentially as
shown in Fig. 1:

(1) Runway localizer-to provide information relative to
the heading of the aircraft.

tact, along the extended axis of the
runway, and radiating sharply vertical patterns. Each of these transmitters operates a different colored

light in the airplane to permit the
pilot to identify the marker being
received. All markers operate at
75 Mc.
Equi-Signal Glide Path

(2) Markers-to indicate dis-

The third element has only re-

tance from point of contact.
(3) Glide path localizer-to provide indication of altitude.

cently been developed to a satisfac-

tory stage and is not yet being installed. It will therefore not be de Febreary 1945- ELECTRONICS

.
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Part I
By PETER CAPORALE
IC ri!linierilill
s

r

It n..lrin/Ilrrn, L.

C.

scribed in this paper, except by

stating that it, too, radiates two
overlapping signals to produce an
equi-signal zone or on -course. The
equi-signal surface is a vertical cir-

cular cone with the apex on the
antenna. The station is located to
one side of the runway so that the
vertical plane through the localizer
course cuts the cone parallel to but
not through the axis. The intersection of the plane and the cone is thus
a hyperbola. If the pilot were to

follow both the glide path course
and the localizer course, he would
actually be traveling along a portion of this hyperbola. His position
in space would thus be absolutely
determined at all times during his
descent, and by properly controlling
the position and shape of the hyperbola, the aircraft could be brought
to a complete landing without necessity of seeing the ground.
Actually, the radiated patterns can
be modified so that the surface of

intersection is not exactly a right
circular cone, but is such as to result in a more or less straight line
glide path. It is anticipated that
this equipment will operate at a

Checking adjustment cf loop antenna system for runway localizer of newly
adopted CAA radio instrument landing system

b

of course- - t

07

\

3.6

0.5

Carrier

antenna

pattern

1

An equi-signal glide path of this
type was experimentally set up by

Sideband
antenna

Hromada at the Indianapolis Experimental Station of the CAA in
successful

and

tests,

0.2

Ct.rve

ip,?crla Curren+

including

60

flight tests, showed the system to

S

200
000

reasons, not all technical, it was
necessary to abandon this project,
and constant -intensity glide path
was then evolved which required
the aircraft to follow a path of constant signal intensity. While the
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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0.1

patterns
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be a practical one. For a number of

a

Mod elation field

pattern

C.

1938. The results were completely

It47-
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frequency in the vicinity of 300 Mc.
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S- Composite radiation pattern
of sideband antennas
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C- Radiation pattern of
carrier antennas
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FIG. 2-Radiation patterns of the sideband and carrier antennas, plotted in both

rectangular and polar coordinates
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both antennas, and this is done so

First sideband pair

as to produce two different patterns
for the 90 -cps and 150 -cps modulation frequencies.
The radiation patterns are made
highly directive, with the maximum
approximately ten degrees from the
course as shown in Fig. 2. The purpose of this is to maintain as much

Carrier pair
2'

.2

b

b7
all

Scrlancing;

01' r

"- -

b'

signal near the course as possible
and at the same time minimize the
off -course signal that might reach
buildings or other structures and
be reflected therefrom. Such reflections often are strong enough
to affect the patterns and cause so-

-4 b'

"' b

Matching
stub

+11.-

b

)-

d

Matching
stub

called multiple -course indications,
and course -bends. The pattern of the

/

carrier (about 110 Mc) is in fact

Main Feed lines

C

much less directional, as it should
be, since it is desired that the avc
in the aircraft receiver be operative
regardless of bearing with respect
to the transmitter.

Matching'

-7I,

FIG. 3-Schematic diagram showing general arrangement of the first two pairs
of antenna circuits associated with the runway localizer
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dicular to, and the center on the
axis of the runway. The array is
arranged in pairs, each symmetrical about the center. The radiators are vertical magnetic doublets (horizontal current loops) with
patterns circular in the horizontal
plane. The center pair, henceforth
called carrier pair, is operated in
phase with each other and fed with
normally modulated carrier. The

resulting radiation then contains

, -.---CieCiPanCe
15 L.
L.

5

v
C)

90n. (or /50,,,)

I
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,

To obtain the desired radiation
pattern, a linear array of radiators
is arranged with the axis perpen-

10

the carrier frequency and all of the
associated sidebands. Each of these
sidebands will, of course, have the

same space pattern as the carrier
(due to the negligible difference in
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FIG. 4 --Composite sideband pattern due to all radiators of runway localizer
(solid lines) and variation of clearance with azimuth (dash -dash lines)

scheme is technically feasible, it is
not practical because the actual
glide path depends on too many factors which are likely to vary, such
as receiver sensitivity, transmitter
power output, etc. This became very

evident after one or two trial in-

stallations and the scheme was
therefore abandoned.
Theory

of Runway Localizer

The localizer radiates two types
III

of signals a modulated carrier
( from the so-called carrier an-

tenna) and a group of pure side bands corresponding to this modulation ( from the sideband antenna).

The sidebands from the first signal
effectively

combine

(in the re-

ceiver) with the pure sideband signals and the overall received modulation is due to both components.
The space pattern of the modulation can be controlled by means of

and sideband pairs).
As is well known, the electric
field resulting from such a doublet has no components except in a
plane at right angles to the axis of
the doublet. In this case, the field
is therefore purely horizontal which
is of some practical advantage. For
example, vertical metallic supports,
lines, conduits, etc., inevitable in an

actual installation, do not absorb
any energy and therefore do not
observably distort the radiated pattern. Furthermore, the coefficient
of reflection from large surfaces is
slightly less for horizontally polarized waves --particularly if the angle of incidence approaches the

value of Brewster's angle (which
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

in this case is of the order of 6.5°).

On the other hand, a number of
comparative tests of vertical as
well as horizontal arrays has
failed to demonstrate unequivocally

the superiority of one or the other
type of polarization. In view of
this and of the definite advantages
of vertical arrays in simplicity and
economy, the latter have not been
summarily dismissed from future
consideration.
The elements of each of the other
pairs (hereafter called sideband
pairs) are operated 180 degrees out

of phase and all elements on one
side of the center are in phase with
each other. All the sideband pairs
are, furthermore, fed in quadrature
with the carrier pair. Feed arrange-

ments for the carrier pair and the
first sideband pair are shown in
Fig. 3.

Quarter -wave transmission line transformers used as phasing controls to place
all sideband antenna pairs in phase with each other and in quadrature with the
carrier antenna pair of the runway localizer system

Since a further rotation of 90
degrees is inherent in the radiation

from the sideband pairs (see Appendix I), the resultant pattern will
be in phase (or 180 degrees out of

phase) with that radiated by the
carrier pair. The pattern for three
sideband pairs (the usual number
in a typical installation) is shown

pattern is independent of
azimuth except for the two reversals at the nulls.
the

The pattern from the carrier

pair is likewise of constant phase.
The resultant pattern due to a com-

in Fig. 2. There are only two lobes,

bination of the two therefore is

of opposite phase, and with nulls
along the direction of the course.
It is to be noted that the phase in

merely the algebraic sum. With the
proper choice of current ratios, the
resultant can be placed almost

S

0

wholly on one side of the course line

with little or no radiation on the
other side, and the side of maximum radiation is that in which the
sideband lobe is in phase with the

pattern from the carrier pair. To
produce the modulation field patterns of Fig. 2, the right-hand side band lobe is arranged to be in

phase with the carrier pattern in
zoi
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FIG. 5- -Output and antenna circuits of runway localizer. Main

transmitter feeds only carrier loop, with other loops being
fed by the sideband generator
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0

FIG. 6 (above) -Phase control unit serving the antenna system

FIG. 7-Variation of modulation factor of runway localizer

Building housing runway locallzer antennas and associated transmitter equipment

the case of the 90 -cps modulation,
and out of phase in the case of 150 cps modulation.
Course Clearance and Sharpness

There are several characteristics
of these patterns which are important in the operation of the localizer. Figure 4 represents, in rectangular coordinates, one quadrant of
the modulation field patterns shown

in polar form in Fig. 2. The ratio
of amplitudes of the two modulation
frequencies in any direction (in
decibels) is defined as clearance.

The clearance in a direction 1i degrees off course is defined as r -f
course sharpness. Along the course,
the clearance is obviously zero.

Course width is the zone within
which the clearance is less than some

maximum-arbitrarily chosen. Multiple courses are said to exist if the
clearance is zero in more than one

can be varied by adjusting the
audio gain of the receiver. This is
in fact done to standardize aircraft
equipment.
The discussion is devoted mainly

power amplifier stage is plate -modulated by the 90 -cps and 150 -cps signals from the motor -alternator unit.

to produce no multiples nor even the

Pure carrier from the grid circuit

impression that a course is being
importance of
proper course alignment is obvious
and the maintenance of proper

of this amplifier is used to excite a
sideband generator, the plate circuit of which is fed by the modulation voltage. Under these condi-

course width is equally important.
These factors are therefore moni-

tions and if the tubes and circuit
are balanced and operating under

tored continuously.

class C conditions, the output volt-

approached.

The

Description of Transmitter

if the direction of zero clearance is
a function of the distance from the
antenna array.

Somewhat novel equipment arrangements have been used to produce the results described above;
these are indicated in Fig. 5. Two

Another form of course sharp-

ment as well as the radiated pattern. This may be termed a -f sharpness and it is that which is observed

sin wt where q/27r and (o/2n are the
modulation and carrier frequencies
respectively. This output contains,
therefore, only sidebands (no carrier) corresponding to the modulation and carrier frequencies, and is
used to feed the sideband antenna.
The division of energy among the

transmission

line

transformers shown in Fig. 6, requiring no field adjustments. This

is a most desirable feature in a

program of this magnitude in which
it is frequently necessary to have

D depends not only on the ratio

120

age will be proportional to sin qt

quarter -wave

tional to the differences of the two
modulation voltages: D = K (C. C,,,), where K is a function of the
instrument itself. It is evident that

tion for a given value of C./C,.,,

directly to the antenna by means of
70 -ohm coaxial line. The transmitter is crystal -controlled and the

three (or more) sideband pairs is
achieved by the fixed system of

by the pilot on his indicating instrument. This is a differential instrument with deflections propor-

C,/C,,, (the r -f course sharpness),
but also on the absolute values of
these voltages, so that the deflec-

lated carrier to the carrier pair of
loops (c) and one supplying pure
sideband energy to the sideband
pairs (s).
Modulated carrier power is obtained from the output tank of a
200 -watt transmitter and carried

to clearance since this is a characteristic of the transmitting system
only, and not of the receiving system also, as a -f sharpness is. (Actually, the observed clearance is
also a function of the surrounding
terrain.)
In operation, it is important that
the clearance in all directions (except on course) be adequate so as

direction. Bends are said to exist

ness depends on the receiving equip-

main sources of r -f power feed the
antenna array, one supplying modu-

installations made and maintained
by personnel of limited technical
FIG. 8-Hybrid unit used with voice channel to give verbal instructions to incoming
pilots over runway localizer radio system

qualifications. The loads (R) are
all equal to each other and are essentially 70 ohms resistive.
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

current ratio is
1:0.5 :0.3, hence the de-

transformer windings (and the inductor L,), which are several hun-

sired power ratio is P,:P5:P, =
1:0.25:0.09. The power input to

dred henrys or more (although,

The desired

transformer section being
E°2/R', it follows that (1/R0%) :
(1/R,)/2) : (1/Ro',) = 1 :0.25 :0.09, and
each

match the parallel impedances of
the three sections to the source R,,.
The value of Zo, is chosen to result
in practical dimensions for the various conductors and for this reason

is different from R.

(where the contribution
from the side -band loops is zero),
the modulation off course will in
general differ from 100 percent and
will vary with azimuth due to the
course

due to the magnitudes involved, the
leakage reactance may become important without the necessary precautions)
Modulation Percentage

radiation pattern of the array. It
might offhand appear that if the

The 200 -watt carrier is modulated 100 percent on course, assuming no voice channel; with voice on
the same carrier, the 90 and 150 -cps

carrier is itself modulated 100 percent, the superposition of radiation
from the sideband loops would result in overmodulation everywhere

modulation would be correspond-

except on course. This is not the
case. Radiation from the sideband
loops adds to the carrier modula-

since Z02, = R.R,,' etc., the characteristic admittances have the
same relative values as the currents.
The impedance Z. is selected to

ator must furnish about 100 watts.
With 100 percent modulation on

ingly less. With peak modulation by

both 90 cps and 150 cps, each of

tion for one of the modulation frequencies, but subtracts for the
other, so that the net result can be,
and for most values of azimuth is

these frequencies modulates the

carrier only 50 percent. A useful
modulating power of 25 watts at

Audio Hybrid Circuit

The phasing, which determines

each frequency is, therefore, re-

on which side of the course the
main lobe of each modulation pattern occurs, is accomplished in a
special audio hybrid circuit. Referring to Fig. 5, the 90 -cps source

30

and the 150 -cps source are connected

into

a

balanced

25
,...N

by the sideband generator

.0

73 20

plate circuit and the main transmit-

,.-.,

ter p.a. plate circuit. Under these

a)

[

conditions, the 90 -cps components

in these loads are in phase with

l5

a)

each other, and the 150 -cps components are out of phase.
This same relationship (or the

V

-.0.....

i0

reverse, depending on the polarities

/00

67°

.W
dvAlb.leier-

center -

tapped transformer. The center tapped winding is loaded symmetrically

1,11
33°

90;23°

57°

.. 1-

-Idalkilft.-_
S

5

Shen-. ness

of the coupling transformers) per-

sists up to and including the antenna array, thus producing modulation field patterns similar to that
in Fig. 2. In order that these phase
relationships be obtained, it is
necessary that the loads presented
by the two coupling transformers,

T, and T be purely resistive and
equal. If they are not purely resistive, it is likely that they will not

have the same phase angle and

usually their reactance will differ
for the two modulation frequencies.
This disturbs the desired phase re-

lations and results in interaction
between the two audio -frequency
sources by virtue of the unbalance
in transformer To.
In the actual equipment, the
phase angles of the loads presented
by T, and T2 are of the order of two
or three degrees. The value of this

phase angle is affected chiefly by
the self inductances of the various
ELECTRONICS - Fetruary 1945
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FIG. 9-Variation of clearance with sideband current in carrier loops

quired. With a plate efficiency of
the order of 50 percent in the p.a.,
the actual power required is more
nearly 50 watts, and considering

further that a like amount is required by the sideband generator
(actually somewhat more due to the
lower efficiency of the latter), it can
be seen that each modulation generis easy to show that if the secondary
It transformer
of
is loaded by a resistive

less than 100 percent modulation
(see Fig. 7). It is evident that
overmodulation does not occur except between 5 deg and 15 deg off course, and the maximum is only
128 percent.
Insertion of Voice Channel

It is sometimes desirable to be

load R. and if the self -reactance of the

able to operate a voice channel on
the localizer to permit phone contacts with a pilot prior to or during
an actual approach. This is easily

be three degrees for R=10,000 ohms, S

done, the insertion of the voice mod-

a

secondary winding is X = kR, then the impedance looking into the primary will have
a phase angle equal to tan -1 (1 /k 1, assum
lug no leakage rea eta nee. For this angle to

must he at least 190,000 ohms, which requires the self-inductance (at 90 cps) to be
340 henrys. On the other hand. such large
inductances introduce the problem of leakage reactance. If the reflected impedance
is of the order of 1,000 ohms, then the
leakage reactance cannot exceed about 50
ohms (or roughly 0.1 henry).

ulation being made in the hybrid
circuit consisting of transformers
To, T, and T, (Fig. 5). Voice signals are introduced by a third
121

aircraft receiver has sufficient audio gain. Figure 11 shows corresponding effects for changes in the

25

0=33°

0= 23°
20

current of the third (outermost)

0 - 90°
0= 67°

sideband pair.
A pertinent question commonly
raised concerns the effect of unbalance in the sideband generator, re-
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FIG. 10 -Variation of clearance with phase of carrier loop current

transformer 17',, in Fig. 8) also
having a center -tapped secondary
forming a second balanced circuit.

the direction of the course. This
might result from mechanical injury to one side of the array, or to

In this manner, the 90 -cps and 150 cps signals are kept out of the voice
equipment. Resistor R is used to

a failure of one only of the two modulation sources.

maintain balance on T,. The voice

channel in both transmitting and
receiving equipment has a low -fre-

quency limit of about 200 cps to
avoid interference with the basic
localizer frequencies. When voice
is used, the localizer frequencies are
made to produce a peak modulation
of the order of 60 percent to 70 percent, the balance being available
for voice. It should be noted that
voice modulation is radiated by the

carrier antenna only, and the space
pattern will be that of the latter.
Stability Considerations

Since the stability of the system
depends partly on the stability of
relative r -f phases, the sideband
generator is driven, as stated, directly from the unmodulated grid
tank of the transmitter power
amplifier. All r -f energy is carried
over coaxial copper lines with air
dielectric, and the lines to the antenna array are filled with dry air
under low pressure to prevent
breathing of moisture. An experimental installation utilizing solid dielectric cables throughout has
been made. If satisfactory, these
cables would evidently be pteferable to air dielectric lines.
The system is inherently quite
stable for any reasonable variation
in the several parameters. The
alignment of the course is not af-

fected by any change except one
which in some way modifies the

symmetry of the patterns about
122

Consider clearance C as defined
above. Figure 4 shows the normal
variation of C with azimuth for a
typical installation in normal operation. It will be noticed that for
certain directions C is infinite,

whereas for other directions it goes
through minima. There are two

factors of principal interest from
the standpoint of maintenance. One

is the phasing of the carrier antenna with respect to the sideband
antenna, and the other is the ratio
k., of sideband current in the carrier antenna as compared to that in
the first sideband pair. Both of
these depend to a large extent on
the transmitting equipment, and
particularly on the transmitter

proper. A departure of either of
these factors (but not both) from
normal will affect the values of min-

imum clearance, but not the position of these minima relative to the
course (see Appendix I).
Figure 9 shows the variation of
minimum

clearance values with

variation of ko for a
is/2, and
Fig. 10 shows the corresponding

variation with a for the normal

carrier space pattern. Another effect is to reduce the sideband output, which amounts to increasing
the value of k in Fig. 9. However,
even if one of the tubes fails completely, this effectively increases ko
by a factor of about 2; Fig. 9 shows
the relatively small effect of this on

clearance and sharpness. There is
no need for using matched tubes.
To insure the maximum possible

stability of the system, the equipment

is

itself designed

to

be

stable within very close tolerances
over a wide range of ambient and
service conditions, as is done with
all equipment used in CAA facilities.
Monitoring the Runway Localizer

The above study of the operational changes to be expected when
different parameters vary has

pointed the way to the method of
monitoring the localizer. The question of monitoring the localizer (as

well as the other parts of the system) is naturally important since
the equipment is unattended in all
installations.

The first and obvious concern is

with the proper alignment of the
course. In the first installations a
field detector was placed 150 feet
from the antenna, directly on either
the front or back course. The position of the course is, however, relatively stable and independent of

the clearance minima, yet a change

some of the more likely malfunctionings of equipment such as de tuning of transmitter p.a. or side band generator. On the other hand,
such variables do affect the clearance off course, and a receiver located on course would not reveal

in k by 40 percent or a change in

these changes.

value of k,. (The curves marked S
represent course sharpness. or
clearance at 0 = 1.52.) A departure

of either a or k from normal re-

duces the value of one or more of

a of 45 degrees results in clearances

not

smaller than

6

db.

Both of these minima are adequate
for proper operation provided the

It is important to have ample
clearance off -course to avoid serious confusion to a pilot. A receiver

is therefore located about 50 de Feloruary 1945 - ELECTRONICS

grees off course to permit monitoring this clearance, the one on
course being used to monitor course
alignment and signal level. The sig-

nal from the clearance monitor is

ing

simultaneously

unmodulated

carrier from the carrier pair and
sidebands from the sideband pairs.
This can be done as shown in Fig.
5 by loading the modulation trans-

fed through a transmission line former in the transmitter with a
(Fig. 12) to the control tower dummy load in lieu of the p.a. plate

where it operates a visual indicator
as well as alarm and recording circuits. The course monitor is ar-

ranged so that if the course moved

beyond a predetermined limit, or
if the level changes more than a
preset amount, its output operates
to open the line carrying the clearance signal

and thereby causes

various alarm and other circuits to
function at the control tower. Lines
from the marker stations carry corresponding signals which also oper-

ate the recorder and alarm functions as well as visual indicators.
Since these signals are all at different audio frequencies they are
easily separated, where necessary,
by appropriate filters.
Tune -Up Procedure

The system has been designed
with consideration for the limited
technical training of installation
and maintenance personnel. One
feature which contributes materially to simplifying the tune-up
process is the possibility of radiat-

All

circuit. The only modulation on the
carrier is then that due to radiation
from the sideband loops. The latter
can be phased correctly by adjust-

ing the phaser to each sideband
pair until the audio signal on the
output of the clearance monitor is
a maximum (see Appendix I). This
process is a matter of a few min-

In earlier systems making
use of mechanical modulation it
utes.

was impossible to radiate pure carrier simultaneously with pure side bands, and the phasing process involved lengthy field observations of
patterns, requiring from a few days
to a few weeks.

Likewise, the ratio of sideband
current in the carrier loops, to the
sideband current in the sideband
loops (the quantity ko) is readily

adjusted by comparing (by field
measurements at one position) the
modulation due to radiation from
the sideband loops with the modu-

lation from the transmitter. The
latter reading is obtained with no
radiation from the sideband loops.

The remainder of this two-part
article, to appear in the next issue,
describes the runway localizer
equipment in considerable detail

and takes up the various topographical factors affecting the location of the equipment at an airport.
APPENDIX I

For the array used, and if the

loop currents are k,, cos wt, the
space pattern for the sidebands of
one modulation frequency is given
by
p = IC (pi2

p22) 34 cos (cut ± #)

(1)

where
ko cos a cosflo

p2_" ko sin a cos #0 ± a
a -TE sin t3i
k2 sin # 2+ ko sin fl
go = So sin 0, #1 -Si sin 8, etc.

81,... = electrical spacing of loops

from center of array
0 = azimuth measured from perpendicular bisector of array.
ko, k2,.... =relative amplitudes of radia-

tor currents referred to the
current in the first sideband
pair.

tan (P2/Pi)
a ="=- phase of carrier loops relative
to sideband loops.

It follows from Eq. (1) that the
radiation from the sideband loops
is in quadrature with the loop currents. This may be seen by eliminating the terms due to the carrier
pair (i.e., pi = 0, ps = a). This im-
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FIG. 11-Variation of clearance with current in outer pair
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Localizor field monitor used to detect failure of on -course pattern
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mediately results in y =_- tan -loo

n/2. On the other hand, the radia-

tion from the carrier pair

is in

phase with the loop current since if
a = 0, then W is equal to ; the original phase of the carrier loop currents. For optimum addition of

radiation from these two portions

of the array the sideband loops
must be fed in quadrature with respect to the carrier loops, i.e.,
a = is/2. This optimum phasing
may also be deduced by consider-

ing the magnitude of p from Eq.
(1). This may be written
K
(k2 cos'11

+ 2ak sin a cos po)
which is obviously maximum when
a = n 2 ( a, k and cos A, being positive).

In any direction 9, the sideband
signal due to one modulation frequency will be as given above by
Eq. (1), while that due to the other
modulation frequency will be
P = K (p12 -4-

cos (wt + u")

(3)

any reason, the values of k or a
vary, this minimum value of C will
vary also, though not the positions

at which the minima occur. This
may be seen by considering the
ratio p/p' on which C depends:
(p/p')3 ----

I?

Vocos2 th + al -1- 2 aka sin a cos 00
ko2 cos"-- iio + (12 - 2 aka sin a cos fts

(6)

Without further manipulation, it is

evident from Eq. (6) that for any
value of 0, R approaches unity (and

hence the clearance C approaches
zero) as a departs from the value

a/2. At the extreme value a = 0,
the clearance is zero in all directions. Evidently, also, if C >0 for
a = z/2, it will remain greater than
zero for all values of a except a =0.
It may also be seen from Eq. (6)

that the values of 9 where C has

where

minima remain unchanged though
the values of the minima decrease

ko sin a cos 30 - a

and
tau

(4

(P3/PI)

The clearance, as defined previously, will then be
=

creases and decreases for different
values of 0, and there will be some
direction, or directions, in which
it will have a minimum value (not
less than 10 db, however). If, for

2(1 log

5,

(p/ p')

and the sharpness S will be the
value of C at 9 = 1.5°. On course
(0 = 0), p = p' and C = O. As9
departs from 0, C increases rapidly
and should, preferably, remain as
large as possible. Actually, it in-

as a departs from v/2. By rewriting R as

4 sin a (1 -

2 q21

(7)

2)g

(g2 - 2 g sina + 1)2 be

00

should be remembered that they
refer to the clearance C as defined

by Eq. (5). This clearance so defined depends only on the ratio
p/p' and these are merely the amplitudes of the resultant radiated
sidebands. The modulation factors
at the two audio frequencies do not
necessarily have this same ratio except for a = 7:/2, in which case the
sidebands are in the proper phase

with respect to the carrier for all
values of 0. When a
longer the case.

n/2 this is no

For a = :7/2, the radiated carrier
and sidebands are
cos qt + m cos pt cos qt

gl + 2 q sin a+ 1
R - g2
- 2 q sin a + 1
it follows that
OR

(9) this reduces to (1 - 2g') Og /60
0, which is independent of
It is likewise easy to show from
Eq. (6) that the positions (but not
the values) of minima for C are independent of ko provided a = n/2.
This is not true for other values of
a. Figure 9 shows the variation of
the values of these minima with k.
for a = 7c/2. Figure 10 shows the
variation of these same minima
with a, for ka = 0.8 (its normal
value).
In considering Fig. 9 and 10, it

(8)

The values of 9 where C has minima

(or maxima) are determined by
OC/00 = 0; from Eq. (5), (7) and

(9)

n/2, the sidebands are
no longer in phase with the carrier,
so to speak, and the expression may
be written
When a

m (0) cos pt cos qt

cos (qt +

where !if

(10)

is the phase shift due to

It is zero for a = 7c/2. Equation
(10) reduces to

a.

(1
2m cos
cos (41 +

cos pt

m2 cos, pt) 4

The effective modulation factor is
thus
m' = (1 + 2774 cos 4, + m2)4 - 1

Control Quarters
6

,

if tp is not excessive, and for
Course

monitor

Alternator

(11)

The variation in m' with 1,', is slow
t,t,

45 degrees the effective modulation
factor is only 17 percent below
maximum. Now the change in y is

Ampli fie,

Clearance

monitor

always less than the departure of
a from a/2. This is due to the fact
/Q

Localizer
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.PFilter

Building
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Clearance
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well as that due to p. From these

/50",
.1?filter
J
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FIG. 12-General arrangement of monitoring equipment with respect to the runway
localizer field
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that radiated by the center pair
always being in proper phase. Furthermore, changes in a reduce the
effective modulation due to p' as

1

Pilfers-=

that a affects only the sideband energy radiated by the sideband loops,

considerations, it follows that variations in a of less than 45 degrees
will result in reduced clearance, but
the reduction is not generally such
as to produce points of zero clearance, or apparent spurious courses.
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Tubeless Probe for VTVM
R -F circuit loading due to the input admit-

tance of the measuring instrument is reduced by employing a cathode follower in
the input circuit of a vacuum -tube voltmeter

With circuit constants as follows:

E. = 200 v; C, = 1000 µµf; R, =
10 megohms; R. = 2500 ohms;
RL = 250,000 ohms.

The published values ofµ and G.

By HOWARD L. DANIELS

for these conditions are respectively
100, and 1150 micromhos, giving a
value of a = 0.013. Hence the two foot length of 60 -µµf -per -foot
shielded cable used as an input lead

Naval Ordnance Laboratory
Washington, D. O.

of vacuum -tube voltmeters who have struggled with

USERS

necessarily

bulky

should appear as a shunt capaci-

vacuum -tube

tance of only 2 x 60 x 0.013 = 1.6
Nuf. With total grid -cathode resistance of 5 megohms, the apparent
shunt input resistance is 5/0.013 =

probes in confined spaces will appreciate the value of the arrangement to be described. The circuit
is practically as effective as a vacuum -tube probe and has the advan-

380 megohms.

The measured input impedance
of this circuit was found to be approximately 5µµf in parallel with
300 megohms at frequencies from

tage of permitting the tube to be
located some distance away from
the circuit under test.
A cathode follower is employed,
and is fed through a shielded conductor. The shield is not grounded

but is connected directly to the
cathode of the tube. The capacitance of the shielded conductor thus
is added to the grid -cathode capaci-

tance of the cathode follower, but
because of the cathode -follower
characteristics this total capacitance dOes not appear as such

at the input terminals. The effective input capacitance at the probe
terminals is the total capacitance
between grid and cathode multiplied by a reduction factor which
by proper design may be 0.01.
Circuit Theory

The chief characteristics of the
cathode follower are low input capacitance, high input resistance,
and low output impedance. These
are given as C, = a Co, R, = R,/a,
Z. = A/Gm where C, = total effective capacitance between grid and
cathode of the tube, R, = effective
grid -cathode resistance, A = gain of

the circuit, and a = 1 -A = c-e°,
a;
a number less than unity.

An analysis of the circuit will
show that the gain
A -= eolei=

1

1

1 / + 1/G,,,Z
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1 cps to 500,000 cps, the difference
Cathode -follower circuit for use in vtvm to

eliminate the tube in the test probe

between 5 p.p.f and 1.6 µ,µ1 being ac-

counted for as the grid -to -ground

capacitance within the tube. The
and the reduction factor a = 1 - voltage gain is about 0.98.
A = 1/p. + 1/GXL, approximately,
if IL and G,Z, are large. Large
values of p. and G, thus are desirable in order that a may be small.

The output impedance of the

cathode follower is its cathode -to -

ground impedance, and its value
from the equivalent circuit is A/G.,
assuming the source impedance to

be small as compared with the
actual

grid -cathode

impedance.

This also is the impedance of the
shield to ground. The larger the

G, therefore, the smaller is this
value. Although the shield is not

Limitations

The chief limitation of the high
frequency operation of this circuit
is the cathode -ground capacitance,

since this must be considered as
shunting the cathode resistor for
the purpose of evaluating ZL. The
high frequency limit evidently may
be extended by using a tube having
a higher transconductance and requiring a lower value of cathode resistor. The low frequency limit may
be extended by increasing the value

directly grounded, its impedance to

of C,.
The cathode -to -ground impedance

ground nevertheless will be low.
The effective input resistance, at
the probe terminals, is the actual

even for a source impedance as high
as several megohms, and hum

of the tube appears relatively low

grid -cathode resistance multiplied
by the reduction factor 1/a.

pickup is much reduced as com-

Operating Values

shielded cable may be used, the

pared with an unshielded lead. For
low-level measurements, a double -

A circuit of this type, which the

inner shield being connected to the
cathode and the outer one to

quencies up to several hundred kilocycles, employs a type 6SF5
high -mu triode operating under
the conditions : E, = 100 v; I, =

ground. With the double shield,
the cutoff value will be constant and

writer has found useful at fre-

0.4 ma; E, = -1v.

independent of location but it will
be lower because of the increased
ca4hode-to-ground capacitance.
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A Photoelectric
Optical system of sensitive galvanometer operates amplifier which has suffi-

cient output to operate a recording
meter. Feedback from amplifier to
galvanometer eliminates necessity for
damping resistor and reduces galvanometer deflection by mechanical
vibration

By GABRIELLE ASSET
Calibrating the phototube amplifier

Research i.,,u,neer
The Brown Instrum,ot Company
Division of 311,1 to 'limit.; ii,,neviven
Regulator Co.. l'hiorif (ph la, Pa.

TO MEASURE

voltages as low as

one microvolt a phototube amp -

cannot directly operate a reliably crovolts per mm at one meter, a coil
sturdy recorder.

Eller has been developed for use
with a sensitive galvanometer and
an electronic recorder. The gal-

The galvanometer with which

vanometer deflection acts optically
on a twin phototube to produce an
unbalance which is amplified so that

the amplifier is designed to be used
is a Leeds and Northrup type 2500
which has a sensitivity of 0.32 mi-

Galvanometer and Recorder

it is measurable by means of the
recorder. A feedback circuit to the
galvanometer reduces the effect of
vibration. Under good conditions

some instances, employing a larger
negative feedback for the microvolt
scale for the same galvanometer deflection. However, more time is re-

-±0.75

percent.
As an example of the application
of this instrument, in the petroleum

quired for the adjustment of the
more sensitive instrument.

The lamp used with the galvanometer has a straight vertical

and rubber industries infrared radiant energy is used for spectro-

coiled filament. The beam of light
from this filament is focused, by

scopic analysis of hydrocarbons. In
the majority of such analytical
equipment, transmitted radiation
falls upon a thermocouple or thermopile setting up an electromotive
force of the order of 10 microvolts
or less.
Measuring such a small emf un-

means of a lens in the lamp housing,
on the cathodes of the twin photo tube of the amplifier, the beam having been first reflected at the mirror
of the galvanometer. The two cathodes of the phototube are separated
by a space of Bl42 inch. The image of

der industrial conditions requires
a detecting device which is sensitive yet sturdy. The recorder used
with the detecting device should

the filament is wide enough to
straddle this space and to cover a
strip on each cathode about lir inch

also be sturdy and have a wide,
easily read scale which is linear

with the thermocouple emf. A sufficiently sensitive detecting device
124

of 5 seconds. Although the critical
damping resistance is 52 ohms,
none was necessary because of the
damping of negative feedback from
the amplifier. This galvanometer
represents a compromise between
sensitivity and ease of adjustment.
A more sensitive galvanometer can

be used to greater advantage in

readings on the one -microvolt range

can be duplicated within

resistance of 11.5 ohms and a period

wide.

The meter used as an indicator of

emf is a Brown Electronic strip
FIG. 1-Basic phototube amplifier circuit

chart potentiometer recorder, which
February 945 - ELECTRONICS

Galvanometer Amplifier
has proved to be highly satisfac-

tory for use with the phototube
amplifier. No noticeable zero drift
exists and its readings are reliable
within ±0.25 percent of full scale

The model used has a
span of 4 millivolts. The time required for full scale travel of the
pointer is 11 seconds, but this can
be reduced by changing the gear
reduction of the balancing motor.
deflection.

Power supply

and
con/re/ box

Photofebe Amplifier

The amplifier is built in two
units. A control box contains the
control knobs, selector switch, all
the resistors in the measuring and
amplifier circuits and the power
pack.
In the vacuum -tube unit are

mounted the triodes of the amplifier

and the twin phototube. A pro-

jecting light shield prevents scattered light from affecting the phototube. When the system is in operation, the galvanometer, vacuum
tube unit and lamp are enclosed in
a box to keep the temperature uniform and to reduce further the effects of stray light on the photo-

The phototube amplifier is the connecting link between a sensitive galvanometer and an electronic recorder. The optical system comprising the lamp,
galvanometer mirror and phototube of the amplifier is best enclosed to elimin-

ate stray light and temperature variations

tube.

The operation of the phototube
amplifier is illustrated by Fig. 1, a
simplified diagram of the circuit.

When there is no emf across the
thermocouple terminals AB, the
galvanometer coil is undeflected.
Light from the lamp strikes the galvanometer mirror and is reflected
to the twin phototube. The optical
alignment of the lamp, galvanom-

eter and phototube is adjusted so
that the same amount of light falls
on each cathode of the twin photo tube.
The phototube load resistors are

equal, and therefore the potential

at points C and D are equal. To
make points E and F equal in potential the two sections of the duo triode are balanced by R1.

The measuring circuit is across
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

points E and F. Whenever these the light beam is not deflected betwo points are at the same poten- yond that position where its edge
tial, no current flows around this just fails to strike one of the
loop. The meter, which records the
voltage drop across R., consequently
reads zero.

When the equipment is in use in
analysis, radiation
falls on the thermocouple, raising
spectroscopic

cathodes.

This difference in potential results in a like difference in potential
at the grids of the duotriode. These
changes in grid voltages, being

amplified without distortion, proits temperature and producing a duce a difference of potential besmall emf. This emf causes the gal- tween E and F which is proporvanometer coil to deflect through a tional to the thermocouple emf.
small angle. The resultant deflec- The potential difference between E
tion of the light beam reflected and F is large enough.to produce a
from the galvanometer mirror then

illuminates a greater area of one
cathode of the phototube than of
the other. The resulting unbalance
in potentials at C and D is proportional to the thermocouple emf if

drop across R, sufficient to actuate
an electronic potentiometer recorder.

A sensitive galvanometer such as

the one used here ordinarily responds to every type of mechanical
127

disturbance unless a vibration -absorbing mounting is provided. In
this circuit feedback is used to keep
the galvanometer coil steady in
spite of mechanical disturbances
and changes in line voltage which
exist in practically all locations and

back resistor R3 introduces a small

odes of the photoelectric cell. The

potential drop into the galvanometer circuit. This small potential
is so directed that it is opposite to
the thermocouple emf at AB. The

difference

to avoid the necessity for special
mountings.
Feedback Circuit

Thus far, the analysis has not included a consideration of the feedback used. Current flowing between

potential

between

circuit is so designed that this feed-

back voltage is 90 percent of the

back voltage is of a polarity that op-

thermocouple voltage.
The steadying action of the feedback can best be described with the

posed the assumed coil deflection

aid of an assumed vibration. If the

and therefore prevents excessive

coil suffers a deflection due to a

deflection and holds the coil near its
null position.

mechanical disturbance, the deflection upsets the optical -electrical
equilibrium between the two cath-

E and F through the small feed-

of

points C and D is amplified, causing a current to flow through the
measuring circuit which includes
the feedback resistor R3. The feedand is within 10 percent of the voltage -equivalent of that deflection,

Complete Circuit

In reducing the theoretical design of the phototube amplifier to a

practical unit it was necessary to
adapt the basic circuit to a multiple
range circuit, reduce zero drift to a
minimum, obtain maximum sensi-

1.0

0.8

tivity and to secure constant calibration.
The basic circuit was changed to

0.6

I

measure thermocouple emf in
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0.2
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Recorder Scale Readings
L.D

FIG. 3-Comparison of calibration over a period

of

four days illustrates

instrument stability
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R4
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//Li

7F7

60-

x65V

t r 16

631,

4

ranges: 0-20 microvolts, 0-8 microvolts, 0-4 microvolts and 0-1 microvolt. A schematic wiring diagram,
Fig. 2, shows the final circuit.
Eight resistors were inserted in the

measuring circuit to provide the
required ranges. Each range is determined by a pair of resistors, one
in series with the feedback resistor,
and the other shunting the two in
series as shown. The computation
of the values of the resistors which
determine the ranges was based on
the following considerations:
(1) Output voltage regardless of
the range is proportional to angular
deflection of the galvanometer coil.
(2) The reflected light has just

reached the position where it illuminates only one cathode of the
phototube when the output meter
to be used with this unit has
reached full scale.

SWITCH

(3) The feedback voltage is at

Range

least 90 percent of the thermocouple
emf.

Rt3779e S6v.

'/7
'IC

tO. 2C

Condition 2 means that the photoelectric unbalance is a maximum
within its linear limits, and that at

this unbalance four millivolts is
Lamp

obtained across R14.
Ivle%er

1=1

359

00000

Galvanometer

R,3
139

Therrnoco,n)/e

V
FIG. 2-Complete circuit showing compgnent values for a four -range amplifier
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Precautions to Assure Stability

Reduction of zero drift was effected by eliminating as far as pos-

sible the sources of stray thermal
emf in the measuring and galvanometer circuits. Spurious emf is
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Curie temperature is reached is
relatively small. The higher the required temperatures, the greater
are the differences in efficiency and
required heating time.
Surface hardening of 1 -inch diameter steel rings to various depths

has been achieved in 3.5 seconds
with a 2 -Mc generator of only 2.5
kw output, by using a rematching
unit. This is interesting because up
to now it was not considered possible to obtain case hardening with

power inputs less than about 10
kw per square inch. The heating
time for surface hardening to in inch depth was 3 seconds. The tem-

perature of magnetic transformation was reached within the first 2
seconds. During the change -over

Details of rematching mechanism for 20 -kw plastic preheating unit. A thyratron-

controlled motor moves the two capacitor plates towards or away from the
electrodes supporting the plastic preforms

and the B+ terminal of the power
supply are at ground potential.
A relay shunted by an adjustable
resistance is in series with the plate
power supply circuit and is so adjusted that it will respond to a predetermined peak value of the plate

current. At the instant this peak
value is reached, the plate circuit
relay closes and preconditions an
auxiliary relay, which will respond
after the plate current changes by a
few percent of its peak value toward

lower current ratings. This corresponds to the descending part of
the power absorption curve in Fig.
1. At this point a plunger -type
time -delay relay applies full cut-off

bias to the grids of both oscillator
tubes and throws a rematching relay over to the high -impedance con-

can be used economically for
high -temperature jobs.

Figure 6 gives a performance

tie

comparison of a conventional high -

frequency generator (A) and one

el

.'

ate

c,

having half the rated power output
but equipped with the rematching
mechanism ( B). Generator A
reaches the critical temperature of
magnetic transformation somewhat
sooner, but after the Curie temperature is passed the smaller unit delivers heat to the charge at a higher
rate and thus arrives at higher temperatures in a shorter time.
The temperature rise before the
Curie point is closely approximated
by a square -law function, and for
this reason the time difference between the two points at which

d

ichecl 0,1/1.1--re

fidLoad mnaitial tetT,P_r4a:

E

Curietem,74; -erature

-B

Time

FIG. 6-Time-temperature curves for two
high -frequency generators used for induction heating. The smaller unit with rematching (B) reaches temperatures above
the Curie point much faster than generator

A which has twice the output rating of B

nection required after the Curie
point. Additional contacts on the
rematching relay then open the

circuit of the time -delay relay, so
the cut-off bias is removed after a
time delay of a few milliseconds ;
this is just sufficient to allow the
rematching relay to be actuated
under no-load conditions. Holding
contacts keep the rematching relay
energized until a timer circuit terminates the heating cycle and resets all

)"-1-

Heater

Charge'to be

Rematching

-' contacts

coil

hen/ea'

- rt

con

(1) Smaller power rating generators can be used on jobs for
which far larger units were
deemed necessary.
(2) High -frequency generators
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re/c.r

F
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Inductive dot/piing
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Tank

relay

Ci rcu if

relay circuits for a new

reasons:

60n,

Plunder -type
time -de/ay

1Timer

4--, Plate circuit
relay

cycle.

The results obtained by this arrangement are remarkable for two

220v

220v.
E0A,

3,000v

Sensitivity
control

7
''''Cutot-1 bias

e sistor

FIG. 5-Simplified schematic diagram of induction heating unit providing one
step automatic rematching of tank circuit to load. The timer contacts open
momentarily at the end of the heating cycle to release the rematching relay in
preparation for,a new cycle
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64 -inch broach was heated to 2350

deg F in 92 seconds. Incidentally,
this equipment demonstrates that
relatively good frequency stability
could be obtained without much
additional effort. The frequency
variation between no-load and full -

load conditions at any instant was
not over 75 kc total band width.
Rematching in Plastic Heating

The problem of heating plastic
preforms demands equipment where
the continuous adjustment of
Details of working table of 5 -kw unit, with four preforms in position and top electrode
raised

matching can be obtained between
load and generator to secure maximum power absorption by the load

during the entire heating cycle.
time, a few milliseconds, a certain
equalization of the temperature
gradient existing from the surface

age speed. Every deviation from
these predetermined averages will
correspond to a change in load im-

The solution is perhaps best illustrated by describing a commer-

toward the interior of the metal

pedance and will be accordingly

takes place. As a result, when full
power is applied again to the sample a lower thermal flow will exist

reflected back into the plate circuit
of the oscillator.
A schematic diagram of the
equipment is also shown in Fig. 7.
Variation of oscillator plate current
from a predetermined optimum

high -frequency output, used in the
preheating of large plastic preforms. The load may vary between
three to twelve pounds weight, and
it was demanded that the generator
shall adjust itself automatically to
any new load conditions without any
necessity for the operator to make
adjustments.
The electronic generator used in

toward the interior of the metal.
Consequently, surface hardening is
obtained with relatively low high frequency power input.
Continuous Rematching

In a number of instances of induction heating, continuous match-

ing will be required to satisfy all
conditions. Such is the case when
dealing with a charge fed continuously through the heater coil but of
variable cross-section. An example
is shown in Fig. 7, involving high -

frequency heat treatment of a rifling broach.
The relative distribution of high -

temperature and low -temperature
metal mass, and hence the value of
the average load impedance of the
heater coil with its charge, will depend upon the rate of travel of the
charge through the heater coil. For
instance, a small cross-section piece

of high -temperature metal at the
end of the heater coil, followed by
cold metal of large cross-section en-

tering the front end of the heater
coil, will represent a relatively low impedance load, while a uniformly
small cross-section will correspond
to a load of higher impedance.

To provide uniform heating of
all outer surfaces to the same temperature, the heater coil is designed
to match the load to the generator
at an average mass of metal within
the heater coil traveling at an aver114

value is used to provide a system
of continuous rematching. A variable control rheostat in series with
the plate current circuit converts

the plate current variations into
voltage variations and drives the
input of a bridge -type amplifier
having one control and one compensating tube. The bias of the

cially built equipment of 20 -kw

this arrangement is of the self-

excited push-pull type, with the cen-

ter of the tank circuit grounded
and connected to the positive terminal of the high -voltage power sup-

ply as shown in Fig. 8. The load is

compensating tube is so set that for
the desired plate current of the os-

placed between two capacitor plates,

cillator a certain output current is
obtained from the amplifier. This
output current is used to change,
through saturation, the impedance
of a choke coil in a phase -shifting

tank circut by means of a variable
capacitance. The spacing between
the capacitor plates containing the
load and the coupling plate can be
changed by a reversible motor.
The feedback and initial coup-

network, which in turn controls the

which in turn are coupled to the

output current of a thyratron rectifier in feeding the armature of a

ling are so adjusted that for the
rated maximum plate current of

shunt-wound d -c motor driving the
feeder cable of the moving charge.
The degree of regulation ob-

the oscillator tubes, matching is obtained and maximum power is de-

tained by this method shows up
nicely if a velocity -time diagram is
taken. A small tachometer dynamo

was coupled to the shaft of the
driver motor and the speed registered by a vacuum -tube voltmeter.
The velocity diagram is actually an
inverted image of the broach.
The generator used in the experiment, shown elsewhere in this article along with its associated
quenching device, pumps, etc., was a
2 -megacycle, 2.5 -kw unit. The entire

livered to the load. Any variation
of the load impedance will be reflected into the plate circuit. The
changing voltage drop across variable resistor R, due to plate current
variations, drives the balanced tube bridge amplifier. Two relays
are connected across the output of
the balanced bridge, each in series

with a rectifier which allows current to pass through only one of the
relays for either unbalanced condition. Thus, for increasing load impedance one of the relays will re February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

spond, closing contacts

1

of the

reversible 220 -volt, 60 -cps motor;

this moves the coupling reactance
in a direction increasing the spac-

ing, thus increasing the coupling
reactance between load and gener-

ator to correct the matching. For
a decrease in load, relay 2 will respond, closing contacts and revers-

ing the motor so as to move the
coupling plates in the opposite
direction.
Operation During Heating Cycle

During the heating cycle of plas-

tic preforms, the power factor of

cling is obtained by a timer circuit.
The fact that the generator automatically adjusts itself to maximum power output at any present
level makes it possible that a number of molding presses calling for
various amounts of preform material can be supplied alternately
without making any changes on the
generator or its associated circuits.

placed on the bottom electrode. The

top electrode, which can be lifted
by a lever mechanism, will adjust
itself to any spacing corresponding
to

the thickness of the preform.

Correspondingly, the matching capacitors will seek automatically
their position of maximum power
output. Power is applied to the
high -voltage circuits of the d -c
plate supply only when the top elec-

Such operations were performed

trode reaches its final position, and
puwer is disconnected when the top

successfully by unskilled labor.
A 5 -kw generator using the same
principles of automatic rematching
was developed primarily for multi -

electrode is lifted. A timer circuit
starts and ends the period during
which power is applied.

cavity molding. The preforms are

the material increases with increas-

ing temperature. The coupling at
the beginning, being adjusted for
maximum

power

absorption,

D -C

tilJfer

matches a relatively high -imped-

Try

ance load. In the course of the heating cycle the power factor will increase and the load impedance
decrease accordingly. The balanced
amplifier will try to correct for the
lower impedance and therefore the
control motor will adjust the coup-

drum

Directic,n

heating cycle both coupling plates
will be in a position of maximum
distance from the electrodes, and
hence provide minimum coupling be-

rroverreo+
7, 0

coupling reactance by increasing
the spacing between the coupling

that at the end of the completed

omplif ier

Feedefr

ling in the direction of a larger
plate and the electrodes. This means

Bo ion ceL

t

Osc

Loud

He,ter cod

FIG. 7-Schematic diagram of electronic heating unit provided with continuous
rematching equipment for heating to a constant surface temperature a moving
charge of non -uniform cross-section as shown at the lower right

tween load and generator. The next

cycle will start at this minimum coupling position, excluding the pos-

sibility of an overloaded plate circuit. Once the next cycle is started
the rematching mechanism
automatically seek its own position
of optimum coupling, corresponding
to matched conditions between load
and generator.
After the filament voltage is
brought up to its nominal value the
will

unit is made ready to operate by
pushing a starter button on the

[73 ET3

Vanab'

impedance toad
Mo,ondriven corip/iny renclaare,

$

Bridge amplifier
220V 60^,
Reversible

motor

Generator

circuit

front panel. This turns on the high voltage power supply and simultaneously connects the armature of the
reversible rematching motor across
the 60 -cycle, 220 -volt line.

A high -frequency wattmeter indicates

the amount of high -fre-

quency power converted into heat
within the load. The load electrodes
are accessible after opening the

screen gate in front of the unit,

which automatically shuts off the
high -voltage circuit. Proper recyELECTRONICS - February 1945

FIG. 8-Simplified schematic diagram of dielectric heating generator provided
with automatic and continuous readjustment of matching between the load and
the generator lank circuit
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The CAA
Instrument Landing System

.

First complete technical details of blind landing system officially adopted for civil aviation
in U. S. Installation program is under way and will be accelerated after the war. Part I
covers theoretical aspects and runway localizer circuits
THE following is a description of

the radio instrument landing
system which has been adopted by
the Civil Aeronautics Administration for use throughout the United
States by civil aviation. The installation program is already under
way, although it will not attain its
full volume until after the war.
The function of any ideal instru-

ment landing system is to permit
the pilot of an airplane to land his
craft safely without benefit of

The first of these radiates signals
which overlap and produce an equisignal zone (or course) aligned

that the system shall impose a minimum of new work on the pilot.
This combination of require-

ments is quite stringent and diffi- with the axis of the runway. A
cult to meet. The system to be de- zero -center differential indicating
scribed does not meet it fully, yet instrument in the cockpit will indiit does so to a sufficient degree to cate zero as long as the airplane is
make it acceptable. Improvements in this zone, and will have deflechave already been, and will continue tions to the right or left as the craft
to be made. As in all fields, research departs from on -course. The runproduces sometimes a slow, some- way localizer operates in the fretimes a rapid-but always a prac- quency band from 108 Mc to 111 Mc.

visual contact with the ground dur-

ing any part of the landing procedure. The advantages of being

Runway
locab:zer

Glide path localizer

able to do this are obvious and the
problem has long been recognized.

--Boundary

marker

Many and varied solutions have
been proposed but all are based on
the use of radio in some form.

Direction of approach
Outer

marker.,

1-- Middle marker

Basic Requirements

Administration
Building

Long experience with other radio

aids to air navigation has shown
that an instrument landing system
for general use should meet certain
basic requirements-the first being

FIG.

1-Arrangement of components of CAA instrument landing system on and
near a typical airport

that of dependability. By this is

meant that the information re-

tically continuous stream of im-

The second element comprises

ceived from the facility by the pilot
must be trustworthy and accurate.
It is better to have no facility at all

provements. The commercial prod-

two (sometimes three) low -powered

uct must follow research discon-

transmitters located at specified
distances from the point of con-

than a questionable one. The second requirement is that the facility
shall be capable of being operated
and maintained by personnel without extensive radio engineering

training. Failure to meet this requirement has, in fact, been largely
responsible for delay in adoption of
instrument landing by this agency.

Another requirement is that the
equipment shall comprise few, if
any, parts not easily available or
manufacturable. The fourth, and
by no means the least important, is
116

tinuously, and adopt improvements
only after they have accumulated.
Main Elements of New System

The system adopted comprises
three main elements, arranged on
and about an airport essentially as
shown in Fig. 1:

(1) Runway localizer-to provide information relative to
the heading of the aircraft.

(2) Markers-to indicate distance from point of contact.
(3) Glide path localizer-to provide indication of altitude.

tact, along the extended axis of the
runway, and radiating sharply vertical patterns. Each of these transmitters operates a different colored

light in the airplane to permit the
pilot to identify the marker being
received. All markers operate at
75 Mc.
Equi-Signal Glide Path

The third element has only recently been developed to a satisfac-

tory stage and is not yet being installed. It will therefore not be de February 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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...Part I
By PETER CAPORALE
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scribed in this paper, except by
stating that it, too, radiates two

overlapping signals to produce an
equi-signal zone or on -course. The
equi-signal surface is a vertical cir-

cular cone with the apex on the
antenna. The station is located to
one side of the runway so that the
vertical plane through the localizer
course cuts the cone parallel to but
not through the axis. The intersection of the plane and the cone is thus
a hyperbola. If the pilot were to

follow both the glide path course
and the localizer course, he would
actually be traveling along a portion of this hyperbola. His position
in space would thus be absolutely
determined at all times during his
descent, and by properly controlling
the position and shape of the hyperbola, the aircraft could be brought
to a complete landing without necessity of seeing the ground.
Actually, the radiated patterns can
be modified so that the surface of

intersection is not exactly a right
circular cone, but is such as to result in a more or less straight line
glide path. It is anticipated that
this equipment will operate at a
frequency in the vicinity of 300 Mc.

An equi-signal glide path of this
type was experimentally set up by

Messrs. D. M. Stuart and J.

C.

Ilromada at the Indianapolis Experimental Station of the CAA in
1938. The results were completely
successful and tests, including
flight tests, showed the system to
be a practical one. For a number of
reasons, not all technical, it was
necessary to abandon this project,
and constant -intensity glide path

Checking adjustment of loop antenna system for runway localizer
adopted CAA radio instrument landing system
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was then evolved which required
the aircraft to follow a path of constant signal intensity. While the
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FIG. 2-Radia:ion patterns of the sideband and carrier antennas, plotted in both

rectangular and polar coordinates
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both antennas, and this is done so

First sideband pair

as to produce two different patterns
for the 90 -cps and 150 -cps modulation frequencies.

Carrier pair

The radiation patterns are made
highly directive, with the maximum
approximately ten degrees from the
course as shown in Fig. 2. The purpose of this is to maintain as much

.2
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a,Ifib

°!r(Balancing,
4
stub-0-,
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signal near the course as possible
and at the same time minimize the
off -course signal that might reach
buildings or other structures and
be reflected therefrom. Such reflections often are strong enough
to affect the patterns and cause so-
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FIG. 3 --Schematic diagram showing general arrangement of the first two pairs
of antenna circuits associated with the runway localizer
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dicular to, and the center on the
axis of the runway. The array is
arranged in pairs, each symmetrical about the center. The radiators are vertical magnetic doublets (horizontal current loops) with
patterns circular in the horizontal
plane. The center pair, henceforth
called carrier pair, is operated in
phase with each other and fed with
normally modulated carrier. The

resulting radiation then contains
the carrier frequency and all of the
associated sidebands. Each of these
sidebands will, of course, have the

same space pattern as the carrier
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FIG. 4-Composite sideband pattern duo to all radiators of runway localizer
(solid lines) and variation of clearance with azimuth (dash -dash lines)

scheme is technically feasible, it is

modulated carrier
so-called carrier an-

no: practical because the actual

of signals
( from the

glide path depends on too many fac-

tenna) and a group of pure side -

tors which are likely to vary, such
as receiver sensitivity, transmitter

lation ( from the sideband antenna).

power output, etc. This became very

ev:dent after one or two trial inst./Mations and the scheme was
therefore abandoned.
Theory

of Runway Localizer

The localizer radiates two types
Iii

much less directional, as it should
be, since it is desired that the avc
in the aircraft receiver be operative
regardless of bearing with respect
to the transmitter.
To obtain the desired radiation
pattern, a linear array of radiators
is arranged with the axis perpen-

a

bands corresponding to this moduThe sidebands from the first signal
effectively combine (in the receiver) with the pure sideband signals and the overall received modulation is due to both components.

(due to the negligible difference in
carrier pairs
and sideband pairs).
frequency between

As is well known, the electric
field resulting from such a doublet has no components except in a
plane at right angles to the axis of
the doublet. In this case, the field
is therefore purely horizontal which
is of some practical advantage. For
example, vertical metallic supports,
lines, conduits, etc., inevitable in an

actual installation, do not absorb
any energy and therefore do not

The space pattern of the modula-

observably distort the radiated pattern. Furthermore, the coefficient
of reflection from large surfaces is
slightly less for horizontally polarized waves- -particularly if the angle of incidence approaches the

tion can be controlled by means of

value of Brewster's angle (which
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

in this case is of the order of 6.5°).

On the other hand, a number of
comparative tests of vertical as
as horizontal arrays has
failed to demonstrate unequivocally
well

the superiority of one or the other
type of polarization. In view of
this and of the definite advantages
of vertical arrays in simplicity and
economy, the latter have not been
summarily dismissed from future
consideration.
The elements of each of the other
pairs (hereafter called sideband
pairs) are operated 180 degrees out

of phase and all elements on one
side of the center are in phase with
each other. All the sideband pairs
are, furthermore, fed in quadrature
with the carrier pair. Feed arrange-

ments for the carrier pair and the
first sideband pair are shown in
Fig. 3.

Quarter -wave transmission line transformers used as phasing controls to place
all sideband antenna pairs in phase with each other and in quadrature with the
carrier antenna pair of the runway localizer system

Since a further rotation of 90
degrees is inherent in the radiation

from the sideband pairs (see Appendix I), the resultant pattern will
be in phase (or 180 degrees out of

phase) with that radiated by the
carrier pair. The pattern for three
sideband pairs (the usual number
in a typical installation) is shown
in Fig. 2. There are only two lobes,
of opposite phase, and with nulls
along the direction of the course.
It is to be noted that the phase in
s

S

e

e

pattern is independent of
azimuth except for the two reversals at the nulls.
The pattern from the carrier
pair is likewise of constant phase.
The resultant pattern due to a com-

wholly on one side of the course line

merely the algebraic sum. With the
proper choice of current ratios, the
resultant can be placed almost

terns of Fig. 2, the right-hand side band lobe is arranged to be in

the

bination of the two therefore is

with little or no radiation on the
other side, and the side of maximum radiation is that in which the
sideband lobe is in phase with the

pattern from the carrier pair. To
produce the modulation field pat-

phase with the carrier pattern in
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FIG. 5-Output and antenna circuits of runway localizer. Main
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FIG. 7 --Variation of modulation factor

of runway localizer
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Building housing runway localizer antennas and associated transmitter equipment

the case of the 90 -cps modulation,
and out of phase in the case of 150 cps modulation.
Course Clearance and Sharpness

There are several characteristics
of these patterns which are important in the operation of the localizer. Figure 4 represents, in rectangular coordinates, one quadrant of
the modulation field patterns shown

in polar form in Fig. 2. The ratio
of amplitudes of the two modulation
frequencies in any direction (in
decibels) is defined as clearance.

can be varied by adjusting the
audio gain of the receiver. This is
in fact done to standardize aircraft
equipment.
The discussion is devoted mainly

to clearance since this is a characteristic of the transmitting system
only, and not of the receiving system also, as a -f sharpness is. (Actually, the observed clearance is
also a function of the surrounding
terrain.)
In operation, it is important that
the clearance in all directions (except on course) be adequate so as

The clearance in a direction 1i degrees off course is defined as r -f
course sharpness. Along the course,

to produce no multiples nor even the

the clearance is obviously zero.

proper course alignment is obvious
and the maintenance of proper
course width is equally important.

Course width is the zone within
which the clearance is less than some
maximum --arbitrarily chosen. Mul-

tiple courses are said to exist if the
clearance is zero in more than one

impression that a course is being
approached. The importance of

These factors are therefore monitored continuously.

direction. Bends are said to exist

Description of Transmitter

if the direction of zero clearance is
a function of the distance from the
antenna array.

Somewhat novel equipment arrangements have been used to produce the results described above;
these are indicated in Fig. 5. Two

Another form of course sharpness depends on the receiving equip-

ment as well as the radiated pattern. This may be termed a -f sharpness and it is that which is observed

power amplifier stage is plate -modulated by the 90 -cps and 150 -cps signals from the motor -alternator unit.

Pure carrier from the grid circuit
of this amplifier is used to excite a

sideband generator, the plate circuit of which is fed by the modulation voltage. Under these condi-

tions and if the tubes and circuit
are balanced and operating under
class C conditions, the output volt-

age will be proportional to sin qt
sin wt where q/2n and (0/27c are the
modulation and carrier frequencies
respectively. This output contains,
therefore, only sidebands (no carrier) corresponding to the modulation and carrier frequencies, and is
used to feed the sideband antenna.
The division of energy among the

transmission

line

transformers shown in Fig. 6, requiring no field adjustments. This

modulation voltages: D -K (C. C.) , where K is a function of the

is a most desirable feature in a

program of this magnitude in which

instrument itself. It is evident that

D depends not only on the ratio

120

directly to the antenna by means of
70 -ohm coaxial line. The transmitter is crystal -controlled and the

quarter -wave

tional to the differences of the two

tion for a given value of C./C.,

lated carrier to the carrier pair of
loops (c) and one supplying pure
sideband energy to the sideband
pairs (s).
Modulated carrier power is obtained from the output tank of a
200 -watt transmitter and carried

three (or more) sideband pairs is
achieved by the fixed system of

by the pilot on his indicating instrument. This is a differential instrument with deflections propor-

an/C,,. (the r -f course sharpness),
but also on the absolute values of
these voltages, so that the deflec-

main sources of r -f power feed the
antenna array, one supplying modu-

FIG. 8-Hybrid unit used with voice channel to give verbal instructions to incoming
pilots over runway localizer radio system

it is frequently necessary to have
installations made and maintained
by personnel of limited technical
qualifications. The loads (R) are
all equal to each other and are essentially 70 ohms resistive.
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

desired current ratio is
= 1:0.5 :0.3, hence the desired power ratio is Pi:P2:P =
The

1:0.25:0.09.

each

The power input to

transformer section being
it follows that (1/R0%)

E'/R',

(1/R',) : (1/Rn') = 1 :0.25 :0.09, and
since Zo'i = R.R' etc., the characteristic admittances have the

same relative values as the currents.
The impedance Z. is selected to

match the parallel impedances of
the three sections to the source R.
The value of Z., is chosen to result
in practical dimensions for the various conductors and for this reason
is different from R..

transformer windings (and the inductor L1), which are several hundred henrys or more (although,

ator must furnish about 100 watts.
With 100 percent modulation on
(where the contribution
from the side -band loops is zero),
the modulation off course will in
general differ from 100 percent and
will vary with azimuth due to the
radiation pattern of the array. It
course

due to the magnitudes involved, the
leakage reactance may become important without the necessary precautions)*.
Modulation Percentage

might offhand appear that if the

The 200 -watt carrier is modu-

carrier is itself modulated 100 percent, the superposition of radiation
from the sideband loops would result in overmodulation everywhere

lated 100 percent on course, assuming no voice channel; with voice on
the same carrier, the 90 and 150 -cps

modulation would be correspond-

except on course. This is not the

ingly less. With peak modulation by

case. Radiation from the sideband
loops adds to the carrier modulation for one of the modulation frequencies, but subtracts for the
other, so that the net result can be,
and for most values of azimuth is

both 90 cps and 150 cps, each of
these

frequencies modulates the

carrier only 50 percent. A useful
modulating power of 25 watts at

Audio Hybrid Circuit

The phasing, which determines

each frequency is, therefore, re-

on which side of the course the
main lobe of each modulation pattern occurs, is accomplished in a
special audio hybrid circuit. Referring to Fig. 5, the 90 -cps source

and the
nected

150 -cps

into

a

center -

tapped transformer. The center tapped winding is loaded symmetri-

cally by the sideband generator
plate circuit and the main transmit-

ter p.a. plate circuit. Under these
conditions, the 90 -cps components

in these loads are in phase with
each other, and the 150 -cps components are out of phase.
This same relationship (or the
reverse, depending on the polarities
of the coupling transformers) per-

sists up to and including the antenna array, thus producing modulation field patterns similar to that
in Fig. 2. In order that these phase
relationships be obtained, it is
necessary that the loads presented
by the two coupling transformers,
T, and T2, be purely resistive and
equal. If they are not purely resis-

tive, it is likely that they will not

have the same phase angle and

usually their reactance will differ
for the two modulation frequencies.
This disturbs the desired phase re-

lations and results in interaction
between the two audio -frequency
sources by virtue of the unbalance
in transformer To.
In the actual equipment, the
phase angles of the loads presented
by T, and T, are of the order of two
or three degrees. The value of this

phase angle is affected chiefly by
the self inductances of the various
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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quired. With a plate efficiency of
the order of 50 percent in the p.a.,
the actual power required is more
nearly 50 watts, and considering

less than 100 percent modulation
(see Fig. 7). It is evident that

further that a like amount is re-

overmodulation does not occur except between 5 deg and 15 deg off course, and the maximum is only

quired by the sideband generator

128

(actually somewhat more due to the
lower efficiency of the latter), it can
be seen that each modulation gener*It is easy to show that if the secondary
of a transformer is loaded by a resistive
load R, and if the self -reactance of the
secondary winding is X = kR. then the impedance looking into the primary will have
a phase angle equal to tan, (1/k l. a ssuni
ing no leakage reactance. For this angle to
be three degrees for R = 10,000 ohms. X
must he at least 190,000 ohms, which requires the self-inductance (at 00 cps) to he
310 henrys. On the other hand, such large
iuJnetaaces introduce the problem of leakage rya et a nee. If the reflected impedance
is of the order of 1.000 ohms, then the
leakage reactance cannot exceed about 50
ohms (or roughly 0.1 henry).

percent.
Insertion of Voice Channel

It is sometimes desirable to be
able to operate a voice channel on
the localizer to permit phone contacts with a pilot prior to or during
an actual approach. This is easily
done, the insertion of the voice mod-

ulation being made in the hybrid
circuit consisting of transformers
To, T, and T, (Fig. 5). Voice signals are introduced by a third
121
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sideband pair.
A pertinent question commonly
raised concerns the effect of unbalance in the sideband generator, re-

sulting for example from the failure of one of the tubes. The most
evident effect is to introduce carrier into the sideband loops, and
consequent radiation will
merely distort somewhat the overall
the
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FIG. 10 -Variation of clearance with phase of carrier loop current

transformer (T, in Fig. 8) also
having a center -tapped secondary
forming a second balanced circuit.

the direction of the course. This
might result from mechanical in-

In this manner, the 90 -cps and 150 cps signals are kept out of the voice
equipment. Resistor R is used to

a failure of one only of the two modulation sources.

maintain balance on T,. The voice

channel in both transmitting and
receiving equipment has a low -fre-

quency limit of about 200 cps to
avoid interference with the basic
localizer frequencies. When voice
is used, the localizer frequencies are
made to produce a peak modulation
of the order of 60 percent to 70 per-

jury to one side of the array, or to
Consider clearance C as defined
above. Figure 4 shows the normal
variation of C with azimuth for a
typical installation in normal operation. It will be noticed that for
certain directions C is infinite,

whereas for other directions it goes
through minima. There are two

factors of principal interest from
the standpoint of maintenance. One

cent, the balance being available

is the phasing of the carrier an-

for voice. It should be noted that
voice modulation is radiated by the

tenna with respect to the sideband
antenna, and the other is the ratio

carrier antenna only, and the space
pattern will be that of the latter.

rier antenna as compared to that in

Stability Considerations

Since the stability of the system
depends partly on the stability of
relative r -f phases, the sideband
generator is driven, as stated, directly from the unmodulated grid
tank of the transmitter power
amplifier. All r -f energy is carried
over coaxial copper lines with air
dielectric, and the lines to the antenna array are filled with dry air
under low pressure to prevent
breathing of moisture. An experimental installation utilizing solid dielectric cables throughout has
been made. If satisfactory, these
cables would evidently be preferable to air dielectric lines.
The system is inherently quite
stable for any reasonable variation
in the several parameters. The
alignment of the course is not af-

fected by any change except one
which in some way modifies the

symmetry of the patterns about
122

k of sideband current in the carthe first sideband pair.

Both of
these depend to a large extent on
the transmitting equipment, and
particularly on the transmitter
proper. A departure of either of
these factors (but not both) from
normal will affect the values of min-

imum clearance, but not the position of these minima relative to the
course (see Appendix I).
Figure 9 shows the variation of
minimum clearance values with
ic/2, and
variation of ko for a
Fig. 10 shows the corresponding
variation with 7. for the normal
value of 11. (The curves marked S
represent course sharpness. or
clearance at 0

1.52.) A departure

of either st or k from normal reduces the value of one or more of
the clearance minima, yet a change
in ko by 40 percent or a change in
,

of 45 degrees results

ances

not

smaller

in clearthan 6 db.

Both of these minima are adequate
for proper operation provided the

carrier space pattern. Another effect is to reduce the sideband output, which amounts to increasing
the value of leo in Fig. 9. However,
even if one of the tubes fails completely, this effectively increases k.
by a factor of about 2; Fig. 9 shows
the relatively small effect of this on

clearance and sharpness. There is
no need for using matched tubes.
To insure the maximum possible

stability of the system, the equipitself designed to be
stable within very close tolerances
over a wide range of ambient and
service conditions, as is done with
all equipment used in CAA faciliment is

ties.
Monitoring the Runway Localizer

The above study of the operational changes to be expected when
different parameters vary has

pointed the way to the method of
monitoring the localizer. The question of monitoring the localizer (as

well as the other parts of the system) is naturally important since
the equipment is unattended in all
installations.

The first and obvious concern is

with the proper alignment of the
course. In the first installations a
field detector was placed 150 feet
from the antenna, directly on either
the front or back course. The position of the course is, however, rela-

tively stable and independent of
some of the more likely malfunctioning -8 of equipment such as de -

tuning of transmitter p.a. or side band generator. On the other hand,
such variables do affect the clearance off course, and a receiver lo-

cated on course would not reveal
these changes.

It is important to have ample
clearance off -course to avoid serious confusion to a pilot. A receiver

is therefore located about 50 de February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

ing

simultaneously

carrier from the carrier pair. and

The remainder of this two-part
article, to appear in the next issue,
describes the runway localizer
equipment in considerable detail

nal from the clearance monitor is

sidebands from the sideband pairs.
This can be done as shown in Fig.
5 by loading the modulation trans-

fed through a transmission line

former in the transmitter with a

(Fig. 12) to the control tower
where it operates a visual indicator
as well as alarm and recording circuits. The course monitor is arranged so that if the course moved

dummy load in lieu of the p.a. plate
circuit. The only modulation on the
carrier is then that due to radiation
from the sideband loops. The latter
can be phased correctly by adjust-

graphical factors affecting the location of the equipment at an airport.

grees off course to permit monitoring this clearance, the one on
course being used to monitor course
alignment and signal level. The sig-

unmodulated

ing the phaser to each sideband
pair until the audio signal on the

'beyond a predetermined limit, or
if the level changes more than a
preset amount, its output operates

output of the clearance monitor is
a maximum (see Appendix I). This
process is a matter of a few min-

to open the line carrying the clear-

ance signal and thereby causes
various alarm and other circuits to

utes. In earlier systems making
use of mechanical modulation it
was impossible to radiate pure car-

function at the control tower. Lines
from the marker stations carry corresponding signals which also oper-

rier simultaneously with pure side bands, and the phasing process involved lengthy field observations of
patterns, requiring from a few days
to a few weeks.

ate the recorder and alarm functions as well as visual indicators.
Since these signals are all at different audio frequencies they are
easily separated, where necessary,
by appropriate filters.

The system has been designed
with consideration for the limited
technical training of installation
and maintenance personnel. One

Likewise, the ratio of sideband
current in the carrier loops, to the
sideband current in the sideband
loops (the quantity k.) is readily
adjusted by comparing (by field
measurements at one position) the
modulation due to radiation from
the sideband loops with the modu-

feature which contributes materially to simplifying the tune-up
process is the possibility of radiat-

radiation from the sideband loops.

Tune -Up Procedure

lation from the transmitter. The
latter reading is obtained with no

and takes up the various topoAPPENDIX I

For the array used, and if the
loop currents are k cos out, the
space pattern for the sidebands of
one modulation frequency is given
by

P=
where

K (pie

p22)% cos (cot -I- b)

(1)

ko cos a cosi%

sin a cos fib + a
a 7-.±- sin St

k2 sin fl

k3 sin 133

Bo sin 0, flu 7-=-si sin 0, etc.

electrical spacing of loops

ko,

from center of array
6' =- azimuth measured from perpendicular bisector of array.
relative amplitudes of radia-

tor currents referred to the
current in the first sideband

a -7=1'

pair.
tan -1 (p2/pi)
phase of carrier loops relative
to sideband loops.

It follows from Eq. (1) that the
radiation from the sideband loops
is in quadrature with the loop currents. This may be seen by eliminating the terms due to the carrier
pair (i.e., pi = 0, p2 = a). This im-

35
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FIG. 11-Variation of clearance with current in outer pair
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Localizer field monitor used to detect failure of on -course pattern
123

mediately results in y = tan'co
On the other hand, the radia-

tion from the carrier pair

is in

phase with the loop current since if
a = 0, then st, is equal to a, the orig-

inal phase of the carrier loop curFor optimum addition of
radiation from these two portions
rents.

of the array the sideband loops
must be fed in quadrature with respect to the carrier loops, i.e.,
a = 7:/2. This optimum phasing
may also be deduced by consider-

ing the magnitude of p from Eq.
(l). This may be written pi = K
(k' cos' go +
2ak0 sin a cos /V
which is obviously maximum when
a = .7c 2 (a, Ito and cos f,, being positive).

In any direction 0, the sideband
signal due to one modulation frequency will be as given above by
Eq. (1), while that due to the other
modulation frequency will be
p' = K (pie -I- p23)' cos (0.,t

(3)

creases and decreases for different
values of 9, and there will be some
direction, or directions, in which
it will have a minimum value (not
less than 10 db, however). If, for

any reason, the values of k or a
vary, this minimum value of C will
vary also, though not the positions
at which the minima occur. This

may be seen by considering the
ratio p/p' on which C depends:
R

(Pi
=
A.20 cos' 8 + a2 + 2 ako sin a cos th
ko2 cos' 30 + a2 - 2 ako sin a cos itio

value).
(6)

Without further manipulation, it is

evident from Eq. (6) that for any
value of 0, R approaches unity (and

hence the clearance C approaches
zero) as a departs from the value
7:/2. At the extreme value a = 0,
the clearance is zero in all directions. Evidently, also, if C >0 for
a = r/2, it will remain greater than
zero for all values of a except a =0.
It may also be seen from Eq. (6)

that the values of 0 where C has

where
ko sin a cos go -

and
=2- tan -1 (P3/P1)

(-I'

The clearance, as defined previously, will then be
C = 20 log (pip')

(5,

and the sharpness S will be the
value of C at 0 = 1.5°. On course
(0 = 0), p p' and C O. Aso
departs from 0, C increases rapidly
and should, preferably, remain as
large as possible. Actually, it in -

minima remain unchanged though
the values of the minima decrease
as a departs from r./2. By rewriting R as
+ 2 g sin a + I
R =92
g2 - 2 g sin a + 1

(7)

it follows that
OR

4 sin a (1 - 2 ,2)

(9) this reduces to (1 - 2g') op /69
= 0, which is independent of a.
It is likewise easy to show from
Eq. (6) that the positions (but not
the values) of minima for C are independent of k0 provided a = / 2 .
This is not true for other values of
a. Figure 9 shows the variation of
the values of these minima with lc,.
for a = 7:/2. Figure 10 shows the
variation of these same minima
with a, for kn = 0.8 (its normal

bg

(8)
00 - (g2- 2 g sina + 1)2 ae
The values of 9 where C has minima

(or maxima) are determined by
OC/60 =. 0; from Eq. (5), (7) and

In considering Fig. 9 and 10, it
should be remembered that they
refer to the clearance C as defined

by Eq. (5). This clearance so defined depends only on the ratio
p/p' and these are merely the amplitudes of the resultant radiated
sidebands. The modulation factors
at the two audio frequencies do not
necessarily have this same ratio except for a = 1-://2, in which case the
sidebands are in the proper phase

with respect to the carrier for all
values of 0. When a
longer the case.

is/2 this is no

For a = rc/2, the radiated carrier
and sidebands are
m cos pt cos qt

cos qt

(9)

When a 7t./2, the sidebands are
no longer in phase with the carrier,
so to speak, and the expression may

be written
cos (qt +

m (0) cos pl cos qt

(10)

where tp is the phase shift due to

It is zero for a = 1712. Equation
(10) reduces to

a.

(1

2m cos >G cos pt + m2 cost pt)

cos (qt

tt,)

The effective modulation factor is
I

thus

;

Control quarters

L

m' = (1 + 2m cos

+ m2)4 - I

(11)

The variation in
with is slow
if 1G is not excessive, and for iy =
45 degrees the effective modulation
factor is only 17 percent below
maximum. Now the change in is
1,!.

Course

morwlorClearcl,re,

monlior

Localizer
Building

ti

always less than the departure of
a from 7r / 2 . This is due to the fact
Clearance
indicator

that a affects only the sideband energy radiated by the sideband loops,

that radiated by the center pair
always being in proper phase. Furthermore, changes in a reduce the
effective modulation due to p' as

well as that due to p. From these
F//eq-s-=

FIG. 12 --General arrangement of monitoring equipment with respect to the runway
localizer field
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considerations, it follows that variations in a of less than 45 degrees
will result in reduced clearance, but
the reduction is not generally such
as to produce points of zero clearance, or apparent spurious courses.
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Tubeless Probe for VTVM
R -F circuit loading due to the input admit-

tance of the measuring instrument is reduced by employing a cathode follower in
the input circuit of a vacuum -tube voltmeter
Naral Ordnance Laboratory
Washington, D. C.

USERB of vacuum -tube voltme-

ters who have struggled with
bulky

should appear as a shunt capacitance of only 2 x 60 x 0.013 = 1.6

vacuum -tube

probes in confined spaces will appreciate the value of the arrangement to be described. The circuit
is practically as effective as .a vac-

µILL With total grid -cathode resis-

tance of 5 megohms, the apparent
shunt input resistance is 5/0.013 =
380 megohms.

uum -tube probe and has the advan-

tage of permitting the tube to be
located some distance away from
the circuit under test.
A cathode follower is employed,
and is fed through a shielded conductor. The shield is not grounded
but is connected directly to the
cathode of the tube. The capaci-

r 0/7/10(

Cathode -follower circuit for use in vtvm to

eliminate the tube in the test probe

and the reduction factor a = 1 A=
1/G,Z, approximately,
if
ft
and
G,&
are large. Large
tance of the cathode follower, but
because

values of p. and G,,, thus are desirable in order that a may be small.

at the input terminals. The effective input capacitance at the probe
terminals is the total capacitance
between grid and cathode multiplied by a reduction factor which

cathode follower is its cathode -to -

by proper design may be 0.01.
Circuit Theory

The chief characteristics of the
cathode follower are low input capacitance, high input resistance,
and low output impedance. These

are given as C, = a C R, = R,/a,
= A/G, where C = total effec-

tive capacitance between grid and
cathode of the tube, R. = effective
grid -cathode resistance, A = gain of

the circuit, and a = 1 -A =

ei

a number less than unity.

An analysis of the circuit will
show that the gain

A =1+

1/µ-F1/GmZL

ELECTRONICS - February 1945

The measured input impedance
of this circuit was found to be approximately 5 p.,td in parallel with
300 megohms at frequencies from
1 cps to 500,000 cps, the difference

tance of the shielded conductor thus
is added to the grid -cathode capaciof the cathode -follower
characteristics this total capacitance does not appear as such

10 megohms; R. = 2500 ohms;
RL = 250,000 ohms.
The published values of ft and Gm
for these conditions are respectively
100, and 1150 micromhos, giving a
value of a = 0.013. Hence the two foot length of 60 -1./4 -per -foot
shielded cable used as an input lead

By HOWARD L. DANIELS

necessarily

With circuit constants as follows:
E. = 200 v; C = 1000 p.,uf ; R. =

The output impedance of the

between 5 p.p.f and 1.6 p.i.Lf being ac-

counted for as the grid -to -ground
capacitance within the tube. The
voltage gain is about 0.98.
Limitations

The chief limitation of the high
frequency operation of this circuit
is the cathode -ground capacitance,

since this must be considered as
ground impedance, and its value shunting the cathode resistor for
from the equivalent circuit is AIG the purpose of evaluating ZL. The
assuming the source impedance to high frequency limit evidently may
be small as compared with the be extended by using a tube having
actual grid -cathode impedance. a higher traisconductance and reThis also is the impedance of the quiring a lower value of cathode reshield to ground. The larger the sistor. The low frequency limit may
Gm, therefore, the smaller is this be extended by increasing the value
value. Although the shield is not of C9.
directly grounded, its impedance to

ground nevertheless will be low.
The effective input resistance, at
the probe terminals, is the actual

The cathode -to -ground impedance

of the tube appears relatively low
even for a source impedance as high
as several megohms, and hum

grid -cathode resistance multiplied
by the reduction factor 1/a.

pickup is much reduced as com-

Operating Values

shielded cable may be used, the

pared with an unshielded lead. For
low-level measurements, a double -

A circuit of this type, which the

inner shield being connected to the
cathode and the outer one to

quencies up to several hundred kilocycles, employs a type 6SF5
high -mu triode operating under
the conditions : E. = 100 v; I, =

ground. With the double shield,
the cutoff value will be constant and

writer has found useful at fre-

0.4 ma; E. = -1v.

independent of location but it will
be lower because of the increased
cathode -to -ground capacitance.
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A Photoelectric
Optical s) ',tem of sensitive galvanometer operates amplifier which has suffi-

cient output to operate a recording
meter. Feedback from amplifier to
galvanometer eliminates necessity for
damping resistor and reduces galvanometer deflection by mechanical
vibration

By GABRIELLE ASSET
Calibrating the phototube amplifier

Research Engineer
The Brown Instrument Company
Regulator Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Division of Minneapolis -Honeywell

TO MEASURE

voltages as low as

one microvolt a phototube amp-

cannot directly operate a reliably
sturdy recorder.

lifier has been developed for use
with a sensitive galvanometer and
an electronic recorder. The gal-

The galvanometer with which

vanometer deflection acts optically
on a twin phototube to produce an
unbalance which is amplified so that

the amplifier is designed to be used
is a Leeds and Northrup type 2500
which has a sensitivity of 0.32 mi-

Galvanometer and Recorder

it is measurable by means of the
recorder. A feedback circuit to the
galvanometer reduces the effect of
vibration. Under good conditions

crovolts per mm at one meter, a coil
resistance of 11.5 ohms and a period
of 5 seconds. Although the critical

damping resistance is 52 ohms,
none was necessary because of the
damping of negative feedback from
the amplifier. This galvanometer
represents a compromise between
sensitivity and ease of adjustment.
A more sensitive galvanometer can

be used to greater advantage in

percent.

some instances, employing a larger
negative feedback for the microvolt
scale for the same galvanometer deflection. However, more time is re-

As an example of the application
of this instrument, in the petroleum

more sensitive instrument.

readings on the one -microvolt range

can be duplicated within

-±0.75

quired for the adjustment of the
The lamp used with the galvanometer has a straight vertical

and rubber industries infrared radiant energy is used for spectroscopic analysis of hydrocarbons. In
the majority of such analytical
equipment, transmitted radiation
falls upon a thermocouple or thermopile setting up an electromotive
force of the order of 10 microvolts
or less.
Measuring such a small emf un-

coiled filament. The beam of light
from this filament is focused, by

der industrial conditions requires
a detecting device which is sensitive yet sturdy. The recorder used
with the detecting device should

by a space of B12 inch. The image of

means of a lens in the lamp housing,

on the cathodes of the twin photo tube of the amplifier, the beam having been first reflected at the mirror
of the galvanometer. The two cathodes of the phototube are separated

the filament is wide enough to
straddle this space and to cover a
strip on each cathode about ilk inch

also be sturdy and have a wide,
easily read scale which is linear

with the thermocouple emf. A sufficiently sensitive detecting device
126

wide.

The meter used as an indicator of

emf is a Brown Electronic strip
FIG. 1-Basic phototube amplifier circuit

chart potentiometer recorder, which
Felormary 1,45 - ELECTRONICS

Galvanometer Amplifier
has proved to be highly satisfac-

tory for use with the phototube
amplifier: No noticeable zero drift
exists and its readings are reliable
within ±-0.25 percent of full scale
deflection. The model used has a
span of 4 millivolts. The time re-

quired for full scale travel of the
pointer is 11 seconds, but this can
be reduced by changing the gear
reduction of the balancing motor.

Rower supply

and
confroi box

Recording
otent/omefor

Phototube Amplifier

The amplifier is built in two
units. A control box contains the
control knobs, selector switch, all
the resistors in the measuring and
amplifier circuits and the power
pack.
In the

vacuum -tube unit are
mounted the triodes of the amplifier

and the twin phototube. A projecting light shield prevents scattered light from affecting the phototube. When the system is in operation, the galvanometer, vacuum
tube unit and lamp are enclosed in
a box to keep the temperature uniform and to reduce further the effects of stray light on the photo -

The phototube amplifier is the connecting link between a sensitive galvanometer and an electronic recorder. The optical system comprising the lamp,
galvanometer mirror and phototube of the amplifier is best enclosed to elimin-

ate stray light and temperature variations

tube.

The operation of the phototube
amplifier is illustrated by Fig. 1, a
simplified diagram of the circuit.

When there is no emf across the
thermocouple terminals AB, the
galvanometer coil is undeflected.
Light from the lamp strikes the gal-

vanometer mirror and is reflected
to the twin phototube. The optical
alignment of the lamp, galvanometer and phototube is adjusted so
that the same amount of light falls
on each cathode of the twin photo tube.
The phototube load resistors are

equal, and therefore the potential

at points C and D are equal. To
make points E and F equal in potential the two sections of the duotriocle are balanced by Ri.

The measuring circuit is across
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

points E and F. Whenever these
two points are at the same potential, no current flows around this

the light beam is not deflected beyond that position where its edge
just fails to strike one of the

loop. The meter, which records the
voltage drop across R consequently
reads zero.
When the equipment is in use in
spectroscopic analysis, radiation
falls on the thermocouple, raising

cathodes.

This difference in potential results in a like difference in potential
at the grids of the duotriode. These
changes in grid voltages, being

its temperature and producing a

amplified without distortion, produce a difference of potential be-

small emf. This emf causes the galvanometer coil to deflect through a

tween E and F which is proportional to the thermocouple emf.

small angle. The resultant deflec-

The potential difference between E

tion of the light beam reflected and F is large enough to produce a
from the galvanometer mirror then

illuminates a greater area of one
cathode of the phototube than of
the other. The resulting unbalance
in potentials at C and D is proportional to the thermocouple emf if

drop across R2 sufficient to actuate
an electronic potentiometer recorder.
A sensitive galvanometer such as

the one used here ordinarily re-

sponds to every type of mechanical
127

disturbance unless a vibration -absorbing mounting is provided. In
this circuit feedback is used to keep
the galvanometer coil steady in
spite of mechanical disturbances
and changes in line voltage which
exist in practically all locations and

back resistor R3 introduces a small

to avoid the necessity for special

potential drop into the galvanometer circuit. This small potential
is so directed that it is opposite to
the thermocouple emf at AB. The

mountings.
Feedback Circuit

Thus far, the analysis has not included a consideration of the feedback used. Current flowing between

difference

of

potential

between

circuit is so designed that this feed-

points C and D is amplified, causing a current to flow through the
measuring circuit which includes
the feedback resistor R. The feed-

back voltage is 90 percent of the

back voltage is of a polarity that op-

thermocouple voltage.
The steadying action of the feedback can best be described with the

posed the assumed coil deflection
and is within 10 percent of the volt-

aid of an assumed vibration. If the

and therefore prevents excessive

coil suffers a deflection due to a

deflection and holds the coil near its
null position.

mechanical disturbance, the deflection upsets the optical -electrical
equilibrium between the two cath-

E and F through the small feed-

odes of the photoelectric cell. The

age -equivalent of that deflection,

Complete Circuit

In reducing the theoretical design of the phototube amplifier to a

practical unit it was necessary to
adapt the basic circuit to a multiple
range circuit, reduce zero drift to a
minimum, obtain maximum sensi-

1.0

0.8

tivity and to secure constant cali-

0.6

bration.
The basic circuit was changed to

measure thermocouple emf in
04
0.2

0
0

14

10

26

22

18

34

30

42

38

46

50

Recorder Scale Readings
FIG. 3-Comparison of calibration over a period

of

four days illustrates

instrument stability

I CI

R3

R4

7F7
tic

4

ranges: 0-20 microvolts, 0-8 microvolts, 0-4 microvolts and 0-1 microvolt. A schematic wiring diagram,
Fig. 2, shows the final circuit.
Eight resistors were inserted in the

measuring circuit to provide the
required ranges. Each range is determined by a pair of resistors, one
in series with the feedbdck resistor,
and the other shunting the two in
series as shown. The computation
of the values of the resistors which
determine the ranges was based on
the following considerations :
(1) Output voltage regardless of
the range is proportional to angular
deflection of the galvanometer coil.

(2) The reflected light has just
reached the position where it illuminates only one cathode of the
phototube when the output meter
to

be used with this unit has

reached full scale.
SV\

Position
2

R(.7.'79e 5

Ror,:lc

0 to4i, \
0 to8p
0 fo20/../

2

3

(3) The feedback voltage is at
least 90 percent of the thermocouple
emf.

Condition 2 means that the photoelectric unbalance is a maximum
within its linear limits, and that at

this unbalance four millivolts

*t..44
0

is

obtained across R,4.

O

'4.

RI4

Golvonorrefer

Ale Fe r

^559

00000
11,3

139

Thermo

-k)

FIG. 2-Complete circuit showing component values for a four -range amplifier
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Precautions to Assure Stability

Reduction of zero drift was effected by eliminating as far as pos-

sible the sources of stray thermal
emf in the measuring and galvanometer circuits. Spurious emf is
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

More often than not the socket in service is a "CINCH"

IT'S "KNOW HOW"

ACTUAL SIZE

No. 69$t

For reliable Communication all factors must be
coordinated. So the CINCH contribution to the
electronics program, the radio tube 'socket is a
record of achievement. From the 'first socket
manufactured sixteen years ago to the complete
line now in service everywhere .. . a volume of
CINCH Fasteners * Miniature Sockets

Filler Necks * Octql Sockets * tugs
Terminal Strips * Metal Stampings
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

incease that always exceeded the pace of the industry. Such a record signifies "KNOW HOW". As
evidence of intensive research and resourceft.1
engineering, CINCH was the first in the field wit -1
a complete line of miniature socket assemblies, together with nut straps, shield and associated items.

CINCH

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
2335 West Van BLren Street, Chicago 12, Illinois
Subsid ary of ONITED-CARR FASTENER CORPORATION, Cambridge, Mass.
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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
Mobile Testing of Railroad Rails
Hopper Control for Ore Crusher
Temperature Control in Aircraft
Smoke Density Indicator and Recorder for Industrial Plants
Carrier Current versus Space Radio for Railroads
Electronic Inspection of Magnetic Materials
Power Supplies for Photoelectric Controls
Electronic Width -Gage for Strip Materials
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146
148
152

164
177
196

Mobile Testing of Railroad Rails

and location, are clearly indicated
distinctive marks caused by
breaks in electrical current passing through the rail and picked up
by the search unit which is attached to the underside of the car.
by

A fleet of 17 detector cars works
from dawn to dusk on a seven-day
schedule. Each car is a self-contained unit carrying a crew of five
men, and has complete living facilities, including cook's galley, shower

bath and sleeping quarters. They
travel from coast to coast, as far
north as Hudson Bay, Canada, and
as far south as Bakersfield, Calif.

Hopper Control for
Ore Crusher
AUTOMATIC CONTROL of ore crush-

ers, to keep the machines operating

continually at the peak load corresponding to maximum efficiency,
is being done in the mining industry by two distinctly different types
of electronic control units. In one installation, a microphone is posi-

tioned alongside the crusher, and
connected to an amplifier and relay
combination that controls the conveyor feeding ore into the machine.

When the noise level drops to a
point indicating that the crusher is

running almost empty, the

elec-

tronic ear detects the condition and
calls for ore to be fed into the hopWhen a rail is suspected of having a defect, white pc:int is sprayed from the moving
car on the tracks. As shown above, an additional test probe of the electronic equipment is then used to find the exact location

per.

A second company uses a photo -

tube arrangement to monitor the

dian railroads is tested with elec-

amount of electric power drawn by
the electric motor which drives the
crusher. This power consumption is

tronic equipment operated by
Sperry Rail Service. These rail -fis-

loaded, and drops as the machine

TRACKAGE OF AMERICAN and Cana-

high when the crusher

empties. A light source and photo tube are mounted over a wattmeter
in such a way that the meter pointer
interrupts the light beam when the
power drops. The phototube feeds
an amplifier -relay combination controlling the ore feed mechanism.

sure detector cars checked about
165,000 miles of rail in 1943 and
their findings resulted in replacement of nearly 100,000 defective
rails.
In testing, the cars move over the
tracks at a speed of from six to nine
miles an hour, stopping each time a
defect is found. They average about
30 miles in a 12 -hour day. The detector cars are self-propelled by gas electric drive and contain electronic
detecting and recording apparatus.
As the car moves, an operator
checks tape on which a continuous

record of the condition of both
rails is revealed. The rails are pre energized, and defects, their extent
I 46

is fully

Temperature Control
in Aircraft
ELECTRONIC ANTICIPATION of temperature requirements by auto-

Tape it the recording unit of the rail
fissure detector is watched by a tech

aid= as

the

special electronically

equipped car moves along the railroad
tracks

matic electronic cabin temperature
control system has been in test
service on several airlines and com-

bat use on Army transport ships
for some time. The complete sysFebruary 1945 - ELECTRONICS

'Nut cracker" relays-photograph courtesy Struthers -Dunn Inc

Mallory MonIre G-13 Contacts.

But They Carry
High Inrush Loads

Small

0

0

MALLORY ELECTRICAL CONTACTS
ELECTRICAL contacts for these "nut

cracker" relays must be smallspace is at a premium. They must be
tough-to stand
Contacts must be electrically rugged-to
carry as much as 1000 amperes inrush
current at 24 volts DC.
Mallory metallurgists and contact engineers have helped the relay manufacturer
to find exactly the right contact material

to meet these rigorous requirements.
Elkonite* G-13, developed by Mallory,
efficiently carries the high current load
with no welding or arcing.

Its toughness meets physical "specs"

not only for impact strength but also
for wear resistance-assuring long life.
Elkonite compound metals may be the
answer if you're seeking materials for
contacts or contact assemblies with unusual electrical and physical properties.
With Elkonite G-13 and the related G-12
and G-14 materials, there is a sufficient
range of properties to cover applications
from relatively low current switches and
relays up to heavy-duty circuit breakers.

Consult experienced Mallory engineers
on your contact and contact assembly
problems. Often they can suggest com-

TYPICAL PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES

OF ELKONITE G-13
Grams per cc.
Lbs. per cu. in.

12.3

0.45

Conductivity
%I.A.C.S.

55-60

Rockwell Hardness

70-80B

Tensile Strength psi

40,000

Cross Breaking
Strength psi

115,000

plete assemblies that simplify your
designs, save you fabricating time, and
assure a more efficient product.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
*Elkoniter trademark registered by P. It.

& Co., Inc., far electric I -redacting elements.

P. R. MALLORY 8. Ca. Inc.

MALLORY
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS AND CONTACT ASSEMBLIES
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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coil of wire installed in the duct

tem is shown in the drawing as

bringing outside air into the
plane's heaters. Temperature fluc-

developed by Minneapolis -Honey-

well Regulator Company for the

tuations change the electrical re-

C-54.

Numbers (1)

and (5)

sistance of the wire and

in the

drawing are safety switches and
valves which automatically cut off
the flow of gasoline to the heaters
if the fuel line breaks. At (2) is
an air ram switch which automati-

is colder or warmer, as the case
may be, they actuate a motor which

opens or closes a mixing damper
and thus proportions the amounts
of outside air with heated air from
the plane's heaters.

cally guards against operation of
the heaters until sufficient forward
speed is obtained to drive enough

air over the heaters for adequate
combustion. Numbers (3) and (8)
are outside air compensators which

actually turn the aircraft heaters
on before a need for heat is detected within the cabin. At (4) is
a control switch, installed in the
cockpit, which selects the temperatures desired. Number (6) is an

amplifier, which can be installed
anywhere in the plane, and (7) is
a cabinstat, installed in the space
to be heated.
The new control system is a
package unit weighing slightly
under eight pounds, and is designed

to hold automatically any cabin

temperature selected by the pilot.

To passengers, this means comfort-

able conditions under all kinds of
flying weather, and to pilots and

Units of the temperature control system.
The electronic amplifier and infinite
position motor which connects to the

dampers of the plane's heaters are in
the large cabinet. At left is the cabinstat. and at lower right are the outside
air compensators which sense tempera-

ture changes and signal the amplifier
that controls the motor delivering heat
into the cabin

in the cockpit and is automatically
turned on when the pilot starts the
engines. Unless heat is required
immediately, the heating system remains inoperative

until

outside

temperatures fall to a point requiring the addition of heat for passenger comfort. At this point, the

heating system starts delivering
stewards it means an end to passen- heat to the cabin in the exact
ger complaints and the nuisance of amounts needed to maintain the
constantly making adjustments of
manual controls.

The new control system is connected to the master control switch

this

change is measured through electronic tubes. When the tubes learn
from the coil that the outside air

pre -selected temperature - usually
70 degrees.
The system includes an outside
air compensator, which is a small

The system also includes a ther!Ile,t.t in the cabin which interpe(ts temperatures and notifies the
tubes which, getting signals from
both coils, position the mixing damper to maintain the selected inside
temperature. The latter is determined by a small dial mounted in
the cockpit.
If a plane takes off while ground

temperatures are at 70 degrees, no
cabin heat is required, but as it
climbs, outside temperatures usually drop. The outside compensator notices this drop immediately -

and tells the tubes which, in turn,
start delivery of heat to the cabin.
Passengers are not conscious of the
outside change, however, because

of the reservoir of heat in the
cabin.

Before this heat

is lost

to the outside, making the passengers

uncomfortable, heat comes

into the cabin in the exact proportion needed to maintain a constant
and comfortable temperature. The
reverse is

true when the plane

moves into warmer temperatures,
because while the inside cabinstat
calls for heat, the outside coil

knows that less heat will be required and so less heat is delivered.

Smoke Density Indicator and
Recorder for Industrial
Plants
OLD TIME VAC .oity men responsible

for control of kilns, boilers and
other industrial furnaces watched

the stack to get efficient results.
Nowadays, the same old rule still
applies but with electronic equipment doing the watching and pro-

viding continuous monitoring of
the product of combustion.

The figure shows a wiring diaIllustrating the location of units of the Minneapolis -Honeywell electronic cabin tem-

perature control system for planes, as installed on a C-54
148

gram of a smoke -density indicator
and recorder made by Brooke En February 1945
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GRADE 1

-

CLASS 1

RESISTORS
Exhaustively tested for dependable performance and sound construction, IRC's
Type GRW GRADE 1-CLASS 1 RESISTORS are now available. Only after every

requirement of Army -Navy specification Jan -R-26 had been met or surpassed

would our Engineering Department approve this product for the applications
for which it is designed.

Resistant to salt water immersion following thermal shock, they are capable of
continuous efficient operation at a total temperature of 275° C. (ambient plus rise).
Made in 7 standard sizes with power ratings from 15 to 140 watts and resistcnce
ranges of from 0.1 to 46000 ohms, the GRW's are enclosed in special heat-trected

glass for optimum strength. Non -corrosive ferrules are hermetically sealed to the
tube with pure lead. Nickel alloy leads pass through the centering devices and are
welded to the outer ferrule cups. All resistors are space wound.

These IRC GRADE 1 -CLASS l's are engineered to "take it" far beyond normal
requirements and can stand transverse loads as high as 100 pounds without failure

or damage of any kind.

INTERNATIONAL

TOR PER,
Write today for special Engl-

e)

neering Bulletin containing
dimension drawings, temperature rise and de -rating curves
as well as other technic, -.-.I
data.

RESISTANCE CO.
Dept. 1-B
401 NORTH BROAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA 8,

/4Riviti

PA.

VeleeliMININNEIL

the weed.
/7" IRC makes rupee types of resistance units, in more shapes, for more applications than any other manufacturer in

AN :'S5

BTR-1/4 watt

BTA-1 watt

FFec.sta

Insuleteel Rtsistor

Insulated Resistor
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gineering Co. of Philadelphia. In
this equipment, the eye box is installed at the point of observation
in the stack and contains a double
diode tube E, a double triode E, and
a phototube P. In the control panel

ing -meter M takes a vertical posi-

needle to the left of midposition
and show the amount stack gases

tion. Currents flowing in the two
halves of transformer T. are in op-

have darkened.

posite directions and when these
currents are equal, as with normal

If the stack gases become more
clear than normal, showing the

unit there are two thyratron tubes
ana .1., a double diode E and
two signal lights, a red one R and

gas conditions, they neutralize each
other so that they do not produce a
flux to energize the secondary winding. Under these conditions, tube E,

then current flow through the photo -

an amber one A.
Control of the equipment centers

impresses a negative potential on

the grids of tubes E. and E. of a

current

in two switches, one for the light
source and one for the electric eye.
Assume both the light and the eye
switches closed. Transformer T,
supplies about 5 amp at 6-v to the
lamp for the light beam across the

gas stream to the phototube. Resistor R, permits adjusting the
light beam to suit the gas density

value that just prevents them firing.
Heavy Smoke

Assume that the stack gases
darken, then less light will reach
photoelectric tube P and less current will pass through resistor R2,

presence of too much excess air,
tube incrtases. This increases the
potential on grid G and reduces
flow

through the right-

hand part of transformer T. primary. This permits the left-hand
end of the primary to establish the
secondary potential which is opposite to that for gas more dense than

normal. Now the grid of tube E,
is made less negative and it fires
to light amber lamp, A. Less cur -

where the equipment is installed.
0060,;;oe

Operation

hot;

recorder
L,

A tap taken between resistors R.
and R. puts a negative potential on
grid G, of tube E,. With normal con-

Re

ditions in the stack, potentials on
grids G and G, are equal. Tube E
also charges capacitors C and C, to
the polarity shown.
Assume that polarity of the line

3

reverses to that indicated. With

4

this line polarity, rectifying tube E
becomes inactive because its anodes
are now negative. However, capac-

itors C and C, were charged on the
previous half cycle. Capacitor C
discharges through tube P and resistor R, to maintain grid G negative. Capacitor C, discharges
through resistors R. and R, to

R,,
R90
oop

of tube E through part of resistor
R. and resistor R,. and also through
the left-hand half of T. transformer

Light

iisv

FIG. 1-Complete electronic circuit of a smoke density indicator. Recording equipment may be used with the unit to show the length of time the smoke is off-color
or the density of the gases

same way to tube E, through a simi-

current flow to the left-hand anode
than to the right-hand one, which

ative through lamps R and A. For
the same reason, tube E, is inactive

during the next half of the cycle,
but capacitor C. was charged on
the half cycle just considered and it

discharges through resistor R, to
maintain the grids of tubes E. and
E. negative.

With normal gas conditions in
the stack, the pointer of the indicat160

Eye

0+AC0

causing a reduction in negative po-

because their anodes are made neg-

panel

sw,tch 3mtch

o

secondary, resistors R and R,.. A
negative potential is applied in the
lar circuit. Tubes E, and E. are inactive during this half of the cycle

Rio

a060oo

maintain a negative potential on

grid G, of tube E,.
A voltage drop across resistor R,
puts a negative potential on grid G,

R

000177 -Control

tential on grid G. This lets more

in turn permits more current to

flow in the right-hand side of trans-

former T, primary than in its lefthand side. As a result, a voltage is
induced in the secondary of this
transformer that makes the grid of

tube E, less negative and that of
tube E. more negative, and tube E,
fires to light red lamp R.
When terminal G becomes negative, more current also flows
through indicator M to deflect its

rent also flows through meter M
and its pointer swings proportionally to the right to show the amount
the stack gas is under color.
Recording

Either one of two recorders may

be used. When an operation recorder is used, links L and L, are
removed, and then the lamp circuits

are through the recorder's coils, S
and S,. When the Ted lamp lights,
coil S is energized. Lighting the
amber lamp makes coil S, active.
This recorder shows only that the
stack gas is off color and for how
February I945 - ELECTRONICS
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Directional Micropitones

It is not enough to design a Microphone that merely converts sound
waves into electrical impulses. A Microphone, to be truly useful in modern
broadcasting, should be discriminating enough to accept wanted sounds
- and reject unwanted sounds. Shure Research was the first to develop
a single unit uni-directional Microphone, both crystal and dynamic.
Shure Research is the reason why practically every major broadcasting station uses the Shure 556 Unidyne, Shure Research is
your assurance of postwar microphone superiority.
SHURE BROTHERS, 223 West Huron Street, Chicago
Designers and Manufacturers of Microphones and Acoustic Devices
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long it is off color, but does not record the density of the gas. To use
a density recorder, D, remove link
I., to put D and M in series. D re-

ettrds the amount the stack gas is
off color and in what direction, that
is, it records the amount needle of
meter M is deflected, and the direction of its movement.

RIGHT-The loop antenna for induction
to

the wayside wires is mounted on
the locomotive

BELOW-Power for the electronic equip-

ment used by Aireon in caboose in-

stallations is supplied by a 24 -volt
battery. Charging is accomplished by
a generator belt -driven from the

caboose wheel

3. Wayside wires contained in lead
sheath cables for considerable distances.

In general, corrections can be
made by adding a single wire along
the right-of-way, to augment all of
the possible discontinuities. If this

to consider the use of 100 percent
space radio or a combination of induction type and radio.

Use for Each

It is generally agreed that the
induction system is the most practical for communication between

wayside stations and between

a

wayside station and train. The use
of space radio on the main -line can
be confined to end -to -end communi-

cation, except the possibility of us-

ing space radio for wayside contacts about certain sections of track

Carrier Current versus Space Radio for Railroads
As A RESULT of a survey of elec-

tronic equipment used by various
railroads, engineers of Aireon
Manufacturing Company have

found that the induction type of
carrier current communication may
not always be applicable for all aspects of railroad radio. The sole lim-

itation, when one exists, is in the
head to rear end circuit. This is due
to the fact that two magnetic coupling links are involved, i.e., rear end
to wayside wires and wayside wires
to head end. A loss factor of about
I 52

20 db is involved in each of these
magnetic jumps.

Failure of the head to rear end
circuit to operate at full efficiency
is

due to one of

the following

reasons:
1. The non-existence of wayside
wires, and inability to provide such
facilities due to physical limitations.
2. Spacing between wayside wires

and track too great for practical
induction communication, i.e., spacing in excess of 200 feet.

where wire facilities are not suitable. The only possible alternative

to the induction system for wayside

operation is a vhf relay link. This
has serious disadvantages, as follows:

1. The frequencies which will prob-

ably be allotted to this service are
so high as to require relatively new
engineering approaches.
2. Because of the line of sight limi-

tation of transmission range, expensive towers, power lines, etc.,
will be required.
3. The cost per mile is many times
in excess of the cost of an induction
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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system performing the same services.

The

following combination of

carrier current and space radio systems is recommended by Aireon engineers in the event that wire line

facilities are not within the limitations described heretofore:
1. Induction type carrier system
for all wayside point-to-point and
wayside to caboose communications.

2. Space radio for head to rear end
circuits.
3. Space radio for use in yards and
terminals.
communication
radio
Space
would be employed during the

switching operations in the yards
and on road engines and cabooses
while they are in the confines of the

yard or terminal. After the departure of the train from the yard,

Wit

the low -frequency carrier equip -
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TOP --The loop antenna for an all -metal

caboose (shown above by the heavy
line) is mounted externally around the

1.1.A.1.110

coutse,

SI takiltat

hOs,

entire caboose and supported by standoff insulators. The location of the other
units is also shown
BOTTOM-Antenna Installations on caboose and engine tender for induction
to the wayside wires. On the Kansas
City Southern, Aireon equipment Is Installed on 5 cabooses, 5 locomotives and
22 wayside stations

ment would be employed as soon as
the train entered the main -line,

where wayside wire facilities are
available. In most cases, these
wayside wires would be at trackside

before the train was out of the
range of the vhf yard equipment
thereby permitting 100 percent

communication between the train
crew with some yard or wayside of-

fice from terminal to train of the
train's run.
A typical wayside office installation of Aireon induction equipment
164
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THAT'S MORE

THAN SKIN DEEP
Electronically operated Recordagage is

supported, protected, and attractively
housed by its sturdy Ls cabinet

The Physicists Research Company,

builders of the electronic displacement charting device called the Recordagage, chose Lindsay Structure
for the housing for other advantages
as well as for its attractiveness.
Equipment housed in sturdy Lindsay Structure is protected against dirt,

moisture, and mechanical damage.
The die -formed parts for Ls fit snugly
! he cutter ti cc L.a houmirt4
of thy Re,- o.fititzage -.ores
cii, pairs t : rhe
irt.
st)aontsit rt id../11,, 4.1cces8i-lc.

together; Ls units, utilizing the prin-

ciple of uniform tensioning, are

rigid and vibration -proof.
The unique high strength -weight
ratio of Lindsay Structure saves space

and weight in any of its thousands
of applications. No heavy, bulky diagonals, gussets, or struts are necessary. Quickly and easily assembled,

this modern method of light metal
construction requires no retooling,
trimming, fitting, welding, or riveting for its erection.

Investigate the advantages of Ls
when applied to your product. Write
to Lindsay and Lindsay, 222-D W.
Adams St., Chicago 6, III.; to 60 E.
TlIp Nina Of ill r

Rti.:411,111gtilZe.

Mittel it of 17f:fek txatorlitv mot is
tnountvd dileztly to rite Ls.

42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.; or to Lindsay Structure (Canada) Ltd., Dominion
Square Bldg., Montreal.

Easy to assemble

UCTURE
U. S. Patents 2017629, .:263510 2263511
U. S. god Foreign Patents c nd Putents Pending
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consists of

DO YOU MAKE:
RADIO, SOUND AND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT?
Loud Speakers
Headsets
Microphones
Hearing Aids
Electrical Musical
Instruments

Sound -powered
Telephones
Telephone Ringers
Voltage Regulators
Phonograph Cutting Heads
Phonograph Pick-ups

Vibration Pick-ups
Polarized Relays
Generators
Meters
Magnetron Fields

Voltage Regulators
Motors
Speedometers

a

stabilized oscillator, an audio

amplifier and reactance tube, and
a class -C power amplifier, whose
output power may be coupled between one of the wayside telephone

wires (and ground)-or between

two wayside wires and ground in
simplex fashion, through appropriate tuned filters. The power output

AUTOMOTIVE AND AVIATION EQUIPMENT?
Magnetos
Tachometers
Compasses

a frequency -modula-

tion transmitter and receiver combination designed to operate in the
low -frequency portion of the spectrum (approximately 70 to 200 kc).
The transmitter section comprises

Generators
Magnetic Oil
Filters

of the transmitter as delivered to
an average simplex line circuit is
adjustable in six steps from approximately 0.1 to 5.0 watts. This
adjustable feature provides a
means of setting the power output
to conform to a particular local circuit requirement.
Receiver

Ammeters
Voltmeters
Galvanometers
Seismographs

INSTRUMENTS?
Oscillographs

Light Meters

Flux Meters

Cardiograph

Watt-hour Meters
Flow Meters

Vibration Pick-ups

Recorders

MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS?
Magnetic Separators
Magnetic Chucks
Magnetic Conveyors
Magnetic Clutches
Magnetic Damping
Devices

Arc Blow-out Magnets
Temperature and Pressure
Control Equipment
Circuit Breakers
Limit Switches
Holding Magnets

The f -m receiver contains two
pretuned r -f amplifiers, a limiter
and discriminator circuit, and an
audio amplifier. To minimize interference from noise, special circuits
have been incorporated to provide
automatic noise squelch action
without manual adjustment. This

Clocks
Toys and Novelties

Coin Separators
for Vending
Equipment

IF YOU make any of the above products, it
will pay you to find out how better permanent magnets can improve efficiency and reduce

costs. Put your design, development or production problems up to The Arnold Engineering Company. Arnold engineers have been of
great assistance to many manufacturers and are

at your service to advise exactly what Alnico

permanent magnet will solve
your particular problem.

NEW! Get your
copy of this valuable,
up-to-the-minute manual on the design, production and application
of modern Alnico permanent magnets. Write

us, on your company
letterhead, today.

Complete chassis, including dynamotor',
of the f -m transmitter and receiver designed for operation on frequencies be-

tween 70 and 200 kc

squelch circuit provides practically
complete noise -free reception for all
anticipated values of received sig-

nal to noise ratio. Either the receiver or transmitter is in opera-

tion at one time, but not both. However, no common operating compo-

nents or tubes are employed

THE ARNOLD ENCINEERIN6 (10111)AM
147 EAST ONTARIO STREET. CHICAGO 11. ILLINOIS

Specialists in the manufacture of ALNICO PERMANENT MAGNETS
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in

the transmitter or receiver.
To facilitate remote control operation of the equipment (as for
example, control over a consider-

able distance by means of a dispatcher's

telephone

circuit),

a
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PLAY SAFE

BY PLANNING FASTENINGS EARLY
IN PRODUCT DESIGN STAGE

"Cold -forging"- proof #28
...more each month

4,1111411,

3 Standard Fastenings
for Production Efficiency
1 Phillips Recessed Head

Screws-The modern, ef-

fective, time -saving fastening
device proven in tens of thousands of assemblylines. Other

standard head styles are also
available.

-Tapping Machine
Screws-Eliminate sep2arateSelf
tapping operations for
fastenings to castings, heavy
gauge sheet metal, and plastics. Also available with
Phillips Recessed Head.

7

Washer -Screw Assemblies-When use of lock

washers is indicated, the time-

saving of pre -assemblies is

obvious. Also available in

standard slotted head styles.

It's our business to help you play safe by assisting you
in the design or selection of the proper "all important"
fastenings for your product. By making that decision
early, while your product is still in the design stage, you
can prepare ahead for the fast and precise assembly job
essential to your product's success.
Our broad experience in fastenings and our demonstrated ability in special design makes Scovill your logical choice. We will recommend the best modern fastening

for your specific need-a featured standard fastening, or
a part requiring our ingenuity in special design and cold forging such as illustrated by the special purpose item
shown above. Our special processing of this part, too,
meant substantial savings in money-materials-motions.
Call our Fastenings Expert to serve you . and profit
by our demonstrated Scovill ability in standard or special
design and cold -forging. Call Today.
.

.

SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
SCREW
DIVISION
WATERVILLE PRODUCTS
WATERVILLE 48, CONN.

(WI

TEL. WATERBURY 3-3151

PHILADELPHIA, 18 W. Chelten Avenue Building CHICAGO, 135 South LaSalle Street
DETROIT, 714 Fisher Building
NEW YORK, Chrysler Building
PITTSBURGH, 2882 W. Liberty Ave. SYRACUSE, Syracuse - Kemper Insurance Bldg. LOS ANGELES, 2827 S. Seto St. SAN FRANCISCO, 434 Brannan St.
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"Have

on Bridgeport?"
dope
this
you seen

th at

going

the company
otter the
business
out
our coil

Yes, Thats'

turning
for the
Right
war.
and variometers
coils
search
carload."
by the
army

to get

now they're

r_

HERE'S MORE DOPE ON BRIDGEPORT:
After V -Day, the same per-

Bridgeport's central location, right near the center

sonnel that meet the most
exacting military specifications and the same capacity

of population, gives you fast,

trunk line service to any

that enables Bridgeport to

point in America. Write to

produce search coils and
variometers in the quanti-

us TODAY to insure early

postwar delivery of R. F.

ties necessary for ourArmed

coils and chokes, I. F. trans-

Forces will be your assur-

formers and transmitting

ance of quality and service.

coils and chokes.

BRIDGEPORT
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Bridgeport, Illinois

R. F. Coils
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I. F. TransfOrMers
Transmitting Chokes

R. F. Chokes

Transmitting Coils
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we set tip 8/1
Our Owe /
//Nod Shop

7k.SP

AN INTERRUPTED molding fun affects

your plastics job two ways-in added
cost or snarled production schedules.
Bad for you, and bad for us!
We found that buying our metal
inserts from outside sources was responsible for this. Sometimes insert
deliveries missed schedule. Sometimes it was dimensions and tolerances that were missed. Either one
started a three -cornered round-robin
of "Where is it?" and "Who's wrong

0,

insert production, and all. We work
every kind of metal by any process
called for-and furnish any kind of
finish. Which gives us nobody to pass
the buck to for anything.

We don't expect the isolated fact
that we have an insert shop to qualify

us for your molding job. Regard it
instead as an example of the type of
progressive thinking we add onto a
28 -year -old reputation for engineer-

ing, mold -making and molding.

this time ?"-with everyone in the

Looked at this way, we think it quali-

middle.

fies us thoroughly-and if you'll ask

So now we take responsibility at
Kurz-Kasch for the complete job-

for a Kurz-Kasch engineer, we'll
prove it!

WHY KURZ-KASCH FOR PLASTICS?
Kurz-Kasch offers a 28 year old reputation
for thoroughly -engineered, quality produc-

tion. One of the largest, best -equipped
exclusive custom molding plants in the coun-

try -75,000 sq. ft. of floor space with 125
compression and transfer presses of all sizes.
Complete mold -making and finishing facil-

Extensive production sequences of

ities.

radio -frequency preheating equipment, with

WAR BONDS WIN BATTLES - BUY 'EMI

full experience in their use. Complete in-

_P

Kurarasch

sert -production
shop. For satis-

faction in plastics,
key these facilities
into your production line.

For over 25 years Planners and Molders in Plastics
1425 South Broadway, Dayton 1, Ohio. Branch Sales Offices: New York
Detroit
Chicago
Indianapolis Los Angeles Dallas St. Louis Toronto, Canada. Export Offices: 89 Broad Street, New York City
Kurz-Kasch, Inc.,
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voice -operated "vodas" is provided.

This requires that the receiver and
transmitter be interlocked electronically to permit operation on a
talk -to -talk basis. No relays or me-

chanical switching devices are employed, all

switching being done

electronically.
Mobile Equipment

The equipment for use in either
caboose or locomotive operates from

a 24 -volt d -c source, and requires
400 watts for periods of transmission, and 100 watts standby power
for continuous operation of the receiver. The receiver circuit is similar to that in the wayside station.
The transmitter section employs
a stabilized oscillator, an audio am-

plifier and reactance tube, and a
class -C amplifier output stage which

feeds 50 watts of carrier power to
loop antenna. The mobile
equipment operates on a push -to talk basis. While the handset is
on the hook switch, all calls are
received on the loudspeaker. During conversations, the earphone of
the handset operates.
For locomotive installations, the

the

unit is mounted either in the cab
or in a weather-proof box on the
deck of the tender. If mounted on
the tender, it is remotely controlled
from the cab. The remote control

unit contains the hook switch for
To correctly seal transformers and filters it is highly important to select the right terminal for each particular design.
Relationships between electrical and mechanical requirements,

space limitations and overall specifications are all important
in the achievement of good performance - every factor must
be given careful and detailed consideration.

Here at ADC, we use many types of terminals for hermetic
sealing - making a point to use each where best suited. It
takes a little more effort to produce final designs this way,
but after all, knowing they're right for the jobs they have to
do is what counts most with us and with you.

SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG!

holding the handset, the audio volume control and the signal indicat-

ing lights, and is designed for
mounting either in the locomotive
or in the caboose.
Pickup Loop

In general, the loop antenna for
the caboose varies with the type of

car on which the equipment is to
be used. For a wooden caboose
with canvas roof, the loop can be
installed inside the car. Such a
loop, as operated at 175-kc carrier

frequency, consists of 4 turns of
wire wound in a vertical plane with
dimensions equal to the inside
height and length of the car. For
cabooses employing wooden construction with steel reinforcing
beams and a metal roof (or for all steel cabooses), the loop antenna is
installed externally and consists of
approximately 4 turns of wire
wound in a vertical plane com-

pletely surrounding the car and

supported on top and bottom of the
140
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OUTPUT INCREASED 500/
BY ELECTRONIC PREHEATING
How Kurz-Kasch Cut Rejects,
Shortened Operational Time,

on Intricate Molded Piece
In July 1943, Kurz-Kasch was called upon to deliver a
large quantity of high -priority molded pieces in a matter
of a few weeks. Because the piece was extremely difficult to

mold, rejects ran as high as 65%, and production of the
required quantity seemed impossible to achieve in the
time available.
Electronic Preheating Used: Kurz-Kasch then made tests

with electronic preheating. This method proved so success-

ful that four RCA 2000 -watt electronic generators were
installed.

In actual practice, electronic preheating cut overall
operational time by 50%; thus, with no rejects, output

would have doubled. But the reduction in rejects brought

the total usable output to nearly 5 times its former

amount! The high production schedule was met with ease.
Job Details: The preform used in this molding job was of

Melmac #592; weighed 370 grams; measured 4 inches
across and 11/2 inches thick. Preheating time, 45 to 50
seconds. A large number of metal inserts were included
in the piece.
Another Kurz-Kasch Application: In the molding of an
ignition system part, two preform pills of Melmac #592

weighing 520 grams (total) were heated to supply the dual
molds in each of three presses. Preform heating time was

approximately one minute. In this case, one 2000 -watt
generator doubled the output of three presses (including
thirty men) and reduced the number of rejects from about
60% to about 10%!

RCA ELECTRONIC HEAT
BUY MORE
WAR BONDS

ti
new RCA 2000 -watt electronic generator designed especially for the plastics industry. One pound of
molding material can be thoroughly preheated to 275°F. in
about 40 seconds. Note convenience of operation: preform
is placed on electrode and cover closed. Timing and cover
opening are automatic.
11,1,

- Have You Investigated electronic heating for your plant?

RCA engineers have prepared a simple form which will
help you outline possible applications to them for recommendations. There is no charge for this engineering service. Send the coupon for a copy of "Engineering Data
Form P" and for additional information about improving
plastics molding electronically. Equipment is available now
on priority. Address: Radio Corporation of America, Electronic Apparatus Section, Box 70-103H, Camden, N. J.

---HOW CAN ELECTRONIC HEAT HELP YOU? --1
.

ait11,

RCA, Electronic Apparatus Section, Box 70-10311, Camden, N. J.

Please send me free "Engineering Data Form P" which will
help RCA engineers recommend equipment to improve my
molding operations; also "Electronic Heat Speeds Plastic
Molding."
Name
Company
Street

City

Zone

State
70-6231-103
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"Brother, take it from me...
it's100% Easier to Drive 50%
More Screws in a Day!"
that's what users of
AMERICAN PHILLIPS SCREWS

tell users of Slotted Screws
Workers on screw assemblies feel as though
they had been freed from a chain gang, when
their production chiefs liberate them from slow,
exhausting, high -cost slotted screw driving
up to speedy, easy, low-cost American Phillips
Screws and 4 -winged Phillips power drivers.
.

.

.

For then they find that they can make their
jobs amount to something . . . that it's actually
far easier to do better work and more of it . .
yet still end their shifts without undue fatigue.
Simply because American Phillips Screws drive
automatically straight-and because the 4 winged driver can't jump out of the recess.
So management finds that . . . by increasing workers' safety, earning power, and
morale .
there's a fairer return on fixed overhead charges. And you will find, when
you change to American Phillips Screws, that you get extra returns from American's
quality -control and American's three-point inspection of head, thread, and point
that assures full usable value in every shipment. Whether you use standard or special
screws, you'll save 50% over slotted, by changing to American Phillips Screws. Write.
.

.

.

AMERICAN SCREW COMPANY, PROVIDENCE 1, RHODE ISLAND
Chicago 11: 589 E. Illinois Street

Put th getout. on
the Jape . . .

BUY BONDS!

112

Detroit 2: 502 Stephenson Building

AMERICAN
PHILLIPS,900
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This L -R #2
Blower,
Phase Capacitor
powered
with our J31
motor
b/ower
diameter, measures
At

'oc,
overall length, H.P. single
at 7200
motor
R.P.M.,
ciiameter are " over
It is
to 80it circulates
and weighs
C. Productiondesigned for
on this equipment, facilities
use in ambient 22 cu. ft.
per min.
ena/
temperatures
delivery
us to offer
for its small which is
up
prompt
size
and light weight. in efficiencydeliveries
NOTE
Type
191/2

ozs. Running

1

1%

4 7/32 "

6 '' overall

.

J314
opplicanons.and J49 motors
are available
Write

for Information

Manufacturers of

and air

for use on
other
and performance
data

at,raaeiraf

and Components

for Electrical, Electronic and Mechanical Applications

EASTERN AIR DEVICES, INC.
585 DEAN STREET BROOKLYN 17, N. Y.
An Affiliate of THE FRED GOAT CO. INC., Special Machinery Specialists Since 1893
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rolling

car by suitable masts or brackets.

stone

In the case of locomotives, the loop
antenna varies with the engine
model. Most suitable positions are

gathers

on the deck of the tender or

no moss

in

front of the smoke -box.
Optimum Performance

The only important limiting fat: ,.r

the

to

complete

successful

operation of this system is the dis-

tance between the track and the
wires. For frequencies
between 150-200 kc. the equipment
performs sat isfactoril when the
wayside

track to wayside wire separation
does not exceed 150 feet as measured horizontally. Operating con-

ditions are retained for this horizontal distance and for road conditions wherein the wayside wires

and unreliable insulation on your appliances gathers no Friends. Macallen is a
synonym For reliability in electrical in-

sulation. For over 50 years we have
specialized in processing Mica into the

most efficient Forms of insulation obtainable.

are not more than 75 feet above or
below the track level. Up to 100
percent in excess of these figures,
the system will still perform creditably with satisfactory signal-tonoise ratio in the receiver. No
modifications of wayside wires are
required except in certain rare instances where telephone drops may
have to be isolated for that particular carrier frequency. This is
aril.mplished

by

insertion of

a

circuit at a junction point.

Where no wayside wires are sufficiently close, a simple single wire
line can be mounted on fence posts

or on light construction poles fo:
transmission of the carrier frequency.

Although the carrier -fre-

quency signal may be applied by the

wayside station to only one pair of

a number of overhead wires, the
signal is carried by all the wires
due to capacitive and inductive
coupling

among

them.

Conse-

quently, if wires are broken, even
though they be the wires to which
the signal was originally applied.

When you think of MICA think of MACALLEN

e Mae

I

MACALLEN STREET
on 464.

Comv
-

BOSTON 27

CLEVELAND: DM t,eiskier Bid \

it is necessary only to have one
wire available for continuation of

the communication system. Wires
can be down for several pole
lengths before the influence of the
break is noticed.

.Electronic Inspection of
Magnetic Materials
TESTING OF RAILROAD rails has been

done in the U.S.S.R. by a defectoan electromagnetic device
that contains ferro-magnetic plates.
scope,

These plates close a transmitter
164
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Trny precision wire for sprmgs ys
Chronometer -timed convoys spiii-second timing.

4.

FINE STEEL AND ALLOY WIRE
\00104
EL ECT RO N

ICS - February 1945

Spencer
Wire Company
WEST BROOKFIELC PLAN i
WEST BROOKFIELD

MASS.

The performance of a Radio Receiver has three basic
criteria-Sensitivity, Selectivity and Quality of Reproduction.
The first two, Sensitivity and Selectivity, are entirely

TRANSFORMERS

dependent on the I. F. Transformers and the third, Quality, may
be greatly affected by them.

Where dependability counts, there is no substitute for
experience. We at AUTOMATIC have that experience, gained
in the manufacture of millions of I. F. Transformers, as well as
other coils of all types.
AUTOMATIC, products are dependable.

CHOKE COILS

R. F. COILS

/1111
UTi
mANEFAcrimista

CoRpoRAlION

COMPLETE ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLIES & COMPONENT PARTS
,0010,
EAST NEWARK, N. J.
9 0 0 PASSAIC AVE. -..'41.111.1

lob
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Marty different types of interlock construction - plain,

Breeze Flexible Tubing, manufactured in many diameters from

a wide variety of metals, is used as ventilation and exhaust

pocked, on.d soldered-ore available to meet s crying use
requirements. A few of these ore illustroed t elow.

ducting in industrial, aircraft, marine and automotive applications. The same basic tubing, with the addition of a braided
metal c 3ver.ng, becomes light -weight shielding conduit, used
extensively `or shielding ignition systems and any electrical
circuit t, insure dependable radio communication.
Manufactured from a continuous strip of metal, Breeze Flexible
Tubing and Conduit can be furnished cut to length, with necessary end-fitt.ngs for any conduit installation.

Voreeze
CORPORATIONS, INC.
Newark, New Jersey
ELECTRONICS
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circuit when acted upon by the
magnetic dispersion field over the
flaw. Operating speed of this ar-

ate, me,

rangement was low, however, and a

faster detector was sought that

Homan

would shorten the time that a sec-

tion of track was out of use and
allow testing at working speeds so
as to simulate operating conditions
of stress, etc.
An electronic detector has been

,c,IRO.

developed that permits testing at

4t,

speeds of

kilometers per

10-25

hour, depending on the profile of
the track.

VOLT -OHM

MILLIAMMETER

This new inertialess detector is a

thermionic tube with a specially
shaped anode. This is in the form
of a cylinder with its concave surface pointing downward to the bottom of the tube, and with the fila-

ment in the center of the semi cylinder. The usual top of the tube
A small, compact, practical
test instrument for laboratories

and

Radio

Service

Stores - engineered up to
high HICKOK standards.
Provides for electronicA.C.

and D.C. Voltage measure-

ment with extremely high

input impedance. Provides
an electronic ohmmeter for

la 3

resistance measurement from
of one ohm to 1,000
.1

megohms. Also provides a
milliampere meter giving 5
ranges of measurement to
one ampere.
0

20

40

60

80

100

H

Four curves plotted at different anode
voltages fora node current versus H.
the magnetic intensity

is thus the bottom and is made flat
Meter cannot be damaged from over -voltage on

to allow the heating wire to ap-

any range due to the electronic circuit arrangement.

proach as closely as possible to the
glass without causing injury. To
increase sensitivity, the tube is connected to an electronic amplifier.
In the' testing technique, the rail

guilt with 4 tubes and pilot light. Power supply is
!elf -contained. Operates on 110 to 120 volts, 50-60
cycles A.C., with voltage regulation included. Spe-

dal range control switch, selector switch, ohms

adjust control, zero balance control and a large 5"
square meter with a 17" scale length. Size 101/2"
high, 71/2" deep, and 8" wide. Weighs 14 lbs. and
is finished in baked crackle lacquer. It's a honey for
convenience and dependability.

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
lo527

Dupont Avenue, Cleveland 8, Ohio

is subjected to a permanent magnet, an electro-magnet, or a powerful current. The tube, enclosed in
a special protective frame, is placed
on the part to be tested perpendicular to the filament.
Theory of Operation

Before the tube is placed on the
test piece, the electrons emitted by

1ll
168

the cathode are distributed uniformly over the whole interior surface of the anode but the presence
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TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
OR

CONTROL PROBLEM
CHECK THESE ADVANTAGES OF KEYSTONE
100C 000

NTC UNITS FOR YOUR APPLICATION

7vP,:4L Aisc

PtS,S,Ava

Keystone NTC units are electrical resistors especially developed to
have an unusually high negative temperature coefficient of resistiv-

TEMPER. 40(

100000

PI

nrE,..4
_cle

fs

ity. The slopes are much greater than those observed with pure
metals or their alloys. The result. is an element with very high
thermal sensitivity, useful on AC or DC, inherently suitable for

Is'

10000
T

remote indication, which has gained wide acceptance for temperature measurement and control purposes. NTC units are made in
wide range of shapes, resistance values, temperature coefficients

/00

and wattage ratings, of which the characteristics at the left are
typical. The circuits below suggest basic means for translating resistance changes into current or voltage variations. Modifications
and extensions of these principles are many, especially in conjunction with electronic apparatus.

tO 40 60 60 ID, i20 140 f60
0
TEMPERATURE DEGTEES C

-40 -20

O

N1\1\1`Y,'IiiifVIA

ti

< .4/
/41

/14

j

ti\A

--

......

-141;
,t,1 -1 -ti

0

0

TEMPERATURE

TEMPERATURE

This simple series circuit
This
of voltage source, instru-

ment and NTC unit has
been utilized to indicate
engine coolant

tempera-

ture, etc. It provides sufficient accuracy for many
applications despite scale
crowding at the bottom.

circuit

bridge
straightens and steepens
the characteristic. Zero -

Basic

center meter may be used
or balance point may ,be
near the lowest
temperature. Electronic
balance indication provides enhanced sensitivity.
placed

r.:TEMPERATURE

Adding a

second NTC

unit, and exposing both to
the temperature to be indicated, gives a double unbalancing effect and increases sensitivity under
certain conditions over
part of the temperature
range.

Febrory 1945

4I

/Y Cr
TEMPERATri,i4E0 DIFFERENCE

Two NTC units in adjacent arms is a method of
indicating equality of two
temperatures, or temperature

difference or

rise.

Temperature of either
source can be obtained by
substitution of standard resistance
unit.

of electrical
Keystone NTC reSiStors are also valuable for neutralizing the change in resistance with temperature
indicating instruments and control devices, for introducing time delays and many other applications. Write and
tell us about your problem-we'll be glad to analyze it for the applicability of NTC units.

ELECTRQNICS

1

for

other NTC

BL METALLIC RECTIFIERS
from Milliwatts to Kilowatts
If you have an A. C. -D. C. conversion
problem, let B -L engineers help you. We
have successfully produced many appliances formerly thought impractical.
B -L Metallic Rectifiers have been favorably known to the electrical industry for

many years. They are reliable, efficient,
designed to get your job done right!
No matter what rectifier applications you
are considering, B -L will be glad to work
with you. Selenium and Copper Sulphide
Rectifiers for all needs are available.

Write today for Bulletin R -41a giving full details about B -L Selenium Rectifiers.
Bulletin R -38a for full details about B -L Copper Sulphide Rectifiers.

COPPER
SULPHIDE

METALLIC
RECTIFIERS

SELENIUM

THE BENWOOD LINZE COMPANY

1815 Locust Street

St. Louis

3,

Mo.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF COPPER SULPHIDE AND SELENIUM RECTIFIERS,
BATTERY CHARGERS, AND D.C. POWER SUPPLIES FOR PRACTICALLY EVERY REQUIREMENT.
170
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WHERE

SKILL

SOLVES MANY A MAZE
Intricate problems in electronic munitions making,
requiring advanced radio engineering, find ready solution at
International Detrola, where the quick questions are: how well?

-how exacting?-how swiftly can we build it? Trainloads
of first -quality equipment sent to our troops afield
echo the answers. The day is coming when these war -tested

talents will provide the very finest in Detrola-built
Radio Receivers

.

. Television Receivers . . Automatic

Record Changers, and other electronic instruments.

11H110111 RDDIO

tii

DRISION OF INTERNATIONAL DETROIT CORPORATION . lEARD AT CHATFIELD, DETROIT I MICH.

C. RUSSELL FELDMANN

ELECTRONICS
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BUY MORE WAR BONDS

PRESIDENT
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of a general field of dispersion will

cause a redistribution of the elec-

THE REASON WHY

,

tron flow towards the lines of force
of the magnetic field. This brings

about an increase in the internal

ArkwrightTracing Cloths
make details on a blue-

resistance of the tube and a change
in the anode current. By selecting
suitable loading resistance it is pos-

print stand out like a

sible to give the first *ube in the

light is because they're
highly transparent.

amplifier

....,,,.

a standard grid bias
which will compensate the disturbance and restore the original anode
current. It is therefore possible to

adjust the detector so that it will
not react when it passes over sound
parts.

If the tube passes over a flaw, a
local field of dispersion is created
which sharply deflects the electron
flow by shortening the path from
the cathode to the anode. This
produces a drop in the grid voltage

Ir

YOU CAN RELY
ency to last, too. No

of the first amplifier tube and so
alters its anode current. These
variations are either used to oper-

matter how long they're
kept, Arkwright Tracing

ate a relay and an alarm system, or
are presented on a cathode-ray os-

Cloths do not become
yellow or opaque.

cilloscope.

upon this high transpar-

The curves show the
dependence of the anode current
on the intensity field H at different
anode voltages.
Results

WHY DON'T YOU TRY

Tests made on rails with various

ArkwrightTracing Cloths

types of flaws have shown that
those with a cross section of the
order of 0.1 percent of the total

on your next job? For

cross-section may easily

permanent transparency

tected and it was found that the in-

... sharpness of reproduction . . . they just

speed of the tube over the rail, a

can't be beat. Arkwright

Finishing Company,
Providence, R. I.

be

de-

dications do not depend on the
0

RADIO IN BLIMP

Sold by leading drawing
rnaterial dealers everywhere

TRACIINIG CLOTHS
AMERICA'S STANDARD FOR OVER 20 YEARS

172

Communications equipment in Navy
blimp is operated by John H. Scott,

Aviation Radioman 3C, to contact other
members of an air.sea rescue task unit
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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E

SLACK HAND
0
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*

GIVES FREE -AIR PROTECTI

ORDINARY INSULATION paper-laminated
both sides with Lumarith Transparent Foil -will increase the life of your electrical equipment. Lumarith Foil is a cellulose acetate base

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Electrical equipment insulated with Lumarith
is free of corrosion hazards that threaten with
other types of insulation. Lumarith is resistant
to electrolytic action. It does not combine with

plastic with dielectric strength that remains
high, even when subject fo excessive humid-

moisture and current to give corrosion a

ity and temperature. Ifs smooth, shiny surface
eases winding operations in small or hard -to reach spaces. Lumarith is tough and flexible.
As in slot insulation illustrated above, it can
be folded or creased without cracking - without losing dielectric strength.

Lumarith Foil, and ask for Electrical Booklet
about Lumarith plastics in the electrical field.
Celanese Plastics Corporation, a division of
Celanese Corporation of America, 180 Madi-

A -7R MAT FINISH
PREVENTS WIRE SLIPPAGE

'

el

breeding ground.

Write for names of laminators using

son Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

Celanese Yarns and Fabrics offer
the same qualities of high dielectric
strength and corrosion resistance as
Lumarith Plastics. For data, address
Celanese Corporation of America,

I

180 Madison Ave., New York 16, N.Y.
4

--4111111.1.1.

... gives more visibility to foil . increases elongation ... does not require talc or other lubricants.
.

.

e7feera,itedte:.944tree.

is. 0. B. ralt. Off.
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MAKES ALL ELECTRON TUBES
aideistail

yer aviriorite erieweenit

All electron tube types essential for airborne equipment are manufactured by
Ken-Rad

They assure dependable long life in all critical apparatus
TRANSMITTING TUBES

cot.%

te,stic.

tor
.1,A.

,.v.sserw.
caos
ale

tor

ot

eC

StSes
z

KENRAD
AVIATION DIVISION

CATHODE RAY TUBES
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES

OWE NSBORO KENTUCKY
EXPORTS
174

1.1

MOORE STREET

NEW YORK

RECEIVING TUBES
February 1945 - ELECTRON ICS
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"STEDMAN PRECISION TOOLS
Pleadieut 71/444 Ptadeectieut
Stedman equipment has become standard among radio manufacturers
because it is especially designed to speed assembly -line production, lower
costs and insure a better finished product.

NEW ASSEMBLY JIG
1

Can be loaded and unloaded in two seconds.
Indexed 360° fixture to hold chassis in any position to step
up soldering and all other assembly operations.
Adjustable to any size within base limits of the Jig. Comes

in 4 standard sizes (6", 9", 12", 15" swing) or we will
4
5.

make Jigs to your specifications.
Sturdy, rigid construction.
We make adapters to fit any type chassis.

Send us your specifications, or a sample chassis, for quotations.
We are ready to meet your delivery schedules.

DUMMY TUBES

(ALL TYPES, INCLUDING MINIATURE1

High precision machined (not die cast). Stainless steel pins.
Used to hold socket clips in correct alignment during wiring.
TUBE PIN STRAIGHTENERS

(LOCK .IN AND MINIATURE*)

Stainless steel inserts are standard for corrosion resistance. Inserts are replaceable. Hardened tool steel inserts available for
factory production use. Body and posts are cadmium placid
PRECISION GAGES

High precision gages for all types of tube bases. Adherence
to standards eliminates rejections! Increases profits!

TEST AND ADAPTER PLUGS
Made to fit any type socket. Silver plated brass pins. Handsome plastic grip. Good dielectric characteristics.

SOCKET MOUNTING TOOL
Installs snap ring in a jiffy! Speeds up socket mounting in
chassis. Just drop snap ring over expander tube, place handle

on tube and press snap ring down on to socket

Simple,

quick, economical!
*MEETS REQUIREMENTS OF WPB SUBCOMMITTEE ON MINIATURE TUBES

Zelair 'Edge&

ROBERT L. STEDMAN

SPECIALISTS IN MASS PRODUCTION TOOLS
OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND

ELECTRONICS - February 1945

MACHINE WORKS

NEW YORK
175

YS PreKital in the control of many parts and functi ns\af bur new giant planes. Automatic flying,

iartior navigation and actual combat equipd4?encl\ln varying degree on the satisfactory
o erotic of\relays.
ent a

CONTROL F

AllTd rel ys a\e desi

ed to assure troublefree service 6nder he mTst adverse conditions resulting from
territ tem erat&re chan4es, altitude and excessive
heihoc the recNirernents are for power
vibrofton.
applic ion r ox.Oeme sensi ivity where the relay
must opvrate\ under !mast ne ligible power, Allied
esign rrr

the sev est tests.

Hied has bcari forerno in engineering and design
cial applications. If your product rerelays fo\ special
ires electri' al control we ecommend 0-40 you specify
Allied.

ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC
2 EAST END AVENUE (AT 79th STREET)
FAC1ORIES: NEW YORK CITY
176

NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

PLANTSVILLE, CONN. CHICAGO, ILL.

t OS ANGELES, CALIF.
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great advantage over the existing
ferro-magnetic
using
methods
plates or powders.
This defectoscope is capable of
wide variations in sensitivity. Increasing the anode voltage decreases the sensitivity because
weak dispersion fields of abnormal
shape will not have time to affect
the electron flow. On the other
hand, reducing the anode voltage

and increasing the filament temperature results in an increase of

STEATITE

71.1hicA...
CERAMIC

PROTECTS

PARTS

AGAINST

ABSORPTION
MOISTURE

sensitivity.

For the lower testing speeds, it
was found that a sensitive relay
and a paper -tape type of recorder
gave good results, but for the
highest speeds a c -r oscilloscope
working in conjunction with photographic paper was found to be

AND

ATTACK

.

FUNGUS

better.

Power Supplies for
Photoelectric Controls
By DANIEL SCHULMAN

IN MANY INDUSTRIAL applications of

phototubes and

photocells,

some

consideration must be given to un-

desirable modulation of the light
source by the lamp current. To
eliminate this condition, one method

is' to excite the lamp used as the
light source by means of power
from an a -f or r -f oscillator instead

of from the usual 60 -cycle supply
line. In certain industrial control

applications, this is done so that
response is had by the control
equipment to only one lamp in a

by the use of
DOW -CORNING FLUID #200
This new method for waterproofing ceramic surfaces results
in increased electrical resistance and improved performance

group, the proper frequency being
selected by a band-pass filter in the

of equipment under conditions of high humidity and condensation. Application of Dow -Corning Fluid No. 200 to

phototube amplifier.

ceramic bodies coats them with an extremely

These problems are similar to

thin film of silicone. It will adhere effec-

those that exist in facsimile trans-

tively even when immersed for days in sea

mission and sound motion pictures.
In these fields, self-excited oscillators or master -oscillator power -

water and does not collect dust or cor-

amplifiers are commonly used to
supply the lamp with current. The
frequency of excitation may range
from 300 cycles per second up into
the radio -frequency region. The par-

ticular frequency selected will be
dependent upon the inertia characteristics of the filament. As a rule,
the higher the power of the exciter
lamp, the greater is the inertia of
the filament, and the lower is the
frequency required for minimum
modulation.

In Fig. 1 is shown the circuit of
a self-excited oscillator that has
ELECTRONICS - hthruary 194S

rode metals; nor will it react with organic

materials. It has a power factor of the
order of .005% and is effective up to
150°C. It also acts as a neutral' flux
for soldering, and is not removed
by contact with organic solvents.
For further applications and engi-

neering data write or phone.

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING CORP.
666 VAN HOUTEN AVENUE, CLIFTON, N. J. TEL. PASSAIC 2-5161

177

Plastic electric control grips, designed,
molded and assembled by Plastic ManufsKturers, Inc. for Sperry Gyroscope
Company. They typify a wide range of

war products that suggest peacetime
applications.

When LIFE DEPENDS
ON 4=--P- E -E=D
No one has higher regard for the 60th part of a
minute than the turret gunner in a military plane.
These molded plastic gun grips reduce timeconsuming motions for him by providing fingertip
control over a variety of tasks. Multiple switches
incorporated in each grip permit the gunner to

operate sighting mechanism of the turret ...
fire a pair of machine guns ...
maintain communication with crew members ...

The plastic material used has dielectric properties
which make insulation of switches unnecessary and
prevent short circuits. It is outstandingly good for

extreme high and low temperatures. Grips have
high impact qualities and durable finish, are light
in weight and have a "comfortable feel".
Engineering "know how", molding experience and

modern facilities enable us to produce and completely assemble precision parts and
products in volume for military needs.
Perhaps this combination can provide

An automatic safety switch prevents unintentional
solution for some of your product
firing of the guns.
problems-now and post-war.
Send for a copy of Folder File E-2, outlining our plastic services.

Sag.ti.S.Pat-Off.

PLASTIC MANUFACTURERS
INCORPORATED
STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT
MOLD MAKING INJECTION & TRANSFER MOLDING COMPLETE ASSEMBLY
Representatives: DETROIT 2-805-06 New Center Bldg. LOS ANGELES 35-1440 So. Robertson Blvd.
CANADA-A. & M. Accessories Ltd., 19 Melinda Street, Toronto; 1405 Bishop Street. Montreal; 920 Second Avenue, Seattle.
174
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INCREDIBLE SALVAGE

The Case of the Flying Gull
During the storm season of 1942, The Fly-

were working perfectly.

ing Gull ran into heavy seas in the Gulf

she all but made port. Then, just as she

Harvy Stark, owner of the boat, had
already ordered a complete new set of
transformers from Thermador. He can-

was putting about near Hunter's Point, she

celled the re -order. And today The Flying

shipped a gigantic wave and foundered.

Gull sails with her original Thermador
transformers. Not designed for the briny
deep-but they could take it!

of Mexico.* Running before a terrific wind,

All hands were saved. But The Flying Gull

rested in eight fathoms of Gulf water.
Salvage operations were started. Later in

Such stories of plus performance are not

1942, when The Flying Gull was in the
dock and her electrical equipment ripped
out, an amazing thing occurred. George

accidents, for Thermador transformers are

Long, of The Harris Salvage and Drydock
Company of Galveston, put the Thermador transformer equipment on a shelf in
the sunshine-mentally assigning it to the
scrap metal drive. Three days later, out of
curiosity, he hooked the transformers onto
a testing bench and flipped on the current.
To his amazement, they still showed signs
of life. He then ran standard tests. To his

further astonishment, all twelve of the
transformers were not only working-they
ELECTRONICS - Folarunry 945

.

.

built to perform beyond normal expectations. They are completely manufacturednot just assembled-under one roof on a
vast array of modern precision equipment.
They are made only from the finest materials, engineered by men of broad experience. The result is not alone quality but
quality in quantity. If that meets your
specifications, better discuss transformers
with Thermador.

THERMADOR

TRANSFORMERS
DEFEAT HEAT COLD HUMIDITY

'An actual case history from Thermador files; however names, dates, and location

have been altered Buy MORE War Bonds.

THERMADOR ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
-SEVEN LEASUESINIAW. 5119 SOUTH RIVERSIDE DRIVE

LOS ANGELES 22, CALIFORNIA
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Planning new products?

been used to excite a 6 -watt lamp in
a 16 -mm sound projector. This cir-

cuit is designed to operate in the
supersonic

frequencies, desirable

for two reasons. Lower audio frequencies would have a tendency to
be picked up by induction into the
high -impedance input of the first
audio stage in the high gain amplifier. Radio frequencies of a higher

order would have a tendency to
radiate, and also reduce the effi,
ciency of the oscillator. Efficiency

Fig. 1-Circuit of self-excited oscillator for
supplying current to a 6 -watt exciter lamp

is quite important since excessive
plate current

Check on

Follansbee
electrical sheets and strip
The quality of the silicon steels you use will be an important

factor in the design, production and performance of your
new products.
Designs will be influenced by the silicon steels which can be

obtained. There's a Follansbee Electrical Sheet and Strip
for every electrical requirement.
Production

for

a

you desire.

It will pay you to check with Follansbee-for years a leader

in this field-on your requirements for Electrical Sheets
and Strip.

FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION
GENERAL OFFICES

transformer.
In addition to the grid leak bias
there is shown a self -biasing resis-

tor. Should the exciter lamp burn
out, the tube might cease to oscillate and the cathode resistor would
bias the grid and hold the plate current down to a normal value. This

is necessary so that the tube will
not be damaged. The 0.01-tcf capacitor places the cathode effectively at ground potential. The
variable rheostat in the plate circuit will vary the brilliance of the
lamp.

will be smoother with silicon steel having the

proper physical characteristics. Follansbee Sheets and Strip
meet exacting requirements on punching quality, surface
finish, gauge and space factor.
Performance of your products will depend on silicon steels
which perform their functions as designed. You can obtain
from Follansbee Sheets and Strip the magnetic characteristics

PITTSBURGH 30. PA.

Sales I /!7i r es -- New

York, Philadelphia. Rochester, Cleveland, Detroit, ;Milwaukee.
hales Agents - Chicago, Indianapolis,St. Louis, Nashville, Los Angeles, San Francisco.
Seattle; Toronto and Montreal, Canada.Plants-Follansbee, W. Va. and Toronto, Ohio
COLD ROLLED CARBON SHEETS 8 STRIP
ALLOY BLOOMS 8 BILLETS. SHEETS 8 STRIP
SEAMLESS TERNE ROLL ROOFING
ELECTRICAL SHEETS & STRIP
POLISHED BLUE SHEETS
ISO

would call

larger and more expensive power

Coil Data

Inductor L, is of the air -core type

wound on three-inch tubing with
-in. inner diameter. There are
three windings, a primary coil of
four layers, 130 turns each of No.
28 wire; a feedback coil of 130
turns of No. 28 wire, and, a lamp

winding of 25 turns of

No. 18

enamel wire. One side of the lamp
winding may be grounded. There
is no heat generated in this coil.

With this type of oscillator, a
high -quality sound amplifier may
be employed, since no attenuation
of the low -frequency response is
necessary. An objectionable feature
of this circuit is that the brilliance
Febriary 1945 -
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Engineers now planning commercial Television
will find that RAULAND has anticipated all of the
present day tube applications for direct -viewing
for the home and projection for home and
theatre, using either reflective or refractive optics.
Invitation is extended to confer with RAULAND
engineers concerning plans now being formulated.

One of the important qualities which determines the
usefulness of the tube in a given application is its light
flux density (measured in candlepower) per micro-

ampere beam current. The range for tubes shown runs
from .05 to .5 candlepower per microampere,while the
useful beam current ranges up to 3000 microamperes.

DIRECT -VIEWING ELECTROMAGNETICALLY FOCUSED AND DEFLECTED TUBES
Short 15" tube, showing a
13"x 10" picture

Short 12" tube, showing a
91/2"x 71/2" picture

Electrostatically focused and
deflected 12" tube, showing
a 91/2"x 71/2" picture

9" tube, showing a
73/8" x 51/2" picture

ne

Complete,,hototu besi

"or whichu.0:7,
soiri..cocoly suited

Visite,'

PROJECTION TUBES FOR THE HOME

IMAGE SIZE UP TO 24"x1B"
For Refractive Optics

Projection tube for theatre use,
projecting 20' x 15' pictures

For Reflective Optics

5dc. oelelpt 1:et:

cted

4"x3'

A: 4:

1;nnitnoglocts-

Television
for leleq
Purposes.

Pick

signal plate

COMMUNICATIONS TELEVISION

RADIO RADAR SOUND

Electroneering is our business
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
THE RAULAND CORPORATION
Buy War Bonds and Stamps! Rauland employees are still investing 10% of their salaries in War Bonds
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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PRE -INSULATED

For easy identification
Insulation is colored
for each range of
wire sizes:

Red - 22-18
Blue - 16-14
Yellow - 12-10

TERMINAL

Press dies and hand
tools cre similarly
marked.

TEST DATA

1. The insulation is permanently
bonded to the barrel of the terminal

Ing, cutting and installing insulation
sleeving of the proper size.

on insulation used in AMP Pre -insulated

- will not distort, slip, crack or peel
off - its dielectric qualities are equal
to or exceed any conventional

3. The AMP Pre -insulated Terminal

The pm -insulation takes the exact con-

is delivered to you ready to install
with AMP precision hand, foot or

tour of the crimp without distortion or
cracking. It will not dry out or corns,

crimped terminal with loose sleeving.

power installation tools.

2. The production cost of applying

4. In addition to Pre -insulation, you

separate tubing to the terminal is approximately the same as the cost of

get all of the features of the famous

applying the terminal itself to the
wire. By using the Pre -insulated Terminal you eliminate such costly operations as buying, expediting, stock-

soldorless terminals:

loose.

Dry dielectric strength 750 VPM.
Wet dielectric strength 350 VPM.

AMP "Diamond Grip" Insulation
Support terminal - two crimps on
the barrel and one on the insulation sleeve - all performed in one

strength
inch 2150.

Tensile

per

pounds

square

life at 220° F. over 400 hours.
Does not shatter when pinched with
pliers at minus 40° F.
Does not support combustion when
in accordance with ASTM
tested
D350 -40T.
IINI41.4111.11

operation.

MK

"Precision Engineering Applied to She End of °Wire"
VISION IIMV,C1r

Write today for Bulletin 29

Trade Mart Res. U. S. P.S. Of.

describing in detail the
AMP Pre -Insulated Terminal

AIRCRAFT -MARINE PRODUCTS INCA
11214:1
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N.

4th ST.

HARRISBURG, PENNA.

TELEPHONE: NARRISIIIIC 4.1111
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of the lamp changes with line voltage variations.
Figure 2 shows a phase neutraliz-

ation method that may be used
KC

®CUT

_-c

when 60 -cycle modulation is encountered. Resistor network R,
and R, impress a 60 -cycle voltage
equal in amplitude and 180 deg out
of phase with the signal voltage, so

-

Pill RS1N RADIO (0.
01;lft.!A

that the effective potential measured from point A to ground will
equal zero. The alternating poten-

For more than 10 years
we have been manufacturing crystals. Not only
are we crystal manufacturers, but crystal specialists as well. Consult us on your "crystal
problems".

*

Fig. 2-Balancing arrangement for over-

PETERSEN RADIO 1;O.
Council Bluffs, Iowa

coming the effect of 60 -cycle modulation

of a light beam

tial must be properly phased in the
R, and R, network to give proper
cancelation. Reversing the secondary or primary leads of the power

CRYSTALS EXCLUSIVELY SINCE 1934

transformer will give the proper
phase. This system has the advan-

tage of being economical but requires frequent adjustment and also
affects the frequency response.
Filter Circuit

ELIMINATES NAME PLATES
ON FRONT PANELS
A proven method for placing durable characters
on metal panels, chassis, etc.
* Inlaid baked enamel characters,
protected by background finish; re-

Figure 3 shows a high-pass filter
arrangement that is commonly

used. Attenuation of the low frequencies will start at 350 cycles
with the values indicated, and at
60 cycles the hum modulation is at
an acceptable level. It is desirable
to have the hum level 45 decibels

sistant to abrasion and salt spray;

guaranteed to pass 50 hour salt
spray test.

* Front panel will match finish of
cabinets.

* Recommended and endorsed by
scores of manufacturers of electronic, sound and communication
equipment.
Fig. 3-This high-pass filter circuit satis-

PROMPT DELIVERIES-Send us your bare fabricated

factorily attenuates frequencies below 350

steeLord within t..,o v.eeLs se will
0,1

;t

u,..i

;;1

f,

your Comprrte

REENMAKERS

ALSO...

SILK SCREENING
on front panels and
chcssis, either metal or
plastic. Sharp clear char -

durably printed
64 FULTON STREET NEW YORK 7, N.Y.acters
finished or unfinished

Tel.: REctor 2-9867
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surfaces.

cycles

below the signal level

in 16 -mm

sound projectors.
In facsimile transmission, special
problems are involved. Normally,
the picture is placed on a revolving
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

NUT

ON
STUDS!

THAT
UNTHREADED

THE

board fin
insulation to Boor HUTS I-1 /4' Aqua.*
Co., SPEED
In fastening
urastorre
White Motor nail* etimiende lump
by the

"'weed 91" spfeagens

149 fsrre
h
and ossonZeds 1 this

ICJ

No. II

pushed over
strips or retaining

rcicisoher/

141,4:14.

"9 ass

$1.1hia/

Just a push and it locks! It's just as

molding costs reduced-assembly speed-

simple and easy as that! For this unique

ed up-and vibration loosening prevent-

spring steel fastener needs only to be
pushed over rivets, nails, tubing, wire,
integral die cast or plastic studs to lock

ed. These fasteners are available in many
sizes and shapes ... rectangular, square,
round, or they may be specially designed

parts firmly together. Threads are unnecessary because the spring prongs of the nut
provide a friction lock on even the

to fit your particular requirements.

smoothest of chrome surfaces.
But easy attachment is not the only advantage gained by using Push -On type
SPEED NUTS. Costly threaded inserts,

of name plates, emblems, trim strips,

drilling and tapping are eliminatedTHE BASIC PRINCIPLE
of Spring -Tension Lock is
Embodied in all Speed Nut Designs

If you want to improve the attachment

grilles, or other light -weight parts, write
now for samples of Push -On type SPEED
NUTS, giving stud diameter and any other

pertinent assembly details.

TINNERMAN PRODUCTS, INC.
2106 FULTON ROAD, CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
In Canada; Wallace Barnes Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

In England: Simmonds Aerocessories, Ltd., London

FASTEST THING IN FASTENINGS
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SOUND ABSORBING

SPONGE RUBBER
LINER

FRAME-

ACTUATING
COIL

REED WEIGHT-

-REED
CONTACTS
SIDE SPRINGS

- REED ARMS

SPRING STOP

SPRING WASHER PLATE
TERMINAL

Precise
Construction
for
Precision
Performance

- STACK INSULATORS

PLATES

SHOCK ABSORBING
SPONGE RUBBER
MOUNTING

RUBBER TUBING

LEAD INSULATIONPRONG BASE - ON
SEALED TYPE HAS RUBBER

VULCANIZED TO EACH
SIDE Of BAKELITE DISC

PINS

MALLORY VIBRATORS
liehind each of the construction features you see in this cross-section of

Each 11,11or-7. Vibralor is tested on the oscilloscope for

was, form under all operant)! conditions to insure
perri e IkerflT111.1.114.e.

a

Mallory Vibrator are three important factors:
1. Engineering research that determines the design best adapted for high electrical efficiency and dependable operation.
2. Materials selected for performance and long life.
3. Precision workmanship and testing that assure the uniform high quality of
each Mallory Vibrator.
A recent improvement is the hermetic sealing of Mallory Vibrators ... to protect them against moisture, fumes, or ionization at low atmospheric pressures.
Millions of Mallory Vibrators are now providing excellent service in aircraft,
automotive, marine and industrial electronic applications. Mallory Vibrators are
available to operate from all battery DC voltages. Ask your Mallory Distributor

For Portable Plate
Power - Mallory
Vibrapacks
Mallory Vibrapacks

deliver voltages from
125 to 400 from low
voltage DC source
with high efficiency;

low battery drain;
ease of installation;
long life.

for the Vibrators or Vibrapaeks* you need, and also for a free copy of the
Mallory catalog.
IIInquiries are invited from manufacturers fur Vibral

tors and I. ibrapacks for use in original equipment.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
Pot. Ilfl. foe I it rwor power supplies.

'Reg.

MYP.R. MAL (DRY& CO.. Inc.

ALLOR
'4

VIBRATORS
and VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES
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A bitter pill for humanity is the realization that
progress transcends ordinary development in time

of war. Dually destroying-by death dealing devices, and advancing-by knowledge gained, the
The illustrated unit typifies the many
compact designs incepted by N -Y -T
for

mobile,

airborne

equipment. Resourceful

and

portable

N -Y -T

engi-

neering, new materials and advanced
techniques make possible full retention
of desirable characteristics where such

drastic paring of size and weight is
imperative for efficient functioning.

future is molded by mankind itself.
A ray of optimism and hope is the re -interpretation
of warborne research for peacetime betterments.
Already new techniques, new materials and new
processes have added greatly to transformer efficiency. N -Y -T engineers have played an important
part in these developments.
To you engaged in the fulfillment of America's future-through product or equipment utilization of
transformers, solenoids or filters-a cordial invitation is extended for near -future collaboration.

NEW YORK TRANSFORMER CO.
26 WAVERLY PLACE
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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CANNON CONNECTORS-in the most amazing places!

drum and the small area that is illuminated by the exciter lamp is
focused by an optical arrangement
to the sensitised medium of a photo -

tube. Variable intensities of light
are reflected from the exposed area
depending upon the degree of white
in the picture. Voltage peaks of 60
cycles would correspond to greater
lamp voltages at certain phases of
the cycle. These peaks of voltage

cause corresponding peaks of

il-

lumination which show up as definite patterns of wavy lines. This
objection can be removed by having

a controlled high audio -frequency
voltage. feeding the exciter lamp.
Use of Class B Amplifier

Figure 4 shows a satisfactory
circuit that overcomes these difficulties. The lamp is excited from a
low -voltage secondary winding of
the output transformer T,. An

The Rockettes, world famed precision

dancers

Music Hall

of

Radio

City

They tap out precision through

CANNON CONNECTORS
The high fidelity sound system of Radio City Music
Hall-the world's largest theater, is connected, through-

out, with Cannon Connectors. Cannon Plugs were
selected for the job because they could be depended
upon. They fit with precision, hold tight and are designed especially for the job expected of them.
You can say that about all Cannon Connectors. The

same connector precision demanded in aircraft instru-

In
to

ments, in radio and television circuits, in technical

40

laboratory circuits, can be had in the circuits you use.
Just specify Cannon Plugs.

z

0

Fig. 4-Circuit of controlled amplifier
for supplying current to an exciter lamp
in a photoelectric control system. Both

Above: Some of the various Cannon Connectors used in the Radio
,Slade Hall circuits. If you're interested in this type of connector write for
P
0 Bulletin.

input voltage and line voltage varia-

tions are corrected by the avc arrange.
ment to maintain a constant output

CANNON ELECTRIC
Cannon Electric Development Company, Los Angeles 31, Calif.

CANNON
ELECTRIC

Canadian Factory and Engineering Office: Cannon Electric Co., Ltd.,
Toronto, Canada
REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES-CONSULT YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE BOOR

audio signal is fed into the input of
the first audio amplifier tube. This
is resistance coupled into a driver
tube. Since efficiency is desirable
and only a single frequency is
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Introducing "Control Gaging" -A New Technique
EXPERIENCE spot -lighted the necessity for gaging at the
machine by which the operators themselves could quickly
detect any tendency towards "out -of -control" running.
Setting go -no-go gages at the specified tolerance was ineffective. Studies resulted in development of a simple technique
which we have called "control gaging."

This new technique, now used by Hunter on all control charted operations, has proved very efficient. On short -run,
close -tolerance jobs, where control charting cannot be effec-

tively applied, control gaging obtains a degree of control
comparable with long -run control -charted jobs.
In control gaging, the setting of the gages is determined by
a simple mathematical analysis of samples from the machine.
While running, the operator draws 5 pieces produced in sue THIS PROBLEM posed in the last paragraph above is illustrated by the models
below. The heights of the bars show the relative frequencies with which con-

trol gage limits are exceeded. Note the strong positive shift in these frequencies with off -center running. Control gage setting for sample size

cession, passes them through tie control gage, and notes the
number of failures at both limits. If, for example, over 2 pieces
fail at the high limit the machine is running to the high side.
A combination of low and high failures exceeding 3 pieces
indicates the range has increased.
Suppose a machine is producing parts with a tolerance of
± .003". Now assume the machine setting shifts so that production is running + .004" - .002". The machine operator
has only one chance in 44 of detecting the shift using conventional gage limits. Control gages, however, would definitely
show the machine was off center through an increase in number

of gage failures (beyond the 2 high max.) to 26% of the lots
checked. The ratio of efficiency is at least 10/1 in favor of the
control gage method.
5= )71 ±.577 R. If you are not already acquainted with statistical methods
for quality control we recommend that you promptly obtain copies of ASA
Bulletins Z1.1-1941, Z1.2-1942 and Z1.3-1942 from the American Standards
Association, 29 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.

The electrical controller base plate illustrated had to
be made from an electrical insulating material that
would resist carbon deposit from arcs .
unaffected by the moisture in mine air

.

.

.

.

.

that would be
that would be

strong enough on which to mount current carrying
parts .

.

.

C -D VULCOID was the answer.

C -D VULCOID is an insulating material

which provides a combination of the
desirable properties cf both laminated
phenolic plastics and vulcanized fibre.
It is a result of C -D research and is an
exclusive C -D product It well illustrates
the ability of C -D to engineer Dielectric

KM -45

materials to meet specific problems.
Fifty years of manufacturing experience,
Mica
C-0 PRODUCTS
MIC ABOND-Built-Up
Electrical

Phenolic.

The Plastics

-A LaminatedPhenolic.
-A Molded
CELORON

DILECT 0

Plastic
Resin
Suited
to ti -K'
A Pure

Standard

Insulation.

and

Mailable
Rods

Special Forms

inStandardSheets,

formed

or

Fabricated,Specifications.
Molded to
EquipChemical
-Plastic
and
Fittings.
Literature
EG
iri AV
Pipe,V Aires
Descriptive
Cornprement,
GY gives all C -D
Bulletin 'Daa on
CataThe NON-Metfillics FIBRE
hensive
Vulcanized
Individual
DIAMOND Resin Impregnated
Products.also Available.
VUI.COID logs are
Fibre.
Vulcanized

plus research and practical experience
in solving customer's problems enables
C -D technicians to come up with the
right answer to "What Material?" problems. Avail yourself of this service.

DILECIENEEspecially

Insulation.

Coil ti

-

nallitGlid

DISTRICT OFFICES
NEW YORK 17
SPARTANBURG, S. C.

CLEVELAN) 14

CHICAGO II

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVES
MARWOOD LTD., SAN FRANCISCO 3

IN CANADA:
DIAMOND STATE FIBRE CO. OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO 8

FIBRE

COMPANY

Established 1895.. Manufacturers of laminated Plastics since 1911-NIEWAhh 1(1 III 1AWARF

190
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SMOOTH COMMUTATION!
A.C. VOLTAGE CONTROL

with TH 2zA TRANSTAT
One piece die casting permits good heat dissipation, provides a s mple means of replacirg
the brush and protec's the commutator against
contact with brush holder if brush should breck

!,44.mplown

az loosen.

Broad
Commutating
*SWAT.
Ground from paiedlisl wires on
outer periphery of coil, form: long
even segments with solid isulalion necessary to avoid shorted

Each turn of vinyl acetal insulated

turns. Greater contact area results
in a lower operating temperature.
Smooth, mirror-like tnish provides
a practically frictionless brush Tack.

wire is PERMANENTLY anchored by
impregnation of whole core and coil

with phenolic Min, followed

by

baking

nn

II 2,,I=

isttist lumens

write

FOR THIS
NEW FOLDER!

Complete

description,

including construction

details, performance curves, wiring diagrans,
ratings, electrical data and applications covered. Ask for Bulletin No. 171-01.
AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY

178 Emmet Street, Newark 5, N.J.
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AN OPEN LETTER

to Users of Electrical insulation:
Throughout our 56 years we have welcomed every opportunity to meet the progressively increasing tempo of electrical
insulation requirements and whenever there was no product
available to meet a new condition our research department was
put to the task of developing and producing the product to
meet the new need.
TRIPLE -STRENGTH FIBERGLAS TUBING IS THE LATEST
OF SUCH DEVELOPMENTS.

Triple -Strength combines in one tubing the most significant
values and properties required of electrical insulation, today.

No longer is it necessary to specify one brand of tubing
for dielectric up to 3500 volts, another for non -fraying ends,
another for slow burning, another for solvent or moisture or
humidity resistance or for extreme flexibility --all of these qualities are built -into Triple Strength, the optimum in Tubing and

Sleeving for electrical insulation.
Triple -Strength will withstand more abuse and rough handling than any known insulating sleeving or tubing, without
losing any of its qualities.
Triple -Strength can be used on the leads of transformers
which are to be potted in high melting point compounds and
in assemblies which after they are completed are dipped and

baked for six or more hours at 250' F., to cure the varnish
coating of the assembly.
SPECIFY TRIPLE -STRENGTH AND OBTAIN THE OPTIMUM IN
TUBING AND SLEEVING FOR ELECTRICAL INSULATION.

.

-levest4

President, Mitchell -Rand
Insulation Company

FRAYING
ENDS

FREE FOR YOUR ASKING
WON'T

NIGH HEAT

STIFFEN

RESISTANCE

411

A Sample Card of Varnished Tubinqs: samples to lit
sizes Irom B6S wire #20 (.032-) to «0 (.325")
Wall Chart with quick easy to read reference tables
of electrical symbols, capacity of conductors, dielectric averages of insulating materials. mathematical
tables, tap drill sizes, standards of varnished tubing
sizes ... Was and Compound Guide Book and the
M -F1 Book of Electrical Insulations ... all are Free for
Ante for them on your letterhead.
your asking
.

.

MITCHELL -RAND

/or
56 YEARS

THE ELECTRICAL

INSULATION
HEADQUARTERS

.

MITCHELL -RAND INSULATION COMPANY, INC
51 MURRAY STREET
Fiberglas Varnished Tape and Cloth
Insulating Papers and Twines
Cable Filling and Fathead Compounds
Friction Tape and Splice
Transformer Compounds

COrtlandt 7-9264

NEW -YORK 7, N. Y.

A PARTIAL LIST OF M -R PRODUCTS
Fiberglas Braided Sleeving
Cotton Tapes, Webbing!, and Sleevings
Impregnated Varnish Tubing

Insulating Varnishes of all types

EST. 1889

Fiberglas Saturated Sleeving and Varnished Tubing
Asbestos Sleeving and Tape
Extruded Plastic Tubing
Varnished Cambric Cloth and Tape
Mica Plate. Tape, Paper, Cloth and Tub
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amplified, class B amplification is
employed in the following stage.
The circuit constants are designed
for amplification and peak bandpass at the one frequency.
It is necessary to control the output of this amplifier and regulate
the voltage at the lamp. Line voltage variations affect the plate volt-

age and hence the power output.
Signal voltage variations would
affect the gain and also illumination. Changes and audio signal var-

COMMERvia
ansioisatmed
SO SAY LEADERS OF

INDUSTRY WARTIME AGENCIES LABORATORIES SCHOOLS

iations would cause streaks in the
picture transmission that would
*not correspond to the original.

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC
PARTS AND
SENSITIVE RELAY
Fully adjustable sensitive
relay with 2000 ohm coil.

Audio AVC

EQUIPMENT

for plate circuit or
Photocell applications.
Ideal

Regulation is accomplished by a
revised automatic volume control

Minimum pull -in current

only 2.5 milliamperes.
SPOT Contacts.

circuit that provides bias to the
third grid of the input 7J7. This

11
YourMA10- coCst.3

$4.75

each

Tens of thousands of enthusiastic

customers are proof of Concord
leadership. We ran supply you
with anything from a single capac-

arrangement seeks the correct output by a differentiating means and
amplifies the resultant by the
7L7 d -c amplifier tube. The refer-

THERMAL TIME
DELAY RELAY
Leach

Type

with

1054T

375 ohm 24 volt DC coil.
Delay adjustable from 20

ence voltage is the drop across a

seconds to

1

minute. 'a"

fine silver DPST contacts.
normally open, will handle
50 amps at 12 volts DC.

1 -watt neon bulb, N. Voltage from
the output transformer is properly
matched to an exciter lamp and the

25 amps at 24 volts OC,

itor to complex laboratory installations. Two strategically -located
Concord stores-Chicago and Atlanta - are geared for speedy ac-

tion. Now is a good time to call
Concord... for whatever you need.

or 6 amps at 110 volts AC.
MA tO-C121

Your cost, each

differentiating circuit. For an 18 watt lamp, a 4 -ohm secondary will
properly match the impedance and
is shown as
Winding L., is a

high -voltage secondary that supplies 300 volts to the output rectifier tube V,. Inductor L. with C,
and C, filter the d -c potential that
appears across R, and R A nega-

$3.35

FREE! Special 16 -page
Supplement of "hard -tolled" and urgently needed
parts and equipment_ All

GENERAL ELECTRIC

items are ready for im-

DC MILLIAMMETER

are, naturally, subject to
prior sale.

mediate delivery

Type OW -51: 0-200 ohms:

D'Arsonval type move-

.

.

.

but

ment: 2 -inch meter; Flush
mount.

K -10050

Your cost, each

$4.95
qv.

tive potential is placed on the cath-

po

MAGNETIC CIRCUIT

ode of the 7L7 tube through the

BREAKERS

1 -watt neon bulb N. Any change in
plate current of the 7L7 appears as
a voltage of negative polarity across
R. This potential is applied

..

RAP ;IR

.

Heinemann ReCirk It

fast -acting magnetic circuit breakers with magnetic arc blowout. Trips

instantaneously on 1009a
to 125°° overload or short

circuit. DC operation.
MA 9-B100
MA 9.8101
MA 9-5102
MA 9-8103
MA 9-8104

through an RC filter with a time
constant of 0.1 second to bias the

195 milliamps
220 milleamps
7.5 amps
9 amps
30 amps

MA 9.8105 40 amps
Your cost. each $2.95

third grid of the input 6J7 to maintain a regulated output. The voltage
at which the circuit will hunt is de-

"CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION
:::::::::::::::

pendent upon the setting of R If
there is 300 volts of negative polarity across 1? and R then across R,

there will be 240 volts, since the
neon bulb drops approximately 60
volts and maintains that fixed drop.
If R, is set at negative 250 volts to
ground, there will then exist tube

potentials of 240 volts plate and
screen supply and negative 10 volts
on the control grid.

MAIL THIS COUPON

CONCORD
RADIO CORPORATION

2dayette kale

tilouaion,

Theory of Operation

When a rise in line voltage or
signal voltage occurs, there is more
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III.

Dept. 6-25
Please rush me the I6 -page "Special Supplement" published by the CONCORD
RADIO CORPORATION.

Name

Address
901 W. Jackson Blvd.

265 Peachtree Street

CHICAGO 7. ILL.

ATLANTA 3. GA.

City

State
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WRITE NOW...
for your personal copy of the
first comprehensive catalog ever
prepared on Selenium Rectifiers.

AMERICA
SELENIUM
PtC0

CORPORAIION
-05 ANGELE

CaLlEoEtNtit,
ofS

BOULEVARD

17Iv WEST

Construction details, performance curves, application data, engineering tables and charts are
all included in the new, comprehensive catalog
of Selenium Rectifiers. Everything you need to
know in applying selenium to your rectification
in Selenium's
problems is at your fingertips
new catalog. Write for your copy today!

...

4 SELENIUM CORPORATION of AMERICA
1719 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
,r,RCICN DIVISION. {BAZAR 8 HANSEN

114

l_0(, ANGELES 15
CL AY

/FIT

%.%,1

,ItA4CLCO

CALIFORNIA
1,

,A.IfORN
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Industry is enteri ig an

era of electronics,
marked b f the k senest
competition in business
history. The rich rewards

will surely go to those
who employ Creative
Electrical Engineering to
best advantage.
In this highly bec mica!

field, LEL AND Electric

has solved many difficult electrical F roplems
with skill and ingenuity.
This valuable expelence
may be the key tc your
post-war plan. Vs, e invite your inquiry.

C-031

ELECTRIC;

THELelaW
Dayton `, 01:4.0

nd Vectr'ic

P21.2 \-11

C awr

CanadaGoeu1-,

in Canada-.

MOTOR GENERATOR SET, NAVY TYPE: UPGT-A.C.
or D.C. drive, and up to 21/2 KY/ A.C. o D.Z. output

-special frequencies, governor speec controlled.
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power output. Suppose a 310 -volt
potential

instead of 300 exists

across R, and R.. Since the drop

MAKE;-#11VTRpfE!.=

across the neon bulb is constant at
60 volts, there will exist 250 volts
between cathode and ground. The
setting of I?, places the divider network in a 5 -to -1 ratio of resistance
since it was set in a voltage ratio of
250 to 50 volts. The potential existing from grid to ground will equal
5/6 of 310 or 258.3 volts. This is 1.7
volts more positive on the grid than

New and more quickly responsive
Thermostatic Bimetals, developed by

Chace, have helped to bring new safety
to the air traveller.
Smaller and lighter thermal controls are thus made possible . . . Readings
of both inside and outside temperatures
are instantly available to the pilot . . .
Correct temperature is automatically
maintained in the various compartments
. . . Constant temperature is supplied to
altimeters . . . Circuit breakers-as many
as 250 on a single bomber-are all controlled by Thermostatic Bimetal elements.

the original circuit potential. The
7L7 will then draw more current
and cause a greater voltage drop
across R,, which will in turn place
a more negative bias on the 7J7.
Reduction and stabilization of the
amplifier output is then accomplished and the output is restored to
300 volts across R, and R. Maintaining this output constant will regulate the exciter lamp voltage since
the two circuits are coupled to the
same primary.

Instead of 310 volts appearing

across R, and R., an instantaneous
rise to 400 volts may develop. Then
the circuit potentials will equal
negative

340

from

cathode

to

ground, 340 volts plate and screen
supply, and 5/6 of 400 or negative
333 volts to ground at the grid. A

positive potential of 7 volts will
then exist on the grid of the 7L7.

These same dependable actuating
elements for temperature responsive de-

This is 17 volts more than the orig-

vices are available for the greater efficiency

consequential time delay that may

-and salability-of your products. To
meet every possible demand, Chace produces 35 different types of Bimetals . . .
in strips, sheets . . . in shapes ready for
assembly ... and in completed asseniblies
with terminals and contacts attached.
Chace engineering knowledge is freely at
your disposal. Let us suggest, in confidence, the type of Thermostatic Bimetal

inal setting. The circuit will then

have a tendency to hunt, with a
burn out the exciter lamp before
regulation takes hold. To prevent
this, R7 and C. are incorporated.
Resistor R, is selected to give optimum phase angle to prevent regeneration.

This circuit will regulate within
1/20 of a volt on signal variations
of 3 to 10 volts, and line voltage
variations between 90 and 130 volts.
The frequency may range from 300

to 3000 cycles per second on the
signal grid.

best fitted for use in your controls.

Electronic Width -Gage

w.m.c ACE co.
Thermostatic Bimeta s and Special Alloys
1630 BEARD AVE DETROIT 9, MICH.

for Strip Materials
THE CIRCUIT of a vacuum -tube gage

for measuring the width of movie
film is shown in the illustration.
With minor changes, the unit can
be adopted to give width or thick-

ness measurements for many other
196
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No washing machines?
Other people's green pastures don't intrigue us.
We're going to stay on our side of the fence.
Electronics is our business. They say we're good

at it. They? Airlines, the armed forces, railroads,
manufacturers.

Production -wise, Aireon has established some
enviable records for quality, speed, cost. Aireon
engineers have made some notable contributions
to

the advancement of the art and science of

electronics.
Our post-war plans primarily embrace the creation

of new electronic communication and control systems for industry and transportation, and the production of precision components for manufacturers of electronic equipment.
Your engineers and ours should get together. We
can translate their conversation into what you want.

ir on
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Formerly AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES CORPORATION

Radio and Elestronics

NEW YORK
ELECTRON ICS - February 1945

CHICAGO

KANSAS CITY

Engineered Power Centro/I

BURBANK
"7

Photo courtesy of

fii9A

.4 ddressograph-Multigraph

Corporation

BOUGHT THIS BRUSH SURFACE ANALYZER
When the Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation in Cleveland, found
it necessary to accurately measure the surface finish on grained zinc
plates, they bought a Brush Surface Analyzer to do the job. Now, they
are able to control these surfaces- to micro -inch roughness by studying

graphic readings of the irregularities measured to one millionth
of an inch (.000001").
This instrument was purchased with a high priority rating. No longer

is this necessary. Greatly expanded production facilities are now
enabling us to make prompt delivery with no priorities.
The Brush Surface Analyzer is an indispensable tool in modern production where closer control of surface finish is greatly emphasized.
See how this instrument can best serve your production needs by
a demonstration at your plant.

Also write for a free brochure -"Surface Finish -.000001 inch."

THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
3423 PERKINS AVENUE
198
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E RANGE OF TUBES

OF WIDE APPLICATION
THE enviable engineering tradition on which the
foundation of tie North American Philips Company, Inc., rests, is reflected in the superior quality
and performance of electronic tubes bearing the
NORELCO stamp. Contributing to the long life and
uniform characteristics of these tubes are many exclusive manufacturing techniques and inspection methods developed over a long period. Among the types we now manufacture - some of
which are illustrated -- are a number of special-purpose, cathode-ray and transmitting tubes for high and
ultra -high frequency applications, r -f and af power
amplifier tubes. and low- and high -power rectifiers.

Although all the tubes we produce now go to the
armed forces. we :nvite inquiries from prospective
users. A list of the tube types we are especially
equipped to produce will be sent on request.

In the North American Philips Company, there is
gathered together a team of outstanding electronic
engineers. coached by a group with world-wide experi-

ence resulting from fifty years of research and development in the electrical field. This new combination
of technical talent has at its command many exclusive
processes that insure electronic devices of the highest
precision and quality. Today, North American Philips
works for a United Nations Victory; tomorrow, its aim
a ill be to serve industry.

1 .1
OTHER PRODUCTS: In addition to the electronic
tubes mentioned above we make Quartz Oscillator Plates;
Searchray (X-ray) Apparatus, X-ray Diffraction Apparatus; Medical X-ray Equipment, Tubes and Accessories;

Tungsten and Molybdenum products; Fine Wire; Diamond Dies.

When in New York, be sure to visit our Industrial
Electronics Showroom.

ORCeslAP

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS by

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
Dept. C-2, 100 East 42nd Street, New York 17. N. Y.
Factories in Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.; Mount Vernon, N. Y. (Metal's, Division); Lewiston, Main* ;Elmer Division)
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Oil Type EC
... Ready to

r APACITRIINS

applications.

The

measurements

provided are in agreement with
test -blocks and stereo comparators
and

readings

are

reproducible

within 0.002 mm, a degree of accuracy somewhat beyond that attained by operators using the op-

Meet Your

Requirements!

tical equipment.
The essenti4l element of the unit
is a small lever, about 2 inches long,

swinging on a bearing about onethird the distance below the upper
end. At the upper end of the lever,
a rounded surface presses lightly
against one edge of the film as it
passes through the gage. If the

Up to

10 MM.
Capacity

Sturdy Single

Hole Mounting

1

Circuit of electronic gage for measuring width of a continuous strip such as
movie film
at,

film becomes wider, the upper end
of the lever is pushed outward, and
since this is above the fulcrum, the

No Brackets Needed
2' and 2,1" Dia.
Container

'Dtiaa imneerter
,eon

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

Working

Catalog Capacity Voltage
Number 1 in Mid.

6EC200
6EC300
6EC400
6EC600
6EC800
6EC1000
10EC100
10EC200
10EC400
I OEC600

10EC800
15EC50
15EC100
15EC200
1SEC400

2.0
3.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
1.0

2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
.5
1.0

2.0
4.0

D.C.

A

Il

600
600
600
600
600
600
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1500
1500
1500
1500

2%

1!

4

1

4 !i

1lz

4
41,Z

2
2

4

2N

C

D

11
I 74

212

1 xl4thd
I xl4thd

112

Nx16thd

1

4

2

1.

4
43.4

2k

2N

112

4!¢

142

4

2

4'

F

1N

Nx16thd
Nx16thd
Nx16thd
1 x 1 4thd

4

E

3%xl6thd

IN

se

114

5, 5

1N
12,
1N
1N
5,

IN

I xl4thd
1114thd
lx14thd
Nx16thd
Nx16thd
1 xl4thd

174

1N

174'4

1N
Ise

ixl4thd

17/(y

114

1

14
IN
I if5

1%
1%

1

All of the Above A.W S. Army -Navy Submersion
Proof Units Avoiloble is Production Quantities for
Prompt Delivery. Write, Wire or re ephone - Now,

74e CAPACITRON elotfteu,
849 North Kedzie Ave.,

Chicago 51, Illinois
Telephone VAN Buren 3322
OUR NEW HOME - America's Most

Modern Capacitor Manufacturing Plant

lower end of the lever swings inward. As the lever swings, a metal
disk at the lower end moves nearer
to, ,or farther from, a similar disk
which is fixed and immovable. These
two metal plates never actually

touch one another, but as the distance between them varies with variation of film width, they actually
constitute a variable capacitor.
With change of film width, there

is a change in capacitance of the
variable capacitor and this change
is amplified electronically, giving a
direct reading or recording of film

width in millimeters. Thus, with
but one moving part in the actual
measuring mechanism, variations
of film width are measured in a
fraction of a second, and the most
minute changes are amplified to a
degree allowing clear and easy read-

ing, without injury to film from
pressure.
Mechanical Arrangement

In the unit, the film passes from
the feed roll, under a guide -roller,
through the measuring head, under
a second guide -roller and to a take -

200
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Special Round Head
Shoulder Pin

Special Hex Head
Shoulder Bolt

Special Pronged Pin

Odere,/,` AUTOMOTIVE PARTS

SS
PEED

PROD
C

031

osis

Here are three special parts used in large quantities (two of
them run into millions) by a large manufacturer of automotive equipment. They have both war and peacetime application.

They were originally made milled from bar. When sufficient

production could not be obtained by that method, the problem was put up to National. We developed an upsetting
procedure that met the need for volume production and also
resulted in substantial cost reductions.
You may want to look into the possibilities of saving time
and money on fasteners, for present needs or future. Or you
may have a problem of fastener improvement on which our

Send for a copy of this
rase history booklet describing briefly, with die.
prams, l
typical instances of time, III.ite-ri..I.
and moor!. Mal ved. A 4. for

the Savings booklet.

engineers can help you as they have many other manufacturers.

Chances are you'll he surprised at what can he done.

ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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LEADING PHONOGRAPH -RADIO COMBINATION
MANUFACTURERS HAVE USED
DEPENDABLE SEEBURG RECORD CHANGERS

LEADING PHONOGRAPH -RADIO COMBINATION
MANUFACTURERS CAN DEPEND
UPON SEEBURG RECORD CHANGERS
-tgateit

..........

Awarded to the J. . Seel..a Corporation for outctanding production of Wet

materials in each of Its four plants

Victoty/

Qeeb ra

J. P. SEEBURG CORPORATION CHICAGO
FINE MUSICAL INSIRUMINIS SINCI
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PLASTIC PARTS
ARE FROM GENERAL
INDUSTRIES

YOU'LL be in good company when you specify

General Industries mold-

ed plastic parts or low-

torque electric drives, or

both. From one plant,

under one management,

we supply both these
products to the most

rigid specifications.

YOU CAN

SPECIFY8OTH
FROM GENERAL INDUSTRIES

in our molded plastics div I -ion, we have the
know-how to do large or small jobs, simple or intricate,
in any quantities. -While %%e don't attempt to design or
redesign your parts, our skilled and co-operative team
of engineers, mold makers and machine operators
frequently make suggestions for bet ter, faster or lower
cost moldings that will meet or beat your sperificat ions.

You'll find similar ability in our small motors
on. For years, we've built Smooth Power drives for
our own lines of recorders, record -changers and turntables, and for electric and electronic products of leading manufacturers. if one of our mans standard motors
or drive assemblies won't meet %our specifications, we'll
cliirt

design and build one that AA ill, exactIN .

So, if you're specifying molded plastics
or small motors, we'd like to work with
you. Definite commitments must wait
until the end of our military work is in
sight, but a start now may help you get

to the markets quicker with your

postwar products. It will be appreciated
if you will address the specific division
. .

. molded plastics or small motors.

111111100
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up roll which is driven by a !nowt
Guide rollers, measuring head, and

spindles for the film rolls are all
constructed so that 8 -mm, 16 -mm,

or 35 -mm films can be measured
interchangeably.
The measuring head consists of a
fixed lateral film guide which is ad-

justable for any standard width of
film, a ballbearing film -supporting

roller and a movable lateral film
guide which is attached to the
swinging lever, with a movable capacitor plate attached to the lower
end.

As the film passes through the
measuring head, it is curved over a
ballbearing film -supporting roller.

The path described by the film in
passing over this roller forces it
into a partially cylindrical contour
at the point of measurement, thereby inducing lateral rigidity and as-

suring that the true width of the
film will be measured. This simple
method of film -guidance is one of
the prime factors insuring accuracy
and reproducibility of readings
with the instrument.
Use of Oscillator
Small variations of capacitance
can be measured conveniently by
their effect upon the frequency of
an oscillator circuit or by their effect upon the amplitude of current
Though many of our jobs are "exclusive," Green engineers are
easy to talk to, and even easier to work with. Because rectifier

engineering is our business, we can tackle any assignment

-even the so-called insurmountable ones-requiring DC
power, and come up with the solution. We have no production line as such . . . each customer's needs are individually
thought out, designed and built.

Whatever the voltage and current required, one of our
widely used Green Rectifiers can be easily adjusted to your
industrial or laboratory applications. Each Green Rectifier
is a complete unit in itself, including all control and supervisory equipment. Each is mobile, compact and efficient.
Write for our descriptive booklet.

"Rectifier Engineering is our Business"
If you're knitting your brow about DC power, present or postwar, put your problem in the lap of a friendly Green engineer.
SHARE YOUR BLOOD WITH A WOUNDED SOLDIER-THE NEED IS URGENT

W. GREEN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
GREEN EXCHANGE BUILDING

RECTIFIER

130 CEDAR STREET

G.

ENGINEERS

NEW YORK 6, N.Y.

in a parallel resonant circuit and
this principle is used in the electronic width -gage. Essentially it
is a fixed vacuum -tube oscillator
loaded by a variable tuned circuit,
the impedance of which varies with

the capacitance fluctuation of the
mechanical capacitor C2. As a result, the direct current flowing
through the vacuum tube varies.
and these variations are directly
proportional to variations in width
of the film or other object being
measured.

Capacitor C, is a fine control to
compensate for minor fluctuations
in frequency. If reproducible results
are desired, it is extremely impor-

tant that the resonance at which
the circuit operates be confined to
one point on the resonance curve.
Assuming that the overall capacitance is changed by a very small
amount to some value less than that
required, the change of current fur
a given change of capacitance will
be less because of the nonlinearity
of the resonance curve.

The source of oscillation
304
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PtitIrti PRESS

This speaks
for itself: Utah
is its own transformer supplier for

speakers, vibrators,

UTAH'S COMPREHENSIVE PROCESS

wire recorders, etcetera.
.

Sure, this is a punch press ... and Utalins*
know that a punch press is a pretty important piece of equipment in Utah's modern
plant. They guide it in an important step

in the precision manufacture of Utah's
products and see 'way beyond . . . to the finished products in action.
The honest pride they feel in their part is

the knowledge that Utah's process makes
superior quality inevitable ... eliminates
the possibility of error. Utah's plant is entirely self-contained. Every phase of manufacture, from buying raw materials to final
delivery of inspection -tested pieces is under
Utah's own exacting supervision. Constantly, painstakingly, Utah controls, inspects,
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

GUARANTEES PERFORMANCE!

rejects and supervises every step of the way.
Yes, heavy machines are made to produce

with the precision of delicate instruments
in Utah's comprehensively controlled process. And the result is Utah performance ...
accepted internationally as the absolute
standard of quality.
I tah Radio Products Co.. 820 ()deans St., Chicago 10, Ill.
Utah Products

'Utalins-

Canada

Ltd., 300 Chambly Rd., Longueuil, Montreal (23) P. CI

Utah's helpers
RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY
CHICAGO 'WHO,/

245

History of CornrreitVcetbu. Number Thirteen of a Series

MILITARY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
Today the allied military radio equipments represent the "tops" in
engineering design. Progress from the spark transmitter of World War 1

to present-day equipment is, indeed, a tar cry. Taking up where they
left off December 7,1941, Universal Engineers, with their added experi-

ence with precision military equipment shall produce for the public,
electronic devices not of fantastic design - but of proven utility and
quality.

After Victory is ours, radio amateurs, affectionately known as "hams,"
will be back after their experience with military radio equipment with
an even greater desire to operate their own "rigs." It will be then that

Universal will again have Microphones and recording components
available on dealers' shelves.
< FREE-History of Communications Picture
Portfolio. Contains over a dozen pictures suitable for office, den, or hobby room. Write for
your "Portfolio" today.

EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
FOREIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAY STREET, SAN litANICISCO 11, CALIFORNIA
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CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, CANADA
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two-day

jobs.
curing
1'12 minutes
to
cut

Cross section of grinding wheel

.
. . formerly
oven baked .. . heat soaks in slowly from surface.

Same section . . . now cured by adio-frequency
heating . . . heat builds up sr cedily, evenly
throughout.

The old, slow oven cure took 48 hours-just to beat
the resin bond of a grinding wheel 8Y," in diameter

by 1U" thick.
Now 7% minutes are plenty ... heat mounts at 20°C
minute . . . and splitting due to uneven heating is no la

a major hazard. Now it's done by radio frequency
which heats dielectrics uniformly from center to skin.
This speedy heating is often applicable to processes
in wood, chemicals, plastics, rubber, textiles and dozens
of other products-with no waiting for heat to "soak in"
and no rejects due to overheated surfaces.

2 KW RADIO -FREQUENCY GENERATOP
This unit has a nominal output of 2 kw. Controls and
meters are all conveniently located on front panel. Circuit
breaker and relays are readily accessible through the lower
door on left side of cubicle.

This accurate, uniform heating is simplified into a
"push button" job for unskilled help, with all equipment

and controls in one safe, spacesaving cabinet. The
cabinet is shielded to minimize interference with radio
communications.
Single standard units are available in output capacities

ranging up to 200 kw. The range of frequencies is wide
enough for almost every dielectric and induction

estinghouse

PLANT' IN 25 CITIES

OFFICES EVERYWHERE

heating need. For more information, write for Descriptive Data 85-800. Or, for suggestions on a specific
application, ask a Westinghouse engineer to call.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., P.O.

Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
ELECTRONICS
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quartz crystal connected to the grid

FAST, RELIABLE SOURCE FOR

Zeadeft, 711,44ed

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC

of a 6K6GT/G vacuum tube. The
parallel resonant circuit is connected to the screen grid, a feature
of design leading to increased stability of operation. The plate and

screen grid are operated at half
their rated voltages. Power is supplied by a 6ZY5G full -wave rectifier
with a VR-150-30 connected across

a fraction of the bleeder resistance

R,. The screen is fed by a shunt
consisting of an r -f choke, a 1 -ma
d -c

milliammeter or a recording

milliammeter, and a rectified source
of voltage which is used to balance

out the normal current flowing in
the screen.

This rectifier circuit consists of
two small selenium rectifiers, S,,
which feed a variable resistive load.

The source of power for this circuit is the voltage across the rectifier filaments, and no additional
filtering is necessary. A half -wave

rectifier was not used because it
caused vibration of the recording
stylus.

Stability
The component units of the electronic circuit were selected to mini-

For Measurement

Allied's concentration of leading

Inspection,
Testing
and Control

TUBE TESTERS
OSCILLOSCOPES

CAPACITY DECADES
RESISTANCE DECADES

makes under one roof means you can

obtain the type of instrument you
want .. . in the shortest time possible.

This specialized service to industry, government, and research laboratories simplifies procurement . . . increases
efficiency . . . saves hours, days, and effort. Such
well known makes as RCA, Dumont, G.E., Indus-

WHEATSTONE BRIDGES

trial Instruments, Hickok, Radio City, Triplett

RESISTANCE LIMIT BRIDGES

and others. Many on hand for immediate delivery.

WEIN CAPACITY BRIDGES
SIGNAL GENERATORS

EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS AND RADIO

PANEL METERS

It's faster, simpler to get all your electronic and radio

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS

YOLTONMMILLIAMMETERS

supplies from this one central source. We carry the largest

and most complete stocks of parts and equipment under
one roof . . ready for immediate shipment. Besides, our
procurement experts are in constant contact with all leading manufacturers to speed supplies.
.

Helpful

BUYING

Save time and work . . Call Allied First!
Write, Wire or Phone Haymarket 6800
.

GUIDE
Available
on Request
Write for 0!

ALLIED RADIO
CORPORATION

833 W. Jackson Blvd.

Dept. 24-B-5

Chicago 7, Illinois

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC PARTS AND EQUIPMENT TO INDUSTRIAL AMERICA
Electronic Tubes, Rectifiers, Power Supplies, Intercommunicating Systems, Sound Systems, Photo -Cell Equipment, Batteries, Chargers, Converters, Generators, Supplies for Resistance Welders, Fuses, Test Instruments,
Meters, Broadcast Station Equipment, Relays, Condensers, Capacitors, Resistors, Rheostats, Transformers,
Switches, Coaxial Cable, Wire, Soldering Irons, Microphones, Speakers; Technical Books, etc.
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mize the generation of heat, since
the impedance of a tuned circuit
and of the tube elements are functions of the surrounding temperature. Accordingly, the screen -grid
current will fluctuate if the necessary precautions are not observed
to prevent fluctuations of temperature. With the present circuit, after
approximately

five

heating, no drift

minutes

for

in screen -grid

current was noticed during continuous operation for 48 hours. The
stability of the circuit is excellent.
Operation of the circuit is illustrated by the graph, which shows
the relation between screen -grid

current and capacitance of the
resonant circuit. In a crystal oscillator circuit, the resonance curve
is not symmetrical, one side of the
curve having a slope much greater
than the other. This effect is caused
by the influence of the tuned circuit
upon the crystal impedance. When
film is held between the fingers, as

in threading the width -gage, the
capacitance is varied so the circuit
is no longer in resonance, as indicated by a or some other point on

the curve. The direct current

1

corresponding to a point a is balanced until the meter reading corFebruary 1945 - ELECTRONICS

SO THEY GIVES ME

oaP4ted geRiby
"We may not

have all the

conveniences out here, but
say -,am I glad we've got
that gold-plated plumbing!
It's not in our bathrooms
they're still the open air

kind
but in our high
frequency gear we have

plumbing dee-loox...

I t is no longer a military secret that the successful operation of high frequency electronic
apparatus depends upon precision -built, gold-plated -plumbing-. And it is no secret that DICO is a
foremost producer of this electronic plumbing

'-

machined to strict specifications, silver -soldered with

meticulous accuracy, and precision plated to
a tolerance of 5/100,00o of an inch.

Whenever you need precision work in any
of the types contributing to electronic produc-

tion, DICO can help you; in emergency,
telephone CRYstal 2200 (thru Boston).

DIAMOIlD
111STRUMfra co.
NORTH AVENUE

ENGINEERING

ELECTRONICS -

DESIGNING
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PLATING
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STANDARD

FREQUENCIES
10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 120 1,0 160, 180, 190

Il
impoMille?

WI, here it to

This Multi -frequency generator furnishes the frequencies shown above at
the turn of a switch. All frequencies are
obtained from a temperature -compen-

Accuracy 10 parts in 1,000,000
Output 30 volts at 500,000 ohms
Input: 105-125V, 50-60c., 40 nails
Weight: 50 pounds

circuits, filters, reeds-and in time measurement can be minimized with the aid
of this instrument.
Developed primarily to check frequency

sated tuning fork and voltage -stabilized meters for precision war work, this
Multi -frequency generator possesses a
circuit.
With this unit it is possible to calibrate rugged durability and dependability in
oscillators at many selected points with- service that will prove an extra value to
out encountering complex oscilloscope many laboratories.
patterns. One of the uncertainties in- Additional information available on re-

volved in development work on tuned quest.

Manufacturer of
the

Watch

Master

American Time Products,
580 Fifth Avenue

and distributor of
Western Electric

INC.

New York 19 N Y

Watch -rate Recorders
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The shortest distance between two points
is a

limega 6e,

We don't want to be too technical,

but modern industry has proved
plastics to be a real short cut to many complicated production problems.

The Plastic Division of The Standard
Products Co. is one of the largest molders
of plastics in the United States. Standard's
large molding plant is equipped with the
most modern molding machines. Three of
the massive presses have an injection capacity of 36 ounces of material per press cycle.

Backed by years of experience, Standard

Products Plastic Division has acquired a
wealth of knowledge in the art of molding
plastics.

Standard engineers, chemists and coworkers will produce your molding job
-quickly and efficiently at moderate cost.
No matter how complicated the molding

job may be, Standard can do it better.
If you have a difficult molding problem,

let us have the necessary data and our
engineers will submit designs and proposals.
Inquiries solicited.

THE STANDARD PRODUCTS COMPANY
General Offices and Research Laboratory

505 Boulevard Bldg.
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

Woodward Ave. at E. Grand Blvd.

Detroit 2, Mich;
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responds to the desired reading on
the scale. As the width of the film

becomes greater or less than the
width corresponding to a zero setting of the width -gage, the meter
indicates a flow of current greater
or less than the value represented
by the point a on the curve. Once
this point for correct operation has
been determined, calibration of the
instrument becomes simple.
The difference in current can be
materially amplified by increasing
the Q value of the resonant circuit.
The sensitivity to small changes of

Yank circuit assembly wills

W condenser and
integrally - mounted cod.

REALLY BETTER

. . .

BECAUSE

THEY'RE REALLY DIFFERENT
real, honest -to -goodness

densers sometimes call for
slight changes in the physi-

Because they are I- alf the

in which they are incorporated-but what a whale of

It pays to plan a lead for

variable condenser efficiency for your product!

length of conventional dual
units, and because they are

cal design of the product

a difference their perfect

designed for built-in neutral-

electrical design symmetry
makes in its performance!

Heavy Duty Variable Con -

denser Catalog 75-C.

ization, B & W Type CX

Write for Variable Con-

Graph of change in screen -grid current

plotted against change in capacitance
of a resonant circuit in an oscillator

capacitance can be increased also
by increasing the frequency of the
generator.
For linear differences of current

R F INDUCTORS

with changes of capacitance, the
circuit should be operated on the
part of the resonance curve where
the change of slope is zero. With

B & W Miniductors in diameters from
1/2" to 11/4" are the answer to countless

ist for practical purposes. In this

Miniature

engineering calls for rugged, finely

made little coils for all sorts of r -f

Write for
FREE SAMPLE

applications. We.can supply them with
any type of mounting, in any length, in
any winding pitch from 4 to 44 t.p.i.,
and with either fixed or variable internal
or external coupling links, and a large
variety of- other special features. Q is
amazingly high. Write for Miniductor
Catalog 78-C.

only small changes of capacitance,
such a portion of the curve does exinstrument, described by S. C. Cor-

oniti and H. Scott Baldwin in the
Journal of the Society Motion Picture Engineers for November, 1943,

this portion of the curve corresponds to a linear response for
changes of capacitance effected by
variations of film width not exceeding 0.25 mm.

By replacing the d -c meter by a
recording milliammeter, continuous

BARKER & WILLIAMSON
Dept. E-25, 23.5 Fairfield Ave., Upper Darby, Pa.
Exclusive Export Representafirts. Lind eteves, In c.,10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y, U.S.A.
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automatic recording of variations
in width can be achieved. The speed

of the recording chart and of the
film can be adjusted to suit the convenience of the operator.
February 190 - ELECTRONICS

SS -7 FOR FIXED SETTING FOR
BAT.-A.C.-D.C. OPERATION

SS -7

SS -2 POWER TRANS. PRIMARY TAPS
Z. OR A.C.-D.C. CHANGE OVER

5S-2 FOR LOOP OR OUTSIDE

LPSS-3 MAY BE USED

ANTENNA SELECTION,

AS VARIABLE TC &
WAVE BAND SWITCH
INSTEAD OF SS -3
AND SS -7

SS -1 POWER SWITCH

55-15 PUSH SWITCH FOR
DIAL LIGHT ON BATTERY SETS

SS -7 3 -POSITION

TOP* SWITCH
SS -15

SS -3 WAVE BAND SWITCH

THE

SS -9 SOLENOID TYPE
PUSH BUTTON TUNING

SWITCHES OF

HUNDREDS OF APPLICATIONS
Line, Slide, Rotary -Action Types

Inexpensive but Dependable
post-war radio equipment to
F"'
toys; from instruments to

ap-

and 4 -pole styles, with or without
spring return, decent, or other op-

pliances. Stackpole switches afford a
complete engineering selection. They

tional features. 3 -position and various
other types are available. Write

are compact. dependable, low in
price, and are subject to countless

today for a copy of the 36 -page
Stackpole Electronic Components

adaptations designed to match your

Catalog including Switches, Fixed

specifications exactly.

Standard types include 1-, 2-, 3-,

and Variable Resistors and Iron
Cores for a variety of uses.

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, St. Mary's, PA.

OTHER STACKPOLE PRODUCTS
BRUSHES - CONTACTS (All carbon, graphite, metal, and composition types)
PACKING, PISTON, and SEAL RINGS
POWER TUBE ANODES
POWDER METALLURGY COMPONENTS
BATTERY CARBONS
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WELDING CARBON PRODUCTS
VOLTAGE REGULATOR DISCS
RHEOSTAT PLA'ES and DISCS, etc.
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TUBES AT WORK
Operational Flight Trainer Uses 200 Tubes
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Operational Flight Trainer Uses 200 Tubes
BUILT TO RESEMBLE the interior of

that duplicate those in the plane,

an actual plane, a stationary op-

at the pilot's, engineer's and radioman's positions. By watching these
instruments, the instructor can see
just what is going on in the plane

erational trainer used by the Navy
uses over 200 electronic tubes and
about sixty electric motors to simulate flying conditions on a PBM-3
Mariner. In addition to the normal
electronic equipment used for navigation and communication, electronic units are used in computing

An intermediate -frequency transmitter is

tuned by the radioman In the training
mock-up of the forward section of a
PBM-3 Mariner. All equipment operates normally, as does intercom system

circuits that enable an instructor
to tell whether the pilot, co-pilot,
radioman, navigator and flight engineer are doing what they should
under various conditions in flight.
Features of the new crew -trainer

are shown in the photographs.
These include a mock-up of the for-

ward portion of the plane which
contains all of the regular operating controls. Steps lead through
narrow passageways to the upper
deck, where are located all the
flight engineers' panels with their
instruments, switches and knobs,
primarily for engine control. On
the port side is the chart table and
navigator's seat and on the starboard are the radio units with a
desk and chair for the radioman.
In the cockpit are positions for pilot and co-pilot, with duplicate flying controls and instruments, and
a bank of indicators and switches
in the center.

Electronic circuits also operate
loudspeakers to simulate engine

noise and vibration. Starting and
stopping the engines, taking off,
flight, and landing operations are
tied into the intricate system, and
provide the proper instrument in-

Flight problems for the crew in the electronically -equipped trainer are set up by the
instructor. Values of wind velocity, direction, lough air, wing ice, etc., are determined
by the knobs. Monitoring of the crew's actions is done with the aid of the indicator
panel at the right and the flight recorder (called the "crab") on the desk that automatically follows the course flown

at all times. He can also listen in
on the crew's intercom conversations and hears all radio messages
passing between the plane and a
simulated control tower. He follows the actions taken by the crew,
gives instructions when necessary,
monitors the actual course that

out how the crew responds to emergencies or to changed conditions of
flight.

The instructor caases changed
conditions such as velocity and direction of wind, icing of the wings,

dications.

would be flown as a result of the

In an adjacent room, an instructor's desk contains instruments

actions of the crew, and is also able

rough air, changes in weight and
center of gravity, and he can disable either or both of the engines.
At the instance of Captain Luis

to adjust conditions so as to find

de Florez, USNR, head of the Bu -
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FOR OVERLOAD PROTECTION
IN ELECTRIC SHOCK TREATMENTS
Series L Overload Relay

wherever a tube is used...
Offner Electric
Shock Therapy Apparatus

Offner Electric Shock Therapy apparatus
has been widely prescribed for treatment
of psychiatric patients for more than five

years. From the very first experimental
model to present-day production units,
Guardian Overload Relays have been
used exclusively to protect the patient
from dangerous current surges.

Retav

BY

GUARDIAN

In certain types of mental disorders it is possible to
shock patients back to normal by passing an electric
current through brain tissues. Naturally the patient
must be protected against the possibility of excessive
current surges. Such protection must be positivedependable. In providing this protection, Guardian
Series L Overload Relays have established a perfect
record for safe, dependable performance in hundreds
of thousands of known treatments.
The Series L Overload Relay provides accurate protection against surges and overloads. Standard coils

attract on 150, 250, 500, or 750 milliamperes; coils for

operation on other current values are available on
specification.

The large, oversize contacts used on this relay can
take severe overloads without damage. They are rated
for 1500 watts on 110 volt non -inductive A.C. and in

A.C. primary circuits of any inductive power supply
delivering up to and including
kilowatt. Contacts
1

lock open and cannot be reset until overload is removed.

For further information, write for Series L bulletin.

Consult Guardian whenever a tube is used-however-Relays by Guardian are NOT limited to tube applications, but may be used wherever automatic control is desired for making, breaking, or changing the
characteristics of electrical circuits.

GUARDIANi ELECTRIC
1625-B W. WALNUT STREET

CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

A COMPLETE LINE OF RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN WAR INDUSTRY
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Important sections of the operational flight crew trainer used for instructing Navy
airmen under operating conditions without leaving the ground. More than 200 electronic tubes and 60 electric motors are in the equipment

reau of Aeronautics' Special De-

ers were built by Western Electric

vices

Company.

Division,

the

first

crew

trainer of this type, designed and
built by Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1943, was installed by the
Navy at its training center at
Banana River, Florida, where it is
now in use daily. Subsequent train -

at

One of the trainers is now in use
Patuxent River, Maryland,

where it

is

used by Naval Air

Transport Service in training
oceanic flight crews. This unit was
shown to the
in January.

Butterfly Circuit in V -H -F Oscillator
CATHODE RAY

TUBE SHIELD
For many years we have specialized in
the design and manufacture of magnetic
metal shields of nicoloi and mumetal for
cathode ray tubes in our own complete
equipment as well as for applications of
all other principal complete equipment
manufacturers. Stock types

as

well

A NEW WIDE RANGE oscillator that

capacitor rotor, the effective capac-

covers frequencies from 100 to 500
megacycles is shown schematically

itance of this circuit varies by a

in the illustration. BY use of the
new butterfly circuit as the frequency -determining

element,

all

factor of 10.6 from 94 iLlif to 8.8
/kid, and the effective inductance

by a factor of 2.9 from 30 cm to
10.3 cm, giving a frequency range

sliding contacts have been elimin-

of 95 Mc to 525 Mc. The capacitance

ated.

variation of the tuning circuit alone

For a 120 -deg rotation of the

is

considerably better than these

as

special designs to customers' specifications

promptly available.

Output

L-3

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO., INC.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS

2

4

PL -1

Schematic of v -h -f oscillator that contains the butterfly circuit for tuning from 100 to

500 Mc without sliding contacts
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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A

in El
to
Lights
Change
in Response
Dispatcher
Impulses!
Electronic

RESISTANCE

C V2

FORM A

t

FORM R

FORM C

t

The Electro-Matic Two -Phase Dispatcher, manufactured by the
Automatic Signal Corporation of East Norwalk, Conn., is a distinct
advance in modern traffic control. It literally counts and times the
cars in heavy traffic.

Six Clare Type "C" Relays open and close the contacts ... cause
the lights to change at the proper time ... on actuation by electronic

FORM D

t

Contact springs employing any
of these basic forms con be furnished.
FORM E

t

CIOINES2141.--1111"
'

Contacts ore -welded to nickel
silver springs by special proc

May be of precious
metals or alloys in 12
eel standard or special types
els.

Double
armature a
bly of stainless
stainless steel shalt,

ond sizes.

operating in a marine brass
yoke.
3.111

Heelpi te, core and
assembly are
magnet., metal,

High voltage spring pile-up
insulators

cruces or checks

impulses.
These Clare "Custom -Built" Relays were selected by the Automatic

Signal Corporation for this "super traffic cop" because of their accu-

rate and precise operation, their ability to open and close circuits

quickly and their rugged construction of the finest materials.
The Clare Type "C" d.c. Relay, like all Clare "Custom -Built" Relays, has that unusual flexibility which permits design and production
engineers to have just the relay for the specific function required.
By "custom -building" to exact specifications, Clare Relays assure
exceptional service in spots where hard usage, long life and absolute
dependability are prime factors. Special features of Clare construc-

tion adequately meet severe conditions of temperature, humidity,
atmospheric pressure, voltage and vibration.
Pictured and described here are a few of these (:fare "Custom.
Built" Relay features that make it possible for Clare Relays to reduce
overall relay cost, simplify installation and insure more dependable

of

of special heat treated Bakelite. Has minimum told flow properties, low
moisture absorption content
and permits punching wthout

:5000 ripmS.

MARE

Spring bushing insulators ore

made of Bakelite rod under
patented process. Resist si
brotian and withstand heavy
duty service.

performance in such applications as sequence control of machine
tools, radio, radar or other electronic controls, electric eye controls,
counting equipment and alarm systems.
Whatever your design problem, there is a Clare "Custom -Built"
Relay to meet it. Clare engineers are ready at all times to assist in
developing a relay "custom-built" to your exact requirements. Send
for the Clare catalog and data book. Address: C. P. CLARE & CO.,
4719 West Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago 30, Illinois. Sales engineers
in all principal cities. Cable Address: CLARELAY.
11411

ftCestoon.Suilt" Multiple Contact Relays for Electrical, Electronic and
ELECTRONICS - February 194S
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PERFORMANCE
in a tiny package

It had to be small, this new

MULTIPLE CHANNEL BAND PASS FILTER,
because it's destined to do a special military job.

FOSTER designed and is building it, meeting the high performance standard required, kept

it light in weight, and sealed it in a case that
measures only 23/4x 234 x 31/4"!

Terminals are sealed in VITROSEAL, a basic advance in transformer manufacture, exclusive with
Foster. VITROSEAL terminals are fused uniformly, simultaneously, into the metal, in multiple. The
job is neat, fast, economical. The seal is sure and extremely resistant to vibration and thermal shock.
In the past 12 months Foster Engineers have solved more than 1000 individual transformer problems,

designing and building entirely new units or "upping" the performance of units already in use.
If you manufacture electrical and electronic equipment, it may well be worth your while to address
your special transformer inquiries to Foster.
REPRESENTATIVES
810 WEST 57TH STREET

BOB REID

BAUMAN & BLUZAT

2753 WEST NORTH AVENUE

SPECIALISTS IN

TELEPHONE: BROADWAY 2725

INDIANAPOLIS 5, IND.
CHICAGO 47, ILL.

TELEPHONE: HUMBOLT 6809-10-11-12

BUILDING TRANSFORMERS SINCE 7938

A. P. FOSTER

COMPANY

TRANSFORMER ENGINEERS & MANUFACTURERS

719 WYOMING AVENUE, LOCKLAND 15, OHIO
218

( SUBURB OF CINCINNATI )
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OWl Photo by Palmer in an Allegheny Ludlum plant

AMER/C4A/ TREASURY ..THIS YEAR'S STYLE

"visimisamorisimmisr
at your Service ...
ALLEGHENY LUDLUM'S
FILM LIBRARY
Instructional films on tool and

stainless steels-some in

full

color, all with sound-available

for free showings by companies, trade & industrial groups,
student training courses, technical schools and colleges, etc.,
upon request.
WRITE FOR DETAILS
ADDRESS DEPT. E-31

THOSE slabs and billets of special high -alloy steels, awaiting

further processing in Allegheny
Ludlum plants, are raw materials
for the world's finest mechanical
equipment. They're also the main

valve and nitriding steels. Many of
them we originated. Let us help
you to fit them into your products

and plans, and to handle them
economically.

reason why it's the finest. Special
steels give the extra performancethe superior electrical properties,

or strength and toughness, or resistance to heat, wear and corro-

sion, as the case may be-that gives
one product the edge over another.

A

I
51

LRF,fi4E

IMATION1 vittrApi

That is true for combat equip-

ment, and it's true for commercial
products. Our principal high -alloy
products are corrosion and heat resisting, tool and die, electrical,

4//eflteny

STEEL CORPORATION
UNACKENRIDOE, PENNSYLVANIA

W&D
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figures indicate since the grid -to plate capacitance of the oscillator

tube and a trimmer capacitor are
added to the minimum capacitance.

Grid and plate of the oscillator
tube are connected directly across
the tuned circuit as shown in the
diagram. The filament of the tube
is fed by chokes, allowing it to assume a potential determined by the
electrode capacitance of the tube
and by the capacitance of the tuned

circuit to ground. This latter capacitance is adjusted to optimum
value by a small grounding capacitor. To compensate for variations
in tube electrode capacitalree, a

trimmer capacitor is provided.

The main dial is calibrated directly in megacycles. The vernier
dial carries 100 uniform divisions
and covers the tuning range in approximately 10 revolutions. An
auxiliary scale on the main dial in-

A fungus likes its "supper"

dicates revolutions of the vernier.

warm and wen

A type 316-A vacuum tube is
used in the oscillator circuit. Connections to a separate power sup-

t

Power Supply Indicator

ply are made through a 4 -conductor
-but it won't get fat on 1NSUROK T-640! shielded cable permanently attached

Here is a modern precision plastic that's tailor-made for
the humid, spore -laden atmosphere of the tropics. Under
conditions where hungry, fast-growing fungi and mildew
eat their way into equipment, destroying it in a matter of
hours -INSUROK T-640 is proving its ability to out -last
with or without
and out -perform ordinary materials
.

to the oscillator.
The plate voltage supplied is 350

F -M ANTENNA ON HIGH

.

protective finishes.

The reason is simply that, so far as we know, there is no

laminated phenolic plastic which has the low moisture
absorption of Laminated INSUROK, Grade T-640. In addition, it has uniform dielectric and mechanical characteristics, and can be fabricated. These and other features make
INSUROK T-640 ideal for use with radar, communications

receivers and transmitters, and a variety of other war
or peacetime products. Write for complete information

about INSUROK T-640. Or ask Richardson Plasticians to
suggest a grade or type Laminated or Molded INSUROK
best suited to your needs.
Punched and fabricated parts made of Laminated INS( ,ROK T-640, typical of those used
extensively in radio and electronics industries

where loin moisture absorption is essential.

A new two -bay General Electric circular antenna was recently installed by
Columbia Broadcasting System engi-

neers atop the 700 -ft building at 500

r

LLE7 LIALw.,
ROSE PARK ILL

,ITROIT OFFICE 6,52 G

RICHARDSON COMPANY

NEW BRUNSWICK N
NI

1

tOCKLAND
IN D
INDIANAPOLIS
NEvV YORK, OFFIGI 75 RITsT STREET
7 PLYPADLITH BLDG CLEVELAND 15 0.10

FOUNDED 1.66

BUILDING DETROIT 2 EAICNIGAN
CLEVELAND OFFICE
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PoteadeoaPeadried

226

I

INC INNATJ

w VORA. L

Om°
N

Fifth Avenue. New York City for use by
station WABC-FM. Provision has been

made for adding two more bays to this
14 -ton structure, the height of which is
100 ft above the roof. When the antenna is put into use. CBS will have the
first f -m station in New York City to
cover its assigned area
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

How Can a

HEINEMANN
MAGNETIC CMCWT BREAKER

Help To Melt Glass?
Ask

aide

They Know!

Open view of
ATC Automatic Time Control Panel
Showing HEINEMANN Circuit Breakers In Place

"FULLY MAGNETIC"
describes the most important fea-

ture of the HEINEMANN Circuit
Breaker. This means that these
Close up of the

breakers have a fully electromagnetic trip unit that acts instantane-

HEINEMANN
Magnetic

Circuit Breaker

ously on short circuits or dangerous
overloads. They also have a true

inverse time delay in a hermetically sealed unit which allows passage of inrush current. Continued

overload, however, opens the
breaker in time inverse to the ratio
of the current. Breakers are manu-

factured with time delays closely
matched to customer's specification. Magnetic Blowout Contacts

When Automatic Temperature Control Co., Inc. wanted dependable
equipment to be used as component parts in conjunction with the

A T C complete line of automatic time 'controls, they turned to
HEINEMANN for the protective device. And when the Hartford Empire Co. developed its revolutionary new method of glass melting,

the HEINEMANN Magnetic Circuit Breakers on the time control
panels supplied by A T C bore the responsibility of protecting many

bers add speed" to the arc inter-

thousands of dollars worth of vital equipment. It may be that
HEINEMANN Magnetic Circuit Breakers can perform an equally

ruption.

important service for you.

mounted in individual arcing cham-

Send For Catalog Showing Complete Line and Engineering Data

HEINEMANN CIRCUIT BREAKER CO.
Subsidiary of Heinemann Electric Co., Established 1888

97 PLUM STREET, TRENTON, N. J.
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ELCO meets the challenge

of the Jungle with

luiNCUS1111441)*

u

ELCO elvineers
U. S. Sig'tal Corps, b it
percent. Further evidei-

r.t

'ft

PRECISION ="ce RESISTORS!

lite new"'reguiremeTats of the

ded them by several hundred
the way ELCO tackles a

b.

ELCO *FUNGUSIZED RESISTORS are so treated to combat

the destruction powers of parasitic organisms. They are made
to stand up in stifling jungle heat and humidity.

IF YOUR RESISTOR SPECIFICATIONS CALL
FOR ANTI -FUNGUS TREATMENT-CALL ELCO

PROMPT DELIVERIES as usual!
SPECIFICATIONS:
"A-1"-15/32 long x 14 dia.-Mountable with
6-32 flat or filester screw. No. 21 tinned
copper wire leads. 1 to 300.000 ohm
value -1/2% standard accuracy-non inductive pie wound -1/2 watt, 30° C. temperature rise in free air -100° C. maximum operating temperature -200 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked varnish finish.

"A11"-Same as A-1, with leads reversed.
"B-1"- 15/16 long x Pr" dia.-Mountable with
6-32 flat or filester screw. No. 21 tinned
to 500.000 ohm
copper wire leads.
value -1/2% standard accuracy-non inductive pie wound -1 watt, 30° C. tem
perature rise in free air -100° C. maxi
mum operating temperature -300 D. C
maximum operating voltage. Baked var1

nish finish.
"B-11"- Same as B-1, with leads reversed.

114 West 18th Street, New York, N. Y.
222

x 7/16" dia.-Inductively
wound-I/8 x .015 strap terminals -35 to
35,000 ohms -2 watts. 100° C. maximum
operating temperature-normal accuracy
1%. Baked varnish finish.
"M"- 1.13/32 long x V," dia.-Mountable with
6-32 screw -1/8 x .015 thick strap terminals
-non inductive wound -1 meg ohm maximum resistance -600 volts maximum operating voltage -100° C. maximum oper
ating temperature -1.5 watts -1% normal
accuracy Baked varnish finish.
"G"-15/32 long x 1/2" dia.-Mountable with
6-32 flat or filester head screw. No. 21
to 500.000
tinned copper wire leads.
ohm value. 1/2% standard accuracynon inductive pie wound .8 watts. 30°
temperature rise in free air. 100° C. maximum operating temperature. 200 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked var
nish finish.

"T"- 1-1/32 long

1

Telephone - Watkins 9-4774-5
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BH NON -FRAYING FIBERGLAS SLEEVING
4

14,0
"

Ole 0960/011

000

BH EXTRA FLEXIBLE
FIBERGLAS SLEEVING

INSERTING bare wire in rough sleeving that
frays out on the ends is time- and patience consuming. The job is much simpler and less irksome when you use BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas
Sleeving, the non -fraying, smooth bore insulation

that takes fine -stranded wires without a hitch.
Special -processed BH Sleeving isperma nen tly

flexible and non -fraying. It won't harden and
crack with age, and it won't burn. In addition,
it has all the other desirable electrical and 'physical features of inorganic Fiberglas.
THIS

If you're looking for an easy -working, longlasting insulation, why not try BH Extra Flex-

NOT THIS

NON -FRAYING

ible Fiberglas Sleeving? It's available in all
standard colors and sizes from No. 20 to 5/13,
inclusive. Write for samples today!
BH SPECIAL TREATED FIBERGLAS SLEEVING
CUTS CLEAN, DEFIES HEAT

Here's another high quality BH Fiberglas Sleev-

ing. No saturant is used in the exclusive BH
process, yet the sleeving will not fray when cut
and withstands heat up to 12000F. Made in natural color only-all standard sizes. Try it!
SLOW-OURNING IMPREGNATED MAGNETO TURING SLOW-SURNINO FLEXIBLE

VARNISHED TURING

SATURATED AND NON -SATURATED SLEEVING

-

BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO«
Dept. E Conshohocken, Penna.
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volts, which is the highest voltage
that can be used unless precautions
are taken to prevent destruction of
the oscillator tube if oscillations are
stopped by overcoupling to the load.

In addition to filament and plate
supply circuits, the power supply
contains an electron -ray tube connected to indicate the grid current
of the oscillator. The eye of the indicator tube is closed in operation
and opens when grid current is interrupted.
Coupling to the load is inductive
and is varied by turning the shield
of the output jack between two positions marked maximum and minimum, and further variation of the
coupling is obtained by moving the
output jack in and out through the
metal housing.
The maximum power output obtainable from the oscillator is approximately 1 watt at 500 Mc and
is greater at lower frequencies.

Speed Up
Power Tool

Assembly

Made by General Radio Company,

the unit replaces the type 757-A
v -h -f oscillator announced in 141.
Both use the same tube but the new

Your workers can pick up Palnuts
automatically with a power driver
from a "supply tray", then run them

onto work without handling or starting with fingers.

This Palnut Socket for
Yankee and power drivers
has a spring finger inside

unit is half the size and weight.

which holds Palnuts securely
in socket while starting them

Enemy Radiosondes
Compared to Ours

on thread and tightening to
locked position.

This is possible only with Palnuts

because of their unique construction.

Rounded top permits easy pick-up
with simple Palnut socket attach-

DOUBLE LOCKING ACTION

speedily in any position, whether

7

OTHER SAVINGS! One Palnut takes the

place of a nut and lockwasher.
assembly.

Send description of your assembly for
specific recommendations and samples.

Write for Palnut Manual No. 2, which

gives detailed information.

THE PALNUT COMPANY
77 Cordier St.

r

41-

You

tighten and lock with one piece, saving
parts-time-weight-cost, while speeding

built and well designed, and are
smaller in size and lighter in weight

than American instruments. Their
mercury thermometers and man-

ment. Eliminates fumbling and frequent dropping of nuts. Assembles

driver is vertical or horizontal.

CAPTURED ENEMY RADIOSONDES give

fewer readings than ours and therefore are less accurate. They are well

When the Palnut it
tightened,

its

arched,

slotted, spring steel jaws
grip the bolt like a chuck
(B -B), while spring ten
sion is exerted upward on
the bolt thread and downward on the part (A -A),
securely locking both.

Irvington 11, N. J.

ometers are not suited for mass production since certain component

parts can be made only by hand,
and at least two precalibrations are
necessary. The foreign instruments
use vibrators and transformers to
obtain desired voltages and alternating currents.
The Germans have two types of
radiosondes in general use. One
type emplonwet and dry bulb mercury in glass thermometers for

measuring temperature and rela-

tive humidity, and a mercury -filled
glass manometer for determination

of pressure. The glass tubes have

metal Nis on the outside distributed through the operating length
of the mercury columns within the

Self -Locking
224

PALNUTS

glass tubes. Two transmitters are
used, and two radio frequencies

and two antennas are required.
Constant tracking of the signals at

February 1945- ELECTRONICS

FLEXIBL

AT

AR

ING

ATED S

VING

RNISHED

TUBING

EXTRUDED

* WIRE

TURBO insulation sleevings offer multiple installation and maintenance advantages. All encompass a full range

of vivid colors for rapid identification,
and perfect concentricity for easy application. The extra flexibility of these
quality products permits flexing over

G

CATION M

ERS

There is a TURBO insulation available
to meet any particular requirement-low
moisture absorption. abrasion resistance,
high dielectric strength, immunity to

heat, cold, acid and alkalis. For rapid
identification of conductors, tubes, pipes
and rods, TURBO Wire Mar-cers provide
clear, permanent marking. Any characters or inscription can be provided.

sharply bent conductors. The exclusive
inside impregnation of TURBO assures

Installation of markers is rapid, simple
-color to specification. A letter on company letterhead will brirg you the

an extra installation factor, and rapid

TURBO Sample Board showing sizes and

snaking and fishing operations.

types of each.

WILLIAM BRAND & CO

276 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.
325 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL,
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the ground station is apparently required to operate this set.
Chronometric radiosondes that
employ bimetallic elements to measure temperature, and hair hygrometers to measure humidity are also
used by the Germans. Temperature
contacts are made twice a minute,
humidity contacts once a minute.

In Japanese radiosondes, pressure is determined in much the
saitie way as in the chronometric in-

strument of the Germans; however, there are only seven contacts.

These also must operate on two
radio frequencies.

Our radiosonde operates with
one transmitter whose carrier is
audio modulated. Variation in audio

modulation can be translated into
meteorological data. The signal is
received and graphically recorded
on a chart. The number of contacts
can be counted and the pressure
read. Then the elevation is determined. Some American radiosondes

have 80 contacts; others 95.

STILL LEADING THE FIELD
Our Blue Ribbon Resistors were unique in their entirely
new design and their advanced engineering when we introduced them in 1939.
They still lead the field as the most efficient : -their compact-

Sound Equipment Spots
German Guns
WITH THE BRITISH Fifth Army,
electronic sound equipment in
listening posts is used for plotting
the location of enemy gun positions.

When the report of an enemy

ness, their toughness, and their remarkable performance
offer you more than just higher wattage ratings for unit

gun reaches a listening post in the

space required.
-And in our other types of resistors and rheostats we also
offer you important exclusive advantages.

presses a button which starts the

HARDWICK, HINDLE, INC.
RHEOSTATS and RESISTORS
DIVISION OF

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER CO.
ESTABLISHED 1886

Newark 5, N. J., U. S. A.

forward area,

a man on

recording machine

of a

duty
sound

ranging unit at headquarters. As
the sound wave reaches each of
several microphones or resonator,
spaced out along the hill, it is con-

verted into an electrical impulse
and passed along a telephone cable

to the recording machine. At the
recording machine, the electrical
impulse causes a wire to vibrate.

There is a wire for each microphone, and an image of each wire
is thrown onto a moving strip of
sensitised paper. When one wire
vibrates, the vibration is recorded
as a sharp zig-zag which breaks an

otherwise straight line. The distance between zig-zags on adjacent
microphone recordings represents
a time difference.

There is an infinite number of
at increasing distances
away from the microphones, which
will give the same time difference
for a sound wave reaching the two
places,

2:)
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TROPICALIZED...
BOTH MEN AND COMMUNICATION

But Q -Max "know how" found the correct fungicide and the Tropicalized lacquer is so effective

EQUIPMENT NEED PROTECTION

that it not only fungus -proofs the coated area,
but the untreated surfaces adjacent to the treated

AGAINST THE TROPICS
Just as G. I. Joe is innoculated to protect him against

part as well.

In war or peace, it's always worthwhile to

germs before he sails for the tropics, so today are
many delicate parts of communication equipment

play safe and use Tropicalized Q -Max A-27 H.F.
Lacquer to fungus -proof components of your elec-

dipped and brushed with Tropicalized Q -Max
A-27 H.F. Lacquer before it reaches the tropics

" Tropicalized "-it's on the Q -Max label.

and its performance enemy, fungi and mold.
To Q -Max research chemists, must go credit
for finding the right fungicide -and -lacquer com-

trical and communication apparatus. Specify

COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINE & FITTINGS
STERLING SWITCHES

bination. Many effective fungicides were dis-

AUTO-DRYAIRE

carded because they were incompatible with the

ANTENNA & RADIATING SYSTEMS

lacquer, or interfered with its good electrical
characteristics, or its fine corrosion resistance.

TROPICALIZED Q -MAX A-27 H. F. LACQUER

PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC:
ID -MAX CHEMICAL DIVISION: 346 BERGEN AVENUE, JERSEY CITY 5, N. J.
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Cook Relays are "Extra -Ordinary" in
ENGINEERING and CRAFTSMANSHIP
The Cook Type 113

Relay Is an Example of

Phillips flat
head, high
tensile screw.
All flat head
Carbon steel, cadmium plated

clamping washer -counter
Phenolic bakelite insulator. High

screws are
staked.

sunk.

Phenolic bakelite wafer

Black extruded ruo.,,
type of insulation ove
tinned copper wire.

treated for low moisture content.

The Cook Type 113 relay, as
illustrated, is an example of
how every energy is exerted

Make -break spring made
of nickel silver with palla-

dium contact.

high tensile steel screw
over lockwasher.

Manufacture

insulator.

dielectric and low loss factor. Heat

Phillips f ;lister head,

Outstanding Relay

Insulating tube of

Nickel silver armature

white cellulose ace-

spring with phenolic
bushing, tubular riveted to spring. Palladium contact welded

tate butyrate.

to spring.

to see that each and every
phase of manufacture is the
best that modern science and

engineering can produce.

Carbon steel, yoke
clumping washer.

Eight prong speaker plug. Connectors of high conductivity alloy
of great tensile strength, moulded
into bakelite piece

Brass, heavy duty yoke,
with pressed -in °Hite
bearings.

Phillips round head
machine screw over

Spring bushing insulators are dura-

able bakelite rod.

lockwasher.

Knurled steel adaptor
stud.

Ground stainless stee , heavy

From the original development and engineering stage,
through the specification of
the best and highest grades
of materials, the precision
manufacture of all parts, the
careful assembly, the rigid

testing of the completed

duty bearing pin, made of

relay, every step along the

selected stock, held to- plus
or minus .00025".

way is an operation in which
Allegheny magnetic

Allegheny magnetic
steel armature, carefully annealed.

steel heel piece. Pileup screws are sealed

in heel piece with
glyptal.

Phillips round

Armature back
stop made of
brass, white
nickel plated.

afi

The Cook Type 113 is an A.C. relay, re-

sistance 75 ohms, current .140 amps,
115 volts. Pile-up consists of two Form
A and one Form B.

head machine
screw for attaching mounting
bracket to heel
piece.

0 SOUTHPORT AVENUE

mounting

bracket.

Coil assembly consists of laminated, Allegheny steel core with fibre spool, tinned
brass terminals and copper shading ring.

Spool wrapped with empire cloth. Fibre
washers insulate terminals. Core wound

with enameled copper magnet wire.
Dipped in bakelite and baked. Final covering after baking is Insulex.

hether your requirements are for a standard type relay or a special
type relay for an unusual application, you can rely on Cook engineering
and craftsmanship to give you those "plus features" of performance
and dependability. Cook's engineering staff is at your service to assist
located in various
vou ith your relay problems. A staff of field engineers,
Canada
is
also
available to you.
key cities through the United States and
when
you
desire
a
better relay for
Why not call on one of these experts
your finest equipment?

270

Cadmium
plated, steel

Cook craftsmen take pride,
with the knowledge that on
their efforts depend the continuance of the Cook reputation for the production of
"extra -ordinary" relays.

Nothing is left to chance
with a Cook relay. each part

is a carefully engineered
item, all materials must pass
the inspection of our metallurgical laboratory, there is

no "wishful thinking" that
some stock -bin part is "good

It's this close
attention to detail that

enough".

.

.

makes Cook relays "extraordinary."

CDOK ELECTRIC

CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS
228
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14 MICRO SWITCHES
Control 12 Accurate
Operations of this
Stokes Molding Press

Every 33 Seconds
Timing, limiting and safety operations of this
Stokes Automatic molding press, which can

perform a complete cycle in as little as 33
seconds, are accurately controlled by 14
Micro Switches:

The F. J. Stokes Machine Company of
Philadelphia, Pa., turned to Micro Switch as
the control components of this accurate molding machine because their small size, precise op-

erating characteristics, long life and dependability most exactly met their requirements.

Nine Plastic Enclosed Micro Switches

are used in the sequence and timer
control. Eight of them are actu-

ated by adjustable cams set along
the sequence control bars. The ninth
shuts off the control motor and starts
the timer which determines the cur-

ing operation of the mold.

Experience of the F. J. Stokes Machine
Company with Micro Switches is typical of
the many uses design engineers are finding

for this small, sensitive, durable, snap action switch.
Design engineers who are planning products for the highly competitive post-war markets should be thoroughly familiar with Micro
Switches and the many advantages they have
to offer. We will be glad to send you as many

Micro Switch Handbook -Catalogs as you
may be able to use. Write for them today.

Four Plastic Enclosed Xlicro Switches

are used-two as travel limits and
two as safety limits for the press
ram. The travel limits are operated

by adjustable push rod actuators
to stop the press ram at the correct
extremes of movement. The safety
limits operate only to stop the press

if the others should not be set
correctly.

Handbook -Catalog
No. 71 gives cons plot. information on
Micro Switch for use
in

aircraft equip-

ment.

Two stars hove been ad-

ded to our "E" Flag as

One Die Cast Enclosed Micro Switch

further recognition to the
men and women of Micro
Switch for maingigning

is used on the air qnd mechanical
mold cleaner. It is actuated by a
push rod and operates the six air

r'-.4,r11 charocter-

our war production

ist,cs, housings, and
actuators.

standards.

through the mold to blow off the

Hand book- Catalog

No. 60 gives com-

plete details on

jets which blow a sheet of air
melded Dart.

MICR L.--61WITCH
M5 ""
TRADE

A DIVISION OF FIRST INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
FREEPORT, ILL., U.S.A., Sales Offices in New York, Chicago,
Cleveland, Los Angeles, Boston, Dallas, Portland, (Ore.)
Let's all back the attack-Buy extra War Bonds
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

The basic Micro Switch is a thumb size, feather -light, plastic enclosed,
precision, snap acting switch. Underwriters' listed and rated at 1200 V.A.
at 125 to 460 dolts a -c. Capacity
on d -c depends on load characteristics. Accurate rmsroducibility of performance is mair tained over millions
of operations. Basic switches of different character sties ere combined
wit -1 various
actuators and metal
housings to mee a wide range of
requirements.

1945

n9

microphones.

If a 'line is drawn

from a point midway betWeen the
two microphones through all the
successive positions from which the

.sound could have originated, the
result is a curve. In practice, the
curve is not employed but a straight

lite which gives an average

is

used instead.

From the difference in time the

NUT TYPE SWITCH

sound waves takes to strike two adjacent microphones, a bearing line
is obtained. Somewhere along this
line lies the enemy gun. The use of

a number of microphones gives a

Gunfire from enemy artillery is picked
up by microphones and electronically

amplified to actuate recording equipment at this gun -plotting center of the
British Fifth Army

Here is the perfect answer for hundreds of panel
mounting applications, where compactness and ruggedness are required in a limit switch.
It is a new push-button type switch with a double
break feature. Its case is of cadmium plated brass with
a sturdy threaded sleeve carrying two locknuts. Incorporates heat -treated beryllium springs and fine
silver contacts for high current capacity and long life.
Actuated with a bakelite plunger. Strong shorting bar
construction. Normally open or normally closed circuits. Rating is 15 amps. at 115 volts A.C. Total air gap
of .040"-.060". Made in two pressure ranges of 10-15
ozs. and 16-24 ozs. Pretravel approx. 1/32", over 64". If your requirements vary from these
travel
specifications, kindly explain in letter or wire.

number of bearing lines, and where
they intersect on the map is the po-

sition of the enemy gun. Air temperature, wind speed and direction
affect the aCcuracy of y y, Its,
nit
and so an RAF meteor
.,.
4

is attached to the so

troops to fif-1sWIll.e eteo

aging
'cal incuts

formation. IPAlimy s
the telephone-eible, the listening
post immediately switches over to
radio equipment and gives the order

to the recording center for the recording machine to be started. As
soon as the shell has landed, the
machine is switched off so as not to
waste paper. In this manner, enemy
gun positions which are out of sight
can be pin -pointed on the map.

1

THE ACRO ELECTRIC COMPANY

Single -Side -Band

Transmission
A PRACTICAL SYSTEM of transmit-

ting the components of only one
side band of the two side bands produced by the usual amplitude -mod 2;0
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ANNOUNCING BULLETIN NO. 444
...JUST OFF THE PRESS

P5kW°1

+x;; 'NAVY

ALCO has been awarded for the

fifth time the Army -Navy "E"
Award for "continued excellence
in quantity and quality of
essential war production."

BULLETIN No. 444 will prove a val-

applications covering electrical, elec-

uable tool in the hands of Engineers, Designers and Research Men.
rOt is alio a helpful, informative guide
for Purchasing Agents.

tronic, industrial heating, chemical,
automotive and other fields. Property
charts and other technical data, together with practical information on

ALSIMAG Ceramic Insulator

manufacturing processes, are included.

bodies, each with its particular physical

and electrical characteristics, are concisely described and the uses indicated.
Typical designs taken from a roster
of more than 25,000distinct items are

Here is valuable, authentic information ... the latest work on Ceramic
insulators ... in concise, easy -to -use
form. If you have not received your
complimentary copy of Bulletin No.

splendidly illustrated-in groups of

444, please write for it today.

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
CHATTANOOGA 5, TENNESSEE

777

7777

e49
When Victory is ours, and Peace returns to the land .. . will

YOU be snug in your own paid -for home-with security

against illness, provision for retirement, education for your
children-all ASSURED BY BONDS?
Or will you be one of those "too busy" people

who "meant to buy Bonds tomorrow"? Who find
themselves entering the postwar period empty-

handed ... facing the future with uncertainty?
The choice is yours.

For, wherever you are, in the service, the
factory, the farm, the office, YOU and that

family you love so much can be provided foror can be neglected ... it's up to you.
Yes, actually! It all depends on what you do.

On what you do before the war's over; on what you do, in fact, TODAY!

You must know by now that the best, the safest investment in the world-the one with the most
liberal terms-is United States' WAR BONDS. What you may not know is that they are the best
insurance policy there is. If you regularly invest a percentage of your weekly income in bondsand also buy them with your savings or extra earnings. NOW-you can accumulate that very
Nest Egg which spells security for your family
... easily, painlessly, right away. And, in lust
ten short years. you'll have 4 DOLLARS FOR
EVERY 3 you invest!

We guess that makes War Bonds just about
the best darn buy there is. You're helping the

boys to come home sooner-and you're

in-

suring a bright, safe future for those you love.
When you invest in Bonds, the full faith and
credit of the United States Government is behind that future of yours!

If You Believe in America .

.

.

BUY BONDS!

Here at Kenyon, we're proud to play our small role on the stage of a BIG
war. That's why EVERY Kenyon transformer used by our fighting forces

throughout the world reflects only the highest precision craftsmanship. Kenyon
workers are doing their share bringing Victory closer by turning out top
quality transformers uninterruptedly and as fast as possible!

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO.3
232

6

840 BARRY STREET

IHIo. NEW YORK, U. S. A.
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a

NEW

/ skid
POWER TUBE

4Y1' eral
Federal presents a new and
ower tube that fills an immediate

and - a power tube that has been
pecially designed for industrial use in
igh-frequency heating equipment, both
ielectric and induction.
Really built to withstand the constant jars,
shocks, and vibration commonly encoun-

ed in manufacturing operations, this
-duty vacuum tube is very consery rated, and will stand up under
ly hard usage.
aced, unusually sturdy filament
lements, without internal ceramic
insulation, give this tube a ruggedness that

a

TECHNICAL DATA FOR TY
Filament N riltage

Filament Current

makes it the logical choice for dependability in the design of industrial heating

F-5303
11.0 volts

Maximum Ratings for NI
DC Plate Voltage
DC Plate Current
Plate Dissipation

equipment.

27.5 amps.

.

quency of 50 Ales.
.

.

.

Oserall Height
Maximum Diameter
Supplied with 6 ,'flexible copper leads,

3500. volts
1 0 amp.
1200 watts

app. 7"

3K"

on each terminal.

Type of Cooling
(Also supplied for water-cooling, tope 1-5302

For industrial power tubes, and also for

rectifier and transmitting tubes, see
Federal first ... because
has made better tubes."

Federal always

Foreed-air

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
N.wark 1,
New Jassy
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ulation system has been developed

by Westinghouse engineers to increase the effectiveness of the available frequency band by decreasing

the width of the channels required
for transtnission. The new system

increases the ratio of signal to
noise by as much as 8 to 1, the
highest of any known transmission method occupying

comparable

space if!' the frequettcy band.
Single -side -bander, signals
Postwar plans in your field are being made now. Now is the time, then
to step up your knowledge. Be ready for new ideas. Look over the important titles listed below. Then, make your selection and order from
the coupon today.

sign s and passed through filters

tot eliminate the unwanted side
.

By Simon Ramo and John R. Whinnery
$5.00

cen*, circuits that permit the use

ency circuikin effect shielding problems,
Authoritative data on highlines and wave
problems of wave transmi ion and reflection, t
with a
guides, cavity resonators, and antennas and other rad ting systems
rigorous account of the tecikique of applying field nd,wave theory to the
solution of modern radio problems.
HOW TO

PASS

RADIO

LICENSE

EXAMINATIONS-Second Edition

320 Pages

$3.00

This revised edition of a well-known hook offers
recent material for amateur radio operators,
radiotelephone and telegraph operators, whether
in

the

broadcasting,

and William A. Edson

By Robert I. Soub

By Charles F. Drew

marine, aeronautical,

any other field of transmission or reception.

or

tern. of single of a much simpler
`side -band genera
requin no
filters
mo
or don
ation
schemes, have been de sped.

GH FREQUENCY

HYPER A
ENGI
6 0frPages

A practical
of comn
cial advan

ner, as w
with the

$5.50

f an important new branch
gineering, requiring no spege. 01 value to the begin -

e having some familiarity

GUIDE TO CATHODE RAY PATTERNS

RADIO RECEIVER DESIGN-Part I
By K. R. Sturley

By Merwyn Bly

$4.50
i35 Pages
Communieations erignier, v. in Want to own this
book, which covers radio frequency amplification
and detection. A detailed study, stage by stage,
beginning with the aerial anal going as far as
the detector.

Important for technicians and laboratory workers.
This book summarizes briefly by means of
sketchege and captions the cathode-ray pattern
types encountered in tfie usual course of labora-

TIME BASES-I Scanning Generators)
By 0. S. Pucklt

$2.75

204 Pages

At power -line carrier fre-

cid' it is ;difficult to -Wild fil.4rs 'th sufficien sharp cut-off
ristics forMis purpose. Reekar

FIELDS AND WAVES IN MODERN RADIO
503 Pages

have

bee$ ,tenerated asliouble-side-band

30 Pages

$1.50

tory and test bench work.

FUNDAMENTAL* OF ELECTRIC WAVES
'By Hugh H. Skating
742.75.
Discusses the priiiiiAles-oVvitive tiotiosen6.1
to engineering Ltactim.,with .particutal
pn494
186 Pages

In the single-side-bacM system,
instead of continuously' transmitting a base or carrier frequency and
superimposing on its amplitude the

voice or signal frequencies to be
transmitted, only the band of frequencies representing the carrier
plus (or minus, but not both) the
signal frequencies are transmitted
over the power line. The 'carrier
wave itself is not transmitted ; thus,
the full power available is concentrated in side -band frequencies. -At

the receiver end, the carrier fre-

nn the basic ids of MhaVtell's t quaint:Is-tend

in One VOIMne.

pealed use in simple exgertples; ASO 441 Rkfsicat
convents and mathematical rigor.

quency is recreated and mixed with
the received side band. Demodulation is effected in the regular man-

THE TECHNIQUE OF RADIO DESIGN

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRONICS

ner. Thew apparatus consists of a
new unit to be added to standard

Covers the subject titan both the design and the
development points of view; assembles more time
bases circuits than have heretofore been available

By L. E. Zepler

'312 Pages
$3.50
Thoroughly practical, this treatment of radi9330
design deals with the day-to-day -problems of the
radio engineer, both in the development and in

the testing of radio receiving apparatus of all
ty

APPLIED ELECTRONICS
By the Electrical Engineering Staff, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
$6.50

772 Pages

Provides a thorough understanding of the characteristics, ratings, and applicability of electronic
devices. Gives a working knowledge of the physical phenomena involved in electronic conduction,
;-pros its applications common to various branches
of

-k

By Royce G. Kloeffler

engineering.

$2.50

175' Pages

Tells clearly and simply tile story of electro%.
theory and the operation Of the electron tube.,
Beginning with the discovery of the electron and
the forces of attraction and repulsion of charged
particles, the entire action taking place .in electronic devices is carefully explained.

HIGH FREQUENCY THERMIONIC TUBES
By A. P. Harvey
244 Pages

$3.00

Gives the details of these important new tubes
and describes the experimental work that has
been done with them. Presents a thoroughly
comprehensive account of the properties of titermionic tubes at very high frequencies and their
relation to those of the associated electric circuits.

ti

ON APPROVAL COUPON

MEM

-s.

JOHN WILEY S SONS, Inc.

440 Fourth Ave., New York I& N. Y.
Please stud me on ten days' approval the books I have checked in this advertisement
(or I am attaching to this coupon a separate list of the books desired). At the end of
that time, if I decide to keep the books, I will remit indicated price plus postage; otherwise f will return the hooks postpaid.
Name

Address

City and State
Employed by

E ' 45

amplitude -modulated equipment.

"SpeciMen Stage for the
Electron Microscope
BY PERRY C. SMITH,
ROBERT G. PICARD
AND

FRANK E. RUNGE
Rodin Cot porat yin r)f I mei Jen

ONE OF THE LEAST discussed parts

of an electron miscroscope, yet one
of the most important, is the specimen stage. When it is realized that
the specimen stage supports materials which are subject to tremendous magnifications, and that
these materials must remain at

absolute rest while photographic
exposures are being made, some
conception of the mechanical prob-
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ARE YOU LETTING GLASS
HELP YOU ALL IT CAN
ANTENNA INSULATORS

4
GLASS COMPONENTS
FOR VACUUM TUBES
ENTRANCE
BUSHINGS

CONDENSER ROTOR SHAFTS
TRANSFORMER HEADERS

C4

ATHODE RAY
BULBS

GLASS CAPACITORS

TERMINAL BOARD

I

HERMETICALLY SEALED
TRANSFORMER AND
CAPACITOR BUSHINGS

.^.os

POWER SUPPLY

SPIRAL COIL
FORMS FOR UHF

MULTIFORM
COIL FORMS

GLASS ENVELOPES FOR HERMETICALLY
SEALED POWER RESISTORS

T wouldn't be surprising if you-larergt. familiar

glass s they needed glasses with a coefficient of

,wth everything glass is doing in electronic

expansion practically equal to that of fused quartz
-they needed something to take the place of mica
in iiapacitors - Corning Research found the answers to these and many other electronic problems.
Our 250 glass experts-the men behiaid "Corning
Research"- our facilities and all Our knowledge
of glass are at your service. Write for a copy of an

equipment today. Progress has been rapid. In the
above "circuit", for example, you'll find it on the
job in (twelve) vital places. At Corning right now
we're making a lot of other electronic glassware
that we can't show. After the war we'll tell you
all about it.
It's no accident that a major part of the electronic
glassware in use got its start at Corning. We've
dug in on some tough ones and ferreted out solu-

tions. They told us we couldn't solder metal to

informative new booklet "There Will Be More
Glass Parts in Postwar Electrical Products."Address

Electronic Sales Dept. E - 2, Bulb and Tubing
Division, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.

e ronec

mrau.s.

ssivore

Ilvsvarch in Idass
"PYREX" and "CORNING" are registered trade -marks of Corning Gloss Work,
ELECTRONICS
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ON THE JOB!

RELAYS THAT,

SIMPLE, ---DEPENDABLE, POSITIVE -ACTION
You can depend on silent Adlake plunger -type Relays to "make
good" on every kind of equipment into which you design these
modern, hermetically sealed mercury relays for timing,'load and
control circuits. May we co-operate with your designers by suggesting the type of Adlake Relays best adapted to your product?

Adlake Relays have snap action that
stays "snappy." The contact mech-

The liquid metal mercury contact is

anism is hermetically sealed in an
armored glass or metal cylinder.
No dirt, dust, or moisture can enter
... there is no danger of oxidation.

silent, chatter -free, and cannot burn,

instantaneous, positive in action,
pit or stick. No other relays are as

simple, rugged and dependable.
Write for bulletin.

AIDLAKE
I

PE

OPERATING
1 VOi 1AGE

ONTAC,TS sEconos
Adlake Model 1040 . . . for
panel mounting ... available
with either quick or time delay action, normally open or

NORMALLY OPERATE

Quick acting relays ore avail-

1111.1111 RELEASE. 1.11.111111
7"1

"r.

A15AA1S & WESTLAKE. CO
NEW 55)
4.LR'4ART. $ND
.

able with contact ratings up

to 50 amperes WC. with
proportional D.C. ratings.

closed.

ENERGIZED-Coil C pulls plunger
P down into mercury. Mercury thus
displaced enters thimble T through

ENERGIZED-Mercury now fills

orifice 0. Inert gas in thimble

thimble T, Is completely leveled off
and mercury -to -mercury contact
established between electrodes E

gradually escapes through ceramic
plug CP-thus producing the
desired time delay.

ceramic plug CP determines length
of time delay.

and EE. Degree of porosity of

THE ADAMS &WESTLAKE COMPANY
ESTABLISHED

IN 1857

ELKHART, INDIANA

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

MANUFACTURERS OF ADLAKE HERMETICALLY SEALED MERCURY RELAYS FOR TIMING, LOAD AND CONTROL CIRCUITS
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most hours

for your

In short-wave broadcasting, diathermy
and induction heating, the nine General
Electronics' tubes illustrated here have
become favorites with users who keep
close tab on tube life as well as on performance.
The extra -long life of General Elec.
Ironies' tubes is the planned result of the
The handsome new General
Electronics catalog is ready!
Photographs, description and

complete operating data on
every tube we sell. Designed
for your ready reference.

Write for it today.

designing and manufacturing background of one of America's pioneer,
leading vacuum tube engineers. Combine such advantageous experience with
a young and virile organization equipped

ELECTRONICS - February 1945

with the most advanced production facilities and methods-and you have the
reason for the steadily increasing demand for General Electronics' tubes...
the reason why they give "Most Hours
For Your Tube Dollars."

1ENERAL

ELECTRONICS
INC.'
SALES: 1819 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
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lems

involved may be reached.
Coupled with the above, is the prob-

of controlling the specimen
from the exterior of a highly evaculem

LOWER COSTS

with
QUALITY
IMPROVED MINIATURE BALL
WERE
WHEN MACHINED
RINGS
RETAINER
BEARING
WITH

ated microscope column while at.
the same time not raising the pressure within the column. Design
consideration must also be given to
convenience of control and mechanical simplicity.
Electron microscope specimens

are generally mounted on a thin
film or supporting membrane, as

REPLACED

the usual microscope slide is much

too thick to be penetrated by the
electron beam. Suitable films are
made by casting a 2 percent solu-

GOAT
precise -formed

tion of collodion on distilled water.
As a result of low surface tension,

METAL STAMPINGS

0

C
ports,

-:"_-_

the design

of

ENGINEERS
DESIGNERS
SEND

us

YOUR

PROBLEMS,

METAL STAMPINGS, INC.
AFFIUATE OF THE FRED GOAT CO, INC. EST. 1893

314 DEAN ST., BROOKLYN 17. N. Y.
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solvent has evaporated, the specimen is affixed to a film and supporting screen by one of several simple

techniques. The film itself varies
in thickness from approximately
0.0000004 inch to 0.000001 inch depending on the percent solution and
solvent used. Films of these di-

Use of Screen

superior
working
the phosphor
definitely
the cold
materially
This
the
For example,
toss.rg
was calculated
hard
because
raceway
not be
the
beorings
maximum
to
of the
could
bronze
of the stock.
the life retoiner rings
increased bronze
hardness
initial
tool marks"
less
machined beyond the
"free from
imhardened
mirror-like raceway introduced
thereby
The smooth
coined
machined,
of the
it was
surface
of the bearings. of the
than when
dimensions
friction the performance
were
all the principal
proving
In con
Stampings
.0005".
Furthermore,
screw
of
on
PRECISE
GOAT held to a tolerance to produce toleronce.
with this
difficult
formly
.02W.
it was very
os thin os
trost,
o port
and
in
tolerances
formed,
to close
Goat specializes
drown,
metal
lubrication
intricate, ond sized quali
small
coined,
particularly
difficult
stamped,
Goat is
the
Ports.
alloys,
to lubricate and inlyb
F
metols
alworking Iontolurn,
d
nickel
such osnickel on
stain
tungsten,
copdemon,
lays, trowel,
beyllium,
toss, steel,
Cit.
per,

surface of the water. After the

mensions are strong enough to retain most types of specimens, are
transparent to the electron beam,
and show no structure of their own
in the photographic image.

machined
ore
cosi of
113 the
STAMPINGS
tor
-FORMED
Produced
PRECISE
coin
GOAT
in quality required to
these

machines

the film material and its solvent
spread out over a large area on the

To provide a rigid yet electron transparent support for the rather
delicate film and its included specimen, another prop is required. Generally, this is a 200 -mesh screen
about H inch in diameter which pro-

vides the equivalent of the glass
slide common to light microscopy.
Thus, a typical specimen ready for
examination by electron microscopy

can be imagined as a three -layer
assembly consisting of a 200 -mesh
metal screen, a thin collodion membrane and a dispersed assortment of
specimen material.

Since the penetrating action of
high-speed electrons is limited to
distances of about 0.00004 inch, the
metal portions of the 200 -mesh

screens are opaque to the electron
beam. A screen of 200 mesh provides an optimum number of supporting points for the collodion
films, and allows a sufficient and
convenient window area for specimen observation and photography.
The requisites of a good screen are:
25 percent or greater total window
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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-

"[FS NORK

IT

[UT TOGETHE

At Dow, we firmly believe there is one sure answer to 'success in plastics. It's .a simple, friendly idea-% et
so important that we are setting aside this advertising space to tell you about it.

Our work with many manufacturers and molders all over the country has proved the value of close and
continuing cooperation with them in developing nearly every job. As plastics move into a period of even
greater usefulness, this teamwork becomes increasingly important; for putting plastics to work right i.s not
a one-man job. It is not even a one -industry job. Instead, it calls for the combined skill and experience of
manufacturer and designer-working step by step with molder-and Dow.
That's why we say "Let's work it out together"-it saves time and money and puts plastics in their right place.

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN

New York Boston Philadelphia Washington Cleveland Detroit Chicago St. Louis Houston San Francisco Los Angeles Seattle

.;TYRON (Dow Polystyrene)

.

.

For moldings, extrusions, rods. sheets.
.'.;ARAN .

For moldings, extrusions, pipe, tubing, inonofil
also available as Saran Film.

I:MOLT!
For moldings, extrusions, coatings; available also as

PLASTICS
Saran

Styron

Ethocel

Ethoeel Sheeting.
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CONTROLS FOR
POSTWAR PRODUCTS

"*1

RELAYS for light, intermediate and

heavy duty, sensitive, transfer, time delay, antenna changeover, break-in and
latch -in operation.

With the rush to catch the earliest possible markets with postwar products, it is important that they be designed with units that
can be procured without undue delay. Manufacturers of equipment requiring electric controls will find Ward Leonard Relays,
Resistors and Rheostats readily available without "time-out" for
redesigning. Facilities at Ward Leonard used to produce products
for war purposes required little or no conversion. To serve postwar markets, they will likewise require a minimum of reconversion.
Make your selection from the Ward Leonard Line. Let us send you
bulletins describing controls of interest to you.

RESISTORS that withstand heat,

moisture, vibration and other adverse
conditions. Wide r Inge of types rat-

ings, terminals and enclosures.

WARD LEONARD
RELAyS RESISTORS RHEOSTATS
Electric control

devices since 1892.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY
240

.

RHEOSTATS that include the widest range of sizes, types and current
ratings from the tiny ring types for
radio to huge industrial assemblies.

32 SOUTH ST. MOUNT VERNON, N. Y.
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Calik

0%
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OW4

PRODUCTION
POWISIASIOrt
THE
CRYSTAL!

..

CELEBRATING
TWO MILLIONTH
OF OUR

More than just a number, the production of our two
millionth crystal is the symbol of long years of work
...the product of an experienced organization ...the

'

Here's yot. r cc py of the
most informative catalog
eF crystal unit design and
specificatic

result of technical research in the manufacture of
precision crystals. All this. plus adequate facilities.,

are at the service of the radio industry today. A

CRYSTAL PRODUCTS CO.,

MAIL THIS COUPON!

Dept. 0, 1519 McGee. Kansas City, Mo.
Gentlemen: I would appreciate a copy of your new catalog.

limited number of inquiries is invited-.

I am interested in

NAME

FIRM

PRODUCTS COMPANY
1519 McGEE STREET. KANSAS CITY, MO.
Producers of Approved Precision Crystals for Radio Frequency Control
; ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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CITY

STATE
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area and a clean, smooth -sided mesh
made of a chemically inert material.

Woven stainless steel screen which
has been rolled flat until the warp
and woof present practically a

RADAR RADIO -TELEVISION
BRIDGES

INSTRUMENTS

DECADE BOXES

plane surface fulfills the require-

TRANS-

ments.

FORMER TAPPING PARALLELING

Other techniques omit the col-

RESISTORS AND CAPACITORS

lodion film. For example, metallic

TAPPING INDUCTANCES
and dozens of similar
exacting uses

oxides will cling readily to the

metal screen surfaces and inner
edges of the mesh. The screen is

aciefeteeted

SWITCHES
in Special, Low Contact Resistance Designs

ANTI -MOISTURE
ANTI -FUNGUS
Special treatment with
materials to meet Signal
Corps specifications available when required.

Adjustable high -magnification specimen
holder. Above it are the specimen
screen and screen bolder cap

Shallcross Switches are a natural outgrowth of our own need for finely made,
specially designed, low contact resistance

coated by simply holding it in the
smoke of the burning metal. Thus,
it is obvious that clean smooth -

units for a wide variety of exacting instrument and other applications. Solid silver
contacts and contact arms assure highest
conductivity, avoid danger from wear, and
guard against corrosion. Up to 180 contacts
can be supplied on a single switch. Single
or multiple sections as required. Although
many standard types are available, most
switches supplied by us are special adapta-

avoid misinterpretations of results.

tions or unique designs to meet special
needs. WRITE! Send today for technical

literature on Shallcross switches. Put your
problems up to Shallcross switch engineers
for quick, economical, efficient solutions.

mesh screens are a necessity to
Cartridge Types

Prepared specimen screens are
loaded into small specially designed

brass cartridges to facilitate handling and insertion of the specimen
into the microscope column. Cartridges may be of various designs to
accommodate varying problems and
techniques. An adjustable length

cartridge provides control of specimen -objective lens spacing, thereby
adding to the magnification ranges
obtainable through varying the

focal lengths of the objective and
projector lenses only. Through
means external to the microscope,

SHALLCROSS MFG. CO.
DEPT. E-25,

COLLINGDALE, PA.

ENGINEERING DESIGNING MANUFACTURING
242

another design of cartridge can be
made to tilt the specimen at an
angle, first to one side of the elec-

tron optical axis and then to the
opposite side an equal amount. The

February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

This motor will start Monday morning!

HIGH TEMPERATURE SILICONE INSULATION

Humidity, the primary reason for failure of motors and
other electrical equipment, is conquered by fl Silicone
Varnishes. Even under extreme conditions of condensation, severe overloads or idleness in moist locations, IE
insulated equipment starts and runs at full load.

DOW CORNING 993 .. . available in commercial quantities,
is a heat curing, high temperature stable silicone varnish for
impregnating motor stators, transformer coils and ofher electrical equipment; for varnishing Fiberglas or asbestos served

wire; for varnishing Fiberglas and asbestos electrical insulating cloths, tapes, tying cords and sleeving; for bonding
Fiberglas and mica combinations.

High temperature silicone insulation was first made
possible by ED Varnishes. These new heat stable resins
are natural complements to the inorganic spacing ma-

terials-mica, Fiberglas and asbestos. Dow Corning
Silicone Varnishes provide bonding and filling dielectrics which are highly resistant to heat, moisture, oil and
chemicals.

D OW CORNING CORPORATION
B OX 592, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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-vugait&
Engineering Vision

... Manufacturing Precision

-411041Parm

In ships at sea, in fighter and bomber planes, at command posts of lii,tanks and
vehicles ... Delco Radio products are carrying out vital assignments for the fighting

forces. They represent the application of radio and electronic science to varied require-

ments of communication, detection and protection. They represent, too, the effective combination of engineering vision and manufacturing precision that safeguards

the performance of all Delco Radio equipment, wherever it serves and whatever
its purpose. Delco Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, Indiana.

Make Your Dollars Fight
BUY MORE WAR BONDS

DIVISION OF

244
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HAS MADE AVAILABLE
TO FORMICA:

letter Fibre

Bases Such as Class

letter Resins
letter Production Methods
Better and More Accurate Test
Information
FORMICA'S service to the electrical engineer and the electrical
manufacturer, under the pressure of war research, has improved more rapidly during the past few years than usual.
New fibre bases such as glass have made possible high frequency
insulation of excellent quality-comparable for many purposes
to ceramics-which con be readily machined-which is easily

workable in production.
New resins such as melomine have intensified the useful qualities
of many Formica grades.

Infra -red treating machines, electronic heat for curing thick sections, new types of tube rolling machines, are features of newly
developed equipment that make possible better quality in greater
volume.

A large investment in the most modern testing equipment has
enabled the Formica laboratory to give more accurate, detailed
and valuable answers to the engineer's questions regarding the
exact physical and chemical characteristics of the material.
Why not make use of this exceptional equipment for service? Send
in your inquiries.

ENE FORMICA INSULATION CO.
ELECTRONICS
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4661 SPRING GROVE AVE.

CINCINNATI 32, OHIO
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pair of negatives produced by this

PORTABLE POWER PROBLEMS
THIS MONTH-COMMERCIAL SOLVENTS CORPORATION PENICILLIN TEST

process, when viewed with a stereoscopic lens system, produces threedimensional or stereoscopic images.
A /1 -inch diameter, 200 -mesh

screen contains about 500 holes,
each hole being about 0.0025 in.
square. Only 25 to 30 holes, roughly

5 percent, are scanned for specimen material and are more than
sufficient for practically all studies.

To scan an area 5 holes on a side,
requires a specimen stage movement in one direction of 0.025 in.
and another movement, at 90 deg
to the first, of an equal amount.
Since direct electronic magnification may range from 100 to 20,000

times, the image of the boundary
of a specimen screen hole may be

i-in. square or it may expand to

LIFE-SAVING PENICILLIN salt solution is carefully tested by battery -powered pH meters

before it is placed in vials by white -clad technicians at the modern Commercial Solvents
Corporation plant. Throughout the entire manufacturing process, rigid pH checks against
excess acidity and alkalinity must be maintained while the penicillin is in solution.

Stereo specimen holder tilted to one side
for making one of a pair of stereo
negatives

slightly over four feet on a side.
FOUR pH METERS, powered by Burgess Industrial Batteries, are employed by Commercial
Solvents Corporation on a 24 -hour a day basis to assure necessary, uniform product control.

Burgess Industrial Batteries are built to meet specific requirements of test and control
instruments. Whatever your portable power problem may be, Burgess engineers are
equipped to find the answer. Write us today about your needs, or request free, 80 -page
Engineering Manual on dry batteries. Dept. 9. Burgess Battery Company, Freeport, Ill.

BURGESS
BATTERIES
THINK TWICE BEFORE YOU TRAVEL!

Famous for the WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE of dry batteries

Considering that micrograph nega-

tives can be photographically enlarged up to more than 10 times
before the grain of the emulsion
becomes a limiting factor in the
quality of the details of the enlarge-

ment, it is interesting to speculate
on the possible theoretical area of
an enlargement of a screen window
-it could embrace more than 1600
square feet!
Stage Movement

Since movement of the specimen
within the microscope column is accomplished by means of a rotatable
control which is coupled to the specimen stage through mechanical

linkages and gear reducers, and

246
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How MYCALEX Solved a

Tough Insulating Problem for

HAZELTINE ELECTRONICS
and the NAVY . . .
HAZILLTINIa

%.Ze '''''''''''''

17 75
NOW

//

orPerita

ROA DWA
VORR

''''''

N. Y.

MYcalex
September
Corporation
30 Rockefeller
15, 1944
of America
New York,
P/aza
N. Y.

Attention:

Gentlemen:

Mr. Jerome

raishoff,

President

In the
to be supplied
development
E/ectronics
of special
on a Navy
to utilize
Corporaton, contract
apparatus,
o
a material
by hakeltine
it was
found
with
a dielectricnecessary
constant
We
put our

in the
hands
problem
of Your
The
your
cooperation
diganization
The
which
special
is to be
we received
much
material,
very
from
highly
which
has maintained
commended.
was
and research eve/oped
a constant
after
on your
dielectric
part,
all
through
We have
units
delivered
to
the
for
Navy,
the
a quantity
delivery large part and we wish
to againof these
you played
of these
vita/
in making thank you
equipments
the
possible.
Very
truly

The products of Mycalex Cor-

poration of America are: (a)
MYCALEX 400 - the most

ir..ghly perfected form of
MYCALEX
insulation, ap-

p:oved by Army and Navy

as Grade L-4. In sheets, rods
and fabricated form. (b)

MYCALEX K, an advanced
capacitor dielectric with dielectric constant of 10 to 15.
(c) Molded MYCALEX, availajle t o specifications in irregulai shapes. Write for
details.

MYCALEX CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
"OWNERS OF 'MYCALEX' PATENTS"
CLIFTON,

NEW JERSEY
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Executive Offices:

30

ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK 20, N. Y.
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Keeping Your Fingers Crossed
Won't Prevent Wire -Failures in Your Postwar Products

There's no substitute for Accurate
Wire -Planning while Your Product

is in the design stage

...

Don't use rule of thumb methods or guess -work

in selecting wire if you want to avoid the risk of
putting an improperly wired product on the market. Check and correct all possible trouble -spots

most of your needs . but Rockbestos Research
will be glad to develop a new construction for you
if required. For recommendations or engineering
advice write to the nearest district office or:
.

in your design . . . make tests under every possible
service condition you can imagine
. then specify
the wire that guarantees the most dependable performance.
.

.

The chart below lists sonic of the major factors
you'll have to consider if you want your product
to be right and stay right under the use and abuse
of service. Check it against the possibility of eliminating hot -spots and abrasion and vibration points
in your design
. also for wire requirements that
will meet the anticipated conditionS under which
your product will operate.
The Rockbestos line of 122 standard wires,
cables and cords, developed in solving the wiring
problems of other manufacturers, should answer
.

.

Rockbestos Products Corporation, 420 Nicoll Street
New Haven 4, Conn.

.

Investigate
Rockbestos
Permanently
Insulated Wires,
Cables and Cords
ROCKBESTOS

FIREWALL RADIO
Sizes .Vo. ?.2 to .1 A WG int000
HOOKUP WIRE

in 3000 volt.

roll rating, and

.Vo, le, 14 and 16 AWO
The first lightweight,
small diameter,
hookup wire,
flame -resistant
designed in 1937 and
airborne and ground
widely used since in
devices, instrumentscommunication systems, electronic
peratures range from and apparatus.
Operating
1.3°
tinned copper
shielding r, to minus 50° C. Also temwith
tripled construction.
braid and in twisted
pair or

ROCKBESTOS

Has high -dielectric

CHECK DESIGN, OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS AND WIRE REQUIREMENTS
FOR DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE

BEND RADII

FLEXIBILITY

WIRE DIAMETERS

CONDUIT DIAMETERS

r_i

E

BUSHING DIAMETERS

-

POSSIBLE OVERLOADS

OPERATING VOLTAGE

H

INSULATION RESISTANCE

[

J

[]

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

UNDERWRITERS'APPROVAL :=1

RESISTANCE TO CORROSIVE
FUMES

CURRENT CARRYING
CAPACITY

OPERATING TEMPERATURES__,

RESISTANCE TO OIL

__.

.

TYPE CA LEAD WIRE

strength and moisture resistance
use where heat
humidity
for
to 8 AWG solidand
or stranded are encountered. No. 20
copper, monel or nickel
conductors insulated
with synthetic
thicknesses of felted asbestos
tape and various
or colors for coding purposes. finished in
black, white
insulation only,
Also
with
for high temperature All -Asbestos
a -here moisture
resistance is not required. applications

ROCKBESTOS

MULTI-CONDUC
FIREWALL INSTRUMENT

.

_]

RESISTANCE TO HEAT

Li

RESISTANCE TO COLD

RESISTANCE TO FLAME

-

RESISTANCE TO GREASE

r]

RESISTANCE TO ABRASION -

RESISTANCE TO MOISTURE

H

RESISTANCE TO VIBRATION 7-

AMBIENT TEMPERATURES

;

L

FOR VICTORY . . . BUY WAR BONDS

This unusually

CABLE

small diameter, light
weight, high -dielectric
No.

three conductor
20 A %VG
cable was designed for
an electronic device
in
which
three
AWG single
No. 22
previously conductor aircraft circuit wires
used had proved too bulky. It
to a nominal diameter of
is made
.125" (smaller
No. 14 AWG
a
bestos Firewall single conductor 1000 volt than
RockRadio Hookup
and five -conductor construction.Wire). Also in four

ROCKBESTOS RESEARCH
Solves Difficult Wiring Problems
NEW YORK, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH, ST. LOUIS, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, PORTLAND, ORE.
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write

new bulletin

DCV.102

LABORATORY VOLTAGES accompany your equipment

into the field with built-in CONSTANT VOLTAGE
On the drafting boards of hundreds
of sales -minded design engineers,
product insurance is being written
into the specifications of new elec-

tronic and electrically operated

equipment.
A critical analysis of sales depart-

ment records of past performance
usually discloses that the most fre-

quent cause of equipment failure or
sub -standard performance is the

one most often overlooked - field

voltages that do not correspond
to the rated voltage at which the

dim

Constaftr

equipment is designed to operate.
Today sales -minded design engi-

neers make certain that carefully
controlled laboratory voltages, on

which the operation of their equipment is predicated, go with it into
the field, by writing "SoLA Constant
Voltage Transformers" into their design specifications. In many cases

the inclusion of the "CV" transformer is accomplished at an actual
saving in cost over standard equipment design.
Thus rated voltage is available at

tim

ge Transformers

all times because SoLA Constant
Voltage Transformers instantly correct fluctuations as great as 30'.',; to

less than .L1% of rated requirements. These sturdy, automd I is

transformers require no pampering
or supervision. They protect hot ti

themselves and the equipment

against line surges and short
cuits.

cir-

Standard units are available in

capacities from 10VA to 15 KVA or
special ...units can be built to your
specifications.

var',71-771j2

unit

afir,,C1;,1--

/Y1-41A1
Ask for Bulletin

DCV-102

Transformers fort Constant Voltage Cold Cathode Lighting Mercury Lamps Series Lighting Fluorescent Lighting X -Ray Equipment .uminous TubQ Signs
Oil Burner Ignition Radio Power Controls Signal Systems Door B. Its and Chimes etc. SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 2525 Clybourn Ave., Chicago 14, IR.
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since a wide range of direct magnification is involved, an optimum
of linear movement of specimen
with respect to rotation of the manual controls must be chosen. For a

direct magnification range up to
20,000 times, a 30 -deg rotation of a
able with the RCA universal microscope, a stage displacement of 0.001

/

NEW SECRETS

inch for each rotation of a control
knob was found to be most satisfactory. Thus, considering a fluorescent viewing field 3 in. square at
20,000 times, a.30 -deg rotation of a

control knob will produce an entirely new field provided the frame

of the viewing screen is in correspondence with the frame of the
window of the specimen screen.
Lack of correspondence is caused
by the spiral path imparted to the
electron beam when acted upon
by

electro-magnetic

fields. The
field, the

stronger the magnetic

In the Temple Laboratories, engineers and
technicians toil unceasingly to provide new
and greater efficiencies for war communica-

finer is the pitch of the spiral.
Although the specimen stage move-

ment and specimen may be in exact

correspondence with the viewing

tions equipment.
Needless to say that out of this constant search

for betterment comes further discovery,
further knowledge - new secrets of development in the limitless field of electronics.
Temple engineering skill and inventiveness,
fostered still further by the stress and strain
of war, will contribute richly indeed to the
electronic world of the future.

Tongs are used to Insert the stereo
holder into the object chamber and
stage

Electronics Division

TEMPLETONE.

RADIO MFG. CORP.
New London, Conn.

screen mechanically, the image of
the specimen may be circularly out
of correspondence by anything less
than one revolution for any given
set of electron optical conditions.
Scanning Fields

As magnification is decreased,
proportionately greater rotary

movement of the control knobs is
required to exchange one field for
another. In any event, twenty-five
rotations of each control knob must
be made to move the specimen stage
its permitted freedom of 0.025
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IFlengthy conferences and heavy

thinking precede final equipment
specification....

0,VITAL CONNECTORS!
It's human to take the "little things" for granted. Yet, a goodly
percentage of the electrical troubles ... in your plant, or in your
products in your customer's plant . . . are due to nothing mote
than poor connections. Check with your maintenance or service

men on this point. Then you will agree that more attention
should be given to electrical connections.

Plant interruptions and electrical outages cost real money.
And when competition again gangs up on you, your dealers and

customers will expect the same high standards in connectors
as in the other components you "build in."
Yes, electrical connectors are important . . . sufficiently so that
you should insist that the connectors you use remain efficient,
and trouble -free, in service. The kind that go on quick, and stay
on fast; that withstand corrosion, temperatures, vibration, or
shock. The kind that are available . . . in all sizes and for all
purposes .. . here at Burndy. Let us send you our latest catalog.
Burndy Engineering Co., 1011 Bruckner Blvd., New York 54, N. Y.

dy

In Canada:
Canadian Line Marerials, Limited, Toronto 13
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DUSTLESSTOWN, OHIO
It's the little things that loom biggest

temperature -controlled ; why every step

in the manufacture of delicate electrical

in their mass produt ti. in is protectecL

measuring instruments. Little things like

As a result Triplett Instruments perform

specks of dust or breath condensation

better, last longer and render greater

can play havoc with accuracy. That's
why Triplett Instruments are made in

service value.

spotless manufacturing departments; why

Extra Care in our 1,..ork puts Extra

the air is washed clean, dc -humidified and

Value in your Triplett Instrument.
\aPps
.

kt-

1174t Triplett

.171-7

44'i

-

'7://

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. BLI FFTON, OHIO
252
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SPECIALISTS IN
Johnson production facilities are flexible
10 or 10,000

-

-

- -

standard specifications or

special - - repeat items or new - - any plating
-

- any metal or alloy - - any insulation. If it's

metal or insulation or a combination of both,
try Johnson first.

Fixed and Variable Condensers
Porcelain and Steatite Insulators
Plugs, Jacks, Clips and Connectors
Fixed and Variable Ind.ictor.
Radio Frequency Cho'les
Flexible and Rigid Insa'ated Couplings
Antenna Systems and Equipment
Mycalex Machining and Parts
Special Insulated Assemblies
Broadcast Station Equ.pment

Ask for Catalog 963 (D)
IMP(

),:tot

JOHNSON
famous name in Nadia
E.

F. JOHNSON COMPANY
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inches in either direction. To facili-

tate rapid scanning of the twentyfive selected holes of the viewing
screen, each control knob is pro-

vided with a small stem handle
near its periphery. These handles

RADIO SPEAKERS

\

gfocatiott4
Recently expanded production facilites
combined with complete engineering''knew-

how" enable Consolidated Radio Producs

Co. to supply the fines- radio speakers
available. Speakers can be furnished in the
following ranges:
Dynamic Speakers from 2 inches to 18 inches

Permanent Magnet Speakers 'roil 2 inches to 18 inches
Headsets

permit the control knobs to be
"spun" and image fields rapidly
checked for items of major interest; yet the controls are sufficiently accurate to permit positioning the image to within
inch
at maximum magnification, a displacement corresponding to a specimen movement of less than 3 millionths of an inch.
The RCA console microscope with

a direct maximum magnification of
5000 times is designed with specimen stage control knobs which
move the specimen at a faster rate.

Each revolution of a knob moves
the specimen 0.010 inch. Thus one
field may be exchanged for another
on the 3 -in. diameter viewing win-

dow by rotating a control knob
approximately 25 deg. Since the
viewing field is circular, image rotation and frame correspondence do

not affect the total movement required to exchange fields although
the direction in which the transfer
takes place is still a random route
for different electron optical conditions. Mechanical considerations
in the RCA console microscope have

allowed greater stage movement to

be obtained. About 10 percent of
the screen windows -100 openings
-can be examined for wanted materials.

TRANSFORMERS

Vibration

Consolidated Radio is also a nationally

stage design is the filtering of
mechanical vibrations. It is generally sufficient to shock mount the
microscope column from the cabinet to overcome average building
vibration. Under extreme condi-

An important factor in specimen
known manufacturer o= smolt clic medium
transformers including Pulse Transformers,

Solenoid and Sea'ch Goi s.

Engineering service is available io design
transformers and speakers for spacial applicatiors, or to your specifications

tions, the whole microscope cabinet

is also shock mounted. Vibrating
parts within the cabinet are individually shock mounted. Since the
effects of mechanical disturbances
become more deleterious as magnification

is

increased,

filtering

must be adequately designed to
protect the specimen stage at the
highest magnification of the instrument. Specimen stages are equipped

with tiny clamping springs which

prevent the specimen cartridges
from vibrating independently of
254
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A Coil is more than just a bundle of wire
p

ANACONDA COIL ENGINEERS have de-

enjoy the close cooperation of coil ex-

signed over 15,000 individual types of
coils during their many years of experience. Some have weighed as little as
1/100th of a pound; others as much as
a quarter of a ton.
But each coil began with a blueprint.
Type, shape, size, winding, insulation,

perts!

treatment, cost-every factor entering
into designing the best coil for the use
intended was pre -determined by Ana-

And back of each are exceptional
manufacturing facilities. Modern plants
. . . efficient equipment likewise engineered . . . experienced, skilled personnel.

Any Anaconda sales office will be
glad to refer inquiries on coils or magnet wire to our engineeering staff. 44:39

conda engineers.
Anaconda Coils derive dependability
from still another advantage. The magnet wire used for winding them is also

a product of Anaconda engineeringwith quality carefully controlled from
ore to finished wire.
It is a highly effective combination:
Coil producers who can command the
complete experience of magnet wire
specialists! Magnet wire producers who

4 11. A

View of a modern coil winding department at
one of the Anaconda plants.

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: 25 Broadway, New York 4
CHICAGO OFFICE: 20 North Wacker Drive 6
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
Sales Offices in Principal Cities
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tt... according to specifications"
Producing Machined Parts in large or small quantities is but one of our
many specialized functions as specification fabricators. I fere, in our modern plant

skilled operators fashion many such parts of all sizes and shapes
from many different materials on precision machines

NN

hich

guarantee accuracy to extremely close tolerances.

Seace eca the specifications for your
next requirements and let us prove to you
that we can produce these parts better . . .
faster . . . and more economically!

Sitee4eccitleut 94.61,rieettend
VULCANIZED FIBRE, CORK, CORPRENE, PHENOL FIBRE; RUBBER,

meow";

ASBESTOS AND OTHER MATERIALS

FABRICATORS, INC.

6-14#fe4 Oijeced:

EAST ROCHESTER, N. Y.

DETROIT: 4835 WOODWARD AVE. CHICAGO: 4317 RAVENSWOOD AVE.
"M11111111111111111111MIL,
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GET THESE QUALITIES IN YOUR RADIO-PHONO WITH

WEBSTER RECORD CHANGERS
The soldier at the
front is not easing off

-he knows there is
still a big job to be
done. Do your full
share, too.

BUY AN

Yes, Webster is ready! With Webster Record Changers, your
postwar combination will have faster change cycle than ever
before
. featherlight needle pressure, long record life, less
needle scratch ... smooth and fool -proof operation. The trade
.

.

will be quick to endorse these improvements which mean
satisfied customers and fewer profit -killing service calls
And, all this with remarkable economy of space.

. .

.

EXTRA

WAR BOND
NOW!
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WEBSTER

PRODUCTS

3825 W. ARMITAGE AVE.

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS
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the stage. A spurious vibration of
as little as one -millionth of an inch

at the specimen stage can completely destroy the identity of the
smaller particles encountered in
electron microscopy.

Music Sets Speed for
Teletype Students
AT UNITED AIR LINES' communica-

tions school at Chicago, music from
a record player is a new wrinkle in
training communications fledglings
to master the rhythm, accuracy and
speed necessary to operate teletype

machines. Daily practice sessions
are accompanied by amplified re-

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

corded music, and instructors of the
company's educational department
say the plan has increased average

speed on time tests as much as 10

to 15 words a minute after three
weeks of training.

An average of 20 girls are enrolled in each seven -weeks' United

Air Lines communications class,
studying company policy, meteorology, weather reporting, radio and
leased

wire procedures.

As ex -

Though electronics is an infant industry, already a
long list of special equipment is being produced for
radio, radar, television, facsimile, and for a multitude
of other industrial, scientific, and medical uses. The
post-war period will doubtless see countless more electronic control

devices for commercial, public utility, and household purposes.
These applications are destined to replace permanently many
manual operations.
Engineers and production men building electronic equipment
are highly exacting in their demands for precision -made parts for
their products. Reliable is prepared by long experience to furnish

springs of superior physical and electrical qualities-and hold
them to extreme accuracy within narrow limits. Let us work with
you to develop the correct spring-the spring which will contribute
in greatest measure to the perfection of your product.
Reliable Catalog 44 sent on request.

An instructor checks the speed of a

THE RELIABLE SPRING & WIRE FORMS CO.
3167 Fulton Rd., Cleveland 4. Ohio

teletype student who listens to music
a record player to establish
rhythm and speed

from

Representatives in Principal Cities

plained by D. I. Peterson, super-

YOU CAN RELY ON

eliahle
ROUND AND FLAT
WIRE SPRINGS
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If/MINIM

prmqs
CLIPS

HOOKS

LIGHT STAMPINGS

BENDS

visor of the training program, anyone familiar with typing can operate a teletype machine with practice, but the teletype requires a different touch than a typewriter and

is geared for a set speed-usually
65 words a minute. It must be op-

erated in rhythm to attain speed
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Some of the smaller things on a battlewagon
When enemy planes are in the skies, the survival of our great

battleships often depends upon the accuracy of a handful
of tiny pieces of glass. These are the optical components of
the anti-aircraft fire control instruments. They must be as
nearly perfect as the most advanced techniques can make
them.

Our technicians and craftsmen are justly proud that they can
grind and polish glass to the exacting naval requirements.
This compact group of precision lens specialists has been busy

all through the war supplying our armed forces. They are
looking forward to the time when they can apply their war improved skills to the production of equally fine products
for peace.

No wonder the Bureau of Ordnance of the United States
Navy is so particular in the selection of these optics upon
which the safety of our ships and men depends. Very few
manufacturers have been able to meet the rigid naval speci-

fications for parts like these.

for precision

The plant in which they work has always been solely devoted

to producing precision optics for other manufacturers. No
other products are made here. If you have a post-war problem in optics you will find the kind of help you need in this
modern, well-equipped plant.

OPTICS

come to

AMERICAN LENS COMPANY, INC.
45 Lispenard Street, New York 13, N. Y.

LENSES
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PRISMS

FLATS..

REF LECTORS
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Panel assemblies, for instance
We take them as they come. Assemblies like these are run-of-the-mill jobs at
Ucinite in ceramic, bakelite or the new moulded panels which are being ordered to
eliminate the deteriorating fungus growths of tropical climates.

We are staffed to design them, tooled up to produce them, and adequately
equipped to turn them out on fast time -schedules and at prices that will compare
favorably with any others.
We do our own fabricating of metal parts . . . plus the plating, heat -treating and
all under one roof and one management.
assembling .
.
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The, l'CINITE /'0.

Specialists in RADIO & ELECTRONICS

Newtormille 60, Mass.

CERAMIC SOCKETS BANANA PINS dr

Division of t 'nited-Carr Fastener Corp.

JACKS PLUGS CONNECTORS ETC.

LAMINATED BAKELITE ASSEMBLIES
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Base metal, steel, copper, nickel, stc.

array, precious emetzds, c ne side or both sides, any rhicicness.

FITS INTO YOUR PRODUCT DESIGN PICTURE FOR
VERSATILITY, PERFORMANCE AND ECONOMY
The simplest and surest way to gel a head start on post-war
competition is to plan and design your peace products now.
And during these design stages is the time to consider and
investigate the use of General Plate Laminated Metals.
These permanently bonded laminations of precious metals
to base metals or base to base metals combinations fit into

your design picture whether you are planning electronic
devices, electrical products, signal control apparatus, instruments or electrical contacts. Their versatility, performance and economy provide many advantages not
found in solid metals. For instance, in electrical products,

they provide better conductivity ... in chemical apparatus,
they give maximum corrosion resistance . . . while in still
other products they insure better performance and long life.

General Plate Laminated Metals are available in sheet,
wire and tube form . . . inlaid or wholly covered. Many
new laminated combinations developed since the war are
also now available.

Establish an advance position for your post-war products-

incorporate General Plate Laminated Metals into your
products now! Our engineers are available for consultation on your problems. Write for their services.

GENERAL PLATE DIVISION
OF METALS & CONTROLS CORPORATION

50 Church St., New York, N. Y. 205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, III. 181 E. Main St.,Centerbury, Ohio
2635 Page Drive, Altadena, California Grant Bldg., Room 603, Pittsburgh, Pa.

ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
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and accuracy, and that takes practice.

March tunes have been found

best for improving speed, although

records such as Frankie Carle's
"Sweet Lorraine" provide an appropriate tempo for beginners. A
jump in speed resulted following the introduction of
music in practice sessions.
pronounced

Deficiencies of Group
Hearing Aids
BY ARTHUR G. NORRIS

THE FIRST COMMERCIALLY produced

group hearing aids were rather terrifying contraptions, full of knobs,
wires and mystery, to say nothing
of a frequency response which
would not be tolerated in the cheap-

est radio today. The many wired
appendages, complicated switching
and volume control arrangements,

and frequent failure of parts did
nothing to alleviate the mystery
and terror.

Refinement has been most apparent in the construction of parts
for the sets and in their combination, but little attention has been

ELECTRONICS
Ally of the Air Forces

oja

000

on the Road to Victory
From base to objective, planes and fighting
men depend upon electronics to aid them in
finding their target, accomplishing their mission and bringing them safely back. The
empty spaces of the sky become alive when electronic
tubes flash their messages from ground force to sky force
-from plane to plane-from man to man.
Thousands of SLATER tubes are helping our Armies to
maintain the constant vital link of communications and
coordinate all branches of service into one'mighty fighting
force. SLATER tubes, sturdily constructed, precision
manufactured, are performing on the fighting fronts of

the world, guiding and directing the way to Victory.

SLATER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF STREET LIGHTING LAMPS AND ELECTRONIC TUBES

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

paid to classroom utility. The
present-day group hearing aids

parallel closely the pattern set by
the experimental sets built in the
late 20's. Probably the reason for
this has been that the makers of
the group aids have never had to
use them in a classroom full of
squirming deaf youngsters. To the
manufacturer, it has been a problem of high-fidelity amplification
and there interest seemed to stop.
List of Defects

Most group hearing aids manu-

factured for classroom or auditorium use have one or more of the
following defects which seriously
interfere with optimum use of the
equipment :

1. Over -simplification of amplifier design. Apparatus of this type
is not a highly competitive product
and is largely custom-built, hence
there is little reason for taking the

short-cuts which save pennies at
the expense of precision and distortion -free output.
2. Inadequate tone control.
3. No arrangement to fit the

amplifier output to the individual
hearing pattern. In the present-day

apparatus what is good for one

February 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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PRESS WIRELESS

Special Service Receivers

'Cr

r The war found Press Wireless in an excellent position to manufacture
special service receivers and other special units. Our world-wide
communications business has required that we maintain a large
engineering staff to create apparatus which will do a specific job
in the best possible manner. The entire facilities of our Research
and Development department have been placed at the disposal of
the armed forces.

The special purpose receiver illustrated here is one of the most
recent products of our factories. It is specifically designed for the
reception of facsimile impulses on either AM or FM and at comparatively low cost.
The engineering division of Press Wireless, for more than
n
years, has been creating and developing highly successful radio
equipment exactly fitted to accomplish definite tasks. Where better
can you apply for post war special service units? Your inquiries are
invited now.,

PRESS
DR
ri1C11

P
POWER

IVERSIty

TRANSMITTERS

41CR4rr
RADIO ouiprImUoir
RADio
PRINTER
MODOPTEX
UNITS

Awarded to our
Hicksville, Long Is.
land Plant for out-

'TRAIN-MON'

."4t4HEIT/IC DEVICE
RADIO

standing achievement in war pro -

PHOTO

F4CSImilt
ANO

OTHER
TYPES

PRESS WIRELESS,
ARIS RIO DE J.

Executive and Sales Office
1475 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18

-KO MONTEVIDEO BERNE SANTIA:
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Save Time...Trouble...Money
with this Automatic High -Speed

POWER LEVEL RECORDER
This graphic recorder is primarily deModel PL

signed to perform acoustical measurements such as reverberation time, decay

of sound, sound absorption.
properties of acoustic
materials, e t C.

It

interprets

the recordings

either in db or
in phon.

Due to its
unique

con-

struction, it also
can be success-

fully applied to

measurements of al,
,incis of communication

Write for

oparatus.

PL Bulletin

Modern Reference Book
& Buyer's Guide is ready
NOW! It represents an important contributibn to the field of
Industrial Electronics. Between
its attractive covers you'll find
pertinent information and data
on the most advanced types of
electronic instruments, devices
and tools. Here are descriptions

SOUND APPARATUS CO.
150 WEST 46th STREET

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Manufacturers and Designers of Graphic Recording Instruments

of products such as industrial

X -Ray Machines, an Electronic
Comparator, Test Equipment including Signal Generators, Tube

Testers, and Multitester, Die Less Duplicating Tools, Plastic

Sectional Wiring Systems,
Photo -Electric Devices, and oth-

ers that have never been cataloged before. Industrial engineers and purchasing agents are

invited to send for a free copy
today!
FILL

IN AND MAIL

THE COUPON TODAY!

Transformers

g449 aWi.d,
°

a#14-

WALKER-JIMIESON, INC.

311 S. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 12
-

NAME

DINION COIL COMPANY
CALEDONIA, N. Y.

COMPANY
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In Active Service
Over the Entire Globe

PHONE: CANAL 2525

GENTI t LIEN: Please send me a free copy
of your R, I. 'awe Book & Buyer's Guide.

CITY

for Combat

ZONE

STATE
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FOR EXCELLENT PROPERTIES

ELECTRICAL APPLICATIONS
CONSIDER

...

POINTUENE

A NEW PLASTIC MADE BY DU PONT

POLYTHENE, a versatile new plastic, possesses out-

standing electrical properties. Its unique combination
of good electrical and mechanical properties, in conjunction with unusual chemical resistance and ease
of working, has accounted for its immediate acceptance in the field of electrical insulation, particularly
for high -frequency systems. Its dielectric constant
(at 60 cycles, 2.2-2.3) and power factor (at 106 cycles,
<0.0005) remain constant over a wide range of fre-

quencies, and the dielectric constant changes very

little over the temperature range from -50°F to
220°F.

Because of polythene's extremely low moisture absorption (less than 0.005%), its electrical proper-

six months. Because polythene resists battery acids,

and has good impact strength, application in this
field will show many advantages.

Polythene was originated by Imperial Chemical
Industries, Ltd., in Great Britain, and has been developed and imnroved by Du Pont.
AVAILABILITY. Du Pont is now producing polythene for important war purposes. However, quantities up to twenty-five pounds can be secured for ex-

perimental purposes according to WPB Order M300, Schedule 60. Write for properties chart and
other data to E. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Co.(Inc.),
Plastics Dept., Arlington, N. J.

ties are practically unaffected by changes in humidity.
It is not affected by long immersion in brine. Standard
electrical -grade polythene to which an inhibitor has
been added shows only slight change in tensile

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

strength or elongation after exposure outdoors for

... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

For Plastics-consult
1911tton

aa,rter
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must be good for all. This does not
refer to individual volume controls
which are found on all group hearing aids.
4. Audio feedback. An uncovered

headphone when the volume is

turned high produces an audio

squeal, reproduced in the other connected headsets. This can be pain-

ful to those individuals with considerable hearing.
5. Lack of room -wide pickup by
the microphones.' Here room acoustics as well as improved microphone
installations play a big part.
6. The nuisance of headphone
cords. Always developing "opens".
Always in the way and restricting
the movement of the individual to

an area near the desk or seat outlet.

7. Uncomfortable headphones, in
which weight is a large factor.
8. Short -life individual volume
controls. Unless one with normal

hearing checks these at frequent
intervals, the deafened person is
apt to interpret the scratchiness
of a deteriorating control as a part
of the sound picture.
9. The installation difficulties of
the wiring system for carrying the

amplifier output to the individual
outlets, and also the nuisance of the
wiring system for the microphone
input-cords all over the place.
10. Only a few commercial group

Probably the most important single factor in modern
warfare is complete, dependable communications. Dependable communications require a dependable power
supply. Pincor fs proud of its part in furnishing portable
gasoline -driven and other electrical power supply units
to the fighting front as well as to the home front.
Look to Pincor for your postwar needs in power plants,
motors, converters and battery chargers.

aids designed for schoolroom use
have provision for radio or phonograph input. This would be a desirable feature.
Some

of the suggestions

ad-

vanced will be considered imprac-

tical, but we believe they point a
direction for future investigation.
All of these defects cannot be
brushed aside with one sweep of

. CONVERTERS

the pen. By calling attention to

GENERATORS .... D C MOTORS

these shortcomings, and at the same

DYNAMOTORS .

.

POWER PLANTS...GEN-E-MOTORS

BUY WAR BONDS!

time pointing a direction in which
possible solution lies, we will have
accomplished our aim.
Amplifier Design

The first objection, that of oversimplification of amplifier design,
requires for correction greater
study of amplifier components, better selection of parts, and a break-

PIONEER

GEN-E-MOTOR
CORPORATION

5841-49 DICKENS AVENUE

CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS

EXPORT ADDRESS:25 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK 7. U.S.,.. CABLE ADDRESS:SIMONTRICE, NEW YORK
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ing away from the tendency to make
one tube do the work of two. A few
dollars added to the cost will make
little difference.

The practice to date has been to

cram the bass and treble control
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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Our Electronic Equipment
For YOUR Post -War Use
We present a few items of equipment which our Post -War
Plan proposes to release to you. These items are now being
built for the U. S. Navy and other Armed Forces.
1. The original Portable Electric Megaphone*, now
highly developed, for use by the Merchant Marine,
yachts, airplanes, drydocks, shipyards, stadiums and
outdoor arenas, construction companies, and Police
and Fire Departments.
2. Our exclusive Divers Communication Equipment for

use by marine salvage companies and manufacturers
of diving suits.
3. Interior Communication Equipment and docking sets

for all types of marine use.

Other equipment will be announced when released by the
Armed Forces.

GUIDED RADIO
161

Sixth Avenue
Patent No. 2,301,459

New York, 13, N. Y.

After the War any infringement of this patent will be prosecuted.

Nlodel 201

The Time -Tested, Reliable

VIBROTEST
Insulation Resistance
Tester
Since 1938

IBROTESTS have proven

the soundness of this modern method
of testing insulation resistance. Superby engineered, ruggedly built, this
pioneer instrument in CRANKLESS
INSULATION TESTING offers the ut-

most in usefulness and value.

VIBROTEST
Is Thoroughly ModernNo hand cranking, no leveling, no
shocks to the operators. Wide range
0-200 megohms covering values usually

encountered in general testing are instantly available from a self-contained
power source providing a constant potential of 500 Volts D.C.

IRON

Available in this one compact instrument are a convenient Ohmmeter scale
as well as A.C. and D.C. voltage ranges
up to and including 600 volts full
scale. Other models with 1,000 volts

CORES

D.C. potential also available.

Many Other VIBROTESTS

Pyroferric
precision powdered metal
inst rument development.
cores have kep
to specification
a pace the vitalt
The

e manufactured
HIGH
as desired FREQUENCY
HIGH
RESISTANCE
LOW
Consult Pyroferric
MEDIUM
on your Powder
LOW
Metallurgy requiretnents
me

PERMEABILITY

PyRO

175 VARICK I
268

ERRIC
STREET

are designed for specific uses involving
unusual ranges or operating conditions.
WRITE for full information at your
earliest opportunity.

CO.

NEW YORK, 14, N.Y.

Engineering Service Representatives in
.411 Principal Cities

Q0
ASSOCIATED
RESEARCH,
,_2,7 cot, ctaled
223 So. Green St.
Chicago 7, Ill.
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Decide AT THIS POINT to use TAYLOR FIBRE
WHETHER YOUR POST-WAR PRODUCT will be in the field of electronics or

aviation, automotive or home appliance, or any field in which light
weight. ease of machineability, high insulating qualities or structural
strength are important, decide now-in the blueprint stage-to give
thorough consideration to the advantages of using Taylor Laminated
Plastics. New. war -born developments in Phenol Fibre and Vulcanized
Fibre may change your whole conception about the possible applica-

tions of Laminated Plastics. Our engineering department is ready
to consult with you on this subject, without obl gation, either in our
plant or yours. Start the ball rolling, by writing us today.

MIDE,011 ECiBNUE: COMPANY
LAMINATED PLASTICS: PHENOL FIBRE VULCANIZED FIBRE Sheets, Ro is, Tubes, and Fabricated Parts
NORRISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA . OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES PACIFIC COAST HEADQUARTERS: 544 S. SAN PEDRO ST., LOS ANGELES
ELECTRONICS - Februory 1245
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into one unit. What is wrong with
using two controls, one for bass and

the other for treble? This gives
greater flexibility and will give
some measure of striking at the
average need of the group.

No attempt is made today to fit
the amplifier to the needs of the
Present-day
amplifiers just amplify within certain limits. If what comes out fits
the listener, he is lucky.
group as a whole.

Octave Control

Why not average the audiograms

(graphic representations of hearing losses) of the individuals in
the group in octave or half -octave

(MODERN VERSION)
Plenty of high frequency
Sound reproduction, up to
15,000 cycles plus...plenty

of bass response, down to
40 cycles ... plenty of hori-

zontal distribution, 60 degrees .

. .

plenty of vertical

distribution, 40 degrees

plenty of quality

...

... plenty

of EVERYTHING a modern

post-war America wants in
quality sound reproduction.
You enjoy them all in the Al-

steps over the speech range, setting
a group of knobs on the amplifier to
these averages, and thus obtain an
amplifier output which more nearly
approximates the needs of the
group?
Some classification of the group
of deafened individuals on a basis
of hearing loss would assist in the
solution of the problem. The writer

has had constructed an amplifier
with individual channel gain controls, one for each octave over a

range of six octaves (128-4096
cycles) and with an overall gain
control which brought the tuned
pattern up to a level within the perception of even the most deafened.
Such an arrangement is capable of
elevating the valleys of the audio gram without disturbing the peaks
at which the hearing is more nearly
normal.

This problem could probably be
solved more effectively, if instead

The tributes paid to "Black Seal"
discs by many leading engineers

have

been earned by distin-

guished service on the turntable.
Your ears will recognize the dif-

of one master amplifier for the

ference in quality of reproduction, and the longer play -back
life will prove the superiority of

group, smaller, individually adjusted amplifiers were constructed.

-Black Seal" construction. Choice
of two weights - thin, flexible,

This might be worked out on a

interchangeable with aluminum,

or medium weight -both with

basis of secondary stage amplification after overall pre -amplification,
thereby making the individual
amplifiers smaller.

tec Lansing Duplex Speaker.

SEND FOR BULLETINS

GLASS BASE
INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING BLANKS

Feedback Problem

four holes.

An AA -2X rating is automatically

available to broadcasting sta-

tions, recording studios and
schools. Enclosure of your priority rating will facilitate delivery

Old Aluminum Blanks Rerouted with
"Black Sear Formula on Short Notice)

Audio feedback in the classroom

amplifier is one of the most discouraging elements in the use of
the group hearing aid. With a
sensitive microphone and the ampli-

fier volume turned up high, an un-

covered or poorly fitted earpiece
will

produce

very

objectionable

audio feedback. The elimination of

.1210 TAFT BLDG., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
270

RECORDING BLANK DIVISION

this deterrent to a full use of the

195 BROADWAY NEW YORK 13. N. Y.

group hearing aid should not be too

IZPORT DEPT. ROYAL NATIONAL CONAMY.
IN BROAD sum. N. T.

difficult or too expensive. Audio

February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Sound engineering principles incorporating
designs ior both trouble -free performance and

a *de variety of mechanical applications

ider_tifir certnnic insulated sockets by National
Fabricated ?roducts

FABRICATED PRODUCTS
2650 *XEST 3ELDEN AVENUE, CHICAGO 47, ELL.

Manuract-errrs of SCCKETS, TELWINAL ASSEMBLIES,
JACKS AND ONNECTORS for 11.-;a it: every field of
electronics.
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Your Gage Blocks can be
more than measuring
standards

Binoculars

If they're

Cameras
Telescopes

DoALL
BLOCKS

Lined with

Cellusuede

FLOCK
Cellusuede

Black

Flock

ab-

sorbs light rays instead of reblacks out
flecting them
.

.

.

the insides of cameras, tele-

scopes, binoculars when used
as an interior lining. Applica-

You've got

tion of flock is quick, simple,
economical. It is available for
immediate shipment.

all kinds of
SPECIAL
GAGES

Write 'or Color Card,
GO -NOT GO

Sample.; and Prices

too?
With DoALL

SNAP GAGE

Blocks and Instruments, you can set

up hundreds of
measuring units.

There's one

LOCATING GAGE

every problem.
They're stable too.
These gages don't
"grow" with age.
Alternate freezing
to 120° below zero

and heat treating
take care of that.

BEST OF ALL Any special gage
you may want or
HEIGHT GAGE

This Mike Can Hear How Safe Your Tire Is "
OT long after the war, garage men scription has been our business for the
will put that tire of yours in a tank last 30 years-with the demands of war
N
of fast -vibrating water; then a super- only increasing our knowledge of pre-.
sonic microphone will record the deflected sound waves to indicate the
invisible (and visible) breaks or cracks

lem you might find it interesting to
discuss it with us.

future blowouts or slow ruin of the lire.:

(Belotc)SomeOf the many
thousands of our precision

the casing. Once vulcanized, the
cracks you couldn't see will prevent

But only precision on a masspro-

&tenon, low-cost basis -will make such
equipment universally possible.

Precision equipment of every de -

parts that help "Keep 'em
flying and fighting."

ERICSSON
WHED1011

Let's all back the attack-Buy EXTRA War Bands

nothing. Just set

it up out of your

DoALL box of
Gage Blocks-and
your DoALL Gage
Block Instruments.

cision techniques that keep costs down.
If you have a postwar precision prob-

in

need costs you

SCRIBER

Do add
Write for your free copy of the
new "Quality Control" book

Continental Machines, Inc.
SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS CO , INC
2S sAFAYE,,y STREET 922cAsYm

rn

i

4

1366 S. Washington Ave.,

Minneapolis 4, Minn.

Y
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TAKE A LOAD

--,

N.,,

OFF YOUR SHOULDERS
OFF

`, ca.&ATLAS
co0014P''.-cr
PROS

osc-c\CPA-

D °ItG14

1°°-143

"Now about economical TOOLING
for those. STREAMLINED &signs?"
Often, when designing a product for greater eye -appeal
or improved utility, a coordination with efficient tooling is not given sufficient consideration. Result . . .
slow production, high cost, competitive disadvantage.

ing industrial concerns before and during the war
in such fields as transportation, textiles, machine tools,
printing machinery, motors, radios, cameras, electronics,
aviation, stoves, air conditioning and refrigeration . . .
and of late, designing and tooling for tank parts and
guns, anti-aircraft, electrical weapons, shells, engine
starters, superchargers, including complete production
lines for the precise manufacture of vital war material.

One remedy for such a situation will be found in employing Atlas . . . an organization of 300 skilled
Engineers, Designers and Toolmakers, with one of the
best equipped plants in the East. Atlas product designers work in close association with their engineers
and toolmakers . . . as well as your key men . . . to
design product, tools, dies, jigs, assembly and testing
equipment, if required, and in many instances, special

On request we will gladly send you an Atlas Brochure
which gives a clear picture of Atlas operations, machine shop sections, together with their modern equip-

ment, and a partial list of Atlas clients, a veritable
"Who's Who" in industry. Send for your copy . .

automatic machinery for economic manufacture.

.

Atlas technicians have served scores of America's lead-

then "call Atlas".

rit load sig run doedelew oat* mew

ATLASMETAL

Castor
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&

Kens,np,ton

STAMPING COMPANY

Avenues

Philadelphia

21

Pa

2n

feedback, being a function of circuit dimensions and room acoustics
and occurring at a frequency
usually well above the speech range,

might readily be controlled by a
tuned crystal circuit responsive only

to the frequency band of the feedback. Other circuit refinements,
such as separate high -voltage power
supplies for each stage of amplifica-

tion, would assist in reduction of
this trouble.
Most commercially made group

hearing aids in use today have
microphones which are highly sensi-

tive, but they still leave much to
be desired in the matter of picking
up faint voices in the back of the
room. Schoolroom use of the hear-

ing aid requires that the children
be able to hear their own voices as

well as that of the teacher. To do

this the microphone must be of
high quality and must be nondirectional.

Torque 3.5 in. oz. at 4500 RPM
Unique in design and
construction, this permanent
magnet field motor has been
selected for many applications
having critical space and weight
factors. Wound as a shunt
motor, its output characteristics
are adaptable for a wide
variety of power requirements.

0511(0.nCt CHARACTIM51406

O

150104 W--)74
1310
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5
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4
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Placement of the micro-

phone in the room has considerable
bearing on the problem. In general,
the greater the microphone sensitiv-

ity, the greater the trouble with
audio feedback, but with the elimination of the feedback or the
boosting of it to inaudible frequencies, better microphones could
be used.
Cords

Until it is possible to produce
non -twistable, non-kinkable cords,

a

5

0

0
0

o

4

70000r IM INTO OUNCES

RADIO SEA CADETS

ELECTRICAL
Alnico field magnets
No field losses
Low starting current
Reversible with change

PM MOTOR - 1310
(max.)

11

Torque at 7000 RPM (in.oz.)

1

of polarity

Torque at 4500 RPM (in.oz.)

3.5

Low RF interference
Armature windings varnish
impregnated and baked

Watts Output Int.

(in. oz.)

Lock Torque

6

Volts Input

(min.)

5

Volts Input

(max.)

32

MECHANICAL

Temperature Rise Int.

50°C

Completely enclosed

Weight

11 oz.

Shaft Diameter

(max.)

Mounting in any position
Aluminum end brackets
Laminated pole pieces
Stainless steel shaft
Rotation on ball bearings
Commutator mica insulated

.250"

Length less Shaft

23/4"

Overall Diameter

113/32"

Eilcwat limp.

1501 W. Congress St., Chicago, U.S. A.
DYNAMOTORS D. C. MOTORS ,)0WER PLANTS CONV2RTERS
I
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p l.,

Ad AUI, mo 89 8,oad 51

New Yo.L.

LI
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C.blo A L.,....rno

Nrw ,orly

Sea Cadets join the British Royal Navy
at the age of 17 to be trained as signal.
men and telegraphists. In the photo
above, cadets are receiving instruction

on a high -power transmitter at

H.M.

Signal Schdol
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

The final stages of manufacture of large
oscillator and rectifier tubes must include
thorough outgassing. This has customarily

been done in three separate operations, and it was considered inevitable
for two-thirds of the equipment to be
idle while one-third was in operation.
Machlett felt that this produced highly
undesirable effects on output, costs, and

on tube quality. So we developed a
unique production line.

Here is the Machlett method: the

tubes are sealed on a high -vacuum
pump which is mounted on a dolly, and
thus can be wheeled through each sta-

tion in turn while pumping continues
steadily. The dolly goes first into the
baking oven (shown above); then to the
second station, where the tube elements
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

are brought to red heat by induction;
then to the third, in which they are bom-

barded repeatedly at 70,000 volts.
This is about 10 times the usual voltage,
and not only reduces the time required
in a later seasoning process, but assures
much better tubes.
This system, devised at a time when
war demands were tremendous, approx-

ML -861, screen -grid

r. f oscillator and
amplifier tube.

imately triples the output of the equip-

ment. More than that, we believe it
produces tubes with less residual gas
and hence more stable operation and

longer life. When buying radio tubes
for communications or industry remember this Machlett production technique
which makes possible the tube illustrated
above ; ; . Machlett Laboratories, Inc.,
Springdale, Connecticut.

MACHLE
APPLIES'
OF

TOAfir,

RADIO ITS 46 YEARS

RAY TUBE EXPERIENCE
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ilmerican
Beaut
ELECTRIC
SOLDERING
IRONS
Drake Mounting Brackets are designed and built in every
WHAT BRACKET
DO YOU NEED?

JO'

conceivable shape to bring lamp filaments into desired
positions. There are now over 950 different kinds available!
This big variety is sufficient to cover practically every.

requirement. However, should a new application call for a
special design. our skilled socket and jewel assembly engineers will quickly design a bracket for the specific need.
Inr literature does not describe this full line of brackets.
If you'll send us a sketch we'll gladly submit a sample of
our needs.
about
closest stock design. Please write

Socket and Jewel Light Assemblies

are sturdily built for
the hard usage of industrial

plug type tips and are
constructed on the unit

system with each vital

part, such as heating
element, easily remov-

able and replaceable.

sizes, from 50
watts to 550 watts.
In

DRAKE MANUFACTURING

CO.

service. Have

5

to

TEMPERATURE

REGULATING

STAND

want

This is a thermostatically con-

trolled device for the regulation of the temperature
of an electric soldering iron.

CRYSTALS
CABLES
HARNESSES
ELECTRONIC

When placed on and connected to this stand, iron
may be maintained at work-

ing temperature or through

adjustment on bottom of
stand at low or warm
temperatures.

ASSEMBLIES

CABINETS

Telephone Peru, Indiana
151
products.
Serving the Radio and Electronic Industries with precision engineered

Co.
WM.T.WALLACE MFG.
mown
General Offices: PERU,

For further information or
descriptive Mr/trait/re, write

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL

HEATER COMPANY
DETROIT 2, MICH., U. S. A.

Cable Assembly Division: ROCHESTER, mown
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REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES
Excellent Regulation - Line Stability - Low Hum Level

-

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

Variable from 1.0 to 1.5 Volts DC
OUTPUT CURRENT - 500 MA Max
This model suitable for use in place of

A Batteries where a source of AC power
is

available

OUTPUT VOLTAGE - Continuously variable
from 0-300 Volts DC.
OUTPUT CURRENT - 250 MA Max
General purpose supply which will deliver

well - regulated DC at any voltage from
0-300

Model 448

OUTPUT VOLTAGE - Continuously variable
from 0-300 Volts DC
OUTPUT CURRENT - 100 MA Max
Same characteristics as Model 44B except
for lower current rating

Other units can be designed to specifications.
Inquiries are invited, both on power supplies and on our electronic consulting service.
DISTRIBUTED BY

RADIO -TELEVISION
INSTITUTE, INC.
OF NEW YORK
480 LEXINGTON AVENUE
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

Plaza 3-4585

NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
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NOW ONE INDICATOR
DUES THE WORK

this part of the equipment is going
to cause more than its proportionate share of trouble. Perhaps some
sort of a double swivel tip would
do the work one at each end of the
cord. Or, instead of the somewhat
rigid cord of today, something com-

TO PRECISION -MADE

pletely "soft" might be used. A
very soft cord might not kink so

By Sillcocks-Miller

badly-perhaps something like

NEW GUIDE
PLASTICS

a

soft braided silk rope.
Headphones are too heavy. The
crystal type of phone is an advance

over the magnetic type as far as
weight is concerned, but it is still

DIETZ

unwieldy. Individual hearing aids

"TELLER"

show considerable progress made
in the direction of weight and size
reduction of the earpiece. It should
not be too difficult to effect a better

THREE-WAY

seal at the ear and thus make it

SIGNAL INDICATOR

possible to reduce the diaphragm

Weights Less Than 1,4 oz. installed!

WARNING
Indicates warning
or signal function of

circuit, "TELLER"
energized.

POWER OFF
Reveals circuit failure or power interruption. "TELLER.'
not energized.

NORMAL
Indicates circuit in-

tegrity. "TELLER"
energized.

A continuously self -testing
. shock
resistant instrument giving positive
.

.

indication of "Power Off", "Warn-

size without loss of efficiency.
Any scheme of room wiring developed up to now has been cumbersome. It is necessary to wire power

to the amplifier, wire the microphone input to the amplifier, and
wire the output of the amplifier to
the various headsets. There might
be substituted a system of radio
transmission. Would it be feasible
to use a vhf transmitter and equip
each desk with a battery -powered

receiver with adequate gain and
tuned to the individual user? Instead of batteries as a source of
power an inductive power pickup
might be arranged, but again the
wiring necessary for this arrangement might offset the advantages
gained.

ing" and "Normal" in bright sunlight

or total darkness. That's the Dietz
"TELLER'. The "TELLER" super-

sedes all similar mechanical signals
and signal lamps because it is trouble free, compact, light -weight, and actually does the work of two customary

signals. It has but one moving part,

no fragile filaments, springs, or levers
to give trouble. Specify the Dietz
"TELLER" wherever you plan to use
signal lights . . it's reliable.
.

Antenna Reel
Battery Cart

Fire Warning
Landing Gear Position
Bomb Release Oxygen Warning

Weight

64 oz.
18-30 dc

Voltage

Wattage
Temperature
Altitude

1.2

-75' to +160° F.

2310 South La

0-50,000 ft.

Cianga

Los Angoles 34, Californi
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SERVICE TO
DESIGN

HELP

ENGINEERS

How the facilities and experi-

ence of Sillcocks-Miller

spe-

cialists can help you solve
your problems in precision fabricated plastics is told in a
new illustrated booklet now
available.
Designers and manufacturers

in need of plastic parts and
products made to extremely
Company a
most dependable source for
Sillcocks-Miller

so

fanciful as they may seem. Preliminary experiments have given
rise to the belief that many of the
troubles enumerated can be eliminated when it again becomes possible to produce instruments of this
type.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

PRESENTS 4 - POINT

close tolerances will find the

Idea I Sy:de at

These suggestions are not

FREE BOOKLET

The ideal post-war group hearing

aid should have most, if not all of
the following characteristics:

design and development service and for highest quality
production.

Whether you are now using
plastics or want to learn why
it will pay you to convert to
plastics, you should have a
copy of this helpful booklet.
Write for it today
without
obligation.

1. High, distortionless gain to
amplify even the faintest sounds.
2. Ultra -sensitive, nondirectional
microphones capable of covering
the entire room area.
3. Freedom from audio feedback.
4. Adjustability to individual
hearing patterns.
5. Freedom of movement about

SILLCOCKS-MILLER CO.
offits a wort
10 W. PARKER AVE., MAPLEWOOD, N

J

Moiling Address; SOUTH ORANGE, N. J.

It Costs You Less to Pay a Little
More for Sillcocks-MillerQuality
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TRAVELING WITH YOU ON THE STRAIGHT ROAD OF POST-WAR PLANNING
The period after the war may well become known as the "Electronic Era".
In the development of the many ingenious post-war products, there will be
a need for specialized engineering of precise and intricate high frequency
components. This is our field. Our organization, with years of experience
designing and making such products is at present devoting its manufacturing
facilities 100% to war work. These unusual facilities will soon be available

for the peacetime needs of our industry, and

our engineering "know-how" is at your service
now to help you with your post-war planning.

DIVISION -BLACK INDUSTRIES
1400 EAST 222ND STREETZ CLEVELAND 17, OHIO
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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TECHNICAL
NOTES

No
'

ard

ec4.Pmt,,

Excerpts from New Home
Study Lessons Being Prepared under the Direction
of the CREI Director of

in 30 days.

Con I ',eve fast deliver

Engineering Texts

in be relied

Circuit
Equivalents
'The February issue of the CREI
NEWS contains Number Five in a
series of articles on the subject,
"CIRCUIT EQUIVALENTS." Part
5 discusses an interesting application
of the equivalent tee network to the
problem of a television series peaking circuit. By means of the equivalent tee network, one can clearly see

WE CAN HELP YOU!
We manufacture custom-built electronic equipment, designed to
your specifications and engineered for maximum efficiency - and
delivered promptly. If you need
Hermetically sealed transformers
Coils

how to arrange the series peaking
network so as to obtain optimum
results from the plate and grid capac-

upon?

Chokes

ities of the two tubes involved.
The response for this series of
articles on "Circuit Equivalents" as
they appear in our magazine has

we can supply you now. All equipment manufactured to U. S.
Army Signal Corps and U. S. Navy specifications.
Facilities for vacuum impregnating

articles is complete in itself - so,

Electrical Specialty Co.

been very enthusiastic. Each of these

send now for the current issue. A
new technical article appears each

month and each is of interest to professional radiomen in applying this
material to. their daily activities, or
for filing in a scrap book for future
and permanent reference.
If you have not, as yet, requested
being placed on our mailing list, do

so now by asking for the February

Boston, Mass.

2304 Washington St.

osotiMINAN

4ir

issue. The CREI NEWS is published
each month and is sent free to those
who ask to be placed on our mailing
list.

Of course. you incur no obli-

14,

gation.

The subject of "Circuit Equivalents"

is

ENAMELED

but one of mans that

MAGNET

are being constantly revised and
added to CREI lessons by A.
Preisman, Director of Engineer-

WIRE

Texts, under the personal
supervision of CREI President.
ing

A product, resulting from many years of

research in the field of fine wire manu-

E. H. Rietzke. CREI home studs
courses are of college calibre for
the

professional

engineer

facture, that meets the most rigid re-

quirements of radio and ignition coils.
A new coating method gives a smooth,

and

technician who recognizes CREI
training as a proved program f sr
personal advancement in the field
of Radio - Electronics. Complete
details of the home studs courses
sent on request.
.

.

permanently -adherent enameling, a n d
mercury -process tests guarantee perfect
uniformity. Great flexibility and tensile
strength assure perfect laying, even at
high winding speeds. If you want re-

.

Ask for lb -page booklet.

CAPITOL RADIO
Engineering Institute
E. H. RIETZKE, President
Home Study Courses in Practical RadioFlectronicr Engineering for Professional
Self -Improvement

Dept. E-2, 3224 - 16th St.. N.W.
WASHINGTON 10. D. C.
Contractors to the U. S. Navy - U. S.
Coast
Guard - Canadian
Broadcasting

Corp.-Producers of Well -trained Technical Radiomen for In/Ilion

Also manufacturers of high
grade cotton and silk covered wires, cotton and silk

duction in coil dimensions without sacrificing electrical values, or seek a uniform,
leakproof wire that will deliver extra
years of service, this Hudson Wire
product is the answer.

coverings over enamel coated
wires, and all construction<
of Litz wires.

A variety of

coverings made to

cus-

tomers' specifications, or to
requirements determined by
our engineers. Complete design and engineering faciliare at your disposal:
details a n d quotations on

HUDSON WIRE CO.

ties

request.

WINSTED

CONNECTICUT
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SOUND EQUIPMENT- precisionist:4 meebanleally and electronleally for finer performance

No. 541 Magnetic
Cautterkead

FLAT within
2 db to

8,000 cgcles
Reproduced above is an actual photograph of a "light" method
frequency pattern. The inside, the wide midway and the out-

prevents wide amplitudes in the bass and results in a fiat
playback.

side band are 1,000 cycle reference bands. Starting at 1,500
cycles, at the midway reference band, the succeeding outward
bands increase by 500 cycle increments to 8,000 cycles.

Controlled freedom from distortion up to 8,000 cycles
permits the Fairchild Magnetic Cutterhead to provide the
finest possible full volume recordings of today's 6 to 7,000

Measurements by standard formula will show that

cycle AM and higher cycle FM broadcasts.
Standard with the No. 539 Fairchild Recorder, the No. 541
Magnetic Cutterhead can easily be adapted to earlier Fairchild

all

2 db.
variations in frequency strength are within
Narrowing frequency bands, from 1,000 down to 50 cycles
in the bass, indicate a controlled power decrease - by means

of a "network" in the electrical circuit of the Fairchild
Magnetic Cutterhead.
Standard playbacks, in turn, increase these lowered frequency strengths by like amounts. This artificial equalizing

models and many other types of recorders.
Descriptive and priority data are available. Address New
York Office: 475 - 10th Avenue New York 18; Plant:
88-06 Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, N. Y.

SOUND
EQUIPMENT

CAMERA
ae;I.erZeeZ
AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
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DI

the room for the user.
6. Adequate output.
7. Freedom from wiring impediments.

*N CHECK TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

A CIRCUIT A SECOND!

8. Phono input or a phono turntable built
amplifier.

integrally with the

9. Installations should be tailored
to fit the classrooms where they are
to be used. One all-purpose installation will not suffice.
Speech improvement of deaf

children goes hand in hand with
utilization of partial hearing via
the hearing aid. Here the group
hearing aid can be augmented by
the use of a visual aid as well as
the use of amplified speech as a
teaching medium. A ladder -type
neon tube operating from the amplifier output can be used to improve volume and inflection. Such
a tube has been experimentally
constructed using a series of spaced

electrodes inserted into a straight
length of tubing. Using a resistor
network, the light column can be
made to rise and fall according to
the speech inflection. Vowel sounds

can be calibrated on the tube in
terms of levels-each pure vowel
sound to produce a column of light
of a different length. This speech teaching device should be a part of
each post-war group hearing aid.
-

ELECTRONIC
STETHOSCOPE

THE AUTOMATIC ROBOT INSPECTOR
Television-as well as any other type of electronic equipment-can be
. for wiring errors, for resistance
checked with the ROTOBRIDGE
and reactance values.
.

.

Versatile and vigilant, the Rotobridge is designed for intensive, 24 -hour
duty. With robot-like fidelity and exactness, the Rotobridge does what
you want it to do, without hitch or hesitation. A 10% resistance toler-

ance at one point? A 25% capacity tolerance elsewhere? You get it
. accurately,
with the Rotobridge
. where and as you want it
automatically. And when the Rotobridge detects an error, it stops
dead and instantly flashes a red warning signal-and keeps on flash.

.

.

.

ing it until its human co-worker attends to the defect.
The Rotobridge can be put to work on several small sub -assemblies or
on a complete set, involving as many as 120 circuits. Two or three of

these robots working simultaneously are all you need to inspect a
30 or 40 tube set-up. And they'll do it in five minutes flat!

Write for complete details.
COMMUNICATION MEASUREMENTS LABORATORY
New York 6, N. Y.
120 Greenwich Street

High-pitched body tones are accentuated and tones of lower pitch are subdued by the Stethetron, an electronic
stethoscope. Lieutenant Rafael Morales,

physician at the Military Hospital in
Havana, Cuba, tries the instrument on
Evelyn Dobson. model
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The unusual craft shown above wa, the first submarine of the American Navy. bolt in 1776 by

David Bushnell, it was used ag.-,st the British
warship. .,The Eagle which was lying oil New
York. Mow. -The American Turtle

that's what

it was called -a, ted like a submarine. ad right,
that was about all. It didn't sink
damage any
Bushnell had a good idea but he simply did
not have enough knowledge or experience to Make
his idea practical.

The moral of this story is: In /he dLA,/,,ppio!,

h,' first submarine as in th, d, _ipaieni and

ma;:ur.iciure of all 1,,. -,,lints, Experience Counts.
The (11..,;igr and manilla, tilling experience of THE

has long ago established this company as cie leader in the production of automobile and home antennas: Many
important design changes pioneered by WARD,
have rnade WARD the fc:rignize',/ pacesetter. All
WAFD products are quality products, the workmarslip of craftsmen of experience, using modWARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION

ern eluipment under ideal conditions. For the
finest antennas for automobile and home applii ations, look to WARD!

THE WARD PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
1 513 EAST 45TH STREET
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

--.4241111444----4.4410,44044
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CHEMICALLY BONDED SEAL
RESISTANT TO CORROSION
HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
EASILY SOLDERED OR WELDED
E -I Hermetic Seals assure peak per-

formance of electrical components
under all conditions. Impervious to
moisture, dust, explosive gas and
corrosive fumes, these vacuum tight

permanently maintain desired internal conditions of aridity
or gas pressure. Easily soldered or
welded, they become an integral
leads,

part of equipment enclosures.

PROMPT DELIVERIES
While special sealed leads can be designed to meet any specific requirements,
the wide diversity of available standard

DUPLICATING end PROFILING

AUTO ENGRAVER
Accurate Engraving

with Unskilled Operators
Unskilled operators will profile or accurately
reproduce in smooth lines any design, number, letter, emblem, signature; on iron, brass.
copper, aluminum, soft steels and all plastics.
Here are some of its other uses . . .
Drills
parts.

series of

a

holes, er profiles

small

signing. EI sealed leads can be delivered promptly.

Cuts an even channel for wiring on panels.
Increases accuracy and production.
Works from original drawing or templates.
Etches glass and similar items.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

For complete information on this and other
models and prices write Dept. K.

Ed leads offer wide suitability for de-

NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

42 SUMMER AVENUE

El

Will not cause distortion.

AUTO ENGRAVER CO.

INC

1776 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19

IT HINGES

new

MINIATURE TUBE SET ASSEMBLY .
CUT TUBE FAILURES WITH THE

UNIVERSAL LINK
JOINT Type H

.

*STAR

This new type of universal
joint for use in remote controls has three very distinct

DOUBLE-CHECK SYSTEM

advantages over other types.
(1) It hinges to align with any

shaft angle from 0 to 90°.
(2) There is a minimum of
backlash. (3) The output shaft

turns in exact angular rotation with the input shaft. The simplicity
of installing saves valuable time in production. It is particularly recommended for panel operation of dial and rheostat controls, switches,
Write for Bulletin 45A
for complete data and

variable condensors, coils,
remote operating rods and

specifications

other mechanical adjustments.

PIEZOELECTRIC

CORPORATION
110 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
a4

Assure high
Assembly

set production by equipping your
Departments with STAR MINIA-

TURE SOCKET WIRING PLUGS' to align
contacts

socket

during

wiring.

and

STAR

MINIATURE TUBE PIN STRAIGHTENERS'
to provide an

easy.

perfect flt when tube

is

A simple "double-check" that insures
smoother assembly flow and fewer tube failures.
"Fills a requirement for your Assembly Departinserted.

and meets the specifications
Sub -Committee on Miniature Tubes.
ment

For

of

WPB

complete information

and prices - write

RADIO ACCESSORY DIVISION

STAR EXPANSION PRODUCTS CO.
147 Cedar Street, New York, 6, N. Y.
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How "GLOBAR" Ceramic Type Resistors neutralize

the positive temperature characteristics of
metallic conductors in electric circuits ...
1.EUPE AT,.
;

alnMeTtit,

3 1/4" LO1s4
.:../2"
L0414 1N
10149

camas/rya,
OilvEYER.

Stable within the limits

12,

Ossus.
osm .

cReteE R01 N7 :25°

of their operating range

Relatively noninductive

a

Rugged
+10

Easy to install

.4(

es

Wide range of sizes

Reasonably prompt
delivery

+3:
71.1!tr01,11

0

WHEN you need unusual resistors to meet unusual conditions, you can't do better than to
choose a source of supply that has pioneered this field.

That's why you save real time and money when you
bring your resistor problems to "GLOBAR."
Resistors like those illustrated are not to be found in
catalogs, as they are made to cover special problems.
It is essential that complete information such as:
1. Operating temperature range of the apparatus.
2. Total resistance of the circuit.
3. Resistance of the coil to be compensated.
4. Space limitations.
5. Whether the resistor will be closely confined or
mounted in the open.
be given in specifications on your proposed application.

"'sr

,r'Fi"t

Resistors for applications requiring more pronounced
characteristics are also available. Working samples

for engineering tests will he furnished if required.
The Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

et-owe/NZ
"G4eir2"
cARB4mINDum
1..141,tplii

E4ECTRON ICS
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Are registered trade marks of and indicate manufacture by The Carborundimi Company)
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Average sound energy in a room
grows exponentially, from the instant the sound source commences,

THE ELECTRON ART

in accordance with the equation

Low -Temperature Conductivity

286

P = (4E/cSa) (1-e-"*"") where

Acoustics of Small Rooms and Studios
Resonant Circuit Response to F -M Signal
Laplace Transforms for the Electronic Engineer
Parabolic Graph Paper for Square -Law Functions

286

P is the sound energy density, E is
the rate of emission of the source, c

304

the velocity of sound, S the total

304

surface area, a the average absorption coefficient, and V is the room

314

Low Temperature Conductivity

room boundaries are then absorbing

energy at the same rate that it is

THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL conduc-

trical conductivity obtained from
laboratory measurements is given
in the accompanying graphs. The
tests were conducted on Acheson
graphite electrodes cut into rods
along the electrode axis, and along

the radius, and on carbon electrodes, both supplied by the National Carbon Co.

These measurements agree at 0

deg C with those of Powell and

Schofield (Proc. Phys. Soc., 51, p.
153-172) who measured the conCidetivity of graphite and carbon

at temperatures from 100 deg C
to 2500 deg C.

being produced.
Similarly, when the sound source
ceases, the average sound en-

2000

tivity of graphite and carbon at low
temperatures are discussed by R. A.
Buerschaper in the Journal of Applied Physics for May, 1944. Elec-

(a)
11100
T000'µ11

,

1200

volume. Steady state is reached
when the energy is uniformly distributed throughout the room. The

ergy density decays exponentially

given by the equation P =
(4E/cSa)c-"*".
Figure 2 shows how reverbera-

as

200
2110101

X
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0
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-100
0
TCYRERATURE IN C
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(b)

tion

time affects intelligibility.
Speech and music consist of series
of syllables or phrases separated by

220
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PS

200

I

TO

180

_. .
1'

1

(a) Electrical conductivity of graphite
vs temperature. (b) Electrical conductivity of carbon vs temperature
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standing the limitations imposed on
final reproduction by the listener's
room, is contained in a paper by J.

0
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Fig. 2-Growth and decay of sound in
a room (a) of 5 sec reverberation time,
and (b) of 0.5 sec reverberation time
show the general speech level and the
syllabic projection above that level

Moir in Wireless World (Dorset
House,

Stamford St., London,
S.E.I., England) for November,
1944.

Small -room reproduction, to be

well defined intervals of silence. If

comparable to concert -hall performFig. 1-Walls of this room used

for

acoustic measurements were distem-

pered and the floor was covered with
linoleum

for room boundaries to absorb the
sound energy after cessation of the
initial sound. He defined reverbera-

tion time as that period taken for

286

i

!

5,.....906,0C, P.0....a.C:014

INFORMATION OF VALUE, both for

Sabine concluded from investiga-

i

I

00

small studio design and in under-

tion of acoustics of rooms that the
primary factor was the time taken

I

30

Acoustics of Small Rooms and Studios

Reverberation Time

CEM(441. SPEECH LE.,.

I

0

pattern. To determine how closely
this goal could be reached, theoretical analyses of other investigators
were compared with data taken in
the room shown in Fig. 1.

560vE 6oN666

1

- j-1-5RECH

20

50

ance, must produce the same instantaneous and spatial acoustic

;

-

36

7E1IPER6TuRE 114 C

V

3,1.1.46,E PROACT.041

I

0
0

I

'

SO

-200

(0)1

I

i

60

190

.

1

i

1

the average sound energy to decay

to -60 db below its initial value,
and developed empirical equations
from which reverberation time of
a room could be calculated.

the decay rate of the room is

so

slow that energy from successive

syllables overlaps, lack of intelligibility results. If reverberation time
is short, each syllable stands alone
and is readily understood.
Optimum Reverberation Time

Subjective tests show that very
short reverberation times give a
dull, lifeless effect to sounds, probably as a result of our long experience listening in rooms having apFebruary 1945 - ELECTRONICS

and Sizes
Types
Many
Right Resistor
the
Assure
Control lob

for Each

TYPICAL UNITS
(.

,/

Fixed Lug

any critical control problems are being
readily and successfully solved with Ohmite Resistors. That's because
the extensive range of Ohmite types and sizes makes possible an
almost endless variety of regular or special units to meet each need best.

Ohmite core sizes range from 21/2" diameter by 20" long to ;-?ge,"
diameter by 1" long. Wide selection of stock units are available.
These rugged resistors have proved their worth under toughest operating conditions, in every field of action. Ohmite engineers are glad
to help on today's and tomorrow's control problems.

" Dividohm"
Wire Lead

"Corrib"
Ferrule
Edison Base
Precision
Bracket
Non -Inductive
Tapped

Cartridge
Strip

ONMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4817 Flournoy Street

Ee IT

Chicago 44, U.S.A.

ef,Lea OHMIITIE

RHEOSTATS RESISTORS TAP SWITCHES
ELECTRONICS

- February 1945

Send for Catalog and Engineering Manual No. 40

Write on company letter.

head for this complete,

helpful" guide on resistors,

rheostats, tap switches.
Address OHMITE, 4817

Flournoy, Chicago 44.
287
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Try us for those items
you need in a hurry. Our

stocks are big-our serv-

Model DR -l2

ice, extra -fast!

We've been at it since 1925

Versatile is the word for Atlas
Sound's latest creation the DR -12 Little
Giant (Bell diameter 7 in. Overall length 73
in.) Its construction gives equally gratifying service
when used for marine application, factory, police and
other communications
a design that has proven
itself more than equal to War's rigorous demands.
.

.

-and we know how!

.

944At

Write for detailed description.

CAILIS 1%4 .

Zjivinff
13§CORPORATION

1449 39th Street

Wholesale Distributors
RADIO -ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES JL PARTS

17 Union Square

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Phones. ALgonquin 4-8112-3-1-5-6-7

Brooklyn, New York

4k .1

40 I AS

radio and elec-

Government orders for largest on record
tronic equipment are the
and are still increasing.

One model is available for
phase monitoring with directional antenna systems. Easy
to install and adjust. Results
are more constant and
installation and maintenance

in using equipMilitary leaders believeequipment
saves
ment lavishly because
precedent
must
take
lives. So war orders

over all others.
are not forgotten . .
But Radiart JobbersRADIART
VIBRATORS,
They are receiving
after
government
with W P B permission,
schedules are met.

much simpler than with other
sampling methods.

Another model is widely used
for remote metering, giving
antenna current at the antenna
instead

Write

information and prices.

Radiart Corporation
3571 W. 62nd. St.

JOHNSON
a aamoui name in radio

CLEVELAND 2, OHIO
E.

288

of at the transmitter.
today for more

F. Johnson Co. Waseca. Minn
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preciable reverberation times. SubProud as an architect when plans grow into skyscraper

jectively determined optimum reverberation time for rooms of vari-

Pride of accomplishment is very evident among the 1400 loyal, experienced workers at R -B -M... for this company's enviable record
( 24 years of steady growth and advancement) gives them every reason to be proud of the products they design and manufacture.

ous volumes are given in Fig. 3.
Theory has little to say about optimum reverberation time, although

it does predict that for rooms of
comparable dimensions those for reproduced music should have shorter

reverberation times than those for
live production of the same class
of music because the reproduced
music will contain the reverberant
sound of the production studio.

Sabine gives for reverberation
time the empirical equation T =
0.05V/Sa. The most convenient con-

trol of this time is through the absorption coefficient. Absorption co I

S

I

0

01
co
IQOO

P0.000
0000 VOl1PME ,F. CuP,C FEET

HEAVY-DUTY, DOUBLE POLEUP TO 30 AMPS AT VICI VOLTS

3-Subjectively determined optimum reverberation times for different
Fig.

types of sound in various sizes of rooms

EASILY MODIFIED
for a wide range of applications
An outstanding unit in the new R -B -M line of standard relays- easily
modified for a wide range of applications in electronic and industrial
control circuits. Neat and compact. Ruggedly constructed, with laminated core. Has maximum rating for minimum size. Severe tests under
all conditions prove remarkable dependability. Designed for high speed
operation without failure. Ample contact gaps, sensitivity, vibration resistance, high contact pressure, and low heat rise are equally important
features. Several contact arrangements are available. Solder type terminals shown; also available with screw terminals. For complete facts
and specifications, write Dept. A-2 ...

R -B -M MANUFACTURING COMPANY
'Division of
ES SE!. WIRE CORPORATION

efficient expresses the effectiveness
of a material in absorbing incident
sound. For hard rigid material, a is
low; for soft porous material, it approaches unity. Figure 4 presents
some of the available data on absorption coefficients of material
common in domestic architecture.
It will be seen that sound absorption varies with frequency.
Theoretical work of Knudson and

McNair suggests that optimum reverberation time should change
with frequency as shown in Fig. 5.
this
substantiates
Experience
theory, except above 3 kc where a

gradual fall with increasing frequency of reverberation time appears more acceptable.
Measurements in the room of
Fig. 1 show the reverberation time
vs frequency of the measured curve

in Fig. 5. It will be seen that the

RELAYS. SOLENOIDS. SWITCHES AND CONTROLS
FOR ELECTRICAL. ELECTRONIC AND INDUSTRIAL USE

observed reverbation time is below
the optimum time. Some of the absorbent material such as chairs and
carpet was removed but this did not
February 945 - ELECTRONIC

"ALNICO"
PERMANENT MAGNETS
Specializing in the production of highest quality
Alnico Magnets in all grades including new triple
strength No. S.

Production material checked to assure highest
uniform quality of product.
Castings made to customers special order on the
basis of sketches or blueprints furnished.

We'll be ready to do a better
molding lob for you ... when
we've finished supplying the
needs of many prime contractors to the Armed Forces.
Molding plastics for War still

GENERAL MAGNETIC

demands most of our time and equipment . . it's VICTORY'S* hit to-

2126 E. Fort Street

Information and suggestions furnished on request.'

0 R P 0 R A T I _O N
C
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH COERCIVE MAGNETIC ALLOYS
Detroit 7, Michigan

.

ward complete Victory .

.

. but it's

also paving the way for better -molded
productiTor you in the days of Peace.

Wartime lessons in- precision
molding have sharpened the wits of
our engineering staff. Solving tough
problems has broadened our knowledge of hatadling a great variety of

thermo-plastics. Our workers are
better craftsmen because they have
learned the importance of extreme
accuracy.

Whatever

plastic product
you're planning
to use, consult
with our engi-

Inloction Molding

neers at once.

7:11-0Z. SHOTS

Automatic
Small and large parts

On certain con-

Lamb, Tenite,

tracts 'tee may be

Filmsbm, Plastacelle,

able to begin
MG

g fight

ta,

hletarrifyojstilt `.
Plastics In

Crystallite, Lucite,
Ethyl Cellulose,
Polystrene, Lustron,
Styron, Cellulose Acetate
mil others . all molded

to your elating
specifications.

The Standard for Accuracy and Performance
For instruments, indicators, relays, switches-there are
no finer springs than Manross hairsprings. Get the benefits

of sound experience in

materials.

design

and modern research in

Send for Brochure of
Specifications and Design

VICTORY
MArt.MAC TURIN Cl

C WPANY
1724 W Arced. Place, Chicago

12, III.

Aglow INS - ELECTRONICS

Reflection of Superior
WORKMANSHIP
EXPERIENCE
ESIGN

NOT only does the image in the mirror show a view cf tLese 1 KVA POWI RSTATS
at it reflects the years of experience gleaned by SECO engineers in designing variable voltage transformers;
11 the "know-how" gained through laboratory resetsch, technical achievement, and customer demand...4
Incorporated into these new 116 and 216 models .. .issuring a POWERSTAT with features offered by no
o:her unit of comparable size.
TYPE 116
Input
Output voltage
Output current

.

.

.

.

Output watts . .
No-load power loss
Dimensions

.

.

TYPE 216

115 volts, 50,'60 cycles

230 volts, 50/60 cycles

1000 va
3.5 watts

810 va
3.5 watts

0-115 and 0-135 volts
7.5 amperes available over entire
output voltage range.

0.230 and 0.270 volts
3.0 amperes available over entire
output voltage range.

5 1/16 a 6 7/8 x 6 3/8 inches high
3 mounting holes - 120 degrees apart on 21/2 inch radius.
Over-all

As illustrated, this type of POWERSTAT is available either cased or uncased ... the uncased model designates

by the letter "U" following the type number.
Far further information, write for your copy of bullet ;n

1 16 LE.

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC COMPANY

401 LAUREL STREET
ELECTRONICS - Februgly 1945

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT
9,3

increase the reverberation time to
the optimum.
Wall Vibration

The absorption curve of Fig. 4 in-

dicates that the reverberation time
should measure longer at low frequencies than at high. This was not
the case, as is shown in Fig. 5, because of absorption by vibration of
the room structure.
The physical properties of floors,
walls and ceilings absorb the sound
energy required to produce and

vivuorra.lece
QUALITY

maintain their vibration, the energy being dissipated in internal

The Industrial Condenser
Corporation manufactures a
complete line of Oil -filled,
Electrolytic,Wax and Special

Mica Capacitors for all in-

dustrial, communications
and signalling applications
up to 250,000 volts working.

Complete laboratory and
engineering facilities available for solution and design

(Illustrated above) ... 28 inches

friction. In addition, building elements have resonant frequencies.
especially at low frequencies. At
these frequencies, they absorb and
dissipate many times the energy

high, weight 175 pounds, built by

they absorb well off resonance. Thus

Industrial Condenser Corpora-

non -porous surfaces which would
have low absorption if rigid, have
high absorption at some low fre-

.5 MFD. 50,000 VOLTS
DC WORKING

tion to meet Navy specifications.
Oil -filled, oil impregnated. Built
for 24 hour continuous operation
and total submersion in salt
water.

of capacitor problems for
special applications.
An Industrial Condenser for
every industrial application.

Non
i
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Fig. 4-Absorption coefficients of typi-

cal domestic surface materials

quency where they are resonant.
Increasing the mass of the surface
will place this frequency below the
audible range, although, the usual
domestic construction is such as to
provide excellent vibrating absorb-

ers in the lower audible register.

PAPER, OIL AND ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

INDUSTRIAL

CONDENSER
CORPORATION

3243 65 NORTH CALIFORNIA AVE, CHICAGO 18, U S A

The result is the bass -deficient
measured characteristic rather than
the optimum reverberation time vs
frequency characteristic of Fig. 5.

The direct effect of this deficiency

is an obvious lack of bass because
sound intensity in an enclosure is
almost directly proportional to reverberation time. This lack of bass
cannot be completely corrected by

increasing the bass output of the
DISTRICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

2414

loudspeaker, although it may be
partially corrected in this manner.
The subtle difference is that reverberation adds coloration to the di February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

612-C

RITE

Photograph illustrates the fungus resistance of Harvel 612-C Bak ng
of chaetomium globosum has
tarnish. Note that the tungus
not attackvd th.: sample Film of Hanel 612-C.

Fungus Resisting Properties protect electrical equipment
Electrical equipment operating in
humid atmospheres, must be pro-

ments, generators, motors, etc., and

tected against the constant danger of

your equipment many -fold.

the attack of fungus growth. This
growth has been known to cause
failure of electrical units within a few
hours under severe tropic conditions.
Guard against fungus growth ! Use

Harvel 612-C Baking Varnish on
component parts of radios, instru-

increase the life and usefulness of
Where an air -drying fungus resistant varnish is desired, use Harvel
902-F. This type, like Harvel 612-C,
does not support fungus growth.
Complete information and a free

sample of either Harvel 612-C or
Harvel 902-F varnish will be sent
on request.

Tested by the U. S. Testing Laboratories in accordance with A. S. T. M. Specification D484 -42r.

IRVINGTON VARNISH & INSULATOR COMPANY
IRVINGTON 11, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.
Plants at Irvington, N. J. 6 Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Representatives in 20 principal cities

EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBING

CARDOLITE RESINS
FIBRON PLASTIC TAPE
HARVEL & IRVINGTON INSULATING VARNISHES
VARNISHED INSULATIONS
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THOUSANDS of Carter Products ere

faithfully providing dependable, efficient service in leading communications

equipment all over the globe. Send br
latest Catalog of CARTER PRODICTSToday.

specs
designe
for most

efficient
soldering
in the

ELECTRON!'

RADIO AND
INSTRUMENT
manufacturing and
repairing fields

arter Motor

Easily solde -s hard -to -reach connections.

Cuts down Eatlig ,e, increases accuracy.
ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER, OR DIRECT.
GENERAL OFFICE

CABLE: GENELMOR
1606 -MILWAUKEE AVE.
CARTER. well known name In radio for over twenty years.

2%

CENTRAL TOWER SAN FRANCISCO 3

KELNOR MkNUFACTURINGCOMPANY
"When Ordering Please Mention Electronics"
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Tripoc s

Ladde, s

Radio Antenna Systems

FITS INTO

1,

PLYMOLD

YOUR POSTWAR

PLANS...

CORPOR

--r

Sign
Posts

Thermos Bottles
Quivers
Ski Poles
Masts and Spars

Furliture

Aircraft, radio, furniture, in fact most industrial fields can take advantage of PLYTUBE'S characteristics of high mechanical strength - corrosion

resistance - high dielectric strength - wide variety
of sizes and easy work ability in improving their own

Oars
and
Rods

product in design, construction and manufacture:
PLYTUBE

is

water

proof - rot proof -

Mainteeance
Stands

splinter proof - weather proof - flame resistallPt
and meets U. S. Army and Navy specifications
AN -G8 or AN-NN-P511b.

Write today and we will be glad to help you
adapt PLYTUBE to your specific requirements.

PLYMOLD CORPORATION Lawrence, Mass.
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rect sound by adding components
which persist after the original has
ceased, while an increase in bass
loudspeaker

output

merely

in-

creases the direct sound intensity.
Listening experience in comparable
rooms having reverberation charac-

teristics similar to the two curves
of Fig. 5 suggests that this point
is of more than academic interest.
Vrell and Room Resonance

Vibrating surfaces may reinforce

the reproduced sound at the reso-

nant frequency of the partition.

For example, mechanical coupling
through the cabinet from loudspeaker to floor can greatly increase
radiating efficiency at the resonant
frequency of the immediate section
of flooring. If the effect is objectionable, it can be reduced by placing loaded isolating pads beneath
the cabinet.
The reverberation time at a particular frequency may be effectively
U. S. tanks are pounding their way to victory

increased if the vibrating partition

in all theatres of war and one of the component parts of this mobile fortress is Harris
7evritex Veatio.94,

I

Battlefields are undoubtedly the greatest of

all proving grounds for mobile military
equipment, and it is on these battlefronts that

o.
OPT ,MUM T

76TAZ 664leK94, in connection with shock
absorbers, are daily demonstrating their remarkable efficiency in cushioning shock and

0

absorbing vibration.

7aveet S'eAvrep have also helped immeasurably in increasing the firing accuracy
of tanks by absorbing vibrations and steadying the tank when in action.

00

$.000

0,000

OltOYENIC N Ca 5

Fig. 5-Optimum and measured reverberation times for the room of Fig. 1
as a function of frequency

This is just one of the many vital war jobs
7cliffer Feale,,,t94 are handling. The switch avers, when peace comes, to industrial uses
will be many and varied, and when released

from our war efforts, we will again work
with industry in the production of 7aVez
&ewela for peacetime products.
1

fI

Specialized Rubber Engineers
and Sole Manufacturers of

Z. -Weer VIBRATION INSULATORS (MOUNTS)

CLEVELAsID 4. OHIO, U.S.A.
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returned energy was at the fre-

quency of the incident energy, the

COMPANY
kLin 1,1 L' 8120
PRODUCTS COMPANY

has a slower rate of decay than the
room, with the result that the partition returns energy at its resonant
frequency to the room after normal
room vibration has ceased. If the

tiee t BEARINGS
7otjee t COUPLINGS
HARRIS COMPRESSED
RUBBER BEARINGS

effect would only be to increase the

decay time, but transient sound
having frequency components near
partition resonance or harmonically
related frequencies will produce re-

verberation at the resonant frequency of the partition. This re radiated energy, having bees translated in frequency by the partition,

may be discordant unless of very
low intensity compared to the fun February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Take a

look at the size of the

"BATTERY OF TOMORROW"
ACTUAL

This

is "Eveready" "Mini -Max"

"IS" Battery No. 412. It furnishes

No. 412

22% volts, weighs 2% ounces.
Dimensions are 2" by 1 1/32" by
23/32". Compare its six* with that
of on ordinary pock of cigarettes.

"EVEREADY" "MINI-MAX""B" BATTERY
(221/2 VOLT)

HERE IT is -the midget battery that opens up

in itself is an invitation to creative men to de-

new fields of opportunity in postwar radio and

velop new devices to keep pace with it. We urge
engineers and designers to consult us - discuss

electronics. 2 2 1/2 volts crammed into a space so

small that it staggers the imagination!
"Eveready's" exclusive "Mini -Max" construc-

their ideas and problems with our engineers,

tion makes all this possible. Actually it has

way. The laboratories and technical staff of

proved a vital factor in improved communication equipment for this mobile war. By the same
token this revolutionary "Mini -Max" construction will make possible radically new portable
radio sets and other electronic devices after the
war -sets for the personal use of an individual.
Sets so small they will fit in a man's vest pocket
or a woman's handbag. The portable radio business, just coming into its own before the war.
promises to return with an even brighter future
-aided by this midget battery. You can look for-

National Carbon Company are at your disposal.

ward to a new line of merchandise on your
shelves-new customers-new business.
Actually, the baby "Mini -Max" "B" Battery
ELECTRONICS - feibruery 945

who are ready and willing to cooperate in every

"EVEREADY"

M IN .11AX
RADIO "B" BATTERIES
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide, and Carbon Corporation
I1133

General Offices: NEW YORK, N. Y.
The trade -marks "Eveready" and "Mini -Max" distinguish products
of National Carbon Company, Inc.
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LIFE-GIVING BLOOD!

..

Particular WASHERS
FOR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

thanks to temperature control

Precision engineered for standard
or
special. requirements.
Flat, Irregular Contour. Finishing, Tension, Cuppe.i
and Drawn,
Friction.
Dished
Blanks.
etc

Wire terminals.
Prompt delivery any quail Y.

411.

Plasma

reduction units depend on THERMOSWITCHES

for accurate regulation.

THERMOSWITCHES
Reduction Room.

shown

by

arrows

in

Laboratory

Ask for Quadriga Catalog,

Photos and valuable washer
data.
Send specifications

for quotation.

Write for catalogue and complete information
INCORPORATED

. .

. to

ASHLAND MASS.

The QUADRIGA MFG. CO.
Incorporated 1894 "Halt aCentury.'
221A West Grand Ave.,

CHICAGO 10, ILL.

ARGON
NEON
Tit.t1TING (

HELIUM
XENON

KRYPTON
MIXTURES

011'.\ NY. RS(

Antii7rit

,

DISTRIBUTION of your products necessitates a consideration of

foreign markets on the same plane as domestic. Now is the oppor-

tune time to become affiliated with an organization capable of

.

Spectroscopically Pure

Easily removed from bulb
without contamination

. . .

handling the distribution of your line in markets all over the world.
Our organization, whose background covers seventy years of worldwide commerce, is interested in securing the export representation of
manufacturers of quality products in the electrical and electronic fields.
Besides our facilities for export merchandising, our domestic sales
network is available for securing immediate sales and distribution
throughout the Metropolitan New York area, as well as all present
export markets.
We would welcome an opportunity to
analyze your distribution problems.
KELLY
,.r.

HENRY KELLY TRADING COMPANY, INC
Distributors of Electronic and Electrical parts and equipment

413 WEST 14th STREET
300

NEW YORK 14, N.Y.

Scientific uses for LINDE rare gases include -

1. The study of electrical discharges.
2. Work with rectifying and stroboscopic
devices.

3. Metallurgical research.
4.. Work with inert atmospheres, where heat
conduction must be increased or decreased.

Many standard mixtures are available.
Special mixtures for experimental purposes
can be supplied upon request.
The word "Linde" is a trade -mark of

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
of Union Cn,OnO ond Carbon Corp, o,
Pr.,,_,pal Cuie,
Office,

5.E 42nd Si. New York
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ermetically seale
HIGH CAPACITY

relay
WEIGHT: APPROX. 5 OZS.

At last

.

. a high capacity Relay engineered for

high altitude performance . HERMETICALLY SEALED against MOISTURE, HUMIDITY, EXPLOSIVE VAPORS, DUST,
.

.

PRESSURE CHANGE, and CORROSION.

Regardless of how high aircraft ceilings
are bumped . . . this is a relay that can
take the ride.
Laboratory models have been completed and
tested ... CEILING UNLIMITED.

LIGHT and COMPACT - models illustrated
weigh approximately 5 ounces; overall dimensions
approximately: Height, 2"; width, 13/8".
TAMPER PROOF.

CONTACT RATING - 20 to 25 amps inductive
load at 30 volts.
Meets winterization requirements.

Unit has withstood Army test, including
overload; vibration 55 cycles per second with

.06' excursion; acceleration of 10 gravity
Affiliated with Electrical Products Corp.

units; salt spray tests of 240 hours duration.
* * *

This is the Relay of the future

.

.

.

also

worth your consideration in many
commercial installations.

ELECTRONICS- Mora:iv 194k
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ANNOUNCING

damental of the original sound.
A small room, having dimensions

comparable to a wavelength at the

bass frequencies, also has reson-

A NEW SERIES OF

FISHER -PIERCE
ELECTRONIC TIMERS
Measuring only 378" x 331" x 331" ,'exclusive
of rear mounting bracket). Series 5000 Timers
are compact, sturdy, and reliable.

ances similar to those of a stopped
organ pipe. Lord Rayleigh derived
the expression for these frequencies
for three-dimensional space as /
c 21 NICA-7Lji
9 fl
B
t
-

where L is length, W width, H is
height, and A. B. D are integers
0, 1, 2, 3, etc. From this equation it
is seen that a small room can have
an anharmonically related series of
peaks in its frequency characteristic.

The effect of these partition

and room resonances may be such
as to increase a 5 -percent harmonic
in the electrical system to a 60 -per-

cent harmonic in the final reproduced sound.
Melva Free Path

Because of the change of reverberation time with frequency, the
concept of an optimum reverbera
tion time is of dubious value when
applied to small rooms. If the mean

free path (4V/S) of the room is

considered, it will be realized that
in a small room there are more reflections with their attendent modification of the intensity and relative frequency component of the

sound per second than in a large
room or auditorium.

Our main impression of quality
is probably formed in the first 250
Thus in a smaller
room, where a larger number of reflections takes place during this impression -forming period, there is
far greater opportunity for the
room to impose its characteristics
milliseconds.

upon the sound than in a larger

Model 5010 has been serving wartime industry
for many months.
Various sequences and intervals are available
for industrial machine control.

Tell us abont your timing problems,
perhaps we can help you -

ISHER-PIERCE

COMP A NY
62
302

CEYLON ST., BOSTON 21, MASS.

room.

A comparison of the same program reproduced in the room of
1 and in a motion -picture
theater indicates that the reproduction in the theater was preferable,
although the electrical characteristics of the domestic installation
were superior.
From these observations it is evi-

Fig.

RADIO RECEPTION is best immediately before and at the time of

a full moon and varies with the
phases of the moon, according to
Dr. Harlan T. Stetson, director of
the laboratory for cosmic terrestial
research of MIT.
February 114S - ELECTRONICS

diECK
* * MEANS PRECISION * *
John Meek crystals are now -and always will be- -characterized by
high quality and rigid precision. In an industry as exacting in medianical design and as intricate in conception and execution as the field of
sound electricalll controlled and amplified, the engineering staff must
work to standards of -absolute" precision. This dey otion to accuracy
is reflected in the attitude and work of every individual contributing
to the completion of John Meek products. The low percentage of final
test rejections at John Meek Industries is a tribute to the splendid,
conscientious personnel and their ability.

JOIIN MECK INntsTRI F.S. INC.
PLYMOUTH, IND! tN

I. S. 1.

John Meek Industries, Inc..

will produce radio receivers and
phonographs on the resumption
of civilian production.Your salesmen will find that our purchas-

ing department is interested in

ELECTRONICS - February 1945

establishing dependable sources

for parts and supplies. Our re-

quirements will represent a
growing volume of

business through
the years.
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dent that in small rooms quality reproduction of low notes is the most

difficult, and that-because of accumulated experience listening in
large halls-small-room reproduction does not fit our concept of quality. However, the position is rapidly

changing to one in which a high
percentage of our listening is
done in small rooms and our stand-

ards of good quality may undergo
a gradual change.

Resonant Circuit Response

pen' develops
volume production

of improved Hermetic Seals
Conforming to Army -Navy requirements
for critical field conditions

to F-111 Signal
TRANSIENT RESPONSE of an RLC

parallel resonant circuit to amplitude and frequency -modulation signals is analyzed by operational
methods by D. A. Bell in the March,
1944 Philosophical Magazine (Red
Lion Ct., Fleet St., E.C. 4, London,
England). For a modulation band -

Transformers, condensers, relays, vibrators

and various component parts can now be
protected against heat and tropical humidity,

salt spray. sand infiltration, fumes, fungus
attack and other varied conditions that cause
sensitive equipment to fail
conditions.

under critical

In the laboratories beyond Sperti, Inc., techniques have been discovered which permit
volume production of improved Hermetic
Seals at low cost, safeguarded by unique inspection methods.

Principal features of the improved Sperti
Hermetic Seal are:
little space, one piece, no other
hardware needed, simple and easy to attach. (Solder1. Small, occupies

ing temperature not critical.)
2. Vacuum tight
tested for leaks.

hermetic

5. Insulation

resistance,

pressure

hydrogen

30,000

megohms,

minimum,

6. Thermal operating range -70° C. to 200° C.

S

sudden

temperature changes

as

resonant circuit as at (b)

width which is large compared with
the circuit bandwidth, the response

Does not carbonize.

after Navy immersion test.
withstand
140° C.

a resonant circuit as at (a), and by
an f -m system containing the same

bond,

3. Resistant to corrosion.
4. High Rash -over voltage.

Square -wave modulation signal is reproduced by an a -m system involving

Will

great as

Wire or phone for information, today. Give as
complete details as possible so that samples and
recommendations may be sent promptly.

of a system in which all elements
but the parallel resonant circuit are
linear is shown in the accompanying illustration. Similar results are
obtained for wideband sinusoidal
modulation.

Laplace Transforms for
the Electronic Engineer
BY GERSHON

LAPLACE

J.

WHEELER

TRANSFORMATION

is

a

mathematical device that is extremely useful in solving many of
the differential equations which
occur in electronics and electricity.
RESEARCH,

DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURING,

CINCINNATI,

OHIO

It is not a substitute for the clasFebruary 19MS- ELECTRONICS

4-4

Of course, it isn't technically a plastic, but it is so near to it that we use
the term to emphasize its use possibilities. Through various chemical
treatments we build into or upon a cloth structure the characteristics of

a plastic joined with the flexibility, strength and fabricating possibilities of cloth. Any kind of cloth from a fine cambric to burlap.

Cloth Bound
A cloth bound book is bound to be

kept - bind your
CATALOG - SALES MANUAL INSTRUCTION BOOK, ETC.
in HOLLISTON Book Cloth
durable, impressive, hard -to -soil, easy to -clean.

Think of these materials as "flexible plastics" in helping to solve your post war
material problems. Do not confuse these and other Holliston processes with or-

Write for samples.
Consult your printer.

dinary cloth finishing. We prepare cloth with special characteristics to serve
special needs - functional or decorative.

SPECIAL FINISH
HOWSTON special finish cloths meet

Consult our Research Department.

special needs TRACING

CLOTH - PHOTO

CLOTH = RUBBER (PROCESSING)

CLOTH -- BOOK

The HOLLISTON MILLS, Inc.
Processors of Cloth for Special Purposes

NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS

CLOTH -

SHADE CLOTH - SIGN CLOTH

- MG CLOTH.
Cloth combined with special compounds, filled, inineanated, coated
to form a material with characteristics of a plastic and the flexible
of a woven fabric.

Sales Agents in Principal Cities
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sical method of solving these equations, but rather an additional tool
for the engineer. Briefly, it is a

means of transforming a differen-

tial equation into what might be
called an equivalent algebraic equa-

tion which can

Poe_

Otos.
410Sr

IE

WITHOUT

be solved in

a

straightforward manner.
This article will discuss how this

1.4.04,tes

transformation may be used, but

4 CC0*4

will make no attempt to explain why
it works. This approach is contrary

EXCEPTION

to sound mathematical procedure,
but it is practical.
Before tackling a differential
equation by this method, it is neces-

sary for one to know the algebraic
equivalent of each function in the
equation. This algebraic equivalent
is known as the Laplace transform
of the function. The more common
Laplace transform pairs, the func-

FOR USE IN ARMY-

0°

tion and its transform, and some
elementary properties are included
in the table below. In each case t is
the independent variable.

Referring to the table of transforms, from (4) it is plain that the
transform of t is 1/ps and of t2/2 is
1/p3. From (13) one can see that
7t2/2 will have a transform 7 times
that of t2/2, namely 7/p5. From
ACCURACY CANNOT BE COM-

SHORT TABLE OF LAPLACE TRANSFORMS
'Transform
Varlet
1/p
1
1 (unity)

PROMISED WITH IN THESE WAR
DAYS OF LIGHTNING SPEEDS AND

WORLD WIDE COMMUNICATIONS,

0

2
3

5
6

11

12

TEMPO BY PRECISION GEARS.

K /p

K
n1

4

7
8
9
10

ALL TUNED INTO OUR PRESENT

X

13

14
15

where

1/P'

n
Ent

px

dx/dt

p27 - pxo -

d2x/dt,
sin wt

xi

cos Lot

Sinh <./
conk wt

PJ;PPP :21++ a olw )
ul

P/00 1

(p

a)

'22

eoi

-

h -a
KT(x)

IC/ (x)

(i - 7')
f (t) e"

l(P)
7 (p - K)

any variable dependent upon t
K = a constant
co = initial value of x
x

xi v. initial value of dx/Elt

T = initial value of I

(14), the transform of t -a is the
same as the transform to t multibye", or (1/p)-"". Since
plied
(0/(p' -I- w') is the transform of sin

cot, then from (15) 03/[(p-a)2+
(02] is the transform of e"' sin wt.
If a fixed voltage E is applied to a
series circuit comprising an inductance L and a resistance R, what is

Quaker City Gear Works

the current as a function of time?
The differential equation for the
circuit is
(ili.'dt)

INCORPORATED

1910-32 North Front Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
306
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TECHRAD

r

Rear view construction of Techrad
Interpolating Counterdial

200 ACCURATE SETTINGS

with each turn of the dial
With engineered precision, Techrad has combined the familiar drum counter
with a flat interpolating disc scale to give you these valuable features:

200 accurate settings with each turn of the dial. The interpolating dial is
graduated from 0 to 100 and each graduation has two divisions, giving a
total of 200 readable parts on the dial.
An accurate log of any position, making it possible to return to a previously
established setting.

An exact record of the roller at any position when used with a roller coil,
or with any device operating on a lead screw principle.

Simple gear mechanism, without the customary use of worms, practically
Front and side dimensions of
Techrad Interpolating Counterdial

impossible to get out of adjustment.

Horizontal numbers on the counter scale, insuring speed and accuracy in
reading.

A direct drive through stem shaft without gear ratio on stock models.

Two digit (00 to 99) numbers on the counters. Three digit (000 to 999)
numbers available on special order.

This new Techrad Interpolating Counterdial is sure to find valuable application in your particular field. A letter outlining your specific requirements
or application problems will receive prompt attention.
Master engineering takes nothing for granted.

9

/6

275 Ninth Street San Francisco 3, California
Export Agents Frazer & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco 11, California, U. S. A.

981

ELECTRONICS

Technical
Radio Company
Over ten years of continuous experience

- February 1945
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(E/L) = (di/4i) + (R/L) i

To solve this equation by Laplace
transformation the first step is to
replace each term by its transform.
From the table, the transform of

di/dt by (6) is pi-io of (R/L)i

by

(2) and (13) is (R/L)i, and of E/L

(3) is E/pL. Thus the new
algebraic equation is
by

(li/pL) = p1, + (R, L'

This equation is solved for i. giving
E/ pi; (p

1

/t/L

lit,/(p

I

I

it/

1

The process is reversed and each
term in the last equation is replaced

by its time function. To do this

easily, it is necessary to break the
larger terms into partial fractions.
This operation is not difficult and
methods of doing it can be found in

a second year algebra book. Expressed in partial fractions the
equation is
E/R[(11p)- 1/(p + R/L)I
[io/(p + IA
Referring again to the table,
=

1-

from (2) i is the transform of i,
from (3) E/Rp is the transform of

E/R, and from
FUNGICIDAL PROTECTION FOR

I

E'/R1

(15)

and

(3)

11/(p + R/L)] is the trans-

form of (E/R)'", and io[1/(P +
jos'.

TEXTILE COVERED CORDS & CABLES.

R/L) ] is the transform of
Making these substitutions

IN SL -X J C -1 6 -T

This is the required solution. If, as
is usually the case, i = 0 when t = 0,

MEETS SIGNAL CORPS REQUIREMENTS

there is no io term and the transform of di/dt is simply pi.

i = (E/R) - (E/R)c"1,'

Circuit Response to Sinusoidal
Voltage

INSL-X JC-16-T is a supplemental protection

to those required under Signal Corps Specification 71-2202A (dated 4/12/44).

*

Suppose that the voltage applied
to the same circuit is Esimot, and
we desire to find the current as a
function of time. The equation is

Provides complete protection against moisture

and fungus on all textile covered cords and
cables used on Signal Corps equipment.

* NON-TOXIC TO HUMANS-official tests show
INSL-X will not cause dermatitis.

Ri

Erin cot = L (di/ dt)

or
(Eil) sin cot = (di/dt)

(R/L) i

Transforming as before and assuming that 10 = 0 we obtain
w)

pi + (R, L)i, = (E/L) (col

This equation is solved for i and
separated into partial fractions.

= [fd[P2
INFORMATIVE LITERATURE ON FUNGUS PREVENTION AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

[fl[

(021[P +IR, Li
+/f.1.121[7)

It L

p
p

THE INSL-X CO., Inc. 857 Meeker Ave. Brooklyn 22, N. Y.

± (.02J

-r-

EL..)

Chicago

Detroit

Los Angeles

Philadelphia

[L

j)
p'

30S

vi]Lp

It L
Rug

La''

(TA
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63M

63M

63K

63K

63

62D

62M

63KD

63K

Spec

Spec

Spec

(Slack Nickel finish)

Spec

EBY SPRING BINDING

Spec

POSTS

ASSURE A POSITIVE 1/18R/ITION-PROOF CONTACT!
1. The spring - unseen but most important, is designed for long life with minimum pressure loss in
service - corrosion resistant.
Q. The "D" shaped hole grips the finest wire and holds
it in perfect contact. This special Eby construct ion
gives correct, uniform tension across the entire surface of the wire.

Eby Spring Binding Posts are made to a traditional
standard of quality and workmanship, backed by years

of experience and a long list of satisfied users. The
actual styles shown are illustrative of the wide variety

and the great possibility of the use of Eby Spring
Binding Posts.

3. Eby spring posts have dual guides - makes positive alignment of insertion holes.

HUGH H.

4. Made from the highest quality material to meet
rigid manufacturing standards and assure maxi-

4 BINDING

mum electrical conductivity.

5. Recognized standard finishes are nickel,
6.

silver,

black nickel, and cadmium.
Insulating bases, shields, bushings, and spacers in
bakelite and ceramic.

POST fOR

EBY

EVERY USE!

INCORPORATED

7. Cap markings arc supplied such as: ANT; REC;
GND; HI; A; C; Line; -; +; Ll;

18 W. CHELTEN AVE.
PHILADELPHIA 44, PA.

8. Most items are carried in stock in sufficient quantity
to assure quick preliminary deliveries.

6205

61MB

60M
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61

60

67SS

67S

67

6241

6146
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Replacing the transformations by
their time functions
=

Fa
[1.,v_02

+

- cos Ce t + t

ViX
sinw tj

Circuit Response to Complex Voltage

If the voltage applied to the same

circuit were a discontinuous function such that from t = 0 to t = a it
were Etia, and from t = a to t, =b
it were E, and from t = b to t =00

To Meet Your Specifications
PERFORMANCE is the real measure of success in winning

it were zero, what would be the cur-

rent vs time? In this type of problem, we must assume that the voltage is composed of three separate

the war, just as it will be in the post-war world. New and
better ideas-production economies-speed-all depend upon
inherent skill and high precision . . . For many years our

applied voltages, r v v.

flexible organization has taken pride in doing a good job for
purchasers of small motors. And we' can help in creating and
designing, when such service is needed. Please make a note
of Alliance and get in touch with us.

The accompanying sketch shows the
resultant applied voltage.

= El a, and starts at 1. = 0
al a, and starts at t = a

-E
- E, and starts at t=b

All three voltages continue to 00.

From t = 0 to t = a the voltage
is only v which is Et/a. From t = a
to t =1) the voltage is v, v which

is IRtial-[E(t-a)/a1 = E. From

ALLIANCE DYNAMOTORS

Built with greatest precision and
"know how" for low ripple-high effiE

ciency-low drain and a minimum of
transients. High production here retains to the highest degree

all the "criticals" which are so important in airborne power sources.
ALLIANCE D. C. MOTORS

a
Time

Incorporate precision tolerances
throughout. Light weight-high effi-

ciency-compactness. An achieveApplied voltage versus time for third
illustrative example of Laplace trans-

ment in small size and in power -to -

weight ratio. Careful attention has
been given to distribution of losses
as well as their reduction to a minimum.

form

t =b to

t =co, the voltage is
v, which is zero. The initial requirements are thus satisv,

v,2

fied.

The differential circuit equation
is

Remember Alliance!
-YOUR ALLY IN WAR AS IN PEACE

L (di/dt)
from

t=0
As

Ri

E (t - a)/a -E
from

from

t=a
t=b
before, the transform of

Ri is Lpi
RI. The
L(di/dt)
transform of Et/a is Elapz. From

(14), the transform of E(t-a)/a

is (E/ap')E-"". The exponential fac-

tor of the transform indicates that
it starts at t = a. This time correc-

ALLIANCE .OHIO
310

tion appears automatically here because the original function involved

t-a. However, the transform of E,
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

DESIGN WITH

Combine the beauties of plastic and metal by Metaplating metal
trim on plastic bodies. Metaplating, a patented process for electroplating metals on plastics, makes possible the patterning of metals
and plastics inexpensively . . . only limited by the limits of your
design artist.
The Metaplast process is available to manufactu-

rers either by direct license or through job shop
Licensees.

COMPANY

205 West 19t h Street
New York 11, N. Y.

Metaplast Process Patented and Licensed

METAL PLATING ON PLASTICS
ELECTRONICS

- February 1945
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which is normally E/'p, must be
multiplied by it -b' since it starts at

t = b; thus the last term of the
differential circuit equation trans-

forms into (E/p)r". Here there

was no t-b to automatically provide the time correction, but it was

understood that this term begins,
not when t = 0, but when t-b = 0.
The complete transform is
41+ RI = (Flap') - (Eap2)e-*P (E/P)CbP

Lap' (p

R/L)

Erb'
pL (p

Ee-°P
R/L)
Lap" (p

R/L)

This can be broken into partial fractions as follows
EL F
1
R/Li
r

j-

1

R/L

alt' LP

FL r

C0P

R/L

alt=Lp

p

(R/L)e-°P1

E-aP

p

E FE -4P

p2
E -bp

1

R/Lj
This equation is solved by substitut-

RLP

P

ing functions for transforms.
EL

Kt
EL

- 1+ Rt/L] -

ei

[((n/L) 0-.) -1+ (R/L) (t - a)] E
R L1

_ c(Hp.)(e-b)]

-

The first term starts at t = 0, the

second, at t = a, and the third, at
t = b. Thus there are really three
equations: from t = 0 to t = a the
0

WOMEN MECHANICS

IN TANK
05

Tgaed BAND PASS FILTER

all FIVE

FREED
Freed =i?Yek.pr.:-r_t

research created this Band Pas Filter whis.i
tle last word n: rac:g-ei cons-ructiorriand spe,:ialIned engineering a reference to the crir.ie- orloti3?.s cn acczrate picture of its perforrna3c-e. ":ive
points o sunetisri y are f ye good reasons v.-hv Band Pass Filters for -our
post war p-oCurts skcu n he by Freed: 1. They provide max:reurn.
formance sr a rsirisrso cf space; 2. They provide high a.tenua-) D n innerthe
stop loar.d,,vit-i_lo.Ar inz.e-tior loss; 3. They ore rigidly tested and nmperted
for unifcirrity; 4.. Ths- are azoilable .n a complete range of frectuene s to
Fleet your_ .reclireraer..s. 5. They cre phys.oally constructed fo- ruwed
cr.r..i

Fcr
reactcrs, filters- for yohr postwar products, rank
silt F re 1 Erur e7T'rg Service rx w. Derctiptiv-? folder on regaest. '

FREED- 'TRANSFORMERS

In England. ATS girls repair army

FREEC TRANSFORMER COMPANY
74 SERINC- S7REET, NEW Y DRX CrTY

Fipping was a shop assistant (store

312

radio equipment. Corporal Harris was
formerly a children's nurse, PTE Joan

clerk to us)
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

70 Types

FOR VICTORY

PLUGS & CONNECTORS
SIGNAL CORPS NAVY SPECIFICATIONS

Types :
50-A
54
55
56

61

58
59
60

65
67
68

62

63
64

65

67
74

62

76
77

63

104

61

64

114
119
120
124

77
104
108
109
112

125
127
149

PLO

PL P
56
59
60

radio and electronic devices from humble plugs and connectors

PL
74
76

56
59
60
61

62
63

Remler is equipped for the mass production of many types of

150
159

to complete sound amplifying and transmitting systems. In-

160
291-A
354

genious production techniques contribute to Remler precision,
reduce costs and speed up deliveries.

and final Victory is in sight. Let us help you finish the job.

PLS

65

67
74
76
77
104

64

56
59

60

65
74

61

76

62

77
104

63

The Axis is on the run

Wire or telephone if we can be of assistance
REMLER COMPANY, LTD.

2101 Bryant St.

San Francisco, 10, Calif.

64

NAF
1136-1

Ng. 212938-1

REMLER
SINCE 1918

Other Designs to Order
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THE COMCO LINE ISCeo

value of i is given by the first term,

from t = a to t =b, by the first and
second terms, and from t = b to
t = 03 the whole equation gives the

Engineered for Long Years
of Dependable Performance
In

DO

25

0

21

50

71

IOC. I 0

MUM

56
4
3
2

i

7

11

56

2

50 DO.

sie

.

6

7

'N.

r

every way, measures up
to highest custom stand-

4

COMCO guarantees you

3

long years of depend-

I20Mc.
i

ume, COMCO Electronic Equipment, in
ards. Easy to service,

OVERALL SELECTIVITY -2
1

craftsmen in limited vol-

6
S

MODEL 132

Painstakingly designed

and built by seasoned
engineers and skilled

40

I

It is to be noted that in the second and third examples the Laplace
transformation gives a quicker solu-

the latter, it is necessary to guess at
the answer and then check the accuracy of the guess. An experienced
mathematician, that is, a good

1000
7

550.

t = b there are two values of i, but
that the function is continuous.

tion than the classical method. In

WV 000011001 ItC

WO 75

value of i. Note that at t = a and

.

able performance under
all climatic and working
conditions.

guesser, may attain a high degree
of skill using the classical method,
but when he is stumped he will find

the Laplace transformation a useful method to know.

Parabolic Graph Paper for
Square -Law Functions
By ALBERT LEEN
IT

OFTEN convenient to plot

IS

square -law functions such as y =
1cx or y = KV.e as straight lines.
One application is plotting the current indicated by a thermocouple
galvanometer versus the deflection.
Many such instruments have a scale
calibrated in millimeters, with a
known full-scale current of 110 milliamperes.

COMCO TRANSMITTER Model 170
Reliable VHF, 50 watts output. Frequency
range 100 to 150 Mc. Cabinet size: Width
23'; depth 18"; height 48". COMCO Model
127AA Transmitter also available for operation on a frequency range of 200 to 550 kc.

Parabolic graph paper can be
ruled by scaling the axis of ordinates so that the length of an ordinate is proportional to its numeric
value, that is-linearly, and scaling

the axis of abscissas so that the
length of an abscissa is propor-

tional to the square of its numeric
value. The axis of abscissas is
scaled exactly according to the following relation:

COMCO RECEIVER Model 132
Compact VHF crystal controlled, fixed frequency, superheterodyne. Single channel reception; 51/4 -inch relay rack panel mounting.

n2

12 tubes. Frequency range 100 to 156 Mc.
Medium and low frequency receivers also
available.

D -N2

.5(

0

Axis of Abscissas
. . what you hope to accomplish.
We'll give you the benefit of our specialized experience. We can supply equipment
on Priority NOW. We are also accepting non -priority orders for post-war delivery.

WRITE! Tell us your post-war planning Problems .

COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, INC.

MANUFACTURERS
OF RADIO AND
ELECTRONIC

CORAL GABLES

34, FLORIDA

EQUIPMENT

Cl/STOMIZED ELECTRONICS
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.

where d

is the

horizontal distance from the origin

to the number n, n is the number
associated with the ordinate at the
distance d from the origin, D is the
total length of the axis of abscissas,
and N is the number represented
by the distance D.
Another application is given in
the

accompanying

power -current
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FIBERGLAS BRAIDED SLEEVING

FIBERGLAS INSULATED WIRE

FIBERGLAS VARNISHED TAPE

FIBEI,,,LAS TAPE

FIBERGLAS MICA COMBINATION

FIBERGLAS IMPREGNATED TAPE

A motor's best friend is its insulation!
The design skill and manufacturing
excellence which go into most motors
are frequently dissipated or completely
wasted due to changes in operating conditions, the human element or other

external causes of motor failure. Nationwide surveys show that motor insulation
failures impose a tremendous time loss
and cost burden on every industry.
In countless case histories it has been
proved that Fiberglas Electrical Insulation Material provides the extra protection and stamina which is successfully overcoming many of the unanticipated
causes of motor failure.

Fiberglas is glass in fiber form-as
such, it retains part of the characteristics
commonly associated with glass. And,
because of its form, fibers finer
than human hair, it gains several desirable characteristics
which make it an unsurpassed
insulating material when properly impregnated. In textile

form Fiberglas provides a thin, strong,
flexible, inorganic fabric base for insulating impregnants.This combination has
unexcelled advantages and characteristics, and is available in Magnet Wire,
Lead Wire, Special Wires and Cables,
Varnished Cloth and Tape, Mica Combinations, Laminates, Saturated Sleeving,
Varnished Tubing, Pressure -Sensitive
Tapes and special products.
Anyone concerned with the specifica-

tion or application of electrical insula-

tion should have a copy of the new

FIBERGLAS combats

these common enemies
Fiberglas provides all of the advantages
of an inorganic material yet it has high
tensile strength and an unusually favor-

able space factor.

MOISTURE. The individual fibers do
not absorb moisture. They will not swell

or disintegrate or become chemically
affected through moisture contact.

HEAT. In textile form with close contact
of fiber on fiber, Fiberglas has high heat

and removes beat from
"hot spots" to coder areas where it is
conductivity

dissipated.

Fiberglas Electrical Insulation Material
Catalog for ready reference . . . it tells
what type to use, where and how. Write

CORROSIVE CHEMICALS. Glass is
not attacked by most corrosive vapors
or acids. Fiberglas, therefore, provides

for your copy today and ask for the

impregnant even under adverse con-

name of the Fiberglas Electrical Insulation Material supplier nearest

to you

.

.

.

Owens-Corning

Fiberglas Corp., 1860 Nicholas Building, Toledo 1. Ohio.
In Canada, Fiberglas Canada
Ltd., Oshawa, Ontario.

an exceptionally durable support for the
ditions.

THE HUMAN ELEMENT. The added
protection afforded by Fiberglas can
frequently minimize or offset losses and
failures, due to carelessness, lack of
maintenance time and skill.

Write for your copy of the
new Fiberglas catalog today.

BE SURE TO SEE THE FIBERGLAS ELECTRICAL INSULATION MATERIAL EXHIBIT
THE NEXT SHOWINGS ARE: Copley Plaza, Boston, January 24-26; Bellevue Stratford,

Philadelphia, January 30 -February 2; Belvedere, Baltimore, February 7-8; Hotel
Stotler, Washington, February 14-15; Hotel Roosevelt, Pittsburgh, February 19-21;
Hotel Statler,Buffalo,February 27 -March 1. Further showings will be announced later.

FIBERGLA S

ELECTRICAL

INSULATION MATERIAL

*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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Power -current

chart drawn on para-

bolic graph paper to provide straight
lines

tors can be applied to the scales;
if the current scale is multiplied by

a, the power scale must be multiplied by a'.
To plot power for a new value of
resistance, calculate any convenient
point and draw a straight line

through the origin and that point.
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law is a parabola. Multiplying fac-
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Current in Amperes

chart, where the power in a constant load resistance is drawn as a
straight line, although the natural
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The abscissas can also be plotted as
load voltage instead of load current.
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TANK RADIO

FREQUENCY
A highly efficient and dependable instru-

ment for determining resonance and R.F.

energy in many applications including:

Antenna Systems
Oscillators
Coupling Networks
Transmitters
Transmission Lines
Tank Circuits
Especially useful for studying U.H.F. phenomena

in the laboratory and field. Provides accurate
control over its entire range of frequencies. Precision -built and sturdily constructed to meet
severe

use.

Makes an ideal combination with the widely

accepted ERCO MW -60 now used by United States

ARMY

(E4tY

armed forces, prominent aircraft manufacturers
and international air lines.
Full particulars furnished on request.

ERCO RADIO LABORATORIES
HEMPSTEAD, NEW YORK
Manufacturers of CUSTOM BUILT RADIO APPARATUS
316

With the British Eight Army, damaged
radio equipment is sent from forward
workshops to the REME Wireless Department for repairs by a skilled craftsman. In the photo above a repaired No.
19 set is handed up to Craftsman Jones
of London for reinstallation in a Sherman tank
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

IN A LABORATORY

War shortages crop up in strange materials. Mica, for instance. Once seen
principally in the windows of stoves,
and in small boys' pockets, it is now
used extensively as electrical insulation. In some war products, it is vir-

tually indispensable: capacitors for
radio, spark -plugs for airplane engines,
insulators in electronic tubes.

With demand mounting, manufacturers were desperate. A four -man

technical mission flew to London to
help ration the world's supply between

the United States and Great Britain.
The shortage was serious.

The War Production Board, convinced that much mica was classified
too low when judged by appearance
alone, asked Bell Telephone Laboratories to develop a new method of electrical tests. The Laboratories were able

to do this quickly and successfully

because of their basic knowledge and
experience in this field.
The new tests were made available
to manufacturers in this country and
abroad-the supply of usable mica was
increased bo',; - and a difficult situation relieved.
Skill to do this and other war jobs
is at hand in Bell Laboratories because,
year after year, the Laboratories have
been at work for the Bell System.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

Exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting for our Armed Forces at war and for continued improvements and economies in telephone service.

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
First FCC frequency allocations; battlefront radio;
radar bombsight; conferences past; microwaves demonstrated; Conventions to Come; Washington News
about Victory -First production and component avail-

ability; London Letter; Business News; Personnel

Number
Channel
of
Type of Service

Channels Width

sion proposals for post-war allocations above 25 Mc were announced
January 16th, based on the Alloca-

tions Hearings held last October.
The findings, which are subject to
review in hearings scheduled to
start February 14th, are summarized in the accompanying table. A
detailed analysis and interpretation
will appear in the next issue.

Number
Channel
of

Type of Service
(Petroleum)
Geophysics

(Motion Picture)
(Relay Press)
Facsimile
(Commercial)

Channels Width
40 kc
10
9
22
4

(Walkie-talkie)

44 50, 54-78;

*Rural Telephone

192-216
1900-2300;

*Rural telephone
(Experimental)

3900 -4550,
5750 -7050;

10,500-13,000;
16,000-18,000,
26,000-30,000
0.05 % 13.66, 27.32,

*Industrial,
Medical
(Scientific)
Relay Systems

40.98

1225-1325,
1900-2300:
3900-4550;

Any FM 200 kc

(Experimental)
*Railroad

Coastal Ship

33

470-480

Relay Broadcast

22

156-162
44-50;
54-78,
192-216
30-40
42-44
156-162

Studio -Transmitter

7

60 kc

20
12
12

40 kc
40 kc
60 kc

Location

200 kc

(Mc)
88-102

20

200 kc

84-88

Modulation
(Educational)
Television
(Commercial)
Television
(Experimental)
Television
(Relay)

Aviation

-

940-960
192-216
920-960

Development
Broadcast

* New class of service.

REMOTE TELEVISION pickups from

Broadcasters Association in New
York recently.
Each recipient of a technical
award (Zworykin, Bingley, Du Mont, Espenscheid, Farnsworth,
and Goldmark, as reported in ELEC-

1225-1325

the moon are coming along one of
these days, according to Vladimir
K. Zworykin of RCA Laboratories,
speaking at the banquet of the first

70

200 kc

108 -118

annual conference of Television

20

200 kc

118-122

50

200 kc

12

40 kc
60 kc
40 kc
60 kc

5750-7050;
10,500-13,000
16,000-18,000,
26,000-30,000
30-44
156-162
25-28
156-162

at TBA Conference

Modulation
(Commercial)
Frequency

1900--2300,
3900-4550;

In Spectrum

70

Channels Width

Services

4

33

7

Type of Service

26,000-30,000
44-50; 54-78.
192-216,
940-960,

Fixed Public

84-102

Channel

Facsimile

(Taxicabs, etc.)

Frequency

40 kc
60 kc

(Mc)
30-40
156-162
25-28
156-162

5750 -7050;
10,500-13,000
16,000-18,000

(simplex)

*General Mobile
Number
of
Channel

60 kc

Location
in Spectrum

(Mc)

460-470

*Citizens Radio Communication

FCC Announces Allocations from 25 to 30,000 Mc
FEDERAL Communications Commis-

Location
in Spectrum

6 MC 44-50, 54-84,
180-216
480-920

(Instrument

Landing and
Radio Ranges)

Aviation
(Traffic Control)

Aviation
(Air -Ground)
Aviation

122-132
1550 -1650

(Experimental)

Aviation
(Navigation Aids)

170-180,
420-460,
508-524,
960-1125,
1450-1550,
2300-2500,
2700-3900

Amateur

28-30;50-54,
144-148,
220-225,
420-450,
1125-1225,
2500 -2700,

5200-5750,
10,000-10,500,
21,000-22,000
Police
Police
(Exp. Facsimile)
Fire Service

47

27
15

40 kc
60 kc
40 kc
60 kc
40 kc

5

60 Ire

10
4
6
27

40 kc
40 kc

15

20
Forestry

Electric, Gas,
Water, Steam

(Utilities)
Transit Utilities
Special Emergency
Provisional

311

40 kc
60 kc

33

30 -44

152-156
940-960
30-40
156-162
30-40
156-162
25-44
156-162

60 I, c

25-44
30 40
156 162

40 kc

25 -28

Standing at right, 0. B. Hanson, NBC, answers a question during the technical roundtable session of Television Broadcasters Association's first annual conference in New
York. Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, at the lectern, center, was the moderator. Seated
participants are, I to r, F. J. Bingley, Philco; J. E. Keister, GE; Klaus Landsberg,
Television Productions; A. H. Brolly, Balaban & Katz; Curtis W. Mason, KFI; A. B.
DuMont; and C. B. Jolliffe, RCA
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Precision Calibration Up to 2000 Mc

HARMONIC FREQUENCY GENERATOR
A big step forward in the FAST, EASY,

40 megacycles are provided with CRYSTAL -

ACCURATE calibration of RECEIVERS and

CONTROLLED accuracy. Selects 10 or 40
megacycle series by means of a front panel

WAVEMETERS. Suitable also for the calibration of OSCILLATORS and SIGNAL
GENERATORS by means of a Beat Detector
built into the instrument.
OUTPUT VOLTAGES in multiples of 10 or
* Specify frequency of
Identifier wanted.

switch. Identifies any ONE of these harmonics by means of a Frequency Identifier*
which provides high attenuation of all voltages except that of frequency to be identified.

ZaveteecZalagateigied.
RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTUIERS

MORGANVILLE, N. J.

Specialists in The Development of UHF Equipment
and in The Manufacture of UHF Antennas
ELECTRONICS
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norms for January) was asked to
say a few words about the things he

saw in the future of television.
Tongue in cheek, Mr. Zworykin

pointed out that with the trend as

it is toward smaller and lighter
equipment, it probably wouldn't be
long before a teletransmitter could
be pared down to the present size
of a walkie-talkie-sort of a walkielookie.

The next step he visualized was
the installation of one of these units

in a rocket which could be sent to
the moon, televising as it went. This
prognostication to outprognosticate
all prognosticators got a large hand

from the group of more than a
thousand who attended the dinner.
Registration for all activities was
in the neighborhood of 800.
Sixteen Medals Presented

BLAW- NOX puts through

the Call!
There are a hundred -and -one
pieces of apparatus necessary

to electronic operation but,
finally the voice or picture goes
out into space via the antenna.

Whether it's FM, Television or
VHF you can be sure of getting
the most out of your power and
equipment by "Putting the Call
Through" on Blaw-Knox Vertical Radiators.

BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
of Blaw-Knox Company

Additional awards for general
contributions to television were
made to: Brig. General David Sam off, Radio Corp. of America, for his

initial vision of television as a social force and for the steadfastness
of his leadership in the face of obstacles to television; W. R. G.
Baker, General Electric Co., for his

leadership in standardizing television through the National Television Systems Committee and sup-

porting it through RTPB; David
B. Smith, Philco Corp. for his work
on NTSC and RTPB; and Dr. A. N.

Goldsmith for his work on NTSC
and RTPB and his vision in the relationship of motion picture and
television.

Program awards were made to

Sam Cuff, WARD; John Williams,

WNBT; Robert Gibson, WRGB;
Paul Knight, WPTZ ; Worthington
Miner, WCBW; and Klaus Lands berg, W6XYZ.

Some of the other activities of
technical interest included discussions of network television by Harold S. Osborne, AT&T; Naval electronic training, by Commander Bill
Eddy, Balaban & Katz; color, by
Peter Goldmark, CBS; automatic
radio relay systems, by W. S. Lemmon, International Business Machines

BLAW-KNOX Vertical RADIATORS
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Corp.;

multiple -spectrum

use, by D. B. Smith, Philco Corp.;
tubes, by Merrill A. Trainer, RCA;
and satellite transmitters, by J. E.
Keister, GE. Proceedings are being published by the Association.
At the business meeting which
February 1945- ELECTRONICS

OLDEST IN NAME
NEWEST IN IDEAS
MAGNAVOX
TYPE FP
"

Improved processing technique
insures fine performance, long
life, economy, speedy delivery.

OOK TO THE PAST for the future" in the
case of Magnavox. This company, with
radio's oldest name, is still pioneering
.

.

.

blazing new trails in design and advanced
engineering. And its pioneering is made
practical by 33 years of doing. There is no
substitute for experience!

Specializing in FP (fabricated plate) Electrolytic Capacitors, with millions of them now

in service, Magnavox is able to effect a full
standardization program with all the advantages to you that this provides. Our technical

department is available for consultation regarding capacitors for special applications.

After Victory, we shall again serve the
radio industry in the traditional Magnavox
manner, with the added advantages of our
new developments and the superb equipment
of our new modern six -acre plant.
The Magnavox Company, Components Division, Fort Wayne 4, Ind.

MJ
a navox

has served the

radio industry 33 years

SPEAKERS CAPACITORS SOLENOIDS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
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ended the conference, J. R. Poppele,
chief engineer of Bamberger Broadcasting Service, was elected presi-

dent to succeed Allen B. DuMont
and 0. B. Hanson of NBC was made
assistant secretary -treasurer. Eight
new members were accepted, bringing the full roster to 37.
Included in the conference itself
was at least one technical achievement. Twenty-eight video receivers
were installed in the conference hall
under the supervision of F. J. Bing -

ley, Phileo Corp., and arranged to
from common antennas
through a special amplifier having
a separate output tube for each receiver. Interference between channels was eliminated and tuning was
entirely satisfactory. This developwork

ment is heralded as a solution to
apartment -house and other large building installations.

INSULATORS
are a "main factor" of the high power
electronic tube. Quartz is the best electrical insulator known to science. Many other
qualities make it ideal for the job. . . . Not
subject to thermal shock. Non hygroscopic.
High surface resistance. Shaped to specification.
Paul L Chamberlain, manager of sales
for GE's transmitter division and Walter

ULTRA VIOLET LAMPS (quartz mercury arcs)

S. Lemmon, general manager of the

HYDROGEN ARCS IN QUARTZ

of the automatic relay tower the two

Radiotype Division, International Business Machines Corp.. examine a model

companies propose to use in networking radiotype, facsimile, fm. and television.

FUSED QUARTZ ROD.

This is a six -channel unit

TUBING. PLATES and SPECIAL SHAPES

IRE Award Citations
THE AWARDS COMMITTEE of the In-

stitute of Radio Engineers has reported the following individuals

HANOVIA
CHEMICAL & MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. E-12

NEWARK S. N. J.

for various honors as indicated :
H. H. Beverage, Radio Corp. of
America, for the Medal of Honor
in

recognition of radio research

toward efficiency in communications and devotion to affairs of IRE.
W. W. Hansen, Sperry Gyroscope
Co., the Morris Liebmann Memor-

ial Prize for application of electro322
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GENERAL RADIO was granted the

Army -Navy "E" Production
Award for the fifth time in December of
last year. G -R is one of very few in the
electronic industry to receive this honor five times.
The production of precision electrical test equipment
is a highly specialized business, demanding maintenance of close tolerances in all inspection, manufacturing and calibrating operations. Constant and close
supervision by highly trained personnel is required
to produce equipment of the precision and reliability
coveted

.

of G -R instruments.

In order to meet the greatly increased production
both in space and in personnel. We have subcontracted machining operations to several local firms;
called for by the war, G -R has expanded to its limit,

we have transferred our entire VARIAC production
to leased space in another building; we have obtained
considerable space in another building where we have
contracted for a large number of war -time workers
under our own foremen; we have let out the com-

plete manufacture of several instruments to other
manufacturers; we have turned over the design,
drawings and models of several critical instruments
to other manufacturers for their exclusive use.
G -R is proud that it has been able to meet the urgent

production requirements of the war effort. It is
equally grateful that the substantial contributions
from its Development and Engineering Departments,
through many thousands of hours of consulting engineering on secret war projects, have directly assisted in the sclution of technical problems of the
greatest urgenc.,-.

Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
NEW YORK
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magnetic theory to radiation, antennas, resonators, and electron

bunching; and for development of
practical microwave equipment and
techniques.
H. H. Buttner, International Telephone & Radio Mfg. Co., fellowship
in recognition of radio communica-

tion activities in the international

0.00002 TO 10,000 VOLTS

MODEL 300

ELECTRONIC

VOLTMETER

field.

0. H. Caldwell, Caldwell -Clements

Inc., fellowship for contribution in
broadening the horizon of the engineer by efforts to increase the use
of electronic principles in industry.
W. H. Doherty, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, .fellowship for contribution to the development of radio
transmitting equipment.
A. W. Hull, General Electric Co.,
fellowship in recognition of contri-

bution to the design of radio and
industrial electron tubes.
A. L. Loomis, Loomis Institute
for Scientific Research, fellowship
for work in the application of elec-

MODEL 220

tronic techniques to medical re-

DECADE

search and for contribution to mi-

AMPLIFIER

crowave development.

A. V. Loughren, Hazeltine Service Corp., fellowship for contribution to broadcast and television engineering.
F. X. Rettenmeyer, Radio Corp.
of America, fellowship in recognition of development of broadcast,

CANADIAN YL SCHOOL

This enormous range of voltages-five hundred

million to one-is accurately covered by our
Model 300 Electronic Voltmeter and some of the
accessories shown above. Frequency range 10 to
150,000 cycles. Accuracy 2% over most of the
range. AC operation. Five decade ranges with
logarithmic scale make readings especially easy.

Uniform decibel scale also provided. May also

be used as a highly stable amplifier, 70 DB
gain, filatto_150,000 cycles.

fib
MEV
BALLANTINE LIBORATORIES,
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.
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Members of the RCAF Women's Division take up the intricacies of an English model aircraft transmitter and receiver as part of their training as radiotelephone operators
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more efficient
...in miniature
Compared to the light, accurate, hard

hitting guns of today, the blunder.

replacement in existing equipment.

buss of our forefathers was a clumsy,

Manufacturers of radio sets and other electronic

uncertain weapon. Engineering has gone a long
way in the development of more efficient firearms.
And the modern miniature electronic tube is just as
revolutionary. A little glass enclosed TUNG-SOL
Tube, not much bigger than an acorn, will do the

work of a large old type tube and generally do it
better.

To set builders, compactness of tubes is so important that TUNG-SOL is making new type tubes and
redesigning many of the old types in miniature. Old
types are continued in production, however, for

devices are invited to work with TUNGSOL engi7

eers in the development of more compact and
more efficient electronic equipment through the use

of miniature tubes. Of course, consultation work
of this nature is strictly confidential.

TUNG-SOL
'44a/1r:cot- feifeei

ELECTRONIC TUBES

TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS INC., NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY
"Ilsa Manufacturers of Miniature Incandescent Lamps, All -Glass Sealed Beam Headlight Lamps and Current Intermittors
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Vie&

. . .

for this latest

BULLETIN

No. 40

automobile and aviation receivers.
S. A. Schelkunoff, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, fellowship for mathematical 'contributions to electromagnetic theory.
R. L. Smith -Rose, Chicago Tele-

phone Supply Co., fellowship foi
pioneer work in direction finding
and radio propagation allied to

leadership of an outstanding radio
research group.
K. S. Van Dyke, Wesleyan University, fellowship for research on
characteristics of piezo-electric

crystals and their application to
frequency control.
E. M. Webster, Federal Communications Commission, fellow-

ship for contribution to maritime
mobile radio services and promotion of safety at sea.
P. D. Zottu, Girdler Corp., fellowship for activities in high frequency
dielectric heating.
ta

a

Phones for Autos

DESCRIBES

DIRECT READING
PYROMETER FOR

RADIO -TELEPHONE SERVICE is planned

for Philadelphia and Pittsburgh by
Bell Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania.

CRYSTAL

Available for trucks, buses, commercial vehicles, and private auto-

CHECKING

mobiles, the service will he charged
on a fixed -fee basis similar to existing telephone billings.
Shortwave
transmitters are
planned for both cities and switchboards will be used to link vehicles
with existing telephone service. It
will be possible to call equipped ve-

IN
SUB -ZERO RANGES
Manufacturers of radio equipment used by our armed forces
are urged to send for this spe-

cial new bulletin. It contains
not only photographs and some of the more important features of the

Model 40, but complete technical data regarding its construction
and operation for checking temperature changes in radio crystals.
Already this instrument has proven indispensable to numerous
manufacturers-and has been subjected to exhaustive tests by them
as well as Elematic engineers. It is accurate to within 132 . .. has
features and advantages not to be found in other pyrometers . . . is
adaptable to all types crystal holders . . and available in six scale
.

ranges. Sold with an unconditional guarantee, the instrument is vital

in any laboratory where closer control of production is essential.
ELEMATIC EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
6046 S. Wentworth Ave.
Chicago 21, Ill.

hicles within a radius of 15 miles
from fixed telephone installations
or to call fixed telephones from cars.

NAB Committee
Appointments
RECENTLY ANNOUNCED by National

Association of Broadcasters is the
following list of individuals who
have been selected to serve on the
standing engineering committee for
next year. Those listed have already

indicated their acceptance of the

TIN
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I talo
appointments :
Martino,
WDRC ; Earle Godfrey, WBAB; T.
C. Kenney, KDKA; Philip F. Hedrick, WSJS ; J. B. Fuqua, WGAC;
J. D. Bloom, WWL ; Frank A. Die ringer, WFM J ; Stokes Gresham,
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

N
wat MEYERCORD DECALS

Oil Company Uses Meyercord Decals

for New Coded Lubrication System
By the use of matching numerals applied with decalcomania, an ingenious "Coded Lubrication System",
developed by a nationally known oil company, now
provides positive identification between all lubrica-

tion points...grease guns...oil cans...storage
containers. Meyercord Decals are used throughout
because of their brilliant, lasting visibility, case of
application, and resistance to oil, grease, vibration,
acid, abrasion and temperature extremes. Meyercord
Decals are the modern method for all nameplate
identification. Investigate their flexible, low-cost use
for your plant or product ... for trademarks, operating instructions, wiring diagrams, factory charts,
color codes, etc. They're washable and durable. Any

FREE!
DECAL CHECK CHART
Tells how to select and
apply the correct Decal
to 16 different surfaces.
Conveniently arranged in
file folder f orin. Write for
free Check Chart today.

size, design or colors can be produced for application
to any commercial surface. Free designing and tech-

nical service is at your disposal. Write for literature.
Please address all inquiries to Department 9-2.

Coy 'Walt Soada- aged Rt.eft 'New

THEWorld's
MEYERCORD
CO.
Largest Manufacturers of Decals
CHICAGO 44, U. S. A.
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Jr., WISH; Oscar C. Hirsch,
WKRO; Mark W. Bullock, KFAB;
William G. Egerton, KTSA; Robert
H. Owen, KOA; George Greaves,
KPO; Lester H. Bowman, KNX;

As featured in FORTUNE

and J. D. Kolesar, KMO.
The Engineering Executive Com-

mittee consists of Porter Houston,
WCBM, chairman; 0. B. Hanson,
NBC; Karl B. Hoffman, WGR; William B. Lodge, CBS; and

J.

B.

Fuqua WGAC.

Increasing Scope of Radio
IN THE, . FEDERAL Communications

Commission's latest Master Frequency List, supplemented to September 1, 1944, there are 2022 num-

bers used as designations for frequency assignees. Uses are keyed
to aircraft, agriculture, amateur,
airport, aviation, broadcast, coastal
harbor, coastal phone, coastal telegraph, direction finding, experimental. forestry, fixed, government,
general communication, geophysical, guard band, international
broadcast, intership phone, inter ship, mobile press, maritime calling,
marine fire, motion picture, police,

relay broadcast, relay press, ship
harbor, ship telephone, state police,
ship telegraph, special emergency,
special services, and
broadcast ----34 in all.

television

POSTWAR RADIO

QUIET AS NIGHT
Ilse radio the public will buy postwar must deliver Crystal
Clear signal-as though heard across a still lake. The

precision of Crystal Control ts the foundation of radio
which pours out of the speaker only those sounds that weal
into the microphone.

The cutting of Control Crystals, accurate to millionths
of an inch, is an art Pan -El Labs have developed into a
production operation, with consequent economy, anti. assurance of scheduled delivery..
Having produced Crystals to the most difficult wartime
specifications, we can help you apply them to peacetime
electronic uses.

PAN-ELectronics '._ABoratories, Inc.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

50C SPRING STREET, N.W.

R -F Eyesight for Postwar?
ALLIED MILITARY LEADERS have of-

ficially disclosed the existence of
the radar bombsight which makes
it possible to find bombing objectives otherwise hidden by dust,
clouds and smoke screens.
The first such unit was developed

by British inventors during the
Battle of Britain in 1940. Variously described as "Mickey" and
the "gen box", the unit is capable
of reproducing outlines of such tar-

gets as coastlines, cities and even
individual buildings.

Radio for Army Truck
Dispatching
A SIX -STATION RADIO

F STANDARD AND SPECIAL

J

net using SCR -

399 radio sets in 2i -ton trucks is
given crtdit for much of the efficiency of the express truck highway between the Normandy beachheads and our western front

armies. This road, which was re 328
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THAT TRAIN WHISTLE
STARTED ME THINKING

APPLICATIONS FOR
D -C RECTIFIERS ARE LIMITLESS

Oftentimes the possibilities for a product are
overlooked. Think for a few minutes about rectifiers. A small copper -oxide rectifier supplies the

d -c power to make a toy train whistle -in steel
deliver output of 60,000
amperes to supply power for tin plating. From
the smallest to the largest application for direct
current, there are copper -oxide or selenium or
Tungar rectifiers to fit the need.
mills, large rectifiers

COPPER -OXIDE

ONLY G. E. OFFERS ALL THREE
Where other manufacturers offer one or two of

these low cost, low voltage rectifiers, General
Electric offers all three. Naturally, each type
differs in characteristics, basic materials and construction. The most efficient rectifier for one application may be least efficient on the very. next. It

in determining which type to use for each
application that G.E. can help most -so look
to G.E. for an impartial answer to all rectifier
is

problems. For further information write to. Section A255-119, Appliance and Merchandise Dept.,
General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Connecticut.
SELENIUM

BUY WAR BONDS AND KEEP THEM
Hear the General Electric radio programs: "The G -E All

Girl Orchestra" Sunday 10 P.M. EWT, NBC.- "The
World Today" news every weekday 6:45 P.M. EWT, CBS.

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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ferred to as the Red Ball Express,

existed only 81 days but carried
more than half a million tons of

Yesterday

ioneers

supplies a distance of 700 miles before being discontinued in favor of
the repaired French railways.
When truck convoys were formed

Tomorrow

up at the western end of the highway, a message was forwarded to

Pioneers

all

stations along the route,

de-

scribing the contents and destination and giving full instructions as
to its handling. Peak traffic handled in a single day was 93 messages averaging approximately 60
words per message.

Scavenged Fifty -Wafter
RADIO KWAJALEIN is located un
Kwajalein atoll in the Marshall

Islands. It occupies a space 12 ft.

by 5 ft. and puts out 50 watts of
power from salvaged Army, Navy,
and Marine Corps equipment, combined with a scattering of captured

Japanese and personally donated
items.

Conceived by Major Leland W.
Smith, of Winston-Salem, N. C.,
previously an active ham, the equip-

Vetr
TURNER 211 Dynamic
Meets the Requirements of FM
UTILIZING

a

ment is manned by Marine Corps
personnel. Because of the lack of
tools, almost twu months time was
devoted to assembling such items

new type magnet

structure and acoustic network,
Turner 211 has extended the high
frequency range and raised the extreme lows from 2 to 4 decibels to
compensate for overall deficiencies
in

loud speaker systems.

Unique

diaphragm structure results in ex-

tremely low harmonic and phase

(TURNER 211)

distortion without sacrificing high
output level. A sensitive unit for
extra intelligible sound transmission, Turner 211 has wide application in military and industrial areas,
as well as for P.A. systems and
studios, including
Write for specifications.

broadcast

FM.

9X -D

Marine Technical Sergeant Charles T.
Haas. Tucumcari. New Mexico. cues in
the

news

commentator

at

Radio

Kwajalein. Kwajalein Atoll. Marshall
Islands

11)(f121Write for Free

as an aluminum panel from a dam-

Turner Microgiving complete

aged Liberator, power plant and
turntables which had been dis-

crophones.

carded as unserviceable by the
Navy; quartz frequency -control

phone Catalog

information on
all Turner Mi-

22X -D

crystals ground on the spot; and

7rostals licensed under patents
01 the Brush Development Co.

coils and transformers made up by
the builders.
The daily schedule includes trans-

999

The

TURNER
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
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mission from 6 to 7:30 a.m., from
noon to 2 p.m., and from 5 to 9 p. m.

Company

Most of the construction work was
done by Marine Technical Sergeant
Charles T. Haas of Tucumcari, New
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

The following is electrically transcribed::

on PRESTO discs!
Pepsi -Cola's bouncy little ditty seems likely to become
an American folksong. It has been played on the air more
than a million times since 1939. You've heard it in swingtime and in "classical" versions for the intelligentsia. It
has made Pepsi - Cola a buy -word in homes throughout
the nation.
Pepsi -Cola "spots" are cut on PRESTO discs. Most

important transcriptions are. For recording engineers know that PRESTO discs give finer results with

less margin for error-actually perform better than
most of the recording equipment on which they
are used. That's why you'll find, in most large broadcasting stations, recording studios and research laboratories, the standard recording disc is a PRESTO.

WHY BROADCASTING STUDIOS USE MORE PRESTO DISCS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND

Less Surface Noise

No Distortion

Easier on Cutting Needle

No Fussy Needle Adjustments

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF INSTANTANEOUS SOUND
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

RESTO

RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

AND DISCS
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Walter P. Downs Ltd., in Canada
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Mexico. Modern circuits were used
throughout and modified only where
absolutely necessary because of material shortages.

etyjp/As/.//

Parts and Equipment
Conference

II

I

II

DURING OCTOBER a registration of

nearly 1,500 attended the Electronic
Parts and Equipment Industry
Conference at the Hotel Stevens in

AUTHENTIC - UNASSAILABLE

IN LABOR RELATIONS
Time study records permanently printed on
tape-easily read by anyone. Values accurate
to .0025 minutes.

Sponsored by the Electronic Parts and Equipment Manufacturers; Eastern Div., Sales
Managers Club; RMA ; and National Electronic Distributors Association, the meeting featured 150
manufacturers who maintained conChicago.

ference booths as well as a large
participation by distributors and

de Ilea(

manufacturers' representatives.

MARSTO-CHRON
MODERNIZES
TIME
STUDIES

Signal Corps Afloat
As THE PHILIPPINE invasion materialized, facilities for broadcast

and press coverage were provided
by Army Communications Service
of the Signal Corps. A special Signal Corps radio ship was utilized as
part of the fleet which landed the
invasion forces. Involved was the
largest network in history. It provided at least two alternate circuits
for transmission of broadcast and
press material including radio photos.

FAST

Additional RMA Members

ACCURATE
CONVENIENT

AT A RECENT MEETING of the Radio

No watch to read-no notes to make. Records

are made simply by tapping the keys, while
observer devotes full attention to operations.
el Saves time because fewer
observations are needed.

Easy to read-Easy to
keep
ence.

for

later

refer-

ile Every motion recorded itie Increases confidence beat instant of occurrence

-no need to combine

tween management and
labor.

elements.

Manufacturers Association executive committee, nine concerns were
voted into active membership. These
were: Ensign Coil Co., -Chicago;
General Television & Radio Corp.,

Chicago; Lear Inc., Chicago; Maguire Industries Inc., Greenwich,
Conn.; Permoflux Corp., Chicago;
Radio and Television Inc., New
York; Rek-O-Kut Co., New York;
Screenmakers, New York, and.Stupakoff Ceramic & Mfg. Co., Latrobe,
Pa.

Lower costs now for successful postwar com-

petition. Send today for full information on
how Mersto-Chron can help.

Microwave Demonstration
FOR THE FIRST TIME, NDRC has au-

BAY PRODUCTS CORP.
1

7 1 CAMDEN STREET

BOSTON 18. MASS.

thorized discussion and demonstration of a complete microwave system for communication purposes.
It was presented at the 597th meeting of the New York Electrical So-

ciety recently by Dr. George B.
332
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CAPACITOR
SELECTION
Probably no type of Electrical -Electronic component affords a greater
variety of selection for a given application than capacitors. Probably no
component is more susceptible to design changes to accommodate given
conditions. Moreover, nowhere has engineering been moving faster in
developing new types, improving old types and, in general, changing past

SPRAGUE
CAPACITOR TYPES
Dry Electrolytic'
Paper-Mica
Power Factor Correction
High Voltage Networks
*Vitamin Q Capacitors
Radio Noise Suppression
Filters, etc., etc.

SPRAGUE
RESISTOR TYPES
*Koolohm Wire -Wound Power
Hermetically -sealed Wire Wounds
Bobbin Types
Voltage Divider Sections
Precision Meter Multipliers, etc.
T. Ms. Reg. U. S. et. Off.
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conceptions of Capacitor usage.

Thae.s why proper Capacitor selection is no casual matter-and this, in
turn, is why we make the following recommendation to Capacitor users:
Write today for a supply of Sprague Capacitor Sample Request Forms.
Then, as Capacitor applications arise, send full data to Sprague engineers
on these forms. Let Sprague consider all factors involved-both in the light
of long, specialized experience, and of the latest Capacitor developments or
adaptations which Sprague engineering may have to offer.
It takes no longer to buy Capacitors on this basis. Such service makes
them cost no more-and it frequently means important savings, increased
efficiency on your production line, and greater dependability for your product.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, North Adams, Mass.
(Formerly Sprague Specialties Co.)
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Hoadley who is in charge of the instructional microwave laboratory at
the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.

Pointing out that the impetus of
;the war has been such as to make
-networks of microwave booster sta. tions actually practical, Dr. Hoadley

demonstrated the use of plain sections of galvanized iron drainpipe
as wave guides and showed by analogy the reflection of microwave
beams from topographic objects.
The lecture included a discussion

of protective equipment for ships
and planes to utilize radar principles in movements through fog. He
also displayed a horn -type radiator
which is analogous to the horn on a

loudspeaker, a parabolic reflector
analogous to a searchlight, and a
Klystron oscillator.

New IRE Section

of

Member,'

the

newly

approved

Cedar Rapids Chapter of IRE discuss
a presentation of Centralab products.

Back of each COTO coil winding lies engineering skill
. . . expert craftsmanship and "know how" . . . and

much highly specialized equipment. All play their
parts in assuring correct coil function and production
costs in line with your requirements.
Modern Coil Winding in Multiple Groups
Nine coils are shown being wound simultaneously with .0007"
thick cellulose acetate film interleaved between layers of wire.
Machines are automatic and versatile ... capable of handling

a range of wire from #I8 to #42 and acetate film or paper
insulation from .0007" to .005" thick .

.

: at high speed.

These modern facilities are available now
for war components and essential rated

Left to right are: R. V. Guettler, G.
Milton Ehlers, and W. S. Parsons of
Centralab, standing, and T. A. Hunter,
Collins Radio Corp., temporary chairman of the section.

THIRTY COUNTIES in Iowa and two
in Illinois are included in the

scope of a new institute of Radio
Engineers

Chapter

with

head-

quarters at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Membership is expected to run to
about 100, 64 having been in attend-

ance at the organizational meeting
held recently. Temporary chairman

is T. A. Hunter of Collins Radio
Corp.

requirements.

Poet -War Radio Sees
65 PAVILION AVE., PROVIDENCE 5, R. I.

COIL SPECIALISTS SINCE 1917

Now IS THE TIME to start assem-

bling the additional "know how"
radio service men will need to keep
pace with post-war developments in

the radio field, thinks Leonard C.
334
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They wanted
TOY -SIZE fastenings
able to withstand

3/4" long, .037' dia.
140 threads lc inch.

... and for these threaded "pin size'
parts they chose a strong,
corrosion -resistant INCO Nickel Alloy
The enemy isn't the only one to feel the shattering shock of a
naval broadside. When the big guns thunder, everything aboard
ship takes a beating.
Yet delicate vital instruments must function without a hitch.
Every part ... even the tiniest ... must be able to withstand the
tremendous concussion.

One such part in an essential instrument, is a fastening the

size of a common pin ... approximately 3/4" long, .037" in diameter with 140 threads to the inch.
The metal chosen for this fastening needs:
corrosion -resistance, a necessity for sea -going equ_pment.
strength and toughness, to hold up under shock.

machinability, to permit speedy, economical machine

production.
All of these requirements add up to "R" Monel . . . the corrosion resistant alloy for parts where extra machinability is important.

This use of "R" Monel is cited as an example of how

INCO

Nickel

Alloys ... such as "R" and "KR" Monel ... often do the trick

where a unique combination of properties is required.
If you have a problem involving metals ... for equipment now
in production, or planned for post-war ...consult INCO Te:hnical
service. Write:
THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC., 61 Wall Street, New Tort 5, N. Y.

Official U. S. Navy Photograph

141 THREADS TO THE INCH, shown in
Ow enlarged photograph, demonstrate the re-

tturkable machinability of strong, corrosion -

resistant "R" .Monel. ("KR" Monel is

a

sug-

gested for applications where extra hardness
is required.) The fastenings are machined from,
.0, 7" diameter cold -drawn "R" Monet.

ill1111111

INCO NICKEL ALLOYS

ftimmentionsit
NOM
4
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"K" NOVEL "S" NOM "I" KOKO. "Kl" NOBEL IKCCXEL 1" NICKEL KICKEL

Signet... Strip . . . Rod ...Tubing. .. Wire... Coatings
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Truesdell of the Radio Division of
the Bendix Aviation Corp., Baltimore, Md. Speaking at a meeting
of Philadelphia radio servicemen.
Truesdell predicted the appearance
of ne'v opportunities with fm and
television.
Besides acquiring information,

Advanced Technique For Calibration
of Reed Frequency Meters

the service man should work on the
assembly of modern facilities and
equipment. A second phase can be
the absorption of ex -servicemen

whose advanced training in radio
will make them particularly useful.

Electronics Exposition
for Industry
WORKING EXHIBITS or demonstra-

tions which utilize electronic principles are expected to be shown at

the International Electronics Exposition, sponsored by the electronics section of NEMA, tentatively scheduled for the latter part
of 1945.

Present plans are that the electronics section will exhibit statistical data showing use of electronic
equipment in industry. A technical

Sighting a vibrating reed against the
sound of a tuning fork may sound like
double talk ... but that is essentially the

session or clinic will be included.
Exhibitors are not to be restricted
to the membership of the association.

principle in the exacting process of J -B -T Frequency Meter calibration.

Tuning forks are the most dependable source of mono -chromatic vibration frequencies, so J -B -T engineers devised equipment, the only equipment of its kind, to translate the frequencies of temperature -controlled
tuning forks into electronic impulses. These impulses are delivered to the
stroboscopic and electronic calibration equipment at the assembly and
inspection stations where they are used visually to
prove the accuracy of every J -B -T Frequency Meter
reed. And still not satisfied, J -B -T engineers check
these master tuning forks daily against time signals

It is one of the reasons why J -B -T Meters can be guar-

supplements on 400

April 12-14. ELECTROCHEMICAL SO-

bulletin VF -43, with

CIETY, 87th General Meeting, Hotel

cycle meters, and the

Claridge, Atlantic City, N. J. Colin
G. Fink, secretary, Columbia University, New York 27, N. Y.

new compact 21/2 inch
meters.

Tth

April 12-14. OPTICAL, SOCIETY OF
AMERICA, Cleveland, Ohio. Arthur

(Manufactured under Triplett Patents and/or Patents Pending)
2-.112T.n

J -B -T INSTRUMENTS, INC.
336

Feb. 26 -March 2. AMERICAN SO-

Philadelphia 2, Pa.
Send for illustrated

431 CHAPEL STREET

ASSOCIATION, Annual Mid -Winter
Conference . . . Cancelled.

mittee Week and Spring Meeting
(28), William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa. R. J. Painter, assistant
to the secretary, 260 S. Broad St.,

The superiority of this equipment for frequency testing, exclusive with J -B -T, is recognized by authorities in the electrical industry and in the war effort.

For all 31/2" instruments, black molded cases are now available
to meet highest government standards and the mounting dimensions of ASA C 39.2-1944 and proposed JAN -I-6.

Feb. 20-21. RADIO MANUFACTURERS

CIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS, Com-

from the Bureau of Standards.

anteed permanently accurate to ± 0.3% or better.

CONVENTIONS TO COME

NEW HAVEN 8, CONNECTICUT

C. Hardy, secretary, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge
39, Mass.
April 26-27.

INSTITUTE

OF THE

AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES, National
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PERMANENT MAGNETS MAY DO IT BETTER

C

F

G

Basic Types of Air Gaps
The space required for a magnetic field is known

as an "air gap." Most of the fundamental types
of air gaps are illustrated above-from the familiar form shown in "A," which is simply a
permanent magnet with an armature adjacent
to the poles of the magnet, to the inductor type
alternator such as type "L."
The basic forms of permanent magnets and
their associated air gaps are subject to infinite
variations. They are used in a rapidly growing
number of applications . . . potentially, there
are unlimited uses for permanent magnets as
yet undiscovered.
In specializing in permanent magnets since
1910, we have discovered and engineered many
advances in magnetic technology with the result

that this company is now the largest in the
ELECTRONICS

- February 1945

country manufacturing permanent magnets exclusively.
If you are making products which might function better through the employment of magnetic
energy, our engineers will be pleased to consult

with you. Write for complete information. Ask
for a copy of "Permanent Magnets Have Four
Major Jobs."

THE INDIANA STEEL
PRODUCTS COMPANY
6 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS

11

Specialists in Permanent Magnets Since 1910
COPYRIGHT

INL.AHA STEEL

P.PMV.
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I

Light Aircraft Meeting, Detroit,

Meetings Committee, 1505
RCA Building West, 30 Rockfelle:
Mich.

Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

WASHINGTON NEWS
VICTORY -FIRST

PRODUCTION.

"Re-

conversion" and "cutbacks" were
described by Director Louis J. Chat -

ten of the Radio and Radar Divi-

MOTORS for

ELECTRONIC
APPLICATIONS

sion, WPB, as two bugaboo words

standing in the way of increased
Victory -First production of electronics in industry, when he spoke
before a recent RMA export committee meeting. As he pointed out,
publicity has made the two subjects
more interesting reading than the
war news.

Production reports for October
show communication and electronic

equipment up 5 percent over September, but still 6 percent short of
schedule. Radio equipment output
equaled September production but
was 7 percent under schedule, while

airborne radio production for the
Army was up 12 percent and only
3 percent short of schedule. Radar
equipment production was up 4 per-

cent but still lagged 8 percent behind schedule.

The new Victory -First produc-

tion program faced by the radio
and radar industry calls for maximum peak production of over-all
products and equipment at the rate
of $250,000,000 a month by March
1, 1945. WPB announces plans to
undertake immediately a survey of
1/75 RP -115 V-60 Cy. -1 Ph. 1670 R. P. M. --Clockwise, Ball Bearing, Ventilated.

Cut shows one of many types and sizes of Ohio Motors designed ler driving
Electronic Devices.

RANGE
1/100 to 2 14P.-A.C.
1/100 to 1 HP.-D.C.
1/100 to V4 HP.-A.C. Synchronous.
1 to 100 os. ft. A.C. Torque.
Shell type motors for built-in applications to 4 HP.-D.C. and to 71/2 HP.-A.C.
All usual voltages and cycles.
What Is your problem?

THE OHIO ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

5 8 0 8 Maurice Avenue Cleveland 4, Ohio

the industry aimed at establishing
a factual background covering production, labor, and other elements
related to the industry's ability to
get increased production.

Shortages of radio receiving
tubes for the maintenance of Army
and Navy combat equipment and replacement of increasing battle
losses must be made up at the ex-

pense of civilian radio tube supplies, it was announced, and there-

fore the number of civilian tubes
available in the first quarter of 1945
will be much smaller than the
hoped -for 2,000,000 tubes a month.
NON -CRITICAL COMPONENTS. Regu-

lations of WPB have been relaxed
to make it possible to buy a number
of types of parts and components
out of idle and excess stocks of war
contractors. Items no longer con sae

February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Our Navy's PT Boats are driving
,4

**glade

the war home to the enemy at high
speed. They're shooting straight to
the mark! They're demonstrating the

power of American ingenuity and industry to
the Jap war lords!
Eastern is serving on board these scrappy, hardhitting PT Boats. Eastern equipment helps them
carry out each assignment-swiftly and surely.

Amplifiers, only a few short years ago, were
thought of mainly in connection with sound systems. Today, they are an important part of many
essential war instruments.

Eastern is proud to utilize its engineering and
production facilities in the war effort . . . certain
that its war -time experience will result in better than -ever post-war sound and electronic equip-

ment. Until the victory is won, Eastern will continue to devote all its resources to the design and
manufacture of war equipment. To aid the war
effort, our engineers are available for consultation
on any amplification problem you may have.
On request, we shall he glad to forward brochure
containing the first of a series of articles covering technical phases of interest'on sound amplification prepared
by our engineering staff. Ask for Brochure 2-F.

Buy MORE War Bondi

EASTERN AMPLIFIER CORPORATION
794 East 140th Street, New York 54, N. Y.

AMPLIFIERS
ELECTRONICS - Folnuary 1945
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sidered critical include certain capacitors, some types of resistors,
crystal assemblies, insulators, mi-

crophones, socket s and

loudL

speakers.
AIRPORTS PLANNED. Prepared by the

Civil Aeronautics Administration,
a national airport plan has r:_Tently
been sent to Congress by the Secretary of Commerce. The report recommends construction of 3,050 airports and improvement of 1,625 ex-

isting fields. Construction is to be
financed over a period of five to ten
years by federal aid with matching

g)rectston

SHEET METAL WORK
TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS,

of funds by the state. Radio facilities will be -included with other
items to a total of $1,021,567,945.
RECEIVING -TUBE

dio and Radar Division, WPB, as,
government presiding officer, the
following individuals constitute the
newly - appointed

Do you require versatility-the ABILITY to do
sheet metal work, stamping and fabricatingthe ABILITY to build metal boxes and cases in a
wide variety of sizes-to build cabinets, chassis,
odd shaped flat pieces, strips, panels, housing,
etc.? Do you require the ABILITY to do pre:
cision work to extremely close tolerance? What
about the ABILITY of helping work out a design
or design change that can save up to thousands
of dollars and speed delivery of many weeks?
If the answer to any of the above questions is
YES, write us for further information or consulta-

S C H E D U L I N G.

Headed by Milton Lauer of the Ra-

receiving - tube -

scheduling' industry advisory com-

mittee: William Hieatt, Ken-Rad
Tube and Lamp Corp.; G. C. Brewster and L. F. Holleran, RCA; Ray
Paret, National Union Radio Corp.;

K. Johnson and F. E. Anderson,
Raytheon Mfg. Co.; John Q. Adams,

Hytron Corp.; K. Morehead and
H. W. Van Twistern, Tung -Sol
Lamp Works; H. J. Klein and A. L.
Milk, Sylvania Electric Products.,
LONDON LETTER

tion on specific jobs.

By JOHN H. JUPE
ELECTRONIC OPPORTUNITIES FOR

PORTER
METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
121 INGRAHAM ST.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

EX -SERVICEMEN. Many men leaving

the technical branches of the fighting services will want to use their
newly acquired technical knowledge

as a means to earn a living and
some opportunities for development

in the science of cinematography
were mentioned by Mr. A. G. D.
West in his presidential address to
the British Kinematograph Society
recently. All were electronic and
they included problems of theatre
acoustics, uniformity of sound reproduction, uniform screen brightness, maintenance of quality in reand improvements
16 -mm sound film.

cording,

in

Another field in which electronic
research' is badly needed involves

the quality of sound in the various
types of office dictation recorders
used by business men. Without ex 340
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Your country needs your

dollars NOW. Buy War
Bonds-and HOLD them!

WHEN war called for
greatly increased supplies of industrial alcohol, installation of
this control panel helped a mid western distillery to step up its
production of high -proof spirits.
These control instruments made
possible the quick conversion of
a low -proof distillate tower to
production of 190 -proof alcohol.
Each of the recording and con-

trolling instruments is driven by

a synchronous, self-starting

tower. Their smooth, constant

volts for all commercial fre-

speed keeps the distillation
process at peak efficiency -

quencies - and from 1 to 1800
rpm. Accurate, dependable and

around the clock.

flexible, they are used in all
kinds of industrial operations.
Their applications include:

Telechron motors are avail-

able in sizes from 12 to 250
TIMING
CONTROLLING

CYCLING

METERING
RECORDING

SIGNALING

REGULATION

FIXED PROCESS

COMMUNICATIONS

SWITCHING

MEASURING

GAGING

OPERATIONS

CONTROLLING

Our more than 25 years' experience in making synchronous, self

starting motors for instrumentation is available to you for the
asking. Just write Motor Advisory Service, Dept. C.

Telechron motor. They record

and control the feed to the
tower, the steam used in distillation, temperature of the cooling

WARREN TELECHRON COMPANY

water, and the vacuum in the

MAKERS OF TELECHRON ELECTRIC CLOCKS AND SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC MOTORS
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Att.

11

S

PAT OFF.

ASHLAND, MASSACHUSETTS

141

ah.

CRYSTAL
New - Sensational

EDGING

MACHINE
Pre- Dimensional

INCREASE PRODUCTION MORE THAN 50%

- YOUR OVERHEAD REMAINS STATIC -

ception, the a -f response is very
bad (apart from other faults) and
it is high time that something was
clone in the matter, because here is
the ideal way of showing the business man exactly what electronics
can do.
BUSINESS NEWS
UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY'S
subsidiary, Caswell -Runyan Co.,

Huntington, Ind., has purchased
property and equipment formerly
owned by the Goshen Veneer Co.

for the production of panels and re-

lated items to go into radio receivers.

KEN-RAD CORP. has sold its tube
facilities at Owensboro, Ky., and

Huntington and Rock Port, Ind., to
General Electric Co.
ST. JOHN X-RAY SERVICE INC., Long

Island City, N. Y., marks its 20th
anniversary of operation.
PRESS WIRELESS forms a new divi-

sion to be known as Press Wireless
Institute. Previously operating as
a Signal Corps radio school, the facilities are now being used for instruction of seamen from the U. S.
Navy. The curriculum places special emphasis on high -power transmitter work, antenna technique,
and trouble shooting.
ELECTRONIC

CORP.

OF

AMERICA,

United Transformer Co., and Emerson Radio and Phonograph Co.,
New York, N. Y., participated
through joint labor-management
activities in a special program for
distribution of Christmas gifts to
Russian children.
GENERAL ELECTRIC X-RAY CORP.

enlarges its Chicago facilities by
the addition of 12,000 square feet
* WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS AND PRICES TE

VOLKEL BROS.
MACHINE WORKS

of floor space at 1417 West Jackson
Blvd. Tube laboratories which had
previously been Scattered throughout the company's main plant, will
be housed here as a centralized experimental section.
WAR PRODUCTION BOARD statistics

1943 West Manchester Los Angeles 44, Calif.

compiled from about 10,000 reports
from private and government -

Designers and Manufacturers of

owned manufacturing plants indicate that the first quarter of 1944
saw communication and electron

SPECIAL DEVICES & EQUIPMENT

equipment shipped to the extent of
3+2
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A LIFETIME of SPLIT -HAIR ACCURACY

is Standard Equipment
with Every -hp -Instrument
MODEL

200-I

"Guess -testing" belongs to the era of crystal sets and silent pictures ...
Radio and electronics of today and tomorrow demand the use of precision
testing and measuring instruments. Hewlett-Packard engineers anticipated this demand. There is a standard -hp- instrument available for

Model 200-1 is a new inter-

polation oscillator which
embodies many new features. New, rugged construction, new circuit and
a new accurate dial. Ask
about it.

making every important test and measurement vith insured accuracy in the
audio frequency field.
A few of these insuuments are illustrated below... complete technical

information will be sent on request. For special applications, a note or
sketch outlining your problem will receive prompt attention.

RESISTANCE -TUNED AUDIO
OSCILLATORS
Require no zero setting...several models
available to cover frequency ranges from
2 cps to 200 kc.

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATORS
Three models -205-A, 205.AG, 205-AH
-provide frequency ranges from 20 cps
to 100 kc.

ELECTRONIC FREQUENCY METER
The Model 500-A is designed to mea-

HARMONIC WAVE ANALYZER
Measures individual components of a

accuracy is ± 2% of full scale value.

varied continuously, making the ana

sure the frequency of an alternating
voltage from 10 cps to 50 kc. Overall

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS
Make accurate voltage measurements
from 1 cycle to 1 megacycle, cover nine
ranges, (.03 volts to 300 volts) with full
scale sensitivity.

complex wave over a frequency range of
30 to 16,000 cps. The selectivity can be

FREQUENCY STANDARDS
The Model 100-B supplies standard frequencies of 100, 1,000, 10,000 and 100,000 cps. all of which are available simul
taneously.

lyzer adaptable to a wide variety of measurements.

DISTORTION ANALYZERS
Three models available -320-A, 320-B
and 325-B- to provide frequency cover-

age from 30 cps to 15 kc. Model 32,5-13
incorporates a vacuum tube voltmeter.

ATTENUATOR AND VOLTAGE
DIVIDERS

The Model 350-A consists of a 10 db
and a 100 db bridged -T attenuator, pro-

viding a total of 110 db attenuation.

variable in 1 db steps. Other attenuators
and

voltage dividers can be quickly

supplied

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
BOX 990A, STATION A
990
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PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

CANADIAN OFFICE:
560 KING STREET WEST
TORONTO 2, CANADA

$1,049,298,000

involving

34,475

short tons of carbon steel, 10,614
short tons of alloy steel, 28,941,000

is important
4/.114

fit Ate.

lb of copper and copper -base alloys; and 11,166,000 lb of aluminum.
PERMOFLUX CORP. consolidates its

engineering and manufacturing facilities at 4900 West Grand Ave.,
Chicago 39, Ill.
WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York,

N. Y., plans to manufacture televi-

sion transmitting equipment post
war.
PEERLESS

ELECTRICAL

PRODUCTS

Co., Los Angeles, Calif., has installed the first complete hydrogen

annealing plant in the West for
I reatment of high permeability mai, rials going into wide -range audio
,I.Insformers.
HARVEY

MACHINE CO. Inc., Los An-

geles, Calif., has developed a miniature six -tube receiver for post-war
distribution. It is described as
While sonic ordinary rectifiers
require a period of "ageing','
under operating conditions, to
attain the stable characteristics

necessary for correct instrument
applications, this is not true of the
CONANT family of rectifiers.

-

'"CONANT rectifiers, when they reach
you, have already "become of age;'
electrically. Part of the CONANT process
is devoted to developing, by chemical
means, the stable characteristics ordinarily

secured by a time-consuming
"ageing" period.
4:
4..

Yet, despite their "ripe old age;' you'll
be amazed to find CONANT rectifiers surprisingly
"spry" and ready to give you years of '
reliable service. For your present needs or your
postwar plans, you can COUNT ON CONANT.

gotbhunient Rea r/1014

about the size of three packages of
cigarettes-neither being currently
available.

PHILCO CORP., Philadelphia, Pa., is

cooperating with the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology on plans
for a professional course in electronics.

The

new

cooperative

course, which leads to a master of
science degree, will emphasize the
advancement of television and
highly developed production methods in applying wartime techniques

to the arts of peace.
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAIL-

ROADS is forining a central radio and communications - engineering
and technical committee to coordinate frequency needs. The com-

mittee will maintain liaison for all
member roads with FCC.
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, Detroit,

Mich., and Visual Training Corp.
are forming a combined school to
give instructions in electricity and
electronics. Students will be offered
two-year engineering courses or

short specialized training periods
for specific industrial positions.
6500 0 STREET,,LINCOLN 5, NEBRASKA, U. S. A.

ATLAS CORP.
20 Vetey St., New York 7, New York
85 E. Gay St., Columbus, Ohio
600 5. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, Ill.
1215 Harmon Pl., Minneapolis 3, Minn.

344

2017 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
7935 Eustis St., Dallas 18, Texas
4018 Greer Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
1526 Ivy St., Denver, Colo.

4214 Country Club Dr.,Long Beach 7, Ca I.

4205 N.E. 228d Ave., Portland 11, Ore.
Caixa Postal 930, Sao Paulo, Brazil
50 Yarmouth Rd., Toronto, Canada

acquires an interest

in the Societe de Gerance de Radio

Imperial of Tangiers. The plan is
February 1945 - ELECTRON1C$

Adaptability
in CERAMICS

COIL FORM FOR INTERNAL WINDING

by

STUPAKOFF

Permanently strong and stable both mechanically and electrically, ceramics are

versatile materials capable of intricate
design. Competent engineering enables

dimensional tolerances to be held to
a minimum.

The internally wound coil form

illustrated is engineered and produced
by Stupskoff for a specific application.
Resistance to thermal shock and me-

chanical strength are specifications

embodied in this one-piece extruded

insulator. Slotted, longitudinal winding

holes expose the heating element and
allow heat to be directed instantaneously to the center of the coil.

Specialists in the field of electrical in-

sulation. Stupakoif engineers are trained
to find specific solutions for your insuladon probems. Contact Stupakolf today

-two generations of dependability in
the ceramic field justify' this choice.

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.

eeleitice4 - tite ?WOW
ELECTRONICS
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to build and operate broadcasting,
television, wireless -communication,
and facsimile -transmission facili-

ties in such French points as MarFrench Guiana, Guade-

tinique,

loupe, territories in India, Madagascar, la Reunion, New Caledonia,
Oceanic Settlements, Clipperton
Island, and St. Pierre et Miquelon.
RCA

PHOTOPHONE

EQUIPMENTS

LTD., Bombay, India, has a farreaching postwar program for expansion of India's film industry.
Opportunities are spotlighted by
the fact that India's 390 million inhabitants are served by only 1700
film houses as compared with 17,000
in this country of 130 -million population.
THE 1350 SIxTH AVE. CORP., NeW

York, N. Y., is planning what it be-

lieves to be the first theater in the
U. S. to be built and equipped for
projection television.
Jig for .d/.se.

TELICON CORP. has opened a second

Mg goroliolion

crystal -finishing plant at 70th and
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

trog sod *kook.

of *ober, .s

dna Trims - air
orodoisior 9.

Special tools, jigs and fixtures are, in the final
analysis, the key to improved quality for even
the simplest devices.

Sometimes a good customer may design a fixture to
improve a troublesome detail encountered in production use of one of our devices. RCA "gadgetefted" this
assembly jig which insures parallel and co -planar tie bars on dual Trim -air condensers.

MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY, Milwaukee,

Wis., has 80 electrical union mem-

studying in the special electronics course they are giving to
better electricians. Instruction is to be given to 500 sim-

produce

ilar students who will carry their
enlightenment back to the local organizations.
WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., New York,

We appreciate such cooperation because we are doing

plenty of "gadgeteering" ourselves-some of it very
complicated-and the obvious is sometimes overlooked.

N. Y., is observing its 75th anniversary. It currently employs
nearly 100,000 men and women and

is the Nation's largest producer of
communications

and

electronic

Whether it is an automatic "gadget" such as Cardwell
developed to electronically calibrate, and mechanically
print, more than 3000 points on each of the thousands
of Cardwell Frequency Meters (used by our Armed
Forces), or the relatively simple device shown here,

equipment for the armed forces.

application of intelligent "gadgeteering". This is passed

HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO., Bos-

Cardwell products reflect, in improved quality, the

on to all users of

CARDWELL QUALITY PRODUCTS

EMERSON RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH

CORP., New York, N. Y., disbursed
approximately $149,000 to workers
as a year-end bonus.

ton, Mass., has sold its signal systems department to Faraday Electric Corp., Chicago, Ill. HoltzerCabot is a wholly -owned subsidiary

of Commercial Investment Trust

CARDWELL

CONDENSERS

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MANUFACTLIP:NG CORPORATION
PRCr/PECT ST...LET

344
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Corp.
PHILCO CORP., Philadelphia,

Pa.,

has made 52 percent more radar
and other electronic equipment in
the first

nine

months of 1944
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IN PLATING
IT'S THROWING POWER
THAT COUNTS

PALLITE

PALLADIUM PLATING SOLUTION
has tremendous throwing power.
The affinity of palladium for other metals means it can be plated with ease
on lead solder, tungsten, tantalum, silver, etc., and, if required, other metals,
such as gold, copper, etc., can be plated over PALLITE. Without any difficulty,

palladium from a PALLITE bath can be deposited into the most remote
corners.

Palladium is a sister metal of Platinum, and in the electronics field a flash
deposit of .000001--.00001" can often replace many metals now being
used. A film of palladium .000001" from our PALLITE bath will protect silver
from tarnishing and will maintain the Q value in high frequency electronic
equipment without imparting measurable resistance characteristics to the
silver. Palladium is highly resistant to corrosion at elevated temperatures as
well as at low temperatures. Our bath is easy to use and economical.

Bring your plating problems to us; let us tell you how a leading manufacturer of electronic parts has been using PALLITE successfully for almost 2
years.
PALLITE

PRECIMET LABORATORIES
Division of GEORGE C. LAMBROS
Research and Development in Precious Metals

64 Fulton Street
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than in the same fraction of last
year. Earnings are up over the same
period from $1.78 to $2.11 per
share.
PERSONNEL
HOWARD THOMAS, of Packard Bell

is elected president of West

Co.,

Coast Electronics

Manufacturers
Association. He succeeds H. Leslie
Hoffman. Lew Howard of Peerless
Electrical Products Co. becomes
vice-president and James L. Fouch
of Universal Microphone Co., treasurer.
H.

B.

MARVIN has been

made

available for special assignments

in the tube division of General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
He was formerly assistant engi-

neer in the general engineering
laboratory.
W. E. FULLERTON has been made
vice-president in charge of production at Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago,
Ill.

WINFIELD G. WAGENER is appointed

chief engineer of the Vacuum Tube
Division, Litton Engineering Lab-

Permoflux Transformer Efficiency
Conserves Vital Space and Weight!
The urgent requirement for light weight war communications
equipment was the challenge that led Permoflux to develop
these miracle coupling devices. From the original need of
just a few small transformer types combining high performance standards has come acceptance and demand for many.
The value of these achievements will mean much to improve

the operation of postwar radio and electronic products.
Permoflux engineers welcome consultation on all sound design
problems.

oratories, Redwood City, Calif. He
was previously chief engineer for
Heintz & Kaufman, Ltd., San Francisco, Calif.
ALVA VAN ALYSTYNE has been

made chief transmitter engineer
at WMFM, Milwaukee, Wis. He
was formerly a transmitter engineer.

BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

STANLEY A.

DUVALL has been made

chief engineer at Runzel Cord &
PERTRADE

mr.

MARK

FLUX

PERMOFLUX CORPORATION
4900 WEST GRAND AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILL.

Wire Co., Chicago, Ill. He was for-

merly in electronic consultation
work.

E: A. HERTZLER has been made di-

rector of war research at United
Electronics Co., Newark, N. J. He
was formerly at Pratt Institute.
HAROLD W. SCHAEFER has been

PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC TRANSDUCERS
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NEW RECTIFIERS FOR SIMPLIFICATION

OF CIRCUIT DESIGN PROBLEMS
STANDARD MODELS OF

Many variations are possible with

COPROX RECTIFIERS

the basic Coprox Rectifier models

described at the left. Bradley's
Omni,: Model CX-21:.4-AO,

application experience can help

ring -connected and mounted

in tube base, detects phase
differentials in A.C. currants
and small D.C. potenti:ds ap-

you, not only in the use of these

plied to balanced A.C. circuits. Max IMUM 4.5 V1ilts

units but also in the development

continuous. Shown here in
actual size.

and production of special rectifiers for special jobs. Here are
the special features of all Bradley

Coprox Model CX-IC2B1, a
center tap, full wave rectifier.
Completely enclosed in Bakelite. Low capacitance. Rectihes high frequency current.
Ctill,e, .it I Vel V rated
4.5 volts A C., 3.0

up to

volts
I) C., 500 microamperes D.C.
Other models and capacities
to meet all needs.

Coprox Rectifiers:

Coprox Model CX-4134F23,
a full wave rectifier with high
,onser,mn etticiencs, for elf,tonic control v.ork. Rated at
S silts A.C.. 40 milliamperes
I) C. continuous. Fully en closed, Mounts on
single

Gold coating of "pellets" to combat aging.

.1

screw.

Pre -soldered lead wires, or special
terminals, to prevent overheating during assembly.

Comm: CX-3E8C3 double

bridge rectifier with cur-

rent and temperature cur-

rent characteristics

High leakage, low forward resistance, for efficient operation.

balanced to better than
I (:,;.
over a range of

-40 C to +70'C. Rated
rip to 4.5

volts A.C.,

3

volts D.C. 5 milliamperes

Waterproof lacquering or wax

D.C. Other models and
raga airs tO meet all

potting, for perfect sealing.

Highly adaptable mountings.
()pros CX-2E1115 (Not

Ratings are very conservative.

II -

rated)

Single half -wave
rectifier rated up to 4.5
volts A.C., 3.0 volts ID C., 2.5

For samples and special data

milliamperes D.C.

which will help you design more

Coprox CX-21.4F2 (Not illustrated) Full wave rectifier
rated up to 4.5 volts' A.C.,

Coprox CX-2E2D4 (Above,

1,0 volts D.C., 5 milliamperes
D.C.

3.0

Double

volts D.C.,
amperes D.C.

1.UXIRON
P.

ii,t- adic v

available, to

efficient circuits that will stand

rectifier

is

suingge,,st thee

Lu"r""
forpose
corIi
be useds
.

s.staf fti.te.iciii.s,t_

tceesr ggenPeurrate
opt,.

2.5

up longer than others, write

milli-

Bradley. Ask any questions you
have in mind.

P11010CELLS
d indru-

.
Many *aYs
If photosiellsncann
a

current to

half -wave

rated up to 4.5 volts A.C.,

strurnents
oxen[ rartys

i4.hOUt arli,toot.

plifleatIon. for tons life
builtse
are
ed ha

variede
w rrna nc'ug

of
t

i-s.and
(sT Cade Mark lieg.
na'
Ut'S Pat. OR.)

LABORATORIES,

INC.

82 MEADOW ST., NEW HAVEN 10, CONN.
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'64/4. POSTWAR METAL PRODUCT

designed and
engineered NOW!

dio receiver division at Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

He

was formerly in charge of radio
and television manufacture at Radio Corp. of America.
PHILIP LAESER has made f -m -television engineering supervisor at

WMFM, Milwaukee, Wis. He was
formerly transmitter supervisor.
DR. DONALD B. SINCLAIR becomes

assistant chief engineer in charge
of circuit development at General

Plan NOW to enlist the aid of GRAMMES Contract
Service to develop ideas and blueprint your postwar metal product. The
stove trim illustrated is but one of the recent achievements of our designers and engineers . . . other postwar product developments include
several radio units, soft drink dispenser, new type snap locknut, parts
for refrigerators, giftware, and other consumer and industrial products.
These assignments indicate the versatility of our product, development
staff and how they have assisted others in accomplishing the desired
end result.

Since 1875 GRAMMES has collaborated with manufacturing leaders ... automobile, aviation, radio, refrigerator, and other
key industries ... in creating metal products of distinction. We are spe-

Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass. Before joining GR in 1936, he was a
research associate at MIT.
J. R. DUNCAN has been made chief

television engineer at WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio. He was formerly

active in the building of WLW's
present television studios.
E. G. SHALKHAUSER has been made

chairman of the Electronic Products and Equipment Manufacturers Association, Chicago, Ill. He
is connected with Radio Manufacturing Engineers, Inc., Peoria,

cialists in giving products the sales -creating features that flow from

Ill.

"above average" design and decorative beauty of color.

C. A. CROWLEY has become a mem-

-

With two "E" awards, we're producing for Victory,
but our Contract Service offers Research, Design, and Engineering aid
NOW. Improved production techniques and increased plant facilities
enable us to handle a few additional accounts requiring volume production for eventual postwar manufacturing.
GRAMMES FACILITIES INCLUDE
Stamping, Drawing, Spinning, Etching, Embossing, Lithographing, Enameling,
Hard Enameling, Plating, Spraying, Wire Forming, Drilling, Welding, Machining,
Heat Treating, Anodizing (Alumilite), Tools & Dies and Line Assembly.
Send for booklet describing "Contract Service by Grammes:'

ber of the consulting firm of Graham, Crowley and Associates Inc.,
Two Awards
More Then a

Billion Pieces
of War Products

MASTER CRAFTSMEN IN METAL

SINCE 1875

L. F. GRAMMES & SONS, INC., 12 Union St., ALLENTOWN, PA.
NEW YORK
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CHICAGO

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

MILWAUKEE

PHILADELPHIA

Chicago, Ill., and Jenkintown, Pa.
DR. PETER C. GOLDMARK heads the

newly created department of engineering research and development
.at Columbia Broadcasting System,
New York, N. Y. With the title of
director, he will have the responsiFebruary 1945 - ELECTRONICS

The simplest, most adaptable
mechanical element
for

REM
I

inourfutunitiffiliqpiiiMipiopillifil

1///11//111011,11,111,191119991,99111!!!!!!!,

S.S.WHITE FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
Regardless of the relative locations of
driving and driven or controlled members
or of the distance between them, a single,
S. S. White flexible shaft is all you need to

transmit power or remote control from
one to the other. This "one -part" simplicity obviously means reduced manufacturing operations and costs.
And because S. S. White flexible shafts
will transmit power or remote control be-

tween practically any two points, they
give you a free hand in placing driving

and to make equipment convenient to operate and service.

You will find S.'S. White flexible shafts

suited to a wide range of power drive
and remote control requirements because

they're made in a wide range of sizes
and physical characteristics for each class
of duty. Applications are numerous, notably in radio and electronic equipment, air-

craft, motor vehicles, machine and portable tools. Industry uses millions of feet
annually.

and driven or controlled elements wherever desirable to save space, to facilitate

FLEXIBLE SHAFT HANDBOOK

assembly, to increase equipment efficiency

FREE TO ENGINEERS
This

256 -page

handbook

completely

covers the subject of flexible shafts and
how to select and apply them for specific

requirements. A copy will be sent free
to any engineer who writes for it on his
business letterhead and indicates his position or tit3..

THE S. S. W

E
HIT
.. co. INDUSTRIAL

TE DENTAL

Dm.

DEPT. I. 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
MOLDED PLASTICS
FLEXIBLE SHAFT TOOLS
MOLDED RESISTORS

are
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bility not only for television research and development, but also
for work in the related fields of antennas, tubes, receivers, and recordings.

A. KENNETH GRAHAM has become

a member of the consulting firm of
Graham, Crowley and Associates
Inc., Chicago, Ill., and Jenkintown,
Pa.
WILLIAM C. SPEED has been made

president of Audio Devices Inc..
and Audio Manufacturing Corp.,
New York, N. Y. to succeed Hazard

E. Reeves. Mr. Speed was formerly vice-president.

(Facts You Should Know About

A. J. MONACK becomes vice presi-

Stainless Steel Bellows
you plan to use bellows for
I'vacuum
equipment, instruments, rotating shaft seals, or for

other similar purposes in the
electronic field, here are some essential features of C. M. H. Stainless Steel BELLOWS:
1. Corrosion resistant qualities of stainless

stele/ enable wider application of
C.M.H. BELLOWS.

2. High and low temperatures do not affect
the operating efficiency.

6. Long lengths ore standard production per-

mitting economical use of C.M.H.
Stainless Steel BELLOWS for many un-

usual types of applications.

7. Better delivery schedules are passible
b

C M H BELLOWS are standard

production poducts.

For complete information about
C.M.H. Stainless Steel BELLOWS
and about the many types of Flex-

ible Metal Hose in the complete
C.M.H. line, write us today.

dent in charge of engineering at
Mycalex Corp. of America, New
York, N. Y. He was formerly chief
engineer.
MAx E. MARKELL, for the past four
years chief of the vacuum tube sec-

tion of the U. S. Signal Corps at

3. Multiple ply construction gives oven
greater strength factors when needed.

4. ferrous fittings, attached by Circular
Seam Welding, assure permanent, leak-

proof loints.

Ask for Chicago Metal Hose
Form SSB2 on which to submit
your bellows requirements. It will
save you time-assure more accurate transmittal of essential data.

5. Uni-metol assemblies avoid the costly
troubles encountered whore bi-metal
types are used.

Flexible Metal Hose for Every Industrial Use

#40% I I
CHICAGO METAL HOSE AlORPORAilON

%OP

MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS
Plants: Maywood and Elgin, Ill.
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Camp Evans, joins RCA at Harrison, N. J., as a specialist on industrial tube applications.
DR. ERNST FREDRICK WERNER ALEX -

ANDERSON: consulting engineer of

General Electric Co., gets the EdiFebruary 1945 - ELECTRONICS

You Are Going to Want

BROWNING
FREQUENCY

METERS
Take this opportunity to name
Browning Laboratories, Inc.
750 Main Street
Winchester, Mass.

your specific desires . . . to
have your own wishes incorporated into equipment you
will want to make standard
for mobile radio installations.

Gentlemen:
Here are the new features I'd like to see in Browning Frequency Meters:

will want Browning Frequency Meters because they do
You

what you will want them to do,
at a price that will let you use
them generously.

Ever since their rapid acceptance
several years ago, Browning
Frequency Meters have been
standard equipment in police
and other emergency systems

all over the United States.
HERE IS WHAT DROWNING FREQUENCY

METERS ALREADY HAVE AND DO:

*Check, with better than .005%

accuracy any five frequencies from
1.5 to 120 Mc.

*Less than a minute required to

check any one frequency.
*Pre -calibrated for specific
quencies.

fre-

*100 Kc. crystal oscillator provides
at least two check points in any
band.

*High dial -reading accuracy

achieved
range.

by

narrow

frequency

*Cathode ray indicator permits

visual check against crystal standard
and transmitter.

*Complete voltage stabilization.

*Portable, light -weight, A.C.D.C.
operation.

NAME

What More Do You Want?
Certain interesting improvements

TITLE

duct of Browning Laboratories research. Whole -hearted devotion
of all our energies to war production keeps them in the planning

COMPANY

are already in store for this pro-

ADDRESS

stage. But our postwar thinking, as

it takes shape in rough sketches,

turns to you - the future owner
of

future

Browning

Frequency

Meters. We want you to have
what you want.
Your letter about what you want

HERE ARE MY ROUGH SKETCHES

in Browning Frequency Meters
will receive a cordial welcome.
And will, if possible, be reflected

in the model delivered to you
when

we

can

soon, won't you?

deliver.

Write

1

ORATORIES, INCORPORATED
HESTER, MASSACHUSETTS a
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Don't Let The Light Weight Fool You!
Only 14 Ozs. But

225

Watts Power

son Medal for 1944 from American
Institute of Electrical Engineers
for his outstanding inventions and
developments in the radio, transportation, marine, and power fields.
A. M. WIGGINS is appointed chief
research engineer fur Electro-Voice

APPROVED CORD

AND PLUG

COOL, PROTECTED

HANDLE

WELL BALANCED

THERMOSTATIC

HEAT CONTROL

Corp., South Bend, Ind. He goes

QUICK HEATING

there from RCA
Princeton, N..1.

Laboratories,

ELEMENT

GOOD MODERN DESIGN

ITSELF!
6 INTERCHANGEABLE
TIPS

MYLES V. BARASCH becomes chief
engineer of Sherron Electronics

Co., New York, N. Y. He has been
with Western Electric Co. in charge
of cathode-ray and electron -tube
equipment design.
KENNETH MCLEOD takes charge of

electronic quality control on the en-

M

gineering staff of National Union
Radio Corp. He has been working
on war research at Columbia Uni-

TIP

versity, New York.

Only the Vanatta Kwikheat has...

Built-in Thermostatic
Heat Control ... HOT IN 90 SECONDS

ROY C. SYLVANDER becomes director

of engineering at Bendix Aviation

-Built-in thermostat keeps the Kwikheat Iron at correct
temperature for most efficient work-can't overheat-saves
re -tinning time. It will do jobs of several ordinary irons
and do them better ! Check these exclusive advantages that

put the Vanatta Kwikheat Soldering Iron in a class by
itself ... it's HOT, ready to use only 90 seconds after plug gin in . . . saves time. Powerful, 225 watts, yet it's light

(14 ozs.) -well-balanced. Cool- sale --proctea
STYLES

ttl*

#o-$1.25
C4
7
#1- $1.23

10:=,

2-51.25

Six interchangeable tip designs enable one iron to do most
any soldering job.

Corp.'s

Ideal for radio or telephone work. Thousands of Kwikheat Irons
in use by some of largest precision manufacturers in nation. Order
your Kwikheat Soldering Iron and extra tip styles today from
your distributor. Complete iron $11.00 list, includes choice of #0,
#1, #2 or #3 tips. AA5, or better, priority required.

engineer.

VA MATTA

#3- 51.25

THERMOSTATIC
SOLDERING IRON
A Doi.ston of
Sound Equipment Corp. of Calif .3903 San Fernando Rd Glendale 4, Calif.
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Division,

V. J. HALL joins the staff of Indus-

trial and Commercial Electronics,
Belmont, Calif., as assistant to the
chief engineer. He specialized in
the development of electronic equipment at Sperry Gyroscope Co.

#4- $1.75
#5,Melting
pot For tinning -01.50

Eclipse -Pioneer

Teterboro, N. J. He has been chief

JOHN M. MILLER JR. becomes chief
engineer of United Cinephone

Corp., Torrington, Conn. Formerly

active in design and development
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Gives You the New Design
and Operating Advantages
of CONSTANT SPEED
Here is a new Oster development in a constant speed, governarcontrolled motor that backs up your good judgment when you
specify it for applications where constant speed is a necessity.
This motor is now in production and deliveries can be made in

the very near future. Here are the features that assure you of

satisfaction:
Housing: Die cast aluminum end brackets. Mild steel field housing. Totally
enclosed.

Finish: Black anodized end brackets. Cadmium plated field housing.
Weight: 15 Oz.

Bearings: Single shielded ball bearings, lubricated with a grease suitable

When designing four post-war
product, consider this new Oster
development in applications where

constant speed is a nesessity...
6100

for any specific application. Bearing housings fitted with steel inserts.
Windings 8 Insulation: Field coils and armature wound with a select grade
of insulated copper wire and impregnated with a high quality heat
and moisture resisting insulating varnish.
Brushes: Equipped with high grade metal graphite brushes. Beryllium copper brush springs.
Governor: Furnished with a centrifugal governor to maintain constant speed
over a voltage range of 25 to 30 volts.
Temperature Rise: Maximum frame temperature rise at rated output will
not exceed 55° C.
Modifications: Motors can be furnished with special shaft extensions, mounting arrangements, finishes, leads, etc. All modified units are considered special.

a; 6000
5900
2

24

26

2Fig

30

32

VATS

34

Rating of Motor
Type BSTG -1A-2
Horse pou-er-1/ 100 continuous duty
4 MO NTING HOLES

Speed -6(00 R.P M. ± 1%

6-32 TAP

Voltage -25-30 v Ats D.C.

Let us help you fit this and other

Amps. in tat-.95
Starting Torque -300% of full load

Oster Motors to your requirements.

M 22

torque
II

John Oster Manufacturing Co.
DEPARTMENT L -22
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work with Philco, the Navy Depart-

ment, and RCA Victor; Mr. Miller
is in full charge of design and development at United.

Ingenious New'

Technical Methods
Presented in the hope that they will \
prove interesting and useful to you..

ELI

R. ViNsoN, formerly elec-

tronic specialist at the U. S. Naval
Air Station, Alameda, Calif., is appointed electronic tube specialist
for the Pacific ('oast Iiistrict of

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
ROBERT

II.

STREETER,

newly ap-

pointed design engineer at Supreme
Instruments Corp., Greenwood,

New Electroaire Power Unit Converts
Standard Drill Press to Automatic
This exact control over feed and retracstandard drill press with tapping head into
an automatic tapping machine, capable of

Miss., has recently gone there from

producing Class III threads, even with

Sparks-Withington Co. where he

comparatively unskilled operators. By adjusting speed to conform to the lead pitch
of the threads being tapped, the tap will

was a development engineer on automatic direction -finding equip-

cut without forcing threads, and on the
reverse the tap will actually "float" out of

ment.

the part with no strain against the thread

angle.
Air -powered jigs and fixtures can he
opened, closed, and indexed by the Electro-

M. E.
Set up to punch 3 holes simultaneously

KARNS,

formerly of Radio

Corp. of America, becomes chief
of the products and facilities

branch of the radio and radar division of WPB. He takes over the du-

aire Power Feed. The unit can be set for

a pre -determined number of cycles so that

multiple holes can be drilled in the same

ties performed by L. J. Chatten,

piece without ejection, by means of an
indexing fixture controlled and synchro-

now director.

nized by the Electroaire Unit. One operator

WILLIAM F. SLOAN leaves his post

can run as many as two or three drill
presses, turning out top-quality work with

as chief of equipment production
section of WPB's communications

in time.

division to resume consulting engineering in Chicago, Ill.

few rejects and with a minimum of tool
breakage, thus effecting a great savings
Present stockpiles of finest quality materials used in the manufacture of Wrigley's
Spearmint chewing gum are now exhausted

-necessitating discontinuance of production. When a supply of proven materialsknown to be up to the finest standards of
quality-is again available, Wrigley's will
resume production-And Wrigley's Spearmint will he back to again help you on
your job. In the meantime they are manufacturing a war brand. Wholesome but not
excellent enough for the Wrigley brand

DR. JESSE

Shows holes being drilled

ment at Illinois Institute of Tech-

automatically

nology.
ALFRED W. PETERSON

name.
You can get complete information from Electroline Manufacturing Company, 1975 East 61st Street, Cleveland 3, Ohio
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E. HOBSON becomes di-

rector of Armour Research Foundation to replace Harold Vagtborg.
Dr. Hobson was formerly head of
the Electrical Engineering Depart-

Z-57

joins Auto-

matic Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.
Formerly chief engineer for the In February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

Make Bruning Black and W
Prints Right in
Your Drafting Department
Yes-it takes only an area of 61" x 65" to install this
Bruning 75-159B Volumatic Printer -Developer! That
means you can make Bruning Black and White Prints

right in your drafting room-in your engineering
department-in a private office! And with this Bruning
machine, one person performs the entire printing and
developing operation ... produces BW Prints in large
volume on sheets cut to the exact size of your tracings.
Remember, BW equipment requires no plumbing.
Decide now to have the extra advantages of Bruning

Black and White Prints -far easier to read and to
check than blue prints! There is Bruning printing
and developing equipment for every print production

need-whether you make only a few prints a day or
hundreds. Find out how easy it is to have BW Prints
-mail the coupon for full information.

40047"
--0;e

CHARLES

BRUNING COMPANY, INC.
Since 1897

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

Birmingham
Kansas City

Boston

Milwaukee

Detroit
Newark

St. Louis

San Francisco

Seattle

Houston

.

CHARLES BRUNING COMPANY, INC.,

4712.14 Montrose Avenue, Chicago 41, Illinois

Please send me your free booklet giving up-to-

date information on Bruning Black and White
Prints, I understand there is no obligation.
Name

Pittsburgh
Address

City
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ternational Telephone & Telegraph

Corp. in Puerto Rico, he had recently been with the communications division of WPB.
RAYMOND SOWARD joins Supreme
Instruments Corp., Greenwood,

Miss., as chief engineer. Formerly

connected with the company as a
design engineer, Mr. Soward has
recently served with the Signal
Corps in Atlanta, Ga.
WILLIAM B. LODGE has been named

director of general engineering at
Broadcasting System,
New York, N. Y. General engineering activities will include standard
broadcasting; f -m and short-wave
Columbia

Reduced production costs is the key to
the

lower -prices,

increased -sales -vol-

ume, more -jobs combination needed
for post-war prosperity. Walker -Turner

Flexible Shafting offers a proven way
to bring about this reduction-in prod-

ucts involving remote control or the
transmission of light power loads!

broadcasting; audio, studio, transmitter, and master control design;
and frequency allocations.
DR. W. D. COOLIDGE retires from his

post as vice president and director
of the research laboratory at General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Dr. C. G. Suits, formerly assistant to the director, takes charge
of the laboratory as a vice presi-

dent.

By substituting Walker -Turner Flexible

Shafting for complicated gear systems
in these applications, design is substantially simplified. The product is lighter,
more compact. Less material is required. Costly machining is eliminated.

Shipping and storage costs go down.
Write today and let us put our years
of flexible shafting experience to work

WALKER -TURNER CO., INC.

wa

er-

urne

Workers of the following concerns in the electronic field have
been awarded Army -Navy E bur gees for excellence in production :
Automatic Radio Mfg. Co.,
Inc.

Boston, Mass.
Commercial Radio- Sound
Corp.

for you!

PleInield,

AWARDS

New Jersey

FLEXIBLE SHAFTING
FOR REMOTE CONTROL AND POWER TRANSMISSION

New York, N. Y.
Noblitt Sparks Industries, Inc.
Franklin, Ind.
Greenwood, Ind.
Regal Electronics Corp.
New York, N. Y.
Times Telephoto Equipment,
Inc.

New York, N. Y.
United Electronics Co.

Newark, N. J.
36S
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NEW CATALOG
Iatede
FM or AM

Eguquitefte
RELEASED
Pci&ce wed
e,te State:lied

YOURS FOR THE ASKING:

FM or AM

eomfteete Weitz/ad
Efeeqtateat
ENGINEERED and BUILT by

Every page contains vital facts you should
have to obtain 1945 communication efficiency. Tells all about latest Doolittle STATION TRANSMITTERS - MOBILE RECEIVERS
-MONITORS-CONCENTRIC TRANSMISSION
LINES -AND ACCESSORIES. Shows the many

advantages of modern two-way equipment
. completely engineered, built and matched
by Doolittle. Write on official stationery for
your copy . .. at once.

DOOLITTLE
ORDERS ACCEPTED NOW!

RADIO, INC.
7421 S. Loomis Blvd., Chicago 36, III.
Builders of Precision Radio
Communications Equipment
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NEW PRODUCTS
Month after month, manufacturers develop new materials, new components,
new assemblies, new measuring equipment; issue new technical bulletins, and
new catalogs

lasting from 1/1000 to 1/10 of a
A photo -electric control
makes it possible to take an oscillogram in one revolution of the drum,
regardless of speed. A photoelectric
control eliminates the possibility of
superimposed waves.
second.

Another product announced by
Westinghouse includes a new type
ceramic insulation which is
called Zircon porcelain and which is
for use in u -h -f equipment. The new
of

Electronic Equipment

will trip the relay which bends the

FOR AIRCRAFT manufacturers, elec-

will strike the fluorescent screen or

tric power companies and research
laboratories, there is available a
new self-contained industrial electronic oscillograph which records
characteristics of electrical phe-

rotating film drum for phenomena

film for recording electrical phe-

material has very low loss at ultrahigh frequencies.
Also announced is a new hotforniing molded laminate, known as
Micarta 444, which combines the
desirable molding properties of
thermoplastic materials and the
good physical characteristics of
thermosetting materials. This new
plastic can be heated and pressed
into deep -drawn and complicated
shapes. Other features of Micarta
are good insulating qualities, high
impact strength, and good thermal
stability.

nomena lasting 1/1000 of a second
or less and can be operated with a

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.

beam around the target so that it
film below.

Concentrating coils, beam current meter, and leak valve, control
the intensity and size of the trace
on the film. Deflecting coils move
the zero position of the beam so as
to use the whole area of the exposed

film for the record. Included with
the unit are a fluorescent screen for
direct observation, and a stationary
film holder which takes a standard

WAR SOLDER SPEEDS PRODUCTION

nomena lasting as little as a fraction of a millionth of a second. The

unit consists of the oscillograph
proper and a cabinet which houses
all energizing and control circuits.
An instrument of the cold cathode
type, the oscillograph is capable of
recording single electrical transients with respect to time, or two
electrical phenomena with respect
to each other, such as voltage versus

current, in the form of diagrams
produced by two pairs of electrostatic deflecting plates disposed at

right angles to one another. The
cathode of the tubes is energized
from a 50 kv d -c rectifier with a
control to correct for line voltage
variation. The beam is normally
blocked by a target. An impulse
synchronized with the phenomena
360

Wire loops on small armatures having their Formex insulation burned off at the
same time they are tinned in one Fairchild plant. This is accomplished by
heating 60.40 solder to 1,000 deg. F in an electrically -heated pot. The operation
formerly required burning off the insulation in an alcohol -lamp flame and wire brushing before soldering. This took three times as long as the present
technique using the war solder
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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while, at the tame

Conservation of space and materials
in the DeJur
,fficiency is demonstroted
meters, as shown
time, maintainig
Modeln 112 Meter. Four of these than one
r
l' -inch
take no more room
only
in the photograph,
the
112,
measurin
dg
312 Meter. Yet,
3'2 -inch Model
deep is capable of
and 25/32 -inch
space is at a
13s inches square
applications
where
job in many

og

a mon-sized
premium. Using

the same carefury des gned

basically
this meter is built
components as our larger instruments,in :forward range:.
precision.
Available
with fine watch

rh

the wide
scope of DeJur is exhibited in models
line. There are
The manufacturing
dynamic voltage
range of our rheosat-potent'ometer
devices, radio transmitters,
panels, spot
for electronic
amplifiers, mixing
powerelectrically
control, portablecontrol,
etc. Mechanically and

of the industry.
welding, motor
engineered to the precise requirements
ganged units, and units
standard, multiple or
Designed for
Available in
values and tolerances.
with special resistance
under all operating conditions.
efficient service

We are equipped to work with you on special models, of all DeJur produrts,

for present or postwar applications. Write for the latest Delur catalog.

BUY

AND

HOLD

MORE

WAR

BONDS

num Go oration
GENERAL OFFICE: NORTHERN BLVD. AT 45th ST., LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
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Aluminum Structure
LINDSAY STRUCTURES are now avail-

able in aluminum as well as in steel.
The aluminum structures give a 50
to 60 -percent saving in weight over

the light steel structures, yet possess the same strength -weight ratio
and ease of assembly features. These

structures may be used

as cab-

inets for electronic equipment and
provide an all -metal shield that is
rigid and free from vibration. The

manufacturer states that because
of its strength -weight ratio, the
light -weight structure has adequate

strength to support equipment installations. All parts for structure
are accurately die -formed and can
be quickly assembled with standard
tools.

Lindsay & Lindsay, 222 West
Adams St., Chicago, Ill.

RTH
Above :

TEST CELLS

Model NI.5-16-C
Left :

Model NL5-10
Control cabinet
with recorder

perform automatically any
or all the conditions required for
TYPE TESTS and LIFE TESTS

required by Army - Navy - Air
Corps specifications for electronic
devices and their components.

The framework for this aluminum Lindsay structure cabinet is light enough

to be easily handled by one man

Standard models may serve your purpose, but if your require-

ments are special remember that we are primarily custom
builders of :

LOW TEMPERATURE-HIGH ALTITUDE-HUMIDITY test
and calibration equipment for laboratory or production line.

Our Field engineers will be glad to call on you to discuss your problem.

NORTHERN LABORATORIES LTD.
3-01 27th Ave.. Long Island City, New York
362

Lindsay structure shell, approximately
76 x 42 x 39 in.. weighs 1281/2 lb.
February 1945- ELECTRONICS

MOLD ON ROTS! WE SAID ALBION MAD
PLENTY OF COILS -NOT GO/LS!

SUPER -QUALITY COILS AT REASONABLE PRICES

More and more every day, the industry is turning to Albion
for fast, quality and quantity production of coils, chokes,

and transformers. That's because here you benefit from
the unbeatable combination of management "know how,"
skilled workmanship, streamlined facilities, and central

location. Your requirements will be given prompt and
thoughtful attention.
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

ALBION
COIL COMPANY
ALBION, ILLINOIS

R. F. AND TRANSMITTING COILS AND CHOKES;
I.

F. TRANSFORMERS
363

FOR ANY JOB
-ANYWHERE

ELECTRICITY
*ONAN ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS

supply reliable, economical electric service
for electronics applications as well as for scores
of general uses.

Driven by Onan-built, 4 -cycle gasoline engines,
these power units are of sing'e-tinit, compact design and sturdy construction. Suitable for mobile,
s.at:o.-.ary or emerg'rcy rervica.
Mode/ shown

is

from

W2C series,
?
3 -KW,
60 -cycle,

and
115

en!!; powered ay wafer cooled,
engine.

2 -cylinder

General Radio Devices

-

A VARIAC AND AN oscillator a
two new instruments announced by
General Radio Co., 275 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.
Type 60-A is a 400 -cycle Variac,

5 -amp model for 115-v use. Rated
nominally at 400 cycles, this variac

can be used at any frequency be"Models range from 350 to
35.000 watts. A.C. types from

tween 400 and 2600 cycles. The rating is 860 v -amp. Output voltages

115 to 660 volts; 50, 60, 180
cycles, single or three-phase;

400, 500, and 800 cycle, single
phase; also special frequencies.
types range from
4000 volts.
D.C.

6

to

Dual voltage types available.
Write for engineering

assistance or detailed
literature".

up to 135 v are obtainable with

D. -W. ONAN tt SONS

3260 Royalston Ave.
Minneapolis 5, Minn.

The Importance of

115-v input. A new type of brush
and radiator construction is used
so that brushes can be changed in
a few seconds. Type 60 Variac is
available with or without a case.
Overall height is 44 in., overall diameter is 5", in. Cased, the unit
weighs 3', lbs, and 'incased 3 lbs,
2 oz.

MICA
for National Defense

Type 857-A u -h -f oscillator rethe manufacturer's type

places
757-A.

It is

smaller and lighter

Radio equipment used in tanks
contains tubes and condensers
in which Mica insulation plays

a v?a! part.
FOR
EVERY

RADIO
ELECTRICAL
AND
ELECTRONIC
USE

than the older type, covers a frequency range of 100 to 500 Mc, and
is

designed for use as a power

538 63rd Street, Brooklyn 20. N. Y.

for laboratory measurements. Maximum output is w or
better over the entire frequency
range. The frequency -determining
clement is a new type butterfly h -f
toned circuit in which the induc-

Established 1917 Telephone: Windsor 9-8300

tance and capacitance are varied

source

Joseph J. Long, President
I

simultaneously, with a single control and no electrical contact to the
364
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COMETS
CHASSIS
RACKS

ARTISANS
1H
SHEET

METAL
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32, N.Y.
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VP STREET

PANELS

BROOKLYN

124 30th
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Specially recommended

moving elements is necessary. Dial
reads directly in frequency with an
accuracy of ± 1 percent. Output is

for heavy vibration

obtained at a coaxial jack at the
side of the cabinet. Output coupling is inductive and can be varied

oatifue

continuously

115' or 230-v a -c line, 42 to 60 cyA tube is used to indicate
oscillation. Overall measurements
of the oscillator are 61 x 7 x 71 in.
and it weighs 61 lb. The power sup-

LIGHT

cles.

this Gothard

Light counteracts troublesome vibration.

Jewel holder is threaded into body of
light and is unscrewed to permit lamp
change from front of panel. Bayonet
typo lamps are used-accommodating
a range from 6 to 24 volt ratings. The
No. 1203 requires only a 1" mounting
hole and mounts on panels up to 3/4"
thick.

to

ply which furnishes filament and
plate power and operates from a

PILOT23
of

maximum

oscillator is Type 857-P1 power sup-

9No.

Every design detail

from

practically zero. Supplied with the

Metal parts are all brass, ex-

cept hex nut. Heavy plated. Available
with plain, faceted or frosted jewelsin colors: red, green, amber, blue, opal

ply unit measures 5!, x 6

or clear as specified. Request your
copy of the Gothard catalog for data

on the complete line of Gothard Lights.

Federal Telephone &
Radio Products
TYPE F-5303 IS an industrial power
tube rated at 3.5 kw. Especially de-

Look to the Leader for Leadership.

Val/a

x 7;: in.

and weighs f) lb.

veloped for industrial use in elecMANUFACTURING COMPANY

1310 North Ninth Street, Springfield, Illinois

Export Division: 25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y. Cables-Simontrice, New York

tronic heating, it is sturdy and compact and its six-inch flexible copper

leads are permanently secured to
the tube terminals. Filament and
grid elements are conservatively
spaced. No ceramic insulation is
used. It is rated at 3500 w input
and operates at full ratings at fre-

Dti;IY RELAYS
PROVIDE DELAYS RANGING
FROM 1 TO 120 SECONDS
quencies up to 50 Mc. Maximum

Other important features include: 1. Compensated for ambient temperature

ratings are: D -C plate voltage 3500
v, d -c plate current 1.0 amp, plate

changes from -40 to 110 F.

dissipation 1200 w. The filament

2. Contact ratings up to 115V -10a AC.

current is 27.5 amp at 11 v. Overall
height of the tube is approximately

3. Hermetically sealed - not affected by altitude, moisture or other climate changes .
Explosion -proof.

iAMPER111
DELAY
RELAY

4. Octal radio base for easy replacement.
5. Compact, light, rugged, inexpensive.

with
porcelain
heater

6. Circuits available: SPST Normally Open;
SPST Normally Closed.

WHAT'S YOUR PROBLEM? Send for "Special Problem Sheet" and Descriptive
Bulletin.

AMPERITE

CO.

supplied for water cooling in
Model No. F-5302.
The second new product an-

nounced by Federal is a narrow
lever key (Series FTR-810) which

fAMPERIYE
DELAY
RELAY

6 1 BROADWAY
Y.
YORK 12,NAY.

In
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd.
560 King St. W., Toronto
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Fi

7 in. and it has a maximum diameter of 3} in. The tube is designed
for forced -air cooling, but can be

with heater wound
directly on blade
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THERE are few comforts for the man
out in the forward observation post,

but of one thing he can be sure-he has
the best Communications Equipment in
the world. For the Electronic Industry
has gone all out to provide our G.I.'s
with the finest . . . the best performing
and the most dependable . . . Communications Systems that scientific discovery
and manufacturing genius can produce.

The oldest and most respected names
in audio communications are to be found

on the components that make up these
Systems and so it is that many of the
Transformers, Coils, Headsets and other
electronic parts are marked "Rola". It's
a mark that meant much before the war
. . . that will mean more in the Electronic Age now just beginning.

BOLA
MAKERS OF

THE

ELECTRONICS-February

FINEST
1945

THE ROLA COMPANY, INC.
2530 SUPERIOR AVI NUE
CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

IN SOUND REPRODUCING AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
367

measures ie in. wide, and is for
control purposes in electronic and
communications equipment where
small size is important. It has an
18 -spring capacity which permits
more than 500 possible switching
combinations. It is designed for
one or two way, locking or non locking operation with a positive,

CAN SUPPLY

CAN LOCATE

snappy action. The key assembly is
held together by a single screw.
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.
Newark 1, N. J.

Relays
STRUTHERS-DUNN INC., (1321 Arch

Make Plans Now
for the coming . .
.

.

.

.

PLASTIC ERA

4,,

0

St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.) announce

r

JIM

CAN DELIVER

two products.
Type 78CCA100 vacuum switch
keying relay weighs little, is sturdy,
and has all parts readily accessible

for inspection or adjustment. It
has seven poles, including one dt

...urgently needed
Components and
Equipment

.

.

Here at Rogan, seasoned engineers are ready and willing
to assist you in determining
your post-war Plastic require-

from America's leading
manufacturers!

CAPACITORS

TEST EQUIPMENT
...and 1001 others!

.

ROGAN

Radio and Electronic

RESISTORS
TRANSFORMERS
RELAYS
TUBES

Consult

ments.

pole which handles high -voltage r -f

Whether your peacetime

currents by means of a vacuum

products are to include elec-

switch. All high -voltage parts are

tronic equipment, electrical ap-

rounded to reduce corona.

Type 79XAX is a redesigned
snap -action relay for a wide variety

Now, more than ever, HARVEY
stands ready to supply you with
what you need to help win this
war, and to get it to you as fast
lo-

in
as possible. We specialise
items. We can
cating hard-feAndeffectiveness of
advise as to the
substitutes. We can discuss techproblems with
nical and priority
with 18 years expyou. HARVEY,
erience in the field, is now, as
always, your safe bet.

pliances, stoves or what have
you, the Rogan Organization
will gladly provide cost - free
advice on all phases of plastic
production.

Send us
Your Specifications Today!

Telephone Orders to LOngacre 1-1800

ITT
T1 T T
RADIO COMPANY

All V h

103 WEST 43rd ST., NEW YORK 18. N Y.
368

of applications. All parts are read-

ily accessible and sensitivity adjustments can be made easily and
quickly. Erratic operation due to
slowly -changing coil -flux

balanc-

ing the armature spring tension is
eliminated. The armature of the

ROGAN BROTHERS
Compression Molders and Branders
of Plastics

2003 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
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In A PRODUCT/ON PLUSSER!

ITV A COST REDUCER!

Time was when this manufacturer of magneto housings
used slotted screws and helical inserts to fasten heads to

By switching to Phillips Recessed Head Screws, this
manufacturer turned a slow-motion process into a fast,

ious, 2 -step hand operation never produced completely

ing. He also sliced fastening material costs about 71e'o,

withstand flight vibrations. Though expensive, this labor-.
vibrationless fastenings.

1 -step power operation, got a truly vibration -proof fasten-

assembly costs correspondingly!

ITS A STRENOM BUILDER/

Iry AN ORDER GETTER!

Besides being more efficient from assembly and cost

From the sales angle, too, Phillips Screws are in a class by
themselves. They snap up appearance
product

angles, Phillips Screws are
design angle.
Engineered to stand heaviest driving pressures, they take
any load you need to impart product strength and rigidity.

ftp

make it stronger ... and banish the burred screw heads
that mar smooth surfaces, snag clothing, sabotage sales.

the engineered recess!
In the Phillips Recess, mechanical principles are so correct:y applied
that every angle, plane, and dimension contributes fully to screw -driving
efficiency.

... It's the exact pitch of the angles that eliminates driver skids.
... It's the engineered design of the 16 planes that makes it easy to apply
full turning power - without reaming.
... It's the "just -right" depth of recess that enables Phillips Screw Heads
to take heaviest driving pressures.
With such precise engineering, is it any wonder that Phillips Screws
speed driving as much as 50`A -cut costs correspondingly?
To give workers a chance to do their best, give them faster, easier driving Phillips Recessed Head Screws. Plan Phillips Screws into your
product now.

PHILLIPS

WOOD SCREWS MACHINE SCREWS

SCREWS
SELF TAPPING SCREWS STOVE BOLTS

Made in all sizes, types and head style
Amerlean Serew Co.. Providence, R. I.

Atlantic Screw Works. Hartford. Conn.
The Bristol Co.. Waterbury, Conn.
Central Screw Co., Chicago. Ill.
Chandler Products Corp., Cleveland. Ohio
Continental Strew Co.. New Bedford. Mass.
The Corbin Screw Corp.. New Britain. Conn.
General Strew Mtg. Co.. Chicago, Ill.

El ECTRONICS - February 1945

The H. M. Harper Co.. Chicago.
International Screw Co.. Detroit, AI irh.
The Lain,on & Sessions Co.. Cleveland. Ohio
Manufacturers Screw Products. Chicago. III.
Milford Rivet and Machine Co.. Milford, Conn.
The National Screw & Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio

New England Screw Co.. Keene. N. H.
Parker- Kalon Corp., New York, N, Y.

Pawtucket Screw Co.. Pawtucket. R. I.
Pheoll Manufacturing Cc.. Chicago.
Reading Screw Co., Norristown, Pa.
Russell Burdsall & Ward Dolt & Nut Co.. Port Chester. N. Y.
Srovill Manufacturing Co., Waterville, Conn.
Shakenrooi Inc.. Chicago. lli
The Southington Hardware Mfg. Co.. Southington. Conn.
Wolverine Bolt Co.. Detroit, Mich.
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WIRE WOUND
VITREOUS ENAMELLED

ADJUSTABLE

RESISTORS

resistors, capacitors and inductors
by comparison with a standard.
Components can be measured with
a precision ranging from 0.5 percent to 10 percent. This range can
be extended to 20 percent. This unit

under
personalized
supervision
adjustable

Comparison Bridge
THIS COMPARISON bridge measures

Experience built

Lectrohm

relay almost completes its travel in
either direction before the contacts
snap into the new position. A bulletin describing this relay more
thoroughly is available.

Resistors

are a precision product. Resistance wire is silver soldered to
the solder lugs by special proc-

is self-contained, and is a -c operated

perfect electrical

bridge phase shift oscillator and
a vacuum -type voltmeter. A null

ess, assuring

on

bond always. A thoro vitreous
enamel coating completely embeds the accurately spaced winding. terminals and silver soldered connections - producing a
solid, integral unit. These Re.
sistors are used as voltage divid
era, or potentiometers and can be
equipped with several adjustable
bands. Capacities 10 watt to 200
watt. Request complete informa

105

to

125

v,

50

to 60 cps.

The instrument consists of one a -c
indicator

in

conjunction with a

5127 West 25th Street
Cicero 50, Illinois

tion.

calibrated dial indicates the percentage difference between the unknown and the standard. The comparison bridge is supplied with,

three frequencies of 60, 1,000 and
10,000 cycles. Components being
compared to a similar standard

G -E Safety Spark Gaps are used for protection of condensers
and other equipment against high -voltage surges. These spark
gaps are of the metal -to -glass sealed gas -filled type. They are
designed to perform satisfactorily over a wide range of temperatures. G -E Spark Gap ratings are 1200- and 2200 -volts
10%. They're available with or without mounting brackets.
Perhaps you have an application for G -E Safety Spark Gaps.
For additional information write to Section Q256-119,

range are: capacitors 25 ,up.f to
20 pi ; inductors 5 mitrohenries to
500 henries, resistors from 10 ohms
to 5 megohms. The instrument
measures 10 x 7A x 8:1- in.
Freed Transformer Co., 72

Spring St., New York, N. Y.

Appliance and Merchandise Department, General Electric
Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

BUY WAR BONDS AND KEEP THEM
Hear the General Electric radio programs: "The G -E 'All

TYPE 813 BEAM POWER transmitting

\X'orld Today" news every weekday 6: i5 P.M. EWT, CBS.

tubes of high sensitivity are being

Girl Orchestra" Sunday 10 P.M. EWT, NBC. "The

GENERAL
170

Transmitting Tube

ELECTRIC

manufactured by Taylor Tubes,
Inc., 2312 Wabansia Ave., Chicago,
Ill., under an RCA license. The tube
has a maximum plate dissipation of
110 w. Maximum CW output is 360
February 1945 - El ECTRONICS

Nothing would please us more than to work
with you on problems of eliminating vibration

in post war equipment. But until the date of
final supremacy for American arms is clearly at

hand, commercial and domestic requests for
U. S. Rubber Mountings must be subordinated
to those directly involved in the war effort.
Right now, United States Rubber Company
technicians are completely occupied with demands from the Army, Navy and Air Forces.
New weapons - as well as new implements for
communication and control-call for scientific
protection against vibration and shock. And

the proving -ground of mechanized warfare has
shown that such protection is best provided by
the use of rubber insulators.
Moreover, in plants directly concerned with

turning out this materiel, engineered rubber
mountings are no less essential. They help speed
prod uction;lengthen the life ofcri ti cal machines.
You will find, however,when we are again free

to serve you that "the new science of smoothness" has progressed enormously in recent years
and months. War has taught our engineers and
chemists much about rubber-the greatest and
most useful of all the plastics.

SERVING THROUGH SCIENCE
Listen to Science Looks Forward"- new series of talks by the great scientists of America On the Philharmonic Symphony program. CBS network, Sunday afternoon 3:00 to 4:30 E. W.
T.

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
1230 Sixth Avenue Rockefeller Center New York 20, N. Y.
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In Canada: Dominion Rubber Co., Ltd.
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MOTORS
AND

voltage is rated 10-v a -c, or d -c at 5
amp; transconductance for plate

GENERATORS

current of 50 milliamp is approximately 3750 lanhos; interelectrode
capacitances, grid to plate with
external shield) 0.2 pmf maximum;
input 16.2 itnif ; output 14 pmf. The

tube is available for military and
government orders on priority basis
for war contracts.
0

a

an

Aircraft Power Rheostats
made in accordance with latest Army -Navy Aeronautical Specification AN-R14a,
THESE NEW UNITS,

are light in weight, meet various
critical tests, and operate satisfactorily in temperatures from -55
deg C to +70 deg C. The two types
available include Model .1 which is

"ELINCO" A.0 DRAG -CUP
INDUCTION GENERATORS
Both base and lrame-mounted models,
die-cast aluminum -alloy housing, black
enamel finish. Torque required for rotation approximately 25 grains at 1- rad.
Type 68: applied voltage (to one of the

two stator phase terminals) 115 v.a.c.,
generated voltage (at other terminal)
with resistive load 100,000 ohms varies
0.15 v. max. with drag cup
stationary, to 1.20 v. min. at 1,000 RPM.

from

and to increase at uniform rate up to
6.000 RPM.

rated 50 w, and Model II rated at
25 w. They are supplied with either
linear or tapered windings in various resistances, with "oft" position,
as required. The units are enclosed
in
compact, corrosion -resisting
metal containers and Came supplied
with a knob as illustrated.
Ohmite Mfg. Co.. 4835 Flournoy
St., Chicago 44. Ill.

OTHER MODELS
The business of our company is the
design and production of special fractional h.p. motors and generators to
meet the requirements of individual
customers. We will be pleased to

assist in the solution of your problems.

Electric Indicator Company
104 Porker Ave., Glenbrook. Conn.
F-I,uur, 1945
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WHY WE LIKE TO "ROLL OUR OWN"
THE production of high -efficiency electrical and
electronic equipment demands close control over the

manufacture of most of the parts which go into it.
To be certain of accurate control over component
parts, Connecticut Telephone and Electric Division
manufactures an unusually high percentage of them
in its own plant. For instance, we produce our own
magnets, wind our own coils. Stampings and screw

machine products are turned out to our own standards, in our own shops.
These facilities for complete fabrication of the
more essential elements of a piece of electrical or
electronic equipment are as important to our cus-

tomers as to us-they result in a better product at
a "better" price . . also assurance of our ability to
.

keep delivery promises.

MAGNETS have a great deal to do with the
efficiency of many types of electrical apparatus.

Specially developed alloys treated in our own
electric furnaces permit close control over the
performance of C. T. & E. products.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC DIVISION
GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, INC.

MERIDEN, CONN.

TELEPHONIC SYSTEMS SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT ELECTRONIC DEVICES ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

HOSPITAL AND SCHOOL COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNALLING SYSTEMS IGNITION SYSTEMS
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Regulated Power Supplies
IN APRIL ELECTRONICS Model 44

power supply unit is described. The
manufacturer now has available

Model 44-B (illustrated) which is
similar to Model 44, but provides
higher load current. Output current is rated 250 milliamp maximum (Model 44 is rated 100 milli amp maximum). Other character-

istics for both models are: input
105-125-v a -c; output voltage 0-300
v d -c

in three ranges; regulation

(maximum voltage change with

2 age "lottial Yes, Insuline is proud
to announce it. For today, more than
ever, our Armed Forces are urgently

load) ±0.2 v at 300 v; ±0.1 v on
0-10-v range. Line stability (maxi-

calling for greater production of Radio Electronic Products.

We look upon our 2nd Award as a re-

newed challenge, saying: "Back up
our fighting men . . Give them the
.

material strength with which to implement their fighting hearts!"

We shall answer this call with new
records of 'exceptional performance
worthy of the trust placed in us by the
Armed Forces.

0030iRTF/i,s,-,

Write for Catalogues describ-

ing our extensive line of

Ngr CI RONK ; 0,QN
c -j c..\

Radio -Electronic Products.

InsuunE

0

.z

N-

rr

CORPORATION OF AMERICA

INSULINE BUILDING

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y

mum voltage variation with line
v at 300 v; ±.0.15 v
changes)
on 0-10-v range. Both instruments
are intended as general laboratory
instruments, or wherever a source

of voltage of a variable nature is
desired. A 4 -page bulletin describ-

ing these units, as well as Model
(described in May ELECis available from the
manufacturer, Radio -Television Institute. Inc., 480 Lexington Ave.,
New York 17, N. Y.
42-A

TRONICS)

Insulated Carbon Resistors
Two N E W LINES, consisting of five
THE LONG -LIFE PIVOT
Permopivots are tipped with Permometal*, a highly developed precious
metal alloy...the product of Permo's own metallurgical laboratory. The
unique qualities of Permometal make it ideal for tipping precision pivots.
It has an extremely low coefficient of friction, eliminating the need of
of ...it is non -corrosive and non-abrasive. Actual tests definitely prove
M. Beg.
Permopivots keep precision instruments accurate longer.

different types of insulated carbon
resistors (which cover six different
AWS ratings: RC10, 20, 21, 30, 31
and 40) are in production by Erie
Resistor Corp., Erie, Pa.

The first line consists of Erie

type 504B (RC21) which measures
ie in. in length, and
in. in diameter, and which replaces the manufacturer's type 504. Type 518B
(RC31) replaces type 518. It measin. in
in. ill length and
ures
diameter. The newer types have
572

PERMO, Incorporated

MANUFACTURING

METALLURGISTS

6423 RAVENSWOOD AVENUE CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS

Write Today for Complete Information

one-piece molded phenolic cases in 374
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Type C-7220 Precision Snap Switch
12 amps. 30 Volts D. C., 125 Volts A. C.

Type C-2851 Thermostat. For such use

as

Roughing Controls on Outer Crystal Ovens

of Reliable Control or Protection ...
Type C -435I Thermostat. Used for Tube
Warming, Tube Cooling, High Limit Controls,
etc.

KLIXON DISC -OPERATED CONTROLS
Simplicity of operation'is the reason for the accurate operation of Klixon Controls. These compact, light -weight controls

are actuated by a simple scientifically calibrated Spencer
Type PM (NAF-1131) Circuit Breaker

thermostatic disc. This foolproof actuating element does away
with complicated relays, toggles, magnets and other fussy parts
that tend to wear and get out of adjustment. It provides sure
operation by snapping to a quick clean break or a solid make
. .

Type RT Thermostat. Adjustablle Temperature
Control

4.
441

ar

. no matter how often it operates. And because there's

nothing to get out of order, its accurate performance is unaffected by motion, altitude, vibration or shock regardless of the
position of mounting.
Klixon Controls are available in a wide range of types and
sizes for such applications as motor and transformer overheat
protection, electric circuit overload protection, thermal time
delays or tedifieiature control for radio equipment. Investigate
Klixon Controls for reliable control or protection applications.
Complete information sent on request.

Type ER Series. Ambient Com aensated Time
Delayed Relays

,A)
1180.i ova. ..

Type B-3120 Thermostat and F eater, Crystal
Dew Point Control

ELECTRONICS - February 1945

SPENCER THERMOSTAT COMPANY, Attleboro, Mass.

375

sii.it(1 of ceramic insulation. and are

available in resistance values from
0.5 ohm to 100 megohms.
Other units announced include a
new line of compact, hot molded,
insulated resistors in 1-, t-, 1- and
2-w ratings in the following t3,pes:
Type 524 (RCIO and RC20) measures in. in length, 0.135 in. diam-

eter; Type 525 (RC30) measures
in. in length and 1 in. diameter;
and Type 526 (RC40) measures
in. diameter.
in. in length, and
The resistance mix and insulation
material of these types are molded
simultaneously as an integral unit.
The resistors are manufactured
only in RMA preferred values from
220 ohms up to and including 4.7
11;

WITH TWELVE CONTACTS

GENERAL CONTROL
COMPANY'S NEW

MODEL MCM

metal parts
fabrications
and assemblies

megohms. Wire leads are 13 in.
maximum, No. 20 wire on types
524, 504B and 518B; No. 18 wire is
used on types 525 and 526.

"MIDGET"

"Unusual assembly
requirements have

Resistance Meter
LEVER

SWITCH
The "Midget" is designed especially
for electronic and communications
circuits in aircraft, and for other light
duty applications. It is a "Midget"

in both size and weight ... it saves
precious space and weight, yet is so
ruggedly constructed that it will
stand severe use.
The contact possibilities ore unlimited . . contact assemblies can be
removed from the frame by remov.

.

meter has three ranges-from zero
Complex fabrications, involving unusual structural and mechanical

features, can be produced by
OLYMPIC with accuracy and preci-

sion. Complete design collaboration from blueprint to production,
will result in greater product efficiency.

Whether your future product

vent turning in the mounting panel

rated from 5 to 10 amperes,

125 volts A.C.

tion, or can be supplied with two
positions (no neutral).

to 0.005, 0.05 and 5 ohms. The scale

is a direct -reading linear type. It

is mirrored to eliminate parallax
and

facilitate

ate readings.

extremely accurBuilt-in standard

resistors are all of the 4 -terminal
type and are individually adjusted

to an accuracy of
cent.

GENERAL

CONTROL COMPANY
1202 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD
ROSTON 34, MASS.

3/6

frame."

is rated 1 percent or better. The

...a key can be provided to pre-

three positions as shown in illustra-

of

this metal chart

of the potentiometric method of low
resistance measurement. Accuracy

all parts are

The standard "Midget" has either

the production

quantitative analysis (by the resistance check method). The circuit
of the instrument is an adaptation

side of the switch ... a single hole
only is required for panel mounting

.

fabrica
lion techniques in
sourceful

switch or contact resistance, or
fractional ohm standards, or in

non -corrosive ... has easy, positive
roller action, regardless of number
or arrangement of contacts on each

. .

- through

MODEL P-25 Milliohmer may be
used in bond testing, or to measure

.

ing a single bolt

r

been met-simply
and satisfactorily

k

of

1

per

The unit operates on self-

in-

volves production tooling, forming,
drawing, stamping, welding, brazing or soldering, OLYMPIC will
satisfactorily meet your require-

ments. Remember the nameOLYMPIC-for the tough jobs.
CRAFTSMANSHIP

IN METAL PARTS

OLYMPIC

contained batteries. Available on
priority of AA3 or better.

TOOL & MFG. CO., INC.

Superior Instruments Co., Dept.
U, 227 Fulton St., New York 7,

39 CHAMBERS ST.
NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

N. Y.
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UNTIL the armed forces of the United Nations
get all of the FERRANTI Products they need,
civilian requirements must rate second place!
But our capacity is now more than ten times what

it was a few years ago-and is still increasing.

We are therefore in a position to offer prompt
delivery schedules on most products --exceptionally prompt delivery on many items-plus many
worthwhile improvements growing out of our own
wartime engineering program.

WE THEREFORE SUGGEST:
Before making your commitments-find out what FERRANTI can do.
Full Facilities for Wiring and Assembly of Complete Equipmentr

FERRANTI ELECTRIC, INC., R. C. A. BLDG., NEW YORK 20, N. Y.
TRANSFORMERS

REACTORS

ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETERS

FILTERS

EQUALIZE RS

WIRING AND ASSEMBLY

ATTEN UATORS

RECTIFIERS

MODULATION SETS

PLATE -FILAMENT

AERO TRANSFORMERS

PROMPT SERVICE DELIVERY

FERRANTI
ELECTRONICS -- February 945
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HEXACON
AeOe'af ado

Oejbe

HATCHET TYPE IRON

Signal Generator

for better balance and

SIGNAL GENERATOR, Model No. 704,

less operator fatigue

SPERRY

is a complete wide -range testing in-

strument with a range from 95 kc
Fundamental fre100 Mc.
quencies are continuously variable
to

from 95 kc to 25 Mc in 5 bands.
(PATENT FL 1L1/1174

;

1.

e

rjr,

4

114/1

Offering even greater ease in handling than the light -weight irons
now used for difficult, intricate soldering, the Hatchet Type iron is especially engineered and designed

for operator comfort. Non -tiring
even after hours of continuous use,

these soldering units have all the

Calibration is accurate to 2 percent
per band up to the broadcast band,
and within 3 percent for high fre-

quency bands. A planetary drive
capacitor with direct -reading calibration is used. Output can be
modulated or unmodulated. Selfcontained

carrier -modulation

is

extra advantages included in every
HEXACON iron - replaceable elements of highest grade nickel -chromium wire, tips of hard -drawn cophexagon -shaped barrels

per,

. -11'1- 411'i

for

maximum heat dissipation during
intermittent use, Underwriters' Lab-

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BULLETINS

The complete diversified range of HEXACON soldering irons is described in detail in fully -illustrated Itterature. Ranging from 40 to 700 watts,

and with tip diameters Vs° I. 13/s". HEXACON
Irons are available to meet every requirement.
Writ* today-there is no obligation.

oratories approval, etc.

HEXACON ELECTRIC CO.
130 W. Clay Ave.. Rosen* Park, N. J.

HIGH -DUALITY

LONG-LASTING
SOLDERING IRONS

either 400 cycles or 1,000 cycles,
sine wave. Either is available for
external use. Protective features
of the instrument include automatic

agata/DXfIfIST!
year DX Crystals

have been automatically deep -

etched by a new process. Both

shorting of all coils not in use; individual shielding of r -f circuits,
coil assembly and attenuator; and
an overall steel case, chassis and
panel. A 5 -step attenuator is used
for controlling the output. The instrument is supplied with a pilot light "on -off" indicator and a
double -fused cord.

Radio City Products

Co.,

127

West 26th St., New York 1, N. Y.

the method and machines were

perfected by DX Engineers so

that all DX Xtals can have the
nth degree of stability and en-

Current -Measuring

durance necessary to wartime

Instruments

operation.

THESE CURRENT -MEASURING instru-

Think about DX Products for your

ments feature linear scales, unit
construction and dust -proof cases.

Unit construction means that the
jewel bearings, armature and core
are all assembled as a unit and that
the Alnico magnet and pole pieces
are brazed together as a unit. Brazing is done in an induction furnace

to insure a uniform joint and to
prevent spreading or loosening under vibration. Standard meters
GENERAL OFFICES: 1200 N. CLAREMONT AVE.,

CHICAGO 22, ILL.,

U

5. A

come in a wide range of models. The

manufacturer will design meters to
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

SYLVANIA NEWS
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT El WrION
Published in the Interots t f Bahl. Sight and Sonlid

FEBRUARY

Type 1AB5 Used as

191.5

Set -Owners Place FM First in
Sylvania Survey of Radio Sets

Mixer, RF Amplifier
At 50Mc. and Above
Svlcania Electric's 1AB5 tube is a filament tpe pentode for use as a mixer or
RF amplifier in circuits requiring a tube
of greater mutual conductance than the
1LN5.

The 1AB5 is especially designed for
upc[dtion at frewsencies of 50Mc. and

91% of Consumers Interviewed Say They
Want This Feature in Postwar Receivers
Preliminary reports of the nationwide survey being conducted by Sylvania
Electric indicate a high degree of interest in frequency modulation. Of the
thousands of set -owners \Nliu have been personally interviewed, 91% have
indicated their desire to ha \ 1:\1 incorporated in their postwar receivers.
(r; said that they were willing to pay
an additional sum in order to get this

91%

feature.
Tclevi.iiin. while al -o a -object of consideralile interest. ranked behind ITM in

49%

the tabulation of survey results. PV; of
those interviewed stated that they wanted

television reception after the war. The
same percentage indicated their willing.
ness to pay extra for it.
INFLUENCE OF COST
ligher. Its combinati4 qi of characteristics
results in higher effect e input resistance
at these frequencies.
The tube has an 8 -pin base of the Lock

41

11

i;,

1-

10

r,l

1 IIuml 1,10'11,1,,11

vs hie), consumers would be willing to pay

In type, and a Short T-9 bulb. It is di signed to operate on a filament voltage of
.1.2. Full technical data are available front
Sylvania Electric.

As a guide to set manufacturers in their
postwar planning, the Sylvania survey is
also eliciting information on the amounts

SYLVESTER SURVEY

in order to have FM and television. The
results of this phase of the survey will
be published in subsequent issues of
SYLVA \

1)11) You KNOW..

\LW S.

SURVEY CONTINUES
.

\\ bile the analysis of the results of personal interviews is going on, Sylvania
Electric is continuing its survey. and
broadening its scope, through the medium of a series of questionnaire-typ,
advertisements appearing in leading na-

h it new long, small diameter fluorescent
lamps soon to be placed in production at

dnia Electric will be of the instant starting type? Using no starters, they will need
less maintenance.

tional magazines.
The purpose of these advertisements is
to gather additional information on consumer preferences and interest, not only

*
*
*
that the taking of tube characteristic., h.

photographing an oscillo-,corie trace permit t he measurement of t u he pert ormance which
could not otherwi,c be obtained? This is
t

method used in the NkIvania Laborin.rie-.

"'Would vou h dime to go as high as
$300 to Ito re 1'11 ,:11,1 telerision included

in various types of radio and television
receivers, but also in the possibility of
using electronic devices in their hcmes.

SYLVANIA -`ELECTRIC
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS IN( I..

/1)(idio

oiw. Emporium, Pa.

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, ACCESSORIES; INCANDESCENT
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LAM PS

379

fit

MODEL 592
A, 25,000 OHMS PER VOLT

individual needs, if desired. A

catalog sheet, No. 101, explains the
functions, adaptability and construction of these meters which are
available from General Electronics
Mfg. Co., Culver City, Calif.

111111
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Amplifiers
FOR F -M APPLICATIONS Series 102
amplifiers with mounting acces-

sories are available. The series consists of the following four types of
amplifiers: Type 102-A which has
input impedances of 30/250 ohms
and output impedance of 600 ohms;
frequency response of 30-16000 cps,
0.5 db. Type 102-B is a three -

stage amplifier with a gain of 95

ADAPTABILITY

...used to doing
the unusual
Does some part of the
product you make present an unusual problem? You are under no

obligation when you
ask our consultant serv-

ice for help. Our engi-

neering thinking and

* Design proven by over 5 years pro-

our machines are both

duction
Sensitivity -75,000 ohms
per volt and 1000 ohms per volt

* Matched resistors of I% accuracy
* Push button operated-no roaming
test leads

* Open face-wide scale 41/4" meter.
40 microamperes sensitivity

*I Microampere first scale division

SPECIFICATIONS

D.C. MICROAMPERES:

0.70.700 microamperes

D.C. SaILLIAMMETER:

0.7.35.140.350 mllllamderes

D.C. AMMETER

0.1.4.14 amp...,

D.C. VOLTS. 25.000 OHMS PER VOLT:
0.3. 5.7.35.140.350.700.1400 volts
D.C. VOLTS. 1000 OHMS PER VOLT:
0.3.5.7.35.140.350.700.1400 volts
a.C. VOLTS. 1000 OHMS PER VOLT:
0.7.35.140.350.700.1400 volts

db. It employs input stage mixing,

of a three -stage amplifier, fixed

gain, adjustable, 75/85/95 db. Type
102-1) is a two -stage amplifier with
fixed gain of 61 db with 600 ohms
input impedance, and 45 db bridg-

ing also with 600 ohms input impedance.

The Langevin Co., Inc.. 37 West
65th St., New York 23, N. Y.

0 Os to plus 46 CM
0-500-5000.50 000.500.000 OHMS
0.5.50 MEGOHMS

POWER SUPPLY

Natters Operated

With the above specifications
the Supreme Model 592 Speed
Tester meets today's requirements for general laboratory
use, assembly line tests and inspection, radio and other electronic repair and maintenance.

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP

hart is accurate to

!our places anal signalled
in three crrb.rs.
cost

rx std

Electronic Control
DESIGNATED AS Type P25N is an
electronic concentrate control for

detecting and controlling, through
operation

of

signals, valves or
pumps, changes in liquid concen-

trations. It is intended for all applications in which changes in con-

centration are accompanied by a

ns

Y -nuns

at

obligation. Just
s our 'tan, r, title

'111

and address.

See our Catalog in .Sweet's

tile for Product Designers

JOHN HASSALL
INC.

in Cold -Forging
Since 1850

150 Clay Street
Brooklyn 22, N.Y.

corresponding change in electrical
conductivity. The instrument has
a sensitivity range of 100 to 5,000
ohms and operates on a 5 percent
change in probe -circuit resistance.
The
predetermined
resistance
value for which the control is sel
remains fixed

380

This Decimal Fetuitalents

110

0.7.35.140.350.700.1400 volt,

OHMMETER:

unusual. And chances
are that a cold -forged
part will he more economical for you.

and is intended for public address
installations. Type 102-C consists

OUTPUT VOLTMETER:
DECIREL METER:

to doing the

adapted

* Dual D.C.

regardless of vaFebruary 1945 - ELECTRONICS

To reduce drain on batteries specify

KAAR 9fraiaid-agedifrif RADIOTELEPHONES
One of the special features of
Kaar mobile transmitters is their
instant heating tubes. When the
-push-to-talk" button on the mi.
crophone is pressed, the transmitter immediately goes on the air...
but between transmissions standby current is zero. By eliminating
battery drain during standby periods, this 22 -watt transmitter can
be operated from a vehicle's 6 volt ignition battery without re-

and 40 megacycles. (Available up
to 62 -MC on special order.) Two
other Kaar transmitters, the PTL10X and PTL-22X, for operation

in the 1600-2900 KC band, are
likewise equipped throughout

quiring frequent re -charging.

with instant heating tubes.
Notice also how the dust cover
can be removed by releasing two
luggage type catches. Likewise
the entire chassis can be removed
for checking or servicing by releasing four additional catches.

The PTS-22X shown above operates on frequencies between 30

which make Kaar Radiotele-

MOBILE RECEIVERS-Crystal
controlled superheterodynes
for medium and high frequencies. Easy to service.

ELECTRONICS -

February 1945

These are but two ofthe features

CRYSTALS-Low-drift quartz

plates.Fundamenta I and
harmonic types available in
various holders.

CONDENSERS-Many types

of small variable air condensers available for tank
circuit and antenna tuning.

phones so popular for military,
civil and commercial communication between mobile units and
a central station.

KAAR
ENGINEERING CO.
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

Export Agents: FRAZAR & HANSEN
301 Cloy St., San Francisco 11, Calif., U.S. A.

MICROPHONES-Type 4-C
single button carbon. Superb

voice quality, high output,
moisture proof.

POWER PACKS-Heavy
duty vibrators and power
supplies for transmitters,
receivers. 6,12,32,voltDC.

381

SIDNAL
115 V,

A.C. SUPY'Lt
TANK

P25N

OR

PROBE

7

VAT

74-

ood000e
SENSITIVITY

ADJUSTMENT

- and so is your
equipment when
it's been pressurized with an ANDREW DRY AIR PUMP
Dry Air Pumps provide

For air -borne equipment, tool

simple, inexpensive source
of dehydrated air for your

Condenser plates will not

ity of electric shock or explosion

spark over at high altitudes
if the apparatus is pressur-

hazard. The unit incorporates a sp,
dt relay, rated at 10 amp a -c, 5 amp
d -c, for normally closed and normally open operation, and requires

products. You can avoid
component failure due to

ized with dry air, because

a power supply of 115-v a -c

then moisture condensa-

cycles.

humidity by enclosing the
entire apparatus in an
air tight chamber and

tion is no longer a problem.

Cambridge 42, Mass.

pressurized electronic

maintaining dry air
pressure.

ANDREW CO.
AN""
Chicago 19, Illinois

WRITE FOR BULLETIN No. 30

Photoswitch Inc., 77 Broadway,

Plugs and Jacks
radar parts and components, plugs

jacks (made to Signal Corps
specifications) are available in the
and

following types : JK-48, JK-26, JK55 jacks, and PL -54, PL -55, PL 204, PL -291 and PL -291A plugs.
These are manufactured by Amalgamated Radio Television Corporation located at 476 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.

ZOts

4AtoritAlla

Fungus -Proofed

Waxes

Capacitor Mounting

As a vital service to the Armed

M TYPE BRACKETS (illustrated) have

been specially developed to with-

Forces we now offer Fungus Resistant Materials. These recently devel-

stand severe vibrations, and meet all

Army, Navy and Aircraft specifications. Although designed pri-

oped products are the answer to
Communications

60

FOR MANUFACTURERS of radio and

363 East 75th Street

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION
Type 876-A

riations in line voltage or tube
characteristics. The voltage applied to the probe does not exceed
25 v, which eliminates the possibil-

requirements

where the impregnation or

coating of radio parts
and equipment are
concerned.

ZOPHAR waxes and compounds
meet every specification of both the

Army and Navy for waterproofing

and insulating all electrical and
radio components. They also have

wide application in packaging of
every description.

ZOPHAR MILLS
112 -130 -26th STREET
BROOKLYN, N.Y.

ESTABLISHED 1846

N
C

marily to permit mounting of oil
capacitors in either vertical or inverted position, they are suitable
for other industrial applications.
Industrial Condenser Corp., 3243
North California Ave., Chicago 18,
Ill.

382
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LEA
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HE NAME

"LEAR" on

home radios is
something new. But Lear
has a long
history ofsuccess in radio
development.
This history

America's homes. They

such as you and

will be radios

your customers

never known
have
dates back to 1930.
before.
Lear thinking
This will
helped to make
make the Lear
mobile radios
autochise a
possible. It
distributor franventive
was Lear inparticularly
foresight that
there is
valuable one. But
success of
contributed to the
even
more!
Lear policy is aimed
to protect Lear
radios on themany of the most famous
distributors and
prewar market.
dealers.
But before the
Stable
discounts on stable
produce aircraft war, Lear preferred
ble
models
to
prices on stawill provide
a service
for a long,
that wasradios-instruments
the sound basis
for
tough
steady,
and
All through
successful
exacting.
the
business.
You'll be
radio
war, Lear
interested
development.
continued
in
about selling
knowing more
Now this
be glad to tellLear home
ability to foresee
radios. We'll
is being
and creole
LEAR,
you about
directed

into fine

radios for

it.
Division,Incorporated, Home Address
Sales, 230
Radio
Chicago
East
11, Illinois.

Ohio Street,

LEAR

RADIO
141111140111,111,
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Terminal Blocks

A

"193 ,-% lr
I Iv

INTERCHANGEABLE

ins
c.14a1

SERVICE
YEARS.
THROUGH THC

1--)1

many

tenings for the lugs in connecting
the desired wires, a new plastic,
patented terminal block is available
which is capable of withstanding a
3000-v a -c insulation breakdown
test. A cam -action bridge element
bears against the lugs or terminals
to be interconnected, and no screw -

OtelaGa
MOST COMPLETE

Smerce 06

WIT ii

standard types of AN terminal
panels employing screw -type fas-

..Sogy

RADIO PARTS
RADIO TUBES
INDUSTRIAL

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
AMPLIFIERS
SOUND SYSTEMS
TEST INSTRUMENTS

COMMUNICATIONS and
BROADCAST APPARATUS

AIRCRAFT and
MARINE EQUIPMENT

fastening device is necessary. The
block may be used in place of disconnect plugs. A quick self-lock-

F M television A M
OVER 10,000 ITEMS

ing feature provides for snap -in

if

contacts, holds the contacts firmly
in position, and requires manual release by means of levers. Identification markers are clearly visible

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS'
PURCHASING AGENTS!
ENGINEERS!

when the lever is in the locked position.
The Paul Henry Co., 2037 S. La
Cienga Blvd., Los Angeles 4, Calif.

Send for this

FREE 800 PAGE CATALOG!
Mite today on your company
letterhead for this massive
800 page Buying Guide con-

taining everything in radio electronics. Complete list-

ings of all standard nationally known products
in

one

handy.

Remember, CLAROSTAT special-

bound

Sent free on
request by r41.. -sing
BOX EF
volume!

* Just turn those tight -tolerance
resistor requirements of yours over
to CLAROSTAT, just as other instrument -makers have been doing
for years past.

Rotary Relay
THE TYPE 82 ROTARY RELAY stepping

This Book

unit is a compact twelve -position
driving mechanism which operates
a shaft extension through 360 deg

Con Help Answer
Your Procurement
Problems!

FOR PROMPT SERVICE
Telephone BArclay 7-1840

ists

offer over two decades of

winding experience, outstanding

skill, and exclusive winding facilities. They wind all wire sizes even

down to .0009" dia. Windings as
fine as 600 to 700 turns per inch,
on bakelite, ceramic or other material, flat or round. Also string
windings in fibre glass and cord.

* Submit your
problem . . .

BUY THAT EXTRA BOND NOW

and SAVE AN EXTRA LIFE!

Solving your resistance and control problems
is our business. Can on us for engineering
collaboration, specifications, quotations.

SUPPLIERS TO
Industrial Manufacturers Research
Laboratories Schools Colleges
Government Agencies Roilroods
Public Utilities Broadcast Stations
Hospitals
Shipyards
Police Depts., etc.

-11A-911)

EttOROSICS :CO.
21IFoltoivitroot. t
3i4

iA:t.,14; Y.

.

CIARDSTAT MTG. co., Inc. 285-1 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
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TRANSFORMERS
with Self -Aligning
Detachable

ANOTHO
FIRST FOR

ECCO

Mounting Studs!
Actual tolerance in mounting dimension can exceed ± N inch. Eliminates
rejects due to bad threads, leaks around
studs, bent or broken studs or changes
in length specifications.

ECCO Transformers, with this new
mounting feature, are available in 15
standard case sizes .. either hermetically
or non -hermetically sealed.

PATENTS

PENDING

Detail shows the simple arrange-

ment that prevents stud from

* REPLACEABLE, IN

turning while it permits centering
in two directions. Clip is stamped

THE FIELD, WITH ANY

from heavy gauge, cadmium

ROUND HEAD MACHINE

plated steel.

SCREW AVAILABLE.
Permits "on the job" changes of stud
sizes and lengths.

In position for mounting, the

ECCO Transformers

stud can be moved (NOT BENT)
in FOUR directions to align with

are now shipped with studs removed
and in a separate container.

poorly spaced holes. Strains

WRITE
FOR DATA SHEET
.1

SLIDES IN

ADDRESS REQUEST TO DEPT. E

DIRECTIONS

423 North Western Avenue,
ELECTRONICS -

February 1945

TWO

Los

applied to stud through excessive

tightening are absorbed by
mount.

Angeles

4,

California
385

in twelve progressive steps. The
unit illustrated provides a twelve position selector switch, which in-

0

dexes one position for each momen-

tary current impulse and will drive
up to three wafer switches, or any
other load not in excess of twelve

0

ounce -inches torque. It can be made
to operate clockwise or counter

Actuators can be furnished either as direct drives (indexing the load with the current
impulse), or as spring drives (indexing the load following the current impulse). Current required to
clockwise.

ANSWERS TO BOTH QUESTIONS

WAITING FOR YOU AT DIALCO

operate the relay depends upon the
torque required for a particular ap-

Let us solve your problem with a complete unit - fitted with the proper G.E.

plication.

or Westinghouse Lamp. We manufacture
the most extensive line of Pilot Lights ...
Special emphasis on Neon applications.

Price Brothers

Co., Frederick,

Md.

Write for Catalog today.
YOU CAN DEPEND ON DELIVERIES
WHEN YOU DEAL WITH THE

Magnetic Wire Recorder
BROADCAST

$043104;exresilive)0:1°I.T,

STATIONS can now pur-

chase Model 51 portable multi -pur-

pose magnetic wire recorders for
the first time since the war began.
Speech can be recorded and repro-

DIAL LIGHT
900 BROADWAY

duced with fidelity, but it is not
recommended for recording music
for broadcast purposes. The unit
has a number of improvements, including a new recording head, new
belt drive, and new level -winding
wire guides. The steel case has
been changed to aluminum, de-

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

Telephone: ALgonquin 4-5180-1-2-3

ilie/zreedets-

TRANSFORMERS
and COILS
Standard and CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION

to meet all specifications

creasing the over-all weight from
47 to 35 lb. The unit operates directly from any 105-120-v a -c line.

It is supplied with a high-fidelity
microphone, microphone stand and

Prompt

engineering service
always available

HERCULES ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
INCORPORATED

2416 ATLANTIC AVENUE * BROOKLYN 33, N. Y.
DC and AC WELDERS TRANSFORMERS MAGNETIC CLAMPS SOLENOIDS RIVET HEATERS
SPOT WELDERS FLUORESCENT BALLASTS SPECIAL CONTROLS

386

cable, power cord, one 12,000 -ft
spool of recording wire and one
empty spool. Recordings may be
kept as a permanent record or be
erased magnetically and the wire
used again for other recordings.
Recordings or play -back are accomplished at the flip of a switch.
Electronics Dept., General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

NO
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sot arrow
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AMEN'

iifr ako PP000tmeed
iiyamivENT
AMONETS
Many have asked us, particularly in recent years, "Where's
the connection between 'CINAUDAGRAPH' and 'PERMANENT MAGNETS'?" There's a clue . . in fact, two
as to the connection. Analyze our company
clues
name carefully and you'll get it.
.

.

.

.

Yes, our interest in permanent magnets goes back many
back to a period when we manufactured elecyears
.

.

.

tronics equipment and designed and made our own
magnets. Thus, our knowledge of permanent magnets

encompasses not only- their design and manufacture but
their application.
Today, as for some years past, our business is exclusively
"PERMANENT MAGNETS". And much of the

knowledge stored up has been set down in writing in
the pamphlet illustrated at the left. If you are working
on the design of magnets or are using them, you should
have this information in your files. Send for your copy.

CINAUDAGRAPH CORPORATION
2 Selleck Street

Stamford, Connecticut

Send for our pamphlet
PERMANENT MAGNETS

CINAUDAGRAPH
CORPORATION
ELECTRONICS

- February 1945
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Newly Designed Relays
A NEW CROWN -SHAPED wire guide,

forming a part of the plunger, has
been incorporated in H -B mercury -

plunger relays to keep the plunger
upright and friction -free. These

relays are of the normally open

BENDER

series, available up to 440 v for a -c
and up to 250 v for d -c, with contact

SHEAR

DIE -LESS''
DUPLICATING

\\\

Sys -ter, of

WithtL Dies

-CUR
BRAKE
DI-ACHO

PI -111111111'i 1,11

-DIE-ACK-HO"

111:AERn,
c,

capacities as high as 30 amp. The

PRECISION MACHINES

mercury -to -mercury

7C-11"
321 EIGHTH AVENUE SO.

MINNEAPOLIS 15, MINN.

hermetically -

sealed contacts are positive, chatterless, noiseless, with no exposed
arc.

Type MP -51-M relay is illustrated.
H -B Electric Co., 6109 North
21st St., Philadelphia 38, Pa.

Metal -Testing Instrument
compact

.

.

quiet are

SIMPLE COMPARISONS of ferrous

materials as to analysis and heat-treatment are provided by the Ferro graph, a new metal -testing instru-

. these
Easy -to -installeconomical
Pilot Blowers
running
which make job of air cir
the features important
Equipthe
in of
ideal
models to
and ventilation
standard
Write for
culation
in
ment. Available
15 to 100 C.F.IA
move from
.

.

Bulletin

.

.

.

ment which can be used to obtain
information about iron and steel
very rapidly just as its larger and

507.

ore and

more elaborate counterpart, the Cyspecif

complete
your requirements
giving efficient, owcost
'fell us whotfot sheets"
duty with
1-.P and
send you these dpendable,
or intermittent
1/500
on
with
base
1/15t°
tions
round or
For continuous
from
cases
Motors
Ploin
ranging
enclosed
1PM open or
l-l.P ratings
1550 to 3400
from
mounting
or resilient
.

INC.

F. A. SMITH

2, N
MANUFACTURING
ROCHESTER

801 DAVIS

SI.,

Y.

clograph, does.

The Ferrograph
utilizes the transformer principle
of operation. About 80 percent of
the mixtures of two types of iron
or steel that can occur, can succes-

sively be sorted by the Ferrograph.
A calibrated scale provides ten division per inch, with the tenth division accentuated. The instrument operates on 115 v, 40-60 cycles. It measures 121 in. wide, 171
in.

high, and 231

in. deep, and'

weighs 100 lb. It is fully portable,
and is designed to withstand rough
usage in the laboratory or shop, or
out in the field.

Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,.
Inc., 2 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J.
388
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a new

TELEX TWINSET

Now a NEW TELEX TWINSET from the same laboratories that have completed over one-half million
tiny, rugged, magnetic receivers for the U. S. Army Signal Corps, now in service all over the world.
Suggested uses for

TELEX

TWINSET
Switchboard

Airport radio receivers
Radio stations
Sound research laboratories
Dictating Equipment
Medical stethoscopic use
I. C. system for trains

Civic Depts. (find water main
or conduits)

PUBLIC HEARING
Theatres
Churches

Auditoriums

CIVILIAN USE IN PLANES
Pilot

Passenger radio selection
Telegraph

Monitor radio

The TELEX TWINSET is something
new in electro-acoustics-a post war development that's ready for your preview
today. Tiny in size-only requires space of
5 x 6 inches. Each magnetic receiver only
inches in diameter and only % inches
thick. So tiny, so light-they were made to

banish ear pressure and head fatiguethey weigh only 14 ounces.

TELEX TWINSET, cleverly designed
in tough, durable Tenite, is made to wear
under the chin instead of over the head.
With removable lucite ear tips, any TELEX

Specifications for

TELEX

TWINSET
Impedance -128 ohms per
receiver unless otherwise spec-

ified.

Connection-Either series or
parallel.

Sensitivity -18 dynes 1

sq.

for 10 microwatt input
per receiver.
cm.

Construction-Rugged and
stable, using only finest materi-

als, precisely machined-no
diaphragm spacing washers
in Telex Twinset receivers.

TRANSFORMERS

AND CHOKES:

TWINSET becomes your "personal" set

Cu. Vol.-Down to .15 cu. in.

by merely snapping on your own sterilized

Core Material-High per-

ear tips. The new Twinset receiver is the

Windings-To your specs.

first of a new year of Telex electronic

meability steel alloys.

(Limit of six outside leads on
smallest cores.)

accomplishments.

TELEX

PRODUCTS COMPANY

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS DIVISION, MINNEAPOLIS 1, MINNESOTA
ELECTRONICS-February 1945
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IN-RES-CO

Literature

RESISTORS
can economically facilitate

OPERATING
EFFICIENCIES

--

H -F Iron Cores. These cores are
designated as Crolite Magicore

high -frequency cores and are described in a catalog by that name.
The catalog contains thirty-three

pages of descriptive matter and

iINSTRUMENT
RESISTORS
CO.
Because all IN-RES-CO units are

conservatively rated for long
service -life, and conservative
power ratings preclude unstable
characteristics even under acci-

dental overloads, the utmost in
performance is a

d.

And

the development of automatic,
high-speed winding techniques
by IN-RES-CO engineers-with
bobbins or spools eliminatedaccomplishes this at extremely
low cost.
IN-RES-CO type Al. (illustrated)
inductively -wound, has a stand-

ard tolerance of 1 %, and Is
rated at 4 watts. Its maximum
resistance is 25,000 ohms, and
dimensions are 1" long and
7/16" In diameter.
This

is only one of the many

IN-RES-CO resistors, meter
shunts and multipliers described

In the new catalog. A note on
your company letterhead will
bring it promptly.

INSTRUMEN1
RESISTORS CO.

W IRE
ALLOY "C": Nominally contains 60%
nickel, I5% chromium, and balance iron.
High resistance to oxidation and corrosion. Widely used in resistances for radio
and electronics, industrial, and domestic equipment. Operating temperature
up to 1700° F. Specific resistance 675
ohms/C.M.F.

C. 0. JELLIFF MFG. CORP.

Telephoto Equipment Inc., 229 West
43rd St., New York 18, N. Y.

RESISTANCE

Diamond Fibre Co., Newark, Del.

123 PEQUOT AVE.

SOUTHPORT, CONN.

W IRE
ALLOY "D": Nominally contains

30%,

nickel, 15% chromium, and balance iron,
and

has

a

specific resistance

of 600

ohms/C.M.F. Monel and pure nickel resistance wire also obtainable.

C. 0. JELLIFF MFG. CORP.
Raytheon Tubes. A 44 -page catalog entitled Radio Tube Data and
Substitution Chart incorporates the
latest technical information not
previously available on this manu-

facturer's radio tubes. Electrical
characteristics with outline drawings and diagrams of radio receiving tube types, as well as information on hearing aid tubes, special
purpose tubes and radio panel
lamps are included. Over 1600 sub-

123 PEQUOT AVE.

SOUTHPORT, CONN.

RESISTANCE
W IRE
ALLOY "45": Alloy of 55% copper, 45%
nickel with a constant electrical resistance
over wide range of temperatures. Specific
resistance 294 ohms/C.M.F.; temperature

coefficient 0.00002 ohms per degree F;
32 to 212 degrees range. Used in winding of precision resistors.

stitutions are listed. Radio Receiving Tube Div., Raytheon Mfg. Co.,

C. 0. JELLIFF MFG. CORP.

Chapel St., Newton 58, Mass.

RESISTANCE

RCA Radio History. Twenty-five
Years of Radio Progress With RCA
is the title of an 88 -page book pub-

lished as a token of the 25th anni-

versary of Radio Corporation of
America. It is the history of quarter of a century in radio and electronics. Department of Information, Radio Corporation of America,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

390

123 PEQUOT AVE. SOUTHPORT, CONN.

facsimile equipment and describes
their individual functions. Times

Electrical Insulating Materials.
Engineering Bulletin No. ED -44
contains testing data, properties,
forms, graphs, fabrication, design
and uses of electrical insulating materials available from Continental -

'I'd

Resists chemical corrosion by many media.
Non-magnetic; specific resistance, 650
ohms/C.M.F.

RE,SISTANCE

diagrams of the various parts of

I

to 2100° F. Also used for cold resistance.

powered iron cores. Henry L.
Crowley & Co., Inc., West Orange,
N. J.

acquainted with facsimile communication. The booklet contains

TYPE AL.

ALLOY "A": Nickel -chromium alloy, resists oxidation at extreme temperatures.
Essential for operating temperatures up

C. 0. JELLIFF MFG. CORP.

at persons who are just becoming

0

W IRE

graphs, and gives all the information one needs to know about these

Facsimile Communication. Elements of Facsimile Communication
is the title of an 18 -page book aimed

09

RESISTANCE

123 PEQUOT AVE.

SOUTHPORT, CONN.

W IRE
KANTHAL: Exclusive manufacturers of

KANTHAL wire; although

unavailable

for duration, we will be pleased to supply
information for your post-war requirements.

C. 0. JELLIFF MFG. CORP.
123 PEQUOT AVE.

SOUTHPORT, CONN.

Note: All alloys are produced In high -frequency

bright,

type furnaces, and are furnished
dull, or oxidised finish, also with

enamel, silk, or cotton insulation.
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STEATITE
CERAMIC

Address

City

State

AND RECEIVE IMMEDIATELY AT NO COST THE

New

CHARACTERISTICS
Specific gravity of only 2.5 to 2.6
cent. Per cent power factor.
Water absorption S. 1.5-0.001 per

COMPLETE BUD CATALOG OF
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

to 60 cycles was only 0.0165.
Dielectric constant at 60 cycles
S. 1.5

was 5.9-1000 KC 5.4.

Sign and mail this ad and we will send imme-

Makers of electrical and radio apparatus destined for war service are finding in LAVITE
the precise qualities called for in their
specifications
.
high compressive and
dielectric strength, low moisture absorption
and resistance to

Name

Clip this Ad

el 4'4

.

ATTENTION:
RADIO AND
ELECTRONIC
MANUFACTURERS

.

rot

fumes,

acids,

and

high heat. The exceedingly low loss -factor
of LAVITE plus its excellent workability

diately your copy of the new BUD catalog.
In it you will find illustrated a complete line
of precision -built radio parts which insure
right results in every step of your work, from
experiment to finished working equipment.
Write at once.

makes it ideal for all high frequency applications.

We will gladly supply samples for testing.

D. M. STEWARD MFG. COMPANY
Main Office & Works, Chattanooga, Tenn.
New York

Needham, Mass.

Chicago

Los Angeles

BUD RADIO INC.
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

2118A EAST 55TH ST.

Radio Engineers
Circuit and
Mechanical
Designers
Manufacturer seeks the
services of qualified engineers for
development work. Extensive exRadio

perience required in design of
electronic equipment, including
receivers, chassis, dial mechanisms, remote control. Engineering degree desirable but not essential. Excellent post-war opportunities. Please submit resume.

PHILHARMONIC
RADIO CORPORATION
528 EAST 72 ST.
NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

EL

EN

CAPACITORS 40
NORMAN H.

-

El Menco Mica

Trimmer Con-

densers, avail-

LAWTON

Service
Engineering Sales City, 19
1775 Broadway,

New York

6-0867
Phone Circle

able for either sin-

gle or multiple
mounting, are noted
for their accuracy in

adjustment .

.

for

.

their resistance to
humidity . .. and for

A W FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Plugs ... Assemblies
Sockets ...Terminal Strips
F W SICKLES COMPANY (Eastern Repreientatice)
Coils...I. F. Transformers...Antenna Loops...Trimmer
Condensers, mica and air dielectric ... Tuning Units
ELECTRO MOTIVE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Molded Mica Capacitors...Mica Trimmer Capacitors
.

.

their permanence of
capacity setting.

.

.

.

... a product of The
Electra Motive Manufacturing Company.

.......
ELECTRONICS - February 1945
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Fiberglas Insulating Materials.
Catalog No. EL44-7 entitled Electrical Insulation Materials illustrates and describes the many types
of insulation available and gives
characteristics. It is a 24 -page
booklet. Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corp., Toledo 1, Ohio.

Cable Assemblies. For manufac-

turers of aircraft, marine, radio
and electrical equipment and parts
there is available a 28 -page catalog
which describes and illustrates engineered cable assemblies available
from Whitaker Cable Corp., North

SQUARE -WAVE GENERATOR

Kansas City 16, Mo.

This unit offers a simple, time -saving, visual picture of performance

Micro Switch Catalog. This new

at the fundamental frequency and at all the significant harmonics
contained in a square wave. A single measurement can give as much
information as a laboriously plotted point -by -point sine -wave curve
with the further advantage that it is instantaneous. The G -E square wave generator is an indispensable instrument in the fields of radio,
television and communications engineering and manufacturing. Write:

Electronics Department, General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Electronic Measuring Instruments

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

handbook consists of 100 pages, is
handsomely illustrated and describes over 500 heavy-duty type

micro switches and auxiliary devices for electrical control in aircraft, marine, railway, automotive
and heavy machinery. It is designated as Handbook Catalog No. 71,
and is cross indexed for easy reference. Micro Switch Division, Freeport, Ill.

AN Insert ('hart. This chart contains complete and practical data
of molded AN insert arrangements
for electrical connectors. Standard
inserts from one contact to one hundred contacts are shown in full size.
Inclosed with the chart is data
about An and Amphenol 97 shell
types and styles. American Phenolic Corp., 1830 South 54th Ave.,
Chicago 50, III.

DANIEL
KONDAKJIAN

ELECTRONIC TUBE

Electronic Precision Instruments.
Background data is included in a
KONDAKJIAN components
offer exceptional functional advan-

DANIEL

tages born of over twenty years experience
field.

in this

highly specialized

Micro accuracy, consistent high qual-

ify, fine finish and rugged durability

.,

are inherent mechanical features emEibodied in their design. Economies,
efficiencies and ingenious production
methods are intangible but ever
present features in their manufacture.
DANIEL KONDAKJIAN facilities include
those for economical precision production of metal stampings and screw ma.
chine parts to any specification; in any
quantity. DKE SPOTWELDERS embodying improvements derived of 20 years
experience are also available for delivery
now.

THE ENGINEERING CO. @E
27 WRIGHT STREET, NEWARK, 5, NEW JERSEY
392

12 -page booklet which illustrates
and describes such units as housing
for radio antennas, central -office
traffic control, cathode-ray radio
direction finder, under -water radio
sound equipment, capacity goniometer, wave meter, 10 -channel h -f receiver, and precision mechanical devices. Airplane & Marine Instru-

ments, Inc., 52 William St., New
York, N. Y. and Clearfield, Pa.

Radio Components. Hard -to -find
parts and electronic and radio components are listed in a new Special
Supplement No. 97 available from
Concord Radio Corp. (formerly Lafayette Radio Corp), 901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7,
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

AGASTAT
ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC RELAY

COPPER TUBING
CONCENTRIC LINE
AGASTAT
Standard stock sizes include
5,16", 1/4", 1/4". -Ye" and 2.5/8'..

Other sizes can be manufactured
on special order. Johnson concen
tric line is accurately designed for
uniform impedance and manufacturing

methods

insure

accurate

diameters of both outer and inner
conductors

and

maintenance of
spacing ratios within close limits.
Insulation is Alsimag 196,

NO.

TYPE

141
TIMING
COIL MOM 24 V.

J PSI

74F43VP
0..44 1114 444

illirr .17.

1111

i,--4w '.-..(if4;061.
.1,..,....--)

conductors are pure copper, and

special manufacturing techniques
at joints insure lower losses.

Complete

lines of fittings,
valves, expansion joints,
gas equipment are also

9auges,

and

available. Write today for
recommendations and prices.

F. Johnson Co.

IIME DELAY APPLICATIONS

ELIZABETH AGA NEWJERSEY

JOHNSON
E

FOR DIVERSITY IN

AMERICAN GAS ACCUMULATOR COMPANY

Waseca, Minn

LET US QUOTE

YOUR

SMALL STAMPINGS
GUAGES.

SPECIAL TERMINALS

#22
TO

4

SOLDERING LUGS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
FROM LARGE STOCK

trirum.

PRECISION WASHERS

up to 3/4" 0. D.

Manufactured to Your Specifications

CABLES

'1I

CORD SETS

i.

We Cut, Strip

and Tin, Attach
Eyelets, etc.

%Alai/teed nefierece
COLUMBIA WIRE & SUPPLY CO.

4110 N. PULASKI ROAD
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

Large Tool Room Facilities plus 20 Years Experience insure

HIGH GRADE STAMPINGS
QUICK DELIVERIES
on Medium and Large Quantities

Let Us Quote on Your Requirements

DIEBEL DIE & MFG. CO.
3658 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago 13, III.

Phone WELlington 4202
393
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WALDEN WoirER
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feC"l'e
1300°'

KURM A n

AIRPLANE TOOLS are

designed to quickly

Hu

Microphonemner

0.11

ELEC TRIC
c O.

reach these vita's' parts.
Send for Cctolog No. 14' picturing
hundreds Df
Tools for
Industry.

BAKELITE

as

ACCURACY and STAMINA
.

.

.

SHEETS,

RODS AN D

are demanded in this fire

control panel. Our 20 years of experience in plastics fabrication

TUBES

assures that these exacting requirements will be fully met.

ELECTRICAL INSULATION CO.

FABRICATED
PARTS

INCORPORATED

12

VESTRY

ST.,

NEW YORK

13,

N.

Y.

WALD EN
N'( 1: CIE .; TfH

468 SHREWSBURY STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
394
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Vibration Insulators. Duflex, Series No. 1022, vibration insulators
are described and illustrated in an
8 -page catalog. Harris Products
Co., Cleveland 4, Ohio.

Test Set Assemblies. Manufacturers of electrical equipment (wire,
cable, instruments, motors, appliances and insulating materials)
who need to measure, accurately and

easily, the insulation resistance of
their products will be interested in
an 8 -page catalog entitled To Measure Insulation Resistance-L&N

Test Set Assemblies. Two assemblies (one for routine plant use and

the other for laboratory measurements) are described. This catalog
(No.

E054-460 (1)

is

available

from Leeds & Northrup Co., 4934
Stenton Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.
Directory Listing. A new 1944-45
Directory listing 440 member plastics concerns in the United States

and Canada is available at $2.50
from the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., 295 Madison Ave.,
New York 17, N. Y. More than 700

different plastics products are alphabetically listed together with
the manufacturers of each. Also
contained is a section on who's who

in the plastics industry. The book
contains 247 pages.

YOU can use
CHERRY BLIND RIVETS
This new three -color sixteen -page booklet-filled with

application pictures and drawings-shows at a glance
the outstanding features of Cherry Blind Rivets and suggests a large number of interesting new rivet uses, many

of which may be applicable to your particular fastening
and riveting problems. Send for it now!
Cherry Blind Rivets solve satisfactorily the time -worn

problem of riveting in blind and hard -to -get -at spots.

Post -War Personnel Problems. A
book entitled Personnel Problems
of the Postwar Transition Period
was written by Charles A. Myers
of the Industrial Relations Section
of MIT for the Committee for Economic Development. The study was
based on the experience of 32 manu-

They are upset with a "pull" instead of a pound-from

one side of the job by one man alone-their positive
mechanical action assures satisfactory installationsthey have proven their worth in many installations that

facturing and non -manufacturing
companies. The purpose of the book

is to make known what a few outstanding companies are already doing in the belief that the scope of
experience covered in the book will
be valuable to other companies facing these questions. It is an inter-

are not necessarily blind-head up in metals, plastics,
rubber, plywood, leather, fabrics, enameled surfaces.

I would like to glance through your new
booklet D45. Please also send me the
metal demonstration panel showing the
stages in heading an actual Cherry Rivet.

esting book.

Varnished Tubing Standards. The DEMONSTRATION PANEL
second edition of standards for varnished tubing and saturated sleeving used for electrical insulation is
available. Standards contained in
the 8 -page booklet are standards
adopted by the Varnished Tubing
Association, Inc., 420 Lexington
LOS ANOILES,7rLIFORNIA
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

CHERRY RIVETS. THEIR MANUFACTURE AND APPLICATION ARE COVERED EVII
U.S.PATENTS ISSUED AND PENDING
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Cherry Rivet Company, Los Angeles 13,
[Department A-z2o)
Name

AddressCity
Firm

Zone

State

Title
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U. H. F. STANDARD SIGNAL
GENERATOR MODEL 84
SPECIFICATIONS

c11ewic"°14`
Platinum metals scrap and

residues refined and re-

CARRIER FREQUENCY: 300 to 1000 megacycles.

Sroef4s.a

tot

OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 0.1 to 100,000 microvolts.

worked on toll charges; or

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 50 ohms.

purchased outright by us

MODULATION: SINEWAVE: 0-30%, 400, 1000 or 2500
cycles. PULSE: Repetition -60 to 100,000 cycles. Width 1 to 50 microseconds. Delay -0 to 50 microseconds. Sync.

input-amplifier and control. Sync. output-either polarity.
DIMENSIONS: Width 26", Height 12", Depth 10".

...

Write for list of Products.

Discussion of technical
problems invited . . . .

WEIGHT:125 pounds including external line voltage regulator.

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION
BOONTON

NEW JERSEY

SIGMUND COHN & CO.
44 SOLD ST

4

AL:_l

NEW YORK
1901

For Positive Operation of Electrical Brushes and Contacts

USE SILVER GRAPHALLOY
Silver Grapholloy works in extremes of
heat and cold. It is a molded graphite
impregnated with pure silver, a highly efficient conductor that is self-lubricating and extremely

'

durable. Used in
gun fire control, radar, slip -ring, instrument applications,
and many others.

Silver Graphalloy brushes have high current capacity, low contact drop, and low
electrical noise. Silver Graphalloy contacts
have low contact resistance and will not
weld when subjected to surge currents.
Silver Graphalloy is furnished silver-plated

for soldering to springs or holders.
Investigate the superior qualities of Silver

Graphalloy. Make it a silver job.

AYS Spitipr

GRAPHITE METALLIZING CORPORATION
YONKERS, NEW YORK

<61(APHA LLD
TRADE

MARK

Just off the Press-This complete 24 page
Norco catalogue that every engineer and
executive concerned with Radio Masts and

Towers will want for their files. Write for it
on your business letterhead.
Write Dept. A.D.

SUP-R!NG AND COMMUTATOR BRUSHES AND STATIONARY CONTACTS

HARCO

STEEL CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.
Elizabeth 4, New Jersey
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Production Inspection Equipment
Bulletin No. 3544 is a 16 -page book-

let of illustrations and descriptive
matter on a new inspection cabinet
for continuous x-ray examinations
of parts on a production schedule.
Picker X -Ray Corp., 300 Fourth
Ave., New York, N. Y.

Electronics Book. Can Electronics
Improve Your Products is the title
of a 32 -page, illustrated booklet designed to provide practical information regarding this manufacturer's
facilities and capacity for the production of electronic sub -assem-

blies and parts. Several pages are
devoted to a non -technical discussion on what electronics is and what
it does. Operadio Mfg. Co., St.
Charles, Ill.

Diffraction Apparatus.
Bulletin No. 1XD11-44-10 describes
and illustrates x-ray diffraction
techniques and applications. Diagrams, typical diffraction films, and
X -Ray

several tabulations are given to
show how Norelco equipment is
used for identification, research and

production. North American Philips Co., Inc., 100 East 42nd St.,
New York 17, N. Y.

Capacitor Catalog. This catalog
provides practical working data

on ceramic capacitors. It contains
81 standard rating ceramic capacitor samples and some working samples. Plant illustrations, which
show the manufacturing processes
and testing methods including the
application of solid silver for condenser plates, are included. An
ASA color code makes the catalog
useful as a reference source. Elec-

trical Reactance Corp., Franklinville, N. Y.

QUALITY
CONTROL
The Pressure Test
One of the many tests developed for quality
control at Chicago Transformer subjects the
case -seam and bushing seals of all Hermetically Sealed transformers to air -pressure prior to

compound filling. This procedure, along with
Bendix Radio Bulletins. Units such
as 2500-w ground station equipment
(Model TG -14), u -h -f signal gener-

ator, video signal generator, ex pressor amplifier, power supplies
and marker receiver are all described in separate pieces of literature available from Bendix Radio,
Div. of Bendix Aviation Corp., Bal-

timore 4, Md. The literature on
ground station equipment is a 20 page bound catalog which contains
descriptive matter and illustration
on the TG -14 series.
ELECTRONICS-February 1045

numerous other tests, detects any weakness in
bushings and seams at an early stage of production and insures perfect sealing of every unit.

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

3501 WEST ADDISON STREET
CHICAGO, 18
397

CUT HOLES

TWO BOOKS EVERY ENGINEER NEEDS

3/4" TO 31/2"

THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE
AT WORK by John F. Rider
The cathode-ray tube is the most universally used device
for research, engineering and maintenance in the radio and
electrical fields.
In using this device to its fullest capabilities, it is necessary
to understand its theory and functioning. This book presents
a complete explanation of the various types and what role

each element within the device plays. Different types of
cathode-ray oscillographs are discussed.
More than half the book is devoted to the practical appli-

cations illustrated with unretouched photographs of actual
oscillographs.
338 PAGES

.

.

.

450 ILLUSTRATIONS

.

.

.

$4.00

A -C CALCULATION CHARTS
This book is a tremendous time saver for engineers and
others who work on electrical communication and electrical
power problems. Faster than a slide rule. It covers all alternating current calculations in series circuits, parallel circuits,
series -parallel and mesh circuits, at frequencies from 10

/0111111IIIIMMI

in radio chassis
Punch cuts through chassis, die supports

metal to prevent distortion, cap screw

is turned with wrench to cut clean,
accurate holes for sockets, plugs, and
other receptacles. Saves hours of work
-no reaming, filing or drilling! 3/4" to
31/2' sizes. Get complete data now from
Greenlee Tool Co.,1922 Columbia Ave.,
Rockford, Illinois.
WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER S-119

cycles to 1000 megacycles. 146 Charts -7" x 11"-Two

VatOir,e....4v oast( 0ier.vedre

colors -$7.50.

JOHN F. RIDER Publisher, Inc.
404 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.

Export Division:
Rocke Int. Corp.
13 E

40th Street

GREENLEE

New York City
Coble

ARIAS

---1411111117-

/

CRYSTAL MANUFACTURERS!
Here is a

NEW Holder,

approved by the Signal Corps.

243

Featuring new materials and designs, the new

Nemco Crystal Holders have easily passed

every test to which they have been subjected
by the Signal Corps. and crystal manufacturers.

Nemco Holders are designed to prevent
deterioration of the crystal by repelling

water vapor under tropical conditions.
Because we specialize in the manufacture
of Crystal Holders exclusively, we can
give you the quality and service to help
speed your production.
Write for samples and prices: also request quotations on your requirements
for imprinting holders with metallic ink.

Your Carbon Brushes
Must Be Better, Too,
After the War!
Better motors

after the war!

They

will have to stand heavier loads, be
in weight and higher in
efficiency . . . Carbon brushes must be
better, too. Superior is steadily developing new grades for such purposes. For low -voltage work Superior

lighter

Silver -impregnated Brushes will have
many interesting post-war uses. High

altitude brush grades are even now
performing super -service on sea -level
applications. Write our Research Department, describing your exact needs.

Get Superior
Bulletin

New NEMCO N5X in No. 6105

and 592 may be obtained in
all types of FT -243 Holders.
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NATIONAL ELECTRONIC
MANUFACTURING CORP.
22-78 STEINWAY ST., LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.

"0"

SUPERIOR CARBON PRODUCTS,

INC.

1117 George Ave. Cleveland

SUPERIOR
February 1945-

5

CARBON
BRUSHES

ELECTRONICS

Termination Financing for War
Contractors. This 36 -page booklet

contains information, as released
by the Office of Contract Settlement

of the U. S. Government, for war
contractors on how to settle contracts. It is for sale at 10 cents per
copy from the Superintendent of

Unimpaired Fluxing Power

UNDER ALL CONDITIONS

Documents, Washington, D. C. Most

of the booklet tells about how to
get partial payments and how to
get a termination loan.
Communications

History.

Tom

Tom to Electron is the title of an
interesting 42 -page catalog which

is designed to be a story of communications. With this thought in
mind this manufacturer has made
an attempt to chronologically portray in picture and fact the history
of communications. The booklet
contains background data as well as
descriptions of the products of Link

Radio Corp., 125 West 17th St.,
New York 11, N. Y.

Electrically - Operated Switches.

Circular No. 600 describes such

electrically -operated switches as
automatic transfer switches, re-

mote control switches, and contactors and relays. Automatic
Switch Co., 41 East 11th St., New
York, N. Y.

SEALING C -R TUBE
BUTTONS

KESTER CORED SOLDERS
Workmen like Kester Cored Solders. They like application of
solder and flux in one simple operation. Better soldering is the

certain result.
Kester Cored Solders are "Standard for Industry" because they are
easy to handle; are available in just the right core- and strand -size
for each particular connection, and maintain quality standards in the
finished product. Alloy and flux are scientifically compounded to make
permanent trouble -free connections. Fluxing power is effective under
all conditions.

Kester Rosin -Core Solder contains patented flux that will not disintegrate, nor lose its fluxing power no matter what the temperature.
It will not cause corrosion, nor injure insulation. It forms electrical
connections that last as long as the apparatus-connections that resist

shock, vibration, expansion and contraction.
Kester Acid -Core Solder, for general use, forms a connection that
remains tight and clean under all operating conditions. Because of its

patented core it will not leak; nor will its flux gather moisture.
Kester engineers offer 46 years soldering experience to help you.
They will gladly work with you on any soldering problem.

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY
4204 Wrightwood Ave. Chicago 39, Illinois
Eastern Plant: Newark, N. J.

Canadian Plant: Branford, Ont.

* BUY WAR BONDS *

Metallic buttons are sealed -in on ca-

thode-ray tubes at the Dobbs Ferry

plant of North American Philips. The
operator controls the air pressure in
the tube with her mouth while the gas
burner is rotated around the button
ELECTRONICS - February 1945

KESTER
STANDARD FOR INDUSTRY
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Mica Insulation.
New and larger -size sheets of glass
bonded mica ceramic insulation,
designated as Mykroy, are described in Bulletin No. 102. Electrical, mechanical and physical
properties of Mykroy are given.
Electronic Mechanics, Inc., 70 Clifton Blvd., Clifton, N. J.
Glass -Bonded

Transformers. Bulletin No. 431
contains photographs and illustra-

COMMON SENSE TO BUY
STANDARD RELAYS

IT'S JUST

If, in the manufacture of your products, you use relays, it's
just COMMON SENSE to use Potter & Brumfield STANDARD RELAYS when you can.
They've been thoroughly tested under varying conditions,
have a record for dependability and toughness. Metal parts

are protected against corrosion, insulation is designed for longer
life and heavy duty, rugged construction means reliability.

Being "mass production" items, STANDARD RELAYS

carry more built-in dollar value than specially designed relays.

They're ECONOMICAL. STANDARD RELAYS are stock
items, which means earlier deliveries.
Ask for catalog giving specifications and full
range of coil voltages on all types of relays.

PRINCETON, IND.

105 North 10th St.

tions, diagrams, full construction
details, and prices on the complete
line of transformers, windings and
reactors available from Peerless
Electrical Products Co., 6920 McKinley Ave., Los Angeles 1, Calif.

Theater Television Handbook. A
comprehensive handbook on the
what, how and why of theater television is profusely illustrated. It is
primarily devoted to technical discussion of the reception and large screen projection of television programs. Several chapters deal with
such non -technical subjects as television commercial possibilities, the
handling of programs, and audience
response.

The book, aimed pri-

marily at projectionists, is called
Theatre Television Handbook for
Projectionists. RCA Service Co.,

NORCO

Inc., Camden, N. J.

Electronic Communication Components
NORCO has been supplying close tolerance electronic communication components, and complete audio frequency amplifiers to discriminating users. The intensive engineering and
development work, resulting in the high standard of NORCO

.

.

DYNAMIC REGULATOR

products, has been intensified by rigid
wartime demands. Whatever your needs,
you can depend on NORCO as a dependable source of supply for your present or
future requirements.

TRANSFORMERS
SPECIAL

COILS

COAXIAL TRANSMISSION
LINES AND FITTINGS
Timing of shell fuses is compared elec-

NORTHERN COMMUNICATIONS MANUFACTURING CO.
210 EAST 40th STREET

NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
Reactors

Sound Systems
Manufacturers of Transformers
Recorders
Equalizers The Norco Full Range Phonograph Also Coaxial Transmission Lines
400

tronically to the ticking of a master
electric clock at the Eclipse -Machine
division of Bendix Aviation Corp.

Called a dynamic regulator, the device
plays an important part in production
of anti-aircraft shells
February- 1945-- ELECTRONICS

Introducing the new
AIRCO GAS PROPORTIONER

METAL

5TAMPII1G5.
I NJ SMALL LOTS
A convenient, accurate
gas mixing device
The Airco Gas Proportioner is a new development, designed to meet the needs of
electronic tube manufacturers using mixtures of gases for protective atmospheres.

It produces an accurately proportioned
mixture of gases at a pressure not in excess of 5 psi. Various flowmeters can be
supplied to permit flows of hydrogen of
approximately 2 to 200 cfh. and of nitrogen of approximately 6 to 140 cfh.

Write to Air Reduction, New York,
Dept. El for a descriptive folder.
* BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS *

AIR REDUCTION
60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y.

0"
Die cut metal stampings in limited quantities can be produced to your
special requirements at 15% to 20% of the cost of permanent type tools.
No matter how small your quantity requirements or how intricate your
work, we can show you a definite saving. During our twenty-three years
of specialized experience in this service, there has been no other method
of producing metal stampings in small lots that can equal the process
originated by Dayton Rogers.
Our new, illustrated booklet 41 7 6-1 7 will give you full particulars.

DAYTON ROGERS MFG. CO.

2835 12th A

So.

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Offices in all principal cities

JACKS

FROM THE HOUSE OF
. . .

and other radio and electronic components!
JK-26
America's largest producer
of JK-26 lacks. All models
built to strict Signal Corps
specifications.

PL -55

Special kinds-difficult kinds

-tight specifications-close
precision-special heads or

EvfreitieweeplSakl

threads.

Amalgamated Radio, pioneers
In the field, maintain experimental and development labora-

If it is a Screw-we have,
can or will make it.

tories for post-war radio and
television equipment. Our components are completely engi-

111.44

Write for easy reference, factual

neered In a self-contained
factory equipped with tools of

catalog.

(

K EWA1G LAN Di SCRE11(c0,14

KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

ADDITIONAL JACKS A PLUGS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
A - S5.

PLASTIC INSETS
MACHINE SCREWS
SHEET METAL SCREWS
HOLDING PINS
SPECIAL RIVETS
MACHINE SCREW NUTS
ALL TYPES OF HEADS AND THREADS
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PL -211

11-2916

our own design. Years of specialized experience assure high
quality preducts at low cost.
Inquiries are invited.

Pt -204

AMALGAMATED RADIO TELEVISION CORP.
476 BROADWAY

NEW YORK 13. N. Y.

401

$20

NEEELECTRONIC PARTS

a4-1 RRY

otletacts

NEW BOOKS
Alignment Charts,
Construction and Use
By MAURICE KRAITCHIK, Professor of

Mathematics, New School for Social

Research, New York. D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., New York, 1944, 94
pages, $2.50.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES of choice and

graduation of scales and methods
of representation for nomographs
are illustrated by conversion and
alignment charts of up to five variables. Although none of the charts
deal specifically with electronics,

the method of their construction is
applicable to nomographs in electronic and allied fields. The presen-

Send for il-is

MASTER

BUYERS

those directly
FREEto
ILI connected with

tation assumes a working knowledge of geometry and algebra.-

Kindly write on Company

F.R.

high

GUIDE "

priority

purchasing.

letterhead. giving your

_HARRISON RADIO CORPORATION
12 WEST BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY 7
Telephone - WOrth 2-6276 Cable - Harrisoracf
JAMAICA BRANCH -172-31 Hillside Ave.-REpublic 9-4102

Marine Radio Manual
EDITED BY M. H. STarcuAwrz. Cornell

Maritime Press, 241 W. 23rd St., New
York 11, N. Y., 518 pages, $4.00.
IN NOT MANY INSTANCES can the

"tricks of a trade" be bundled into
a single volume that can be used as
a bible by both learners and masters, but Mr. Strichartz is one person who has accomplished this admirably in "Marine Radio Manual."
The book was written-assembled

would be a better word because
many sources were used-to serve
as a guide for students who are
learning to become radio officers on
ships and as a refresher and manual
for experienced operators.

That the purpose of the editor
has been achieved is clearly eviWhen

denced by the comments of the Hon.
Schuyler Otis Bland, chairman,
Committee on Merchant Marine and

in the smallest detail - that's

Fisheries of the House of Representatives, in the foreword. He

skill of a high degree becomes habitual, and shows up

Craftsmanship!

says:
"This manual deals with all
phases of radio at sea and has been
prepared as a textbook for schools
training young men for radio service. It gathers between the covers
of one volume all of the data needed

Having specialized for many years, Par _Metal has this habit of Craftsmanship-

expressed throughout the entire line,
which ranges from small chassis to
housings for huge transmitters.
To get a picture of what Par -Metal

can do now (and the post-war
possibilities) write for a

for performing the duties of the

copy of Catalogue

radio operator on merchant ships.

No. 41-A.

PAR'iMErag, PRODUCTS CORPORATION

ilfft

-64,0*.t. gP
407

Ag :e ko A

CiTY, N. Y.

"It has the tang of the sea on
Export 0. pt.
100 Yort,4 St" P4

every page, for the manuscript was
Y

written in waters both safe and
Ftbructry 1945 - ELECTRONICS

NSTALL

FULL -VIEW

NEON

<IFIPID>

PILOT LIGHTS

METAL -COATING PROCESS
FAST AND
ECONOMICAL

The distinctive, penetrating glow of Neon
Lamps is enhanced by this -SIGNAL Pilot

FOR HEAVIER

Light. Features o fullview plastic head
which permits visibility of the glow from
all angles. Head unscrews from front of

COATINGS

panel, facilitating replacement of lamps.

REQUIRES ONLY RAPID ELECTROLYTE - RAPID
METAL CLEANER - RAPID APPLICATOR

ASSEMBLIES COMPLETE WITH LAMPS:
We can supply any G.E. or Westinghouse

Plating current is obtained from dry

cells, storage battery, or any convenient
source of direct current at 3 to 6 V., or

Lamp together with the required Pilot
Light: We manufacture a complete line
for every use in Aircraft, Marine, Radio,

use Rapid Plating Rectifier for heavy
work.

Electronic, and Electrical apparatus

For silver surfacing bus bar connec-

Send sketch for prompt estimates and
suggestions. Write for Catalog.

tions, lugs, switch blades, etc. For plating or touching up miscellaneous surfaces with cadmium, nickel, zinc, copper
and gold. Building up limited areas.
Hard surfacing with nickel. Used in
shop or field. Special applicators designed to speed up production line jobs.

SIGNAL INDICATO

Our laboratory Is glad to cooperate.
No obligation

Rapid Electroplating Process, Inc.
1414 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.
621 Graybar Bldg.
237 Rialto Bldg.
New York, N. Y.

THERE'S A

84'4 BROADWAY.... NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Telephone: ALgonquin 4-4770

San Francisco, Calif.

DRAKE

SOLDERING IRON
FOR EVERY TYPE OF
ELECTRONIC WORK
From that mighty mite

--imm4111111111Fm.

TRANSFORMERS

the Drake No. 44)0 to the highspeed production "honey"

Unit illustrated is a specially designed, hermetically sealed transformer
produced in quantity to
meet a war requirement.

the Drake
Drake No. 600-10 there is a
high quality Drake Soldering

Iron "just right" for the job.

Electromc Engineering Co. is a mass production organization
devoted :o the design and engineering of quality transformers

Drake Heat Controls and the
Drake "Magic Cup" Stand are
important soldering aids.

for specialized applications. For the ideal solution of your
transformer problem, look to Electronic Engineering Co.

SEE

YOUR RADIO

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO.

PARTS JOBBER

Associated Company

735 West Ohio Street

Chicago, Illinois

Holubow and Rehfeldt Consulting Engineers
DRAKE ELECTRIC
3656 LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.
WORKS,
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Transformer Engineers for Specialized Applications
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dangerous and on ships carrying
cargo as different as coal and blockbusters. The editor's main fear

during those dangerous days was
lest he should lose his manuscript
and small library. So precious were
they, that when his ship ran on the
rocks, after the editor had sent the

SOS signal his chief concern was
the preservation of the manuscript.
One of his comrades found him consuming valuable time wrapping the

manuscript and material in his life
jacket and immediately reached the
conclusion that he had gone crazy."
A radio officer's duties on a ship
cover not only operation and maintenance of the equipment but actual
business transactions and bookkeeping connected

with sending

and receiving messages. In this
work he is governed by a mass of
laws, rules and regulations laid
by
several government
down
agencies, the steamship company

that employs him, the radio service
company that owns and installs the
equipment and the traditions of the
sea and of his particular branch of

the service. To explain all of the
duties Mr. Strichartz begins with
a short sketch of maritime radio
history. He then delves right into

WRITE for THIS

ADECO
GUIDE- BOOK
It points the way
to a dependable source
of supply for precision
parts and
for your post-war assemblies
on a contract requirements
cialists in close basis. As sp9-tolerance
duction,
proAdeco organization offersthecomplete
to
facilities
specificameet your most exacting
your
the field of hydraulics.
in
Send for this helpful

all phases of the work by taking up
each one in a separate chapter.
Headings of these chapters are
self-explanatory-the ship's radio

station, the maritime radio operator, laws affecting radio officers,
work in port, work at sea, radio operating, the "business" of radio tele-

.

GIRL OPS FLY

WHICH
DO YOU
REQUIRE

IN

&Nig
papers
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH?

NON -CORROSION?
PHYSICAL STRENGTH?
CHEMICAL PURITY?

You can be sure of the
most efficient electrical
paper for your application by letting our labora-

tories analyze your requirements. We are specialists in designing and
building technical papers.
Get Acquainted
with the possibilities of electrical
and other Indus-

trial Papers write for new

book today.

free book "Industrial Papers."

AIRCRAFT & DIESEL EQUIPMENT CORP.
REG. U. S.

4405 North Ravenswood Avenue

Chicago 40, Illinois

British WAAFS take a one -week flying
course to study RAF techniques in the

Your Partners in Precision

air as part of their training as aircraft
signal officers. In their previous radio
course, they learn communications procedure and code

1-

OFF.

CENTRAL PAPER COMPANY

INCORPORATED

2442LAKESHORE DRIVE, MUSKEGON, MICH.
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The

Sia-wai;'n
TRADEMARK

ON ANY ELECTRIC
HEATING TANK, KETTLE OR POT you buy will

eventually be worth more to you than you may now
believe. Ask any Sta-Warm user.
He'll tell you that his old Sta-Warm heaters continue
to give efficient, trouble -free, low cost service because
they're built that way. He'll cite performance records
you might not believe if we tried to make you "swallow"
them. We know he's buying, or planning to buy additional batteries of Sta-Warm electric heating tanks for
his post war production .
and this might well tip you
off to investigate Sta-Warm today. Ask for general
bulletin No. 036.
.

.

STA-WARM ELECTRIC CO.
RAVENNA, OHIO

1000 N. CHESTNUT ST.

You can't see it in the
above illustration, but the

of the UNI-

entire inside

CRIMP barrel is serrated,
somewhat like the threads
inside

a

When this

nut.

101Sy

terminal is crimped onto
the wire, it's there to stay!

to

This UNI-CRIMP Terminal
will stand a lot of vibration

Install
- With hand
crimping

pli-

indenting tools. You
ers

can

or

even

use

ordinary side cutting pliers!

and hard service. Extensive
tests, in the laboratory and
service,

in

that.

You'll

like the way the

UNI-CRIMP installs, and
the way it performs. Write

today for Bulletin UC-2,
giving specifications.
H. B. SHERMAN MFC. CO.
BATTLE CREEL(. MICHIGAN

,....

f.,

have proven

And, because of its
pure electrolytic copper, it
makes a connection of the
highest conductivity.

,,.

and
cfts"RESISIORS'
Eticittral
VI1REOUS

WIRE WOUND

Machines
PRECISION
Winding
75

inding
Wlso

giteitnical
Solderless and Solder

Backed by

20 years Aof

Experience

KEYS & ACKS

SWITCH

TELEPHONE

Communication
Telephone Assemblies
and Cable

PROMPT
DELIVERY

Type Terminals and Lugs
.

.

.

Wire and Cable

Connectors
Sleeves . .

.

.
.
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Splicing
Fuse Clips
.

PRESTO ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers of Signalling Devices UNION CITY, N. J.
405

communications, types of telecom-

munications service, distress and
emergency communications, radio
station bookkeeping, radio navigation aids, frequency, a guide to the
guidebooks, tools, maintenance,
trouble -shooting, direction -finders,
auto -alarms, transmitters, receiv-

ers, safety and first aid, radio medical aid and the International Morse
Code. A final chapter called "General Information" might well have
been listed in the table of contents
as a series of appendices. A wealth

of practical data is stored in this
section.

A dependable direct -reading instrument for determining the Q or the ratio of reactance to resistance,
of coils. 'Used in design grid production engineering
of Radio and Electronic equipment. Condensers
and other components readily measurable.

One of the commendable points
about this book is that the author
has not gone into detailed "why's
and wherefore's." Thus, it is not
loaded down with lengthy explanaPeterrnittes effective

inductance or
capacitance

;-t

BOONTON, N..1.

reading whether or not one intends
to become a maritime radioman. It
is crammed with details, however,

about duties and equipment and

RADIO

BOONTO

tions, which makes it interesting

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE "0" METER
OX -CHECKER
FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL
GENERATOR .
BEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR ... AND OTHER DIRECT READING TEST INSTRUMENTS

therein lies its greatest general interest to the electronics field. As
one browses over the descriptions
of the equipment and what functions it performs there arises a feeling of pride and, possibly, pleasant
surprise at what has been accomplished by electronic engineers.
The highest praise a layman
could give this book is contained in
the statement made by Representa-

tive Bland in the foreword when
he says, "Personally, it would have
been one of my greatest pleasures
to have had such a volume on April
18, 1921 when I began my service
on
When only D.C. power
A.C.

D.C. to
A.C.

available,
Electronic devices
by using dependable con be operated
JANETTE rotary
converters. Many thousands
ships, shore
are in use on
stations, as
tic applications.
well as for domesis

Built in
illustrated,
for 6 to 230 the S styles
to

110 and 220 volts,

A.C. output.

volts D.C. input

1

phase, 60

Ask for bulletin No. cycle
13-25.
are also available.

Dynamotors

By JANETTE

the Committee on Merchant

Marine and Fisheries."-K.S.P.

Meet the Electron
Pitman Publishing
Corp., New York 19, N. Y., 1944, 120
pages, S.:M.
By DAVID GRIMES,

is a brief, lucid exposition of the nature and characteristics of the electron and the many
technical developments which are
based upon modern knowledge of
its behavior. The stories in it have
been told and retold by the author
THIS BOOK

over a period of twenty years to
many thousands of fascinated lisWherever there are ships, you will find Janette converters.
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teners in auditoriums, schools and
lecture halls, and preparation of the
manuscript for this book had been
almost completed at the time of his
fatal airplane crash in Ireland.
Commonplace observations and
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

THE GRAYHILL

''''''....----ROTO-SWITCH HAS

BEEN DESIGNED FOR MULTIPLE CONSTRUCTION UP TO 12 POLES, 11 CONTACTS,
OR 132 CIRCUITS. THE SOLID SHAFT ASSURES

POSITIVE POLE ALIGNMENT IN RELATIONSHIP TO CONTACTS. BULLETIN #101
WILL GIVE YOU FURTHER INFORMATION.

/

CHICAGO

\

In future peace -time
production, Radex will
uphold its war -won re-

putation by the scope
and caliber of its service to the radio and

electrical industries.

--

Radex Corporation
53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Ill.

5 North Pulaski Road, Chicago 24, Illinois
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ENGINEERS....

WIRES
MADE BY
FOR

concentrating upon

VICTORY

Are You Concerned With

YOUR POST WAR FUTURE The Federal Telephone & Radio Corporation,
the manufacturing unit of the International
Telephone & Telegraph Corporation with its
multiple business activities extending to all
parts of the civilized world, will accept applications from experienced men for immediate

employment with almost limitless post war
possibilities. These positions should interest
those with an eye to the future and whose
interest lies in forging ahead with this internationally known organization whose expansion plans for post war are of great magnitude covering all types of radio & telephone
communications. Advancement as rapid as
ability warrants. Majority of positions are
located in the New York area!

We need the following personnel!

Men with long experience or recent

graduates considered.

ENGINEERS
ELECTRONICS
ELECTRICAL
RADIO

MECHANICAL
CHEMICAL
TRANSFORMER DESIGN

SALES AND APPLICATION ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS
DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN
TOOL DESIGNERS

TECHNICAL WRITERS

for the duration

Look Ahead With Federal!
full, detailing

cornish
WIRE COMPANY,
5

Pork 104

If inconvenient to apply in person, write letter in

about yourself, education, experience, age, etc., to Personnel Manager

wr

Neva York Cily. Nev. York

ORWIC0

FEDERAL TELEPHONE & RADIO CORP.
NEW JERSEY

EAST NEWARK

39 Central Avenue
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MOLDED

their scientific explanations are re-

TERMINAL

viewed in story fashion with un-

STRIPS

usual simplicity and clarity. Essential facts are narrated so sketchily
yet interestingly that readers with

a little more than an elementary
knowledge of electronics are likely
to be disappointed because more details are not included. But to readers who are not students of science

this book should make clear any
mystery which may surround electronics and its applications.

jr

NO.

An overall pattern is depicted
which portrays the universal existence of electrons in nature, their
actions in conductors carrying cur-

rent, and their relation to magCOMPLETELY

netism. On this groundwork an explanation follows of how electronic

ASSEMBLED

activity is put to work in vacuum
tubes and in radio reception and

WITH HARDWARE
Available

in lengths from I to 20 terminals.
2 Types: NAS 17 and NAS 18. Prompt deliveries.

#6011,44t,INialeflki

Faemica , eam,aawf
7-11 ELKINS ST.. SO, BOSTON 27, MASS.
36 YEARS OF PLASTIC MOLDING EXPERIENCE

transmission systems. To complete the picture, related subjects are'
included such as sun spots, electron

chemistry, electron sources, wave
inventions of Alexander Graham Bell, music on light waves,
and television.
Pen and ink sketches by J. Riegel,
bands,

Jr., are a notable feature of the

book.-J. K.

Seeing the Invisible
By GESSNER G. HAWLEY, Alfred A_

Knopf, Inc., New York, 1945, 200 p.

$2.50.
THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPE, how it.

Specialists
... in Assembly and sub -assembly
of Precision Electronic Products

Complete Facilities for Production
and Testing of Audio Equipment

Consult us with your Production
Assembling Problems

RADE
LL
CORPORATION
6323-27 GUILFORD AVENUE, INDIANAPOLIS 5, INDIANA
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works, how it was developed, and its,.

possibilities in research in many fields are described in language for
the layman. The author admits that
he may not secure unqualified ap-

proval of experts because of the
lack of details of construction and

operation. Even a student would
need some of these, but he could,
not help but become a more interested student for having been made,

familiar with the vastly widened:
possibilities open to him in research.

The nine chapters in the book
begin with a word picture background telling of "the search for the
small", comparing the principles of
the optical and electron micro-

It is shown that light, on,
which the former depends, is too-,
scopes.

coarse a tool to distinguish particles
less than 0.000008 in. in any dimension. The electron microscope distinguishes particles one hundredth,

that size. Particles are not only
February 1945- ELECTRONICS
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EISLER ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT...the plus*

1,

GUIDE AND
SPACING BLOCK

factor in tube manufacture
til,

10.11411-'

!%01$

The nameplate is placed beneath
the guide. The Numberall Rotary
Stamp is inserted in the slot of the

111'T)\)q

h e nameplate. The
lateral graduates f o r
spacing which assures
correct a i g nment and spac-

production. Hundreds of device! for every phase of
manufacture are included-glass tube slicers, stem
and sealing machines, flaring knits, laboratory apparatus, etc. A note on your company letterhead

l

will bring details without oblication; write today.
* EISLER serves 98% of Ameri

ing. The block is
available for va-

characters a n d
nameplates from

I" to 4" L and
I" to 6" L.

'ocic.0C1).

The CHAS. EISLER specialized fa:ilities are supplying
high -efficiency manual, automatic and semi -automatic
machinery for vacuum tube and electronic compoient

guide and moved along with each
character guided for stamping on

rious sizes of

toiol

can vacuum tube producers today'

p

(TOP) No. 23-81 Stem Machine, one of
several in the EISLER line, speeds pro.
duction and reduces breakage losses.
(RIGHT) No. 95-L Butt Welder, has sim
olified control, and assures perfect

welds with minimum damage to metal
groin structure.
(EXTREME

No.

RIGHT)

TI-TU

Glass

Tube Slicer, makes clear, sharp cutsdoes not require skilled operator.

64,,C#6,17Write for
Bulletin EG1

ENGINEERING COMPANY

NUMBERALL STAMP & TOOL CO.
HUGUENOT PARK

751 SO. 13th STREET NEWARK 3, NEW JERSEY

STATEN ISLAND 13, N. T.

Wanted

inc

ENGINEERS

self -synchronizing

Radio

*Electrical
Electronic
*Mechanical
Metallurgical
*Factory Planning
Materials Handling
Manufacturing Planning

J'E DOME TYPE LENS -CAP WITH
HEAVY WALLED. DEEPLY CUPPED
CLASS

LENS.
SO
OUTSTANDING
THAT A COMPLETE LINE OF PILOT LIGHTS HAS BEEN EQUIPPED WITH

facsimile
for the "newspaper" of the Orr

For Use With the Most Readily Obtainable Lamp Bulbs
Typo Nu. 590 D E Unit for use with
the SIi candelabra screw base lamp o
voltage 05 to

1211

volts.

Work in connection with the manufacture of a wide variety of new and advanced types of communications equip-

ment and special electronic products.

Apply (or write), giving
full qualifications, to:
R.

L.

D., EMPLOYMENT DEPT.

Wesrern Electric Co

The Nu. 590 D E Unit. List Price.

(less

lamp) $1.25.
NIonliting

an0,01

!ii..

all 41,0011
I.:uuI 2"; Ii01:01i

lo

Ili,
,10 'qui,.

1

iter,' .% 510
Distributed Nationally by
Ic:'.

GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO.

Write for

Catalogue

100 CENTRAL AV., KEARNY, N.J.
*Also: C. A. L.
Locust St., Haverhill, Mass.
Applicants must comply with WMC regulations
111.

THE H. R. KIRKLAND CO.
MORRISTOWN, N. J.

Finch Telecommwnications, Irc.
Passaic, N. J.
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made larger but more distinct as
well.

The "why" of invisibility is explained in Chapter 2 by the length
of visible light waves which, ranging from 0.000025 to 0.00005 in.,
are much longer than the particles
that they have been called upon to
make visible. How electrons are

controlled to produce larger and
better images is described in Chapter 3.

Two major limitations of the
electron

microscope,

which

are

pointed out in Chapter 4, are that
specimens to be examined must be

subjected to high vacuum and its
excessive drying action as well as to

the heat produced by the electron
stream.
71 ocher

on fasten
cpe,ia, heads.mthreads

"specials" are itsi-

in catalog

tables o
lustrated
hick includes
.
-standard
of
weights per
dec. equivstor it
Write
ta
Pieces'

aandof anYd
Voy adaPtea

cold-

r.grest'

eeidy
e ,;ajty.
sP
000,000
output: go,

upset

sive' s

are

particularly

ganisms.

Examination of dense

materials such as metals requires
an indirect procedure, recently developed.

The history of the electron micro-

fractions.

henotiltssiv!!!!!!
ST.

SO

These

serious in studying biological or-

NORWOOD

scope is also an interesting story
as told in Chapter 5. Some of the
things already accomplished with
the electron microscope are described in Chapter 6, the studies of

carbon black as related to rubber
and synthetic rubber being particu-

larly interesting. Further accomplishments and reports on what is

being attempted with the microscope are dealt with in the next

CATHODE RAY

chapter.

he standard, 3 -inch C.R. tube

The possibilities in medical research, discussed in Chapter 8, are
shown to be great in spite of
previously mentioned limitations of
the instrument. Pictures have been

shield - engineered for the
electronic industry - shields

made of numerous bacteria, bacteriophages, blood corpuscles, the

TUBE SHIELD

anatomy of insects, and related subjects.

for special applications can be

furnished to your specification
- also special chassis, cabinets,
and

racks,

in

large

or

small

quantities.

METALLIC

Panel or chassis mounting
Body formed of Mu -metal
Cadmium -plated all over
Black, baked wrinkle outside
finish
Lucite screen, clear or
colored
Shock protection by rubber
cushion around tube face

ARTS

COMP ANY

243 BROADWAY CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

410

3" C. R. TUBES

L

Gum rubber cushioned
clamp ring

"What lies beyond?" is a brief
concluding chapter. It probes the
further development of the instrument and technique of using it,
perhaps for "seeing" even smaller
particles such as molecules and
even atoms.
The book is illustrated with more

than 70 reproduced photographs
and line drawings, many of which
show magnifications up to 50,000
times.-M. G. V.

HELIUM for radiosonde balloons
now costs less than two cents a cubic foot, compared with $2500 only
25 years ago.
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

AND EIGHT
MOUNTING ARRANGEMENTS
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MEASURES

woo ($

for cooling, ventilating purposes by America's most prominent
manufacturers of electronic equipment.
Available as Centrifugal Fan and Motor
only or with any one or combination of
accessories such as Stand, Inlet Flange
and Discharge Flange. Can be practically
custom-built to your needs-with all advantages of large-scale
production. Extremely compact. Wide pressure range. Capacity
60 cfm at IA" pressure. Low power input. Highly efficient. "One Name -Plate" Guarantee covers both Centrifugal Fan and Motor.
Phone nearby I I,G Branch Office (consult classified directory)
or write us today for engineering data and attractive
prices. Special equipment can be furnished for special requirements.
.

QUANTITIES
with greater
8c range
sensitivity
ever before
than
accomplished

.

.

GILG ELECTRIC VENTILATING CO., CHICAGO 41, ILL.
2882 N. Crawford Ave.
Offices in 38 Principal Cities

VITALIZED VENTILATION
AND AIR CONDITIONING

PERMANENT MAGNETS

PATS. APP. FOR

i BCH LAB hi

All Shapes-All Sizes-for All Purposes

gives direci and instantaneous
readings of resistance values down to
.

.

.

COBALT-CHROME-TUNGSTEN

5 microhms and up to 1,000,000 me-

Stamped, formed and cast

gohms. Accuracy in all measurements to

better than 2%. Output is sufficient to
drive recorder. Entirely AC operated.
Furnished in two models. Reasonably
prompt deliveries. For complete data
regarding other applications write for

Alnico

SE!

under

Liens

.)

Also: Laminations for Radio Transformers

TOOLS-DIES-STAMPINGS

Bulletin No. 432.

Heat Treating of Metals and Alloys

THOMAS & SKINNER
1116 EAST 23RD STREET

,,Quofit,
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BUSINESS...

/

STEEL PRODUCTS
'COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS 5, INDIANA

ITHOUT interfering with war
W"X
" work, we can now accept orders for
transformers for use in connection with
peacetime products.

DONGAN
TRANSFORMERS

you have not already arranged for your postwar source of
transformer supply, we suggest that you do so at your earliest
opportunity. Send us )our specifications for a quotation.
If

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
2977 Franklin
Detroit 7, Mich.
"The Dongan Line Since 1909"
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Backtalk

TO THE
POINT

This department is oper-

ated as an open forum
where our readers may
discuss problems of the

electronics industry or
comment upon articles

which ELECTRONICS
has published

\ovOlta\\%
Ten thousand different
radio and electronic parts
immediately available
on priorities.

Semper

If your

Dear Mr. Henney :
MAY I BE permitted to convey my
hearty and unqualified concurrence
with the views expressed in "Cross
Talk" in the December issue of

plans for
the future

ELECTRON ICS.

.

.

It would be a gross understatement to say that I have been dis-

involve
electronics,
perhaps our
facilities

\oVvci\ces
Trained expeditors select
and ship, same day your
order is received.

turbed by some of the literature recently released purporting to show
preference for degraded reproduc-

tion and the quasi theory to substantiate the findings.
You succinctly call attention to
the fallacies and weak points in current studio practices-which in
themselves defeat dispassionate
findings in "high fidelity" tests.
I feel that you are personally ac-

and wide
experience
can be of
help to you

quainted with our efforts to honestly find the answers to faithful
reproduction in experiments which
go back many years -with no axe to

grind except to learn the truthand it is a comforting reassurance
to find a friend at court with the influence obviously enjoyed by ELECTRONICS.
I.

B. RoBINsoN

Tcch

We shall be glad to answer
your inquiries. You will not
be obligated in any way.

1

i rurtor

The Yankee Network
Buxton, ..1t

At the risk of being called idealis-

tic, ELECTRONICS will continue to be

\O-Atixtxxsza
Known since 1922 jor the

high character of our
policies and practices-as
jobbers, wholesalers and
manufacturers.

comPto

w 11fire
Inc
Ievision lot is,
E-2

%O at, N.
mot xvi.,orrt.
mos.

N.

J.

solo,

against hamstringing high fidelity at
the start and then waiting ten years
to wish there had been more vision.( Ed.)

Among our present products are
Electronic Sound Devices Intercommunicating Systems industrial

Voice -Paging and Broadcasting
Equipment Permanent and Portable Amplifying Systems Recording and Disc -Playing Units Elec-

Mathematics by the
Ten Millions

tronic Controls Operating
Sequence Recorders

Other.

Special Electronic Devices.

ou

Dear Sirs:
MY PAPER, "Secondary Electron Ra-

N-475.

diation," (in the September issue)
seems to have attracted a certain
amount of attention in this country,
because three misprints in it have
been pointed out to me. I thought

SYtTE

BELL SOUND SYSTEMS, INC:

list

Mapert,ON

rs. Columbus 3. Ohio
*out,, Clovelaad S. 01*

Originators and
Peacetime Marketers
of the celebrated

'

perhaps you might like to put a

Rao
Write today for our bargain flyers
and special bulletins.

correction in the next issue of ELEC412
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WIDELY FAVORED because of

SILVER

NOISELESS operation, DURABILITY

and fine PERFORMANCE in

WIRE - SHEET - TUBING
SILVER BRAZING ALLOYS & FLUXES

PLATINUM
WIRE - RIBBON - FOIL
SEAMLESS TUBING

PRECIOUS
METALS

Actual Size
available
Other types values
the lower

RESISTOR

FOR YEARS A LEADING SUPPLIER OF
PRECIOUS METALS TO THE ELECTRIC
AND ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES.
SINCE

1875

...

all climates
STANDARD RANGE

TYPE 65X

1000 ohms to 10 megohms

BULLETIN
DETAILS

.

NOISE TESTED

37
.

At slight additional cost, resistors in
the Standard Range are supplied with
each resistor noise tested to the following standard: "For the complete audio
frequency, range, resistor shall have

.

GIVES FULL
of the different
illustrations Molded Resistors
It shows S.
S.
White
types of details about construction.
and gives etc. A copy. with price
dimensions, mailed on request, Write

less noise than corresponds to a
change of resistance of 1 part in

list will be

for if-today.

1,000.000."

HIGH VALUES
15 megohms to

THE

1.000.000 megohms

AMERICAN PLATINUM

SID

WORKS

THE S. S. WHIT

NJRR AVE AT OLIVER
NEWARK 5, N.

RITEINDUSTRIAL

DENTAL MFG. CO.

DIVISIOti

DEPT. R. 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK IS, N. C.
AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
MOLDED PLASTICS
MOLDED RESISTORS
FLEXIELE SHAFT TOME

FLUME SHAFTS

ST.

J.

Electrostatic Shields

-Loop Covers and
Assemblies - Push
Button Tabs - Radio

Logs-Loop FormsGaskets.

FABRICATED PAPER
& FIBRE PARTS
Precision Printing and Die -Cutting

- Luminous

Application - Phos-

phorescent and Fluorescent

CARDY-LUNDMARK COMPANY
Chicago 13, Illinois

1801 W. Byron Street
If it's

an antenna problem,

Johnson Engineers can give you
the answer. Don't waste power.
Johnson antenna coupling units
insure a perfect match and

maximum power transfer.
Housed in weather-proof
cabinets, they provide an inner
door with glass window for
observing meter, thereby
protecting observer from high
voltage.

Other Johnson products

INDICATOR LAMPS

equipment.

Indicate and identify circuit operations on radio

inductors, condensers, insulators
and similar items. Write for
more information and prices.

available in five different colors, cannot shake
loose. Caps :End bases of sturdily constructed
molded plastic. Easy to mount. With or without
"dim-out" feature. For further details write

include

phasing

concentric line, tower lighting
chokes, sampling transformers,

transmitters and electronic devices. Lock -on caps,

Electronics Department, General Electric, Schenectady 5, N.Y.

JOHNSON
E. F. Johnson Co.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
177 -PL.'

Wasec-a, Miss.
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TRONICS.

The misprints are as fol-

lows :

(1) In the first column of the text

7/6vte

on p. 100, the formula for v
should read:

Eta, 041.1e4

v = 5.95 x 10' VV
(2) Figure 14: The numerals along
the abcissa should commence

ACME ENGINEERED

with 1 and not with 0, since
this is a logarithmic scale of

TRANSFORMERS

frequency.
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

(3) In the Bibliography, item 82,
my name "Harris" should, of
course, be spelled
J. H. OWEN HARRIES
Rediffuston Ltd.
London, I ngland

Repairmen and Hams
I AM

IN one -hundred -percent agree-

ment with Mr. B. P. Schroeder as
to the disposition of surplus mateINTERSTA GE

HIGH LEAKAGE REACTANCE
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

TRANSFORMERS

THE ACME ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO. CUBA, N.Y. CLYDE, N.Y.

rials.
It would be very easy for the War
Dept. to limit the sale of such mate-

rials so that large buyers could not
grab all available surplus, store it a
few years, then black market it to
buyers.

IT'S A

SELF -LOCKER-

.. STRONG ..
.. DEPENDABLE

The

Knurled Cup Point
Hollow Set Screw

Once this "Unbroko" Socket Set Screw is
.

use.
Pat'd & Pat', Pend.

For complete In-

formation, tend

for the
"Unbrako" Catalog.

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.
414

possibly

with a frequency -modulated oscillator and 'scope-which most servicemen cannot afford, and others
who can afford don't know how to

OVER 40 YEARS IN BUSINESS

JENKINTOWN, PA., BOX 596

and

formance from an alignment job

0 to 1" diameter and
Range of sizes:
in all customary lengths.

.

equipment

hearing the better quality and per-

.

yet they are perfect in every detail.

.

There are many servicemen of
electronic equipment who, as Mr.
Schroeder suggests, cannot afford

tomers would certainly be more
willing to recommend him after

In the field of radio, electronics and fine
instruments, there are innumerable applications for this screw, now made in sizes
so small you can hardly see them

Where a cup -pointed set screw is unsuitable, use the Self -Locking "Unbrako"
it locks reKnurled Thread Screw .
gardless of the style of point.

I feel this can be done not only
with electronic testing equipment,
but also with surplus tubes, transformers, etc.

never will be able to. Take for example the serviceman who aligns a
radio receiver with signal generator and output meter. His cus-

permit it to unwind despite even the most
severe vibration. Yet it is easily removed
with a wrench and can be used again and
again.

.

and diagrams.

refined

tightened the knurls of its Cup Point dig
. won't
in and make it a self -locker
.

Any gear in need of repairs
usually can be serviced by the individual who uses it, sometimes
with the help of the manufacturer
regarding parts of special nature

Stanches: BOSTON-DETROIT-INDIANAPOLIS.CNICACIO-ST. LOUIS -SAN FRANCISCO

This obviously puts a different
light on the subject-the less
wealthy serviceman who has knowledge but not money would be well

able to pit his knowledge against
the other fellow's money since he
will be able to get the necessary
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS

A second citation for
doing a good war job!
RADIO RECEIVERS

EVERYTHING THAT'S

morrow's

R.

M.

E.

equipment

ready for you available as soon
as military demands are fulfilled.
Again R. M. E. has taken long
strides in introducing new features
of design which will set the pace.
Again we offer the new things
first. Since 1933 R. M. E. radio

TELEVISION

SIGNAL GENERATORS
ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
ArinArong F. NI.
PHONOGRAPHS... Licen,;ed by RCA Hazeltine

NEW IN RADIO DESIGN
R. M. E. keeps ahead of the field
with the new things in radio first.
Our engineering staff has to-

AUDIO OSCILLATORS

rI

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

305 EAST 63rd STREET, NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

BUTTERFIELD 8-7800

The first pre-war manufacturer of Home Radios in the
New York Metropolitan area to earn both these awards.

Preferred
as a source of pre-

communications equipment has developed such outstanding radio
firsts as the calibrated DB signal
strength meter, the modulation
monitor, the split stator tuning sys-

cision - made
WASHERS and

STAMPINGS

tem and the phase adjusted cry-

CUP WASHERS manufactured to
for Binding Screws your specifications.

stal filter unit.
In scores of other radio advancements, R. M. E. has been a leading pioneer and will be among the
first to offer new design when it's

WHITEHEAD STAMPING CO.
I 69 I

W. Lafayette St.

Detroit 16, Michigan

new.

We will be glad to send you

Operating Notes on

details on the R. M. E. series receivers as they are announced.
Write us a card today asking for
facts on R. M. E. equipment.

RME

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
000.,

by Arthur G. Mohoupt, B. A., M. S.

ltICISCV

NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT! DOWN-TO-EARTH INFORMATION FOR THE
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Apracritrl, useable ELECTRONIC :11 I 1L. A ,..,luatte aid to foremen,
.I, 'ratans-to everyone
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superior
d u,rh practical data on
inter,
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neers and practical elec-

FINE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS, INC.

Yi.00vir, 6,JantYa U. S.
ELECTRONICS - February 1943

A valuable digest of 12
lectures given to engi-

A.

tronic technicians from
over 50 leading manufacturing concerns.
Many helpful charts
and diagrams.

Elect r me Motor Control, etc. Replete V. it h charts, diaevtn, and Inn, ty data on the functions, marn.11nru n, opruitiiin and main V,

Irhnq I. on/ ry -I.
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equipment, and knows how to use

SERVING TODAY...

it.

As for the manufacturer-the
surplus material would eventually
enable the above -mentioned service-

man to get new products, and the
manufacturer would gain in the
long run.
Of course we can also mention the

. . .

Planning

for TOMORROW
IN a constantly increasing number, Astatic Microphones, Pickups and
Cartridges pass daily through the shipping rooms of The Asiatic Corporation to
meet urgent government and accredited agency demands. Company officials
and executives, in the meanwhile, take advantage of every available opportunity
to consider new designs and improved products for the postwar period. On the
production lines and at the conference table, Astatic is serving today and
planning for tomorrow.

electronic home inventor and his
experiments, the radio amateurusually making a living at some
other endeavor-and so forth. All
these persons would be able to get
equipment to enable them to perform their experiments with more

guess work would be
minimized, and their help to the

accuracy,

technical world would be improved.

Codeless Hams?
While many organizations such as

the RTPB, ARRL, etc. are interested in frequency allocation and
other technical matters, it seems to

me that they might give some

thought to the idea of refining the
laws governing radio amateur communication. For example, I can see

CORPORATION
CONNEAUT, OHIO
IN CANADA: CANADIAN ASIATIC LTD. TORONTO. ONTARIO

no logical reason why an amateur
must know the Morse code in order
to operate a station.
This seems absurd because there

are many persons who would like
to put stations on the air for purely

Checking a thermometer
by means of a MN Mueller
G-2 Thermometer Bridge.

scientific purposes (Kennelly -Heavi-

side measurements, and the like).
These

scientific -minded

persons

(some of them college professors)
find their time fully taken up with
responsibilities which limit and
usually crowd out the time necessary to learn code in operable
manner.
Almost anyone can recognize an

SOS and knows, if he cannot respond, at least to get out the way
and help by a telephone call to the
Coast Guard.

It seems more logical that the

Here you see but one of the tests used in the
H -B laboratories. There are many others, all

made with one thought in mind-to produce
accurate thermometers. .Typical
uses of H -B precision instruments include:
checking TNT setting point temperatures, the

precisely

measurement of surface temperatures of gun

breeches, checking hydraulic brake oils at
minus 40, 50, 60 and 70° F., with mercury thallium thermometers accurate to 0.1° F. at
all points, etc. If high precision, mercury -

technical advice and for equipment of proven
quality. Standard instruments range from

technical examinations and law be
given priority and amateur licensees be split into the radio telephone and radio telegraph groups
as the commercial licensees are.

,minus 184° to plus 1000° F. or equivalent

C. R. MADUDLL JR.

in -glass thermometers can help you in your

war jobs today, or peacetime production
tomorrow, turn to H -B with confidence-for

H -B Instrument Company, 2524 No. Broad
St., Philadelphia 32, Pa.

THERMOMETERS THERMOSTATS RELAYS

THERMO-REGULATORS HYDROMETERS
416

Belmar, N. J.

centigrade. Specification instruments built
in strict conformance with A.S.r.M. and other
technical societies' specifications. Write!

A FEW SECONDS exposure to
ultraviolet light converts milk with
a natural potency of 10 U.S.P. units
per quart to a potency of 400 units

per quart.
February 1945 - ELECTRONICS
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We Manufacture a complete line of equipment

TS
NATION-WIDE

SPOT WELDERS, electric. from V. to 50 KVA
AC ARC
TRANSFORMERS, special and standard types
WELDERS
INCANDESCENT LAMP manufacturing euutpment From
100 to
FLUORESCENT TUBE MAKING EQUIPMENT
400 Amps.
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, vacuum pumps, etc.
WET GLASS slicing and cutting machines for laboratory use
GENERAL GLASS working machines and burners

MAIL ORDER
DISTRIBUTORS

SINCE 1928

COLLEGE GLASS working units for students and laboratory
EISLER ENGINEERING CO.
731 Sn. 13th St. (near Avon Ave.)
Newark. New Jersey

CA TA

Loo

FREE
FOR YOU!
YO UR
READY
IS

Electron Tube Machinery
of

Radionic's Catalog No. 26

every type.-standard, and special design

Specialists in Equipment for the manufacture of Radio Tubes, Cathode Ray Tubes,
Fluorescent Lamps, Incandescent Lamps,
Neon Tubes, Photo Cells, X-ray Tubes
and other glass or electronic products, on
production or laboratory bases.

lists hard -to -get radio parts! Helps

you fill your radio and electronic
needs.
All parts are available for
immediate shipment All are highest
quality. All are exceptional values.

SEND TODAY FOR YOUR
FREE COPY TO

RADIO

5

PRODUCTS
0t111,010.Dept,
YORK 7.

EncinEERinr, [mann'

170SENN

1307.1309 Seventh St., North Bergen, N. J.

SOMETHING NEW!

AMERICAN RADIO CO.

TUNGSTEN LEADS

GLENDALE, CALM.

PRODUCED FROM CONTINUOUS SPOOLS
OF WIRE, EITHER STRANDED OR SOLID.
ASSURING OVERALL UNIFORMITY. EACH
TINY WIRE OF THE STRANDED CABLE IS
POSITIVELY FUSED TO THE TUNGSTEN.

FINE RIBBONS
OF

TUNGSTEN and MOLYBDENUM
Making a modest, but effective contribution in Electronics' War accomplishments.
15 Beekman St.

DEVICES
ovt

TRADE... INDUSTRY...

PUBLIC UTILITY...
VOCATIONAL AND
APPLICATIONS

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.

OUTPUT 150-400 V. AT 200 MA.

H. CROSS

taelt Re A1 Cf

EXPERIMENTAL

REGULATED
POWER SUPPLY
E. GARFIELD AVE.

ANL

COMMUNICATION...

"CHANCELLO
STREET,
NASSAU

611

R4P10

write for details & samples
8816 -77th Ave.

ELECTRIC HEATING ELEMENTS REPAIRED

Brooklyn 27, N.Y.

MICROMETER

New Amazing Nichrosite Paste
will do it In a jiffy. Simply °serials

FREQUENCY

ends, apply paste and turn on current.
Used successfully by utility companies
and others. Family size, $1: 4 oz. size
$2.50. Satisfaction guaranteed.

for
checking

Transmitters
from 1.5 to 56 me..
within 0.01 per cent

METER

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES
Bradenton, Fla., U. S. A.

ADVANCE MFG. CO. Box861G Minneapolis. Minn.

MORE RF KILOWATT HOURS
PER DOLLAR WITH

F&0

GLENDALE VACUUM PRODUCTS CO.

New York

1012-14 McGEE ST.
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI

TRANSMITTING TUBES
Inquiries Invited-Let us explain how
Savings are effected and the F & 0
greater guarantee,

FREELAND & OLSCHNER PRODUCTS Inc.
611 Baronne St., New Orleans 13, La.
Raymond 4756

High Power Tube Specialists Exclusively
(1/4

To 100 KW)

40

Find what you are looking
for? If this or other advertising in this issue does not

supply

the

information

wanted, of products or services, write

ELECTRONICS
230 W. 42d Bt., New York, N. Y.

NEED

RAVI

TUBES.

Strip Insulated Wires
QUICKER... BETTER

STOCK

FROM

with WP i'd'Ai

DELIVERY

AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPER

QUANTITIESBOXED
IMMEDIATE
ON LIMITED

.Speeds Production

INDIVIDUALLY

Strips insulation from all types of
wire - instantly, easily, perfectly.

TUBE
EACH
AND GUARANTEED nce filth
Send remItt2 5% de price
r
,43

Just press the handles and the lob

Is done. Cuts wire too. Strips

order -

65N7 ..48'EMEMBER

6K6--

for all site solid or stranded wires
-No. B to No. 30. Ust Price $6.00.

Write Dept. E For Full Particrlars

48

RADIONIC

EQUIPMENT COMPANY

PRODUCTS
1170 NASSAU STREET,
NEWYRK1CA7, NY
1
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to 1000 wires per hour. Available

39-44
1VPe

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO.

Rockford, Illinois, U.S.A.

417

JONES

Stokes MICROVAC Pumps

BARRIER STRIPS

HEART OF HIGH VACUUM SYSTEMS

SOLVE MOST TERMINAL
PROBLEMS

Vaill1111111=1110111111..1010

Qi

0cie

opktv:,4.0-1'

A compact, sturdy terminal strip with

LOW

Bakelite

POWER
REQUIREMENT

6 SIZES

2460 West George Street
CHICAGO 18

SNUG -GRIPPING \
\ SHOCK PROOF
TOUGH

PREMAX

RADIO
ANTENNAS
In Standard and Special

HOLLOW SHAFT

Designs are performing a
vital service for the Allied
Military Forces in main-

NUT DRIVERS

taining
under

the
conditions.

for Close Quarters!
For panel installations in radio, switchboards, or auto carburetor
and shock absorber work, the XceLite Hollow Shaft Nut Driver
sure fits the job! Precision machined head grips snugly and
its

balance --its comfortable handle grip. For close quarter work
it's just what you've been looking for. Seven sizes from 5 16" to
se" (nut sizes). Priorities required- sales restricted. Ask your
regular dealer ---or write Dept. C. Priorities are required.

communications
most trying

WATCH
PREMAX

RADIO
ANTENNA

F;'el? 7 CI X

8'0 CILIC1S

Division Chisholm -Ryder Co.. Inc.
4502

418

ILLINOIS

XCELITE

Keep the Ones You Own

as

HOWARD B. JONES COMPANY

PUMPS GAUGES EQUIPMENT

.

will improve

your electrical infra connecting problems. Write today for
catalog and prices.

High Vacuum

PARK METALWARE CO., INC.
Orchard Park, New York

3/4"

screws.

6046 Tabor Rd., Phila. 20. Pa.

.

From

'2
1/Strips

Jones Barrier
well as simplify

F.J. STOKES MACHINE CO.

.

requirement.

every

wide and 13,32 high with 5-40 screws
to 21h" wide end 11/8" high with

FIVE SIZES: from 15
to 225 cu. ft. per min.

hollow shaft goes over protruding studs and bolts. Feel

maxi-

at terminals.
cover

Buy More War Bonds

provide

Barriers that

mum metal to metal spacing and prevent direct shorts from frayed wires

Highland Ave.,

Niagara

Falls,

N.

Y.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION ID
MUM

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
ELECTRONICS-More positions are coming in
daily for well qualified men in Electronics.
Our service is Nation wide and covers all

4 Recent

branches of Engineering. More than 51 years
at the same address. The Engineering Agency,
Inc., 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Illinois.

McGRAW-HILL

Books

NATIONAL
Sales Representation
Merchandising sales agency

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

is prepared to handle national sales for a group of
manufacturers. If you are

SALARIED POSITIONS - This advertising
service of 35 years recognized standing
negotiates for high salaried supervisory technical and executive positions. Procedure will
be individualized to your personal requirements and will not conflict with Manpower
'Commission's. Retaining fee protected by refund provision. Identity covered and present
position protected. Send for details. R. W.

See them
10 days
on approval

prepared

Bixby, Inc., 278 Delward Bldg.. Buffalo 2, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
By Jeanne Bendick. 148 pages, about 200 drawings,

Here is a book that explains the complex business of electrons and electronics so clearly and
graphically that it is not only understandable
but fascinating to young imaginations. This
book tells the whole story, from the very beginning of what an electron is, a brief history

of how it was gradually discovered and harnessed. and how It has been put to work all
around us-in radio and television, in factories

and homes, In fighting wars and in combatting
diseases.

RADIO . . . FUNDAMENTAL
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES
By

Francis

E.

Aimstead,

Lieut.,

U.S.N.R.,
Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington, D. C.,
Kirke E. Davis, Head, Science Department,
Ocieueside High School Oceanside, N. Y., and

George K. Stone, Senior Education Supervisor,
Tie State Education Department, Albany. 219

EXPERIENCED RADIO engineer, graduate of
accredited school, has available time and
facilities to consider radio design job. PW-778,
Electronics, 520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11,
Iii.

Just completed 4% years active service with
Royal Canadian Air Forces. Drawing account
or salary and commission. Full particulars first
letter please. C. Ferguson, P. 0. Box 644, Winnipeg Canada.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

pages, 174 illustrations, $1.80.

Explains the fundamentals of radio theory and
practice for those with no previous experience.
It/ nineteen chapters cover briefly and concisely
electron theory, current, vacuum tubes, inductance,
capacitance, resonance, circulta, amplifiers, transmitters, etc.. to give you a basic
understanding of radio functions necessary for

INVENTOR SEEKS responsible licensee for
new system of magnetic wire -tape recording
utilizing high frequency agitations. DO -780,

THEORY AND APPLICATIONS
OF ELECTRON TUBES
By Herbert J. Reich, Professor of Electrical
Engineering, University of
Second
edition, 716 pages, 640 illustrations, $5.00.
Gives
a
thorough
groundwork
in
tube
and
circuit theory with emphasis on fundamental
principles
and
their
use
in
many
applications
In
industrial electronics, communications,
power, and measurements. Assembling and coordinating present knowledge of theory and
application of electron tubes, the book covers
its subject authoritiatively and in detail, from
the fundamental principles of atomic structure, excitation, ionization, radiation, and emission,

ANYTHING within reason that is wanted in
the field served by Electronics can be quickly
located through bringing it to the attention of
thousands of men whose interest is assured because this is the business paper they read.

Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18,
N. Y.

to. practical material on the design of
voltage and power amplifiers, phototube circuits, power -control circuits, power supplies,
and measuring instruments.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC CONTROL

A Guide to the Understanding of Electronic
Control Circuits for Industrial Use.

By W. D.

Cockrell,

Industrial Engineering
Divisions, General Electric Co. 247 pages, 175
illustrations, charts, and tables, $2.50.
The first book written especially for the prac-

tical electrical man in industry who desires a
basic working knowledge of electronic control.
In a direct, non -mathematical treatment, It
gives you fundamental facts of electron tube
operation and practical applications of tubes in
basic circuits of industrial electronic control
apparatus. Here is the information needed by
the engineer for quick understanding of the
special aspects of this new and rapidly growing
field.

McGraw -MN Book Co., 330 W. 42 St., N.Y.C. 18
Send me the books checked below for 10 days'

examination on approval. In 10 days I will pay
for books, plus few cents postage. or return them
Postpaid. (Postage paid on cash orders.)
0 Bendick-Electronics for Boys and Girls, $1.50

Almstead,

Davis,

and Stone-Radio Funda-

mental Principles and Practices, $1.80

Reich-Theory and
Tubes, $5.00

Applications of Electron

El Cockrell-Industrial Electronic Control, $2.50
Name
Address

City and State
Position
Company

L. 2-45
(Books sent on approval in the United States only.)

SALES IN CHICAGO
Established Sales and Application Engineering organization in Chicago desires to represent an additional manufacturer. If you make products of merit

used by Radio, Electronic and other
manufacturers as part of their assem-

blies our efforts can secure substantial
and permanent business for you. Write
for details.
RA -782, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.
010111111111 lllllllllllll 11101111 lllllllllllll 111110 lllllll 11111 llllllllllllllllllllll 1111101.010111r
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WANTED
AVAILABLE

Open Design and Production

FACILITIES
on Electronic Equipment
Manufacturer of quality electronic apparatus has time and facilities open for
design and production. Equipment manufactured includes U.H.F., Pulse, Audio,
R.F., Crystal, Tube Testing, etc. fields.
Have Boonton, General Radio, Ferris,
Leeds & Northrup, R.C.A., Hewlett-Packard,
Westinghouse etc. test equipment.

1939, 1940 issues of Electronics. Also want

7" or larger television chassis.

JOHN E. THOMPSON
1440 W. 47th St.

Chicago 9,

III.

SELLERS BUYERS TRADERS
forma"
your IRON & STEEL

40

Years'

For further information write

Dollar I PROD UCTS,Inc.Experience
I3422 -A 5. Brainard Ave., Chicago 33, Illinois

Box 850 Red Bank, New Jersey

"ANYTHING Containing IRON or STEW'

lllllllll 1.1 11111.1 0.114

lllllllll 0111.14.060611400111.01011111111101040111101.10 010161114.1

BEST QUALITY. USED
ELECTRON TUBE MACHINERY

WANTED

ALERT POST WAR MANUFACTURER
Two distinct systems of wired radio interoffice communication, one of which is
quartz crystal controlled, suitable for
post war market.
BO -795, Electronics

Send this McGRAW-HILL coupon

RA -783, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

WANTED

any type of practical radio work.

manufacture,

appliance, we can offer complete supervision and responsibility for your national
sales -merchandising and advertising.

POSITION WANTED

REPRESENTATIVES AVAILABLE
WANTED PRODUCTS in electronic field for
representation In metropolitan area engineering and sales experience. Large following.
Technical Industries, 246 5th Ave., New York
16, N. Y.
WANTED-A good line of products upon a direct representative basis, throughout Canada.
28 years of selling experience. Good connection.

to

postwar, any type of home

330 W. 92nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

PRODUCTS
WANTED
In Building and Construction Field
Well-known manufacturer of war materials with extensive manufacturing facilities
is interested in securing specialty products in the building field for post-war
manufacture. Also interested in small
household specialties. Would buy going
company in this field.
BO -791, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Equipment for the manufacture of all kinds of
electron tubes, radio tubes, incandescent lamps.
neon tubes, photo electric cells, X-ray tubes, etc.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO., INC.

65-47 East 8th St.

New York, N. Y.

Universal Midget Tools
DANDY SIXTEEN PIECE SET
Midget Pliers, Diagonal Cutters, Four Midget End
Needle -nose Pliers, Screwholder, Six
Punches & Chisel. Round File. Midget Crescent
Wrench. $14.85. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY, Remit Today, Catalogue Free With Order.
DEALERS TOOL SUPPLY
Wrenches,

1527 Grand E, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

lllllllll iniens$ lllllllll 11111111111 llllllllll 11111111111 lllllllll 11111111111 lllllll

lllllllllll

FOR SALE
26000 ft. Copalene Cable R.0.54 Nom. 58 Ohms
19000 ft. Copalene Cable R.G.-8 U. Nom. 58 Ohms
Manufactured by General Electric Company 1944
on original reels, selling on account of excess material.

RELIANCE TRADING CORP.
2405.09 N. 2nd St.

Philadelphia 33, Pa.

I

Additional Employment ads on pages 391, 407, 409, 420 421, 422 & 423
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WANTED

ENGINEERS WANTED

DESIGNER
A Central New England manufacturer
over 1000 people needs
Draftsman -Designer on telephone and
signaling (mechanical) apparatus.
Knowledge of die-casting and plastic
applications desirable.
WMC Regulations Prevail
employing

ACOUSTIC EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEER

Graduate Engineer with Laboratory and design
experience. To design microphones and other electroacoustical devices.

P-785, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18. N. Y.
AMMIIMING

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER

Graduate Engineer to design Electro-Magnetic
Devices; such as phonograph pickups, etc.
Write, giving phone number, education, experience
and salary desired.

B.4

Vacuum Tube

Engineers &

Laboratory Assistants
experienced in design, construction
and testing of Vacuum tubes for
Electronic work. Aeronautical Industry; excellent opportunities. Box
598, Realservice, 110 West 34th St..
N. Y.

Well established Southern California concern.
P-768, Electronics

68 Post St., San Francisco 4, Calif.

tif

--,-..c

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
OR MAN WITH
TECHNICAL SALES EXPERIENCE

Opening for Sales Representative in
well -established Chiea go concern.
Familiarity with application of transformers

in

electronic

circuits re-

quired. Salary plus expenses-a good
Write qualifications in
detail. Address
opportunity.

SW -793, Electronics
620 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, III.
.111010110 111.10141.0111Mill II NI 11111.11.0.11 I IMO.

PERMANENT

WANTED

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Mechanical and electrical. Graduate or
equivalent training. Required for development work in the following branches:
I. Electro-mechanical devices, communication systems. Must be interested
in development and familiar with
magnetic circuits.
2. Measuring and control instruments.
Background should be in electrical
engineering, including electronics.
Statement of Availability Required.
P-786, Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

N.11.011.11.6.1110,1111..

EMPLOYMENT

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER
Leading eastern mcmufacturei of

electronic equipment requires
graduate E. E. with project engi-

neering experience to be responsible for administration of all engineering and research. Immediate
and post-war opportunity.
.1111

....... tom

11.4101111111MMMOr

11

P-788, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
MIMINNYONNIMMOSODOWM........ al ......

PERMANENT

11...10

EMPLOYMENT

PRODUCT DESIGNER

EXECUTIVE SALESMAN WANTED

Leading eastern manufacturer of
industrial electronic controls re-

quires experienced design engi-

by leading electronics manufacturer, experienced in handling major manufacturing accounts and capable of supervising
other sales personnel. New England and
New York areas. State qualifications, experience and salary desired.

neer for design of production
models. Immediate and post-war
opportunity.
P-787, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
IMMIX

11.11110114.11.11111

MIAOW

JUNIOR RADIO ENGINEERS
Prefer: drafting, mechanical experience;

six years or more practical design experience. Splendid opportunity with growing
N. Y. radio manufacturer.
P-792, Electronic,
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
..... 1.11111 .......

111111

...... IT1.11111. llllllllll 01111111.11..11 .....

lllllll 11111 lllllllllllllllll

RADIO ENGINEERS WANTED

Top radio design engineer wanted. Also Juniors.
War Work -receivers etc. Post war -home radios,
radio phones. television. electronic sPecialtles, etc.
Prosperous growing medium sized N. Y. radio mfr.
Splendid opportunity. Our engineers know about
this advertisement. Send complete background,

SW -790, Electronics

330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

salary earned etc. We pay very highest salaries to
good producers.
P-774. Electronics

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

/111.111111111.1141.401,1MMONIMMILM11.1

420
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We need a
RADIO COST

ESTIMATOR:
A shrewd analyst to derive
cost from blueprints and assemblies

of

home

radios.

Postwar program in offing.
Must know modern fabrication and operation through-

out machine shop and assembly, and be familiar with

writing operation and process sheets.

MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES,

INC.

Electronics Division

342 W. Putnam Ave., Greenwich, Conn.

WANTED

Radio or Electronic

ENGINEER
For design and development of

Army -Navy Electronic Equipment.

position offers an excellent
opportunity with a well -established and expanding company
in Connecticut, employing over
The company's
100 personnel.

A Present and a Future for
Experienced Design Engineers

The

big postwar program in the industrial electronics, audio and aircraft
communication fields assures a
continued opportunity to engineering personnel for advancement.
P-794, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18. N. Y.
14.101114114.14... .............

WANTED

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
For old established eastern manuOne who can design and
manage transformer department, who
understands all phases of transformer
design and building. Only engineers
thoroughly familiar with building and
calculating on all types of air and oil
facturer.

The Collins Radio Company has always been a pioneering organizationan engineer's engineering and manufacturing outfit.
It was the pioneering urge that led
us to introduce professional standards
of design and performance in transmitters and receivers for radio hams
in the early thirties ...
To plan and build special radio equip-

ment that stood up to the rough-andtumble of Admiral Richard E. Byrd's
second expedition to Little America...

To take high quality broadcast
equipment out of the laboratory and
make it economically practicable for
any broadcasting station ...

cooled transformers need apply. Steady
position and good salary to right man.

To meet the individual requirements
of some of the great airlines with spe-

P-771, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

equipment, including the ingenious

lllllll
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Permanent Employment
ELECTRONIC DEVELOP-

MENT ENGINEERS
established Eastern Massachusetts
electronic
desires graduate
concern

Well

engineers with flair for research and eye
to future. Permanent position concerned
at present with important development
work for government with increased opportunities after the war. Unusual openings for men with capacity and initiative.
Must be U. S. Citizens.
P-670. Electronics

cially engineered communication
Collins Autotune.
To be prepared on December 7, 1941,

junior and senior assistant design engineers with at least three years of prac-

tical mechanical design and drafting
experience, and for design engineers
with five to ten years of experience.
Our work involves the production of
small, intricate mechanical and electrical mechanisms.
This is a splendid opening for men
and women who a: -e able to make neat,
accurate parts drawings with complete
specifications, assembly drawings and
layouts, who will assume reponsibility,

and who have knowledge of general
standard shop and field practices.
Cedar Rapids s a human, wholesome city of about 65,000. People en-

joy living here. And people enjoy
working, without being distracted by
weather variation, in the modern controlled -conditions Collins plant.
If you feel that you could fit happily

and capably into this organization,

to go into production of airborne and
ground based radio gear of highly advanced design for the Armed Forcesthe result of research and development
looking years ahead.
We are looking far ahead today in
the field of high quality radio communication equipment. Our post-war
plans, well advanced, offer a very sub-

write us fully. Tell us about your education, experience, age, desired com-

stantial opportunity for additional

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

pensation and draft status. W.M.C.
regulations, of coarse, must apply.
Address E. H. Reinschmidt,
Superintendent of Design,
Collins Radio Company,

330 W. 43nd St.. New York 18. N .Y.
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LARGE EASTERN RADIO MANUFACTURER

INSTRUMENT
ENGINEER

has an opening for a CHIEF ENGINEER

WANTED

in its BROADCAST RECEIVER SECTION.

Engineer needed to develop and
apply electronic instruments for
measuring vibrations, strains, pres-

sures and temperatures.

EXCELLENT opportunity for the right per-

son. Must have adequate experience and
background. Salary $8,000 to $12,000 per
year depending upon ability and experience
of applicant. War Manpower Commission
regulations apply.

Experi-

e n c e with electro-mechanical
devices desirable. Position of permanent nature and at present con-

cerned with measurement of aircraft and engine characteristics on

projects of war urgency. Apply in
writing stating education, experience and salary expected.
Persons now utilised at highest skill in essential industry

need not apply as all hiring
done In accordance with

Address all replies to

is

Hartford

P-749, Electronics
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

area

stabilisation

plan.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Installation Engineering Department

East Hartford 8. Connecticut
.11111111141.1.101.611.1.0......11.8.1...11.1

.111101.111

104.1114.11111101111 ...... llllll 111.111

WANTED

CHIEF LOUD SPEAKER ENGINEER
The Rola Company, Inc. requires the services of an engineer who has had
several years experience and is capable of heading this division.
Present work is on 100% urgent war products.
Excellent post-war opportunity with an outstanding, financially sound,
long-established manufacturer of radio loudspeakers and transformers.
This Company now has definite plans for an extensive expansion in its
Engineering and Manufacturing Divisions.

Salary open.-Write to

THE ROLA COMPANY, INC.

Cleveland 14, Ohio

3530 Superior Avenue

4.4..amnse

.11.0414..1.111.1.111..111410.11

ENGINEERS WANTED
by Large Radio Manufacturer

SENIOR
RADIO
ENGINEERS
Project

1. R. F. and I. F. Coil design engineer
with knowledge of powdered iron cores for
tuning. An important position involving coordination and supervision of other engineers. Man must be engineering graduate or
have equivalent experience in permeability
tuning systems.
2. Vibrator Power Supply engineer, thoroughly familiar with all types of vibrators,
synchronous and non -synchronous, and associated transformer and filter circuits. En-

development engi-

neering positions open with
excellent postwar future assured. Salaries open. Confidential inquiries respected.
International
poration.

Detrola

Cor-

P-734, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.
Mao

WANTED-A KEY -MAN

RADIO -ELECTRONIC ENGINEER

W. are looking for a man with wide experience
In design and development of radio -electronic parts
and components. To such a man this large corporation, established over 21 years, offers an exceptional opportunity In war and post-war work.
Applications in full confidence. State qualifications fully.
P-784, Electronics
520 North Michigan Ave.. Chicago 11. III.
422

for Its Midwest Plant

gineering graduate or equivalent experience.
Write details on education and background
to Dept. 6E, Box 429, Grand Central Station,
New York 17, N, Y.
8101.1184112

MIS

CHIEF ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
Company with seven years background in the field

of designing and building automatic photo -electric
equipment has Postwar plans that include a great
opportunity for an individual who will be expected

to handle developmental activity of electronic de
partment, He will supervise electronic department
personnel, coordinate activity of plant and 'field

engineers, assume responsibility of entire department as executive head. Applicant should be thoroughly trained In practical as well as theoretical
electronics, capable of supervising optical and elec-

tronic experimental activity. Should be capable of
visualizing electronic coordination with mechanical
equipment, able to assist design engineering in development of new units and supervise assembly,
wiring, and eventual incorporation of units In completed machines: supervise installation of our machines In customers' plants.
P.765, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 11. Ill.

Mile

WNW

...... ......11111111.4MMIL.

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
WANTED
Two excellent positions are available for
graduate engineers or physicists with a good
fundamental knowledge of radio and having some transmitter type equipment experience. The work will consist of field installation of high frequency heating equipment
and complete follow-through servicing. Operating conditions will have to be established for the customer and maintained
through repairs, adjustments or new applications. Positions are permanent and offer
fine postwar possibilities for development.

THE GIRDLER CORPORATION
Thermex Division

223 E. Broadway

Louisville 1. Ky.

HELP WANTED
ENGINEER
CAPACITOR
LABORATORY
ELECTROLYTIC OR
PAPER DESIGN

DRAFTSMEN
DETAIL ON
AUTOMATIC MACHINERY
WMC RULES

MICAMOLD RADIO
CORPORATION
1087 FLUSHING AVE.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

ns
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(11) SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

HELP WANTED
TRANSFORMER &
SMALL ELECTRIC
MOTOR MEN
ENGINEERS
DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN

TECHNICIANS
For war time and post-war design
and development of intricate, specialised, hermetically sealed transformers,
and special purpose fractional h.p.

motors.

RADIO
ENGINEERS

Write giving details about age, experience, past salaries to

SPERRY
GYROSCOPE COMPANY. INC.
Research Laboratories

Stewart Ave. & Clinton Rd.
Garden City, New York

FIELD SERVICE
ENGINEERS
FOR DOMESTIC AND
FOREIGN SERVICE

Three promising positions are open to
men who want to be associated with a
company

progressive

reputation

and

of

established

accomplishments.

At

present there are openings for one senior
and

two

junior

engineers.

Must Possess Good

engineer

Knowledge of Radio

Desire men for work on military projects

Essential workers need release

HAZELTINE
CORPORATION
58-25 Little Neck Parkway
Little Neck, Long Island

now who will be adaptable to postwar
engineering. Prefer men with experience
in radio receiver or television laboratory,
and with college education in communication engineering.

RADIO RECEIVER

ENGINEERS!

Address your communication to

Are you making plans
today for your position
of tomorrow? We have
a definite postwar program in home radio and

have openings for several engineers with prewar experience in com-

plete design of home
allwave receivers. Write
personnel Manager
MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES,

MAJESTIC

RADIO & TELEVISION CORP.
Chicago 32, !Illinois

2600 W. 50th Street

INC.

Electronics Division
342 W. Putnam Ave., Greenwich. Cons.
te.
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STAR STEATITE
Meets a Vital Need

Professional Services

Electronic devices for the armed forces
must have in the highest degree the factor of safety and reliability.
STAR STEATITE, an integral component

part of many of these devices, has the
strength and density required for use in

WALLACE CLARK & COMPANY
Consulting Management Engineers
25 years Planning in the Fields of Research,
Development, Sales, Engineering, Production
Finance and Overall Management.
521

high frequency electronic applications.

The STAR product meets government

Filth Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

STANLEY D. EILENBERG'ER
Consulting Engineer
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Design-Development-Models
Laboratory and Shop Facilities

specifications for "Grade G" Ceramics.

Complete

6309 -13 -27th Ave.
Telephone 2-4213

Kenosha. Wis.

DON FOSTER
Engineering Consultant
Electronics Dept.

TRENTON 9, N.

J.

Specialist In
Electrical
Mechanical
Sound and Electronics
Analysis
Development
335 Beech Are., Wyoming 15, Ohio

OSBORNE ASSOCIATES

What Makes a
Mailing Click?

Consulting Physicists

Mathematical Analysis of Physical Problems. Higher Mathematics, Approximations. Electronic Design. Fluid Dynamics
Mechanics, Electromagnetic and Acoustic
Wave Propagation. Literature Surveys,
Itepitrts.
703 Albee Bldg.

Washington 5, D. C.

Telephone District 2411

Advertising men agree ... the list

is more than half the story.
McGraw-Hill Mailing Lists, used by

We're still up to our ears

critical war work but
when the war's won we
in

will again be ready
. .

To DESIGN, DEVELOP

and MANUFACTURE

,

leading manufacturers and industrial service organizations, direct
your advertising and sales promotional efforts to key purchasing
power.

In view of preset t day difficulties
in maintaining your own mailing

this efficient personalized
service is particularly important in
securing the comprehensive market
coverage you need and want. Investigate today.

Industrial Electronic Equipment

ir&

f'Ute4m

.

.

.

in solving your most dif-

ficult problems in the
specialized field of

Marine Radio Telephone Equipment
Your inquiries will receive immediate action

Mc CRAW -HILL

electronic

devices

is

DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE

offered by consultants

McGraw-Hill Publishieg Cc. Inc.

whose cards appear on

DIRECT MAIL DIVISION

424

Professional
Assistance

Airport Radio Control Equipment

ISLIP, L. I., NEW YORK

Consulting Physicist

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Problems
Instruments and control Devices
Electronics
Specialists In Colortmetry, Spectophotometry and
Industrial Color Control
Laboratory and Shop Facilities
202 Darby Road
Llanerch, Pa.
Phone Hilltop 8910

lists,

.

Radio Receivers and Transmitters

JOSEPH RAZEK, Ph.D.

330 West 42nd Street, New Yerk, II, N. Y.

this page.
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seated height . . . for all frequencies in the range from
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wide band
fixed condensers
application . . . sturdy me-

...

chanical construction ... compact size, in shielded can with
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Audax
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edged technical skill - our "Specialization
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ups and cutters. Because we are specialists in
this field, much more is expected of us. Because the production of fine instruments like
MICRODYNE is a full time job, it stands to
reason that we could not afford to jeopardize

our reputation-EVER-by making pick-ups
a side -line.
After Victory, you may expect further AUDAX
improvements, refinements . . . master -

touches to heighten the marvelous fac simile
realism of AUDAX reproduction.

AUDAK COMPANY
500E Fifth Avenue, New York 18

"Creators of Fine Electrical -Acoustical Apparatus since 1915"
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It uses 1900 feet

of Gaon insulated wire

THE picture shows you part of the 1900 feet of
electrical wire that go into this modern tapping
machine-modern, to give one reason, because every
inch of the wire insulation is made from one of the

Because of GEON'S outstanding electrical properties, the coating of insulation can be much thinnermore conductors can be run in each conduit. GEON
is waterproof, acidproof, airproof, wearproof. It can

GEON polyvinyl materials.

be made into "spaghetti" to slip on fine radio or switch-

GEON is used because, in addition to possessing
unusual electrical properties, it resists oil and oil
fumes. It resists flame-is, in fact, self -extinguishing.
It resists the heat of service conditions. It's smoothpermits easy handling and installation. It can be

board wire. Or it can be extruded onto heavy-duty

brilliantly colored in the entire NEMA range for easy,
positive identification.

duction will permit much broader use of these important materials. Meanwhile, our development staff
and laboratory facilities are available to help you work
out any special problems or applications. For more
complete information write Department FF-2, Chemical Division, The B. F. Goodrich Company, 324 Rose
Building, Cleveland 15, Ohio.

underground power cable.
Right now all the GEONS are subject to allocation
by the War Production Board. But limited quantities
can be had for experiment. And soon, increased pro-

CHEMICAL DIVISION
THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY
ROSE BUILDING, E. NINTH A PROSPECT, CLEVELAND 1S, OHIO
428
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Characteristic

High -Vacuum type

Gas -filled type

Multiplier type

Sensitivity
Current Output

Low
Low

Medium
Medium

Very high
Very high

Amplification factor
Relative signal-tonoise ratio (including amplifier stage)
Anode Volts
Distortion (audio)
Frequency Range

Up to

10

Up to 1,000.000

Low

Intermediate

High

Up to 500

Not over 90
Appreciable In
some cases
Limited by tube

Up to 1250
Negligible

Negligible

Limited largely

by circuit

performance

Limited largely

by circuit

Gas -filled phototubes are, at present, extensively used for soundon -film reproduction and for relay work. Vacuum -types are widely
used where high sensitivity is needed; for precision measurement
where stability of calibration is essential; and for high-speed work.

Sensitivity: The sensitivity of a phototube may vary according to
whether the light change is abrupt or continuous. Static sensitivity
Is the ratio of anode direct current to constant light flux. Dynamic

sensitivity is the ratio of the variation of anode current to the
variation of light input. The sensitivity of gas -filled phototubes
drops off as light -source frequency increases.

Optical Systems: The use of phototubes usually involves some
sort of optical system. The fundamentals of optics must be carefully considered in the successful application of phototubes.
Mechanical Features: As illustrated at left, several types of tubes

)110TOTUBES have found such a wide variety of applications
I that many types have been developed to meet special needs.
The complete RCA line includes both gas -filled and high -vacuum
phototubes, with various spectral responses and a variety of sizes
and shapes. And for applications requiring extreme sensitivity,
RCA supplies multiplier phototubes.
A phototube acts as a light -actuated electric valve. (It does not
convert light energy to electrical energy, but acts only as a control device.) The current passed is in proportion to incident light.
Some phototubes are "high -vacuum" types; some are filled with an
inert gas (such as argon) to increase current -carrying capacity.
A multiplier phototube contains additional electrodes (dynodes)
which emit secondary electrons and thus greatly increase sensitivity and output current as compared to 2 -electrode phototubes.

are available. Size, vibration, directional requirements, etc., all
may influence the choice of one of the many RCA phototubes.
Phototube Life: Phototubes are inherently sturdy, long-lived
tubes and when operated under recommended conditions, give

extended reliable service.

Application Hints: Here are a few general suggestions on applying phototubes:
1.In relay and measurement circuits where tubes must respond
to very small amounts of light, avoid leakage currents outside

tube. Keep tube terminals and sockets clean. Erratic leakage
currents will affect results.
amplifiers where low leakage is important, select top cap
types such 917, 919, or 935.

3.Shield phototube and leads to amplifier or relay tubes when
Color Sensitivity: The cathode coating material and the envelope amplifier gain or phototube load resistance is high.
glass determine color sensitivity. RCA phototubes fall into five
4.Where high -frequency response is important keep phototube
"color groups":
leads short to minimize capacitance shunting of output.
Use
Tube Types
Maximum Color Sensitivity
5.For constant calibration of high -precision vacuum phototube
With Incandescent lamps High vacuum: 925, Gas- Red and infra -red
devices, keep anode voltage at or below 20 volts. Keep incident

filled : 868, 920, 924, 927',
928

With in

descf nt

lamps

-and for onfrared appllcation

High vacuum: 917, 919,
922'.
Gas -filled:
918.
921*, 923, 930.

With light source for col- High -vacuum: 926
orimetry application
With daylight, carbon -arc, H igh-vacuum : 929',
or
mercury-vapor light Multipliers: 931 -A*,
source

For ultra -violet measurement

Similar to above, but sensi
tivity extended further into
infra -red

Blue light, Approximates the

human eye

Blue light. Very sensitive to
incandescent light at a color
temperature above 2700°K.
High -vacuum: 935, I P28 Same as above, but special
934.
I P21

glass

envelope

permits

light spread over wide cathode area.
6.Design or circuit constants should be based on tests with the
equipment operating over the expected range of line -voltage
variation.

7RCA voltage -regulator tubes can improve phototube circuit
performance.

high

B.Anode characteristic curves on phototubes can be used to
predict performance under given operating conditions.

Vacuum- or Gas- or Multiplier -Type? Several important factors to be considered in selecting the general type of phototube for
a service are given in the following table. Specific values should be
considered in selecting the actual tube type.

What Phototube Do You Need?
Due to space limitations, the suggestions presented here are brief

An RCA Preferred Type Tube

ultra -violet sensitivity

Color response curves are available on all RCA phototubes.

Booklet," complete with 11
typical circuit diagrams,

form. If you have a specific application problem or wish to dis-

cuss your phototube requirements
with us, write to RCA, Commer-

Send for this valuable data
Free to electronics engineers: "RCA Phototube

and in a condensed, summary

E

curves, tables, and clearly

written text. Address: RCA,
Commercial Engineering Section. Dept, 62-27E,

cial Engineering Section, Dept.
62-27E, Harrison, N. J. For fur-

ther published information on
RCA Phototubes and how to use
them, send the coupon at left.

Harrison, N. J.

Please send free phototube data to:
Name
Company
Addresu
City

State

CA VICTOR DIVISION CAMDEN, N. J.
Magic Brain of all electronic equipment is a Tube an
the fountain -bead of modern Tube development is RCA.

